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Foreword
n the years following the end of the Cold War, substantial debates about
the propel' size, organization, compositio n, and techniques of command
of the United States Army spurred the service to reorganize. During this
time, such discussions and alterations also affected the Army's forward deployed units in Germany- the Un ited States Army, Europe, and its principal
tactical formation, V Corps. In "Ruck It Up!" The Post- Cold War Transformation of V CO/ps, 1990- 2001, Charles E. Kirkpatrick outlines a decade of change
for V Corps, and the physical and intellectual tools it evolved to accomplish its
changing missions.
The transformation was impressive. It began with reorienting V Corps from
its traditional mission of the defense of Western Europe to becoming a force
read ily deployable within the U.S. European Command area of operations.
Organizational, technical, and tactical developments influenced by lessons V
Co rps lea rned during missions to Africa and the Balkans spanned the decade
between 1990 and 2000. Among the many and occasionally surp rising lessons
of t he V Corps experience between 1998 and 2001 was how fl exible, durable,
and functional conventional general-purpose forces were in coping with a range
of missions from human itarian relief to combat operations. The author lays the
essential groundwork to understand the successes of V Corps when the corps
rap idly deployed to Southwest Asia, and then conducted U.S. Central Command's main attack during Operation IR AQ! FREEDOM.
For those who continue to refine the U.S. Army's organization, roles, and
missions, a careful review of this microcosm of change within the service offers
useful counsel. I recommend this volume not only to those engaged in such
dema nding and important tasks on behalf of the Army, but also to the general
reader who wishes to gain some understanding of the complexity of U.S . Army,
Europe, operations after the end of the Cold War.
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Preface
n the decade following the end of the Cold War, t he United States Army
underwent a difficult and disrup tive process of change to match itself to
the co nditions of the New World O rder, as political pundits dubbed the
highly unstable situation that follo wed the collapse of the Soviet Union and
Wa rsaw Pact. Naturally, the Army in Euro pe, having for mo re than four decades
stood as the bulwark against t he Warsaw Pact fo rces and suddenly finding itself
without its defining enemy, was most directly and immediately affected. There
consequently followed what often appeared to be a somewhat chaotic process
of drawing down those forces that seemed no longer to be required. There also
followed an extended process of redefining the mission of the forces remaining
in Germany, and particularly of Y Corps, the principal tactical formation in the
theater. Such change- "transformation;' in the argo t of the day- was neither
unusual no r unprecedented in the course of militar y histor y. Unfortunately, as
the most cLtrsory survey of such effo rts readily demo nstrated, such transformatio ns were not always successful. More troubling, where they fail ed, the fail ures generally stemmed from causes unforeseen at the time the arm y began to
implement change.
Parables drawn from the experiences of past armies are powerful teachers in that regard. Standing alongSide a secondary road o n the Franco-Belgian
fro ntier in the shadows of the forest of the Ardennes, a scant five miles from
Sedan, is a maisol1 f ort from the Battle of France in May 1940. O ne of a line of
fo rtified ho uses that was intended to give advance warning of German attack,
its present-day ruin remains as the physical manifestation of the intellectual and
conceptual failLtre of the French Army to match its o rganization, doctrine, and
capabilities properly against the military context of its day. More plainly, the
iso lated fortifica tio n is a mute testimony to the French Army's failed transfo rmatio n after its victory of Wo rld War 1, but also to the much more successful
tra nsformation that busied the German Arm y during those same two decades.
The contrast between the two is pointed.
The French Army, evaluating its victory of 19 18 and the circumstances of
the peace, systematically and logically built a doctrine for war and an army based
upon that doctrine. The war ta ught the French that fire killed, and the economic
circumstances of the day impelled the natio n to rely upon an army built on
sho rt-service conscription. TI1e French Army in 1939 was therefore a force that
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relied upon fi repower, that did not emphasize maneuver, and the operations of
which were tightly controlled at senior levels of command. More specifically, it
could mobilize quickly, but required training time to be ready to give battle; had
great fi repower, but could not maneuver with any facility; and was thoroughly
commanded, but could not react quickly to changes on the battlefi eld.l
By contrast, the German Army of the 1920s and 1930s was, until the expansion that began under Hitler in 1934, a tiny professional force based on longservice enlistments. It sought a way to avoid a future war of position and, over
the twenty years between the two World Wars, evol ved a doctrine, a military
force, and a style of command that relied heavily on traditional military virtues
as understood in Germany, but one that was enhanced by exploiting the fruit s
of the most recent technological improvements in weapons and communications.' Although the equipment to do so was lacking except for a very small
arm ored and mechanized spearhead, the German Army of 1940 sought to be
mobile and agile and to exploit battlefi eld opportunities through a system of decentralized tactical command. W hile much of the army still walked into battle
and had its im pedimenta drawn by horses, the German Army's physical limitations were more than compensated for by its intellectual grasp of battle. Its
leaders had already attained those goals in their style of command and concept
for operating on the battlefield. In sum, as historian Robert Doughty remarked,
the transformed German Army "outfought the French tactically and outsmarted them strategica lly:" Lacking the preci ous time th at the ocean barriers gave
the United States Army, the French Army, created to wage only one type of war,
did not have the chance to develop the flexibili ty it needed to respond to the
German Army's faster pace of operations.
Expanding the fo cus allows a comparison with the United States Arm y,
which also transformed itself periodically over the course of its history. Such
changes were not necessarily matters of choice, but were inevitable and continuous. Evolving political, economic, and diplomatic contexts and the steady
march of technological progress impelled the Army to evolve its capabilities,
orga nization, equipment, and the ways it prepared to wage wa r. The pace of
such transformation was typically gradual, and changes were normally increme ntal, rather than radical. Yet a perception of mil itary req uirements that was
L O n the deve lop ment of French doctrine and the evol ution of the French A rmy between the
two \Xfo rl d \'(/ars, see Robe rt A. Doughty, the Seeds of Disaster: Tlte DevelopmeHt oj French Army

Doctrine, 1919- 1939 (Hamde n, Co nn .: A rcho n Boo ks, 1985). For an apt analysis of th at A rmy's
fa il u re when put to the test of battl e, see the same autho r's Tile Breakillg Point: Sec/CII/ and the Fall
ojfi'flllce, 1940 (Ha mden, Con n. : Archon Boo ks, 1990).
2 To consider the m yth of th e Blitzkrieg, the single best study is Karl - H ei nz Friese!', BlilZkrieg-Legellde: Del' WestJeldzllg, 1940 (M un ich: O ldenbo urg Ve rlag , 1996), Fo r an anal ysiS that
dem o ns trates th at the so ~ ca ll e d Blitzkrieg wa s hard ly a revo lutio n in mili ta ry affairs, but was re ~
ally an evo lutiona ry develo pm ent in th e mil itary art , see James S. Corum, The Roots oJBlitzkrieg:
Ha ilS 1'0 11 Seeckt alld Gel'll/all Milita ry ReJorm (Lawrence: Uni vers ity Press of Kan sas, 1992). O ne
o f th e best sho rt exposi tio ns o f the way th e Germans used that fo rce in 1940 is Florian K. Ro th ~
brust, Guderian's X/XLI, Pmlzer Corps alld tile Battle oJFrr1l1ce (New York: Praege r, 1990).
3 Doughty, The Breaking Poil/t, p. 5.
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based upon the needs of the day and immediately perceived urgencies, especially after great shifts in the political and diplomatic landscapes, occasionally
wrought much more rapid transformation. W here quick and radical changes
were made, those changes proved not always, and perhaps not even usually, to
have worked out well.
The First World War was a case in point. The problem at the end of World
War I was that the "obvious" defense requirements as the nation's political and
military leaders understood them did not turn out to serve the longer-term
needs of the nation. In 1918, after the defeat of Imperial Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, no one foresaw the need for a large American land force
because no enemy existed to justify such expenditures. Focusing on the hemisphere, the Army built a smaller professional force with equipment and mobility suited to the only war it could imagine, some continuation of the insurgencies in the Pacific possessions or some small war in the difficult terrain in parts
of the Americas remote fro m the United States. Horses properly figured largely
in such an army, as did pack animals and weapons that could be transported
and sustained in action by muscle power. In little more than two decades, an
entirely different and far more sop histicated and powerful kind of army became
necessary. Fortunately, the nation had the time to build the force needed to win
World War II:'
An intangible had much to do with the transformation of the U.S. Army
once the nature of the war became evident. During the 1920s and 1930s the
Army had invested much of its limited budget in the education of its officer
corps through a systematically applied school system.' The consequence of that
educational system was frank ly fortuitous; the generation of officers that built
and led the Army during World War II was prepared to recognize the changes
in the nature of war and what those changes required of the formations it was
building and leading. TI1at is to say, the Army was conceptually prepared for
change, even if its organization and equipment in the middle years of the 1930s
were ill-suited for the battles that lay before it. The U.S. Army certainly had its
"Colonel Blimps" who were determined even in 1940 to argue for the horse
4 Among the studies that address this very large question are the relevant volumes of the
Un ited States Army's official hi sto ry se ries, U.S. Army in \X/o rl d \X/ar II. The issues are deli neated
in Ma rk Skinner \X/atson, Chief of Staff: Prewar PLalls aud Preparatiolls (\X/ashington , D.C.: His-

tor ical Div ision, U nited States Army, 1950), particularly chapter 2; and Kent Roberts G reenfield
et al., Tlte Ol'gallizalioll ofGrollllC1 Combat Troops (\Xlashin gton, D.C.: Historica l D ivision, United

Sta tes Army, 1947) . On the plan ning process to build the wartime force, see Charles E. Kirkpatrick, All Llllkll01VII Flltllre alld a Doubtfut Present: Writillg the Victory Plall of 1941 (\Xfashingto n,
D.C.: United States Arm y Center of Mili tary Histo ry, L992).
5 Particularl y illumi nating in thi s regard is General Do uglas MacArthur's "Report of the
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, 1935;' in AnllHat Report of the Secretary of \Vm; 1935 (\'V'ashi ngton,
D.C.: U.S. Governme nt Printing Office, 1935). Also see Charles E. Kirkpat rick, "Orth odox So ldiers: U.S. Army Fo rma l Schools and Junior Officers Between the \'V'ars;' in Ell iott V. Converse
III (eeL), Forgillg the Sword: Selectillg, Educating, and Trailling Cadets mid junior Officers ill tile
Model'll \Vorld, NliJitary History Symposi um Series of the United Sta tes Ai r Force Academy, Vol.
5 (C hicago: Im pri nt Pub lications, 1998).
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cavalry, but such men were steadily marginalized by officers who were able
to change their assumptions about warfare and military organization quickly
enough to match the changes that were even then taking place in Europe.
A more successful transformation characteri zed the decade after the end of
the war in Vietnam. During those years the Army quietly went about a systematic process of reforming itself, first of aJl dealing with the widespread indiscipline that characterized the service by 1972 and that lingered throughout much
of that decade. Careful study of the Arab-Israeli Wa r of 1973 and thoughtful
consideration of the directions new technology was taking were even then helping the Army's leaders to make a series of inspired decisions that skillfully melded the capabilities of new technology to build some of the best weapon systems
in the world and then to devise doctrine that wielded the new weapons in a way
that exploited their capabilities. 1hus the Army fielded the famous "big five"
weapon systems: the M1 Abrams ta nk , the M2/M3 Bradley fIghting vehicle, the
AH-64 Apache attack helicopter, the Patriot missile system, and the UH- 60
Bla ckhawk utility helicopter, as well as making giant strides in many other systems and subsystems. 1hus, also, the Ar my devised AirLand Battle doctrine to
wield the weapons effectively. The end result was the superbly capable force that
won the Persian Gulf War in 1991. 6
And then, almost immediately, a new set of circumstances arose. Culmi nat ing events- the demise of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union and th e
end of the Cold War- generated demands in the United States first for a smaller military establishment and then for one restructured to accommodate the
im perfectly understood circumstances of the New World Order. Accordingly,
the Army once again undertook a process of transformation, a process driven
by high-level studies and analyses and directed at the departmental level. The
Army fo cused this transformation on the portion of the force that was based in
the United States, designating the Army in Europe a "legacy" force that wou ld
be among the last to benefit from the modernization process.
At the same time, however, the Army in Europe, the part of the Army that
was most directly and immediately affected by the end of the Cold War, began
its own process of transformation. 1he operational demands of the post- Cold
War world left no other choice, and U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR) , engaged in
what leaders by 2002 were calling "smaJl 't' transformation;' the th eater-based
process of evolving USAREUR's capabilities within the constraints of its very
limited funding. 'n,e process was fo rward-looking but also co nscious of the lessons of the military past. Both at the Army level and within the Army in Europe,
leaders so ught to avoid the pitfalls that gave both the United States and the
french th e wro ng types of Army in 1939. It was important for the service, to
borrow Robert Doughty's perceptive description of french military policy in
th e interwar years, not to choose too narrow an edge on \vhich to balance its
6

O n that transformation, see C harl es E. Kirkpat rick , Bllildilig the Arm)' fol' Desert 5tol'/11

(\\:tash ington, D.C.: Association o f the Uni ted States Arm y, Institute of La nd \Xfarfare, Land
fare Paper No . 9, Novem ber 1991).
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military policy, thus restricting the nation's alternatives when responding to a
future crisis.
W ith those cautions in mind, the Army at large, and more particularly the
Army in Europe and its premier tactical organization, V Corps, underwent a
lengthy process of evolutionary change that took them away from the mind-set
of the Cold War and the great heavy force battle both had long been prepared
to fight along the inter-German border.' By the end of the decade of the 1990s it
was time to evaluate the changes that had taken place.
In November 1999 General Montgomery C. Meigs, who had been the chief
of staff of V Corps at the height of the drawdown of forces and was by 1999
the commanding general of United States Army, Europe, and Seventh Army,
conferred with the senior USAREUR leaders about the future of the command,
discussing with them the characteristics of successful and enduring organizations and enlisting their views to chart the future course of the Army in Europe.
Meigs was concerned that there were those, in both public and private life, who
considered the Army in Europe to be too heavy and too slow to deploy, and who
regarded USAREUR as a command that was still holding on to the Cold War
past with its principal foc us still the Fulda Gap. Such a perception was particularly frustrating in view of the fact that USAREUR had actually "moved light
years beyond the old Cold War paradigm;' in Meigs' wo rds s
Unfortunately, few except those who had taken part in the process knew
of, or appreciated, the impressive scope of the transformation that had taken
place in Germany. Nowhere were the changes of which Meigs spoke more evident than in V Corps, the headquarters that had shouldered the greater part of
the load in the numerous military operations that USAREUR launched in the
course of the decade. The following work is an attempt to cast light on those
changes from the perspective of V Corps and to document some of the most
important aspects of the process that V Corps undertook between 1990 and
2001 to accommodate it to a new political and military reality.
The topic is a large one. This history is therefore in no way comprehensive
and seeks only to outline the major elements of change. Indeed, the process
was both complex and convoluted, and many, many actions of V Corps, its divisions, and its separate brigades could not be recounted in the space available. The reader must also be aware that the "information age" has imposed its
own limitations upon historians. Paradoxically, as the ability to communicate
speeded through various technical means, and the use of microcomputers became pervasive, the production of permanent reco rds in the traditional sense
declined precipitously. As the pace of V Corps operations accelerated, much of
7 Inte r~ Gel'man

Border was an America n militaq' term , rather than a politi cal one, deriv ing

from the descr iption of operation s to defend central Europe fro lll \Xfarsaw Pact attack. lhe 1GB,

as it was c ustomarily called, was defined in Cold \Xfar- era publications such as Field Manua l

34-35, Arlllored Cava")' Regillle/lt rmd Sep{lmte Brigade llltelligence and Electrollic \Vmfare Opemtiolls.
S Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs Briefing at Senio r Leaders Co nference, Leading Change in
USAREU R, 17 Novem ber 1999.
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the decision-making became oral, either in meetings or, increasingly, in videoconferences, and never entered the documentary record. Hence, the rationale
for some key decisions remains only imperfectly understood and, to the extent
that it is understood, has been revealed only through the medium of oral history
interviews, which have their own imperfections.
The scope of the study is further circumscribed. Inasmuch as the documentary evidence from which the author had to work was almost entirely V Co rps
records, this monograph considers the process of change and the actions of the
Army in Europe entirely from the corps' point of view, leaving to others the task
of setting forth the perspectives of higher headquarters and political authorities.
Moreover, the reader should bear in mind that this is also, in a sense, a personal
narrative, because the author was assigned as a V Corps staff officer throughout
most of the period under discussion, and his views and opinions, shaped by the
perspective of the headquarters in which he served, occasionally and inevitably
encroach upon the historian's ideal of perfect objectivity. Finally, it is important
to consider that this study has been written at a point in time close to that of
the events that it describes and attempts to analyze a time when the path of the
Army's post- Cold War evolution is by no means firmly and finally chosen.
Even with all those limitations, the story is an important one and the tentative conclusions worthy of consideration. Indeed, the transformation of V
Corps from a traditional tank-heavy corps committed to a high intensity battle
in central Europe to a lighter, more deployable reaction force simply based in
central Europe is an exemplar of the changes that confronted the Army at large
during the same period. The actions of the corps speak for themselves in explaining the difficulties the service encountered during a period in which major
changes were being made at the sa me time that a high pace of operations had
to be susta ined. The narrative that follows outlines the major shifts in the operational context in which V Corps found itself after 1990 and discusses the
major military operations in which the corps took part. TI,ose operations gave
the headquarters the essential "feedback" to adjust its organization and training to be more in synch with the requirements it faced. Finally, the study offers
some tentative conclusions about the process of transfonnation of the Army in
Europe, as seen from the perspective of one heavy, mechanized corps.
So while the task of V Corps is to carry out military operations, the task of
its historian is to follow at a discreet distance and record what the corps and its
units have done. In the nature of things, busy commanders and staffs are more
immediately co ncerned about the doing than about the recording. Despite that,
commanders, staffs, and soldiers across the corps have been unusually forth coming and helpful and have given freely of their limited time to help document
the many operations of a busy headquarters over a decade that offered few opportunities to pause for reflection.
Thanks are therefore due the commanders, staffs, and soldiers of V Corps
who made their records available for this study, and likewise for those who made
available the time for thoughtful interviews about operations and the key devel opments that occurred during their assignments in the corps. Those interviews
Xli

were especially important because of the dearth of written records about some
of the process of transform ation . I am particularly indebted to General David
M. Maddox, General Montgomery C. Meigs, General John W. Hendrix, General B. B. Bell, Lt. Gen. James c. Riley, Lt. Gen. Jerr y R. Rutherford, Maj. Gen.
Julian Burns, Maj. Gen. Richard Cody, Maj. Gen. Robert T. Dail, Maj. Gen. William L. Nash, Maj. Gen. Raymond T. Odierno, Maj. Gen. Stephen M. Speakes,
Maj. Gen. Walter H. Yates, Maj . Gen. Larry J. Lust, Brig. Gen. William H. Brandenburg, Jr., Brig. Gen. Thomas J. Bruner, Brig. Gen. James S. Dickey, Brig. Gen.
Lloyd Waterman, and Brig. Gen. Thomas E. Swain; to the many principal staff
officers, plans and operations officers, and other members of the V Co rps staff;
and to unit commanders and staffs and soldiers within the corps for their in valuable contributions.
Some years ago, a wise old cavalry colonel observed to me that "majors
run the Army;' a deceptively profound statement. Majors, who do not normally
command, spend their years in grade as staff officers at various echelons. Once
past brigade level, they are rarely staff principals, but are the second and third
tier staff deputies upon whom fa lls the greater part of what the Army calls "nug
work:' TI,ey are the action officers, normally and necessarily given vast discretion and often astonishing independence, who keep the Army functioning. TIley
rarely receive credit for their work, thereby breathing modern life into General
Hans von Seeckt's nineteenth century dictum about staff officers.' TI,roughout
the decade of the 1990s, V Corps was exceedingly fortunate to have had the
services of a remarkably talented and dedicated group of such officers in its staff
sections. While the story of the transformation of the corps has generally been
recounted in the words of the generals and staff principals, it was the vast quanti ty of excellent staff papers, briefings, plans, orders, and other documents the
majors and other staff planners produced that lay at the heart of the story. Their
individual contributions to the changes in V Corps generally went unremarked,
but the cumulative effect was profo und. Accordingly, they merit special mention and thanks, even if I have not cited them individually.
O ther debts must be acknowledged. I am grateful to Mr. Bruce Siemon,
the historian of United States Army, Europe, and Seventh Army, and his superb staff of historians, particularly Mr. Warner Stark and the late Mr. Steven
P. Gehring, for their assistance throughout this study. They generously gave me
unrestricted access to their fi les and draft manuscripts and helped me to locate
important records. I am particularly grateful for their encouragement, advice,
and critical reviews of the developing manuscript. At various steps in the research and writing process, several deputy chiefs of staff of V Corps guided
my wo rk, and l owe much to the advice and tenders of experience particularly
from Col. W illiam W. Alexander and Col. Daniel M. Ferezan, both of whom had

9

C hi ef of the Army comma nd of the tin y Germ an Reichswehr fro m 1920 to 1926, von Seeckt

was fond of say ing that "Gene ral Staff officers have no names:' Q uoted in Hermann Foertsch The
Art of Model'll War/are (New York: Veritas, 1940), p. 46.
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crucially important and generally little-recognized influence in a series of key
events while they were assigned to V Corps. I also owe thanks to some of the
long-serving members of the corps staff whose collective memory allowed them
to function as a sounding board for ideas about the evolution of this manuscript
and whose advice was important in the development of the project. These especially include Mr. Raymond D. Nolen, Lt. Col. Dan Sulka, Lt. Col. Mike Lehto,
and Lt. Col. Peter Schifferle. I also appreciate the encouragement and support
of the successive Chiefs of Military History who have long sustained an interest in this project and whose staff stood ready to assist at every turn: Brig. Gen.
Hal Nelson, Brig. Gen. John Mountcastle, and Brig. Gen. JohnS. Brown. In that
regard, I also owe special thanks to Mr. William Epley, an old soldier and good
friend who was my point of contact at the Center of Military History.
Those who write are often inclined to be weak on self-criticism, and it is
to peers that the historian turns for help. In that connection, I must particularly thank Army Chief Historian Dr. Jeffrey Clarke for his detailed consideration of the manuscript and recommendations for improvement. I have also
been fortunate to have had a number of friends and old colleagues, all of whom
are gifted historians, who have been willing to supply any deficiency in selfcriticism I may have displayed. Through discussions of the issues with which I
have been working, they have also helped me to clarify ideas and establish the
frame of reference for various parts of the manuscript. It is impossible for me
to overstress the importance of their candor and critical reviews of my work.
I am particularly indebted to Maj. Gen. (U.S.A., Ret.) William A. Stofft, formerly Chief of Military History and Commandant of the Army War College,
who has an intimate understanding of the changes in the Army in Europe and
with whom I have often discussed the manuscript. For more than fifteen years
he has been my guide and mentor, both as a historian and as a soldier, and this
present study bears the stamp of his influence at many points. A number of colleagues from my days in the Department of History at the U.S. Military Academy offered equally valuable criticism and helped in various ways, including
helping me maintain a seemly modesty. I especially value the advice of Dr. (Col.,
Ret.) Richard Swain, Dr. (Col., Ret.) W. Scott Wheeler, and Col. (Ret.) Gregory
Fontenot. Their perspectives on the Cold War and post-Cold War experience
of the Army, embodied in remarks and observations they have probably long
since forgotten, were extremely helpful to me. In a separate category, I must
thank Dr. (Col., Ret.) Henry Gole and Dr. (Lt. Col., Ret.) Martin Andresen, also
old colleagues from the History Department, for their very similar assistance
and especially for their work in developing the after action report on Operation
]OINT ENDEAVOR, upon which those chapters of this study have in large part
been based.
Then-Brig. Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs chartered this study in 1994, while
he was V Corps chief of staff, pointing out that the Victory Corps was involved
in a unique change of mission that had many implications, not only for the
corps, but also for the Army at large. Although he soon moved on to greater
responsibilities, he remained in touch with what I have been doing and has ofxiv

fered constant encouragement. His original project directive was my guidance
from start to finish: chronicle the post- Cold War transformation of a heavy
corps committed to the German Defense Plan battle.
General Meigs unintentionally influenced the study in another way. After
he became Commanding General, U.S. Army, Europe, and Seventh Army, General Meigs began for his senior staff and commanders a series of staff rides that
continued throughout his tenure of command. I am fortunate to have participated in many of those staff rides as part of the historical staff. History was, of
course, not the point of the staff ride. Instead, Meigs used the battles we studied
as vehicles to consider the nature of modern military operations and the complex tasks that devolve upon senior officers in carrying them out. I thus had
occasion to hear candid and thoughtful discussions of a wide range of subjects,
including many of those considered in this present study, by the generals who
had been charged with executing the tasks U.S. Army, Europe, undertook in the
post- Cold War era. Those invaluable discussions deepened my understanding
of the issues with which I was dealing as I wrote the study.
This project could not have been carried to completion without the assistance of all these persons, as well as the editor, Susan Carroll; the cartographer,
S. L. Dowdy; and the book layout and cover designer, Henrietta M. Snowden,
and I am grateful for all that they have done to help. The unit designations and
organization in the charts and tables are the author's reconstruction of what
existed at the time. I alone am responsible, however, for the interpretation of the
records and interviews, and at my door must be laid any of the infelicities that
may turn up, including all errors of fact, of interpretation, and of omission. One
somewhat delicate issue remains to be mentioned. If my affection for the Victory Corps and organizational loyalty occasionally show through in what I have
written, I ask the reader's understanding indulgence. A retired soldier, I confess
I have retained a soldier's affection and admiration for the professionalism of
the American soldiers I know best.

Heidelberg, Germany
April2003

CHARLES E. KIRKPATRICK
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"RUCI( IT UP!"
THE POST- COLD \VAR
TRANSFORMATION OF V CORPS, 1990- 2001

The Beginnings of Transfonllation
. we have certainly lost out on the barbed wire and iron curtain piece of the action,"
Col.

\,(!i1Ii;1 1ll \\1. Alexander

V Corps DCj)ut), Cll ief of Stall 1992

"If you haven't been in Europe in the last yea!; all ),ou knew before doesn't count. All that
was Ivritten about Europe is no longer valid, and that which is valid about Europe is yet
to be written."
Brig. Gen. Larr)' J. Lusl. Comtn<1ndillg General.
V Corps Support COIllJlland. 1995

"It's a case of 'vuja de.' You go out and don't recognize anything at all."
1)1:

R. S. Garnell

V Corps Government Relalions Adviser. 1995

o prepare soldiers for the risks they were likely to encounter in
Bosnia-Herzegovi na, in 1995 General William Crouch, Commander
in Chief of United States Army, Europe, prescribed a course of indi vidual train ing that each trooper had to complete before leaving
Germany for duty with Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR. The course of situational
training exercises was conducted at Hohenfels Trai ning Area under fie ld conditions- which began with living in tents, regardless of the weather. Naturally,
word of the mild ly unpleasa nt trai ni ng circumstances quick ly got around . M.
Sgt. John T. Butt, the senior noncommissioned officer in G-3 Operations in the
1st In fant ry Division, was responsible for mustering division soldiers requiring
that training and seei ng them off to Hohenfels. Through 1996, as V Corps units
were augmented by both Regu lar Army soldiers and soldiers called to active
duty from the reserve components, there was a steady demand for the trai ning
course, so Sergea nt Butt fou nd himself fulfilling his task ever y few days.
On each occasion, some percentage of the group presented what it regarded
as ilTefutable arguments in favor of delaying the trip to Hohenfels. Butt's
respo nse was conditioned by his in stinctive economy with words and by a
long-serv ice soldier's equally in stinctive impatience with anyone lacki ng what
he saw as a proper concept of duty, especially given the pervasive use of the
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phrase “Duty First!” throughout the Big Red One: “Shut up,” he replied, “and
get on the bus.”
Lt. Gen. Jerry R. Rutherford’s command of V Corps ended well before the
Bosnia mission began. However, involved in a number of other missions outside
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) European confines, he
had a similar response that he favored when his subordinate commanders or
staff expressed reservations about one of the new “out of sector” missions that
fell to V Corps after the end of the Persian Gulf War. After listening to their
litany of objections, he, too, had a professional soldier’s response: “Ruck it up!”
As understood in V Corps, “ruck it up!” had much the same import as “shut
up and get on the bus.” The expression meant that discussion was over; that
the mission, whether desirable or not, was clear; that the corps had been allotted the task; and that it was time to pick up the rucksack and move out. The
aphorism could easily be overdrawn, but it is fair to take “ruck it up!” as the
working philosophy of V Corps between 1990 and 2001 as the headquarters
went through the complicated and interrelated series of changes it experienced
in that decade.

Stability and Change
Change was the unifying theme for the United States Army in Europe after
the end of the Cold War. Within V Corps that change was profound, not just in
terms of the drawdown that slashed the numbers of soldiers and tactical units,
but also in terms of the missions that the corps was given to accomplish. Once
the Warsaw Pact threat in Europe was gone, V Corps began to look to a series
of new tasks, wholly different from the Cold War duties that had long served
as its reason for being. Those new tasks naturally imposed new training and
operational requirements that conditioned the way a heavy corps had to evolve
to meet all of those demands, changing the focus of its operations from the traditional heavy force battle to the diverse military requirements that arose after
1989. The changes were significant, ending decades of stability in operations,
training, and the general philosophy of how the corps should be employed.
The V Corps mission hardly changed from 1951, when growing East-West
tensions dictated its return to Europe, through 1989, when the Warsaw Pact
collapsed and the Cold War confrontation in a divided Germany came to an
end. Assigned to what came to be known as NATO’s Central Region, V Corps
had responsibility for slightly more than a fifty-mile sector of the inter-German
border, with particular attention to the Fulda Gap, which was one of the principal avenues of approach from the east and a corridor allowing access to the city
of Frankfurt am Main, the financial capital of the Federal Republic of Germany.
For almost half a century, the pattern for operations of the “Imperial Army of
the Rhein,” as soldiers called it, remained a familiar one. The V Corps stationed its
armored cavalry regiment well forward, based on Fulda, to screen and observe
the border. Two heavy divisions, one armored and one mechanized, and a number of separate brigades or groups of supporting arms and services were based
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The 14th Armored Cavalry screened the inter-German border in the V Corps sector. The “Border Belle” was one of the first American tanks across the Rhine River at
Remagen in 1945.

at casernes that lay chiefly, but not entirely, in the state of Hessen and remained
poised to deploy forward rapidly to carefully selected defensive positions along
the border, there to fight a delaying battle until reinforcements arrived from the
United States and elsewhere in the NATO alliance.1
The anticipated battle itself would be fought according to the thoroughly
understood and well-rehearsed General Defense Plan. Frequent exercises
ensured that U.S. Army units had an intimate and detailed knowledge—a
knowledge probably unrivaled in the history of the United States Army—of the
terrain on which they expected to fight.2 At division, brigade combat team, and
battalion task force levels, planners elaborated the provisions of the General
Defense Plan in great detail and prepared “battle books” that included maps,
checklists, and photographs of battle positions and other significant pieces of
terrain. Commanders at every level from USAREUR down through battalion
conducted regular terrain walks with their subordinates to discuss potential
operations. Naturally, every unit paid meticulous attention to the disposition of
Warsaw Pact forces across the border and kept its intelligence staff busy updating the presumptive readiness and organization of those units. Of course, the
entire plan was frequently reviewed and updated.
Throughout the Cold War, the attention of V Corps units remained fastened upon readiness and gunnery, and periodic tests and exercises made
certain that both met exacting standards. Generations of soldiers shared the
same experience—the eternal round of gunnery and field training exercises.
Battalions moved from garrison to the training areas at Grafenwöhr, Vilseck,
Baumholder, and Hohenfels and back to garrison with the regularity and inevitability of the changing of the seasons. Corps commanders demanded skilled
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Tank gunnery was a crucial element of V Corps Cold War training. This is a tank of
the 3d Squadron, 12th Cavalry, at Grafenwöhr in 1967.

maneuver, but for the individual soldier, platoon leader, company commander,
and battalion commander, gunnery lay at the heart of all training. The overwhelming numerical strength of Warsaw Pact forces confronting V Corps
demanded proficiency in gunnery above all else. Hence, tank crew qualification in the armored battalions and Expert Infantry Badge qualification in the
mechanized infantry battalions held first place as the most important measures of success. Thus, the experiences of a V Corps soldier who manned an
M41 tank in 1952, or an M48 tank in 1959, or an M60 tank in 1975, or an M1
tank in 1989 were similar, and the same held true for soldiers of all the other
arms and services. Technical and tactical proficiency properly dominated the
thoughts of leaders at all levels.
Exercises of all sorts filled the time that battalions were not involved in
gunnery and maintenance. Winter maneuvers had long been an annual event,
but became the premier exercise in October 1963, when Operation Big Lift
brought the 2d Armored Division from Fort Hood, Texas, to participate. The
V Corps, then under command of Lt. Gen. Creighton Abrams, was responsible
for running Big Lift, which had a political purpose as well as a military one.
President John F. Kennedy wished to demonstrate, in the aftermath of the 1961
Berlin confrontation, that the United States was determined to defend Europe.
Big Lift was also a rigorous test of the concept of pre-positioning equipment
in Europe that arriving troops would use. In 1967 the United States announced

Winter maneuvers of 2d Armored Division in January 1956

Lt. Gen. Creighton Abrams at a brigade change of command ceremony in the 3d
Brigade, 8th Infantry Division. Lt. Col. George Casey is at Abrams’ rear.
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plans to withdraw 28,000 soldiers, roughly two divisions, from Europe in 1968.
To demonstrate its continuing commitment to NATO, the United States concurrently agreed to a large-scale force deployment of not less than three brigades of a single division to Europe in an annual exercise, for which Big Lift
became the model.
Thus was born the annual Return of Forces to Germany (REFORGER)
exercise, which supplemented the General Defense Plan by reinforcement
and, through continuous refinement, became a plan that was tightly integrated with U.S. and NATO naval and air force plans. REFORGER tested the
ability of conventional forces to reinforce Europe and fight in a conventional
war. The first REFORGER, which the Soviets denounced as a major military
provocation, began on 6 January 1969. Starting in that year, V Corps took part
in REFORGER as the culmination of an annual training cycle that became
increasingly structured as time went on.
In Wintex exercises, the corps evaluated general defense, administrative, and certain other war plans. Other exercises helped resolve questions
about how best to cooperate with NATO allies, and V Corps troops regularly
went to the field with French, British, and German units to become familiar
with the other nations’ equipment, organization, communications, and tactical doctrine. Still other exercises tested U.S. Army, Europe, operation plans
and served as USAREUR and V Corps preliminaries to REFORGER. For most
Cold War veterans, however, one of the dominant impressions was the periodic
and unannounced readiness test, when all soldiers were recalled to their units,
generally in the middle of the night, and moved out to their general defense
positions in accordance with a strict timetable that permitted no variance and
admitted no excuses for failure. The sound of a telephone ringing in the middle
of the night was, for many, the most enduring emblem of service in Europe during those tension-laden years.
All other corps operations were aimed at supporting the deployment of
the divisions forward to the Fulda Gap, which General Abrams once called
“a playground for tanks.”3 Indeed, the battlefield on which V Corps expected
to fight was organized in a way that bore curious and striking resemblance
to battlefields on which it had previously fought: St.-Mihiel, Meuse-Argonne,
Normandy, and the Ardennes. The corps deployed itself from back to front
along a linear battlefield with well-defined flanks, which in the years after 1957
included the III Korps of the new Federal German Bundeswehr to the north
and U.S. VII Corps to the south.4 Logistical arrangements were clearly defined,
pushing supplies and materiel forward along carefully controlled supply routes.
Indeed, the General Defense Plan defined a linear logistics battlefield with a
firm, fixed theater structure, a definitive corps rear boundary, all the ports and
airports substantial distances to the rear, and a big, robust theater army that
fed the corps a specified tonnage of supplies every day. Traffic flow was carefully controlled to support a battle with a clearly defined forward area. Allowing
for modern weapons and increased engagement ranges, the V Corps battlefield
and the control measures intended to manage the fight were familiar ones.
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The foe was substantial and formidable. The Group of Soviet Forces in
Germany, eventually augmented by the Volksarmee of the German Democratic
Republic and the other Eastern European nations of the Warsaw Pact, was a
powerful army that Americans assumed remained co nstantly poised for war.
Large Soviet tactical ail' forces maintained bases all across Germany and the
other central European states to support the land battle, and equally large
elements of the Soviet fleet secured the theater's fl anks in the Baltic Sea. The
Soviet preparations for war were as thorough as those of NATO, large and
frequent exercises being held on a reg ular and rec urring schedule throughout
the calendar year. W ithin the Soviet Union itself were stationed many more
divisions that could quickly be brought into a major European battle. One
other element of Soviet m ilitary power continued to worry NATO planners as
well. Highly trained commando forces, the much-vaunted Spetznatz troops,
formed an integral part of all Soviet battle plans. Such forces would certainly
be deployed in great numbers and across the depth of the battlefield to attack
all of those rear area installations that sustained the NATO land battle, but
particularly command and control headquarters, logistics bases, airfields, and
lines of communicat ion. Plans had to be laid, and forces allocated, for what
eventually ca me to be known in the United States Army as the "rear battle"
agai nst com mando units.
The Victory Corps confronted on ly a small part of that larger armed
force, but in a place NATO planners considered critical: the so-ca lled "Fulda
Gap." Opposite V Corps in the Fu lda Gap was the Soviet Eighth Guards Army,
one of the major formatio ns of the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany. Given
the honorific "Guards" in July 1943, the army had previously been located at
Berlin, and then at Weimar and Nohra. In August 1951, about the time that V
Corps was returning to Germany with the heightening of Cold War tension s,
the Eighth Guards Army moved its headquarters entirely to Nohra, a town
just southwest of Weimar. The forces assigned to the army varied over the
years, but in general were maintained at a level of two mechani zed divisions
and two rifle divisions with supporting orga ni zation s. W ith the Sov iet
div ision being slightly smaller than an American division, the Eighth Guards
Army was roughly equiva lent to an American corps, and therefore any battle
along the inter-German border wou ld, at least in the open ing stages of a war,
be a parity fight.
In 1957, and ty pica lly for the Cold War period, the Eighth Guards Army's
divisions were dispersed throug hout the army sector, with the 21st Guards
Mechanized Division at Ha lle, the 20th Guards Mechanized Division at Jena,
the 57th Guards Rifle Division at Naumburg, the 39th Guards Rifle Division
fo rward at O hrdruf, and the 13th Antiaircraft ArtillelY Division at Weimar.
(Map 1) The major training area for the army was at Ohrdruf, with smaller
supplementary areas at Eisenach and Lossa. Typica lly for the Sov iet Army, t he
Eighth Guards was heavy in artillery.'
The Eighth Guards Army, a "conventional" army, was designed as a
major force that could sustain attacks aga inst strong defensive positions or,
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alternatively, defend organized positions. The corps echelon of comma nd did
not exist. Wh ile t he Eighth Guards Army had four divisions, it had the potential
for far greater strength, because according to Soviet doctrine the independent
brigades were really cadre divisions that could quickly expand when additional
men and equipment were provided. The Soviet Army had in fact often done
that during World War II.
The Eighth Guards Army atta ined a cumulative peacetime strength of
60,195 soldiers. Facing the Soviet divisions at Fu lda, V Corps looked across
the border wire at rifle divisions that had 9,721 men and mechanized divisions
that had 11,523. The rifle division owned 77 medium tanks and 5 amphibious tanks, whereas the mechanized division could field 46 heavy tanks, 229
medium tanks, and 30 amphibious tanks. Thus, without reinforcement, the
Eighth Guards Army cou ld muster 92 heavy tanks, 612 medium tanks, and up
to 70 amphibious tanks. In addition, the army had 42 assault guns with 152mm. guns, 110 assault guns armed with 100-mm . or 122-mm. gu ns, 36 assault
guns armed with either a 76-mm. or 85-mm. gun, and 734 armored infantry
personnel carriers. The artillery support was substantial.
At first glance, V Corps and Eighth Guards Army appeared to be even ly
matched forces. It was the forward placement of the additional Soviet forces
that made the difference, since divisions from elsewhere in Germany or from
Europea n Russia could reach the inter-Germa n border very swiftly- much
more swiftly than REFORGER could reinforce the NATO armies. In the opening phases of any European war, NATO forces in general were confronted with
the possibility of being overwhelmed by far more Soviet and Wa rsaw Pact divisions equipped with far more tanks and other armored vehicles than NATO
forces had. With these powerful Soviet forces in mind, it is easy to understa nd
why force modernization in the United States Army was for decades both dictated by and focused on the United States Army, Europe.
As the case of the Eighth Guards Army illustrates, the Warsaw Pact and
Group of Soviet Forces in Germany were either actually or potentially far larger
in manpower and possessed greater quantities of all sorts of weaponry than
the NATO land forces. For the Genera l Defense Plan to succeed, soldiers in
Europe had to "fight outnumbered and win," as the 1982 version of the Army's
operations manual phrased it 6 Lacking the quantitative edge in artillery and
numbers of tanks and other fighting vehicles, the U.S. Army sought a qualitative advantage, with the goa l of allowing smaller American units to be able to
take on far larger attacking formations with some hope of success.
The result was a steady upgrading of the equipment assigned to the soldiers
in Europe. The var ious models of the M4 Sherman tank were replaced after
World War II by the M26 Pershing, designed to cope with the German pzKw V
("P·a nther") and pzKw VI ("Tiger") tanks and therefore comparable to the thencurrent Soviet armor. The M411ight and M47 medium tanks of the early 1950s
were soon entirely supplanted by heavier equipment. The M48 Patton tank
with its 90-mm. cannon, for years the mainstay of the American tank battalions, was in its turn replaced by the M60 series, with a 105-mm. gun and other
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armaments in various modifications. Ultimately, V Corps tank battalions were
equipped with the M1 Abrams tank (lOS -mm . cannon) and M1A1 Abrams
tank (120-mm. cannon). Comparable upgrades occurred in every major category of weapon, with infantry fighting vehicles culminating in the M2 /M3
Bradley Fighting Vehicle; helicopters, in the AH- 64 Apache attack helicopter;
artillery, in the Multiple Launch Rocket System and the Army Tactical Missile
System; and air defense, in the Patriot Missile System.' Whenever modernization occurred in the United States Army, the new equipment went first in
quantity to the Army in Europe, where the nation was prepared to fight the
war that might be least probable, but that was nonetheless the one offering the
highest risk to nationa l interests.
Tactical evolution also aimed at dealing with the much more numerous
Soviet enemy and finding ways to use the more capable weapons most efficiently. Tactically, the Army at the start of the 1970s was a deeply divided institution.
The Army in Vietnam, an army through which most of the rest of the service
passed in one-year rotations, emphasized infantry-airmobile warfare suitable
for that conflict. Meanwhile, the Army in Europe, confronting the much less
probable- but infinitely more serious- Warsaw Pact threat, remained a heavy
mechanized and armored force . There was no unifying doctrine that satisfied
the needs of both armies, and Army doctrinal manuals reflected that ambiva-

The MiAi Abrams Main Battle Tank
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The A H-64A Apache attack helicopter

lence. The Arab-Israeli War of 1973 threw the Army's quandary into high
relief, pointing up the lethality of the modern battlefield: in on ly one month of
fighting, the Israeli, Syrian, and Egyptian arm ies lost more tanks and artillery
than then existed in the entire U.S. Army, Europe. s New and deadly weapons,
especially antitank missiles, rendered existing "pure" tank forces dangerously
obsolete. A future armored war, it was clear, would consume enormous quantities of materiel and manpower, and the Army needed to devise a way to win
any such war quickly.
Beginning with the promotion of a concept known as the Active Defense
in 1976.' the Army systematically reconsidered its doctrine for battle. The next
edition of the operations manual, appearing in 1982, focused on winning "the
first battle of the next war" and demanded a trained and ready peacetime force, a
reversal of traditional American military practice. The 1982 doctrine envisioned
the armored force as the centerpiece of battle, and the tank as the single most
important weapon available to the commander. The manual stressed, however,
that it was the deft manipulation of all of the arms, together with air power, that
would give the maneuver forces the means to win battles. The new doctrine
required commanders to seize the initiative from the enemy; to act faster than
the enemy could react; to exploit depth of battle through operations extending
in space, time, and resources to keep the enemy off balance; and to synchronize
the combat power of ground and air forces at the decisive point of battle.
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Commanders were not to devote their whole attention to the fight along the
forward edge of the battle area (FEBA)- a famili ar term replaced by "forward
line of own troops (FLOT)." Instead, the 1982 operations doctrine required
commanders simultaneously to manage three battles. In close operations, large
tactical formations-preeminently the corps- fought the current battle through
maneuver, close combat, and indirect fire support. Close operations bore the
immediate burden of victory or defeat. Deep operations, on the other hand,
helped to win the battle by engaging enemy formations not in contact, chiefl y
through deception, deep surveillance, and ground and air interdiction of enemy
reserves. Objectives of deep operations were to isolate the current battlefield
and to influence when, where, and against whom future battles would be fought.
Rear operations proceeded Simultaneously with the other two and focused on
assembling and moving reserves, redeploying fire support, continuing logistica l
effo rts to sustain the battle, and providing continuity of command and control.
Security operations, traffic control, and maintenance of lines of communication
were critical to rear operations.
From the point of view of soldiers serving in Europe, the battle they were
prepared to fight was the most sophisticated in the history of warfare, and
maintaining readiness to fight it was a professionally absorbing task. Technical
and tactical proficiency, in view of technologically complex weapons and even
more complex operational requirements, had never before been so stringently
defined. Soldiers' and leaders' attentions remained fixed on maintaining that
proficiency. and the theater itself built an elaborate logistica l structure aimed at
supporting the style of battle for which the two European-based corps trained.

I.

End of the Cold War
At the end of the 1980s the United States Army in Europe was a formidable
milita ry organization. Equipped with the most modern weapons and hardware.
trained to demanding standards according to a rigorous and well-considered
program. organized efficiently for a high intensity war. and exqui sitely rehea rsed
in its battle plans. the army had. in the words of one thoughtful officer. fin ally
reached the standard of organization. equipment. doctrine. and training that
its leaders of 1941 had envisioned for the forthcoming wa r aga inst the Axis."
However overdrawn that observation might have been. it pOinted up the truth
that V Corps and VII Corps were well prepa red for the long-feared battle with
the Warsaw Pact. For fo ur decades and more. V Corps sold iers had fastened
their collective attention upon one exquisitely di fficult and exacting mission.
and the Army in Europe had orga ni zed. equipped. trained. and planned only
for that mission. The end of the Cold Wa r and the consequent removal of the
countervailing military threat in central Europe inevitably brought with it a
demand for a reduction of American forces in Germany and a reconsideration
of t he missions the residual forces would have.
In 1989 V Corps assessed its position and the prospects fo r the next several years. Of principal concern to Lt. Gen. George joulwa n. the corps com-
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mandel', was retaining an emphasis on battle training, while also moderni zing
and maintaining the subordinate units. To do that, he intended to stabili ze
training calendars and prioritize the training tasks and other missions for the
corps and its divisions and brigades. To ease the impact of force moderni zation
on training schedules, he decided to integrate introduction of the new equipment and new orga ni zations as part of scheduled training, insofar as possible.
The other major concern was allotting enough time to monitor and maintain
combat systems at an acceptable state of readiness. Looking forward two years,
Joulwan also directed his staff to consider the impacts of events that he thought
might occur, including a possible Army decision to make the European tour of
duty unaccompanied 01' to reduce the number of families overseas. Of equal
concern were the potential impacts of further budget reductions on readiness
and maintenance of standards. Looming on the horizon were overseas force
reductions that the corps estimated at 10 to 20 percent, and Joulwan adjudged
it overwhelmingly important to evaluate how much such a reduction would
affect the corps' ability to ca rr y out its wartime contingency plans."
By October 1990 the situation had been clarified somewhat. German
unification was a rea lity and the Warsaw Pact was in disa rray. The Cold
War appeared to be over, although 350,000 Soviet soldiers remained in
eastern Germany. The threat to Western Europe had marked ly diminished .
Nevertheless, uncertainty and instability in Eastern Europe were higher than
ever. Aga in st that background, the United States announced a reduction of U.S.
forces in Germany and ident ified the first units to go, establishing a date of 1
Ma rch 1991 for the departure of the first increment. Joulwan already knew that
V Corps had to decrease in size by 15,000 soldiers in Fisca l Yea r 1991, a task
his successor, Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox, had to implement after assuming
command in November 1990. It was in the course of planning for those drawdowns that V Corps sent substantial forces to Saudi Arabia as part of Operation
DESERT SHIELD at the end of 1990 and foresaw possible future rotational
requirements for more troop units and a continuing support requirement for
units already in Southwest Asia. Complicating training was an increasing
domestic German sensitivity to maneuver damage and noise and to the dislocations t hat training inevitably caused. Considering the Cold War over, Germans
began to question seriously why the America ns needed to maintain the same
high training tempo."
Setting the corps priorities in the midst of continuing and evidently unpredictable change, General Maddox stressed continuing support for Operation
DESERT SHIELD, maintenance of readiness to ensure stability in Europe, and
the "build down" of forces in Germany. The political complexities of German
unification and the continuing fall of the dollar against the Deutsche mark
affected the affordability of training and on-going work to improve V Corps
installations. The General Defense Plan for Europe, on the other hand, was
literally put on the shelf in the G-3 Plans office. Periodic updates were made to
the plan on the basis of directives from USAREUR, but the Cold War, the [ron
Curtain, and the Fulda Gap were- as far as V Corps was concerned- things of
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the past. Looking ahead to how the corps would train, Maddox also pointed out
that the annual REFORGER exercise was no longer in synch with the political
and operational realities with which V Corps had to contend. Obviously, major
changes to the training philosophy were in the offing as well.14
Replacing the General Defense Plan as the guiding principle in training and
organization for combat was a set of plans that addressed the needs of what
V Corps referred to as “out of sector missions.” During the Cold War years V
Corps had been part of NATO’s Central Army Group and had been aligned
with the other NATO corps along the inter-German border in what looked like
a linear defense of the style last fought during World War II. (Map 2) Just arriving at the fight was a central issue by 1990, though, since the future battlefield
would presumably not be on the inter-German border. Maddox assumed that
the corps would evolve into a multinational formation that had to assemble,
move 200 kilometers or more into a forward assembly area, and then conduct
a movement to contact with the enemy. His plans for corps training reflected
that assumption, calling for the corps to assemble at Baumholder, Friedberg,
Mannheim, Frankfurt, and Fulda; move about two hundred kilometers to the
Grafenwöhr Training Area; then move tactically about one hundred kilometers to the Hohenfels Training Area, where the training “fight” would be conducted.15 New technology, including the recently developed Maneuver Control
System, became critical tools for controlling the battle that Maddox believed
would characterize future V Corps operations.

The V Corps showing new soldiers and their families the Iron Curtain in the corps
sector during border tours
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Tests of the new operational principle took place in the extensive V Corps
exercise series in 1990- 91, including the Corps Ca ravan Guard exercise of
July 1991 and the REFORGER exercise of September 1991, preparations for
which began more than a year earlier. Starting in June 1990, the corps and its
subordinate commands conducted a series of field and map exercises to work
out details of the new training concept. In December 1990 Exercise Cact us
Juggler was combined with the fielding of t he new Maneuver Control System .
In February 1991 V Corps used the Mobile Subscriber Equipment Capability
Evaluation as another chance to test the maneuver concept, further refining it
in a series of divi sion and cavalry regiment exercises into the spring of 1991.
Exercise Central Fortress of May-June 1991 was the first full test, leadi ng to
Exercise Caravan Guard in July and the REFORGER in September."
In each of those field problems, Maddox emphasized, the principles of
combat were unchanging. What had changed were the conditions. Large unit
exercises with fu ll troo p unit participation, and particularly with armored
vehicles, were things of the past. The corps could expect train ing in maneuver
rights areas to become more limited." Likewise, local training areas would
continue to be available, but their use would increasingly be restricted by loca l
demands to decrease noise and military activity. To compensate, simulations
would have to increase and improve in quality. They, Maddox thought, were
the key to success, si nce simulations could stress and develop battle staffs
and commanders by offering va rying tactical situations of differing degrees of
intensity. In his opinion, every exercise, staff ride, terrain walk, staff procedure
drill, and map exercise shou ld use a corps tactical problem as the scenario and
reflect the current corps mission essential task list- those unit tasks deemed
vital for success.
The "graduation exercise," replaci ng the traditional REFORGER, was the
Army's Battle Command Training Program Warfighter Exercise, an external
evaluation of command post functions of units of brigade size and larger, conducted by the Combined Arms Center at Fort Leavenworth in cooperation with
the unit being tested. The Warfighter had the flex ibility to build scenarios to
emphasize problems or tactical situations of concern to the tested unit commander. Broadly speaking, the forwa rd-deployed corps needed to train all of its
units to fight according to then-current operational realities. The War fighter
exercises and corps evolutions at major training areas provided opportunities
to integrate into the tests the corps "slice" of combat service support (the logistical support from the 3d Corps Support Command allocated to each division)
and to conduct large unit operations."
NATO generally shared the V Corps view of the future operational context, and its planners reacted to the changed political situation in Europe by
considering what the future NATO strategy should be. The NATO goals of
collective defense, protected peace, and democratic stability in an uncertai n
world remained constants." The immediate problem was for NATO to decide
how to respond to threats to collective security when the location and nature of
such threats were unpredictable. NATO found common ground with American
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assessments that instability in the fonner Warsaw Pact area was likely to be
a continuing concern, and concluded that crisis management planning was
therefore essential to sound NATO strategy. A second and political wrin kle
demanding some consideration was that nations other than the United States
inte nded to decrease the size of their active forces after the end of the Cold
Wa r, so that the traditional missions of assuring stability and deterring aggression, whether in central Europe or outside of Europe, had to be accomplished
through mea ns that stressed economy in the use of military force. Ultim ately,
the basic operational concept that NATO adopted was virtually identical to the
one U.S. Army, Europe, had already begun to apply in exercises. NATO also had
to develop a deployable force capable of moving to places outside of its normal
Cold War operational area. That implied ava ilability of air-and sealift- flexible
command arrangements, a highly trained staff, units configured for short-notice
movement, and the ability to assess accurately the amount of force needed for a
given situation. The NATO maneuver concept was identica l to the one V Corps
and other U.S. fo rces had begun to exercise, stressing movement to contact and
maneuver on a fluid and open battlefield.'o
All of t hat indicated that NATO and USAREUR were marching down the
sa me path, sharing an important coincidence of view. Of more interest, however, was NATO's determination that the old division of Allied Forces, Central
Europe, into Northern, Central, and Southern Army Groups was outmoded
and that future NATO operations should involve true multinational forces. 2 l
According to that concept, each member nation wou ld provide an appropriate
force contribution and the NATO structure would provide for realistic control
of logistics, administration, and training by the contributing nations while
itself maintaining centralized operational control. NATO leaders then envisioned forces from more than one nation serving under a nominated NATO
com mander who had an internationally integrated headquarters. The model
for such integrated forces from different nations was the Allied Command
Europe Mobile Force (Land), a quick-reaction NATO strike force that had operated in that way for many years. The concept contrasted with the more historically common model of assigning various national forces to a single national
headquarters- an American corps, for example-augmented by an appropriate
international staff.22 Both types of organization lay in V Corps' future.
In the NATO view, multinational forces had several advantages. They
naturally demonstrated the solidarity of the alliance, but NATO planners
anticipated that they were also likely to be more efficient. Forces contributed
by several nations might permit reduced national force structures overall.
Allied interoperability and standardization could also be expected to improve
in such organizations. That optimism was tempered by NATO's realistic investigation into the enduring problems of multinational forces and the impact of
those problems on the proposed orga ni zational model. National differences in
language, doctrine, training, leadership styles, logistics, equipment, weapons,
communications, force structures, readiness and mobilization techniques,
and time tables were considerable. While, therefore, multinational forces were
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politically desirable and desirable from the point of view of the efficient use of
smaller national armies, NATO conceded that they were prone to be militarily
less effective as a consequence of the disadvantages imposed by those national
differences." The working out of such problems proved to be a large component of the negotiations that soon began to create the U.S.-German and
German-U.S. bi-national corps.

The Extended Obbligato of Drawdown
Thinking through the requirements for a new mission was an unremarkable process for the Army, though unusual for the Army in Europe because
its mission had been virtua lly unchanged for the better part of half a century.
Complicating the new mission analysis, however, was the fact that the end of
the Cold War had brought with it powerful outside demands to reduce the size
of the armed forces in general and to reduce the costly forward deployed forces
in particular, and those largely American domestic political demands set the
pace. The drawdown of forces was never a consistent process, inasmuch as it
extended through several presidential administrations and was routinely influenced by diverse perceptions of national security requirements and by pragmatic, and changing, political demands. The impact on commanders and staffs
in V Corps was that the planning basis was never certain. As the staff looked to
the future, the process was very much like working a large jigsaw puzzle where
someone occasionally either seemingly randomly removed key pieces or else
periodically shook the table so as to disorder them.
The drawdown was a rapid and uneven process. The Army in Europe
went from 213,000 soldiers in 1990, the equivalent of 69 brigades, to less than
65,000 soldiers in 1995, with much of the decrease taking place right at the
end of the Persian Gu lf War, when units that had been assigned to VII Corps
in the Southwest Asian desert returned to Germany and were placed under V
Corps control. (Map 3) At many points in the process planners thought that
the much-hoped-for "final" number had been reached, but the demands to cut
force structure continued, seemingly as unabated as the pie uvial excesses of a
German spring, with additional decreases announced at irregular and inconvenient intervals. The crucia lly important fact was that the real decisions about
the size of the Army in Europe were made not in Europe, but at the Department
of Defense, and that, while USAREUR certainly represented its interests to the
decision-makers, other than traditional military calculations determined the
final outcome.
On the other hand, the pace of the drawdown was often influenced by
USAREUR pressure to complete the process as quickly as possible so that
the theater could reach a balance among the requirements of mission, physical resources, and troop strength within the constraints of anticipated severe
budget restrictions. The V Corps staff was not a party to those on-going discussions of larger issues among USAREUR, U.S. European Command, and the
Department of the Army. Instead, V Corps planning chiefly concerned itself
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with implementation of the decisions reached at those higher echelons of command. 24
The Persian Gulf War slowed, but did not halt, the drawdown. The plan had
been to reduce USAREUR by 30,000 soldiers in 1991, but that process halted at
around 14,500 because of the deployments to the Persian Gulf. Another 30,000
soldiers were scheduled to leave in 1992. The V Corps completed the part of
the process that had started before the war began, finishing the inactivation of
six battalions or battalion equivalents in March 1991. W ith the return of some
of the deployed forces to Germany after the end of the war, there was a rush
to return to the drawdown schedule to reach the established 92,200-soldier
end state. After the war USAREUR therefore had the task of reducing its force
structure by around 45,000 soldiers in the course of one year. The process was
complicated by the fact that V Corps assumed comma nd of VII Corps units
returning to Germany, briefly raising corps strength to around 112,000.
The corps staff worked hard to maintain the pace, inactivating or moving
sixteen battalions by October 1991 and sustaining a pace of roughly six battalions inactivated each month thereafter. By June 1992 V Corps had moved
fifty-six battalions and thirty-seven company-sized units out of the corps. (Map
4) Maddox chose not to use conventional staff processes, so as to avoid creating
undue anxiety among the soldiers and civilians assigned to the corps. He believed
that many of the decisions would be changed before they were implemented,
and that the result could easily be despair and despondency among soldiers and
families whose futures were uncertain. Maddox therefore determ ined to limit
the number of people involved in the staffing process and to withhold information about drawdown decisions until they had become certain. He himself made
most of the decisions regarding V Corps units in consu ltation with Mr. Robert
Marston, the Conventional Force, Europe, staff officer, and the deputy chief of
staff, Col. Wi lliam W. Alexander, using a personal staff group, which he dubbed
the "Law Finn," to do the detailed work." At the same time, Marston and the
Law Firm worked in concert with Mr. Darryl Pflaster in the USAREUR operations staff, so that corps and USAREUR planning remained aligned.
T he drawdown was governed not by mission but by the desired personnel
end strength 2 6 As time went on, many on the corps staff frequent ly criticized
that method, believing that it would have been better to have conducted a
method ical mission analysis to determine what functions needed to be performed and then to have lined up units aga inst those function s. W here requ irements exceeded personnel authori zations, the corps would then enter discussions with USAREUR and the Department of the Army about which functions
wou ld have to be cut. Particularly in the later stages of the drawdown process,
however, planning usually resolved itself into simple demands for the corps to
give up specified numbers of military and civilian positions. As events transpired, the pace of the fo rce reduction quickly outstripped the staff's ability to
do methodical planning.
According to Colonel Alexander, the staff attempted to do a threat-based
analysis to shape the end state corps force . Time worked against orderly staff
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planning, though, because the process became, as he put it, "a bowling ball
fa lling down an elevator shaft," a "free fa ll operation." Even at the beginning of
the process, moving fifty-six battalions out of the corps in under a year really
didn't offer a lot of opportunity for analyzing which battalion should go, given
a changing threat array. "Reality," Alexander said, "was as we knew it, and
truth had a date-t ime group."27 The situat ion became worse in July 1992, when
Maddox assumed command of USAREUR and Seventh Army. Although the
plan at that time was to cut the Army in Europe force structure to just under
100,000 soldiers, it quickly beca me clear that a further reduction to 65,000 was
in the offing, a decision that was indeed fina lized by the late fal1. 28
Earlier decisions about unit inactivations had included considerations
about preserving the best quality installations and the best facilities among
those in the corps area. By 1993, however, corps planning turned almost entirelyon how to maintain two divisions within the 65,000 sold ier force limitation
and establish ing the proper balance among maneuver units, supporting units,
and headquarters elements, the latter decisions complicated by a constantly
cha nging political and security situation in Europe and on NATO's periphery.
Ultimately, the planning resolved itself into two key decisions: the corps had
to surrender one maneuver brigade from each division and eliminate the 11th
Armored Cava lry Regiment (ACR). T he first decision was made with little
fanfare . The 2d Brigade, 3d Infantry Division, stationed at Erlangen, was inactivated between October 1993 and January 1995. The 3d Brigade, 1st Armored
Division, stationed at Mannheim, was returned to the United States between May
and August 1994.29 Political difficulties at both locations helped secure the decision to cut those two brigades, particularly in Mannheim, where there had always
been controversy about the use of the Lampertheim Loca l Training Area.
The decision to return the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment to the United
States was much more emotional, since few senior leaders in Europe favored
eliminati ng the unit. T he armored cavalry organization was considered ideal
for the kinds of missions that many planners foresaw. In the end, keeping the
regiment was impossible, although, as Colonel Alexander said, cutting it from
the order of battle
was not first on our list of good ideas. In fact, taking the cava lry reg iment out of Europe

was probably the si ngle most argued piece of the drawdown decision-making. The 2d
ACR was already gone, for all practical purposes. The original plan was not to take the
11th ACR out of Europe, but to retain two div isions and a cava lr y reg irnent. But the
issue then became affordable force structure. both from a dollar point of view- base
aps and tra ining- and from a force structure point of view. As the dollars kept falling .
. . . the force structure kept falling. 30

Additiona l decreases in the force structure through the rest of 1992 were
necessary to attain the specified force li mits, resulting in what the corps staff
began to call the" death of a thousand cuts." The V Corps Artillery had already
lost one of its field artillery brigades. The remaining brigade was reduced to
two rocket arti llery battalions, a fact compensated for by the assignment of a
full Multiple Launch Rocket System battalion to each division, unique in the
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Maj. Gen. MontgomelY C. Meigs receives the colors oJthe 1st InJan tlY Division from
Lt. Gen . John Abrams, the V COlpS commande!: The 1st InJantry Division replaced
the 3d InJantlY Division in the V COIPS order oJbattle in Februaty 1996, although
the reJlagging ceremony IVas not conducted until 10 April.

Army. Corps aviation lost one of its three attack helicopter battalions. The
corps air defense artillery brigade inactivated its Hawk missile battalion, an
easy decision inasmuch as the Department of the Army had already announced
its decision to remove Hawk from the active force. The engineer brigade's
bridge battalion headquarters and two of its four bridge compan ies likew ise
cased their colors. USAREUR eliminated one Mobile Subscriber Equipment
(MSE) battalion from the signal brigade. Two of nine military police companies
went away. The corps support command lost two transportation companies, a
quartermaster company, a heavy equipment transporter company, a fuel transpOl·tation company, an aviation intermediate maintenance company, and one
of its two chemical companies.
The cuts beca me deeper in 1993. T he corps inactivated one of its two
CH- 47 Chinook helicopter companies and reduced the level of organization of
the air traffic control battalion. One company of combat heavy engineers was
eliminated, and the engineer topographic battalion was reduced to company
size. T he interrogation company of the military intelligence brigade was eliminated, with the intention that USAREUR's 66th Military Group would provide
interrogation support to the corps. The corps support command lost one of two
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medium truck companies, one of three ordnance companies, and the medical
group headquarters. That left one ordnance company in support of each di vision with a promise that 21st Theater Army Area Comma nd could provide
back up support as needed and a conclusion that the corps could contrac t for
tran sportation when required. W hile the corps gained a medica l brigade headquarters in 1994, the force structure for that brigade eliminated one of two
mobile army surgical hospita ls while adding a combat support hospital. Finally,
the deputy commander in chief of USAREUR decided to cut both the 5th
Personnel Group and the 5th Finance Group from the corps force structure.
At the sta rt of 1994 USAREUR still had to eliminate 1,500 spaces to
reach its 65,000 soldier ceiling. By that time the process of selecting units for
inactivation involved much more intense a nd searching analyses. USAREUR
C hief of Staff Lt. Gen. Richard F. Keller was evidently willing to wield a fa irly
indiscriminate axe. When he issued guidance to V Corps about how to shape
a U.S. Army force of not more than 65,000 soldiers, he stressed the guidance
he had received from the U.S. Europea n Command. The a rmy should be able
simultaneously to conduct NATO peace operations, particularly in Bosnia, as
see med likely; ad hoc multinational operations such as peace enforcement on
the Golan Heights, then in prospect; humanitarian a nd disaster relief operations; and evacuation of noncombatants from any threatened area in the theater. Redundant capabilities, Keller stressed, "are not a n a ffordable luxur y in a
force of 65[(. Consolidation of functions and locations is one way to gain some
say iogS."3]

To help reach that goal, V Corps sustained a number of smaller unit and
personnel reductions, but t here were serious caveats. The corps commander,
Lt. Gen. Jerr y R. Ru t herford, thinking of mainta ining the combat power of the
corps, remarked in a session with his pla ns officers, as Maj. Cornell T. McGhee
recorded in a memorandum of the meeting, "Don't wa nt to give up tank [battalions] - but don't get hung up on a central region scena rio as their justification."" The G- 3 plans staff a lso reviewed all of its existing operations plans to
be s ure that they could still be executed, given the proposed force cuts" With
those limitations in mind, the corps staff worked out compromises that were
at least acceptable.
W ithin both divisions, the cavalry wheeled vehicle scout platoon, a signal
company, a n ail' defense battery, and the rocket artillery battalion were eliminated. The scout platoon was a nonstandard formation, and the Department of
the Army had been urging elimination of that unit for some time. The arti llery battalion was replaced by one Multiple Launch Rocket System battery,
bringing each division to the Department of the Army sta ndard. T here was,
however, no corresponding increase to the V Corps Artillery force structure in
compensation . The corps artillery w innowed out forty-nine personnel spaces,
a nd di sc ussion began about eliminating that headquarters entirely. The corps
artillery also gave up one of its two remaining rocket artillery battalions. T he
corps support command continued to decrease in size, seeing the departure
of its remaining chemica l company, an ordna nce battalion headquarters, and
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one ordnance company, leaving one ordnance company for all corps missions.
The corps band was inactivated and replaced by the 21st Theater Army Area
Command band. A proposal to draw down the corps' mechanized engineer
battalion, in which USAREUR concurred, was finally disapproved by the
Department of the Army, which determined that battalion was needed to support any major regional conflict.
Various force structure studies continued without producing viable alternatives. USAREUR had since 1993 wished to add a light infantry battalion to the
theater reserve, attempting but failing to retain the battalion previously assigned
to the Berlin Brigade for that purpose. The corps opposed the idea of adding
such a battalion if that also meant cutting out a mechanized unit, since it was
dedicated at that time to the concept described by a popular phrase justifying
continued stationi ng of heavy units in Germany: an Army "one ocean closer" to
potential emergency missions. The corps counterproposal was to create one division of three brigades and one division forward, the latter with a heavy organization of around 6,000 soldiers and including an attack helicopter battalion. Such
an organization wou ld save around 5,000 personnel spaces and allow USAREUR
to pay outstanding force structure bills and still create a light infantry battalion.
That idea never left the starting blocks and was probably, according to Colonel
Alexa nder, never even seriously considered for interservice political reasons that
had to do with maintaining the number of active division flags in more or less
fully manned divisions. The V Corps and USAREUR studied the possibility of
replacing the V Corps Artillery with a reserve component corps artillery, but
finally concluded that the reserve unit could not be trained to standard to perform the deep operations mission in the specialized environment in Europe.
In 1994 USAREUR operations staff began a study of the theater logistica l
structure and proposed eliminating the 21st Theater Army Area Command
(TAACOM). According to that plan, the pure base operations missions would
be given to the area support groups, which operated under USAREUR control,
while all tactical logistical missions and units would be given to V Corps' 3d
Corps Support Command. The USAREUR plan estimated a personnel savings of
around 600 positions. The countervailing proposal was elimination of 3d Corps
Support Command and givi ng to 21st TAACOM the mission of supporting V
Corps, a notion that was unpopular at the corps, particularly considering the fact
that the TAACOM was already staffed at very low levels in military personnel.
The entire logistical picture was worrisome, since the 3d Corps Support
Command (COSCOM) and its 19th Corps Materiel Management Center had
been stripped of staff officers and soldiers in the drive to meet USAREUR personnel ceilings, transferring many pOSitions to the Army Reserve. By the end of
the process the organization was really able only to maintain peacetime missions,
and those occasiona lly with difficulty. Transportation was a particular concern,
since the 181st Transportation Battalion, the only one remaining in the corps,
had no company organ ized at full strength. Consequently, early in 1995 V
Corps proposed cutting out one nondivisional maintenance company in order
to "buy back" one of the medium truck compa nies that had previously been
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eliminated. The Department of the Army disapproved the action on the basis
that the maintenance company was required for any major regional contingency. As Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR began in Bosnia-Herzegov ina at the end
of 1995, V Corps maintained a prioritized list of force structure buy backs, in
the eventuality- or in the faint hope-that additional spaces under the 65,000
USAREUR force structure might become available."
Finally, in 1997, the continuing demand to eliminate the V Corps Artillery
headquarters came to resolution. Various corps artillery commanders, but
particularly Brig. Gen. Thomas Swain, had argued vigorously that the corps
arti llery was essential to manage the many artillery tasks that lay beyond the
capabilities of a field artillery brigade'S For a while USAREUR and V Corps
co nsidered the possibi lity that the 41st Field Arti llery Brigade and an augme nted fire support coordination section in the corps headquarters could
substitute for the corps artillery, but they finally dropped the idea as infeasible.
At length, USAREUR concluded that the "range of competencies and depth of
leadership" needed to integrate letha l and nonlethal fire s, employment of long
range arti llery fires, synchronization of attack helicopters in deep operation s,
and integration of fires for special operations forces on ly existed in corps artillery. Consequently, USAREUR obtained Department of the Army approva l to
inactivate Battery A, 25th Field Arti llery (Target Acquisition), then assigned to
the 41st Field Artillery Brigade, as a "bill-payer" to retain the V Corps Artillery
in the corps force structure. In justification, USAREUR noted that assignment
of a target acquisition battery to a corps field artillery brigade was in any case
nondoctrinal and that the experience of using target acquisition batteries from
the reserve components during operations in the Balkans in 1996 and 1997
had been positive. 3•

New Missions
An army needs an enemy the wayan evangelist needs sin. Without a credible and virulent foe, the service has always had difficulty justifying itself.
Surprisingly enough, however, the precipitous end of the Cold War did not
result in an immediate change to the V Corps mission statement. Until well
into 1994 the corps mission remained the one that had governed it throughout
the years of confrontation along the inter-German border:
On order, V (US) Corps initiates transition to war actions. deploys to and occupies
assigned sector; wi ll defeat enemy attack well forward in sectm·i will receive support and employ reinforcements. and execute contingency operations as directed by

NATO."

Obviously unsuitable for the changed circumstances in which the corps
found itself, the mi ssion statement remained in effect until the draft post-Cold
War mission statement was developed in 1994 and formali zed in 1996:
V Corps rapidl y deploys as a combined Joint Task Force in support of European
Command and Central Command regional military objectives or in support of NATO
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and United Nat ions military operation s. The Corps also provides trained and ready
forces in support of CINCUSAREUR-validated operational requirements."

In support of that mission, the corps developed a detailed mission essential
task list that reflected the reality that corps planners knew in the course of t hat
year and that remained in effect through the end of the decade. The V Corps
missions were encapsulated in four major tasks: rapidly deploy from Central
Region; conduct joint operations; conduct multinational stability operations;
and conduct conventional corps operations.
It was noteworthy that two of the four major tasks were new to V Corps
after 1990 and that a third, "Conduct Joint Operations," had long been assumed
but little exercised. The bulk of the corps mission until 1990- "conduct conventional corps operations"- was reduced in the 1996 mission statement to one
quarter of the mission essential tasks. Although conducting conventional corps
operations did remain a defining task for the heavy, mechanized V Corps,
the corps and its subordinate commands had already begun to spend most of
their time elsewhere, preeminently in stability and support operations. For the
future then, the corps soldiers would have to "ruck it up" as its focus moved
progressively away from the central European heartland.

NC)TES
1 T he 14th Armored Cava lr y Regime nt was replaced in Fulda by the 11th Armored Cava lry
Regi ment after th e end of the war in Viet nam, althoug h for a t im e in the 19605 V Corps
com manded two cava lry regiments-the 14th and the 3d. Throughout most of the Cold \Va r
V Corps co mma nded the 3d Armored Div ision, with headqua rters in Fra nkfurt am Ma in and
brigades stationed at Kirc h Gons. Gehlh ausen, and Fried berg, and the 8t h Infantr y Division,
with headqu ar ters at Bad Kre uznach a nd bri gades stat io ned at Ma in z, Ba umho lder, a nd
Mannhei m. Although a n in fa nt ry di vision in name, the 8th was effectively an armored divisio n
in organ izat ion, havi ng six mechan ized infa ntry batta lions and five tank battalions. So ld iers
in the 1960s a nd 1970s in fact often called it the "8th Armored Division" for just th at reason.
By comparison, the 3d Armored Div ision had six ta n k and fi ve mechan ized batta lions. T he
anci ll a ry brigades (ea rlier, groups) included the V Corps Arti llery, with up to three fie ld a rtillery
brigades or groups; a corps support comma nd; a military police br igade; a sig na l brigade; a n
e ngi neer brigade; an av iation br igade; a mili tar y intellige nce bri gade; and, at various times, a
fin a nce group, a person nel group, and an air defense a rtilleq ' brigade. Th e corps orga ni zat ion
varied ove r ti me. a nd for specifics on the co rps order of batt le in any particu lar year, refer to
the se ries of V Corps Annual Hi sto rica l Reports depos ited in the U.S. Army t'V lilita ry Hi story
In stitute at Ca rl isle Barracks, Penn sylva ni a, and to this author's V Corps Order oj Bau/e 19182003 (Heidelberg' Headquarters, V Co rps Hi story Office, 2003).
2 The Ge ne ral Defen se Plan, USAREUR O PLAN 4102 , wit h the supporting V Co rps
OPLAN 33001, was supplemented at every echelon of command.
3 Q uoted in Lew is Sod ey, TllIlIIderbolt: General Creightoll Abrams alld tile Army oj His
Times (New Yo rk: Sim on & Sch uster. 1992), p. 152.
·1 Th e Federa l Republ ic of Germ a ny orga nized the fi rst u ni ts of its new Blflldesheer in
Ja nu a ry 1956, a nd betwee n 1960 a nd 1965 organized, t rained, fielded, and co mm itted a doze n
div isions to serve in NATO. For a summary of the process, refer to It'Vlilitargesc hi ch tli ches
Forsc hungsamtl, 30 Jnhre Blllldeswehr: 1955-1985, Friedellssichentllg illl Biilldllis (Mai nz: \VI.
Hase & Koehle r Verl ag, 1985). On th e ea rly function in g of NATO and the conseq uent context
withi n whic h Ge rman forces ope rated, see \X/infr ied Hei ne ma nn, VOIII Z llsfllmuelllVnchsell
des BiindHisses: Die FUllktiollslVeise der NATO ill allsgelYiililtell KrisenJiillen, 1951- 1956
(Mil nc he n: R. Oldell bo urg Ve rl ag, 1998), t he first volume of th e Ger ma n Mil itary Hi story
O ffi ce offic ial h istory se ri es of t he Co ld \X/a r per iod, Entste/Illllg ull ci Proble llJ e des
At/rllltiscliell Biim/Hisses bis 1956 (in progress).
5 T he en tire d iscussion of the Sov ie t Eig/lt" Guards Army is based on [U nited States Army,
Europel, Soviet Order of Battle Handbook GSFG a nd Insta llations Li st Soviet Zone Germa n}'.
1 Ja nuary 1957.
6 U.S. Army Field Ma nu al 100-5, Operations (1982). The situation was slightly ironic. In
1944 and 1945 the U.S. Army rel ied upon simple, mass-produced ta nks susta ined by ope rato r
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ma intena nce, on the whole, to fig ht technica lly sup erior Ger man tanks t hat existed in far
smaller quantit ies, but that had supe ri or fi re powe r.
7 For a fuller d isc uss ion of th is a nd ot her aspects of t he "renai ssa nce" of the U.S. Army
between the e nd of the Viet nam \Xfa r and the dep loy ment for the Persian Gulf \:Val', refer to C.
E. Kirkpatrick, Building the Army fol' Desert Storm, La nd \Varfare Paper No.9 (\X/ash ingto n,
D.C.: Institute of La nd Warfa re, Association of the United States Arm y, Nove mbe r 1991).
\I Speci fi ca ll y releva nt to the lesso ns that th e U.S. Ar m)' drew from its a nalys is of t he
fi ghti ng are: Rom ie L. Brownlee and W illiam J. Mu lle n Ill, Changing all Army: All Oral HistolJl
of General \Villiam E. DePuy. USA Retired (Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: U.S. Army M il itary Hi story
Inst itute, 1985), and Paul H. Herber t, Deciding \·rthat Has to Be Done: GeJ1eral \'(Iilliam E.
DePuy and the 1976 Editioll of F/Vl 100-5, "Operatiolls," Leavenwo rth Pap er No. 16 (Fort
Leavenworth, Kan s.: U.S. Army Com mand a nd General Staff College, 1988).
9 U.S. Ar my Field Ma nual 100-5, Operations (1976).
LO Kirkpatrick, Buildillg the Al'my fOI' Desert Storm, pp. 2-3.
LL Autho r's notes from unoffi c ial "Gree n spea k" Se minal' of officers assigned to th e
Depa rtment of Histo ry, U.S. M ilita ry Academy, Novembe r 1981. The co mment was made by
then -Captain Gregory Fontenot.
L2 V Co rps G -3 Briefin g for Staff, Battle Ta sks, 1989- 1991, dated 1989. Also see Ltr, Lt.
Gen. Geo rge Joul wan, CG, V Corps, for Chi ef of Staff, U.S. Army, 1 Nov 1990, sub: End of Tour
Report.
L3 V Co rps Briefing for Sta ff, W he re \'(Ie Are-Novembe r 1990. For Genera l Maddox's
early assessments of the situ ation in 1990, see Ltl', Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox, CG, V Co rps, fo r
CofS, U.S. Army, 15 }un 1992, su b: End of Tour Report.
L'I Ib id.
15 Ibid.
L6 Ib id.
L' By th e end of the Co ld \'(Iar U.S. A rmy unit s were rout in ely nego ti ating with local
German o fficia ls and Germ a n state officials, as we ll as federal Ge rm a n offices, a bout the
train in g uni ts intended to condu ct eve n in t hose a reas that had lo ng been designated for
maneuve r. Amo ng the principa l consideratio ns were no ise, es peciall y on weekends and at
night; helico pter operations; and d isruptions of local traffic . Tow n case files of Governme nt
Relations Adviso r, V Co rps ACofS, G -5.
L8lbid.
L9 Article 5, North At la nt ic Treaty, 4 April 1949, states, in part, "The pa rties agree that a n
a rmed attack against one or more of them in Europe or No rth America shall be considered a n
attac k aga inst th em all."
20 A FCENT Briefing, The Future of NATO Strategy, Dece mbe r 1990.
2L \'(Iith in USAREUR the term s were customar ily used in the form of acronyms: AFCENT,
NORTHAG, CENTAG, SOUTH AG.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid. The V Co rps cr itiques of the NATO intention held that mul tin ational forces were
cer tainly more efficient from the admin istra tive po in t of view of the nations provid ing the
forces. Ma n)' on t he staff expressed grave doubts that such formations could ever be tactically
effect ive, or eve n effi Cien tly administered at t he tactica l level. Subsequent events demonst rated
that those reservations had some meri t.
24 Much of the decis ion-maki ng and s taffing process of the drawdow n in Europe was
conducted on a close hold bas is, a nd V Corps documents that delineate the rat iona le are few.
Unless ot herwise cited, thi s di scllss ion is based on t he foll owi ng interv iews wit h commanders
a nd sta ff offi cers who played a la rge part in the process as seen from t he V Corps perspect ive:
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aut hor with Col. W illi am W. Alexa nde r, Dep uty DeSPER, USA REUR & Seve nth Ar my, 12 Sep
.l995, Ca mpbell Ba rracks, He idelbe rg, Germa ny; autho r with Col. Da niel M. Fereza n, De puty
CofS, V Corps, 15 Ma r and 13- 14 lu n 1995, Camp bell Ba rracks; and au tho r wi th Lt. Gen.
David M. Maddox. Co mm a nd ing Genera l, V Corps, S llIn 1992, Fran kfurt am Ma in, Gen na ny.
25 The "Law Fi n n" was manned by fo ur office rs, us ua ll y majo rs who were graduates of
the School of Adva nced M il ita ry Studies. d rawn fro m t he co rps staff. The Law Firm was so
na med because t he last na mes of its first four members sou nded to t he staff li ke the name of
a \'V'ashington, D.C., law fi nn. At leas t fo r the new mem bers of t he Office of t he Sec reta ry of
the Genera l Staff, the name was a n unend ing source of con fusio n as they atte mpted to route
docum ents-partic ularl y doc um ents fro m the staff judge advocate- a rou nd the staff.
26 M uc h of t hi s sectio n is draw n fr o m th e exce ll e nt a nd deta il ed disc u ss ion of t he
d rawdow n in Neadquarters. U.S. Arm),. Europe and Seventh Army Comma nd Nistory 1
l(lImary 1993- 31 December 1995 (Heide lberg. Ge rm a ny: HQ USAREUR & 7t h Arm y History
Office, 2000), particu larl y ch. I.
17 Alexa nde r interv. 12 Sep 1995.
18 See a deta iled disc ussion of this in Neadquarters. U.S. Army. Europe and Seventh Army

Commalld Hislory Ilmlllary 1993 - 31 December 1995.
19 For a n ill us trat io n o f th e co mpl ex ity o f the move. see Headq uarters , 1st Ar mo red
Div ision, lAD OPlAN 4352 - 93, Operati on H OMEWARD B OUND, 4 Nov 1993, wh ich spec ified
tasks a nd res ponsi bili t ies for the move of the 3d Bri gade Co mbat Tea m to t he co ntin enta l
United States as pa rt of the CFE drawdow n .
30 Alexander interv, 12 Sep 1995.
3 1 Memo, Lt. Gen. Richard F. Kelle r, USAREUR CofS, 15 Feb 1994, su b: Sizing the Army
in Europe Force Str ucture, cit ing a 29 Dec 1993 meeti ng at SHA PE; and USAREUR ODCSO PS
Br iefing for C INCUSAREU R Com ma nders' Fo ru m, 18 Feb 1994. whic h d isc ussed drawdow ll
issues.
32 Pla nner's handwri tten notes on co rps comm ander's guidance: 65K /Fo rce Require ments
22 Fe bru ary 1994, conta ined in V Co rps G-3 Pl a ns 65 K Fo rce Str uctu re Book 1 (V Cor ps
ACofS, G-3 Pl ans Actio n O ffi ce r notebook).
33 A n nex A to V Co r ps OPlAN 4228, Deployi ng Fo rce O rga ni zat ion, 17 Sep 1993;
lAD str ucture fo r poss ible Bos ni a m issio n; V Corps Briefi ng, 23 Sep 1993, sub: l AD Fo rce
St ructure, Prospective Fo rce Cuts Impleme ntat ion of GPP; t" lemo, V Co rps ACofS, G- 3, fo r
Co mma nder, U.S. Ar my Euro pe, n.d., but Sep 1993, sub: Drawdown Im pacts on O PlAN 4228.
34 Memo, John Ra msau r (ConVe ntiona l Forces, Eu rope, Chief), for CG, V Co rps, 30 Aug
1995, su b: Building the Cu rrent V Co rps Struc tu re.
3~ Interv, aut hor with Br ig. Gen . T homas E. Swai n, CG, V Cor ps Art il lery, 31 May 1995,
\Xl iesbade n Ai r Base, Ge rm a ny.
,. Msg, C INCUSAREUR DCSO PS to HQDA, 202243Z May 1997, sub: Fo rce St ructure
Adjustme nt.
37 M iss ion Statement Fil es, V Co rps History Office.
38 Ibid.

Evolving Training and Exercises
"I can't imagine that ourfuture exercises lVon't be a.Dected by our current contingency operations. We a re in a contingency Army; thats what we are nolV doing. so it shouldn't be a
sUlprise to a nybody that lVe are tending to focus in that direction."
Brig. Gen. JVIOtllgomCl'YC. Meigs
Chief of Sl ~([ V Corps. August 1994

"With the 'ne w world ordel;' simply to be in the starting blocks and ready to do what you
have to do is going to take a good deal more review and thought:'
Dr R. S. Garnett
V Corps Governmenl Relat ions Advisor
August 1994

"This is all new business. We've got to use the exercises to kick over the rocks and see what's
underneath them."
Comment li'om V Corps Exercise

Design Briefing. J 993

s V Corps and former VII Corps units returned from Southwest Asia
to Germany and fell under V Corps co ntrol, they resumed the drawdown process that the Persian Gulf War had intet'l'upted. Simultaneously, V Corps co mmenced an uncomfortable process of determ ining
what shape its future training ought to have and the equally delicate and obviously intet'l'elated process of reconSidering its mission . Sensitive to allegations
that no va lid corps mission remained in Eu rope after the end of the Cold War,
members of the staff freely expressed their co ncerns privately to each other. Mr.
Doug Nolen, chief of the Exercises Division of the corps G-3, later recalled:
I would say we kind of floundered around a while after the Wall came down about what
the Corps was going to do- what our mission was. DA had not changed the ]SCP [Joint
Strategic Capabilities Plan] at that time, and we were kind of looking for wo rk, rea ll y.
We were still trained to the old GOP sta ndards, because that's all we had. During that
interim period between when the Wall ca me down and ... well, as l reca ll, out to about
1993 or 1994 ... we had no other mission for the Corps. We just kind of maintained
doing what we had been doing. I

Such a ph il osophy, as all realized, could not be a recipe for success.
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REFOR GER
Until the Persian Gulf War, all corps exercises were focused on the General
Defense Plan of Europe and on preparing for the annual Return of Forces to Germany (REFORGER) Exercise. 1h e two went hand in hand, because REFORGER
was used as a mea ns of testing and refillin g various aspects of V Corps Operation Plan (OPLAN) 33001, which was its part of the much larger NATO general
defense plan. TI,e plan itself did not undergo significa nt change from year to
year. TI,e force structure changed little; the equipment had been modernized
but remained appropriate for heavy mechanized forces; the missions incident
to the plan did not change in any major way; and the ground certainly had not
cha nged in more than forty years, although urban development on the western side of the iron curtain had its effects on fre edom of maneuver. Hence, the
In Exercise Certain Th rust, October 1970, UH- ID helicopters conducting an air
assault across the Main River betlVeen Dippach a nd Rossstadt under cover of a
simulated a rtillery barrage

;
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consequent analysis of mission, enemy, troops, terrain, and time- or METT-T,
in the useful military short- hand expression- produced few major alterations
to the operation plan. Nonetheless, V Corps rewrote OPLAN 33001 every two
years, essentially every time a new corps com mander arrived with a slightly different vision for executing the big future war in central Europe. 2
As rehearsals of the general defense plan battle along the inter-German
border, the REFORGER exercises involved major troop units engaged in wideranging maneuver across the German countryside from 1969 to 1988. Most
involved ever larger numbers of soldiers and masses of equipment. The 1989
REFORGER was much scaled down from the 1988 exercise, which incidentally
involved a maneuver damage bill of more than $50 million. In fact, 1989 became
the test for a new exercise model that relied more heavily on simulations and
that was essentially a very large command post exercise, in effect a large map
exercise rather than a physical test of maneuvering units.'
A series of division and corps exercises normally built up toward REFORGER each year. An excellent example was Caravan 1. a V Corps field problem that
preceded the 1971 REFORGER. Typical of such maneuvers and the succeeding REFORGERs, Caravan I was a thoroughly scripted exercise conceived as a
force-on-force battle within the V Corps area of operation, involving large units
maneuvering against each other in the style the Army had used since World
War II. The V Corps, acting as both control headquarters and higher headquarters

The V COIpS Tactical Command Post during Exercise Caravan f
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for the two opposing forces, established phase lines but allowed units a degree
of free play within those controls to permit individual training. with the intent
of ach ievi ng the maximum individual soldier trai ning possible while still testing
and polishing headquarters fun ctioning. More than 40,000 German and Arneri ·
ca n soldiers and morc than 9,000 wheeled and tracked vehicles took part in the
simulated combat. Not since Exercise Wi nter Shield II of 1961 had V Corps
conducted a maneuver of such magnitude:'
The scenario was straight out of the General Defense Plan. The action started on 5 D ece mb e l~ the Blue Forces defending with the 11th Armored Cava lr y
Regiment forward as a covering force for the 3d Armored Division, reinforced
by the 3d Brigade of the 8th Infantry Division. The remainder of the 8th Infantry
Divisio n, reinforced by the 6.Panzerbrigade from the Bundeswehr's III Kar l's,
constituted the attacking Orange Forces. O range units attacked westward at
0700 of the first day from the area of Fulda - Bad Hersfeld against the Blue II th
Caval ry, which fought a trad itional delaying action. s By dark on that day the
Blue Force had withd rawn its cavalry through the main Blue Force combat outposts, with the main force then taking over the battle. Orange continued the attack that night throughout the sector, and the Blue covering force then reverted
to rear area secu rity missions. Battle losses, coupled with resupply problems,
hampered and slowed the O range Force attack.
llle next day Blue Forces began their counterattack, supported by simulated
tactical nuclear fires. A vigorous attack, coupled with the accu mulated attrition
of Orange Forces, caused a general withdrawal of Orange Forces to the line
of the inter-German border.6 Caravan I illustrated the mind-set under which
V Corps operated th roughout the Cold War. Com manders had to move their
units out of their casernes in a specified amount of time, along routes that were
thoroughly reconnoitered, to terrain that they had studied and to battle positions that they understood, to confront a thoroughly familiar enemy that they
expected, on terms that were likewise understood.
The sequence was much the same yea r after year. The pre paration for and
conduct of REFORGERs was a long process that extended through as much as
eighteen months. Division exercises were followed by a NATO Central Army
Group exercise, a W INT EX/SIMEX, in January or February. Those were all
command post exercises, and most of them were driven by a carefully composed script that planners knew as a master events list. Every other yea r the
corps did a winter REFORGER, holding a late su mmer REFORGER in the alternate years-after most of the crops had been harvested, usually in late September. The precu rso r to REFORGER was the Corps Ca ravan Guard exercise series,
which succeeded Caravan I, or Central Fortress exercises, in which the corps set
its own scenarios, always testing various parts of the General Defense Plan.1
Regu lar, frequent fie ld training exercises enabled both the corps headquarters and its major subordinate units to maintain proficiency in the mechanics of
going to the field and operating there. Until well into 1994 V Corps conducted
such corps-level maneuvers once a quarter. lllat exe rcise might be part of a
larger exercise within NATO Central Army GI'OUp or, latcr, Land Forces, Cen-
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/11 R£FORGER '81, Exercise Certain Encounter, M60A3lallks oJllle 3d Armored
Divisioll layil1gdolVlI a smoke screen as they are attacked by Opposing ForceAH- J
Cobra helicopters while en route to the lown oj Zell

tral Europe. but the Corps Specia l Troops Battalion had plen ty of opportunities
to practice taking the corps main command post and corps tactica l com mand
post to the field, operating them, and displacing them on order. -rhe point was
that everyone of those exercises was related to the Cold War plan for general
wa r, working over whatever part of that plan the corps commander thought
needed emphasis, and starting at various points in the course of the predicted
general defense plan battle.
Sometimes the exercise began "at the fence" (the border astride Fulda), and
sometimes it began after the first series of combat actions. Sometimes it paid
closest attention to the deep battle, 01' the close battle. 01' the rear battle, or
foc used on logistics, reconstitution of brigades, 01' some othcr as pect of thc
plan. Normally, there was no USA REUR prelimi nary for REFORGE R. Instead,
members of the USAREUR staff simply observed the corps prepa rations.
USAR EUR ge nerall y used Caravan Guard or Centra l Fortress to va lidate the
exercise parameters for the forthcoming REFORGER, and the ideas of the current commander-in-chief naturally had an impact on shaping the scenario. s
W hen V Corps conducted the 1989 REFORGER at the Truppeniibungspl atz in Daaden as chiefly a command post exercise, it set the model for fu tu re exercises. llle 1990 REFORGER, though a force-on-force battle between V
Corps and VII Corps, was rea lly ca rried out in a com bined field training exer-
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cise and command post exercise fo rmat. Thereafter. the large co rps exercises
in creasingly involved more simulations and less actual maneuver. The 1992
REFORGE R. which V Corps considered the last legitimate REFORGER. was
entirely a co mmand post exercise. Throughout that brief period at the end of
the Cold War. V Corps was at the cutting edge of the Army in the use of simu lations. staying. as General George Joulwan liked to put it. "out on the edge of
the envelope:'
The corps also began to use computeri zed simulation systems to train division and co rps staffs. Multiple computers gave real tim e play in move ment.
co mbat. and logistics for units of any size. Controllers represented echelons
above corps in the battle simul ation center. Players. division or corps staff
members. perfo rmed actual du ties in planning. all ocating. directing. and
m anaging operations. at first using game maps that strongly resembled the
hex maps used in commercial board war ga mes to show combat power di stribution. capability of maneuver. and so forth. The system could simulate direct
gro und engagements. direct and general support artillery fi re. Army aviation
operations. logistical support including medical and maintenance. enginee ring operations. Air Force close air support and battlefi eld air interdictio n. and
air-to-air engagements." After 1990 th e number of simulations increased d ra-

Armored I'naneU I'er across the German countryside came to an end as the 19805
drelV to a close and V COIpS increasingly relied upon computer-assisted battle simulations to train commanders and staffs.
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matically. In 1991 Y Corps scheduled twenty-fi ve major simulation exercises
for the headquarters and subordinate units.'o
The corps operated its own simulation center until the headquarters
moved to Heidelberg in 1994- 95, and was developi ng simulation software
that had applications across the Ar my." That uniqueness was swiftly lost as
the Army, through the agency of Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), instituted a far-ranging battle simulation system. Co ntinuing refinements resulted in a comprehensive simulations system run by the Seventh
Army Train ing Center to replicate the battlefield environment from the Battle
Focused Trainer, a company- through battalion-level tactical training simulation; to the Brigade Battle Simulation, used primarily as a co mmand post
exercise driver to develop staff decision -making skills in multi-threat combat
environm ents; to the Corps Battle Simulation." All were developed by TRADOC. The entire process, although designed with the heavy force battle in
mind, did much to prepare the corps for the subsequent evolution of its exercise program under the pressure of preparing for contingency operations in a
wide range of possible situations.

Early Changes
Although the General Defense Plan remained the principal operation plan
for Y Corps, it no lo nger governed the design of exercises after August 1990,
when Operation DESERT SH IELD started in Saudi Arabia. At that point the
corps G- 3 determined that Y Corps wo uld no longer brief the General War
Plan because it was obsolete. Instead, he substituted the "How the Corps Fights"
briefin g, wh ich was based on the lessons learned from REFORGER 90. That
briefi ng began to co nsider more fluid operations and looked for suitable examples drawn from exercises and current doctrine that helped shift the corps away
from the general defense plan mentality. 13 The co rps received Change 4 to the
General Defense Plan in October 1990, along with instructions from USAREUR
to "put the GDP on the shelf" and stop maintaining the plan. Thereafter, corps
planning and corps exercises began to refl ect the slow changes in operational
concepts for the Army in Europe.
The first major exercise after Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox assumed co mmand ofY Corps was Cactus Juggler 90, conducted in December 1990 while Yll
Corps was deploying to the Persian Gulf and substantial portions of Y Corps
were assisting its movement to the ports. Cactus Juggler was a NATO Central
Army Group exercise that still foc used on the traditional Fulda Gap defense, but
it also departed somewhat from that scenario because it bega n with the second
battle of the notiona l general war, rather than the first, and considered many
of the reorga nization and reconstitution problems that could be expected after
the first series of battles. It was by far the most sophisticated of all the general
defe nse plan exercises that had been staged in recent years." The corps was
in the midst of modernization, chiefly in completing the process of swapping
out M60 tanks for the M1 Abrams, M1l3 armored personnel carriers for the
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Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox

M2 /M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle, Lance and other field artillery rockets for
the Multiple Launch Rocket System, and AH- 1 Cobra helicopters for the far
more capable AH-64 Apache. General Maddox experimented during Cactus
Juggler with a new organi zation to exploit the enhanced capabilities that the
new weapons gave the corps.
One noteworthy innovation was the concept of the "Deep Division:' a V
Corps concept that placed all the deep strike systems under command of the
V Corps Artillery commander, who then coordinated artillery, assault helicopter, and, eventually, Air Force close air support and interdiction mi ssio ns,
in synchronization with the two maneuver divisions." Maddox intended the
Deep Division to co ncentrate battlefield air interdiction, the Army Tactical
Missi le System, electronic warfare, and attack helicopters against enemy forces up to 100 kilometers beyond the line of contact to establish the conditions
in the forward area for the success of the corps close fight. The concept, as the
V Co rps Artillery developed it betwee n June an d August 1991, centered on
delivering fires from the division fire support coord inatio n line, about thi rty
kilometers in front of the corps' lead elements, and out to a theater-established
"reconnaissance and interdiction phase line:' a box the width of the corps area
and forty to seventy kilometers deep.' · TI,e exercise revealed coordination of
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deep fires to be diffi cult, and it remai ned an area of attention, as more urgent
missions permitted, thro ugh the end of the decade."
Secondly, Cactus Juggler marked General Maddox's first major use of a
"synchro nization matrix" to outline the general flow of events, determine the
key tactical decision points, and organize the combat power of the corps and
its various supporting units in accordance with the operation plan. After Cactus Juggler 90, a synchronization matrix became a standard part of all corps
plans. IS With those minor innovations, Cactus Juggler set the stage for continuing changes in corps exercises. Maddox began the habit of exercising the corps
quarterly with an emphasis on keeping it "trained to standard"- by which he
meant the heavy force mission standard as expressed in USAREU R Regulation
350- 1, because, as he put it,
While the future threat may not be Iraq, I would suggest that there are very few places
now where the enemy throws spears. Everybody has heavy equipment. So I continue

to believe, both for the longevity of soldiers, but also because of the lack of definition
right now about where we might be called o n to serve, that we need to continue our
emphasis on the Corps' abi li ty to fig ht the large-scale, heavy force maneuver battle. 19

Underscoring that intention was Maddox's training policy for units returning
to V Corps control after the end of the Persian Gulf War. He wished to achieve
a smooth, rapid integration of all those soldiers and units back into the corps
"to facilitate a transition back to our CENTAG [Central Army Group] mission
focus as quickly as possible:'2o
General Maddox determined that the many training tasks confronting the
corps made it essential to design ever y exercise to achieve multiple objectives.
Of special significa nce was his decision that the corps would conduct what he
called a synchronization drill, which the staff later termed a "sticker drill;' before every major exercise. 1he sticker drill was in essence a movement exercise
conducted on a very large map that used accurately scaled unit tokens to work
out deta ils of tactica l and administrative movement on the battlefi eld. A very
slow and laborious process, the sticker drill considered every element of every
operation, discussing events in seq uence and evaluating both how well the plan
could unfold and what its shortcomings might be. Major productions from the
corps commander's point of view, sticker drills involved all senior com manders,
their key staff offi cers, and the corps principal staff officers. Normally, General
Maddox ran those drills himself. 1h e big point was that the sticker drills did not
just co nsider maneuver, but also how logistically to support the whole corps, espeCially over long distances. Maddox gave as much attention to combat service
support as to maneuver, and in the process, the corps ca me to regard sticker
drills as painfu l experiences.
During a sticker drill, normally conducted in the ballroom of the Terrace
Club adjacent to the corps headquarters or some other very large venue, Maddox began by reciting his intent in great detail. He then explained where the
corps was at a given moment in the operation and then asked each participant
what he was goi ng to do, and when, to support the commander's intent. 1he
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process established chronologically what was goi ng to unfold and underscored
the co mplex interrelationsh ips among eve nts, but was painfu lly slow. The drill
proved enormous ly useful, however, in managing the comp lex process of arranging the combat units and co mbat support units in proper order and deploying the corps in proper seq uence to carry out the intended operation. For
one major exercise in 1993, the sticker drill considered the movement of more
than 2,600 vehicles and uncovered a number of fa llacious assu mptions in the
process . Using large maps and acc urately sca led tokens for serials of vehicles
revealed the fact, for example, that the roads could not carry the traffic density
that the plan ca lled for in the amoun t of time allowed. Obviously, such exercises could not be used in actual operat ions, but they were useful to Maddox
in schooling his staff and the staffs of the subordinate commands to thin k in
detail about the myriad of issues involved in maneuvering very large tactical
fo r mations 2 1 Indeed, it was during sticker drills that the staff began to refer to
Detail oj the stickel' drill map showing scaled llI7it tokens
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Genera l Maddox as "the schoolmaster;' the man teaching them a new concept
of corps operations.
After Cactus Juggler, Maddox followed through on his intention to pursue mu ltiple objectives. In February 1991 V Corps ran a capabi lity exercise for
field ing the new Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) in the signal battalions.
The corps comma nder treated the exercise as a training opportunity and used
the Corps Battle Simulation system to drive a scenario in which he moved the
command posts of the major subordinate commands from Frankfurt north past
Kassel and Gottingen in correct relation to the MSE comp uter icons that denoted unit locations." The capability exercise was an important step in the development of a new corps exercise philosophy because it was the first exercise
where the scenario called for an open (opposing forces not initially in contact),
nonlinear (no continuous lines and forces maneuvering with vu lnerable fl anks),
maneuver-oriented battle. The corps axis of attack was about 100 to 120 kilometers wide, with two d ivisions abreast. That was based on physical constraints,
because roads were limited in the corps sector. The intention was to maneuver
with about four roads per division . In order to locate eight good roads on which
to move tanks and mechanized infantry on parallel routes, the plans staff had
to find an axis some 120 kilometers in width. The corps rega rded that selection
of a route of advance as an important learning point, one that had not arisen in
the days of the General Defense Plan because routes to and from the intra-German border were well-known and thoroughly understood. A second point that
was to emerge as V Corps began casting its planning eye outside of Germany
was that, while 120 kilometers of frontage should yield enough roads for a twodivision maneuver in central Europe, the same was not true of less developed
areas.

Significant tactical matters were also evaluated during the capability exercise. Since the exercise was essentia lly a movement to contact, the corps had
to begi n from a designated assembly area and then march toward battle, task
organizing for combat while moving toward the enemy and trying to determine
his d ispositions and exact direction of march. Deception also became a crucial
part of planning and therefore of exercises. Previously, the concept had been
less important, since in the general defense plan battle "it was pretty difficult to
deceive the enemy about your intentions;' according to Lt. Col. Herbert Frandsen, war plans chief in 1991. There was emerging a com plete change of outlook
from the days of the General Defense Plan, which had always defined the condi tions of battle.23
Evolving its maneuver techniques as a result of a growing understanding
of the changing cond itions of future battle, the corps developed the "advanced
support echelon" concept, which it exercised in May 1991 in a movement exercise." The command and control exe rcise tested the abili ty of the corps to
move along seven different routes from Grafenwohr, the corps staging area, to
Hohenfels, which served as the line of contact. The key leaders took part and
each vehicle on the ground represented 24 others, Simulating some 5,000 vehicles of all kinds. General Maddox also used the movement exercise to test the
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ability to use mobile subscriber equipment on the move, and found that it was
unsuitable for such demands, although the system could be emplaced and made
operational faster than the corps had been told to expect. To control moveme nt, the corps used the innovation of a movements operations center in the
corps tactical operations center, working through military police traffi c control
points for positive control. The exercise convinced Maddox that the advanced
support echelon (ASE) concept worked."
Exercise Caravan Guard 91 was General Maddox's second major exercise,
and with the experience of Cactus Juggler and the capab ility exerci se behind
him, he was, as Colonel Frandsen remarked, "ready to do something at the
graduate level of the operational art with a corps:' Caravan Guard 91 used the
standard corps staging area envisioned by the ASE and introduced the ASE
concept to the corps at large. The advan ced support echelon, the organizational co ncept that Maddox planned to use to move the enti re corps forward from
that stagi ng area and into battle, involved constructing the communications
and traffic co ntrol systems, field artillery and air defense coverage, and logistical support for an entire corps on the march. The echelon had proved difficult
to conceptuali ze and organize.
The ASE li kewise proved difficult to use on the first occasion that the division commanders and the cavalry regiment commander tried it. At that time,
the lIth Armored Cavalry Regiment was in Kuwait for Operation POSITI VE
FORCE, so the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment, form erly a VII Co rps unit, took
part in the exerci se. The other maneuver uni ts involved were the 3d Infantry
Division, the 8th Infantry Division , and the Bundeswehr 's 5.Panzerdivision.
The exercise was also the first for V Corps with two aviation brigades, which
all owed the corps further to refin e the deep division and deep operations concept. 26 Thereafter, and until the end of Genera l Maddox's tenure of command,
the remain ing exercises were relatively small, allowing little scope for any further refinement of his operational concepts.
The significant impacts of the exercises Maddox conducted were numerous. First, they allowed V Corps to begin to understand how to conduct a fight
fa rther and fart her away from garrison, under uncertain terms of engagement,
not know ing exactly what the enemy forces were goi ng to be, and not knowing
what the conditions of battle were go ing to be. In pursuit of those objectives,
however, Maddox found that TRADOC's Battle Co mm and Training Program
and the various co mbat training center methodologies were not realistic. All
required parity fi ghts with divisions engaging each other one on one. Maddox, by contrast, sought ways to mass the entire combat power of the corps
aga inst enemy divisions one at a time. Ideally, he wanted to devise a standard
play that would allow V Corps to meet the enemy with greater than a 2: 1 force
ratio, hav ing first set the conditions for that fi ght by using the deep division
to manage violent and productive deep operatio ns. Therefore, one of his chief
co ncerns was how best to make the transition from a movement to contact to
a hasty attack . The corps staff, including the Operation DES ERT STORM veterans, spent a lot of time working on that problem." Exercises under succeeding
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corps commanders continued to seek solution s to the questions Maddox had
raised.
The principal contribution of General Maddox, at least in the opinion of
hi s plans staff, was the series of exercises that he designed and conducted, and
particularly those during the first six months of his tenure of command. Together, they proved crucial in changing the mind-set of V Corps away from the
General Defense Plan and toward what Colonel Frandsen described as an open
battlefield, where the corps had to establish contact with an enemy under varying and unpredictable circumstances and in geographical locations that could
not necessarily be anticipated. It was in the co urse of those exercises that V
Corps laid the groundwork for the missions that lay in its future by working out
difficult problems of assembly, approach march, and movement to contact- issues that were thoroughly exercised parts of the war plan when the corps was
dedicated to the General Defense Plan but that could no longer be exercised in
the same way after the end of the Cold War.'8

Exercise Dragon Hamm er '92
Exercise Dragon Hammel' foreshadowed the shape of future corps exercises
in many ways and was an important part of the co rps' process of feeling its way
toward a new mission. In that exercise, V Corps truly began to train itselffor outof-sector operations. It was the first time that V Corps had taken a hard look at
the probl ems involved in moving a large tactical organization out of Germany.
Dragon Hammer was a command post exercise for which V Corps deployed a

Tanks of V COIpS during Exercise Dragon Hammer '92
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joint task force headquarters, a brigade headquarters, a battalion headquarters, several companies, and a slice of combat service support, all to serve
as the opposing force for a NATO Allied Forces South (AFSOUTH) exercise
o n Sardinia. The participating corps elements deployed to Sardinia through
Livorno, with the 3d Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry, arriving via airdrop
from Vicenza. Lt. Gen. Jerry R. Rutherford, the corps commander and joint
task force commander for the exercise, used Dragon Hammer and the opposing force mission as a way to practice deployments. "I wo uld say that thi s was
the first time that we got a feel for how we would deploy from Central Region
to another location by air and sea and then pull off an operation;' he later remarked .29

O ne of the most interesting parts of Dragon Hammer was the sudden
rea lization that operations outside of Germany were simply different and that
the old civil -military arrangements that supported the general defense plan
mission, and with which the corps was so co mfortable, were obsolete. Drago n
Hammer showed the co rps "how lu xurio us our long-established support arrangements with the Germans" really had been, as Col. Stuart Watkins, the
corps G- 5, later evaluated it. 3o The corps carried a lot of mental baggage with
it to Sard inia, most of it amounting simply to a series of invalid assumptions
about host nation support. TI,e corps was accusto med to long-standing relationships with the German Territorial Army for route co ntrol, with the German police and other authorities for convoy clearances, and for the kinds of
assistance from the German Army and government that NATO had grown to
expect as normal. TIlOse relationships simpl y did not exist outside Germany,
and the co rps host nations relations advise r in the G- 5 remarked that the
change wasn't easy for the staff to assim ilate: "S imp le things, we found out
rather quickly, became more complicated than we were used to, espec ially
requesting any kind of unprogrammed support:'31 TI,e planning basis did not
ex ist for sop histicated host nation support anywhere exce pt in Germany, as
the G- 5 staff com mented after the exercise, describing the situation in Germany:
Ve ry elaborate plans were drawn up for host nation s upport, mu tua l support in
operations, who wo uld be where o n the front lines-very, very detailed. And we had

a long ti me to do this, essentially sta rting in the 1950s and 1960s, so they could be
refi ned to the nth degree. 32

The essential point was that the Dragon Hammer exercise provided a
gli mpse of the real-world operation the corps might eventually be called upon
to carr y out. W hen operating outside of NATO's Central Region, corps pl anners sudden ly grasped, V Corps was more likely to be giving support to the
host nation than it was to be receiving it from that nation. Logically, that was
eve n more probable the farth er away from Europe that V Corps units operated. For the future, the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOG CA P)
and "those guys with the briefcases fu ll of money;' the indispensable contracting agents, were clearly going to be critical elements of a successful deploy-
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ment outside of Europe." O ne additional, and very important, point was that
the German Army was also changing its foc us as a result of the end of the Cold
War and was placi ng far less emphasis on supporting NATO operations in Ce ntral Europe. 34

More Simulations
The many virtues of simulations notwithstanding, their increasing use
throughout the early 1990s engendered some co ncerns. Montgomery Meigs,
then a brigadier general and corps chief of staff, raised the issue on 31 August
1993, when he directed the G- 3 chief of current operations and the corps hi stori an to study one important aspect of the increasing dependence on simulations. It appea red to him that actual battalion-level readiness in maneuver skills
had declined steadily since the widespread use of such methods had begun in
1989. Reductions in personnel and cuts in resources devoted to field training
exercises fur ther exacerbated the situation, in hi s opinion. Yet steadily climbing
gunnery scores across the corps testified to the value of gunnery simulators.
Simulations also certa inly had improved the problem-solving abilities of staffs
at all levels. General Meigs thought, however, that simulations co uld not honeor even preserve- the highly perishable multi-echelon soldier and leader skills
that collectively underpinned competent tactical maneuver. In short, the corps'
emphasis on simulations in training and exercises neglected battalion task force
maneuver, to the detriment of overall corps readiness .35
As it began its deliberations, the study group noted that some Missio n Essential Task Li st tasks were always left unaddressed because of limited time
Or resources, while assuming that all battalion and brigade commanders used
Combat Maneuver Training Center rotations to hone only the most critical of
the mission essential tasks. They further assumed that soldier skills associated
with maneuver decayed quickly in the absence of reinforcement training. This
decay included such prosaic but basic tasks as driving combat vehicles for extended periods of time and over extended distances; managing full -scale motor
marches; unit tactical maneuver aCrOSS terrain; actual displacement of tactical
operations centers; fueling and rea rming systems during combat operations;
extended casualty evacuations; vehicle recovery and repair part direct support
unit operations. There was no fu ll testing of administrative and logistical systems under the stress of tactical operations and under the limitations imposed
by dispersion, fatigue, the effects of weather and temperature, and the operation of chance. Simulations, it seemed, could never duplicate the co nditions the
Army knew as "friction:' In making the study, the sta ff assumed that there were
no unmanned infantry squads in 1989- that is, that all platoons had enough
soldiers to fi eld all of the squads authori zed by their tables of organization- although there certainly were many such units in 1993, prompting a subsequent
co mment fro m Lt. Gen. Jerr y R. Rutherfo rd that he did not believe that V Corps
had ever been at 100 percent manning in infantry squads, even at the height of
the Cold War.36
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Th e stud y gro up also looked at the mass of readiness reports on file in the
G- 3, and particularly at the commander's remarks section. From that data it
drew an obvious first conclusion: resource constraints had a defi nite impact on
tactical competence. Although funding for maneuver training remained relatively constant between 1989 and 1992, the figures, once adjusted to constant
dollars,31 showed a decrease of 48 percent. (Table 1) One of the key facts was
that force moderni zation paradoxically played a part in reducing readiness,
since the costs pel' system of maneuver training increased steadily from 1989
to 1993. TI,e M1 tank and M2 /M3 infantry combat vehicle cost more to operate
pe r mile th an their predecessors . In terms of fu el and repair parts alone, the M1
tank was 250 percent more expensive pel' mile to operate than the older M60
tank, while the M2 Bradley fighting vehicle was 370 percent more expensive
tha n the M113 armored personnel carrier.'8TI,e stud y group concluded that the
co mbined effects of inflation, adverse changes in the dollar conversion rate, and
the impacts of force modernization significantly reduced the overall training
value of available fund s.
The matter of operational tempo was obviously directly related, and the
study group found that training miles pel' system decreased because of budgetary limitations and the increased operating costs of the Abrams tank and
the Bradley fighting vehicle. TI,e study group presented figures based on the
The problem lVith technological improvement: the M60 tank, shown here, \Vas
Jar more economical to operate than th e superior MJ Abrams tank and therefore
a llolVed more op erational training.
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TAB LE I -SU MMA RY O F V CO RPS R ESOU RCES VE RSUS TRA I N I NG I N

1989, 1992,

AND

1989

Item ojComparison
Cost of Trai ning for three A rmor and three
Infn Iltr)' Balla Iions (col/stallt $ ill milJiolls) .

1993

. . . . . . $25.08

Odometer Mi les per Vehicle
(MI /tvII 13-M2) .

1992

1993

$ 14.8 1

$7.72

1,067/1,575

775/518

406/'1·18

52

36

31

92

79

76

Percent Jvlancuvc r Ballalions Attaining A LO .

... 90

63

52

Percent Units Repor ting No Fu nding Impact .

100

100

75

Percent Ivlallned In fantry Squads.

100

97

66

Number of Major Trnini ng Events (Ficici <T'raining
Exercise, Combat j\/lancuvcr Training Center

[Hohenfcls[, Gunnery. Ex lernal Evaluation) .
Pel 'cent U nits A l l aini llg Authorized Level

of Orga nizatioll (Al.O).

Percent Person nel Fi ll .

99.7

99

94

Percent U ilil s Reporting No Pcrsolll1cll mpact .

99

92

88

Training Management Control Data reported by battalions of the 8th Infantry
Division, redeSignated the 1st Armored Division by the end of the study period.
Part of the reduction in available miles, the study group found, was caused by
the budgeted miles in the operational tempo allocation, which USA REUR decreased every year in order to satisfy the administrative requirements of the
command. That fig ure was a given. In general, the lack of real buying power of
training funds was a major contributor to a decreasing competence in tactical
maneuver in the battalions,
TI1e Cold War imperative to "fight outnumbered and win" had caused unit
commanders to foc us their attention on gunnery to counter the Warsaw Pact's
advantage in numbers. Despite the demise of the Warsaw Pact, V Corps generally adhered to the older sta ndards fo r gunnery training, although not all armor
battalions went through the usual two Grafenwohr gunnery rotations in the
years under analysis because they were involved in new equipment training after
being issued the M1 Abrams tank. Corps units also met and often exceeded the
USAREUR requirement to conduct maneuver training every fourteen months,
although several battalions serving as opposing force units at the training center were not for mally evaluated during actual training rotations. However, the
corps did not meet the USA REU R standards fo r formal external evaluations of
all un its by outside agencies in 1992 or in 1993. The cru x of the issue was that
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the USAREUR standard for maneuver and gunnery training was always beyond
the reach of most combat battalions from 1989 throug h 1993. Although most
units in 1989 had managed battalion task force maneuver twice a year, in addition to company team maneuver exercises, by 1993 no battalion in the corps
even approached that sta ndard. 3•
The manning standards of units, as summarized in the uni t readiness reports, showed a steady downward trend after 1989, and that had the effect of
intensifying the difficulty in attaining the level of unit maneuver proficiency
the corps commander sought. TI,e number of units reporting that personnel
shortages affected training standards increased throughout the period. Most
significant, however, the percentage of manned infantry squads deceased by
30 percent over a period of four years ending in 1993. In 1993 there were sixtysix unmanned infantry squads across the corps-squads that had no soldiers.
While manning Bradley fighting vehicles was seen as the most critical factor,
the problem extended to infantry dismoun ts as well. To backfill that critical
sho rtage, twelve engineer squads were deployed during o ne operation in 1993
to perform mechanized infantry security missions in place of infantry squads.
W hile that substitution eased the in fa ntry manning problem, it did nothing at
all to help engineer units acco mplish their equally demanding jobs. TI,e study
group concluded its evaluation of manning trends by noting that the impact of
resource reductio ns on unit fill was disproportionate, having by fa r the greatest
impact on maneuver units, as opposed to fire support and combat service support units 40
Contributing to training problems was the availability of training areas after
rhe end of the Cold War. Throughout the period after the Persian Gulf War, V
Corps assumed the responsibili ty for maneuver rights coordination for USAREUR. During the period of the stud y, the German authorities never turned do wn
a corps request for maneuver, and German state authorities were all supportive
of maneuver rights requests and willing to allow limited tracked vehicle moveme nt across terrain, assuming reaso nable American controls. Maneuver inside
USAREUR maneuver training areas remained relatively unrestricted. Despite
the return of some train ing areas to German jurisdiction, there was no substantial decrease in the land area available for maneuver training. Any actual
decreases in training area availability were counterbalanced by the continuing
drawdown of maneuver battalions in Europe, which meant that training site
availability to units actually increased.
In response to German concerns about the noise and disruptions that attended maneuver training, USAREUR imposed an excl usion zone around
G rafenwiihr and Hohenfels that prevented massing of forces outside those areas
and subsequent maneuver into them, though during Combat Maneuver Training Center rotations, support units and helicopter forward area refueling and
rearming points were allowed to move on and off the posts. Maneuver outside
those tra ining areas, however, was restricted by corps polici es that limited offpost deployment of heavy equipment except for those special tactical vehicles
needed in command post exercises 4 ] German sensi tivity to noise, and particu-
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larly artillery and helicopters, and to troop unit maneuver outside of the training area arose from a popular perception that the end of the Cold War and the
demise of the Warsaw Pact removed any justification fOl' those disturbances. In
essence, the limitations imposed on maneuver training were entirely self-im posed by V Corps, but they were the product of the corps' des ire to sustain good
community relations after the end of the Cold War.
In the end, the study produced a wealth of fi gures that demonstrated that
General Meigs' perception was essentially correct. The available data showed
a substantial reduction in training fund expenditures after 1989; a substantial
dec rease in the value of training fund s after 1989 because of increased training costs incident to force modernization; a major reduction in battalion field
training exercises; a reduction in personnel fill within units that sharply affected
maneuver unit training; and a perception by battalion commanders that their
units were less well trained in maneuver than they ought to have been, in part
because of inadequate fund ing. (See Table 1.)
The study group concluded that simulations, trainers, and computer-driven
exercises produced positive training effects. Because of the availability of conduct of fire trainers fo r tanks and Bradleys, armored and infantry crews shot
better in 1993 than ever in the past. The V Corps battle staffs probably fun ctioned much more effectively together, and were better trained in the intellectual aspects of synchronization, in 1993 than in the past. In large part, the
staff attributed those improvements to simulations. Simulations clea rly helped
maintain a combat edge in staff tasks. They did not, however, reinforce the
multi -echelon, collective, supporting tasks on which battlefi eld movement and
maneuver depend.
Co mpetent maneuver, the study group affirmed, required what common
sense would dictate- adequate training time, reso urces, and practice in a field
environment. A very basic comparison suggested itself. Just as the only way
to teach a light infantry battalion to conduct long marches was simply to do
lon g marches, so too did mechanized task forces need to conduct live maneuver
training to sustain maneuver proficiency. The downward trends in fundin g and
personnel after 1989 contributed significantly to corresponding decreases in
field trai ning time and therefore in co mbat readiness. Battalions conducted significantly fewer field training exercises in 1993 than in 1989. Commanders and
staffs focused instead on high-payoff training opportunities such as the Com bat Maneuver Training Center, gunnery, and simulators. A nearly 100 percent
reduction in the number of field training exercises at the battalion task force
level had an obvious effect by 1993 on task force ability satisfactorily to perform
many of the basic tasks associated with maneuver. That lack of maneuver training became painfully evident at training centers, where maneuver battalions in
1993 began rotations at much lower entry levels than ever before.
To General Meigs, simulations clearly had, at lower echelons of command
across the corps, a down side. The di ffic ulty lay in trying to figure out how to
turn that trend around, particularly in view of the fact that fundin g remained
constrained and that it appeared dollars would be in even shorter supply in the
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uncertain future. The corps was still grappling with that problem when the Balkan crisis became acute in 1995 and V Corps units turned to a different type of
exercise to prepare them for duty in southeastern Europe.

Exercises in 1994
Exercise REFORGER 93 had been intended to move beyond the traditional
exercise scenario by taking the command posts of a couple of divisions, a corps
command post, the separate brigades, and the necessary support elements to
Livorno, Italy, to run a computer-assisted com mand post exercise with the Italians. Th at would have been the first time that V Corps would have been multinational in an exercise at that level, because the German 5. Panzerdivision was
to participate under V Corps operational control. Then-current operational requirements, however, led to the cancellation of REFORGER 93 before it even
began'2 Atlantic Resolve 94 was the first exercise to follow the REFORGER series. Co nducted in October and November of 1994, it largely fulfi lled the expectations of the canceled REFORGER 93. A multinational, joint exercise, it
began in April, when the corps led a United States European Command effort,
Exercise 48 Hours, as a preparatory phase. In 48 Hours, European Command
created an ad hoc joint task force headquarters that began advanced planning
for the implementation of Atlantic Resolve. The joint task force commander for
the exercise was Lt. Gen . Jerry R. Rutherford, V Co rps commander.
TI1e end result was a joint, U.S.-only operation plan and troop deployment
data that would be used in the forth coming Atlantic Resolve exercise. Planners
assumed that V Corps would be the heart of both the multinational joint task
force and the co mbined land component, and would also be the corps- level
com bat headquarters. At the end of the exercise, the plan the task force developed was briefed to the USAREUR commander and the deputy commander of
European Command'] A series of meetings and in-progress reviews continued
through April and into October. Later a multinational staf!, that involved officers
from the Netherlands, Germany, Great Britain, and France visited Frankfurt to
brief the corps deputy commanding general on a more refined version of the
land component. TI1ere were many meetings at the action officer level, including joint working groups and multinational work groups, throughout the summer.44
Although it was an excellent concept, Exercise 48 Hours failed to allow for
the normal rhythms of personnel reassignments. Many of the key staff that
worked through 48 Hours were no longer in the corps during Atlantic Resolve,
which began months later. Unfortunate ly, there was not an adequate hand-off
of information to their successors. For example, when Exercise Atlantic Resolve
started, the new staff was under the impression that the boundaries on the map
represented the situation when the joint task force deployed into the mythical
area of Atlantis for operations. TI1is was not so, and other misunderstandings
fo llowed. In the end, a quick series of briefings was necessary to bring everyone
to the same level of understanding of the development of exercise play's As
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Brig. Gen. Larry Lust, commanding 3d Corps Support Command during Atlantic Resolve, later pointed out,
. there was a tremendous amount of connect ivity between the two exercises, but the
important thing for the fut ure is that whoever plays the first exercise needs to stay in
position for the follow~ on exerci se.

YO LI

need these guys who saw the burning bush and

got religion to come up and share it with us heathens who weren't there.<l6

Exercise Atlantic Resolve proved crucial in the evolution of USAREUR exercise philosophy and in pegging on-going exercises to suit the needs of on-going contingency operations, because it was explicitly not a "Fu lda Gap scenario"
targeted against the Warsaw Pact, as the REFORGER series had been. Atlantic
Resolve required force deployments across water and by air to a notional area
of operations enmeshed in a civil war. The forces there did not resemble Soviet
forces. They were heavy forces, but with a different mix than those against which
corps units had been accustomed to exercising. Further, the political situation
in the area of operations was totally different from the old Warsaw Pact versus
NATO prob lem.
The exercise plan retained a heavy force opponent because, as General
Meigs, corps chief of staff at the time of the exercise, pointed out, "there are a
lot of places in the Third World today that have hybrid versions of heavy forces:'
The friendly force mix the exercise plan called for was appropriate to com bat
such an enemy. It co ntained slightly more than three heavy division equivalents,
including large American and large German conventional divisions, a somewhat smaller French division, and two separate brigades . The forces were spread
across a wide frontage and not engaged in co ntiguous operations. Exercise play
placed more emphasis on rear area security operations and force protection
than in the REFORGER series. Possibly more important, and to affirm the fact
that the corps was not just dealing with friendly Germans as it had done for
forty years, the exercise also stressed civil-military afIairs, including host nation
activities in a "non-robust" environment. 4 7

Thus by the end of 1994 the Victory Corps had changed its exercise program
completely from the schema in use during the Cold War years. In the course of
five years of evolutionary development, the corps no longer looked toward the
intra-German border or focused its exercises on missions within Germany, but
instead looked outward, into the entire European Command mission area. Planning for tasks anywhere in a large geographical region, the headquarters had
begun to develop standa rd means of moving from its home stations via strategic
and tactical airlift and sealift to distant battlefields, and had likewise begun to include in its exercises the logistical programs necessary to sustain forces far from
their German barracks.
World events almost immediately wrought further change in both training
and exercises. Consequently, the V Corps staff began to react to those changes in
the conditions under which soldiers had to operate by altering the design of the
training exercises. Thus the following year brought a new look to V Corps exercise design as the corps prepared its units for their new missions in the Balkans.
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Training and Exercises After 1995
... if the idea !\las to cause leaders to be adaptable, innovative, aggressive, willing to act
i/1 the absence of orders, lVilIing to take risks on the battlefield, then you've got to start at
home station to develop those kinds of things. They don't happen on the fi rst day of the next
wm:

ifyou don't have them in your unit when you cross the LD, they are not going to emerge

automatically because you are at IVai:"
LL Gen. James C. Riley

V Corps Commander
June 2001

"You can't beflexible if your major divisional capstone training event is inflexible and isn't
attached to leadership or train ing."
Maj. Charles Eassa
V Corps G- 3 Deliberale Plans Chief
JUIle2001

he tanks of C Troop, 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, marched across the
Sava River bridge on New Year's Eve 1995, lead ing Task Force (TF)
Eagle into Bosnia in what was, at that time, a new mission for an armored division. Five years later, peace enforcement could no longer
be called a new mission, and the American soldiers from the various units that
com prised TF Eagle could point to a new understanding of stability and support
operations on the basis of their accumulated experience with the NATO Implementation Force (I FOR) and Sustainment Force (SFOR). Effective in their new
role, American forces earned considerable respect not on ly fro m the NATO and
other national forces taking part in IFOR and SFOR, but also from the former
warring factio ns. They operated safely and with few casualties. No ne of that
happened by accident.

T

The Mission Rehearsal Exercise
TI,e V Corps played a large part throughout operations in the Balkans,
largely laying the foundations for their success. During the first three years of
the mission, Task Force Eagle was made up largely of V Corps units and soldiers,
while the USAREUR (Forward) and 21st Theater Army Area Co mmand (Forward) headquarters in Hungary and Task Force Victory, which sustained the
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operation from Germany, were either heavily or entirely made up of V Corps
troops. During that time one of the critical mi ssions the corps carried out was
the training of Army units sent to Bosnia. Th e vehicle for running that training
was the Mountain Eagle series of exercises.
The V Corps needed quite literally to invent the doctrine on which it based
the exercises. Only a few years earlier- during the Cold War and Persian Gulf
War days- no one assigned to a heavy, armored corps wou ld have expected to
have to tra in for any mission other than high intensity combat operations. For
that task, the training program was well understood and had a clearly defined
and thoroughly validated set of tasks, conditions, and standards. Mission train ing plans existed in profusion, and field manuals and training materials were
readily available to support them. Peace enforcement was another matter entirely. The first problem V Corps had to overcome in designing a training program for such new missions was the shortage of documentation for peace enforcement operations, unlike the usual military tasks for which Department of
the Army published guidance existed. The corps at first sought the experience
of those officers from foreign armies who had served with the United Nations
in Bosnia, such as General Sir Michael Rose.' As time went on, the G- 3 turned
to international documents such as the Joint Military Commissio n Handbook as
primar y references, and later still used the lessons the American soldiers then
in Bosnia were learning, as well as the growing corpus of TF Eagle standing
pro cedures, plans, and after action reviews, as a solid basis for articulating the
tasks, conditions, and standards of subsequent exercises.'
Because the situation in Bosnia could, and often did, change with bewil dering rapidity, documentary information alone was not a sufficient basis for
realisti c exercises. Therefore, fu ndamental to the V Corps approach to running
Mountain Eagle exercises-the name applied to the exercise series- was the
use of soldiers from Task Force Eagle with current experience in Bosnia as observer-controllers, charged with validating the proposed training and executing
other tasks associated with running the exercises. Those young officers' and
noncommissioned officers' first-hand knowledge and current experience gave
the observer-controllers enormous credibility with the soldiers being trained.
At the sa me time, exercise design demanded that the corps planners make frequent staff visits to Bosnia to learn at first hand the current and proj ected tasks
there by talking to commanders and soldiers engaged in the mission. As one exercise succeeded another, most of the corps staff wound up serving in Hungary
or Bosnia, or both; however, they always needed to update their experience in
the light of current events. In essence, TF Eagle was writing Army doctrine for
peace enforcement operations and V Corps was writing Army training plans for
peace enforcement.
The V Corps did not start entirely from zero when it designed the Mountain
Eagle exercises, because it had the experience of two prev ious exercises upon
which to draw. 3 In the months before the signing of the Dayton Peace Accord:'
the deteriorating situation in Bosnia offered th e prospect that American forces
might be called upon to help extract the peacekeeping troops of the United Na-
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tions Protection Force that were under increasing threat throughout the coun try. USAREUR directed the Southern European Task Force in Vicenza to make
itself ready for such a mission and ordered V Corps to help with the training.'
Suddenly, V Corps had a new, real life miss ion, and attitudes in the headquarters reflected that fa ct. W hen one member of the staff co mmented about how
filling personnel shortages for the task force would work a hardship on Central Region airfield operations, Lt. Gen. John N. Abrams, the corps commander,
curtly replied that "we are of a mind to support the commander who is going
to war" and "not just sourcing for training while we are wa iting for something
else to happen:'6
The airborne rescue group from Vicenza was soon dubbed Task Force Lion.
In June and September 1995 V Corps ran the two Mounta in Shield exercises to
help Task Force Lion develop and refin e its plan. In what one V Corps staff offi cer called "scratching a plan out in the dirt;' corps and Southern European Task
Force (SETAF) cooperated to define the political and military situation that existed in Bosn ia, to layo ut the range of possible missions, and to develop a series
of operations to accomplish those missions. By the fall of 1995, therefore, the
corps staff had thoroughly familiari zed itself with the operational environm ent
in Bosnia and examined the major issues involved in a deployment there. Fortunately, many of the staff officers involved in the subsequent Mountain Shield
exercises that trained the later Task Force Eagle were unaffected by the 1995
summer personnel rotation and were still available to V Corps when the NATO
mission was announced?

The Mountain EagLe Exercises
In 1995 V Corps became USAREUR's executive agent to conduct the Mountain Eagle exercises for units destined to serve with NATO in the peace enforcement mission in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The corps received a lot of assistance. The
USAREUR staff helped, the Seventh Army Training Center being instrumental
in providing observer-controllers, helping to design the situational training exercises, organizing the exercise area, and providing the physical resources. The
contributions of offIcers and noncommissioned officers from TF Eagle were indispensab le to the eventual success of the exercises, since their knowledge of
the situation and operations in Bosnia ensured that the training was relevant
and realistic.
The V Corps ran a total of five Mountain Eagle exercises. Mountain Eagle
I trained the original TF Eagle for about five weeks at the Gra fenw6hr and Hohenfels Training Areas. Exercise Mountain Eagle II, intended for further TF
Eagle training, was ca nceled because the 1st Armored Division began its deployment to Bosnia before the exercise could begin. Exercise Mountain Eagle
III t rained the 1st Infantry Division for its mission in Bos nia, which included
providing a cover ing force for the armored division's redeployment and then
assuming the TF Eagle mission. A brigade from the Big Red O ne (1st Infantry Division) participated in Mountain Eagle IV in preparation for its rotation
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in Bosn ia. Mountain Eagle V was a division training exercise for 1st Armored
Division, which returned to Bosnia for its second one-year rotation followin g
1st Infantry Division. Mountain Eagle VI trained the 2d Brigade, 1st Armored
Division, the V Corps unit that remained in Bosnia until transfer of authori ty to
1st Cavalry Division on 7 October 1998.
While the Mountain Shield exercises trained Task Force Lion for a mission
it was never ultimately called upon to carry out, the training process the corps
developed in Mountain Shield was useful when the staff built the succeeding
Mountain Eagle exercise series to train Task Force Eagle for its peace enforcement mission in Bosnia-Herzegovi na. As ti lne went 011, division after division

assumed the Task Force Eagle mi ssio n. Although the focus for Mountain Eagle
exercises varied, depending upon the training audience and the current situation in Bosnia, they generally followed a common structure: a training seminar
fo r commanders; a com mand post exercise driven by a master events list; a
fire coordination exercise to certify air mission commanders working with the
Air Force, attack helicopters, and artillery; situational training exercise (STX)
"lanes" for platoons and co mpanies; and a mission rehearsal exercise (MRE) for
the entire force."
W hile the exercises all followed the same model, the training philoso phy
changed over time. In the beginning the intent was to send a force to Bosnia
prepared for the worst possible contingency- actual combat. Task Force Eagle
entered Bosnia as a combat force fully capable of responding to any situation,
thereby sending a clear signal to all factions that the Implementation Force
meant business. As the political and military tensions in Bosnia stabilized,
NATO's operational philosophy became less confrontational. Mountain Eagle
V and VI therefore trained purely for peace support operations, rather than also
for conventional battle. In a similar manner, the focus during Mountain Eagle
IV on training commanders to conduct joint military commission talks changed
by Mou ntain Eagle VI to center on bilateral talks between American commanders and faction officials, because lessons from TF Eagle experience showed that
bilateral talks were more difficult and required more training time.
One of the unique featu res of V Corps Mountain Eagle exercises was their
cadre, since the officers running them were not necessarily the staff proponents
for training. TI1e command divided the exercise into three basic areas of responsibility and assigned a colonel or lieutenant colonel from the staff to be in
charge of each: exercise arch itecture and support; platoon and company situational training exercises; and battalion and brigade mission rehearsal exercises .
TI1e corps commander sought out staff expertise and used it without regard
to normal staff organization. Consequently, for example, the resource manager
was deeply involved in exercise control; the chemical officer was responsible for
replication of higher headquarters; and the G- 5 and special operations coordination cell supervised role players. As customary, the G-2 wrote the scenario
and master eve nts list, or exercise script, and the G-3 training division and
exercises division generally superintended the adm in istration of the exercise
and its execution.
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Two factors determined the exercise design. The first was a set of training
obj ectives that emerged from comprehensive discussions between the corps and
the units to be trained. Training obj ectives refl ected the corps commander's assessment of the unit's training level and needs, on the one hand, and the expectation of each unit co mmander concerning the training his unit would require,
on the other? Conducted during the design phase of the exercise, that essential coordination eliminated the possibility that the two echelons of command
would come to the exercise with divergent aims and differing expectations. The
second factor affecting exercise design was a continuing series of corps staff
visits to TF Eagle to determine "ground truth" in Bosnia in order accurately to
replicate what units there were actually doing.
From pre-exercise planning discussions there emerged three or four major
themes, or missions, that the corps thought most important for the mission
rehearsal exercise. Those themes allowed the G- 3 to develop a series of events
to test unit ability to carry out peace enforcement tasks in a va riety of situations
at task force, brigade, company, and platoon levels. Laid out in a matrix showing which situations would be covered, and at what level of organization, those
scripted encounters beca me the basic guideline for the authors of the exercise
scenario and master events list.
TI,e exercise scenario provided the framework within which the unit would
be trained and provided the background for the specific training situations the
unit would encounter. Once the major themes had been decided, the next step
was to determine when each situation should occur during the exercise. TI,e
writer then worked backwards from those points, adding subsidiary events as
needed to build toward each desired major event. O nce the events list had been
compiled, the planners could compute the resources required for each training
event. A comprehensive list of equipment, physical faci lities, and role players
was one of the early staff products.
In addition to specifying a series of events to keep the exercise moving,
it was critical for the writers of the master events list to analyze what a given
sce nario or event required of the training unit. At the platoon level, the goal
was to have the uni t doing only one thing at a time. At company level, on the
other hand, the intent was to force the company commander simultaneously to
manage several platoons engaged in different missions. Battalion, brigade, and
division staffs required situations that caused them to manage several actions
concurrently, while also planning for future operations. Scripting the exercise to
facili tate such a fl ow of events was an important consideration.
Careful surveys of the situation in Bosnia and use of subj ect matter experts
from TF Eagle guaranteed that the training situations would be both valid and
realistic. Th e V Corps made the exercise even more realistic by configuring the
maneuver area to correspond as much as possible to the unit's assigned area
of responsibility in Bosnia. TI,e training area contained simulated villages and
base camps that represented specific villages and base camps in Bosnia, located
in the proper relationship to one another and to an Intra-Enti ty Boundary Line
and Zone of Separation that mimicked those in the unit's area of responsibility.
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Village “populations” in the training area were designed to replicate the actual
ethnic mixtures of those specific villages in Bosnia, and the scenario built in
situations, personalities, and events that were typical of those factions. Where
minefields existed, exercise minefields were marked out. If de-mining exercises
were part of the scenario, then the corps engineer laid exercise mines and provided a minefield map that closely simulated the practice of the former warring
factions in Bosnia.
Assuring realistic confrontations between American soldiers, factional civil
and military authorities, and the populations of the villages required an additional step that turned out to be the single most important of the exercise series. In Bosnia, all negotiations and relations with the civilian population were
carried out with the help of Serbo-Croatian interpreters. Working through an
interpreter was difficult. It required a degree of trust between the negotiator
and interpreter. Such trust took time to develop, as did the confidence that the
interpreter was conveying to the other party not just what the negotiator said,
but also what was meant. Learning how much to say before pausing to allow
the interpreter to translate also required practice. Finally, the American soldiers
needed to understand that a negotiation involving an interpreter simply took
more time than they expected.
The solution to that problem was to make use of role players who spoke a
foreign language. German speakers, however, would not do. Too many American soldiers spoke or understood enough German that they could follow the
course of a conversation. To obtain the maximum training effect, the corps
wanted reliance on the interpreter to be total. Thus V Corps contracted for role
players who spoke languages few Americans would understand. In Exercise
Mountain Eagle VI, Hungarians filled that requirement, and it was the universal
judgment of both the trainers and the trained that the innovation was one of the
most successful aspects of the exercise.
Managing the role players called for a degree of finesse, since not all could
be expected to have the same abilities as actors. Some role players did not have
speaking parts, and those generally were American soldiers drawn from units
stationed at the training area. As much as possible, foreign language role players
were cast in specific parts representing specific characters with specific personalities that they maintained throughout the exercise. American soldiers dealt
with them over the course of the exercise, and the history of that relationship
became an important part of the role during negotiations. Role players were
trained during the set-up phase by going through the complete scenario. Subject matter experts from TF Eagle stood in during those preparations to play
the parts the soldiers under training would later occupy, so that the role players
could understand both exercise goals and the details of the scenario.
Another group of role players provided the higher headquarters of the training units, headquarters with which that unit had to interact, to which it had to
submit reports, and from which it received orders. Depending on the size of
the unit being trained, the notional higher headquarters was either Multi-National Division North or the senior NATO headquarters. Replicating a high-
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er headquarters was a generic process that did not depend upon the specific
training objectives of a particular mission rehearsal. On the other hand, realism
demanded that the cell performing that task understand the current and nearterm battle rhythm of the headquarters being replicated and know the formats
of orders and reports characteristic of that headquarters. The unit being trained
also needed a physical forum in which to meet the higher staff, because everything could not be done over the telephone or via videoconferencing. Thus
the corps set up a simulated higher headquarters complex that resembled the
headquarters with which brigades and TF Eagle had to deal, including a replication of the physical relationship between staff sections, signs, and means of
communication—exactly as they actually were in Bosnia.
The exercise control cell made certain that the exercise maintained its focus.
To do this, the cell synchronized the master events list with the training objectives, made certain that the role players were aware of their parts at each step, and
ensured that the resources were available to support each exercise event. Exercise control was the focus of coordination for the exercise, ensuring that the programmed events made sense in the context of the scenario, that information flow
was correct, and that observer-controllers provided feedback after each event.
Exercise control monitored each action, counter-action, and reaction stimulated
by exercise events to make sure that the training audience made appropriate responses to every event. If the unit did not react, exercise control either re-sent
the initiating message for the event or found some other way to re-energize the
exercise, such as inserting additional events, known as “strings” or “sequels.”
The essential component in making the exercise run properly was the synchronization meeting that exercise control held each morning and evening. Key
players came together to discuss events of the preceding twelve hours and to
plan those of the next day. The meetings laid out upcoming events in great detail, verifying and emphasizing responsibility, resource allocations, and the plan
for collecting information needed for unit feedback and the after action review.
They also allowed exercise control to decide whether the unit had reacted appropriately to events and, if not, how to bring the exercise back on track.
The first phase of the Mountain Eagle exercise was the leader seminar. It
was designed in two parts. The first was a series of classroom lectures and discussions for the leaders of the unit. The second consisted of a series of practical
exercises reflecting the current situation in Bosnia and involving both role players and observer-controllers who gave the participants immediate feedback.
The leader seminar was normally scheduled for a day and a half and had to be
kept to a fairly rigorous time schedule, with the corps facilitator keeping the
seminar on schedule. In later exercises the corps divided the leader seminar into
two groups for practical exercises, in order to address the different concerns of
field grade and company grade officers.
Platoon and company situational training exercises were core elements of
each Mountain Eagle exercise. TF Eagle provided junior officers and sergeants
to assist with the exercises. They proofed the exercise “lanes” and exercise jargon for the individual training events and helped to conduct the training. Be-
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cause those soldiers had important and, for the moment, unique leadership experience in Bosnia and knew the situation there in detail, their participation
immediately improved training. Units being trained for real world missions always accorded special credence to the experience and advice of those who were
actually carrying out those missions at the time.
The corps was not overly concerned with the problem of situational training
exercise lanes being compromised- that is, a unit being aware of what situation it would face next. Because of the way the training was developed, with full
participation of the unit to be trained in setting the objectives, there was a kind
of full disclosure of the mission essential task list and training objectives right
from the start of the exercise. 1hus it was not possible, and not even desirable, to
conceal from the training audience the contents of any given situational training
exercise. Since the doctrinal basis for peace enforcement operations was then
a small one, the specific processes a unit followed to reach its objective were
less important than whether the end-state was positive and consistent with the
Dayton Accords and other governing documents. 1he unit would already be
aware of the major training objectives, and it would be aware that it had to react
to one of a number of possible situations defined by those objectives. 1he only
concern with respect to compromise of exercise lanes was that units not know
exactly which situation would be presented to them, or when, or what the details
of that situation might be.
The public affai rs portion of the Mountain Eagle exercises merits special
comment. From the beginning soldiers worried about an aggressive media, a
concern that was in part a legacy of the war in Vietnam. Further, it was clear that
a junior officer could co nceivably find himself in a situation in which what he
said could have an impact on public opinion or even on government policy, not
to mention on his own career as well. TIllIS, learning to deal with the press and
other media rema ined one of the major training objectives of the exercises.
As with other aspects of mission rehearsals, feedback from TF Eagle
changed the public affairs content of the exercises. By the time V Corps ran
Mo untain Eagle IV and Mountain Eagle V, it had become clear that reporters were not hostile, as the existing scenario initially portrayed them. Still, Col.
Gregory Fontenot's experience while co mmanding 1st Brigade, 1st Armored
Division, in Task Force Eagle remained in the minds of commanders and prejudiced their attitudes toward media. Colonel Fontenot's cautions to his soldiers
to be careful when engaged in operations, as well as his forthright responses
to questions fo llowing a visit by the Secretary of Defense, were reported in the
Wall Street Journal by a reporter "embedded" in his brigade and occasioned a
minor political furor. " TIle public affairs officer used that experience as a way to
explain that, while the Army continued to use embedded media, it was unwise
to become too close or too intimate with those reporters. As time went on, the
public affairs office changed the focus of its part of the exercise to depict media
as less challenging and confrontational. During Mountain Eagle V and Mountain Eagle VI, public affairs training concentrated on how to give interviews and
how to be comfortable on camera. Typically, media traini ng for commanders
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involved three events: a press conference fo llowing a meeting, a sta nd-up telev ision interview, and participation in a call-in radio show.

'TI1e objective was to build commanders' confidence. Thus, the observercontroller watched the progress of the public affairs event. If the subject was
doing well and was comfortable with the interview, then the controller gave the
role player a signal to "turn up the heat;' asking more difficult and challenging
questions. If, on the other hand, the subject of the interview was less than satisfactory, then the controller could direct the role player to fa ll back to easier
questions with which the subj ect would be more comfortable. A menu of questions gave the observer-controller and the role player that flexi bility. The overall
critique, naturally, came later.
In preparing for the exercises, the corps routinely asked various reporters
and other media figures to participate, a process that had to be planned well in
advance but that also had to be fl exible enough to take advantage of an unexpected arrival or departure from Bosnia of a reporter willing to visit the training.
Using co mmercial media was beneficial because it was useful for commanders
at least to recognize faces they were likely to see again in Bosnia during their
deployment. The bulk of media role playing, however, was done by the USAREUR and V Corps public affairs officers and by the audio-visual technicians in
the co rps G-3 section.
The Mountain Eagle exercises were distinctly not "training as usual:' Instead,
each was unique, nonstandard, and not to be repeated. No Army training plan
existed on which to base the exercises. The tactics, techniques, and procedures
used in the situational training exercise had little in common with the kinds of
training that went on at the Joint Readiness Trai ning Center, for instance, or
at the National Train ing Center. Every Mountain Eagle exercise was different
from every other, and all of them were different from the training customa ry
in a unit's annua l training cycle. In fact, the Mountain Eagle exercises were not
simply training, but were actually mission rehearsals, and the structure of each
exercise reflected the mission anticipated for the unit being trained.
The V Corps commander and staff developed the concept of the mission
rehearsal exercise when training SETAF during the Mountain Shield exercises
and refined the concept in the first Mountain Eagle exercise. 'TI1e mission reheat'sal took mission essential task list training to a more sophisticated level by
incorporating the actual mission and operational environment into the training. When the corps staff determined the tactics, techniques, and procedures
for the mission rehearsal, it based them on the situation then current in Bosnia
and on the current and projected mission requirements of TF Eagle. Dealing
with a riot was an illustrative case in point. TI1e tactics, techniques, and procedures would include the intelligence indicators for a riot; staff battle drill for
dealing with a riot; and uni t procedures, based on the rules of engagement, for
dealing with a riot.
The techniques for handling a riot might well vary from one Mountain Eagle exercise to the next because the political and military situation in Bosnia
had changed over that period of time. TI1erefore, the unit battle rhythm for that
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situation would change. Similarly, replicating the non-U.S. higher headquarters involved in the exercises-SFOR and Multi-National Division North - was
a nonstandard task, at least in part because the organization and nature of their
operations also changed over time.
The essenti al fact was that the Mountain Eagle exercises did not train doctrine, because no coherent doctrine for peace enforcement mi ssions existed.
Nor did the exercises provide a generic training for peace enforcement, based
on a fixed set of requirements. Instead, the Mountain Eagle exercises sought
to pre pare each task force for the specific circ umstances and situations that it
would encounter when it arrived in Bosnia. The engagement of V Corps in the
task was a key to success because the corps had accumulated a massive amount
of experience in all aspects of TF Eagle operations and had remained deeply
involved with the peace enforcement operation at the operational level from
the beginning of such operations. Drawing on the deep reservoirs of knowledge
and experience of its staff and the subordinate units that had remained heavily
engaged in the mission in Bosnia, V Corps was able to articulate the specific
requirements for each mission rehearsal.
Each Mountain Eagle exercise built upon and improved upon the one that
preceded it. Successful training techniques were retained, while ineffective
ones were discarded. In that process of refinement, a number of important lessons emerged from the Mountain Eagle exercises. Training objectives had to
be agreed to by the headquarte rs conducting the training and the headquarters
being trained. A process of co nsultation ea rly in the exercise design phase best
accomplished that. Expertise in the area of operation was crucial. There was
no substitute for subject matter experts, and their credibility had to be unchallenged. Particularly for so ldiers returning to Bosnia for a second or third tour
of duty, there was a tendency to say: "I've been there; I've done that; I've got the
T-shirt; and there's nothing you can teach me about it:' 'TI1at attitude could only
be overcome by showing the soldiers being trained that things had changed and
new circumsta nces existed. Only real experts cou ld do that. Everyo ne participating in the exercise, but preeminently those running exercise control, writing
the scenario, writing the master events list, serving as observer-controllers, and
validating the trai ning needed current, accurate, and thorough knowledge of
the operatio nal context and the requirements of the task force engaged in the
mission.
Daily sy nchroni zation meetings conducted by exercise control co nstituted the single most important way of making sure that the training objectives
were met. Adequate lead time was required for exercise preparation. 'TI1e unit
conducting training had to arrange cost-effective contracts for those resources
that it did not own, and the G- 3 had to issue taskings to subordinate units far
enough in advance that the unit could plan to meet its requirements properly.
Scenario and master events list writers had to develop branch lines and seq uels
to give exercise co ntrol the flexibility it needed to keep the exercise moving
properly. Other lessons were just as important. Foreign language role players
and the training in using interpreters were essential parts of the success of the
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exercise series. Finally, the mission rehearsal, keyed to the specific circumstances units would confront in Bosnia, distinguished the Mountain Eagle exercises
fro m normal unit training.

Exercise Victory Strike
Exercise Victory Strike was another new concept for V Corps. It was developed both as a response to some of the aviation issues that the corps and USAREUR observed during the 1999 mission into Albania" and as a response to the
corps commander 's ideas about battalion capstone training events for aviation
units. The stud y of aviation needs and requirements that the USAREUR commander, General Montgomery C. Meigs, convened in earl y 2000 and the resu lting action plan to address the major issues afforded Lt. Gen. James c. Riley,
corps commander by that time, the opportunity to implement his own ideas
about aviation training and exercises.
Largely overdrawn media commentary during the Task Force Hawk deployment to Alban ia about problems in Army attack aviation had already caused a
public debate about the effectiveness of the AH-64 Apache helicopter and the
efficacy of Apache aircrew training. An evidently unintentional public release
of the contents of a message that Brig. Gen. Richard Cody, TF Hawk deputy
commander for air and special operations, had sent to the chief of staff of the
Army about aviation training and equipment defi ciencies only served to intensify public interest in the question. J2 By the time Cody's remarks had been
widely distributed, however, Genera l Meigs had already drawn together a group
Lt. Gen. James C. Riley
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of senior USAREUR officers to look into Army aviation with a view to making
the USAREUR aviation force a more effective weapon.
Meigs hosted a conference at the USAREUR conference center at Garmisch
to discuss Army aviation requirements. Among the participants, besides key
members of the USAREUR staff, were the V Corps commander, the commanders of the 1st Infantry and 1st Armored Divisions, commanders of V Corps brigades, and key aviation leaders, including the commander of the 11th Aviation
Brigade. The eventual result of their deliberations was a white paper for the vice
chief of staff of the Army that identified a host of matters to be addressed and
those organizations within the Army that should deal with them. The point of
the white paper was not so much deficiencies in Army aviation, however, as it
was ways in which Army aviation needed to evolve to meet the demands of the
kinds of missions USAREUR leaders foresaw for the twenty-first century. Flexibility for missions across the spectrum of conflict was a common underlying
assumption. That flexibility implied capability for rapid tactical and strategic
deployment and equally rapid action to meet the political imperatives of swiftly
evolving international situations and a broad range of capabilities to meet the
challenges of unconventional or asymmetrical threats. It was clear to everyone
at the conference that rapid deployment also required a sustained high state of
readiness and training and the ability to go into action when necessary without
any kind of additional training or mission rehearsal exercise. Equally, recent
experience made it almost certain that Army aviation needed to be capable of
functioning smoothly under joint or combined command and in organizations
that might bring together elements of other services.13
USAREUR and V Corps each accepted ownership of a variety of the points
under discussion. One of the questions V Corps agreed to handle was how attack aviation exercises should be conducted to be both more realistic and more
challenging. General Riley perceived the need for attack helicopter battalions to
have an annual capstone training event similar to the exercises that since 1983
had rounded out the annual training of maneuver battalions, either a National
Training Center rotation or, on alternate years, an external evaluation at task
force level. He believed that aviation battalions lacked exercises that had the
rigor, the battlefield realism, and the high fidelity feedback that combat training
centers provided to maneuver battalions, and that they had not experienced the
pressure that time and an energetic opposing force imposed upon those training evolutions. Army aviators needed a training event that could provide a more
realistic environment.14
Task Force Hawk operations dramatically illustrated some of the issues with
which the envisioned training event needed to deal. The first major issue was
staging equipment and then deployment, both tactical and strategic, with consideration to movement by road, by rail, and by intra-theater airlift with C–130
aircraft. Aviation gunnery and low-level flying would be crucial elements of the
exercise design, with live fire of Hellfire missiles,15 the GAU–30 gun,16 2.75-mm.
rockets,17 and the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS)18 for suppression of
enemy air defense. Mission planning was to be done through the deep opera-
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tions coordination cell that had been used by Task Force Hawk. Responding to
General Meigs’ challenge to develop a “world-class aviation training exercise,”
and realizing that extensive low-level flying and live fire gunnery would be difficult at training areas in Germany, V Corps planners looked abroad to Poland,
where there were fewer restrictions.19
After permission to conduct the exercise in Poland had been coordinated,
G–3 planners looked at the Drasco Pomorske training area and discovered that,
although much more could be done than in Germany, there were some limitations that could not be overcome. Drasco Pomorske was not large enough to do
a full regimental aviation attack, and exercise designers therefore had to insert
the squadrons by echelon. Funding limitations and restrictions on firing the
Army Tactical Missile System20 from the MLRS limited the scope of the joint
suppression of enemy air defense training.
The eventual exercise, which V Corps called Victory Strike, took place in
September 2000. In the end, the exercise was less joint than Meigs and Riley
wished, Air Force participation being limited to C–130 airlift to deploy some of
the units and the usual operations of the Corps Air Support Operations Group.
There was a combined aspect to the exercise, since Polish artillery and air defense units took part. The air defense was a particular success, with the Polish
air defense integrating with the 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery (ADA),
and other units from 69th ADA Brigade. Various aircraft, including C–130s,
flew live against the integrated air defense system. Exercise control changed the
integrated air defense array daily, giving the Army aviators a look at a different
opposing force every time they flew a mission.21
The corps learned other lessons during the exercise as well, particularly
about having sufficient aviation fuel on site for extended, large-scale operations.
One of the successes of Victory Strike turned out to be the logistical support
that the 71st Corps Support Battalion provided to the task force. The deployment, on the other hand, did not go as well as hoped, in part because there
was some trouble with the Two Plus Four Agreement,22 specifically in arranging
movement of forces through what had been the German Democratic Republic
(East Germany). The mechanics of deployment continued to be troublesome,
and the corps had to work through problems of coordination with the Deutsche
Bahn and the Polish rail system. USAREUR did not activate its movement operations center for Victory Strike, and thus the link between V Corps and the
21st Theater Support Command was not as good as it could have been.23
Despite the limitations, Exercise Victory Strike was generally adjudged to
have been exceptionally successful and to have been the most rigorous and realistic battalion-level aviation training USAREUR had ever conducted. The training did not reach the level of realism and fidelity that Riley envisioned because
there was no engagement simulation system for attack helicopters. One of the
outgrowths of the exercise was a vision that Meigs and Riley shared that corps
aviation battalions ought to be optimized for deep attack missions and that divisional battalions ought to be optimized for close in, over-the-shoulder support
of division operations, suggesting that the capstone training event for the corps
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aviation battalion should be quite different from the exercise for a divisional
av iation battalion 2 "
The corps designated Victory Strike an annual training event, and G- 3 exercise planners used the resu lts of the 2000 exercise to plan Victory Strike II,
to be conducted in October 2001. Major changes for the next year included
force-on -force exercises, ideally including U,S, Air Force participation , Design
changes also called for some kind of maneuver force along the line of contact
and an operation plan that included a ground attack supported by attack aviation and joint suppress ion of enemy air defense artillery missions. Meigs arranged for British participation in the next exercise, as well, to en hance the joint
nature of the training.

Training Considerations
Throughout this discussion the focus has been on exercises, rather than on
specific training, since the nature of training itself fo r most missions remained
much the sa me. Meigs explained in 1994, wh ile ass igned as V Corps chief of
staff, that "it's hard to draw a lin e between peacemak ing and low level combat
operations as I understa nd the definition:'25 If the distinction was difficult for a
general officer to draw, it was a safe conclusion that it was equally hard for the
rifleman, to whom the difference was li kely to be irreleva nt in any case, if the
experience of Somalia was in any way typical. Meigs further commented that
levels of training in things that were not particularly affected by the availability
of training dollars-tank gunner y and Bradley gunnery chief among them-remained high across the board, thanks in part to the conduct-of-fire simu lators
available to the battalions.' · Resources did, however, pose a consta nt threat to
training readiness in many other areas.
Meigs cited money as the most difficult problem he had to manage as corps
chief of staff, po inting out that, while the Army insisted that training was the
glue that held the force together and that it had first pr iority, training still did
not receive priority when money was allocated. Through 1993 and 1994 find ing resources to support V Corps training was further complicated by periodic
budget cuts in the middle of the fisca l year. In fi scal year 1993, for exa mple,
there was a severe money cut in the fourth quarter, following which the co rps
was given an unanticipated $126 million in year-end funds. The fiscal year 1994
budget kept the operational tempo at fi scal year '93 levels, but was then subjected to swings that took it up in January and down in mid-year by more than
100 miles per vehicle. "In terms of programming training and readiness;' Meigs
later remarked, "we have been following a jagged si nesoidal curve that goes up
and down with the vagaries of the budget cycle. This pattern drives trainers
nuts; they never know what resources to count on:'"
As time went on, there were also additions to training that demanded both
more money and more training time, and that made it increasingly difficult for
units to maintain a fully tra ined status. The process began soo n after the Persian
Gulf War, when every battalion -size unit going through the Co mbat Maneu-
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vel' Training Center at Hohenfels began spending a portion of its time there
training what was then called "operations other than war:' There, unit focus was
upon developing unit competency for humanitarian aid or peacekeeping operations and on gaining profi ciency in small unit techniques for setting up checkpoints, running convoys, dealing with civilian authorities at the local level, and
handling operations involving rules of engagement that varied in intensity. At
the same time, the unit had to train to the standards required for high intensity
war at battalion and co mpany level. Units thus began having to learn to operate
over the entire spectl'llm of combat, but with no real expansion of training time
or fund s."
ConSidering the issues that deployments to Croatia, Somalia, and Rwanda
had raised, General Jerry Rutherford, corps co mmander from June 1992 through
April 1995, concluded that the modern operational environment required more
fl exibility and more competencies of leaders. He did point out, however, that
Meigs' remark about the nature of operations as seen by the rifleman was correct. He insisted that operations other than war missions
invo lve many of the same basics that you have to master to conduc t any mili ta ry
operat io n. Maki ng sure th at th e platoon leaders and oth er small un it leaders have an
ex posure to some of the events that we never train ed during th e Cold War days is the
key to all of this- and yo u have to build in the time to allow th is additio nal train ing
to happen. But it is true that the company com mander today has to be more flexib le
than he was five yea rs ago. 29

The real tension came later, when individual training for peace enforcement
missions became much more sophisticated and complex, and particularly when
the standard practices of the United Nations for military forces involved in
peacekeeping operations beca me part of the training. Peace enforcement and
combat operations, particularly as practiced by task forces later assigned to
places like Macedonia, involved completely different sets of reactions to stimuli .
Commanders noted that, once trained for a UN mission, a soldier required time
and retraining to take on a combat mission. 30

Exercise Urgent Victory '01
In the course of the year 2000, Lt. Gen. James c. Riley, who had assumed
command of V Corps in November 1999, became convinced that certain aspects
of corps operations or, more accurately, "elements of our life;' as he phrased it,
needed atte ntion and improvement. 3 1 Reviewing the pace of corps operations
over the preceding several years, as well as day-to-day corps operations, Riley
decided to focus on several interrelated aspects of corps-level military operati ons: leader development; stabili ty and predictability of the corps environment,
which roughly translated into training management; and home station training,
which determined how subordinate units could enter their principal training
event or, indeed, wa r, at a higher level of profic iency. For the latter, the agreed
shorthand term for developing highly capable combat organizations of all ty pes
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became "creating killer companies:' Seeing leadership linkages at every point in
those concerns, Riley wanted to address leadershi p first. Indeed, his command
group believed that the new generation of company grade leaders was being conditioned simply to avoid failure, rather than to achieve success. In addition, the
forthcoming publication of a new assessment of Army leadership by Fort Leavenworth made the issue a timely one.32
In order to define the problem better and to propose viable solutions, Riley
convened a seminar at the end of February 2001 to consult all of the senior leaders in V Corps. Participants included the general officers across the corps, the
corps principal staff, brigade commanders and division chiefs of staff, and command sergeants major. Prior to meeting, each reread Field Manual 22-100, Army
Leadership, and a number of articles about leadership drawn chiefly from PaI'tlmeters and Military Review. Riley invited retired General Wayne A. Downing,
the former commander of Special Operations Command, as keynote speaker,
specifically asking him to be provocative in his presentation. To facilitate the
conference, he obtained the help of retired Maj. Gen. William A. Stofft, a former
commandant of the Army War College and former chief of military history, and
the principal experts on leadership from the Army's training base.33 The conferen ce organ izers assumed that the evolving "information age" and what had come
to be known as the "new world order" would produce battlefields in the twentyfirst century across the entire operational continuu m from low-intensity conflict and covert threats to high-intensity war. Army officers charged with leading
units on such a wide range of battlefields needed leadership skills that could both
galvanize and embolden their subordinates. Junior officers would have to take on
in creased responsibili ties. To achieve that, the corps had to create a professional
environment of agility and fl exibility, read iness to take calculated risks, and tactical innovation. The issue was whether such an atmosphere did ex ist, and if not,
how to create it.'"
'TI1e operational environment the seminar posited was certa inly a daunting
one. The sum of participants' expectations was that operations of the future could
take place anywhere along the spectrum of conflict, but that the most probable
context was at the lower end. Battle would be complex and dirty, and probably
urban, but in a place that had little infrastructure to support military operations.
Fighting would be close-in or, as the commanders described it, "in the mud;' and
against ill-defined enemy forces motivated by little-understood goals and values.
'TI1at problem would certainly also extend to differing values and expectations
between the United States and any allies the nation might have in future battle.
Warfare would probably have an economic aspect as well, and could easily
incorporate both blackmail and extortion as issues with which the Army would
have to deal. Certainly future enemies would directly target both military and
commercial information systems, and the Army should also expect attacks on
commercial and military targets in space. Both lethal and nonlethal weapons
would certainly be in use. 'TI1e use of biological and chemical toxins cou ld not be
ruled out, particularly inasmuch as they had become relatively easy to produce
even in third world countries.
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Whatever the nature of battle, any future co mbat would probably be extended, and both the military and the civilian establishment could not expect
brief "in and out" operations. Rapid information exchange would characterize
future operations, with one aspect of that being a pervasive presence of the
media on the battlefi eld to inform and affect both domestic and world opinion,
thus guaranteeing an immediate and probably dramatic political feedback to
military operations. Those were challenging circumstances, for which far more
would be required of leaders than understanding "two up, one back, and a hot
meal once a day;' as the conference organizer expressed the traditional requirement that an officer have "technical and tactical proficiency:'35
More than just lip service would have to be paid to the many well-understood attributes of good leaders if they were to succeed in the kinds of battle
the corps' leaders had described, and some of those attributes demanded more
attention than others. The first requirement was a strong chain of co mmand
through which a clear understanding of the commander's intent could be passed
via the medium of open, candid, and effective communications among leaders.
Such co mmunication was based in the first instance on the reciprocal trust, respect, and confidence that had always been the bas is of good unit cohesion and
on simple, rather than elaborate, concepts, orders, and instructions.
Such simplicity was part and parcel of the max imum delegation of authority
that participa nts in the conference saw as essential for success, since it allowed,
given clear understanding of command intent, the maximum in operational
flexibility and innovation to deal with circumstances that changed rapidly and
that presented fleeting and challenging opportunities. Command at every level
had to reward innovation and disciplined initiative, even when an insta nce of
such freedom of action might result in failure, because such failures were the
substance of learning. The keys to creating such subordinates were providing
them with adequate resources, and especially discretionary time to do the training and preparation those leaders saw as necessary, and a command atmosphere
characterized by abundant personal accountability and an absence of fear and
abuse.
After resolution of those issues, the conference could easily and briefly define the attributes of a good leader. Such an officer embodied the values traditionally enunciated by the Arm y, but he most particularly possessed strong
character, a quality surprisingly not emphasized by the most recent leadership
assessment made at Fort Leavenworth. Of course, he was technically and tactically competent and physically fit, but he also required a keen intellect, adaptability, and patience. The ideal leader was compassionate in his relationships
with subordinates and always displayed confidence not only in his own ab ilities,
but also in the abilities of his subordinates and in the cumulative capabilities of
the unit. Finally, the ideal leader was tenacious in pursuit of his mission.
More interesting were the specific elements of a leader's behavior that the
conference enumerated. The corps' leaders needed to develop and sustain strong
chains of com mand; ge nerate trust, co nfidence, and cohesion; and establish and
maintain a positive command climate. The exercise of authority demanded more
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than just good leadership, though. Seniors needed to coach, counsel, develop,
and respect subordinates, all the while understanding that authority was earned
from the led as "a gift of trust:' The essential fac tor was open, frank, and honest
two-way co mmunications concerning a clearly articulated commander's intent.
W ithin that context, subordinates should be free to take calculated risks. Looking ahead, all leaders should provide for the future success of the organization
and its members, in part by being unafraid to decentralize and to underwrite
honest mistakes through delegation of real authority. The measure of success
depended upon continual assessments by leaders of themselves, of their subordinates, and of their units. To achieve that, leaders had to get out of the office,
be visible, and be approachable. All of those things required an environment
of clearly expressed high standards and co nsistent standards of discipline. In
sum, as Riley concluded when briefing Meigs on the way the leadership seminar
described ideal officers,
V Corps officers are insightful and co nfident leaders who are fi t, ca ring, and disciplined team players. These exemp lary men and women of character aggress ively seize
initiative; are unafra id to take ca lculated risks; and are focused o n warfighting, developing and en"lp oweri ng effect ive leaders, and atta in ing excellence. They e nthusiastica lly seek cha lle ngin g res ponsibilities, enhal1Cing th eir technica l competence, intellect.
and operational adaptability through diverse ex peri ences, introspective assessment,
and di ligent professional st ud y, 36

The conference went beyond the theoretical, however, and amounted to
much more than a structured rehash of the Army's leadership doctrine. Riley
wanted to give Meigs concrete recommendations about how to improve leadership in the Army in Europe. To do that, he divided the conference participants
into three groups, each facilitated by one of the leadership experts brought
in from the United States. Each group considered the ways in which certain
things in Europe needed to be changed to bring about the desired changes in
leadership style. One group discussed V Corps and USAREUR policies and
procedures. The second considered the requirements and basic philosophy
embodied in USAREUR Regulation 350- 1, which outlined USA REUR training
procedures. The third discussed the conduct of collective training in USA REUR, not on ly at the Combat Maneuver Training Center, but also at home station and at the Grafenwohr train ing area .
The gro ups' conclusions challenged the way the Army in Europe routinely
conducted business and made specific recommendations for improvement.
One of the most important conclusions was that risk aversion, the so-called
"zero defects" mentality, while not preva lent in Europe, did still ex ist. Co mmand guidance at all levels was viewed as far too prescriptive and too directive, and the participants emphasized that subordinates needed instead to
have a clear understanding of the commander's intent and operational flexibil ity within that intent. Sho rt-term command objectives, they concluded, were
often inco nsistent with the organization's long-term health and the general
goal of empowering subordinates to act more independently and innovatively.
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Along those lines, there remained the issue of combating the old Army tendency for any exp ression of contrarian ideas to be viewed as disloyalty. In general, the conference concluded, the entire comma nd needed to change policies,
procedures, and regulations to promote both leader development and leader
empowerment.
Th e specific recommendations of the conference were concrete and limited to those things that the co mmand could really affect. The corps should
implement "empowering authorities" to battalion and brigade commanders,
giving them time to assess their units and determine for themselves what mandatory training could and ought to be accomplished. Th e corps should modify
or eliminate policies and procedures that did not directly support officer leadership development and empowerment. Increased training scenario flexibility
for units at the Combat Maneuver Training Center would allow more advanced
units to execute more challenging events. At the training centers, the headquarters should reduce after action review frequency, promoting attainment
of near continuous operations. Simultaneously, evaluato rs should inco rporate
into after action reviews those leadership behav iors the co nference thought
most desirable. Stress should be on tactical initiative, actions without orders,
and commander's intent in all training scenarios. Finally, the co rps had to find
ways to cause leaders to beco me accustomed to co mplex leadership situations
that required initiative and innovative solutions. In the process, the staff had
to institute less routine and predictable training evolutions at combat train ing centers, giving unexpected "flex" missions and attaining the desired end
state via "actions without orders" and creating situations in which the exercise
elimin ated a leader and allowed a subordinate to take over in the midst of the
action .

Riley d iscussed the conference results with Meigs and simultaneously began to implement such recommendations as lay within his area of responsibil ity. The fir st was a major rewrite ofY Corps policy letters to eliminate those the
conference characterized as having an "egg-sucking level o f detail:' TI,e rewrite
specifically focused on tell ing subordinate commanders much more about
comma nd inte nt-what things needed to be done- a nd far less about how to
accomplish those things. In the course of that process, Y Corps decreased its
policy letters from thirty-eight to sixteen in which the instructions were empowering, rather than limiting.
One of the best examples, and one that addressed a glaring problem, dealt
with the issue of mandator y training. In 1999 the United States Army, Europe,
had a n a nnual training requirement for 392 days of mandated training, a phenomenon that General Meigs once criticized as a "wa r on white space" on the
training schedule. Not only was it obviously impossible to carry out that much
mandatory training, but the very act of enunciating it constrained commanders' initiative, suggesting to them that all they really needed to do was execute,
because the higher headquarters was going to take care of telling them what to
execute, and how frequently. USAREUR ap proval was required to make such
a c hange, and Riley discussed a rewrite of USAREUR Regulation 350- 137 to
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achieve the goal by giving the chain of command the power to make exceptions to mandatory training policy. By the middle of 2001 the redrafting of the
regulation was well under way, with Meigs' blessing. 38
One of Riley's particu lar co ncerns, and one that the leadership conference
specifically endorsed, was finding ways to use corps exercises at all levels to
enhance leader development. The next major exercise was the Battle Command
Training Program (BCTP) Warfighter Exercise 2001 for the 1st Armored Division. The corps com mander saw the forthcoming BCTP exercise, which V
Corps titled Urgent Victory '01, as a beckoning opportunity and discussed with
the operations staff ideas that they believed he had been developing for some
tilne.
Basically, the forthcoming exercise was more or less the same as every Warfighter si nce 1988. The defect of the Warfighter in terms of leader development,
as Riley saw it, was that the exercise was predictable and followed a scripted
scenario that everyone knew. It began with a Blue Force attack against a defending Red Force, fo llowed by a continuation of the attack against succeeding Red
Force echelons, if Blue Force still had enough combat power. The next step was
preparation to defend against a Red Force follow -on echelon.
Useful in many ways, such an exercise scenario did not necessarily help develop the innovative solutions that Riley sought or produce the "comfort" in
dealing with battlefield unknowns that allowed adaptive leaders to develop. In
his view, it really implied a set-piece approach to training and therefore a setpiece approach to leadership. The reasoning behind his challenge to the traditional exercise design was unassailable. If, as Riley later commented, the idea
was to cause leaders to be adaptable, innovative, aggressive, willing to act in
the absence of orders, and willing to take risks on the battlefield, then the corps
had to start that development process at home station. Such characteristics, as
he pointed out, did not just happen on the fIrst day of the next war. If they did
not exist when the unit crossed the line of departure, they were not going to
emerge automatically just because a war had started. The battlefield, he insisted,
was not nearly as set-piece as some would like it to be. Therefore, the degree of
comfort that leaders needed to have in dynamic, foggy, muddled environments,
and the ability to think quickly and intuitively and to adapt to uncertai nty and
cause the organization to adapt, was critica!."
Meeting with the planners from the G- 3 Exercise Division, the corps co mmander discussed his concerns about pro forma exercise scenarios during a corps
comma nd post exercise, Victory Focus, that preceded the Warfighter maneuvers. He quickly decided to change the scenario of the forthcoming Warfighter
exercise to provide more uncertainty and a more fluid operational and tactical situation offering more scope for subordinate commanders to exercise their
initiative. The specific scenario he envisioned was a meeting engagement with
both Blue and Red forces in motion as the operation began. At the same time,
he decided that he wanted to involve both the 1st Armored Division and the 1st
Infantry Division simultaneously in the exercise, a radical proposal inasmuch
as the Army had never before conducted a multiple division BCTP. When Riley
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discussed the idea with one of the Battle Command Training Program's senior
mentors, retired General Fred Franks'iO was immediately enthusiastic and only
wo ndered how the mechanics of changing the scenario could be worked out.'''
The mechanics of change were indeed daunting because of the development process that lay behind every BCTP exercise, a process involving co nsul tation and cooperation between the staff at Fort Leavenworth , the exercise di rector-in this case, the V Corps commander-and the unit to be exercised. By
the time Riley made his decision to change the exercise scenario, the planning
process was well advanced and the exercise itself was only about ninety days
away. Any major change in scenario meant a short notice and massive change in
exercise planning, to include changes in the contracting support that the program customarily used to run the exercises. By the time Exercise Victory Focus
was in progress, however, Riley had concluded that the training objectives originally enunciated for the forthcoming Warfighter were inappropriate. The Battle
Command Training Program had structured an exercise that frank ly limited
the freedom of the divisions, which had to attack down "bowling alleys :' 'TIlat
is, the scenario placed the divisions between co nventional, parallel divisional
boundaries in accordance with orthodox control measures of division sectors
within the context of a corps operation in a way that had been unchanged since
the days of the Cold War.
Moreover, the divisions faced specified and predictable kinds of enemies.
Another thread of continuity running through all of the Warfighter exercises
was what V Corps exercise planners called a "heavy metal OPFOR;' by which
they meant that the opposing force that contractors designed for the Battle
Command Training Program was a heavy, mechanized force drawn from the
Combin ed Arms Center threat book and strongly resembling the old Warsaw
Pact Soviet force co nfiguration . 'TI1at "world class OPFOR" was a very strong
and capable force, although not really of the type V Co rps planners expected to
encounter when operating in third world environments. While they anticipated
that Warsaw Pact equipment would be prevalent, they did not expect to see
anything li ke the Warsaw Pact in size and capabilities of opposing forces. At the
time the 2000 Warfighter Exercise was being planned, Fort Leavenworth had
not yet developed its new conventional operating environment, which offered a
menu of opposing force sizes and capabilities, much more in line with the thencurrent threats.·2 'TI1erefore, regardless of the exercise scenario chosen for the
Warfighter 2000, it was destined to be a heavy force battle.
In short, the maneuver inherent in the original Warfighter design offered no
reward for being an agile and aggressive leader and there were few opportunities to do that in any case. "So;' as Maj. Charles Eassa of G-3 plans described
Riley's decision, "he turned us on a dime:"" 'TI1e exercise that was then in formulation was based upon a Southwest Asia scenario and was, in his opinion,
routine. Riley wanted the divisions, instead of attacking and then defending or
defending and then attacking, as had been traditional, to co nduct a movement
to contact that led to a meeting engagement. To add ambiguity, and therefore
opportunity for creative tactical thinking, and in part to compensate for the
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heavy force structure used, he decided that the units wo uld have only about
30 percent of the intellige nce information to which they were accustomed on
a maj or exercise. Finally, he decided that, when the exercise began, all of the
units would already be in motion. Taking a final gro und -breaking ste p, he
confi rm ed that the exercise design would involve both the 1st Infantry Division and the 1st Armored Division .'14
Limiting the intelligence inputs to the exercise was an important way to inject
flexibility and, in the V Corps planners' view, realism. For exercise purposes, units
had long been accustomed to receiving a great deal of information on enemy order
of battle and intentions, one outgrowth of the much more capable technical intelligence-gathering systems and the integration of information operations into war
planning that had been characteristic of the preceding five years. Indeed, many believed that there was very little that could be hidden on the modern battlefield, given
the wide of range of intelligence-gathering capabilities into which the corps could tap
in central Europe.
But experience in Balkan peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations, as
well as in low intensity combat operations in the third world, had recently moderated
such enthusiasms. 1he very real Serb success in hiding armored vehicles from allied
air attacks in [(osovo in 1999 argued that, particularly in such conditions and in such
terrain, the army could not expect the 100 percent "read" on enemy dispositions
that prior exercises conditioned many to expect. Limiting intelligence inputs to the
exercise would help teach commanders and staff to operate effectively in the face of
tI,at "vague, nebulous information you don't have;' as Lt. Col. Peter Schifferle, previously the V Corps G- 3 plans chief and by then teaching at the School of Advanced
Military Studies at Fort Leavenworth, phrased the dilemma:" Riley agreed with that
assessment, later soliloquizing that
we wi ll never see the battlefie ld as clea rl y as we need to see it. We are talking about
the ab ilit y to have an intuitive and in st inctive feel for the batt lefield , the abi li ty to

cut through the fog, the ability rapidl y to assess a nd adapt, t he wi llingness to be
aggress ive, to be innovat ive. to take risks when ca lled for- these are imperat ives, in
my o pi nio n, (or the military leader. Technology will never, ever dampen the need fo r
those imperatives. '16

Enlisting the assistance of General Franks, Riley turned to Lt. Gen. W. M. Steele;'
the commanding general of the Combined Arms Centel; to discuss how such a major- and very last-minute- change to the Battle Command Training Program scenario could be developed. At the same time, Mr. Doug Nolen, Chief of ti,e Exercise
Branch in the V Corps G-3, entered discussions with Col. Michael1hompson, chief
of the Battle Command Training Program, and found him ready to talk about ways
to make the major changes that Riley wanted:'8 'TIlt'ough extended discussions between V Corps and the staff at Fort Leavenworth, often using the medium of videocOllferencing, the many difficult problems were fina lly resolved and briefed to generals Steele, Riley, and Meigs. With their approval in hand, the concept for a revised
Warfighter Exercise was presented to the chief of staff of the Army, who also gave
his agl'eement:19
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The corps had to accept one modification to its preferred organization for
the exercise. Instead of placing the two divisions side by side, the Battle Command Training Program staff inserted a third, notional division between them.
The idea was that the Warfighter was a major exercise fo r the division, and that
a failure by one division would affect the outcome for the other division. In exercise terms, the position was a reasonable one, although the Corps G- 3 made the
point that the relative success of adjacent units, and care for units on the flank,
were part and parcel of real operations and therefore ought to be exercised in
the Warfighter as well. In any case, the exercise designers placed a notional 3d
Infantry Division into the exercise order of battle between the 1st Infantry Divi sion and the 1st Armored Division s o
A maneuver control cell headed by Col. J. D. Johnson represented the 3d
Infantry Division during the exercise.51 While that artifice kept the two participating divisions isolated at the sta rt of the exercise, Riley succeeded in placing
them side by side toward the end of the Warfighter so that he could look at
the issue of mutual support across the division boundary. The mechanism for
repositioning the divisions was a right hook by the 3d Infantry Division that required the other two divisions to adjust boundaries and that placed them beside
each other. 52
The corps' assessment of the exercise was favorable, co ncluding that the
movement to contact was good; the corps had successfully deployed into battle
and quickly went back on offensive operations. Maneuver of the two divisions
was adjudged satisfactory, and both divisions ended the Warfighter with the
co nclusion that they had been well and fairly tested. Nolen summarized the
majority opinion when he said that "the exercise was executed very, very well,
an d it kind of set a mark on the wall, I think, for the rest of the Army and for
the CTCs:'53
From the corps commander's point of view, the exercise also began to put
flesh on the bones of the decisions reached at the leadership conference. By
maintaining the corps in offensive operations, he gave its leaders a chance to
demonstrate some of those traits that the conference had earlier described as
most desirable.''' When he assessed the results of Exercise Urgent Victory '01,
Riley noted that
interesting things happened in side the divisions as reversals happe ned at division and
brigade. T here was an 3wful lot of dynamic think ing go in g on about how to shape the
battlefield, how to cause the enemy to do what you wa nt him to do, and how yo u might
respond when he didn't. Wonderful, wonderfu l efforts going on down at the brigade
and division leve ls. Very, very creative. Gen. Franks' observation was that there was a
lot of deve lopment going o n among those that were participating. 55

Leader development was not just an issue for brigade and division commanders and the general staffs across the corps. Instead, improve ment had to
percolate down to the lowest lin ks in the chain of command. Nolen commented
that the War fighter was an important exercise that consumed a great deal of
time and attention, but that there were nine other months of the year in which
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to inculcate that kind of leadership, and other echelons of command in which
to do it. 56
Success in the Warfighter allowed Riley to take that essential next step by
changing the scenarios for all corps training events to accord with the recommendations of the leadership seminal'. Unpredictab ility in exercise events was
a conscious goal, and for a model, Riley reached back to his ea rly experiences
as a battalion commander at the National Training Center from 1984 through
1986. At that time there was "no predictable battle rhythm for battalion commanders who were in the box;' he emphasized, adding that "you were going to
fi ght, and you were going to get missions [but] you didn't know what your next
mission was going to be or when your next mission was going to be. You just
got what you got, and you fought:' An essential element of that experience, in
his view, was that "you fought at night and you tried to shape the battlefi eld in
ways that were advantageous to you and to your organization to accomplish
your mission:'57
Unfortunately, he thought, over the years the combat training centers had
evolved into predictable experiences in which it was very well known that a Blue
unit was going to receive a mission, two days to plan and prepare it, one day to
execute it, receive an after action review, and then have days to plan and prepare
the next mission. Riley saw the process as "set- piece from start to fini sh" and
therefore very predictable. A major fl aw was that there were no continuous operations, no fl ex missions, and no real unknowns about the exercise battlefi eld .
Such an exercise was an excellent battle drill but did not, in his view, contribute
to the leader development model that the corps had just espoused. Not only
for Warflghtel; but also for exercises at lower levels, Riley thus sought a more
realistic battlefield where the leaders could experience the unknowns and frictions of combat. Fatigue was of real value in such exercises, because he wanted
commanders to become as fatigued in exercise as they would during war, and
he sought a way to obtain the continuous operations that gave that result, but
without sacrificing the benefits of the after action reviews8
To implement those ideas, the co rps issued instructions to break the old
two-day planning, one-day execution paradigm and brought units to the combat training center without telling them what their battle rhythm would be. Under the revised exercise scheme a battalion task force could not unreasonably
expect at least foul' days of continuous operations before receiving its first fu lly
instrumented after action review, receiving only brief, informal after action reviews to that point. Until then, the co ntinuous operations, day and night, in volving all types of tactical operation, would impress upon the battalion commander that he could not run the unit entirely by himself and that the success
of his task force was to a large measure determined by how well he developed
his subordinate organizations and especially his subordinate leaders. Within his
ow n headquarters it would become evident that success also depended upon
how much he trusted his immediate subordinates and staff. Such an experience was important, in Riley's view, to coun teract the tendency among battalion
com manders "to continue to do what they always did as company commanders,
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where there is more potential to do it all yourself:' As everyone understood,
battalion command was both more sophisticated and more demanding than
company command, which explained the fact that battalion commanders had
staffs to assist them. Learning to use the staff effectively vastly enhanced the
commander's own effectiveness and invariably produced a unit that performed
more effici ently. Too, there was a need to combat the Army-wide attitude that
battalion command was an opportunity that had to be maximized, and that a
commander had, in essence, a two-year sprint in which he had the opportunity
to make his mark "9
The third step in the process was to recast home station training to improve
the combat training of the company-size units. In essence, the proposition was
that about 15 percent of combat units were responsible for 80 percent of the
combat effects on any battlefi eld. Increasing unit effectiveness would magnify
the combat value of any organization and increase the combat capability of the
larger organization without increasing its numbers. Convincing small unit leaders to adopt the set of behaviors that Riley was working to inculcate at higher
echelons lay at the heart of success. He believed that battalion and brigade commanders had deliberately to focus on creating the right environment, or climate, to encourage small unit commanders to seek success, rather than avoid
failure, and that such innovation was the first step in creating more powerful
combat organizations. It would, in his view, be a rare individual "who steps up
to the plate and demonstrates these aggressive, innovative, risk-taking behaviors" without encouragement from higher commanders.GO
By implication, other things in the Army would also need to change to encourage innovation at the lowest levels of command, particularly the existing
officer efficiency report system that emphasi zed success and an Army culture
that, some insisted, still did not tolerate error. Eliminating that mind-set would
be, according to Riley, a "hard kill;' and he thought it significant that 85 percent
of the captains in the corps believed that they lived in a zero-defect, micromanaged environment. "Now, whether they do or not is open to argument;' he
pOinted out, but recognized the significance of the fa ct that "85 percent of them
believe that they do:' Changing that perception would be difficult, he thought,
commenting that
my own observation is that it takes a lot of courage, not as a Corps commander, but as a
company or battalion commander, to be willing to allow yo ur subordinates to do some
trial and error, to be encouraged to try new things- which is another form of ri sk-taking. It takes courage, and it takes more courage the further down the tape you go. Quite

honestly, the first sergeant is out there looking for perfection all the time. O ur PLDC

teaches perfection. The perfect rea lly is the enemy of the goOci.61

Successful small units, he recognized, had a habit of success, and the aim of the
corps needed to be replicating that experience over and over again, causing all
of the companies to be capable of independent, autonomous operation where
the commander was comfortable with himself and his organization and with
the confidence that he had earned from his next-higher commander, so that he
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did not spend all of his time looking over his shoulder and second-guessing his
higher headquarters. In June 2001 , however, tackling that task still lay in the
future.

Changing Roles of the Corps
Mountain Eagle and Exercise Victory Strike were exercises fo cused at opposite ends of the spectru m of conflict, but both related directly to on-going V
Co rps missions and possible contingencies. Together they pointed out that reality in the Army was changing very rapidly. At the end of the Cold War a heavy,
armored corps was a tactical formation commanding its assigned units in executing missions assigned by senior operational headquarters. In 2001 a corps
headquarters frequently was a force provider rather than a tactical headquarters
fo r its deployed units. The corps at the end of the decade was much more like
a World War II fi eld army, both in organization and in mission, than a World
War II corps. W hile the corps retained the capability to command and control
its organic or attached forces during operational missions, it frequently had to
prepare, deploy, and sustain its units for missions under separate command.
Preparing and launching task forces on missions directed by European
Co mmand required more of V Corps than was required during the Cold War
years. Then, the corps maintained a single operation plan. By the year 2001, it
maintained many. TI,en, the corps trained exclusively for high intensity conflict
within NATO's Central Region. In 2001 , the corps trained for operations spanning the entire spectrum of con fli ct from high intensity operations to peace
enforcement, and at locations in Europe, Africa, and Southwest Asia . O perations outside of the central European environment became commonplace for
V Corps after 1990. Although not always in command of those operations, V
Corps nonetheless fo und it necessary to re main closely involved with its deployed units in order to sustain them. O ne important part of that sustainment
was providing the realistic, high-quality training that made the operations successful. For Bosnia, to cite the best example, Mountain Eagle exercises were the
essential component in that training.
Virtually every senior officer assigned to V Corps had a part in changing the
nature of corps exercises over the course of a decade. Although their points of
view did not always agree, all saw change as necessary. Brig. Gen. Larr y Lust,
commanding the 3d Corps Support Command in 1995, voiced one of the more
prescient observations about exercises when he worried that there was a tendency fo r the corps to train only for expected operations and to ignore the really difficult one of actual deployment: moving from home station to port, from the port
of e mbarkation to the port of debarkation, and then to the tactical assembly area.
"We have a tendency:' he said, "to talk about this part and then jump the exercise
off at the TAA. The hard part is all in getting to the TAA :'62 Consequently, he
thought that the corps exercise schedule should regularly include emergency deployment readiness exercises and deployment exercises, and recommended that
an occasional command post exercise be scheduled devoted solely to the problems
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of movement and deployment. No such change was made to the corps exercise
schedule, however, largely because the continued pressure and pace of contingency missions made a deliberate and measured look at the deployment process impossible. That such a series of exercises was a good idea was amply demonstrated,
however, by the fact that the corps tended to repeat many of the same mistakes and
experience many of the same problems in successive deployments63
Many changes were evident between the time of the REFORGER exercises
that were customary in 1990 and the mission rehearsal exercises that were typical
in 2001. Scripted, generic exercises gave way to exercises designed to prepare units
as small as battalion task forces for specific missions that ranged in intensity from
one end of the spectrum of conflict to the other. Expertise was as often drawn
from corps units as from Army training doctrine, as in the case of the Mountain
Eagle exercises where soldiers then serving in Bosnia-Herzegovina validated the
training ongoing for the next units to deploy. As during the REFORGER days,
the exercises were keyed to missions the corps had to perform, but by 2001 there
were far more of those missions and of considerable type and diversity, which
required corresponding flexibility in exercise design.
The most notable differences in V Corps exercises between 1990 and 2001,
however, were caused by the lack of predictability and lack of stability that characterized the "new world order:' The exercise cycle during the Cold War was
predictable. Exercises by 2001 were anything but predictable, since many were
generated by the often short-notice missions given the corps. The other complication lay in the fact that although most of the operations for which V Corps designed exercises after 1990 were peacekeeping, peace enforcement, or stability
support missions, the corps retained the requirement in its mission statement
to be prepared for high intensity conflict. TI1e deployment of Task Force Hawk'"
to Albania and the later Victory Strike exercise demonstrated that fa ct. Not one
type of exercise, therefore, but at least two distinctly different ones occupied the
attention of the exercise planners and required a careful and judicious allocation of time, money, and resources.
TI1e headquarters explicitly recognized that important change in the training environment. Briefing the corps staff following a discussion with Riley about
staff priorities, Brig. Gen. Stephen Speakes, the V Corps chief of staff in 1999
and 2000, pointed out that the entire philosophy of training had changed in V
Corps since the end of the Cold War. TI1 en, training was an orderly, sequential
process that began with the mission statement. From the mission statement,
the corps developed its mission essential task list (METL) and then, through
analysis of that METL, determined specific training tasks and strategies. The
culmination of the process was the two-yea r training plan, a highly specific,
thoroughly structured plan for unit training that included a standard hierarchy
of unit, division, and corps exercises each year.
By the time the corps was prepa ring units for Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR,
Speakes told the new members of the staff, the changes had already become
apparent. TI1e operational tempo was such that Exercise Atlantic Resolve 94,
the capstone exercise for that year, had to be canceled. W hile the annual Battle
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Command Training Program evolution s continued as before. the traditional
European theater exercises seemed increasingly to be things of the past. with
more than a hint of irrelevance about them. It was a fact. as Speakes subseque ntly explained to the staff. that corps exercises and training were no longer
driven by the mission essential task list. By 2001 they were based increasingly
on changing contingency operations. and the corps had consequently already
introduced the mission rehearsal exercise as its principal training concept vehicle. TI1e point that Speakes addressed. and one that V Corps had only gradually come to realize imposed a very real constraint on traditional training. was
that operations and training increasingly proceeded concurrently. rather than
sequentially. Moreove l~ several different units might be involved in contingency
operations at t he same time. or engaged in other training for varying and different missions.65
The evolution of exercises mirrored the slow evolution of mission types the
corps undertook . If the process seemed halting and at times uncertain. that was
because the direction the corps was to take was at any given moment unclear.
By 2001. however. V Corps exercises had definitely turned away from the events
that had been typical during the Cold War and toward rehearsals for the variety
of missio ns the headquarte rs and the major subordinate units had to carry out.
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Sonle New Operational Concepts
"There's going to be a lot oj 'oh, by the \Vay, lVe have a crash and burn and have to get on

JIIith it; we don't knolV exactly where we'll be going, or when we'll be going. but we have to
get a plan togethel:'''
Brig. Gen. LatTY J. Lust. Commanding General

3d Corps Support COlllmand
June 1995
.. you will never get everything you need out of the

u.s. Army force structure,"
Lt . Col. Daniel V. Sulka, Plans Chief
Assistant Chief ofStafl: G- 4, V Corps
June 1995

'~ . . moves now are a much more d~fJicult problem. For the combat arms guys, it's a/unction of navigation. But it places a big strain on logisticians because they have to change the
IVay they look at operations."

Ll. Col. James A. Cope. Chief: Training Division

Assistan t Chief ofSlatl: G- 3. V Corps
Ju ne 1992

ne of the hackneyed criticisms of the Army in Europe by the end
of the Cold War was that it and its remaining tactical corps were
"immovable," both literally and fi guratively. Indeed, one of the most
persistent canards aga inst which the USA REU R commander, General Montgomery Meigs, had to struggle in 1999 was that his command remained prepared to fi ght an anachronistic battle against a Soviet foe that had
long since disappea red. The criticisms of the Army in Europe that ensued from
that notion were that it was heavy, slow to move, lethargic in response to conti ngency requirements, and tied to a decades-old concept of operations that
was no longer releva nt. Meigs knew that just the opposite was true and that his
command had "moved light years beyond the old Cold War paradigm" it was
charged with perpetuating. ' The best evidence for the truth of his contention
was the development by V Corps of a series of disparate, but related, operational
concepts between 1990 and 2001, all aimed at preparing USA REU R's principal
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tact ica l organ ization for battle in the changed strategic environment. ·n,e major parts of that evolution in operational technique involved shelving the Cold
Wa r battle plans, devisi ng new organi zations to suit new conditions, creating
an ability to move large units out of central Europe to give battle elsewhere,
finding ways to support far-flung task forces, and building a rapid reaction force
that could lead the way for a major deployment wherever needed. As with most
other developments in V Corps over the decade, changes to operational technique were piecemea l and guided by the steadily changing operational environment. To that extent, the path at any given moment was not always clea r and
direct, though the general direction of change was unwavering.

Forget About the Fight at the Inter-German Border
By 1993 some of the principa l members of the V Corps staff had begun
to view the NATO mission as "almost a distracter" that kept the attention of
t he staff focused on the wrong things and in the wrong places.' The mi ssion
essential task list for NATO operations was naturally based on the General Defense Plan, which assumed a very short time for units to reach their battle positions-units left their casernes within two hours of alert and deployed the contents of their supply rooms to the field within another six hours. Changes in the
operational context after the end of the Cold War presumably left the corps with
a much wider and longer window of notification, and consequently of preparation,
for a NATO mission. By 1993 the corps was planning operational moves of at least
200 kilometers before arriving at the battlefield, leaving little need to have units
on such a short recall notice. Counterba lancing that, the movement to battle had
become a much more difficult problem, especially for combat support units such
as artillery, aviation, and air defense, as well as for those organizations delivering
logistica l support to the divisions.'
By 1992 the corps staff regarded the General Defense Plan (GOP) as a useful
tool that had taught them how to concentrate staff attention on diffLcult tactical
problems and produce coherent plans. But even as early as 1990 it had been clear
that the GOP was really no longer a va lid concept. Most fundamenta lly, the old
plan postulated mi litary operations that would be conducted within what was by
then a single sovereign state, whereas such operations had once been conceived
as occurri ng on the border between two sovereign states- the two German republics. The corps had to move away from the traditional NATO mission and
the mind-set that went along with it, because the corps itself occupied a different
position after the end of the Cold War. When the task was the GOP, V Corps was
a purely tactical instrument. In the post-Cold War environment, the corps slowly
became something more, an operational orga nization, designed to fight decisive
combat to defeat an enemy center of gravity. Some thought the corps rea lly occupied the boundary between the operationa l and the strategic, at least in the way it
came to be used through the decade of the 1990s 4
The NATO mission itself was certainly no longer as conventional as it had
been, and principal members of the alliance had already begun to restructure
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their a rmed forces for a multiplicity of future missions. The Bundeswehr retained the task of Germa n territor ial defense, but had co mmenced a tra nsition to a n organization of crisis reaction forces, particularly for humanita ria n
aid, civilia n evac uation, and peacekeeping mi ssions outside of the alliance.'
Despite such evolution, however, the United States Army understood that
most of the NATO allies wou ld continue to prefer to work within the NATO
structure or to use something simila r to the sta nding, mutua lly agreed upon
NATO procedures. W hen faced with a nebulous situation requiring a quick
react ion, it was obvious that fa miliar relationships a nd long-established procedures wou ld leave members of the allia nce in a far better position to act
effiCiently and effectively6

The Bi-National Corps
Following the end of the Persia n Gulf War, the Army in Europe bega n to
restructure its relationship with its NATO partners to provide appropriate organi zation s to fulfill military mission s within central Europe as well as to reac t to military and nonmilitary missions in nations outside the boundaries of
the alliance. Fundamental to that restructuring was an agreement between the
United States and Germany to create a pa ir of bi-national corps for operations
in Europe. 'TI1e United States also agreed to provide a division to NATO's rapid
reaction corps for operations outside of Europe. Both actions affected V Corps
directly and raised questions about command and sustainment of military operations that demanded careful and immediate consideration.
In years past V Corps had been accustomed to operating side-by-side with
Germa n 1II Korps, the adjacent allied corps to its left flank in the Cold War
alignment, and to mak ing use of the German Terr itorial Army for rear area
security mi ssions in the V Corps sector? As both the United States Army and
the Bundeswehr bega n drawdowns from their peak Cold War strength, the two
armies sought ways to meet their NATO commitments with fewer resources.
Since any conventional military threat to Central Region in the foreseeable fu ture was unquestionably both small and of low probability, the NATO security
could likewise be smaller. Bilateral discussions at the national level aiming at
German-America n cooperation for such new missions culminated in the signing of an agreement to establish a pa ir of German -American, bi-national corps·
German Defense Minister Volker Ruhe signed for Germany on 15 December
1992 in Bonn, and Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney signed for the United
States on 4 January 1993 in Washington. In a rea l sense, the agreement was a
political affLrmation of the military decision to retire the General Defense Plan,
which was thereafter no longer a concern for either the United States Army or
the Bundeswehr.
'TI1e agreement was genera l in nature a nd simply specified that Germany
and the United States would contribute a division to each corps, one Germanled and the other under American command. On 10 February 1993 in Heidelberg, milita ry officials from the German Army a nd the Comma nder in Chief,
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United States Army, Europe, signed an agreement that conta ined more detail
about the bi· national corps orga ni zat ion. Each participating division would
come to its respect ive corps with orga n ic support and logistica l elements to
sustain it in ac tion. The agreement also discussed command and control in
a general way and prov ided t hat the two corps would exchange sta ff offi cers.
Trai ni ng would re mai n a nat ional responsi bility. and each corps and its div i ~
sions would continue to conduct trai ni ng and operations accord ing to national
sta ndards. As an aid to mainta ining a clea r understa nding of the capabil ities
of the forces, the two cor ps commanders had t he prerogat ive to visit and ob·
serve t rai ning events of the other nation's divisions in peacetime. Each nation
remained responsible for its ow n med ica l and log ist ical support, but unn eces ~
sa ry redunda ncies and duplications were to be avoided. For logistica l support,
agreements concluded under t he NATO Mutual Support Act applied.9
The nuts and bolts of how t he two corps we re to funct ion were agreed
upon in June 1994 in a techn ica l arra ngeme nt between V Corps and II Korps
t hat ass igned 1st U.S. Armored Div ision to Germ an II Korps and 5. Panzerdivision to U.S. V Corps. Pr ior to signing t hat agreement, the staffs of the two
cor ps spent much time in consultation to make the process as simple as possible. The staffs assumed t hat t he two corps would re mai n parl of NATO's mai n
defense force to be employed pri marily in central Eu rope. Th at is, t he pri mary
mi ssion o f bot h corps lay in Europe, although the agreement did not exclude
t he possibility of operations out of the region. The two corps exchanged staff
offi cers who beca me regular, full -time members of the respective corps headquarters, nOlli aison officers. The co mmanders agreed that bot h corps would
use NATO procedures where they ex isted and where they satisfied perceived
req uirements. No one wa nted to come up with new and separate procedures
if they were un necessa ry. If it was more sensible to use a nat ional procedure
for a given act ion, t hat was done. IO
TIle hea rt of the common operational techn ique for both corps was the
set of Sta nd ardized NATO Ag reements, the STANAGS, that had ex isted fo r
m any years and that covered many situat ions. The problem from t he A m e r i ~
ca n perspective was that V Corps had rea ll y operated purely as an America n
orga ni zation even du ri ng t he Cold Wa r, even while under NATO's Central
Army Group. W he never a NATO exercise came along, Americans always had
to "c rack the books" to relearn the STANAGS. There was therefore, at least in
V Corps, the consideration t hat statftraining would be necessa ry. 1I
Joint ta lks bet ween II Korps and V Corps outlin ed a procedure for dea ling with many of the ope n questions, and particularly those of STANAGS
and other ope rating procedures, chiefl y through the use of exerci ses. The two
headquarters arranged to agree upon a schedule each Apr il, with the goal
of one corps hi -nat ional exercise each year, in addition to any other regularl y scheduled NATO exerci ses, which were therea fter to be conducted by
t he bi-national corps instead of hy the nationa l corps. An ambitious t rain ing
strategy proposed language t raining, combined schools, and mobile train ing lea rns to inculcate common te rmi nology, supervise indiv idual techn ica l
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trai ning. teach equ ip ment characteri st ics and limitations, and build mut ual
con fi dence. Collective t rain ing in t he form of comm and post exercises. gunnery. competitions, and joi nt Combat Ma neuver Tra in ing Cente r rotations
wou ld then serve to integrate the bi-nationa l sta ffs. refi ne doct rine, sy nchronize battlefield operating systems. t rai n the agreed-upon m ission essen tia l
task li sts, integrate capab il ities, and build unity of effort. Leaders and staffs
would conduct semi nars, tactica l exercises without t roops, map exercises,
staff exchanges, and offi cer and noncommissioned offi cer professional development sessions to set comm and sta nd ards, processes, and procedu res; build
teamwork; and agree upon common order for mats and operational graph ics.
Each corps comm ander had t he responsibility to rev iew and approve the mission essentia l task list of t he exchanged division.12
Such an elaborate t rai ning pl an was clea rly demanding of t ime. and the V
Corps commander, Lt. Gen. Jerr y R. Rutherford, predicted t hat there would be
st ill more issues to resolve because of the di ffe ri ng capabi lit ies of the German
and America n divisions. Fu rthermore, German Army wa rtime procedu res
differed conSiderably from peacetime procedures, whereas the American
Ar my made no part icular disti nction between the two. Fire support for deep
operations was far more limited in a Germ an division, and logistica l arrangemen ts di ffe red signifi ca ntly. since the German corps had no equ iva lent to t he
America n corps support command . From the start, Rut herford ant icipated
t hat the 3d Co rps Support Comm and would have to become more mult in at ional in nature fo r bi-national corps mi ssions and that importa nt questions
about logistics doctrine would cont inue to arise when the two cor ps bega n to
fun ct ion. He was certain that h is staff would have to do ex tensive plann ing to
provide the German division in V Cor ps with adequate deep fires and associated intell igence gathering for combined operations. l l
The logistica l questions turned oul LO be among the most vex ing. They
were t hrown into sharp relief by the V Co rps exper ience throughout the decade with deploy ing co mbat service support soldiers and un its fo r humanitaria n aid and peace e nfo rceme nt tasks outs ide of Germany, and by the way the
German and American fo rces rest ruct ured themselves in the course of their
respective drawdow ns. Corps G- 4 planners were concerned about what they
referred to as the "hidden ca rd" of logistical capabil ity. In t he NATO alliance,
only the U.S. fo rces retai ned t radit ional supply and maintenance ca pabilities
on a substantia l sca le. But if the U.S. Army found itself comm itti ng more and
more of its small combat serv ice suppor t force str ucture to coa lition or United Nations miss ions, then there would inevitably be some U.S. Army units
that could not be properl y supported for a major regional confl ict. There were
on ly so many truck compan ies. quar termaster companies, ammun ition compan ies. water puri fica tion platoons, and other support un its to be had. With in
Europe, Virtually all of t hose units came from V Co rps. Many of the combat
service support skills were also low density ones, so even a small deployment
could make it hard for the corps to susta in its own un its. 14 Medica l support
was a highly emotional and very parochia l issue, tied not to an inanimate
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pi ece of equipment or repair part, but to a living, breathing soldier. Consequently, it was subj ect to intense public scrutiny that was not necessa rily logica l or rational, but that was always political. Prev ious exercises had demonstrated that differing national capabilities again complicated the matter. For
exa mple, while the Germans had a ground ambulance capacity equal to the
America n one, if not better, they were critica lly short of ail' ambulances . More
important, many of the German medical capabilities, along with other types
of support, ca me from their civilian sector and were not readily deployable
elsewhere.
Manag ing bi-nat ional and multinational logistics was also complicated by
differing management systems and by different logistica l requirements. The
A merica ns handled logistical reporting by data automation systems, while
the other armies were still mak ing do with paper reports. Bringing the two to ge ther so that critical supplies and equipment could be tracked acc urately and
reported was a particular concern to the commander of the 3d Corps Support
Command . IS Differing requirements also posed a problem for the bi-national
cor ps, with fu els offering an excellent case in point. Even though NATO was
offi cia lly a single fu el alliance, the United States used 11'- 8 fuel, while the British and Germans used diesel. If, therefore, the United States had the responsibility to prov ide fu el in a bi-national corps, then the corps support command
would need a larger force structure. There were not enough fuel tankers to divide them up to catTy 11'- 8, diesel, and a little gasoline around the battlefield.
"So do we go to the German s and tell them they have to burn 11'- 8," General
Larry Lust mu sed, "or do America ns go back and burn diesel fu el?"I6 The latter
was not a viable alternative in any case, because the corps support command
had to fuel helicopters, which required 11'- 8.
O ther classes of supply raised similar issues, some of them merely cultural, as with the case of food stuffs . The German and America n forces provided
Significa ntly different breakfasts that accorded with national habits and tastes.
In terms of food, the only thing that was really standardized between the two
armies was water. More important was ammunition since, despi te yea rs of attempts at sta ndardi zation within NATO, there was still little commonality in
the two armies. The 7.62-mm . machine gun ammunition was the same in both
armies, but the different machine guns required different ammunition linkage, and therefore differing ammunition stockage. Th e 5.56-mm. ammunition
America ns used in the M l 6 series rifles was of course useless to the German s,
whose individual small arm s chambered 7.62-mm. ammunition .. Ammunitio n for tank main guns was not the same, particularly after the Abrams tank
was upgraded to the MI AI standard, changing the ammunition requirement
from 105-mm . to 120-mm . Even disc ussing the problem was difficult, since
t he United States had nine classes of supply, while NATO used fi ve. In deciding what to do, both armies had t he option of training to use both supply systems, the supply system of the other army, or dev ising a third system for the
bi -national corps. Considering the difficulties, not ever y member of the staff
was sanguine about the new orga nization, one officer remarking that
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W hen YO ll fi ght as a coa litio n for political reasons, at some pOint yo u accept less milita ry capability as a whole because you have the frictions of the differences in doc trine

and capability, and it takes more effort and time to get everybody working together- '7
Pondering the problem, Lust, who commanded the 3d Corps Support Command, simply concluded that "when you are working with allies, it is not very
easy to draw the wiring diagra m and put the boxes in."'· Much work remained
after 1994 to turn the concept of the bi-national corps into a functioning reality,
work that the NATO mission to Bosnia-Herzegovina interrupted in mid-1995.
Ser ious consideration of the remai ning issues, and the process of testing solutions in exercises, did not come until the end of the decade. Even then, changes
intruded into the process.
The United States Army was not alone in instituting orga ni zational change;
developments were also in progress in the German Ministry of Defense. As part
of a process of adaptation to the new political and military situation in Europe,
by 1995 the German Army inactivated III Korps as a tactical formation and
used that staff to create German Army Forces Command, or "GARFCOM," in
the new parlance. As part of the same process, the Bundeswehr was becoming
smaller and more focused on contingency missions out of the old Central Region of NATO. One of the first casualties in that process was the 5. Panzerdivision, the unit paired with 1st Infa ntry Division in the V (US/GE) Bi-National
Corps. [n 1999 the German Ministry of Defense replaced it with the 13.Panzergre nadierdivision, a unit stationed in Leipzig."
When in the late 1990s V Corps returned to the task of working out arrangements of the bi-national corps, it had behind it four years of experience
in operations in the Balkans, often under NATO command, and had va lidated
some of the ea rly concern s but discovered others that could safely be discounted. Those lessons proved invaluable to fl eshing out the procedures by mea ns of
which the paired corps operated. To prevent the erosion of bi-national capability through the losses caused by normal personnel rotations, the staffs of the two
corps created a computer compact disk containing a guide to unit structures
and capabilities, doctrinal employment principles, and even vehicle specifications and Ineasure ments. 20
Applying those lessons within V Corps, the G-3 revised the Victory Corps
Tactical SOP (standard operating procedures) specifica lly to allow bi-national
functioning. Permanent exchange officers and liaison staffs ensured continuity
of planning and operations. The staff also arranged to exchange intelligence and
integrated com munications, supplying deployable intelligence capabilities not
organic to 5.Panzerdivi sion, including direct feeds from the Hunter unmanned
aerial surveillance vehicle and Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System . Those innovations gave the bi-national corps a sound tactical foundation,
wh ich was tested in the year 2000 Battle Command Training Progra m Warfighter Exercise, Urgent Victory, in which 5.Pan zerdivision participated.
The Battle Command Training Program Warfighter 2000 exercise scenario
considered a future of coa lition engagements involving a traditional response to
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an attack on a NATO member as well as elements of existing Balkan scenarios.
Fighting an out-of-region battle as a bi -national corps and employing an allied
division was a unique employment of the U. S. Army's notoriously difficult capstone divisional exercise. But the exercise vindicated the work that had begun
years earlier, involving integrated communications and a sy nchroni zed attack
by U.S. and German armored divisions side-by-side and controlled by bi-natio nal videoconferencing. The corps further used the War fighter Exercise to
introduce the deep operations coordination cell and the rea r operations center
into the bi-national operation. 2J

Commitment to the ARRC
The second major force commitment of the Army in Europe was also related to NATO. TI,e Allied Command, Central Europe, Rapid Reaction Corps,
or "A RRC" for short, was intended to be NATO's quick response corps for contingency missions outside of Europe. Though either national corps or the pair
of bi-national corps cou ld potentially be ordered to undertake missions outside of Europe, the ARRC was the standing force, presumed ready to move on
short notice, that NATO maintained fo r emerging contingencies. TI,e issue was
not discussed within the V Corps staff, beyond making the presumption that
such deployment of the bi -national corps would not take place in any situation
sho rt of a major war involving the coalition. In any case, using both the ARRC
and a bi-national corps would be difficult, since both Germany and the United
States committed the sa me divisions to both organizations. The ARRC was
ba sed at Rhein-Dahlen and was a British-framework headquarters to which the
U.S. Army agreed to commit one division. As early as 1994 it was already clea r
th at the ARRC was the headquarters that would undertake any possible future
NATO-led expedition into the Balkans, and the American commitment to that
corps, the 1st Armored Division, consequently had the additional requirement
to be trained for employment with the ARRC.
Early in the decade the 1st Armored Division began including operations
other than war exerci ses in its battalion rotation s at the Combat Maneuver
Training Center as a way of preparing for the kinds of operations it envisioned
might be required in Bosnia. The division also established and maintained liaiso n with the ARRC. 22 Assisting with the effort, Seventh Army Training Center
created a special training program fo r the division. The emerging Balkan crisis
spoiled any orderly training plan, however, and in the twenty months leading
up to the early spring of 1995, when both NATO and V Corps planning for a
Bosnian operation bega n in earnest, the division was repeatedly "whipsawed"
by the lulls and peaks and valleys of the political situation. General Rutherford
commented in early 1995 that" depending on whether we think peace is at hand
or something else, the division has had to lea n for ward again and again. TI,at
alo ne, to the leadership, causes a lot of turbulence."n Every fluctuation of the
in ternational situation resulted in a ripple of "getting ready to go," a process that
included returning to specialized training and, depending on how serious the
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ripple appeared to be, t weaking the plan .''' Leaving the 1st Armored Division on
the edge of deployment, however unavoidable that might have been, was destabili zing for the unit and, ultimately, demoralizing for its soldiers and leaders.
Preparing the division for an ARRC mission involved more than just a n
increased train ing tempo for operations other than wa r. It a lso demanded serious thought about ta iloring the division fo r that mission. Noting that the ARRC
was in no way a nalogous to a n American corps, Rutherford determined that he
would have to reinforce the 1st Armored Division with support that it norma lly
did not require, mainly because the ARRC lacked an analogue to the America n
corps support comma nd. W hen the division went to the ARRC, he commented,
it had to
go with a much more robu st capabilit y in rn any areas th an do divisions from other

countries that fa ll under the ARRC for de ployment. Thus the division ca n ex pect
more to give suppo rt to the ARRC than to receive it, and there are sorne doctrinal and
o rga ni za tional ques tio ns to be solved that make it possible fo r differently configured
military units to function easil y toge th er in the same corps. 25

Ultimately, a number of additional units had to be added to the 1st Armored
Divi sion for the ARRC mission, as depicted in Chart 1. Note that the third maneuver brigade, stationed at Fort Riley, Ka nsas, was not assigned to the ARRC
mission, nor were its habitual supporting engineer, a rtillery, a nd support batta lions, signal company, or air defense battery.
O ne matter that was not a concern was command . W hat had come to be
referred to as "the NATO consensus" made V Corps units comfortable with the
idea of serving under ARRC command. Long years of integrated military command in NATO's Centra l Region, coupled with equa lly long years of integrated
planning in the NATO alliance, gave Americans the ass urance that the ARRC
would be commanded by a highly capable military establishment on which V
Corps a nd its division could rely. In short, there was no hesitation about serving
under non-America n command a nd staffs. As Dr. R. S. Garnett, the staff offi cer
who had labored to resolve many of those issues, expla ined it in a V Corps staff
meeting,
Until we come up with anoth er system, NATO is reall y all that we have. Through all
of these years . .. amo ng the senior NATO commanders and even th e junior o nes
moving up through the ra nks, you are ta lking abo ut known quantities. To be under
co mmand of a general from another NATO nation, with whom yo u have long ex peri ence, is something that no one fin ds te rrib ly outlandish. T his is th e sense behi nd the

way the ARRC is set L1p.'6
Working within the context of the ARRC required th at the division staff be
familia r not only with all the NATO standardi zed procedures, but also with the
intern al operation of the ARRC staff. Since the ARRC functioned according to
Brit ish staff procedures, learning those forms and rou tines beca me necessary at
all staff echelons in the division . By the time of the mission rehearsal exercises
for d eployment to Bosnia-Herzegovin a in late 1995, V Corps had incorporated
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that process into its training plan. The staff studied ARRC orders, reports, and
staff papers and used those formats in the mission rehearsa l so that they would
be "more ARRC-like" and so that the division would be familiar with them once
it reached the area of operations.27
Another major concern about ARRC operations arose only later, during the
planning for Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR in the fall of 1995. At that time the
corps discovered that the ARRC simply planned at a far slower pace than the
U.S. Army standard, and considerably slower than most members of the staff
believed prudent, given the rapidly developing diplomatic and political situation in the Balkans that might make deployment of military forces a sudden
and urgent necessity. The frank opinion of many V Corps staff officers was that
the NATO planning system that prohibited the rapid reaction corps from formulating plans in the absence of approved planning guidance from the North
Atlantic Council, NATO's governing body, was archaic and hobbled that NATO
headquarters. Obtaining such planning guidance, the Americans learned, was a
deliberate political process that traditionally was painfully slow.>8 The matterunresolved and in fact insoluble- continued to worry the corps battle staff.

Logistics for an Expeditionary Corps
The many familial' characteristics of the genera l defense plan battle no longer applied to V Corps planning after 1990. Logistics, especia lly logistical support of the bi-national corps and the NATO rapid reaction corps, changed out
of all recognition. During the Cold War, V Corps paid close attention to a logistica l system that cou ld keep forward combat elements in action as they carried
out the genera l war plan. The result was a highly structured theater logistical
organization that was organ ized back to front and that relied on a system of depots and push logistics. It was, as Lt. Col. Dan Sulka, the G- 4 plans chief, put it,
"wa r ... and logistics . .. to four deci mal places.'''· In 1990 V Corps had already
begun thinking of itself in terms of being a more flex ible power projection force.
That emphasis drove the staff to more detailed consideration of operational 10gistics to sustain a deployed corps, and the intimate interrelationship between
operations and logistics.
No longer work ing from known point to known point, corps logisticia ns
bega n to consider the new questions about how to store equipment, how to
load equipment, how to get to a rail head, how to barge equipment down the
Rhein River to Antwerp, how to load equipment on a ship, how to prepare and
dispatch various force packages by air, and how to support such operations far
away from home bases. Soldier direct support requirements did not change
much, regardless of theater. They always required food, ammu nition, and fuel.
But after 1990 USAREUR had a smaller logistics structure to support all those
tasks, just at the time planning began to shift away from the concept of a fi xed,
linea r logistics battlefield .'o
In a power projection Army, the operationa l decision about what unit deployed first was clearly tied to the requirement for transportation planning,
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both sea and air lift, and then to the sustainment of those forces. The Cold
Wa r model of structuring the logistics system to support a single major operation plan was clearly impracticable. Indeed, for some contingencies the corps
wou ld face, the first or only units to deploy might well be combat service support units. Consequently, the G- 3 and G- 4 emphasized the impossibility of deli nking operational and logistical planning. The mission set the priorities and
answered a series of otherwise contentious question s. Who determined how a
ship should be loaded, the operator or the logistician? Who determined what
unit loaded on a ship first?
TI,e solution was to use the corps battle staff collectively to work out such
issues, havi ng the operators more involved in logistical issues and logisticians
more involved in otherwise purely operational questions to devise a plan that
gave the commander well-thought-out capabilities, as opposed to giving him
merely units. Days of supply, as one example, were still based on Cold War concepts in 1990, but underwent a thorough review in the course of the nex t three
yea rs. It was impossible, the battle staff finall y concluded, to determine in the
abstract how many days of supply were necessa ry for a contingency situation
before the national logistics supply line could be plugged into the deployed
force. Instead, the number of days of supply- that is, the amount of supplies a
unit carried with it in a deployment- would change according to the mission
and circumstances, and that computation had to become a regular part of the
mi ssion analysis process. 3I
Various options presented themselves, with the staff tending toward augmenting the corps support command to save logistics capacity, and particularly
the theater logistics capacity, so that it cou ld be used elsewhere. Ports, planners
understood, could well be in the corps area, but the lines of communication to
the deployed force might well sta rt in the hold of a ship or the ca rgo bay of an
aircraft. TI,e logistics system for deployed forces could easily become a distribution system, rather than a depot or stockpile system, as the G- 4 concluded after
analyzing the requirements. [n such a situation, nontraditional techniques were
preferable, such as putting the sa me officer in charge of the lines of communication from corps through to the brigade support area, with authority to manage
both the transportation and the stocks, and to make the required tie-in to the
Europea n base or even the base in the continental United States.
Fundamentally, the corps G- 4 planners concluded that the Army was unlikely to be able to afford multiple echelons of logistics for a corps-size contingency and needed to find ways to keep from building up a massive sixty days of
supply in such operations. Instead, the battle staff bega n to seek ways to operate deployed forces with five to ten days of supply on hand and with the rest
of it in the distribution pipeline. Similarly, the world of contingency missions
demanded great fl exibility from the corps support command, which needed to
be able to take charge of a whole theater of war or area of operations within a
theater of war, if necessa ry.32
Numerous technical aids were ava ilable to help the corps with all those
tasks, starting with the automated logistica l system that the Army continued to
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upgrade over time. The experiences of O perations DESERT SHI ELD and DESERT
STO RM had led to the development of an electronic tagging system so that the
logistics managers could keep track of supplies and equipment in transit from
base areas to the active theater. Streamlining the logistics deployment process
led to preparation of pre-stocked containers that could be loaded quickly and
dispatched with good security and good identification of contents. O ne of the
most important steps in that process was the procurement of ISU-90 containers as the corps sta ndard while Lt. Gen. John Hendrix was corps commander.
The ISU- 90, a commercial container designed to be loaded effici ently into a
wide range of aircraft, reduced deployment timelines significantly.33
Finally, there were some needed changes in attitude. The Army logistics
system contemplated supporting units until they deployed, then cutting the
link with the home base, at which point t he overseas command assumed the
logistical responsibility. The reality, as V Corps understood from sending a
hospital to Croatia, an aviation task force to Somalia, and a long series of battalion task forces to Macedonia, was that the deployed unit had to maintain ties
to the home base, because the theater to which the units were sent was never
a "mature" one that could adequately manage sustainment, or else was under
command of an international agency that could not fill the needs of the U.S.
Army units. Consequently, V Corps beca me accustomed to structuring logistica l support enti rely on the basis of t he needs generated by the situation, rather
than on the basis of standing procedure3 "
Brig. Gen. Larr y Lust remained concerned that exercises did not prepare
the logisticians properly for the missions that the corps was beginning to receive. Training scenarios, he complained, rarely considered the problems involved in deployment.35 To deal with the issue, the 3d Corps Support Command
in ea rly 1995 began doing a series of quarterly deployment terrain walks to help
make all those mental adjustments. General Lust wanted his staff and all of hi s
units to understand "what right looks li ke" when handling a complex deployment. The last of that series of terrain wa lks before Operation JOINT EN DEAVOR
began in Bosnia-Herzegovina was particularly fortuitous. In it, the corps support command considered the creation of a battalion marshaling area and how
it was supposed to operate, developing clear instructions for what each station
had to do. Less than seventy-two hours after that exercise ended, the logisticians received the order to support Southern European Task Force's (SETAF's)
Task Force Daring Lion as it prepared for a possible mission to evacuate United
Nations peacekeeping forces in Bosnia.'"

Th e Advanced Support Echelon
Emerging logistical concepts to support out of sector operations were
matched by the evolution of maneuver techniques to fI ght something other
than the general wa r. Exercises that V Corps conducted during 1991 and 1992
focused on assembling the corps, conducting a movement to contact aga inst an
enemy that was also maneuvering, then developing that movement into a hasty
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attack in which the corps concentrated its combat power to atta in a favorable
force ratio. At that point, V Corps was beginning to change its operational
concept from the general defense plan battle, essentially a defensive battle, to
mobile corps operation s with a variety of tact ica l optio ns and a range of mission s that were based on enemy strength, location, and dispositions.
To help think through those new issues, questions that V Corps had never
been required to confront in all the years it trained to defend Western Europe
from an attack by the Warsaw Pact, Lt. Gen . David Maddox, command ing the
corps in 1990, inst it uted a detailed sy nchroni zation exerc ise 37 that his staff
normally ca lled a "sticker drill." The drills had great utility simply as coordination exercises, but two important conclusio ns also emerged from them.
The first was that the corps needed a "sta ndard play" to develop a concept for
logistica lly supporting the maneuver units in their movement to contact. The
second was that the entire logistica l support effort required the supervision of
a genera l officer. Thus or iginated the "advanced support echelon," a movement
technique under the control of the deputy corps commandel'.3"
Obviously, marching the entire corps into an assembly area and then
marching it toward an enemy was an enormous movement control problem.
The old fu lly planned move with carefully worked-out routes and timings to
established loca l battle pOSitions in Germ any was no longer viable. For the
operations that planners envisioned in V Corps' future, the corps would have
to develop march tables and coordinate a complex tactica l road march in a
very short time, placing all of the combat support and combat service support organizations in optimum positions to support and sustain the movement. Planning was necessa ry, for insta nce, for refueling operations, during
which tanks were particularly vu lnerable. Members of the corps staff who
had served in Operation DESERT STORM verified some planning assumptions
about that crucial process. From desert operations, they concluded that a tank
formation could move about seven hours, at an assumed speed of about 20 ki lometers per hour, about 140 kilometers, before it needed to refuel. The most
effici ent way to refuel was to move the refuelers forward of the tanks, set up
refuel points, and then pass the armored units through those refueling points
as they continued their advance. Of course, a mi scalc ulation that timed a refueling operation just at the moment when contact was made with the enemy
would be catastrophic.
Taking fueling as an example, the obvious first problem was pOSitioning
the supply units to the front . TI,e process was far more complex than that,
though. TI,e co rps also needed to have air defense positioned to protect the
routes of advance; military police to regulate the march and control routes;
engineers to prepare the routes, to emplace needed bridging (part icularly
armored vehicle launched bridges), and to construct alternate routes; signal
units to put in the co mmunication s so the whole operation could be controlled; forward area refueling points established for the attack helicopters to
support deep operations; general support and long range arti llery far enough
forward to fIre suppression of enemy air defense missions in support of deep
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operations; and tac tica l command posts so th at the cavalry regiment had
someo ne to whom to hand off the battle at the appropriate moment. Managing
all those bits and pieces in a coherent way was a complex process.
As the concept developed, General Maddox's first notion was to attach
all of that support to the cava lry screen and to have it maintain a forward
movement behind the armored cavalry regiment. Then, the divisions could
road march behind that formation and remain properly supplied to execute
orders that could-a nd probably wou ld- change as the comm ander ga ined a
clearer view of the enemy disposition s through the unfolding of the tactical
situation . Consequently, a well thought-out communications structure was
also essential to allow the corps to adjust the plan and tactica lly reconfigure
as necessa ry while on the move. The G- 3 plan s staff did a lot of work on how
to m ake that crucial transition from a movement to contact to a hasty attack
and stead ily revi sed its views on the best techniques . Wh ile the basics of the
problem had not changed that much since Lee's army bumped into Meade's
for ces at Gettysburg in 1864, the great increase in military technology had
mea nwhile made the process infinitely more complex.
Mo re mature planning demonstrated that the original idea of attaching
all of the support infrastructure to the cavalry regiment did not work . First
of all, the large support structure was far too much for the regiment to control. More important, the cava lry had its own mission and its own problems.
Maddox swiftly concluded that he wanted the forw ard tactica l commander to
fo cus his attention strictly on what was ahead of him, not on what was behind
him; on findin g the enemy, not on controlling the corps' combat support and
combat service support operation, which had twice as many vehicles as the
regiment operated. Eventually, he decided that the corps would lead with the
armored cavalry regiment. Behind it, the va rious supporting units, including
the tactical command posts, would move as part of the advanced support echelon (ASE), under the command of the deputy commanding general. Behind
the support, the two divisions wou ld march abreast. Upon contact, he envisioned the divisions passing through the advanced support echelon, with the
armored cava lry regiment still forw ard to protect it. 39
To test the adva nced support echelon concept, the corps ran a movement
exercise (MOVEX) in May 1991 between Grafenwiihr and Hohenfels, with
Grafenwiihr simulating the corps staging area and Hohenfels representing the
line of contact. Across the ninety kilometers that separated them, the plans
staff found seven routes for the adva nced support echelon to move along in a
lOO- to ISO-kilometer-wide zone, reinforcing what it had lea rned in the ea rlier
Mobile Subscriber Equipment Capability Exercise about the width of a corps
zone in Germany. All the key leaders took part in the exercise. In some cases
they were brigade commanders; in others they were battalion and company
commanders, depending o n the size of the orga ni zation th at needed to be in
the adva nced support echelon. The plan called for emplaci ng the advanced
support echelon along the routes and testing the command and control links.
Each vehicle in the exercise genera lly represented a march unit of twenty-
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four, simu lating a movement of about five thousand vehicles in all. There were
no big vehicles; most of those used were light tactical trucks.
Each light truck represented a march unit, although some of the units, especially those that were part of the command and control system being tested
(i.e., the military police and the signal troops), had to have a lower ratio. Because
a substa ntial number of military policemen were employed elsewhere on force
protection missions around USAREUR, especially in the VII Corps area, and
others were assigned to Southwest Asia, it was difficult to find enough military
police to test that part of the command and control. The mission of the corps
signal brigade was layi ng down the communications from the corps staging
area to the line of departure. Since the exercise was initiated on short notice,
Maddox did not want to send the entire signal brigade to the field and thereby
throw its whole planned training calendar into disarray. Consequently, the brigade only provided signal coverage along two routes. In sum, the signal units
and the military police actually did the jobs they were supposed to do, though
not at every point across the exercise. 'TI1e artillery, though, as an exa mple of the
practice other type units followed, adhered to the formula of using one vehicle
to represent a 24-vehicle march unit. That was especia lly realistic for a Lance
missile unit, since a Lance battery actually had about twenty-four vehicles.
One of the interesting situations on the movement exercise was reacting to
the friction of war. After a notional Lance battalion passed through on route A,
Brig. Gen. Leonard Miller,"o the ASE commander, ordered it to move to a firing
position on the opposite side of the corps sector to react to a change in the enemy situation. The question was whether the command element could contact
the battalion through the ASE communications net and order the move. One
method was to ca ll the battalion through Mobile Subscr iber Eq uipment, but
that effort failed because MSE wasn't operational at that point. In any case, the
purpose of moving signal forward was not to control the advanced support echelo n, but instead to serve the larger purpose of controlling the divisions.
Miller's test was an important one, because the advanced support echelon
was there to support the attack, and if the corps could not find a good way to
control the myriad of support units operating forward of the divisions, it would
have sign ificant problems with congestion in the corps zone, not to mention the
uncertainty of war that required the ability to make rapid changes. Conceptually, primary control of the advanced support echelon was through FM radio,
using retransmission units wherever necessary. That beca me a problem because
the corps had lost retransmission equipment in the changes of tables of organization and equipment in its signal brigade units triggered by Mobile Subscriber
Equ ipment fielding. 'TI1erefore the corps tasked the various separate brigades
for the equipment to create the needed retransmission net. During the test,
that net also failed . However, there was another means of command and control-the military police, among the first units of the advanced support echelon
to deploy. In the end, the ASE command post was able to contact the Lance battalion through the traffic control points along the route. A mi litary policeman
flagged down the march unit, put the commander on the military police radio
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net, and allowed the advanced support echelon headquarters to talk to him and
give him his new orders.
The ASE command post, dubbed the "movement operations center," consisted of an expando va n that had a liaison officer from each of the units that was
moving. The liaison officer'!, job was to coordinate with his unit and do "force
tracking," the corps jargon for keeping up with the locations of all the units. In
the movement operations center, the liaison officer figured out what routes his
batta lion had to take. Part of the plan was to make sure that lateral routes were
ava ilable if needed. In the case of the movement exercise, there happened to be
an Autobahn that cut "ight across the sector, which mea nt that the movement
operations center did not have to stop traffic anywhere. Once the Lance battalion commander had his new orders and shi fte d to the lateral road, the movement officer promptly lost contact with him, because communications were still
not running properly and because there were no military police control points
on t he lateral routes. Thus, among the many lessons the corps took away from
the movement exercise was that when units were diverted from a planned route
of march, a military police escort should accompany them. With military police
'all over the various routes, the movement operations center retained a means of
positive control, even without norma l signal communications.
The movement exercise looked into a series of other problems as well.
General Mi ller purposely selected a bridge at a place where the engfneers did
not have bridging material immediately avai lable and declared that bridge destroyed. Then the movement operations center had to fi gure out how to bring
the appro priate unit and equipment to the right place to repair the damage
and cause the movement to proceed. Successfu lly work ing through a number of
such problems convinced Maddox and his staff, but more important, his subordinate commanders, that the advanced support echelon concept worked.4I
W hile the corps was completing the movement exercise, preparation s for
the 1991 Ca ravan Guard exercise continued and were influenced by developments noted during the movement exercise. TI,US Ca ravan Guard 91 beca me a
little more dema ndi ng for the staff, inasmuch as it used the advanced support
echelon concept for the first time in a major exercise. In fact, Maddox used
Caravan Guard to tryout a variation on the advanced support echelon to determine how flex ible the concept could be. TI,e battlefield was not open, as it
had been during the ea rlier Mobile Subscriber Equipment Capability Exerc ise.
There was a friendly force to the corps fro nt, so the approach march was also
modified and moved the advanced support echelon to the front. In that va riation, the adva nced support echelon deployed short of the line of contact, then
the cavalry regiment and the divisions marched through the support echelon
and conducted a passage of lines through a defending friendly corps. In later
discussions with his staff, Maddox concluded that the exercise had further validated the adva nced support echelon, although more work obviously remained
to be done"
TI,e corps continued to work on the concept after Maddox left command.
In the summer and fall of 1993, V Corps developed a series of "sta ndard plays"
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Rapid bridging o/rivers remained as important/or the Advance Support Echelon as it
had ever been during V COIpS Cold War operations.

fo r a wide range of tactical scenarios. Working at the behest of the USAREUR
commander, the G-3 devised and distributed to the divisions and separate brigades a series of nineteen standard maneuvers that ascended from task force,
through brigade and division, to corps-level maneuvers. As the G-3 sa id in his
covel' letter to one of the divisions, the document contained "very little original
tho ught" and was intended simply to layout the basic concepts as a starting
point from which commanders could begin their own planning process and apply the factors of mission, enemy, troops, time, and terrain." All of the standard
plays were based on the heavy force mission and emphasized the hasty attack in
a variety of tactical settings. In what was obviously a continuation of the concept of t he advanced support echelon, Tab P of the playbook outlined a covered
approach march from a corps staging area, and Tab Q discussed an uncovered
approach march from a corps staging area.'14
W hen he assumed command of V Corps, Lt. Gen. Jerry R. Rutherford inherited a relat ively mature adva nced support echelon that seemed capable of
accomplishing the tasks set for it. The concept gave the corps the abi lity to move
smoothly from one point to another and conduct a major heavy force operation
within Germany. It offered the same capability once the corps completed a deployment to any point outside of Germany and needed to strike out from a lodgme nt area. The adva nced support echelon was of no use, however, in the process
of deploying the corps out of central Europe. In that situation, the issue became
one of marshaling the logistica l support at the port of debarkation to receive
the combat elements when they arrived. However, Rutherford believed that the
adva nced support echelon was a useful experience in planning for deployments,
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particularly since it caused the whole corps to think in terms of mobile, open
warfare, rather than static, lineal' battle.'''

Emphasis on Personnel Readiness
W hen VII Corps went to Saudi Arabia for Operation DESERT SHI ELD in
1990, it consisted of 75,000 soldiers drawn from across USAREUR. As t hat
corps prepared to leave Germany, personnel officers found that 3 percent of
all soldiers were not qualified for deployment, a figure slightly lower t han the
Army-w ide rate at the time. That figure meant that VII Corps had to find approximately another two thousand soldiers in Europe to fill the unexpected
vacancies." 6 Analyzing the situation after the fact, the USAREUR Deputy Chief
of Staff, Personnel, cited a number of medical causes for nondeployability, although his staff could not attach numbers of soldiers to each cause.
Those causes included previously undisclosed injuries and previously undiagnosed illnesses, asthma, and allergies. A major problem turned out to be the
inability of soldiers sufferi ng from asthma to weal' protective masks, though
there was no explanation as to why that difficulty had not already been reported
in the course of normal training. Pregnancies among female soldiers were not,
according to the personnel analysts, the main cause of medically related failures to deploy, though the number of pregnancies was significa nt, amounting
to 7.4 percent of women assigned to VII Corps, as opposed to an Army-wide
rate of 7 percent.
Other causes of nondeployability were chiefly administrative and disciplinary, with 637 soldiers debarred from assignment to Southwest Asia because of
pending ad ministrative actions or actions under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. On ly fifty-one soldiers missed movement with their units. The total 3
percent figure for nondeployables included soldiers who had inadequate fam ily
ca re plans. More than a t housa nd had to rev ise their family care plans hastily
before deployment. At that t ime placing fami ly care plans on file was a standard
requirement of the noncombata nt evacuation order process. In the end, some
soldiers chose volunta ril y to leave the A rmy rat her than consign their children to
the care of a third party. A total of forty or fifty soldiers could not, or would not,
implement adequate fa mily care plans. Those soldiers were discharged from the
service. General Crosbie Saint, t he Commander in Chief, United States Army,
Europe, and Seventh Army, raised the crucial question when he demanded to
know why permanently nondeployable soldiers had ever been assigned to a forward-deployed unit in the first place. 47
Person nel qualification>!' became a major issue for V Corps when the headquarters began to deploy soldiers to northern Iraq in November 1990 for O peration PROVIDE COMFORT at the end of the Persian Gulf War. The Special Troops
Battalion organized a records check in the rotunda of the C. W. Abrams Bui ldi ng,
the first personnel qualification review that V Corps had run. The lack of experience was immediately appa rent. Th e battalion commander and the corps adjutant genera l pulled the major pieces together: medical records screen ing, dental
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Personnel readiness processing became routine in the VCorp.~ Headquarters and
Headqua rters Company, a.~ it did throughout the Corps after 1991. Records checks
included everythingfrom insurance and wills to {Jowers of attorney.

technicians, medical personnel for immunizations, finance clerks, the staff judge
advocate, and the Red Cross, among others. Formalizing the process with a battalion SOP, the headquarters conducted such reviews periodically throughout 1991
and six times in 1992, finally setting a regular schedule of a records review once
a quarter.49
The early reviews turned up many nondeployable soldiers, mostly because
they failed to meet requirements to have current dental or medical examinations on record, or simply had no dental or medical records. The battalion modeled its process on the one used during the deployment of V Corps soldiers to
Southwest Asia for the Persian Gulf War, where the processing was conducted at
Rhein-Main Air Force Base and administrative deficiencies were made up on the
spot. The battalion personnel review brought in dentists to check soldiers' teeth
for serious dental problems and clerks to create dental records then and there, if
necessary-at a minimum, a panoramic tooth x-ray. The minimum requirement
for medical records could also be met by bringing immunizations up to date or,
if necessary, creating a new shot record. The battalion discovered that part of the
problem lay in coordination with the hospital, which needed a certain amount
of time to pull all of the medical records together for the soldiers being checked.
Thus the thrust of the early personnel processings was to identify administrative
and record-keeping problems.
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Personnel readiness processing also certified soldiers as medically ready to deploy,
offering immuniu41iolZs alld minor dental work on lhe spot.

Lt. Col. Gary Heuser, the battalion commander in 1992. emphasized to his
staff that it had to distinguish between simple administrative irregularities and
rea l deployability problems. The battalion found that onc of the persistent shortfall s was protective Illask inserts for sold iers who wore glasses, and the first issue was to decide whether the inserts were really necessa ry. Research into the
records finally uncovered a firm standard to help make such a decision. Finally,
the batlalion determined that inserts were unnecessary for soldiers with 20/40
vision or better, unless those soldiers were drivers or aviators. The battalion then
considered the missions each of its soldiers might have to carry out and assumed
that most soldiers were indeed required to be drivers. Obtaining prescription pro·
tective mask inserts for all the soldiers needing them temporarily overloaded the
medical system .
Other quali fication requirements were harder to meet. Soldiers, and very of·
ten their supervisors on the corps staff. always seemed to think that carrying out
day·to·day duties was more important than doing the things that prepared them
for overseas movement-such as scheduling an eye exam and ordering mask in ~
serts. More fundamentally. though, the pressure of daily operat ions complicated
the process of keeping soldiers up to date on other individual requirements such
as the semi-an nual Army Physical Fitness Test, weapons qualification, protective
mask fitting, and changing protective mask filters. None of those simple things
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required a lot of time and effort, but they all detracted from the urgency of the
moment, and staff supervisors were frequently loath to release their soldiers for
the half-day necessary to do them. The problem was more acute for busy staff officers.
Soldiers leaving the continental United States for Germany theoretically met
the personnel qualification standards for that movement, but the Special Troops
Battalion discovered that many of the criteria had been waived or deferred until
soldiers reached their units in Germany. Many soldiers thus had arrived at the
corps without medical or dental records in hand, and repairing those deficiencies took time and effort. Similarly, all of the qualification criteria could easily
degrade over time, and the battalion continuously stressed the soldier's individual
responsibility to keep up with those things. Another difficulty the battalion faced
was the lack of a standard battle roster for the corps advance party or for other
deployment packages, a tool that would have been useful in managing personnel
readiness. For the deployment to Operation PROVIDE COMFORT, some 80 to 90
percent of the soldiers were fully qualified. Throughout 1992 and 1993, about half
of all soldiers reporting for the review qualified without corrective action having
to be taken.
Personnel readiness remained an issue for the Special Troops Battalion
comma nder throughout the decade. The battalion settled on a regular quarterly schedule for the processing review and maintained a qualification roster
for every officer and soldier assigned to the battalion. That roster became part
of the battalion quarterly training management review and the batta lion command sergeant major issued copies of it to the staff sergea nts major in each of
the corps staff sections.
The issue of single parents, by contrast, never posed much of a problem
within the battalion. The headquarters and headquarters company commander handled the family care plans for single parents and noted no significant
problems during any of the V Corps deployments throughout the 1990s. By
December 1995, when V Corps began deploying units and individual soldiers
to Bosnia-Herzegovina and Hungary for Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR, the personnel qualification process had become a routine part of the corps' personnel
readiness mission. In 1998 and 1999 the Special Troops Battalion reported that
about 90 percent of all soldiers remained qualified for deployment, but causing
soldiers to susta in those qualifications remained a constant problem. 50

The Partnership for Peace
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization launched the Partnership for Peace
program at its Brussels Summit in January 1994 in order to enhance the stability and security of Europe by strengthening the relations between NATO and
the countries of centra l and eastern Europe that had formerly been part of the
Warsaw Pact, as well as other nations participating in the Council for Security
and Cooperation in Europe. Through the partnership, NATO encouraged those
countries to intensify their ties with the alliance through practical cooperation,
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much of it involving mili tary interaction. NATO's chosen vehicle to accomplish
that goa l was military operations in support of peacekeeping and humanitarian
assistance. Naturally, the program had the political dimension of promoting
democracy, which NATO believed wou ld increase regional stability.5I
The North Atlantic Cooperation Cou ncil, formed in December 1991 and
comprising sixteen NATO nations and the countries of central and eastern Europe, produced an annual work plan to raise the general level of cooperation
and understanding among the member nations through a broad and diverse
range of activities, including security related matters and extensive military
contacts. The Partnership for Peace was one of the North Atlantic Cooperation
Cou ncil programs, and the 1994 Brussels Summit outlined an ambitious series
of objectives for it. Generally, participants in the summit wanted to make national defense planning more "transparent," and likew ise the defense budgeting
processes of the member nations. Overall, they sought more democratic control
of defense forces. Within the constraints of individual national goals and constitutionallimitations, the summit hoped participating nations would contribute to operations under authority of the United Nations or the Council for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Cooperative military relations with NATO
were particularly desired, leading to joint planning, training, and exerci ses that
could strengthen the various nation s' abilities to undertake peacekeeping missions, sea rch and rescue during emergencies, and humanitarian operations in
particular. fina lly, the Brussels summit hoped over the longer term to develop
forces that were better able to operate alongside those of the members of the
North Atlantic Alliance.52
As nations joined the Partnership for Peace program, NATO necessa rily
beca me involved in geographic areas that were new to the alliance, including
the nations that arose from the former Yugoslav state, the Ba ltic states that had
gai ned independence after the fall of the Soviet regime, and previously nonaligned states such as finland and Sweden. The first partnership exercises were
scheduled in 1994, including Exercise Cooperative Bridge, the first hosted by a
non -NATO nation- in that case, Poland.
America n leaders enthUSiastically supported the Partnership for Peace, to gether with the related Joint Contact Tea m Program, the Program for Co nfidence and Security Bui lding Measures, and security assistance programs, all
of which beca me collectively known as the National Strategy of Peacetime Engagement. The American intention was to use its military forces to foster democratic values and ethics with the peoples of eastern Europe, which should in
turn ease their transition from centralized to free market economies, cause the
standards of living and quality of life to rise, and produce a stable and thriving
eastern Europe. Wh ile the partnership became the cornerstone of the National
Strategy of Peacetime Engagement, America n military forces also took part in
hundreds of the much smaller Joint Contact Team activities, more than 650 of
them in 1996 alone.
TI,e United States Army, Europe, was from the start heavily involved in the
Partnership for Peace and related programs. Most of its engagement activities
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were relatively small in terms of the numbers of soldiers involved, but they were
numerous, and all required considerable time for plann ing and preparation.
Within USAREUR, V Corps was either the lead agent or a major participant
in many of the partnership exercises. TI,e program occupied a central place in
USAREUR's hierarchy of tasks. Speaking to Col. Gregory Fontenot before he
assumed com mand of 1st Brigade, 1st Armored Division, General W illiam W.
Crouch, the USAREUR commanding general. said that he considered Partnership for Peace exercises a primary mi ssion of his command.53
Partnership for Peace demanded time and energy from units that were already heavily engaged in other tasks. The heavy exercise load 5" also consumed a
great deal of attention from staffs at all levels with in V Corps and the personal
attention of commanders, particularly in view of the considerable international
import of the exercises. Exercise Cooperative Challenge 95, conducted by 1st
Armored Division just before its deployment to Bosnia-Herzegov ina for Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR, was an excellent exa mple of a mature Partnership for
Peace exercise.

Proposed in 1994 by the Czech land forces and whole-hearted ly supported
by the government of the Czech Republic, in 1995 Cooperative Challenge was
the largest exercise in the series in terms of scope and sca le, if not in the numbers of soldiers involved. Cooperative Challenge featured a brigade headquarters commanding thirteen batta lions from various nations and from va rious
arms and services, including a Czech motorized rifle battalion, a Czech engineer battalion, a Baltic Battalion composed of Eston ians and Lithuanians, an
America n tank battalion, a Dutch tank battalion, a Poli sh motor rifle battalion,
a Slovak motor rifle battalion, and a Swedish mechanized battalion. In support
were a logistics battalion from the Austrian Army, a second logistics battalion
from the French Army, and a Mistra l air defense artillery battery from the Belgian Army.55
Commanding the 1st Brigade of the 1st Armored Division, Col. Greg Fontenot led the exercise with a multinational unit composed of a staff drawn from
his headquarters and an almost equal number of Czechs, augmented by an airspace control element provided by Allied Forces, Centra l Europe, and led by
a Briti sh wing commander. It was a truly multinational headquarters. Every
American on the staff had a Czech counterpart, while the primary civil-military
relations staff officer was Czech and the brigade air defense offi cer was Belgian.
TI, e deputy com mander was a Czech, Col. Juri Sedivy, who had commanded a
tank regiment in the fo rmer Warsaw Pact army of Czechoslovakia, and at the
time commanded a Czech rapid deploy ment force. TI,e brigade chief of staff, Lt.
Col. Olivier de Bavinchove, was a planner in the French 2d Armored Division
and had extensive experience in Bosnia 5 • TI,e directing staff was largely Czech,
but fi lled out by personnel from the 1st Armored Division.
TI,e exercise was a peacekeeping mission that had a zone of operations of
140 kilometers, including a buffer zone separating two opposing sides. TI,e exercise area in the Czech Republic was a zone that ran southwest to northeast,
from Brno to about forty kilometers northeast of Olumouc, just north of Aus-
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The international command learn in the Partnership Jor Peace Exercise Cooperative Challenge '95 in the Czech Republic. From left to rig ht, French Lt. Col. Olivier
de Bavinchove, the chief of staff; Col. Gregory Fontenot, commanding; and Czech Col.
Juri Sedivy.

terlitz. The exercise headquarters was at Vyskov, at the Czech military academy.
The principal group to be trained was the brigade headquarters, all other exercise headquarters consisting of seven- to ten-man response cells, representing
a total of thirteen units.
One outcome of the exercise that USAREUR explicitly desired was a sta ndard operating procedure (SOP) that NATO's Land Forces, Central Europe,
could use as a model for an actua l deployment. 57 The further objective was to
accustom NATO and fonner Warsaw Pact units with one another. To layout the
preliminaries, in August 1995 the 1st Brigade hosted a study conference so that
all of the participants could meet and jointly write draft procedures. Among the
participants, only the Swedish contingent had any experience with peacekeeping operations, and the study group learned much from the Swedes' experience
and from study of the documents they brought along, especially their SOPs.
The group also assimilated the lessons t hat the 3d Battalion, 5th Cava lry, drew
wh ile serving with the United Nations Protection Force in Macedon ia. Naturally, each group also drew from its own basic military experience. In the study
period, discussion of the draft SOP was followed by some basic instruction on
how NATO and the U.S. Army operated, with particular emphasis on the military decision-making process. Other components of the discussion included
the little peacekeeping doctrine that existed in the U.S. Army and the NATO
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standard agreements that appeared appropriate for the exercise. The session
co ncluded with a basic mission analysis to develop the brigade order. Fontenot
made time to take the visitors to look at key pieces of American equipment
and for social events so that all the participants could begin to understand and
know each other, breaking down the basic reserve that naturally existed .
Having the SOP in draft and a basic mission analysis completed, the next
step was a study session in early September that included the brigade staff, the
directing staff, and the response cells, conducted at Vyskov in the Czech Republic. TI,at session determined how the exercises would be run and included some
rehearsals on how to use what the exercise called the military event sequence
li st, the chronological li st of exercise situations. TI,e group then decided on the
co mmunications hardware necessa ry to conduct the exercise and concluded
the week-long session by producing a third draft of the SOP. After writing an
operation plan for each response cell, the directing staff rehearsed the exerci se
plan.
The exercise itself was run during the last week of September and the first
week of October. During the first week the brigade staff tested the communications links and then revised the SOP one more time, producing the fourth
draft that was used during Cooperative Challenge. The exercise used a 12-hour
day, rather than a 24-hour day, normally running from eight in the morning
until eight in the evening, and had, by design, a lot of simultaneous events so
that the brigade staff was placed under stress. Play was geared more for current
operations than detailed planning, particularly since the scenario called for the
exercise to start at a point ninety days into the operational scenario. TI,e first
day of t he exercise, during what was referred to as a mini-ex, seven events were
goi ng on simultaneously, six of which required specific orders for the subordinate units. Stress was immediate, since the three plans officers in S-3 were
German, Czech, and American, and some use of interpreters was essential. The

pace of the operation dictated that the procedures used were those customary in a current operations staff element, and the S-3 only used the deliberate
pla nning process once, instead relying upon a hasty plans process informed by
a continuously updated estimate of the situation.
Cultural differences somewhat complicated the exercise. TI,e eastern Europea n armies, for example, were rank-heavy, with the result that the multinationa l brigade staff had more lieutenant colonels in it than were specified for a
U.S. Army division. Most of the eastern European armies were still following
the Sov iet model, in which all real respon sibility was vested in officers. The
other interesting phenomenon was that no one ever questioned anything that
an American sa id. The Americans on the staff worked throughout the exercise
to find ways to bring the foreign officers into the di scussions in a substantive
way, to create the atmosphere for free exchange of ideas that was ty pica l of an
America n orders group. But eliciting questions and concern s from form er Warsaw Pact officers was particularly difficult during the back brief and rehearsa l
process, so Fontenot provided an example by hav ing the U.S. battalion lead that
process. His purpose was to allow the other nations to witness the common
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interaction between an American commander and his staff, including those occasions when staff officers disagreed with the commander. The point was that
disagreement did not necessarily mean disrespect, a concept that took some
time to convey.
A major lesson for the Americans was that, when forming any organization that was brought together in an extempora neous fashion, developing cohesion was based in very large part on understanding each other cultura lly. TI1e
difficulties in managing different service cultures that Americans experienced
when putting joint staffs together were clearly magnified when creating a mu ltinational organization. That was not true merely because Cooperative Challenge dealt chiefly with eastern European armies. One of the major learning
experiences for the Americans was the different ways western European armies
functioned. Col. Olivier de Bavinchove was, as Fontenot phrased it, "by God the
chief of staff of that organization, and what he sa id, went!" TI1e Americans were
not acc ustomed to serving in a brigade-level organization that had a chief of
staff, let alone a deputy com mander, and at first resented the authoritative way
that de Bavinchove saw his position. In the end, they came to understand that
organ izational model and learned its virtues.
TI1e exercise stretched the brigade staff because it obviously had far too
many battalions to work with. In rea lity, it was managing a division-size organization, since the headquarters and staffs of the response cells represented a
1O,000-man force. TI1e missions were also broader than normal brigade tasks. In
a large peacekeeping operation, the 5- 5 had to be very large and include a civ ilmi litary operations center. TI1e movement control cell had to be fairly large as
well. Information operations were of the first importance and demanded a substantia l public affa irs organization. TI1e sma llest organization in the U.S. Army
competent to employ forces of that nature across the wide functional areas that
the exercise encompassed was actually a division headquarters. Thus, the first
major lesson was that, when using brigades for such missions, they had to be
organized functiona lly to have the capabilities of divisions. TI1e logic of having a
deputy co mmander revea led itself as the wide range of functions became obvious. Someone had to run the unit and do the deep planning, while someone had
to be "Johnny-on-the-spot" at the critical point. Using the deputy commander
in the latter role allowed Fontenot to maintain comma nd and control across
the sector.
Anot her lesson was the preparation time necessary to make such a headquarters work. Organized on the fly, it could sti ll function effectively with on ly
three or four weeks of training. Even though English was the common language, every national group spoke its own language when that was appropriate.
Fontenot found it necessary to speak to his staff in French, German, and English
at various times to make him self understood, but English was the common language for operations. But such a brigade still required a robust linguist section .
The early decision that the SOP would direct operations down to battalion level,
showing units how to go about their business in a fairly detailed way, proved effective. Suc h an SOP turned out to be essential for an organization that had no
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agreed-upon procedures in common and that traditionally went about things in
different ways, with the major difference being the eastern European military
adherence to the old Soviet concept of operational norms. The SOP was not
intended to limit units, but to give them at least a common basis of tactics, techniques, and procedures in great detail for various types of operations.
If nothing else, the Partnership for Peace showed that the U.S. Army did
not begin to have enough linguists to operate effectively in eastern Europe, or in
the kind of context typical of the National Strategy of Engagement. [n Cooperative Challenge, the 1st Brigade used counterintelligence soldiers as interpreters,
which meant that they were not doing the force protection jobs for which they
were intended. [n almost every case, the Army had to contract interpreters for
its eastern European exercises. Translators were in equally short supply, and
that proved equally limiting, because key documents, such as peace treaties and
va rious agreements, needed to ex ist in every language that would be encountered in the operational area. Moreover, that document had to be reliably translated by skilled professional s who were fluent in both English and the other
language.
Other concerns also arose from Cooperative Challenge 95. Such exercises,
in Fontenot's opinion, had a tendency to cause the host nation to believe that
the United States was committing itself to that nation's defense, or at the least
to suggest a level of support that did not exist. Fontenot was aware of that risk
and worked hard to send no such message. Preeminently, he did not wish to
generate the idea that the Partnership for Peace represented a commitment on
the part of the United States to extend NATO to the east. He later commented,
however, that such a point of view was "not un iversally understood on the other
side." Clearly, when the corps was to be used as an instrument of national policy
at the politica l and diplomatic level, more was demanded of its soldiers. The old
rubric of "technical and tactical" proficiency no longer described all of the skills
necessar y to be an Army officer.

DeveLopment of the Imm ediate Ready Force
Although virtually every out of sector mission to that point had involved
hum anitarian assistance or peace enforcement in Olle form or another the corps
l

staff in 1994 began devoting some thought to how heavy armored forces could
be quickly deployed if necessary. Officers with experience in XVIII Airborne
Corps and well familiar with its "green ramp," immediate deployment, mentality suggested the idea of setting up an alert roster for a heavy company, an idea
that dovetailed well with the notion of pre-positioned stocks already well-understood in USAREUR. One concept was to set aside the fu ll set of equipment
for a heavy company tea m in pre-configured air loads, and then have a designated alert company fall in on that equipment for rapid deployment. Desultory
work continued through 1994 and 1995, but serious thought about a rapidly
deployable heavy company was suspended in December 1995 when V Corps
turned its attention to operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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The experience of deploy ing Task Fo rce Hawk to Albania in the spring of
1999 reenergized the development of the immediate ready force. Th e Army
was criticized fo r the slow pace at which all the combat elements of TF Hawk
were delivered to Albania. In fact, the Army could do litt le to speed the deploy ment, because many of the C- 17 aircraft essential to mov ing t he task
fo rce were already committed to helping in refugee relief operations and were
unava ilable to move the tanks, rocket artillery, headquarters equipment, and
other materiel the task force needed.'" Obviously, however, the Army needed
to find a way to give Europea n Command a more rapidly deployable force,
and General Meigs bega n to di sc uss the issue with Lt. Gen. John Hendrix, the
V Corps commander. Hendrix suggested using the model of the 3d In fantr y
Division, which had created an immediate ready co mpany fo r similar missio ns. 59
Thus, V Corps continued to work through September 1999 on the development of a deployable unit that it knew as the Immediate Ready Compa ny (IRe), using the 3d Infantry Division's "ready company" as a model and
basing its concept on the use of pre-positioned equipment. As con stituted,
t he Immediate Ready Company was a balanced mechanized company team
that could be augmented as required by Force Enhancement Modules that
incl uded command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence;
av iation; multiple launch rocket system; logistiCS; and engineers.
The corps hoped to have the company operational by 15 Dece mber 1999,
at first using orga nic equipment until separate pre-positioned stocks could
be obtained. The co ncept assumed th at the des ignated ready company would
have norma l standards of proficiency, so that the unit wou ld require only familiari zation gunner y, not the entire gunner y qualifi cation process. TI,e co rps
intended to publi sh an order establishing the imm edi ate ready company on 15
October and set other key dates that included bringing all of that unit's equipment to operational standards by the m idd le of November and complet ing
unit rehea rsa ls by 10 December. TI,e company was to be fu lly mi ssion capable
by 15 December, and the 1st Armored Division would be given the IRC mission from that date through 1 July 2000.
Tota l equipment included 4 tanks,S Brad ley fi ghting vehicl es, 1 M11 3
armored personnel carrier, 3 heavy tactica l trucks, 1 light tactica l truck, 1
M88 recovery vehicle, and other associated heavy equipment. TI,e person nel
strength amounted to 7 offi cers and 83 other ranks, among which were the
personnel of 1 infant ry platoon (1 officer and 40 soldiers) and 1 armored platoon (1 officer and 15 soldiers). TI,e entire package, chiefl y because of the size
of the ta nks and the Bradleys, required eight C-5 B or C-17 aircraft for aerial
deploy ment.'o
W hen Meigs returned to Heidelberg in October 1999 from his position
as Com mander, NATO Stabili zation Force, in Sa rajevo, the USAREU R comma ndi ng ge neral conducted a thorough co mmand review. O ne conclusion
draw n from that rev iew was that the concept of a quickly deployable heavy
force, with which both USA REU R and V Corps had been wo rking for several
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years, was both necessa ry and needed some reconsideration . He immediately
inco rporated the V Corps concept of the immediate ready com pany into the
evolving USAREUR plan.
Concerned that the unit required strategic airli ft, he issued new guidance
to base the organization on equipment that could be deployed quickly by the Cl30 aircraft dai ly available in theater, which mea nt in effect that the force had
to be mounted in M1l3 armored personnel carriers and light tactical trucks.
Meigs' concept was broader than the one on which V Corps had been working,
and specified a task organization that could provide an appropriate emergency
response in a wider range of contingencies. Under his concept, the highest alert
force was the theater reserve, the Southern Europea n Task Force's (SETAF's)
173d Airborne Brigade, which could deploy its 1st Battalion, 508th Ai rborne
Infantry task force, including a field artillery battery and an air defense battery,
within twelve hours. He intended the heavy force from Central Region to link
up with the SETAF force on order to give USAREUR a quick strike capability. In
the evolution of the concept, the original V Corps ready company became the
USAREUR Medium Ready Compa ny that could quickly be airlifted to support
the 173d Airborne Brigade. To follow the medium company, Meigs specified a
heavy punch capability, an Abrams tank and Bradley fighting vehicle platoon
under a company command and capable of deploying on a minimal number
of C-17 aircraft. A series of force enhancement modules ensured maximum
fl ex ibility by providing rapidly deployable packages separate from the medium
and heavy ready compan ies that could be tailored to the mission at hand. All
force enhancement modules were C-l30 deployable by utili zing exist ing theater airlift, rather than awa iting strategic lift from CONUS (the continental
United States). As a consequence, heavy lift aircraft could be reserved for use
elsewhere.
TI,e most combat-capable module was the Medium Ready Company, which
was composed of two M1l3 platoons designed for use as an early entry force to
augment initial entry forces. TI,e other modules included engineers for reconnaissance, mobility, and route clearance; military police for security; scouts for
reconnaissance or security; and a tactical comma nd and control force en hancement module designed to provide mobile command and control for task force
or battalion tactical comma nd posts· '
USAREUR tasked V Corps to be the executive agent for implementation of
the immediate ready force concept,.2 and the corps further assigned the mission initially to the 1st Armored Division. By the summer of2000 the Immed iate Ready Force (IRF) design had been finalized and a concept of echeloned support worked out. Once the original deployment had been made and the decision
to follow on with the Heavy Immed iate Ready Company or Force Enhancement
Modu les, those units wou ld go with three days of supply on hand, followed by a
Combat Service Support Force Enhancement Module with a furth er seven days
of support. TI,e support module provided a maintenance support team with
modu lar maintenance packages and the required repair parts, in addition to
the additional days of supply. TI,e Combat Service Support Module was capable
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of deploying prior to the departure of the heavy compa ny to establish base support or could deploy within seventy-two hours after the heavy company left
Germany. Long-term logistical support was based On push packages from Germany, initial push packages combined with support from forwa rd theater assets, integration of the Immediate Ready Force into a larger deployed unit, and
follow-on parent unit support 6 3
Looking ahead, V Corps began to frame a tra nsition process so that the
two maneuver brigades of the 1st Armored and 1st In fantry Divisions could
establish an orderly rotat ion of the [R F mission and began planning a series
of emergency deployment read iness exercises in conjunction with SETAF to
test a nd hone the deploy ment concept. The fi rst test ca me in June 2000, when
Meigs directed a n eva luation of the [RF. Soldiers from the Southern Europea n
Task Force's 173d Airborne Brigade and 1st Armored Division deployed as a n
[R F in C-130s and UH-60s to Hungary as part of Exercise La riat Response.
Two month s later USAREUR deployed 120 soldiers from 1st In fa ntry Division's
1st Battalion, 18th Infantry, and 1st Mi litary Police Company when it sent the
Medi um Ready Company to Camp Bondsteel, Kosovo, to augment Task Force
Fa lcon units involved in the peacekeeping operation there. 64 The company
remai ned in Kosovo just over a month before returning to Germany, but was
obliged to leave its M1l3s at Ca mp Bondsteel for a further period until aircraft
beca me ava ilable to return them to Germa ny as well. 6s

An Ocean Closer
The Europea n drawdown of forces did not end discussion about why the
United States needed to ma intain substa ntial Army units in Germany, but rather intensified it. Th e USAREUR contribution to the discussion was the modest
suggestion that station ing in Europe put V Corps "an ocea n closer" to the crisis
of the moment. Such proximity was only va luab[e if the corps was able to move
units quickly, however. Making the changes to orga nization and tactical technique that would allow it to fulfill a role as a "fi re brigade" in Europe accordingly
beca me the focus of V Corps' tactica l development fo r almost ten years. Hence,
as the millenium neared, the United States Army, Europe, a nd V Corps had
found ways to ma ke the forces that did remain in Eu rope better prepared for the
new conditions in which they might be called upon to fight. The V Corps put
away the great war plan again st the Warsaw Pact that it had spent some forty
yea rs elaborating. [n its place, the corps bega n to mainta in a set of contingency
pla ns for military operations throughout the Europea n Command area of responsibility, a huge geographic region in which were to be found not on ly ma ny
types of military forces and ma ny differing political situations, but also a wide
ra nge of climatic and topograph ical condition s.
Begin ning with the evolution of the Adva nced Support Echelon, which was
th e fIrst rea l step away from the General Defense Plan of Western Europe, V
Corps devised admini strative and tactica l techniques for waging war elsewhere
than Germany. The corps also created new tactica l organ izations, both within
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NATO and unilaterally, that accorded with the new political situation and, stepping up from pure military operations to the realm of the politica l and diplomatic, became deeply involved in the military-political process of the Nationa l
Policy of Peacetime Engagement. At the heart of the set of changing techniques
that V Corps developed, however, remained the ability of its units to move
quickly and incrementally to the scene of the action, and on short notice. The
remaining task, and a daunting one, was to reconsider the way the headquarters
commanded its troops under those changed circumsta nces.
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COlnlnand and Control
"We've got to gel a lVay f rom the acetate and grease pencil mentality."
L.l. CoL Jocl A. Blick
Corps Comlll<lndcrs Persona l SlaffGroup
1992

"What we have right now with our CP structure is the Den of the Cave DwellersJ lVith
everybody's bu.Da1o hide tacked up outside. We need to surrender our territoriality in the
interests of better staff coordination."
Brig. Gell. Stephen 1\11. Spe<l kes
V Corps Chief OfSlJ fr

2 December 1999

hile V Corps was busy findin g ways to move its units more quickly in response to crises outside of Germany, the headquarters
was also engaged in a long process of re-thinking the way it com manded those units. The Cold War techniques of command post
organization and stationing were appropriate for major heavy force operations
in general war, but perhaps were not so appropriate fo r peace support operations or humanitarian relief missions. Thus, the headquarters launched itself on
a search for a better way to organize its com mand posts, for better equipment
to speed their fu nctioning, for the flexibility to tailor the command post to the
mission, and above all for ways to move those command posts quickly to the
scene of the action.
In the ten years after the end of the Co ld War, V Corps com mand posts
steadily developed in the direction of greater flex ibility and greater deployability, though the European drawdown naturally co mpl icated that process. As the
perceived threat to NATO's Central Region continued to diminish after 1989, so
grew political demands to decrease the American commitment in Europe. The
resulting drawdown left the Army with aro und 62,000 troops on the continent
by 1994. Thus, the corps had to make do with ever fewer soldiers, a reduction
that was dr iven not by a careful analysis of missions and the resources those
missions required, but instead by politics and a public im perative to decrease
the military budget. One correlative trend that resulted from the continuing
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reductions was an increasing use of data auto mation. Another was a search for
eve r more sophi sticated and swifter means of co mmun ications. In prospect
was a technical means of obtaining a more effi cient use of a smaller force.
As generations of headquarters commandants all over the Army have tirelessly pointed out, however, there was more to a command post than providing
a place and means for the commander to exercise control of his units. Soldiers
had to eat, sleep, and have a secure environment in which to work, and meeting
those needs imposed an irreducible minimum administrative structure, equipment load, and "overhead" of supporting troops. More sophisticated equipment
began to increase headquarters effiCiency as the 1990s progressed, but also required more skilled operators and more logistical support. Consequently, the
ability to decrease the size of a staff section by enhancing its communications
and data automation often meant an undesirable increase in the logistical tai l
required to tra nsport and maintain that hardware. The power requirements for
command posts also grew in parallel with the fielding of new command and control systems, imposing additional equipment and troop demands.
Within that context, successive V Corps commanders saw the need to
move beyond the Cold War parameters of the cataclysm ic heavy forc e engagement that the Ge neral Defense Plan of Western Europe had envisioned.
Instead, they would have to deploy comm and posts and elements of the major
subordinate com mands to satisfy the requirements of other and theretofore
nontrad itional missions outside of the European continent. In the decade after 1989 the V Corps staff th us laid what turned out to be co nstantly evolving
plans to structure a command post (CP) to meet the needs that successive
corps commanders articu lated and the changing world and regiona l sec urity
situations demanded.

World Warll
During World War II V Corps headquarters was both smaller and more agile than its counterpart at the end of the Cold War. Moving it had been a correspondingly sma ller task. Corps command in 1944 and 1945 was exercised by
a major general, with a brigadier general serving as corps artillery commander.
The chief of staff and deputy chief of staff were colonels and there was no deputy
commanding general. A headquarters company of around two hundred soldiers,
including staff principals, was augmented by a military police platoon, a finance
section, the 91st Q uartermaster Car Platoon, the 26th Machine Records Unit
(platoon-size), and the 16th Ordna nce Bomb Disposal Squad. By the end of the
war the corps operations staff amounted to only twenty-six soldiers, of which
fourteen were officers. Other staff sections were of proportionate size. There was
no equivalent to the Cold War-era corps support comma nd, though the World
War II corps had some analogues to the separate brigades that existed in 1989.
Throughout World War II army corps, however small the headquarters,
normally controlled a large number of assigned units. They never controlled
less than two divisions, and generally commanded three or more. Artillery was
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"Acetate a nd grease pencil mentality"

assigned in proportion to the divisions, and although the V Corps Artillery normally consisted of three artillery groups and eleven field artillery battalions, it
commanded more than thirty battalions during the Battle of the Bulge. Typical ly, the corps had a number of units habitually attached for offensive operations,
fac ilitating attachment of specific types of combat power to the divisions. Those
units were not necessarily stationed with the corps headquarters, nor did they
normally move wh en or where the headquarters moved. In the case of V Corps,
serving as part of First U.S. Army in northwestern Europe, the headquarters
controlled some for ty-four battalions, which included support units of various
types as well as combat units that could both operate independently and be attached to the divisions for specific missions. In 1944- 45 these supporting units
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were as fo llows: 3d Tank Destroyer Group (5 battalions) , 3d Armored G roup
(5 battal ions), 102d Cavalry Group (Mechanized) (2 squadrons), 81st Chemical Battalion (Motorized), 97th Q uartermaster Battalion (including 1 gasoline
sup ply company, 1 graves registration company, 2 service companies, and 2
truck com panies), 177th O rdnance Battalion (maintenance), 100th Ordnance
Ammunition Battalion, 49th Antiaircraft Artillery Brigade (2 groups), 115th
Antiaircraft Artillery Group (6 battalions), 207th Antia ircraft Artillery Group
(7 battalions) , 1121st Engineer Construction Group (3 battalions), 1171st Engineer Construction Group (3 battalions), V Corps Provisional Engineer Group
(3 battalions) , 56th Signal Battalion, 53d Medical Battalion (also 2 fi eld hospitals), Air Force Liaison Squadron (i ncluding weather detachment), Finance and
Postal units, and Band. This list grew or diminished according to tactical and
operational l'equirements, I
1l1e World War II V Corps exercised command in the field through two
headquarters: a corps main command post, known as "Victor Main:' and a
corps tactical command post, known as "Victor Forward:' Victor Main carried
ou t most of the administrative and logistical fun ctions of the corps, although
that generally amounted to the G- l (personnel) and the G-4 (logistics) managing coordination with army and army group personnel and logistical organizations, rather than conducting those operations themselves. Victor Forward
was a small and mobile tactical command post from which the commanding
general, the chief of staff, the G-3 (operations), the G-2 (intelligence), and the
corps artillery commander ran the battle. O nly portions of each staff section
moved with Victor Forward; the remain ing elements worked from Victor Main.
Dis placement of the command posts was relatively quick and simple, given the
small number of soldiers involved and the relatively unsophisticated communications networks that existed throughout the war. The principal means of communication with the d ivisions was tactical wire, augmented by radio. Communication with h igher headquarters was more often by teleprinter than by rad io,
augmented by daily courier runs. Generally spea king, V Corps headquarters
was very adept at the tasks subsumed under the present term Reconnaissance,
Selection, and Occupation of Position, and the headquarters quartering party
usually sought to fi nd bUildings in which to house the staff during the advance
across France and into Germany.
From time to time V Corps set up smaller, ad hoc command posts for special purposes . 1l10se command posts were almost invariably a result of the limitations inherent in the communications systems of the period or a consequence
of the requirements of special tactical circumstances. 1l1e best example was the
small element organized under command of the deputy chief of staff for plans,
Col. Benjamin B. Talley, during the Normandy landings of 6 June 1944.' 1l1e
V Corps assault on O maha Beach was conducted by the 1st and 29th Infantry
Division Teams, landing in column, with regimental combat teams abreast and
battalion combat teams of the regiments in colum n. No one anticipated good
co mmunications between the assault troops and the divisions, with the consequence that the corps commander, Maj. Gen. Leonard T. Gerow, expected that
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th e information available to him on which to base decisions would be slender.
TIlerefore, he organized a small command element to solve the problem. Talley commanded a group of about twenty officers and men with adequate and
redundant radios to talk directly with Gerow'
While Gerow remained afloat in the U.S.S. Ancon, his command ship, Colonel Talley and his party boarded amphibious trucks at six in the morning and
followed the assault regiments of the reinforced 1st Infantry Division to Omaha
Beach. Talley touched down at various points along the beach while the first
and second waves landed and rendered continuous reports to Gerow on the
progress of the fighting. TIle fact that the 1st Infantry Division's tactical communications fai led, in large part, d"ue to the immersion of the radios in salt water made Talley's work more important. It was his report made at 1046, local
time, that convinced General Gerow that the landings could succeed, desp ite
initi al impressions that seemed to show that the Germans had repulsed the assault. "Things seem to be better;' Tall ey reported to his commander, later remarking that he was otherwise careful to state only facts, and not opinions. At
length, Talley reported to the corps that the beach condition permitted landing
of wheeled and tracked vehicles. He then debarked with the remainder of his
information detachment, as his element was known, and joined up with the Y
Corps Headquarters advance section when it established its C P at Ie Ruquet
(Exit E- l, right in the center of the corps sector) at one o'clock in the afternoon
of D-Day. However useful it was during the Normandy landings, such a command post element was the exception, rather than the rule, throughout World
War 11."
Throughout the years after World War II, and particularly after Y Corps
returned to Germany in 1951, the size of the corps headquarters itself tended
to grow. Stabilized at one mechanized infantr y division, one armored division,
and one armored cavalry regiment, the corps also activated supporting brigades
of the various arms and services, culminati ng in the following organization that
existed in 1998:' 3d Co rps Support Command (10 groups and battalions); Y
Co rps Artillery, 41st Field Artillery Brigade (1 battalion); lith Aviation Group
(2 squadrons); 12th Aviation Brigade (2 battalions); 18th Military Police Brigade (2 battalions); 22d Signal Brigade (3 battalions); 30th Medical Brigade (9
battalions, hospitals, and detachments); 69th Air Defense Arti llery Brigade (2
battalions); B Oth Engineer Brigade (2 battalions and 1 battalion equivalent);
and 205th Military Intelligence Brigade (3 battalions) . From 1952 through the
mid-1980s, the organization and mission remained stable and focused on the
general defense plan battle. Both bega n a process of dramatic change in 1989.

Evolution of Corps Organization
TIle one factor that most conditioned the organization ofY Corps at the end
of the Cold War and the composition of corps command posts in 1990 was the
concept of the "capable corps:' As articulated by General Crosbie Saint when
he took over as commander-in-chief of the Army in Europe, the capable corps
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envisioned huge areas of operations. long and fast marches. superior maneLlvel' skills. meeting engagements. and massed firepower. In essence. the capable
corps called for the two Europe-based corps to be able to fight other battles
than those of the General War Plan on which they had been focused for forty
years.'
When Lt. Gen. George Joulwan assumed command of V Corps on 7 August
1989. his watchword was a faithful echo of the Cold War mission. "The only
reason this Corps exists;' he exhorted his staff. "is to fight and win. Look east!'"
Still. while maintaining the standards of training and readiness to fight that battle. Joulwan implemented further training programs intended to prepare the
corps to fight according to Saint's capable corps concept. By the time Lt. Gen .
David M. Maddox took command on 9 November 1990. the international political situation had completely changed. prompting his deputy chief of staff. Col.
Bill Alexander. to remark that "we have certainly lost out on the barbed wire and
iron curtain piece of the action:" Changes in corps training and operational philosophy. growing from the capable corps concept. soon overtook in importance
preparation for battle according to the Ge neral Defense Plan.
As soon as he assumed command. Maddox began to think in terms of organi zing the corps to fight some battle other than the one along the intra-German
border. gradually bending exercises toward new scenarios and using fielding
and capability exercises for new signal equipment such as the mobile subscriber
equipment and the maneuver co ntrol system as a way to tryout new operation al concepts. That process also implied changes in the way the corps deployed
its command posts. During the Cold War years the corps main co mmand post
had been located at various places in the corps sector: the Kransberg-Ziegelberg
co mplex. centered on the old Kransberg Castle south ofButzbach; in other hard
shelter areas such as old factories at various points in central Hessen; at Ray
Barracks in Giessen; at a meat-packing center in Bad Kreuznach; at a hangar at
a German Air Force base near lngolstadt; at an old bus factory near Usingen;
at a school near Kelkheim; and in a warehouse at the Giessen Army Depot. Occasionally. the main command post was entirely contained under canvas and in
expa ndo vans. The corps rear command post was also most often in hard. sheltered areas or in fest tents' Locations included the Fu lda airfield in fest tents;
a school in Fulda; the Wildflecken training area in fest tents; a warehouse near
Hoechst; a warehouse near Wiesbaden on the Rhein River; and on Wiesbaden
Air Base itself. Only once in recent memory was the corps main command post
displaced in the course of an exercise. and that was during REFORGER 89. 1hat
was. according to participants. a painful experience that required a full twenty -four hours. As far as institutional memory could recall. the corps never attempted to displace the rear command post during any exercise.
Originally. the corps headquarters and headquarters co mpany ran the command post. but by the decade of the 1990s that organization had been expanded
into a provisional battalion because the job had become so much larger during
the Cold War. Commanders of the V Corps Special Troops Battalion (STB) noted
that the principal limitations at the main co mmand post were always manpower
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and electricity." TI,e battalion never had enough drivers to displace the main
CP in one march, and moving the command post required at least two marches
and consequently became a mOre lengthy process than desired. The main command post was also, in the words of one former STB com mander, "a powerhungry beast;' using 2.2 megawatts of power during one major 1992 exercise.
Complicating the problem, the demands for power varied. TI,e main command
post used 110/220 volt, 50 Hz power, while V Corps Artillery required 308/208
volt, 50 Hz power, and the military intelligence operation demanded 110/220
volt, 60 Hz. To meet the varied demands, as well as provide a back-up capabili ty, the Special Troops Battalion resorted to renting commercial generators
for each exercise. TI,e generators actually supplied cleaner power, with fewer
spikes, than commercial power. TI,e complication was that the commercially
supplied generators were maintained by civilian contractors, and the possibility of taking them along when deploying outside of Germany was questionable
at best and raised a long-term issue. Use of nonmilitary personnel, particularly
contractors, was a question that continued to be explored through the remainder of the decade. Practical as well as tactical considerations led to the decision
to use commercial power. To provide the 300 kilowatts of power the command
post needed required either one commercial generator or twenty Army 15- kW
generators, equipment notorious for high fuel consumption. The many tactical
generators created a lot of noise but, more Significant, had a far larger thermal
signature than one commercial generator. It was also noteworthy that tactical
generators had to operate at 100 percent capacity to produce the required power, while the commercial generators provided the same power while operating
at around 75 percent capacity, an important consideration given the tendency
of the main command post to grow and for additional units to operate there,
temporarily drawing power from the main's generators."
Personnel problems aside from a lack of vehicle drivers also characterized
the operation of the main command post. The V Corps Special Troops Battalion was a provisional organization allocated nominalresources.12 Among other
things, the battalion had no authorization for an executive officer, an S- 4 (supply officer), a property book officer, a personnel administration center in the
S-l (administration) section, or a sergeant major. Yet the entire corps headquarters had an authorization of 342 soldiers at that time, not counting the
military police and military intelligence troops customarily attached for combat
operations. TI,US, merely manning and operating the corps main co mmand post
remained difficult for the battalion commander, and the possibility of having
to deploy command elements to more than one mission at a time left open the
question of where the soldiers would be found to do all the jobs that would be
required. 13
During the Cold War years the corps ran its rear command post more or less
in accordance with the Army's doctrinal basis for such organizations, though
with an eye toward how to use it in other missions as well. In conventional operations, the rear command post was located in the corps rear area, where reasonable security was available, and so situated that it could perform its extensive
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major fun ctions, the first of which was sustainment. The real' command post
orchestrated the combat service support units that maintained and armed the
divisions, handled all the required transportation within the sector, delivered
fuel to forward units, and operated repair facilities. The corps rear was in charge
of all lines of co mmunication and main supply ro utes in the sector. All rear
area combat operations were commanded from the real', including base defense
and protection of lines of communication. The corps rear also coordinated and
monitored all G-S, Civil-military, and host nation support activities.
TI,e rear command post was, in short, responsible for all rear operations,
while providing an alternate for the corps main command post. TI,e real' moni tored both close and deep operations to maintain "situational qualification" for
the staff. To accomplish all of that, the organization was tailored to fac ilitate
the flow of information and management of combat service support to the divisions and structured for round-the-clock operations. Additional functional
areas could be added to the command post in special situations.
TI, e corps commander normally designated the deputy corps commander as the real' operations commander, and the deputy CG used the corps rear
headquarters to exercise those responsibilities, locating his command post neal'
the corps support command. His command post included a rear area opera tions cell that handled local security and liaison cells to the 21st TI,eater Army
Area Command, the 3d Corps Support Command, and other agencies. Operationally, the command post was divided into functional cells: a com mand post
headquarters cell, an operations cell, and a co mbat service support cell .'"
Acco rding to the corps manning documents, the officer who served as corps
deputy chief of staff in garrison was in fact the chief of staff for the corps real'
command post, while each of the major staff elements shown in Chart 2 drew
their personnel from the parent corps staff element. In some cases, such as the
G- 1, the principal staff officer was normally located in the corps rear. In others,
such as the G- 3, the principal staff officer was normally located in the corps
main command post or even in the tactical or forward command post. Obviously designed for the conventional, high intensity battlefield, the corps real'
command post was a very large headquarters. Despite that, when other types of
missions had become common, the V Corps staff in 1996 still drew the conclusion that, while the rear was structured for co nventional operations, it was still
adaptable for contingency missions. IS
TI,e organization was not particularly flexible, though there were various
attempts to use it for purposes other than commanding a high intensity battle.
At one point, for example, corps leaders discussed the possibility of having the
corps main command post assume comma nd and control of the National Support Element for Operation JOINT FORGE in Taszar, Hungary, to be fo llowed
three months later by the corps rear command post. 16 Considering both command posts, the staff concl uded that the structure would have to be made significantly sma ller, though they would have to maintain force protection levels;
that external augmentation had to be minimized; that host nation support relationships would have to be maintained; and that the co mmand posts would
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have to be restructured to give them the ability to adapt their organization to
changing circumstances. In other words. an "echeloned-down" staff would man
the forward headquarters in Taszar with the fl exibility to expand to meet surge
requirements. while the full co rps staff continued to operate in Germany and
offer augmentation and other support as required."
In practice. the V Corps rear command post was collocated with the headquarters of the 3d Corps Support Command and was run by that headquarters'
special troops battalion. But the rea r co mmand post's immobility was a continuing concern to successive corps co mmanders. especially Generals Maddox
and Rutherford. During one of the weekly Ops-Intel briefin gs in early 1990.
Maddox open ly worried about how to save the assets located in the corps rear
command post in the event of an attack across the intra-German border that
required V Corps to fall back toward the Rhine. Rutherford. relieved of those
concerns after the collapse of the Warsaw Pact. still pondered the survivability
of the rear com mand post in mobile or contingency operations. later referring
to the rear as a "lucrative targef' 18 By 1993 the corps rear. exclusive of the 3d
Corps Support Co mma nd. usually numbered around 150 to 200 soldiers when
operating. The support command contingent more than doubled the size of the
command post.
Physica l security of the command posts was another difficult issue. because neither the V Corps Special Troops Battalion nor the 3d Corps Support
Command Special Troops Battalion had enough soldiers to fulfill all of the requirements. Units of the 7th Army Reserve Command. with headquarters in
Schwetzingen. near Heidelberg. fill ed that gap during wartime operations by
organizing security companies for that purpose. The 280th Rear Area Support
Co mmand. a security unit organi zed along infantry lines. habitually deployed
with the corps headquarters to handle force protection operations for the corps
rear command post. The 317th Rear Area Support Command did the same.
normally for the 3d Co rps Support Command. Likewise. the 309th Rear Area
Support Co mmand normally deployed with the 16th Corps Support Group;
the 345th Rear Area Support Command normally deployed with the 7th Corps
Support Group; and the 316th Rear Area Support Command. which had no habitual relationship. usually deployed to support a corps support group from the
Army Reserve. when one was assigned to the 3d Corps Support Command."
Those soldiers naturally added to the housekeeping and life support requirements of the headquarters elements they protected.
A consequence of the corps commanders' concerns about the rear command post was that successive deputy chiefs of staff began to investigate the
possibility of mak ing the rear either smaller. or more mobile. or both. That effort
was spurred on by the development of the co ncept of the advanced support echelon (ASE)." In such a scheme. both the ma in and rea r command posts needed
to be able to displace forward behind the advance. The advanced support echelon concept called for the corps deputy commanding genera l to supervise that
advance. which naturally left the rea r command post without its senior officer.
an issue that the corps never satisfactorily resolved before progressing beyo nd
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The "lucrative tal-get": the V COIPS I'ear comrnand post

the ASE co ncept.2l Once the corps began to receive contingency missions and
to think in terms of out of sector operations, co nsiderations of how to get the
corps to the place where it would have to fight, and how to emplace the com mand posts to run such fights, received additional stress."
The corps enjoyed little success, however, either in enhancing the mobil ity of the rear comma nd post or in decreasing its size." One consequence of
the European drawdown was a deliberate effort to turn in vehicles that were
excess to authorization documents, as well as to bring about decreases to those
same authorizations as the overall size of the corps decreased. At the same time,
headquarters strength decreased, reflecting the decrease in overall manning
levels after the end of the Cold War. Already lacking enough soldiers to operate
and displace corps command posts during the days of peak manning, the corps'
capability to do both things did not improve during the precipitous decrease in
European troop levels between 1992 and 1995."

Maddox and the "Four Horsemen"
Upon assuming corps command in 1990, General Maddox preferred to
run the corps fight from as far forward as possible and generally split his time
between a forward, mobile command post, which came to be known as the
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"command operating element;' and the corps tactical command post. Maddox's
view was that the tactical command post ran the current, close battle, while the
main command post monitored all corps operations and planned for operations
seventy-two to ninety-six hours ahead. The very mobile command operating
element did not duplicate or replace any of those functions, but served as a platfo rm from which Maddox could receive information and issue instructions."
His style of command emerged from a series of com mand post developments
and from his concept of placing experts in each battlefi eld operating system at
each of the several corps command posts.
Maddox entertained a deep interest in the organization and operation of
command posts . Early in his command he tested the Army's Standardized, In tegrated Command Post System (SICpS) in the 3d Battalion, 5th Cavalry.'" That
concept aimed at standardizing the command post structure and equipment
of combat battalions, which at that time varied widely, and particularly as they
existed in various theaters. He drew the conclusion that, while a good concept,
SICPS needed more modern equipment to function efficiently. The old 4.2-kW
generator, for example, didn't produce enough power to run the computer-driven maneuver co ntrol system and other new equipment. Maddox continued to
work on the organization of maneuver battalion command posts, though he did
not pursue the problem of how to organize combat support or combat service
support co mmand posts. [n general, he believed that the corps tactical command post ought to be identical in appearance, fun ction, and equipment to a
division main command post, while the division tactical command post ought
to be identical to a brigade main command post. He wanted to make certain
that a stair-stepping of command posts existed so that the transition from one
level of co mmand to another by staff personnel would be easy to accomplish."
U.S . Army Training and Doctrine Command's Functional Command Post
study ofl991 identified the functions a corps needed to accomplish, and at what
level of detail, in each of its command posts and in the division and brigade
command posts. 28 Maddox took the process one step further during his evaluation of SICPS, identifying not just the functions, but also exactly what equipment was to be used and how it was to be arra nged within all command posts.
Further to develop the enormous, and obvious, advantages of such a co ncept,
Maddox directed his staff to work out in detail the duties and job descriptions
of every member of command post staffs, so that they would be the same from
battalion to battalion. By the time the corps staff had implemented Maddox's
instructions, V Corps had not just standardized command post functions, but
also had a sta ndardized command post layout."
Despite Maddox's focus on maneuver units, the divisions carried the standardization process still furth er, occasio nally in the face of rooted obj ections
from their staffs. Brig. Gen. Larry Lust, comm ander of 3d Co rps Support Co mmand, remarked that he had been obliged to apply the standardized command
post concept to his tactical operations center when he was commanding the 3d
Infantry Division Support Co mmand. He recalled that his reaction at the time
was "[ ca n't believe we have to do this:' After the first command post exercise,
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and after having experienced the much improved staff efficiency and coordination that attended the reorganization, Lust had a different reaction: "I can't
believe we haven't done this before:'JO
Maddox concluded that some new equipment was needed to enable him
to command the corps as effectively as he wished, and that co nclusion led to
the development of the corps operations element, at first known as the corps
command group vehicle. W hen Maddox briefed the USAREUR co mmander,
General Crosbie Saint, on the outcome of the functional command post test
in January 1991, he outlined the requirement for the additional mobile command post. Doubtless seeing in the idea a way to enhance his co ncept of the
capable corps, Sa int readily agreed. Future Battle Labs at Fort Leavenworth,
asked to produce a suitable piece of equipment, estimated ten months' production lead time. Maddox, predictably, rejected such delays and decided to build
an in-house version from equ ipment already belonging to the corps. Considering the amount of money that was to be put into the effort, he thought it might
be better to test the concept quickly and use the corps-constructed vehicle as a
prototype for the contractor-produced version' !
The concept naturally became better articu lated in the process of deciding
what equipment would be needed and how it should be arranged in the vehicle.
Originally conceived as a vehicle from which the corps com mander could issue
orders, other functions began to emerge. It cou ld also house small planning
sessions involving division commanders, the cavalry regiment commander,
and commanders of other major subordinate units or become the corps commander's principal means of visiting subordinate headquarters forward of the
corps main command post. Sensitive to the d isruption that could be caused in
subordinate tactical operations centers by the arrival of the corps commander,
or by using that unit's tactical operations center as a venue for the corps commander and his subordinate co mmanders to discuss the cu rrent battle, Maddox
sought alternatives. Bringing those commanders back to the co rps main command post for discussions or briefings was equally undesirable, particularly in
a fast-evolving tactical situation . Using the corps command group vehicle, the
corps commander could instead go to them. The communications equipment in
the truck-mounted command post enabled him not to burden the division main
command post with his signal requirements and to stay in touch with the corps
tactical and corps main command posts .
Maddox considered that the new mobile command post would also be an
excellent place to hold briefings. AntiCipating the requirement for rapid regional response operations, where the corps might have to put an air-transportable
comm and post in a crisis area very quickly, he believed that his mobile command
post could solve many of the deployabili ty problems that might arise. Finally, he
thought that the vehicle would be usefu l in a multinational corps setting as a
place to meet with German and other national staffs to coordinate operational
and tactical issues with an adjacent corps of a different nationality."
Another unique characteristic of V Corps command post organization under Maddox was the "Deep Division;' a concept that evolved between June and
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August 1991. The deep division, led by the co mmanding general of V Corps
Artillery, encompassed all operations in the area from the division fire support
coordination line, notionally about thirty kilometers in front of the corps' lead
elements, out to the theater-established Reconnaissance and Interdiction Phase
Line. In all, the area of operations encompassed a box on the map the width of
the corps area and from forty to seventy kilometers deep. The V Corps Artillery
commander managed the deep battle within that area, coordinating the fires of
the artillery, army aviation, and U.S. Air Force tactical air support."
As V Corps went through its Battle Command Training Program evaluations in 1991, it became clear that the command post concepts used in Germany were unique in the Army. The V Corps main command post was significa ntly different from the main command post as configured in XVlII Airborne
Corps, I Corps, and 1II Corps back in the United States. None of the other corps
headquarters, furthermore, had a mobile command post resembling the corps
command group vehicle. One consequence was that the corps commander's
mobile command post as used in V Corps became institutionalized in Army
doctrina l publications as the Co mmand Operations Element (CaE). A new field
manual on corps operations defined the CaE not in terms of a speci fic piece of
equipment, but in terms of functions best expressed by Maddox's co ncept of the
"Four Horsen1en:'3"
Maddox preferred to manage the battle in terms of battlefi eld operating
systems, rather than in terms of traditional "G" funct ional staff responsibilities. Dividing the responsibilities among members of the corps principal staff,
Maddox selected the G-3 to serve as the maneuver horseman, the G- 2 for the
intelligence horseman, the V Corps Artillery commander to be the fire support
horseman, and the com mander of the 3d Corps Support Command as the logistics horseman. Those staff officers and commanders, among them, controlled
the seven battlefield operating systems and interacted with each other and with
the corps commander to direct operations.
When the corps commander was in the corps main co mmand post and all
four horseme n were there, they could together do whatever needed to be done
to manage the battle. Maddox recognized, however, that he was often not in the
mai n CP, and that it was also extremely rare for all four of the officers designated
as horsemen to be there at the same time. Some, in fact, were rarely there at
all. Th erefore, he concluded that each horsema n needed a hand-selected representative to look after those functional responsibilities in the absence of the
principal. In fact, three sets of seco nd-tier horsemen were needed: one in the
CG's mobile command post and a day shift and a night shift tea m for the corps
main cOInmand post.

In the mobile command post, the command operating element, Maddox
used his "Law Firm" as the re presentatives of his four horsemen. The so-called
"Law Firm;' a special staff group of majors who were graduates of the School of
Advanced Military Studies,35 had originally worked in the corps main command
post, and thus replacements for them had to be found. In any case, the "Law
Firm" was not an authorized part of the corps staff, but an ad hoc grouping that
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the corps commander also used in garrison to work out close-hold issues such
as t he European drawdown of forces . Detailing them from the staff sections left
gaps in the general staff that co uld not be fill ed under the officer distribution
plan current at the time. Complicating the problem was the fact that the two
teams of second-tier horsemen needed on a 24-hour basis in the corps main CP
had also to be drawn from the staff and necessarily were the best staff offi cers
available.
Exceptional qualificatio ns were essential for offi cers detailed as horse men,
because they had to know ever ything about the status of their respective functio ns and be able to prov ide direct info rmation to the co rps comm ander o r
chief of staff about those fun ctions, make so und recommendations for decisions, and then implement those decisions, directing instructions to the approp riate staff and commanders for execution. Maddox saw the horsemen as
the nerve cell of the co mmand post, where all of the fun ctions and operating
systems came together. The knowledge base required of the four second-tier
horsemen was extensive, necessitating the use of his "first team" of yo unger
officers. They needed continually to be war gaming th e various crisis possibil ities and making certain that the G- 2, G- 3, deep battle cell, and corps rear
comm and post we re working o n th e proper time lines to make possible th e
exec ution of a decision when it was ordered.
In esse nce, the conce pt of the Four Horse men was yet another way to enhance communications within the staff so that the corps commander could be
properly informed, regardless of whether the staff principal was available or
not, and so that th e right members of th e staff and proper commanders would
rece ive direction and orders when th ey needed them. Since the close battle
was, in Maddox's view, the res ponsibility of the corps tactical command post,
the horsemen dealing with close battle issues in the corps main command
post would be talking principally to the tacti cal co mmand post or the G-3
operations cell, not to units. The intelligence fun ction, principally managed
fro m the main command post anyway, would normally remain under the di rect co ntrol of the intellige nce ho rseman, rather than his surrogate, since the
G- 2 was most often in the main co mmand post. Similarly, the corps support
com mand (COSCOM) co mmander was stationed at the rear command post,
where all combat service support horseman functions were supervised. The
fire support horseman, the V Corps Artillery commander, remained in th e
dee p battle cell and had to rely on his second-tier horseman for up- to-date
info rmation from the main comm and post. Simply, Maddox saw the concept
as a way to synchronize the corps battle and keep the corps main command
post occupied with its proper task of synchronizing the deep and rear battles,
while planning for future operations.
Practically speaking, the second-tier horsemen worked together under
the directio n of the co rps chief of staff in a synchroni zation cell in the corps
main command post. The principal tool the cell used was the synchronizatio n matrix, a carefully thought-out time line that showed the ac tions of the
various battlefi eld operating systems with respect to the mi ssion . Maddox did
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not believe that any operations plan was complete witho ut a synchronization
matrix, which the staff developed during the process of war gaming the forthcoming fight. He did not consider that the time lines would ever be absolutely
right, but believed the synchroni zation matrix wo uld have considered the
important contingencies and developed the sequence of events necessa ry to
handle them. The synchronization matrix was an important aid for the chief
of staff and second- tier horsemen in understanding the corps commander's
intent and enabled them to make appropriate decisions in his absence.
Two things bedeviled Maddox's con cept of th e Four Horse men. The fi rst
was that there were not enough highly qualified field grade officers assigned
to th e co rps to make the conce pt work properly. The seco nd was adequate
co mmunication among the Four Horsemen. If Maddox and his four principal
horsemen could have communicated directly, so me of those unfillable personnel requirements would have vanished. Th e only way to do that at the time,
however, was by using telephones. "I am not opposed to conference telephone
calls;' he said, "but 1 haven't seen them work yet, under stress, at a time of cri sis:' That was a technical issue that the corps would not resolve for a number
of years, until reliable videoconferencing equipment beca me available.36

Dragon Hamm er
Shortly after Maddox relinquished command to General Rutherford, the
co rps had an opportunity to test some of its new command post concepts. In
the ea rly spring of 1992 USAREUR determined that V Corps would provide
the opposing force for a NATO exercise to be known as Dragon Hammer '92,
scheduled to be held in Sardinia in the course of the summer. TIle opposing
force headquarters was a joint task force, with Rutherford in command. TIle V
Corps had to organize and field the headquarters and then orga nize the Army
component of that task force, deploy it, and command it during Dragon Hammer. TIle Army component co nsisted of a brigade headquarters, a battalion
headquarters with several lin e companies, and an appropriate combat service
support slice. Not all of those elements cam e from V Corps, but the corps
participation was nonetheless substantia!.
TIle background to Dragon Hammer reached back to October 1990, when
USAREUR directed V Corps to provide, on order, the personnel and equipment for a United States joint task force headquarters." ln August 1992 USAREUR further directed the corps to be prepared to provide th e commander for
a United States joint task force and the commander and staff for a United
States Army Force op erating under joint task force contro!." As first response,
V Corps began to develop a forw ard comm and post to ser ve as the initial
element of an Army- led joint task force. The process of developing Ge neral
Maddox's command operating element played a part, but the requirement to
command other than Army forces and incorporate other services into the staff
made the corps forward command post a larger and more complex organizatio n of which the co mmand operating element form ed a useful part.
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The forward co mmand post developed between 1990 and 1993 was intended for contingency operations that required deployment outside of NATO's
Central Region. The command post was initially to be the advance element that
could pull the rest of the corps into a theater and could serve either as part of a
joint task force or as the corps headquarters. It was structured to have a planning capability and a limited capability to conduct combat operations. To put
all of that together, the corps used a building block approach, with the initial
elements being deployable by means of C- 130 aircraft. The corps developed
a battle roster for the command post to ensure quick mobilization and packaged sufficient supplies and equipment for independent operations for up to
fourteen days. When serving as an advance party, the forward command post
deployed by air in advance of the joint task force headquarters, where the corps
was to serve as the heart of the joint task force . (Chart 3) When used as an assault command post, the forward command post was to command all arriving
forces until the V Corps tactical and main command posts arrived. (Chart 4) [n
both cases, the forward command post was supported by a real' command post
that did not deploy."
[n either capacity, the forward command post "pulled" the rest of the joint
task force or the corps headquarters into the theater of operations. Upon arrival, the staff set up command and control linkages and conducted reconnaissance for other needed command and co ntrol sites. The corps political advisor
became a key player during that process, establishing the initial liaison with the
host nation and working with the U.S. Embassy country team. The command
post began by supervising port opening operations and airfield operations, as
needed, and then controlled the deployment and handled the reception of fo llow-on forces. The staff was sufficiently large to deal with any contracting with
local authorities that was necessary and had a legal team to help establish a status of forces agreement and set appropriate rules of engagement. The plans staff
was relatively large, giving the command post an excellent planning capability,
but it had only a limited ability to command combat operations.
Conceptually, the forward command post arrived in the theater of operations at D+3 when deploying as a joint task force headquarters, with the intention of accepting a joint task force forward headquarters on D+8 and a joint task
force main headquarters on D+20. When deploying as a corps "assault command post;' the forward command post arrived in theater on D+5 and accepted
the arrival of the corps main command post on D+ 14. At that point, the forward
command post would temporarily act as the corps tactical command post. On
D+30 the corps tactical and rear command posts would arrive in theater, and
the forward command post would be reabsorbed into the corps command post
organization.
The forward command post was small to fulfi ll either function, 117 soldiers
when designated a joint task force headquarters and 120 so ldiers when used
as a corps assault command post. The equipment list, with the exception of
the radios, tactical satellite equipment, and other communications gear, was
similarly small. Ten military policemen with three light tactical trucks provided
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local security, while eleven other soldiers provided billeting, food, and administrative support using two five -ton trucks, a fuel pod, and a water trailer.
Living quarters consisted of five tents, and the staff needed only six general
purpose medium tents from which to operate. TI,e total airlift liability was
eleven C- 130 loads, which could be reduced to seven loads if the theater
could already provide basic amenities and physical security for the co mmand
po st. Aside from the intended test in Exercise Dragon Hammel' in Sardinia,
the corps planned to update the forward command post battl e rosters quarterly, to set up the command post twice a year to check equipment and keep
soldiers trained, and to exercise the concept annua lly.
During Exercise Dragon Hammel' '92 the corps took a hard look at the
problems involved in deploying the corps outside of Germany, as well as the
difficulty in erecting the framework of a joint task force headquarters. Rutherford seized the opportunity presented by his opposing force mission to practi ce the kinds of deployment that he believed would characterize V Corps
operations in the future. The Sa rdinia site obviously meant a long-d istance deployment, port and arrival airfield operations, creation of a logistical sustainment base, and deliver y of logistical support from the corps rear, but it was
also, in the operationa l jargon of 1994, an "asymmetrical mission" in terms
of the forces committed. TI,at is, the joint task force commanded both heavy
mechani zed and light infantry forces, the mix determined by the terrain on
which the opposing force had to operate. Among the key problems that surfaced was the question of how much of the "first team;' the staff principals and
the hard core of the plans and battle staffs, could be deployed on an operation
that did not involve the entire corps without diminishing the capab ility of the
remainder of V Corps to take on other missions at the same time:"

Atlantic Resolve
More relevant still was Exercise Atlantic Resolve '94 in October and November 1994. Exercise Atlantic Resolve was the successor to the REFORGER
series and focused attention on regional operations, whereas REFORGER had
focused on battle in NATO's Central Region. By May 1993 practical experience had begun to allow the headquarters to isolate the problems involved
in command and control of out of sector missions. TI,e next step was to have
been REFORGER '93, an exercise that was canceled because of other commitments. REFORGER '93 was to have bee n the first time that V Corps would
have operated as a multinational headquarters, since the Bundeswehr's 5. Panzerdivision was go ing to participate under V Corps operational control.
For Atlantic Resolve '94, V Corps created a joint task force headquarters
involving other armed services and multinational forces and a land co mponent co mmand headquarters that commanded foreign military forc es as well
as U.S. Army units. To do all that, Rutherford had a staff of forty drawn from
his own headquarters, as well as appropriate personnel from the other services . TI,e process bega n in April 1994, when the V Corps staff we nt to Stuttgart
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for a planning exercise intended to produce the orders to create a joint task
force headq uarters and pound out a concept plan for Exercise Atlantic Resolve. Exercise 48 Hours, as European Co mmand called it, produced a joint,
U.S.-only operations plan and the troop list that were later used in Atlantic
Resolve. As planning progressed, it became clear that Rutherford could not
be both joint task force commander and land component commander, so he
delegated the latter task to the co rps deputy commanding general.
Exercise Atlantic Resolve '94 taught the corps staff how to configure staff
and co mmand posts to run joint and combined operations, thereby vali dating the doctrine expressed in Field Manual 100- 15 that assigned creation of
a joint task force headquarters as a corps mission essential task. The forward
command post could, the battle staff discovered, be both planner and executor of missions, largely because the corps general staff structure could eas ily
be turned into a )-staff organization. The key, one of the G-4 planners concluded, was "to use a headquarters like this as a base, so that you don't have
a lot of strangers coming together and trying to invent processes and procedures:'''1
By the time deteriorating conditions in Yugoslavia made American in volvement there a possibility, the corps staff had a reasonable idea of how it
would structure command posts for a variety of possibl e operations in the
Balkans, or indeed elsewhere in the United States European Command area of
responsibility. Recent exerc ises had suggested plausible techniques for turn ing the corps staff into a joint headquarters staff, as well as providing so me
experience in working with the other services and learn ing their staff tech niques. The next matter was to deal with the problem of organiz ing and deploying such a command post quickly.

From the Forward CP to the "Tac Plus"
In 1992 V Corps was still what its special troops battalion commander,
Lt. Col. Gary Heuser, called "adm inistratively immature" for regional operations. Throughout that year Heuser tried to assemble a set of equipment for a
regional command post; convince the staff sections to assign specific sold iers
to the mission, thereby creating a battle roster; and then move the equipment
out of the battalion motor pool and into a war reserve storage site. Limitations on the quantity of equipment the corps was permitted to own made
that an impossibility, however, and other solutions to the problem had to be
exp lored."
Having tested the idea of using the corps comma nd post as the basis for
a joint headquarters in recent exercises, the staff reflected on both the acc umulated experience of the preceding three years and the decisive political
changes that made it all but certain that the future corps mi ssion lay in joint
or combined deployments out of NATO's Central Region . The battle staff in
1993 thus proposed restructuring the corps tactical command post to accommodate the changed situation, thus creating yet another command post struc-
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ture. TI1e resulting ''Tac Plus" command post concept sought to combine rapid
deployability and limited self-sustainability with the ability to provide a sturdy
and flexible command structure for joint task forces .
TI1e mission for the Tac Plus command post was to deploy a corps command
and control element that could serve as a combined joint task force headquarters
somewhere other than NATO's Central Region and that was capable of controlling one division and elements of V Corps brigades in mid-intensity or low-intensity warfare. TI1e first thought had been to use the command operations element
that General Maddox had devised, augmented by security forces and additional
communications, but the G- 3 planners who had worked with the commander's
mobile command post immediately recognized that it would be far too small
for the mission that the corps commander envisioned. Nonetheless, the vehicles
used in the command operating element were obvious candidates to become part
of the Tac Plus command post because they incorporated much of the required
command, control, and communications equipment in a highly mobile package.
Unfortunately, simply deploying the corps tactical command post was also
not an adequate answer to the problem. In addition, the existing corps tactical
command post was too small and too light to replicate the functions of the main
command post. Furthermore, it was not logistically sustainable for more than
brief periods of time. Critically, the tactical command post had insufficient staff
to manage all the battlefield operating systems adequately for the size force expected to fall under command of the Tac Plus. Using the corps main command
post was also out of the question. While the main command post had full battle
staff representation and could therefore manage all of the battlefield operating
systems adequately, and while it was logistically sustainable for long periods of
time, the main CP was unfortunately also too big. It required too many aircraft
for deployment and was not rapidly deployable in any case. Planners therefore
we re driven to a compromise solution.
By October 1993 the staff had developed the concept of the Tac Plus command post and made it available as an alternative for deployment. BaSically an
augmented corps tactical command post, it was heavier than the tactical command post, able to conduct the full range of corps operations in anything up to
a mid-intensity conflict, but much lighter than the corps main command post. It
could be rapidly deployed from Germany by air, sealift, or rail. Its staff was large
enough to manage all of the battlefield operating systems, and the structure allowed enough equipment and supplies to be self-sustainable for 120 days. Initial
planning envisioned a division (minus) deploying on C- Day," with the Tac Plus
beginning its move on C+3 and full y operational with all of its augmentations not
later than C+60. Between C+60 and C+ 120 the corps main command post could,
if required, be sent to take over the mission, along with additional deployments
of corps troops and maneuver units. TI1e entire concept involved a building block
approach that deployed successive elements of corps command posts as required
over time, providing the added capabilities in the interval during which the preceding command post element retained the ability to sustain itself and manage
the battle.
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Under the new concept, the tactical command post was the first echelon of
deployment. Consisting of 16 wheeled vehicles, 4 tracked vehicles, 18 trailers,
and 53 troops, the tactical com mand post could be airlifte d quickly and with few
aircraft. The in tended fl ow into combat operations began with two command
vehicles, the fire support element, and a G- 3 M557 vehicle. The next priority
was the engineer element (also an M557), the air liaison element, and one vehicle
each from the G- 2 and G- 3. The third lift comprised the G-2 M557, an engineer
vehicle, and one vehicle each from the G- 2 and G-3. TI,e fourth lift was the fire
support element M557, the air liaison element vehicle, the fire support element
vehicle, and a G- 6 vehicle. The last would be two five-ton trucks carrying G- 3
equi pment, the aviation element vehicle, and the air defense element vehicle.
The "Plus" part of the command post began deployment immediately after
the tactical command post de parted and comprised an aviation platoon, consisting of three helicopters and associated equipment; a military police platoon, a
signal platoon, required elements of the special troops battalion, the G- l, the adjutant general, the chemical section, and G- 4 elements; remaining G-6 and fire
support element vehicles; one vehicle each fo r the public affairs officel; the provost marshal, the surgeon, and the chaplain; and the corps command vehicle. TI,e
total Tac Plus command post consisted of252 soldiers. (Table 2) Once deployed,
the staff envisioned a standard layout that separated the corps tactical command
post and the Tac Plus supplement. TI,e tactical command post was an integral
part of the Tac Plus design but retained the ability to operate independently, if required. TI,e Tac Plus supplement maintained a separate enclosure for the secure,
compartmented, information faci lity belonging to the G-2 and added multiple
means of communication, including multichannel tactical satelli te devices, mobile subscriber equipment, AM and FM radios, and secure te lephone.~1
Part of the urgency to develop the Tac Plus command post concept came
from the fact that V Corps in late 1993 began moving its headquarters from the I.
G. Farben Building in Frankfurt am Main to Campbell Barracks in Heidelberg:15
During the process much of the staff was regularly commuting from Heidelberg
to Frankfurt or from Frankfurt to Heidelberg, with the headquarters split between the two cities for almost a yea r. TI,e corps commander needed to have a
readily deployable command post, fully battle-rostered, while the corps headquarters was disru pted by the move. Later, the Tac Plus command post concept
made it very easy for the corps to respond to U.S. Euro pean Command when that
headquarters in 1994 asked each of the service components in Europe to provide
an outline of a joint task force headquarters organi zation for a forthcoming di rec tive:16

Reorganizing the CoIpS Rear
W hile the corps commander focused on the forward command post, Maj.
Gen. Henry Kievenaar (V Corps deputy commanding general), Col. Dan Ferezan (corps deputy chief of staff and chief of staff, co rps rear):" and Brig. Gen.
Charles Ca nnon (commanding general of 3d Corps Support Command) inves-
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tigated ways to make the corps rear function more effiCiently. Corps tactical
command posts were already organized in tactical units acco rding to the Stan dard, Integrated Command Post System model, but that tactical model was not
appropriate for support organizations such as the corps rear command post.
Seeking to reduce manpower requirements and the amount of sequential paper passing that went on in the rear command post, V Corps experimented
with collocating corps staff and corps support command (COSCOM) staff elements that had a common function:" But the proposed collocation of corps and
COSCOM staffs produced no real personnel savings, in view of the fact that
COSCOM was authorized a peacetime staffing of around half of its required
personnel and therefore had difficulty meeting its staffing requirements. Remaining staff positions had been allocated to the Army Reserve in an attempt
to decrease manning levels in Europe and to decrease costs. In an emergency,
Department of the Army had the authority to order the reserve augmentation
of the corps support command, stationed in the mid-west, to active duty:'9 By
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The I. G. Farben Building, later renamed the C. W. Abrams Building

the time the headquarters had evaluated the accumulated experience of five
years of deployments to the Balka ns, it was clear that the cor ps rear command
post needed to be reduced in size and, more important, to have much reduced
transportation requirements to suit it to the short-notice, di stant missions that
were becoming common for the corps. Revisiting the issues considered in 1994,
the corps began a restructuring of the rear co mmand post to make it lighter
and more easily deployable, putting it into tents around whi ch the customary
separate brigade command posts could be satellited.
In 1999 Brig. Gen. Lloyd Waterman, commanding 3d Corps Support
Co mmand, observed that the corps rear command post had always been run
by what he characterized as "a pick-up tea m" composed of soldiers from the
COSCOM, the corps headquarters, the supporting reserve units in Germany,
and the COSCOM's reserve augmentation from the United States. Those bits
and pieces did not habitually train or operate together to provide a stronger rear
command post operation, a permanent staff needed to be drawn from the corps
main command post and the support command and needed to train together
on a regular basis. His model was the rear command post of a division, where
th e assistant division commander charged with handling support located a por-
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tion of the division rear command post with the division support command
headquarters, an idea that had proved successful. With some resulting redundancy, personnel economies could be realized by, for example, collocating the
materiel management center and the movement control battalion.
In Waterman's view, the corps support command and the corps rear command post should remain collocated but not integrated, operating from expando vans or tents. In its current configuration, the co mmand post, with the
materiel management center and movement control center incorporated into
it, operated from 130 tents. Waterman characterized the corps rear as moveable, with difficulty, but not mobile. Within the organization, however, he had
rehearsed and equipped his own "jump" command post cell of about fifty soldiers, under the deputy commander of the corps support command, which
could move quickly- within two or three hours- and become operational. It
still made use of ex pando vans, however, and was therefore not deployable in
C- 130 aircraft. 50
Further refinement of the concept ensued while Lt. Gen . James c. Riley
commanded V Corps" and Brig. Gen. Robert T. Dail commanded the 3d Corps
Support Command. Dail proceeded from Waterman's jump command post to
a rear assault command post to supplement the corps assault command post.
Dail's version was very lean-twenty-four soldiers, seven light tactical trucks,
and appropriate tents and equipment, all capable of being carried by one C- 17
ai rcraft. He assumed that the entire command post of his organization would
not be deployed except in a major theater of war, and perhaps not then, and thus
sought only to provide the COSCOM's core competencies, sustainment and
movement control, to the corps assault command post. The 3d Corps Support
Command tried the new concept during Exercise Victory Strike II in Poland in
October 2001 and found various ways to improve the organization and fun ctioning of what became, in effect, the first slice of a corps rear command post
deployment. The new COSCOM assault command post offered an incremental
approach to deployment and the ability to stop with the very least footprint and
while maintaining the ability to call for additional support from their home stations in Germany.
Proceeding from that concept, both the corps support command com mander and the deputy corps commander investigated ways to integrate the
corps rear command post with the COSCOM assault command post by adding
additional funct ions as required by the mission. According to the initial concept, the corps deputy commander looked after such issues as force protection,
general rear area security, and terrain management-allocating real estate to
the various units under corps command- while the comma nder of the corps
support command concerned himself with sustainment and movement co ntrol.
The size of such an integrated corps rear command post would depend upon
mission requirements and constraints, and the integrated CP would be able to
handle such thi ngs as RSOI (Reception, Staging, Onward Movement, and Integration of perso nnel)," initial planning, redeployment planning, redeployment
command and control, and the classic rear command post fun ctions"
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Obviously a good idea, integration of the rear command post was planned
to be accomplished by the time of, or just after, the next Battle Command Training Program Warfighter exercise. By late 1999, however, General Riley decided
to go ahead immediately with an integration of the corps rear command post
and the corps support command assault command post, closely fo llowing the
ideas the two staffs had elaborated over the preceding several years. The two
command posts collocated staff elements by cell, the better to pool essential
expertise, while recognizing that some functions of the two headquarters needed to remain separate. The physical layout was smaller and much more mobile, though it involved fewer vehicles. The corps had already made the rear
co mmand post smaller and lighter by eliminating a number of vans, including
sleeper vans. Placing the command post in modular, SICPS-based tents continued the process and helped make the command post more deployable. Keeping up with the reduced structure of the corps strike command post, the corps
support command was now prepared to deploy a modular rear command post
that could become a logistical base, using no more than seventy soldiers, some
thirty-two from the corps rear and the remainder from the 3d Co rps Support
Co mmand.'"

The Application of Ne w Technology
By the middle of 1995 the corps had access to new technology that made it
possible to reali ze General Maddox's concept of the Four Horsemen, but within
the person nel constraints imposed on the post-Cold War army. As early as 1992
the corps had experimented with using a telefax system capable of transmitting
map overlays, an important adjunct to the maneuver control system fi elded in
1990 and 1991. A second innovation that vastly speeded the processing of staff
actions in dispersed command posts was the installation of video teleconfe rencing (VTC) equipment. At first cumbersome and plagued with "bugs" that
had to be worked out, VTC soon became an indispensable tool that the corps
com mander and his staff used to great effect both in exercises and later in actual
operation s.

Teleconferencing allowed all of the command post staffs to be a party to ongo ing discussions in the main command post and to begin staff actions or begin to answer questions before being form ally asked. Th e first generatio n VTC
equipment was not ver y mobile, but it clea rly demonstrated that, once the staff
became accustomed to it, VTC cou ld yield a vast increase in efficiency. The first
hurdle to overco me was the emotional self-consciousness of the video environme nt. Early staff coordination using the device tended to be extremely stilted.
Such reticence disappeared after the staffs used VTC for a while and the various corps command posts became thoroughly accustomed to the fact that their
discussions were being broadcast over the network.
Of more consequence was a tendency in the command posts to allow everything to be reduced to oral decisio n-making. Action officers had already complained of the corps' tendency to "do staff work by Power Point slide;' without
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generating the associated staff studies to back up the data, the resulting decision
papers to record the courses of action chosen, and the action memoranda to
ass ign responsibilities. That process only accelerated with the advent of videoconferencing, and the staff experienced problems, particularly when the pace
of actual operations quickened, in recovering the rationale for decisions or the
alternative courses of action considered and discarded. Eve n with those limitations, however, VTC proved to be the most important single tool in enabling
the various corps command posts to work smoothly and efficiently together5S

Corps Command Posts for fa int and Combined Operations
As actual deployments showed, the corps would itself rarely command deployed troops, but instead it habitually acted as a "force provider;' a task previously more characteristic of a major command or a field army. Co nventional
wisdom held that future corps operations would have more in common with
limited, battalion-size deployments than with the long-defunct General Defense Plan, and no one in V Corps saw any reason to dispute that surmise. According to that view, the corps headquarters was in the future unlikely to command its own divisions in any traditional way, but was quite likely to dispatch
task forces for operations elsewhere, perhaps under the comma nd of an ad hoc
headquarters co nstituted out of V Corps assets, and most likely as a joint task
force headquarters.
Formation of a joint task force thus became a corps mission essential task,
as exercised in Dragon Hammer '92 and Atlantic Resolve '94. 56 The joint task
force organization that V Corps evolved during those exercises had already
bee n incorporated as an annex in the relevant European Command directives,
along with similar joint task force organizatio ns from the U.S. Navy and U.S.
Air Forces in Europe, so that European Command could call on any service to
create a task force headquarters when required. Presumably, European Command would select the V Corps joint task force when the mission would be predominatelya land operation.57 The corps staff organ ization offered exceptional
capabil ities for detailed and accurate operational planning, logistics planning,
and personnel plan ning. In fact, the corps was better suited than USAREUR
for the purpose, as Lt. Col. Dan Sulka, the V Co rps G- 4 plans officer in 1995,
explained:
... we are the on ly organ izat ion outside of EUCOM that has the organ ization and
processes to do deliberate war crisis plann ing. both in the Army sense and even in

the joi nt sense. USAREUR staff has plans cells to do that, but they don't have a BCT Pty pe [Battle Com mand Training Program] program, or the battle staff system that
we have here at Corps to be able to Pllt together a rea lly multiple-BaS [Battlefield
Operating System], whole integrated plan . It takes them a lot more effort to do that
than it requires fro m us. They are tor n because they have to act in the ir Army Title 10
position, and yet we are at the point where we can do some execution planning at the
tactica l and operational levels of wa r.58
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1h e battle staff was the cr ucial difference that gave the corps headquarters
operational vision and perspective, the depth in personnel to operate around
the clock, the right talents and levels of experience to do the planning and execution at the appropriate level of sophistication, and the abi lity to connect the
operational to the strategic level of war. 1hose capabilities were not found in a
division headquarters, at U.S. Southern European Task Force headquarters, or
in any ad hoc organization. The series of joint task force exercises, starting with
Dragon Hammer '92, that General George Joulwan ran while he was Supreme
Allied Commander, reinforced the concept of a battle-rostered joint task force
staff in each armed service in Europe, where the sa me staff officers from the
various services worked with each other repeatedly.
1he ass umption on the corps staff was that some version of the Tac Plus
command post, manned chiefly by corps staff members and augmented by
members of the other armed services and allied nations, when required, would
at some point be called upon to deploy as a joint task force to carry out a mission directed by European Co mmand. 1hat had not yet happened as 1995 drew
to a close, but the trend of thought in V Corps was that it was wise to maintain
the capability to launch such a command and co ntrol element, based on the
corps tactical command post, on short notice.

One Senior Officer's View of the Issues
Discussing the problem in 1994, then-Brig. Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs,
at the time serving as the V Corps chief of staff, commented on the tendency
toward building ad hoc headquarters for deployed forces. Not strictly relevant
to the issue of the organization of a deployed command post, his remarks did
address the issue of headquarters composition, and specifically the tendency to
create ad hoc command structures. lhe conventional wisdom, he felt, was that
the way to put together a contingency headquarters was to piecemeal bits of the
corps to build something else, and never simply to use a slice of the corps headquarters to do the job. "In other words;' he said, "one doesn't ask for the corps
tactical co mmand post and a coherent part of a division with coherent parts
of t he division slice. Instead, they ask for a team of this and a platoon of that,
and various officers to build a command and control element. It's not clear why
that's the case. But that is how the thing seems to be done:'"
In that context, there seemed to be little use for the corps command group
vehicle and the associated command operations element that the staff had built
wh ile Maddox commanded the corps. "The corps command vehicle without
the individual whose personality demanded the Corps be run that way really
stayed around as a piece of equipment, but not as a functioning entity;' Meigs
noted. The prevailing European Co mmand practice of pulling together an ad
hoc headquarters simply ignored all the work the corps had done to build a rapid-reacting tactical command post, based on light tactical trucks- that is, the
"Tac Plus" command post-in addition to the large, conventional corps command post. That struck Meigs as unfortunate because it was possible for the
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corps to "deploy the advance CP in a contingency and build up to the larger
whole;' de pending on the emerging requirements of the mission. Thoughtfu l
and economical use of the corps headquarters was esse ntial because, as he
pointed out, "we don't have enough people in the Corps headquarters to run
three command posts- a tiny one, a fast-deploying one, and a fu ll o ne:' On the
other hand, the corps could "establish a corps tac in the readily deployable CP
if we had to, quickly, but we were never asked to do that. A lot of the planning
on how to move the Corps in pieces with an advance element, the Tac, and
th en the fu ll Corps headquarters, was never developed because EUCOM's
way of building these things is to take individuals and teams to build a JTF,
rather than letting the Corps become the basis of the JTF:'60
Meigs' preference was to build the joint task force headquarters on the
basis of a slice of the corps headquarters, although he saw the matter as a
question of efficiency, instead of merely one of preference:
It seems to me that the smart thing to do wo uld be to use peo ple who are accustomed
to working with each other and who do it this wayan exercises. De ploy them in ti mes
of c risis or combat the way we train. In tryi ng to do some resea rch on thi s, I fou nd
that there was a decision made some time ago at EUCOM that the best way to build
a JTF was to start with a persona li ty, rather tha n w ith a unit, and bu ild arou nd the

capability that the personali ty brought to the table, from whichever service YOll may
need, and whatever sk ill s he m ight br ing. Yo u may have a cri sis that requires a nava l

av iator as opposed to an A rmy grunt , because he has certain ex pe rience and

bac k~

ground that he br ings to the problem. 61
Bu ilding a headquarters on such a basis would, in his op inio n, obviate many
of the problems in command post compos itio n that he had observed in th e
past. "You get orders coming out telling you that when you deploy to Stuttgart to build the JTF, you should bring a computer with you;' he said, giving
one example. "It would seem to me that, if you had a standing JTF, the equipment set would already be there. Or, if yo u told the corps rapidly to deploy
the HMMWV-based Tac , all the stuff that's there, all the people that work
together, can deploy with all their gear, and it's all an integral whole, and then
the people from oth er services fa ll in on it:'·2

The VictOlY Vanguard Command Post
Spurred on by events, V Corps continued to refine its command posts. By
the end of the 1990s short-notice force proj ec tio n had became in creasingly
important for just about any foreseeable corps mi ssion- conventional operations, deep operation s, or stability operations. The controlling headquarters
for such a force could not be based on heavy, airlift-consuming equipm ent.
As a res ult, V Corps in 1999 and 2000 made significa nt changes in the com positi on of its ma in co mmand post. During contemporary deployments, it
beca me clear that the existing co mmand post structure was not only awkward, but also required an excessive amount of airlift. Too large and with
too many soldiers, the existing corps headquarters could not deploy quickly
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enough to fit the requirements of current, fas t-emerging miss ions, chiefly
because th e corps co uld never co un t on havi ng the airlift priority needed to
move that headquarters. Over a period of several months the corps explored
ways to scale back its co mmand post to integrate functionality and improve
operational capability, while drastica lly reducing the number of so ldiers and
the amount of equipm ent needed to do the job. The immediate goal was to
eliminate redundancy and to assign multiple roles to the staff by applying the
princip le of "reac hback" to the Central Region sanctuary whenever possible.
"Reach back" was an essential part of the deployable co mmand post concept. TI1e reaso n it could operate with fewer so ldiers and less equipment was
that modern communications eq uipm ent enabled the corps to leave much
of the staff behind in Germany, where they provided information, prepared
plans and actions, and arranged various categories of support on the basis
of up-to-the-minute information. TI1at done, those components of the corps
headquarters remaining in Ge rmany managed the delive ry of whatever the
forward headquarters needed. Hence the second half of the rapidly deployable
command post was a thoroughly thought-out emerge ncy action ce nter at the
V Co rps headquarters in Germany.
In November 1999 the corps G- 3 plans section once again began to outline
a co ncept for such a small, rapidly deployable corps co mmand post, but this
time with the specific intention of maki ng it easy to move by air, and specifi cally without using the kind of airplanes under central control for worldwide,
strategic airlift. Lt. Gen. James c. Riley, the corps co mmander beginning in
the middle of November, outlined a series of requirements for what was ini tially known as the TI1 eater Opening Command Post. (Cha rt 5) The foremost
co nsideration was that it had to be light, in comparison to the existing corps
co mmand post configuration that used between 300 and 350 soldiers. To aid
in reducing strategic airlift requirements to a minimum, Riley concluded that
the co mmand post did not have to be mobile. It did require the ability to
perform most normal command post funct ions, however, particularly man agement of the close and deep battles, and it was crucial that th e basic design
be expandable to meet emerging miss ion requirements. TI1 e initial design assumed the use of some kind of tent, rather than hard shelters, for the com mand post, and the minimum number ofvehicles'3
Thro ughout the year the staff made great strides toward reducing C- 17
airli ft requirements by eliminating over-sized equipment, much of which was
replaced with new light tents. Before 1999, V Corps headquarters was 90 percent reliant on C- 17s fo r strategic lift. As restructured, it was mostly deployable by C- 130 aircraft, which meant that the co rps headquarters co uld move
into the theater of operations early to control forc es the European commander
in chief deployed for immediate operations.
Such a light, quickly deployable headquarters had immense utility, as V
Corps determ ined in the course of planning a series of widely differing military and stability support operations. TI1e structure of the command post lent
itself well to building the various types of headquarters demanded by the roles
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the corps had to fu lfill, Appropriately tailored, the corps' deployable headquarters could serve as the corps main command post for the heavy force
battle, the base for a jOint task force or combined jOint task force, the heart
of a joint forces land component command headquarters, the command post
for speciali zed operations such as Task Force Hawk, the command and control element for NATO operations, or the headquarters of a bi-national corps,
Early tests of the concept, when the strike command post and deep opera tions coordination cell were deployed to Poland for Exercise Victory Strike in
2000, were encouraging and led to further refll1ement of the command post
organization,
Through the years between 1990 and 1995 the headquarters followed a
procedure of activating a crisis action team (CAT) whenever necessary to prepare for or to control the deployment of a task force, The CAT activated on
order of the corps commander and normally included the chief of staff, the
principal general staff officers, the adjutant general, the public affairs officer,
the surgeon, the staff judge advocate, the safety officer, and the commander
of the special troops battalion, The team was responsible for monitoring the
development of the situation, assessing the crisis, developing courses of action, and planning and monitoring execution, Because crises varied widely,
the specific composition of the team could be modified to suit the requirements of the situation,'" In the course of 1996 the G- 3 and chief of staff began
to consider ways to make the headquarters more immediately responsive, The
first approximation of a solution was creation of an emergency action center
within the G-3,
The emergency action center (EAC) operated continuously to take action
on all emergency messages; nonnuclear events or incident reports; Conventional Forces, Europe, notifications; Intermed iate Nuclear Force Inspection
notifications; the various automatic digital network messages; and weather
warnings, The EAC served as the corps communications center under the
direction of the G-3, who established its operation as a function of the chief
of G-3 operations , The center was manned around the clock by two emergency action noncommissioned officers who monitored a variety of means of
communication that included two STACC-E65 systems, a desktop interface to
the automatic digital network host (D INAH), two tactical satellite sets, five
STU-III secure telephones, and two secure telefax machines, The duty shift
ran from 0600 to 1800 and from 1800 until 0600, with the off-going shift giving the incoming shift a detailed briefing fifteen minutes prior to shift start.
The G-3 envisioned that the corps field officer of the day would operate from
the EAC,66
The final and logical development came in 1997 and 1998, when the G-3
laid plans to convert the EAC into a corps command center. Reconstruction
of the facility began in 1999, and the command center beca me an integral
part of the staff organization in garrison, formalized by standard operating
procedures (SOP) and a corps training program , As before, the field officer of
the day performed hi s duties from the command center, Brig, Gen, Stephen
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Speakes, chief of staff in 1999, modified the corps battle rhythm to establish
a daily update briefing at 0830, in which the fi eld officer of the day and other
command center personnel as necessary briefed the chief of staff and staff
principals on overn ight developments · '
The practical result of creating the corps command center was that the forward command post, deployed somewhere outside of Germany to control units
that were dealing with the crisis of the moment, could rely on the remainder of
the corps staff for whatever it needed. While it was certain that the technique
of "reachback" would work during peace enforcement or humanitarian relief
operations, lingering doubts remained that the essential co mmunications systems could be relied upon during combat operations, when an enemy could be
expected to attack them with various kinds of electro nic warfare. The test of
that problem lay in an indefinite future.

Conclusions About New Concepts
In some ways, all of the innovations in corps com mand post structure and
operation over the decade between 1990 and 2000 were a reaction to a confin ing, Cold War model of command post organization. According to that argument, the formal corps command post structure of tactical, main, and rear
com mand posts was purely a Co ld War legacy and functioned well only when
considered as a part of the general defense plan mission. In short, it was an archaic structure. Certainly, the traditional model did not well serve the requirements of peace enforcement missions or contingency operatio ns on the low
end of the spectrum of conflict, and none of the older types of command posts
were as easily or rapidly deployable as they needed to be, given the operational
context current in 200l.
The slow evolution of ideas about what the best command post structure
might be mirrored the equally gradual emergence of a clearer understanding of
the missions that V Corps would be called upon to carry out in the post- Cold
War world. By 2001 the corps assumed that it had to ca rry out missions that
ra nged from peace enforcement to heavy force combat, and it was clear to the
staff that the same command post structure was not suitable for every task .
Because of the wide range of possible missions, the organization of command
posts had to be as fl exible and mutable as the composition of the task forces
th ey would be called upon to command and control.
Thus, Ril ey's co ncept of command post organization rested on a careful assessment of the factors of mission, enemy, time, troops, and terrain- the same
broad factors that governed any other aspect of military operations. Once the
operational context for a given mission was established and the nature of operations and type of forces understood, the corps could constitute a co mmand
post appropriate to that mission and send it forth to fulfill the C INe's orders.
TI1e underlying assumption that most operations would fall on the lower end
of the spectrum of conflict meant that the staff devoted most attentio n to the
Slnaller and more quickly deployable command post organizations, such as the
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cor ps assault command post, and concentrated on being able rapidly to produce
modifications of that basic design to suit mission requirements. As the corps
worked out the details of the kind of command post needed for rapid strategic
deployment, Riley was very specific about the process:
It's so M ETT-T dependent that, when yo u say "Send me a Corps cr," we've go t to sit
dow n and talk. I don't know what a Corps C P looks like until YOll tell me what the
mission is and what the functions are and what the METT-T looks like. Then we can
structure one for YO ll. 68

Conceptually, the strike co mmand post could deploy to Southwest Asia, for example, and, supported by the appropriate command post element from the 3d
Corps Support Command with a slice from the corps rear command post organization, be commanding anything up through multiple brigade operations
in as little as two weeks from deployment notification. Additional command
and control apparatus could then be added as needed for an expanding mission
until, at least in concept, the fu ll panoply of corps command posts was in place
for a major heavy force battle.
An important point was that such a structuring of the corps command posts
was by no means the end of the intellectual process, because that kind of thinking about co mmand posts had to extend to the divisions and brigades as well.
Early in his command tenure, General Riley had begun thinking about similar
modifications to the command posts of subordinate units within the corps to
make them more strategically deployable. He did not necessarily want them
to become smaller- that was a METT-T issue-but he did want them to be
able to fun ction within constraints of fewer cubic feet of materiel to be moved,
less weight, less throw-away, and particularly less air frames for the movement.
Throughout 2001, the major subordinate commands therefore continued to
work on more rapid deployment of their command posts, as well as of their
units.
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POSITIVE FORCE

"We got the 11th ACR to and from Saudi Arabia almost as a routine action, in my mind.
/t just wasn't that hard."
Brig. Gen. James S. Dicke}'

V COIl'SChiefof St.ft: 1992

T

hroughout 1990 soldiers in Europe had carefully monitored developments in Southwest Asia, considering what actions they might ultimately be called upon to take as a result of the Iraqi invasion and occupation
of Kuwait. At the theater level, General Crosbie Saint, the Commander
in Chief, United States Army, Europe, discussed with his commanders the possible employment of Germany-based forces, founding their discussion on the
concept of the "capable corps" that Saint had been at pains to conceptualize and
develop during his tenure of command.' Further contingency planning went on
at the corps level. Lt. Gen. George Joulwan, V Corps commander, determined
that he would send the 3d Armored Division to the Persian Gulf if called upon
to give up one of his units for service in Southwest Asia. The decision to deploy
the 3d Armored Division, instead of the sister 8th Infantry Division, was a simple
one. The Spearhead Division was further along in its modernization cycle than
the Pathfinders, specifically in replacing the M1l3 armored personnel carrier
with the new M2 Bradley fighting vehicle. 2
O n 8 November 1990 President George Bush announced his decision to deploy troops to Southwest Asia from Germany. One day later, on 9 November 1990,
Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox assumed command of V Corps. Previously having
commanded the 8th Infantry Division, Maddox was already famil ial' with the preliminary decisions about what forces V Corps was prepared to deploy and thoroughly understood General Joulwan's rationale for selecting the 3d Armored Division. W hen Maddox assumed command, the 12th Aviation Brigade of V Corps
had already been sent to Saudi Arabia, the first European-based unit to deploy,
and the decision had been made that VII Corps headquarters, in Stuttgart, would
go to the Persian Gulf as the corps echelon of command.' USAREUR assigned V
Corps the role of "pushing" VII Corps out of Germany, as well as the responsibility for reinforCing VII Corps with additional soldiers, units, and equipment."
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Thus Maddox's immediate problem was how to deploy V Corps units un der VII Corps command, and it was comp licated by his headquarters' ex istin g involvement in the post- Cold War drawdown process. Furthermore, the
requirement to transfer some V Corps units to VII Corps co mmand was enlarged by the need to draw on the remainder of the corps to bring deploying V
and VII Corps units up to full strength. Battalions across V Corps thus gave up
both soldiers and equipment, diminishing their ow n readiness and capab ili ties. The case of the deploying 3d Armored Division illustrated the cost. Divi sion and corps personnel offLcers quickly computed requirements for 1,357
soldiers to fill vaca ncies in their battalions. Particular needs included Arabic
lingui sts, in short supply across the Army anyway, and medical personnel.
Because of the distribution of personnel shortages across all of its major subordinate co mm ands, the corps had to ask USAREUR for help in filling an additional 975 vaca ncies in the 3d Armored Division. TI,e corps then worked
to supply a myriad of needs for repair parts and major end items, including
such things as five -ton Expando vans, radios, generato rs, and fuel tankers, for
which the old M131 had to be substituted, because all of the new M969 models previously destined for Europe had already been diverted to Southwest
Asia. TI,e equipment, like the soldiers, came from nondeploying V Corps battalions S In all, V Co rps sent 26,878 of its soldiers to Southwest Asia, eith er as
entire units, such as the 3d Armored Division, or as individual replacements
for VII Corps battalions. (Table 3) In fa ct, Maddox had to use some entire
battalions from the 8th Infantry Division to fill the 3d Armored Di vision table
of organization. 6
Maddox later remarked that "it was not clear, if the war had gone on, how
many more units might have to go:" He therefore carefully balanced the possible demand for furth er deploym ents aga inst the need to remain ready to
react to possible crises in ce ntral Europe, where the politica l situation contin ued to appear unstable. Maintaining hi gh sta ndards of readiness and training
in the units that remained under V Corps contro l was co nsequently the order
of the day, and he allowed no V Corps unit to miss its scheduled gunnery or
maneuver training rotation throughout the co urse of the Persian Gulf War'
W hat Maddox dubbed "follow on tasks" co nsu med much of the remaining
time and many of the availab le resources . The co rps accepted co mmand of
23,482 VII Co rps troops that did not deploy to Southwest Asia, including the
3d Infantry Division and one brigade of the 1st Armored Division. Almost as
an aside, the corps also sent considerable amounts of supplies and equipment
to Saudi Arabia, including 50,000 short tons of ammunition. Rea r detachm ent
operations for the deployed units, including the operation of an elaborate
family support organi zation, likew ise demanded co nstant attention 9
Train ing, not just to sustain the capabi lity of ca rrying out NATO Central
Region missions, but also to support anticipated VII Co rps demands once the
ground war in the Persian Gulf commenced, became a complex task because
the two missio ns imposed dissimilar requirements . As the chief of G- 3 Training later noted, everyone had a profound se nse of urgency, and training at

TF WalTior (Provisional)

Co B, 6th Bn, 158th (.) Aviation (CI-I-47)
Co C. 7th iln, 158th Aviation (UI-I-60)
Co B, 5th Bn, 158th Aviation (.) (UI-I -I 1-1 )

2d Bn, 227th Aviat ion (A H-64)
4th Bn , 7th Cavalr}'
TF Viper
Co G, 227th Aviation
Co H, 227th Aviation

4th Sde (Combat Aviation)

Co C. 17th Signal Bil
3d Div Support Command
122d Main Support Bn
45th Forward Support Bn
54th Forward SuppOtt BIl
S03d Forward Support Bn
Co I. 227th Aviation SUPI)ort Bn

23d Engr Bn
143d Signal Bll

3691h Personnel Service Co (V Corps)
5th Bn, 3d Air Defense Art}' (8th Inf Div)

\Xlarfare and Intelligence)
3d Armd Di\' Band

533d Military Intell Bn (Combat Elec tronic

4th 1311, 67th Armor
3d Div Arty
2d Bn, 3d Field Art)' (155)
2d Bn, 82d Field Arty (155)
4th Bn, 82d Field Art)' (155)
Ballery A, 40th Field Arty (Multiple Launch
Rocket System iMLRSJ)
Div Troops
Headquarters & Headquarters Co. 3d Armel Div
22d Chelll Co (.)

2d I3n, 67th Armor

3d Sde
5th iln, 18th Inl'

4th Bn, 8th Cava lry (Annor)

3d 8n, 8th Cavalry (Armor)

2d Sde
4th 13n. 18th Inf

4th Bn, 34th Armor (8th InfDiv)

5th iln, 5th Cavalry (lnl)
4th 8n, 32d Armor

3d Bn, 2271h Aviation (attached from VII Corps)

Headquarters & Headquarters Co

3d Bn, 5th Caval ry (Inf)

1st Sde

3d ArmdDiv

5th 13n,6th elVal!")'

Headquarters & Headquarters Co, 12th Aviat ion Bde

12th Aviation Bde

S03d Finance Unit
12th Evac Hospital

93d MP Bn (-)
92d ,vi P Co
!09th MPCo

144th Ordnance Co
317th Engr Bn
Headquarters & Headquarters Co, 16th Support Gp
590th Transportation Co
39th Finance Unit
201st Fi nance Unit

42d Field Arty Sde
3d Bll, 2d Field Art)' (155)
1st illl, 27th Field Art)' (MLRS)
2d Bn, 29th Field Art)' (155) (8th Illmiv)

V Corps Troops

TABLE 3-V CO RPS UN ITS DEPLOYED TO SOUTHWEST ASIA FOR OPERATIONS DESERT SHI ELD AND DESERT STORM
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Grafe nwiihr, Vilseck, and local sites proceeded on a seven days a week basis,
as many hours a day as were needed.
TI1e first wave of replacements for Southwest Asia came from V Co rps units.
TI10se were in turn replaced by new troops straight from advanced individual
training in the United States and by individual ready reservists involuntarily
recalled to active duty. The corps handled refresher training for those soldiers in
Europe, because the training demands imposed by the Army's mobilization for
operations in the Persian Gulf overloaded the capabilities of the training bases
in the continental United States. Thus, for example, the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment superintended cavalry scout training at Grafenwiihr.
In the second wave of training, the corps "reblued" individual ready reservists in programs conducted at the major training areas, focusing on the infantry,
cavalry, and field artillery specialties. TI1e 3d Infantry Division sent its third brigade and an artillery battalion to Vii seck to serve, in effect, as a training brigade
for troops passing through adjacent Grafenwiihr. Meanwhile, at local training
areas all over the corps, units retrained light infantrymen to become mechanized infantrymen. In all, V Corps deployed an additional 1,945 soldiers to
Southwest Asia as crew and squad replacements, and trained many more who
were prepared to go, if needed.'o
Although V Corps did not itself deploy to Southwest Asia, actions surrounding the VII Corps deployment confronted the staff with problems that it had
never before encountered. Col. William W. Alexander, the corps deputy chief
of staff, aptly pOinted out the novelty presented by the problems of strategic
mobi li ty, all of them new to V Corps, when he remarked that "If you'd asked me
before we did that ... I'd have told you 'good lucid'" Prior to that time, V Corps
had focused entirely on the General Defense Plan and had never considered the
complex process of moving units it undertook in the winter of 1990-91. After
the fact, the staff shrugged off the difficulties. "We were prepared to fight an
enemy:' Alexander later ruminated, "and we just did it so mewhere else than we
had always assumed we would:' He credited the professionalism of the soldiers
and the mentality of mission first with accomplishing what he characterized as
endless hard work."
Respond ing to USAREUR directives, Maddox issued the detailed deployment orders, then monitored the process. Within the corps staff, the chief of
staff and the general staff ran the deployment, allowing Maddox to focus on
the mission in Europe, and particu larly on readiness standards. Only part of V
Corps was gone, and Maddox had received no relief from the existing NATO
mission. He and his staff had to frame plans for executing the NATO missions,
if required, with fewer troops than plans called for, always bearing in mind the
open question of how many more troops might be required in Southwest Asia.
Readiness therefore had two entirely different components, both of which V
Corps had to address in 1990 and 1991.
As the staff saw it, the deployments were well executed, probably as well as
they could have been, given the conditions. Hour after hour of detailed plan ning by G- 3, on top of daily crisis action team meetings, focused the corps
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effort. "And that;' Alexander pointed out, "was only what the big effendis were
doing, who were monitoring the system and watching the glass balls get juggled:' Logisticians, movement co ntrol speCialists, and what came to be known
as "pusher units" responsible to help Vii Corps units depart from Germany
"just worked forever;' as he put it, adding that they really weren't doing anything
else. Deploying more than 26,000 soldiers required huge amounts of time and
coord ination and emphasis. At the senior management level, after setting the
priorities and detailing the plans, "we were just adjusting the knobs;' as Alexander put it. At the "worker bee level;' however, there wasn't much of a focus other
than DESERT SHIE LD and DESERT STO RM. 12
Quickly abso rbing lessons from the 12th Aviation Brigade deployment, the
corps capitalized on the fact that much of the movement to port was by rail, with
which units were generally experienced. Experience aside, however, the scale of
the movement was daunting, and the date it had to be done- over the holiday
period- brought its own complications. Moving the equipment of thirty-four
battalions and sixteen separate companies required 111 equipment trains, 15
ammunition trains, and 269 barges, as well as an additional 623 MILVANs. Units
used railheads near their home stations, but all barge shipments originated in
Mannheim, requiring road convoys to the port from all over the corps area. The
corps G- 4 Transportation division and 502d Movement Control Center, working in conjunction with the 21st Theater Army Area Command, coordinated
rail and barge movement of the units to sea ports of embarkation to meet port
calls issued by the European Military Traffic Management Command. Antwerp,
Rotterdam, and Bremerhaven were used for unit equipment, while ammunition
went through Nordenham. 13
To move the soldiers, USAREUR created a special ad hoc organization, the
air movement control cell (AMCC), while V Corps created a correspo nding ad
hoc organization, the passenger movement control cell (PMCC). The AMCC
and PMCC planned, coordinated, and executed the movement of soldiers and
their baggage from ho me station to one of four aerial ports of embarkation Rhein-Main Air Force Base, Ramstein Air Force Base, Stuttgart, or Nilrnberg.
That required 539 buses and 371 cargo trucks to move the 20,854 soldiers who
deployed in units from V Corps in a total of 139 air missions. Obviously, such
a deployment req uired considerable infrastructure, and that was where the
"pusher units" focused their efforts. I" The end of the Persian Gulf War imposed
a new set of problems, as units began redeploying from Saudi Arabia to Germany, and the corps was fully occupied with that, as well as with getting the
drawdown process back on track, when several new operational requirements
arose,l S

Operation

PR OVID E COMFORT

The Kuwait Theater of Operations was not the only area of concern at the
end of the Persian Gulf War. Iraqi attacks on its internal Kurd population created a mass of civilian refugees in the northern part of the country. President
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Geo rge Bush directed the armed forces to assist in the international humanitarian relief actions for that displaced group. In April 1991 the Commander in
Chief, Europe, activated Combined Task Force Provide Comfort at Incirlik Air
Base in Turkey, under the command of Deputy Commander in Chief, U.S. Army,
Europe, Lt. Gen. John Shalikashvili. The Army in Europe was, in turn, directed
to deploy forces and provide supplies to support the combi ned task force. 16
Maddox decided not only to send the required forces, but also to establish
a co mmand post for the Army compo nent of the operation. The staff, drawn
from the corps general staff, was run by Maj. Gen. Jay Garner, the deputy corps
co mmander, and went almost immediately to Turkey. Concurrently, the corps
activated its crisis action team to track the deployment and manage the corps'
commitment to the effort. 17 The deployment amounted to the first real test of
the corps regional command post, a personnel package that the headquarters
had provisionally established for such missions. IS
The movement of Joint Task Force Bravo, as the force came to be know n,
began on 13 April 1991 with the self-deployment of an aviation unit, Task Force
(TF) TIlunderhorse, drawn from the 4th Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, and commanded by Maj. John Mainwaring. TF TIlunderho rse established
a forward operating base at Diyarbakir, an airfield in southeastern Turkey. Subsequent deployments committed troops from every element of the 4th Squadron.19 Quickly, every major command in USA REUR became involved. Since
part of the mission involved delivery of medical supplies and food stuffs by air
drop, TF Bravo used parachute riggers from the 3d Battalion, 325th Airborne
Infantry, from Vicenza, as well as from elsewhere in theater. Two days after the
cavalry dep loyment, the 8th Infantry Division sent one UH-60 assault helicopter company, which self-deployed to Incirlik and was attached to the cavalry
task force. So as not completely to strip the Pathfinder Division of aircraft, the
corps attached one UH- 60 platoon fro m the 3d Infantry Division to the mission. 20

TI1US began a process of distributing shortages that became typical of out of
sector operations as time went on. The commanding genera l of the 3d Infantry
Division pointed out that the attachment of his platoon to the 8th Infantry Division absorbed all of his fl exibility to accept further aviation taskings . Allocating
six aircraft to Operation PROVI DE COMFORT and six to other out of sector missions fully committed all of the division's aircraft, and key items of equipment
for those aircraft, such as night-vision goggles, were likewise in short supply.21
By late April the requirement had grown to the extent that V Corps had to dispatch additional fo rces to Turkey. The 4th (Combat Aviation) Brigade of the 3d
In fa ntry Division provided the headquarters for a task force consisting of one
attack helicopter battalion and an additional assault helicopter company from
that brigade, as well as an observation helicopter platoon and an assault heli copter platoon from the llth Cavalry, and augmentation for the brigade's aviation maintenance unit drawn from the 3d Corps Support Command."
It swiftly became evident that the mission in northern Iraq would be a
lengthy one, and V Corps consequently began a systematic rotation of its avia-
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tion units to JTF Bravo. As Operation PROVIDE COMFORT gave way to PROVID E COMFO RT II (July through December 1991), the lIth Aviation Brigade
replaced the 4th Brigade, 3d Infantry Division, in Turk ey23 Operation PROVIDE
COMFORT III (December 1991 through December 1996) followed, and V Corps
continued its support, albeit with steadily decreasing numbers of soldiers. (Map
5) By the time Operatio n PROVIDE COMFORT III was in fu ll swing, the requirement had diminished to one aviation task force command and control element
and one UH - 60 helicopter company, with aviation maintenance support. The
peak deployment involved 2,043 soldiers in the first phase of relief operations ?'
By late 1992 the number had fa llen to no more than fifty -one. At a time, however, when the corps was looking for units to send on other missions, Operation
PROV ID E COMFO RT, co mbined with the effects of the European drawdown of
forces, complicated the task of finding the right types of units, and properly
skilled soldiers, to fulfill its assigned tasks.25

The Requirement for Kuwait
Ground combat units of the allied coalition completed the liberation of Kuwait and reached their final objectives on 28 February 1991, having destroyed
substantial portions of the Iraqi army. During the attack itself, American commanders reported the literal clestruction of entire combat brigades of the Iraqi
army and the annihilation of whole divisions of the touted Republican Guard. In
the early hours of the cease-fire that followed, direct observation of the battlefield, coupled with a preliminary accounting of the vast number of prisoners
of war in the hands of coalition troops, confirmed previous impressions of the
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degree to which the Iraqi ground forces had disintegrated. Saddam Hussein's
army, like the infrastructure of his entire military establishment, had been shattered by the combined weight of allied air and ground attacks.'· According
to some American estimates, the fighting roughly halved the number of Iraqi
tanks and, overall, effectively destroyed 50 percent of the Iraqi ground forces,
thus ending Iraq's military dominance of the region ." The residual Iraqi force
in May 1991 was heavily involved in merging and reconstituting its remaining
units, and could muster roughly 35 percent of its wartime strength in personnel and equipment. Seven heavy and two infantry divisions were at 60 to 100
percent of their prewar strength, but the balance of th e army was combat ineffective. Nineteen infantry divisions had somewhere between 20 and 60 percent
of their men and eq uipment; twenty-four infantry and eight heavy divisions had
less than 20 percent.28
Cautious Kuwaiti leaders nonetheless remained apprehensive. As much
co ncerned with the unstable political situation as with the obviously small potential for renewed Iraqi attacks, the government of Kuwait asked the United
States to leave some portion of its military in the country after the redeployment of Army and Marine Corps units was complete.'" After due consideration,
the president agreed, ordering the joint Chiefs of Staff to station one U.S. Army
brigade in the country through the first of September 1991. In response to the
presidential order, the joint Chiefs on 17 May 1991 ordered United States Central Command to deploy one Army brigade equivalent to Kuwait as a deterrent
force that would also be prepared to defend the country if necessary. The joint
Chiefs of Staff furth er directed the United States Commander in Chief, Europe,
to have that un it in place not later than 15 june 1991. To simplify the deployment, the brigade would not have to move its heavy equipment, but instead
would take over weapons, vehicles, and other equipment that were already in
the theater.30
Until the U.S. Army, Europe, brigade arrived, Central Co mmand retained
the 1st Brigade of the 3d Armored Division in reserve in Kuwait. That brigade,
organized as a balanced tank-infantry force and composed of various elements
of the division, was redesignated the 3d Armored Division (Forward) and attached to U.S. Central Co mmand's Army Component, ARCENT (Forward), on
12 May 1991. 3 1 (Table 4) The "Ready First" brigade, as it was known, relocated
to Kuwait City on the twelfth of that month to occupy assembly areas as the
th eater reserve, provide a continued U.S. presence in Kuwait to deter further
aggression, and prepare to counterattack and destroy any Iraqi penetration of
the demilitarized zone.32 Almost immediately, however, the Ready First brigade
began preparations to hand off the mission, organizing its equipment for transfer to the successor unit. The majority opinion within the brigade, as within U.S.
Central Command, was that no military action was likely.
When the USAREUR-based brigade arrived, it would find ample weapons
and materiel left by both the 1st and 3d Armored Divisions. These included
roughly 300 tanks, 120 Bradley fighting vehicles, 75 howitzers, and combat support and logistical support equipment sufficient for a three-brigade divisional
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·TA Bl.E 'I.- O RDER OF BATTl.E ro RTASK FORCE COMPOS ITE 1sT BR IGADE, 3D
ARMORED D, V'S,ON, KUWA IT, iVlAY 199 1
Headquarters & Headquarters Co, 1st Bde
3d13n, 5th Cava lry
2d Bn, 67th Ar mor
4th Bn, 67th A rmor

4th Bn, 18th Inf
2d Bn, 3d Ficld Art y
'Tea m, Batte ry A, 5th Bn, 3d Air Defense Arty
I' latoon, 7th Bn, 227th Aviation
369th Personnel Service Co (0)
20 lst Finance Support Unit (0)
23d Engr Bn
2d Platoon (G round Surveillance Radar), Co B, 533d Mil itary Intell Bn
'T ea m (Combatlnteiligence), 2d Platoon, Co B, 533d rvli litary In teil Bn
15th Medium Truck Co
'Tea m, 143d Signa l Bn
Platoon, 503d M P Co
54th Forward SUPI)Ort Bn (+)
'Ith Platoon, 759th Adjutant General Co (Postal) (0)

force, not counting theater reserves of tanks, Bradleys, howitzers, and other tactical vehicles. The operational readiness rate of the combat and tactical vehicles
was in the 70 to 80 percent range, with half of the balance reparable within five
days, The commander, Vll Corps, also reported adequate supplies of both fueler
and cargo heavy tactical trucks, light tactical trucks, tents, heaters, generators,
cots, and mess equipment, but shortages of signal equipment, especially for
secure communications, and night-vision goggles. No Multiple Launch Rocket
Systems were on hand, and air defense weapons were limited to short-range
Vulcan guns and Stinger missiles. 33
The deployment to Kuwait, dubbed Operation POSITIV E FO RCE, naturally
fell to V Co rps, inas much as it was the on ly remaining corps in the European
theater, Ever since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the subsequent collapse of the
Wa rsaw Pact and its armed forces, and the unification of Germany on 3 October 1990, corps planners had begun to think in terms of missions other than the
one traditional for the corps: general defense of its sector under NATO command. Operation PO SITIVE FORCE was the first opportunity for the corps itself
to exercise the "out of sector" mission, an option that many believed would only
grow in importance as time went on . 'TI,e deployment to Kuwait provided an
opportunity for the staff to examine the readiness of Victory Corps units for
contingency mi ssions and the ability of the corps and its subordinate command
staffs to configure special task forces, move them, and smoothly and equitably
re-allot tasks within Europe to the units that remained on station to continue
with the NATO miss ion.
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The USAREUR Framework
European Co mmand immediately responded to the joint Chiefs' order by
directing the United States Army component commander in Europe, General
Crosbie Saint, to carry out the mission, specifying that the brigade equivalent
should begin its movement out of Germany not later than 25 May 1991.34 In the
meanwhile, General Maddox, the V Corps commanding general, selected the
11 th Armored Cavalry Regiment, based in Fulda, to go to Kuwait. Although all
of the brigade commanders in V Corps expressed their eagerness to be given
the assignment, the deciding factor was the organization of an armored cavalry
regiment as a combined arms team that co uld easily reconfigure itself for a wide
range of missions. Saint concurred in his decision. 35
Although the command did not officially inform the Blackhorse Regiment
until the next day, both local commanders and Washington superiors were
aware of the decision. Indeed, the choice of the regiment became part of a Department of Defense press release on 17 May 1991 when Secretar y of Defense
Dick Cheney announced that the 11th Cavalry would send just over 3,700 soldiers to Kuwait by mid- june. There, the regiment would take over the equipment and mission of the 1st Brigade, 3d Armored Division, the last combat unit
remaining in Kuwait after Operation DESERT STORM was over. Cheney emphasized that the United States had no intention of permanently stationing ground
forces in the Persian Gulf and that the deployment from Europe simply met a
temporary need to provide security while the government of Kuwait reconstituted its own forces. He further informed reporters that the 11th Cavalry would
take its orders from the Co mmander in Chief, United States Central Command,
which had its headquarters in Saudi Arabia at that time, and that there would
be no relationship between the regiment and United Nations forces operati ng
in the area. 36

Underscoring the high-level focus on the deployment, the joint Chiefs of
Staff also delineated most of the support requirements, directing the U.S. Transportation Comma nd to provide the necessary air and sealift to move the regime nt, the Strategic Air Command to handle air refueling, the Space Command
to arrange satellite communications support, and the Defense Logistics Agency
to supervise logistical support, and coordinating national intelligence support
from the Central Intelligence Agency and the Defense Intelligence Agency."
USAREUR, the command designated to provide the troops and a general officer in overall command of the brigade force, dispatched a message to V
Corps on 18 May, the next day, outlining corps responsibilities for the deployment. USAREUR co ntinued the style of supervision that the joint Chiefs had
adopted, issuing detailed instructions that left the corps little to do but execute
Heidelberg's decisions. USAREUR directed V Corps to deploy three squadrons, each with two grou nd troops, a support squadro n, and the regimental
headquarters and headquarters troop. In response, the corps supervised the
regiment's preparations for deployment, and also sent a liaison and assessment
team to Saudi Arabia to determine the equipment and stationing requirements
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for the unit and to establish command and control relationships. The corps staff
endeavored to identify any support requirements higher level planning had not
foreseen and organized a departure airfield at Rhein-Main Air Force Base to be
operational on C-Day (Commitment Day) minus twelve hours.38 Despite the
previous day's announcement in Washington, both unit movements and the
operation itself continued to be treated as classified in Europe. USAREUR directed the corps public affairs office to refer all queries to the Department of
Defense until the 000 released the announcement of the deployment. Thereafter, the corps could resume its normal public affairs program until operational
command of the regiment passed to United States Central Command, at which
point all questions were to be referred to that headquarters.
Funding was an important issue. During the Persian Gulf War, USAREUR
and V Corps had been obliged to dip into their training and operational accounts to find the money for additional training, including training ammunition, for units the corps was dispatching to the Middle East. The deployment
process likewise incurred considerable transportation costs, including rental of
buses, payment for train and barge use, and the costs of setting up and operating rail heads and other transportation termini. Equipment and ammunition
transferred to VII Corps were also considerable elements of expense. The co rps
resource management office worked throughout on the premise that a congressional supplementary funding package would ultimately reimburse the headquarters for all those expenditures .
Hence the corps staff carefully managed the costs of the 11th Cavalry deployment, because funding was once again not provided up front. Instead, the
corps was obliged to use its ex isting budget for fi scal year 1991 to fund the
Blackhorse deployment. Again, USAREUR intended to reimburse the corps as
soo n as the Department of the Army supplied additional money to the theater.
In the meanwhile, the corps resource management office had to keep a close eye
on the costs of the operation, reporting its budget status to Heidelberg every
month.
Deployment proceeded in four phases. In the first phase, the regiment developed a movement plan for its soldiers and the equipment they would take
with them. Although the regiment was to take over military hardware already
in Kuwait, it was still necessary to ship a substantial amount of unit equipment
to Southwest Asia. After assembling information about the characteristics of the
various loads, the regiment computed requirements fo r cargo containers and
loaded those containers and vehicles for movement. In the second phase, the
corps movement control center and the 1st Theater Army Movement Control
Agency directed unit movement to the sea port of embarkation. Helicopters flew
to the ports, while ground equipment was moved by rail and motor convoy. During phase three, the regimental loading teams helped put the equipment on the
ships. At the port, 21st Theater Army Area Command provided billeting and food
for the soldiers and the 7th Medical Command managed all medical support. In
the final phase, the units moved the soldiers to the aerial port of embarkation
at Rhein-Main Air Force Base, where the corps operated the departure airfield.
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Members of the USAREUR staff coordinated with U.S. Transportation Command for ships and aircraft and with Central Command for reception of the regime nt in Southwest Asia. The regiment conducted its own checks to ensure that
all soldiers and civilians deploying to Kuwait had settled their personal affairs and
received the necessary immunizations. 39
1he regiment expected to be issued its basic load of rations, camouflage
nets , cots, tents, tarpaulins, barbed wire, sandbags, medical supplies, and
bulk and packaged fue l after arrival in Southwest Asia . Although operation al readiness float equipment would be available in theater, th e regiment had
the responsibility to provide for itself any equipment not available in Kuwait.
1hus, the corps survey became all the more important as a way of managing
cross-leveling of eq uipment internally to fi ll requirements before deployment.
The regiment also had to bring its own carpentry kits, its basic load of repair
parts, protective masks, decontamination kits, and individual clothing and
equipment. Major assemblies, track, and tires would be available in Kuwait:1O
USAREUR authorized the corps to coordinate directly with Central Command
about ammu nitio n requirements and to pass information about shortfalls to
USA REUR for reso lution: 1l

V Corps Actions
The V Corps assessment team had been led by Brig. Gen. Robert A. Goodbary from the 3d Infantry Division. In addition to soldiers from that division,
it had included eighteen troopers from the 11th Cavalry who were charged
with determinin g specific regimental requirements and four members of the
corps staff who speci fi cally considered personnel, logistics, op erations, and
co mmunications needs. The team left Rhein-Main Air Force Base on a Military Airlift Command flight to Kuwait on 19 May and returned to Germany
on 23 May.42 Orders from USAREUR in hand, and with the re port of the corps
assessment team that he had already sent to Kuwait ava il able, Maddox di rected his staff to prepare the orders necessary to organize the fo rce.
More than just military operations was involved. Supporting the combat
force required a headquarters to provide the proper co mmand and co ntrol
and intellige nce arrangements, administrative and logistical support requireme nts, and such mundane things as living quarters, mess halls, and other
ame nities of off-duty life fo r the 11th Armored Cavalry. Co nsidering all those
needs, the G- 3 Plans staff decided to activate a provis ional brigade headquarters to comm and the Blackhorse. To that headquarters would be attached
units from corps troops to enable th e cavalry to meet all of its security, support, and commun ications requirem ents. 1he 3d Infantry Divi sion provided
that headquarters element, which co mmanded not only the 11th Cavalry, but
also corps troops that included a personnel company from th e 5th Personnel
Group, a military police platoon from the 18th Military Police Brigade, a detachment from the 5th Finance Group, and a detachment from the 3d Corps
Support Command. Maddox inte nded the task force, numbering not more
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than 3,999 soldiers, but prepared to accept additional forces if necessary, to
deploy quickly to Kuwait. The task force command element preceded the regiment to Kuwait, coordinated with Central Command authorities there, and
made ready to receive the combat unit.
Task force deployment was largely in the hands of the 3d Corps Support
Command, and included operation of the departure airfield; fue ling and defueling of vehicles designated for air shipment; supply of blocking, bracing,
and tie-down material; and other logistical support beyond the capability of
the regiment. The 18th Military Police Brigade superintended convoy escort
and traffIc flow at the airfields, where the 502d Movement Control Center
controlled the unit deployment. Ga rrison perso nnel service companies supported the deploying units in home station preparation for the move, while
forward area support teams from the 5th Personnel Group went to the aerial
port of embarkation to supply limited personnel service support and assistance in preparing passe nger manifests. The personnel group also arranged
for co urier service to and from the task force in Kuwait. The B Oth Engineer
Brigade made cranes available at railheads, and the 12th Aviation Brigade
helped to prepare aircraft for shipment.
The corps deployment order specified that the 11th Armored Cavalry
could take not more than 3,700 soldiers, thus allotting a maximum of 299
soldiers to the corps "slice" attached to the regiment. The co ntrolling brigade
headquarte rs also involved some additional soldiers. Elaborating on USAREUR instructions, the corps specified that the regiment wo uld take its headquarters and headquarters troop, the combat support squadron, and three reduced maneuver squadrons, each limited to two troops. Deta iled instructions
for preparing soldiers administratively for the movement and for coordinating
with supporting corps and theater units and agencies completed the deployment orde!'.43 (Chart 6)

The First Deployment: The 11th Armored Ca valry Regiment
The Blackhorse did not take part in the Persian Gulf War, although it did
send more than two hundred soldiers, including air crews, mechanics, truck
drivers, physicians' assistants, and intelligence analysts to serve in VII Corps
units. In addition, it deployed the scout platoons of Troops E and K, the former serving with the 3d Armored Cavalr y Regiment. Thereafter, and throughout the Gulf War, the regiment handled rear area security in Germany for
deployed units and trained rep lacements. At the end of the war there were
furth er detachments. In response to V Corps orders, the regiment had previously transferred an aviation task force to support relief operations in Turkey.
The 11th Cavalry was involved in deployment planning for the Kuwait
mission from ea rly May, when it submitted a recommendation to USAREUR
headquarters that the regiment deploy to Kuwait with three squadrons (minus) , rather than with two full squadrons. TIle rationale was that if each
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squadron left a troop behind, command and control would be improved. According to the regiment's plan, each military community would have a full
rear detachment to manage day-to -day operations and support the families of
the deployed soldiers. If fu ll squadrons moved to Kuwait, the communities at
Bad Hersfeld and Bad Kissingen would have to be covered by units assigned
from elsewhere. The eventual USAREUR deployment directive embodied the
co ncept the regiment had recommended. Thus, Troops B, F, and K remained
in Germany."
The rules of engagement under which the Blackhorse had to operate refl ected a situation in which a direct, coordinated attack against the United
States or coalition forces was highly unlikely. The degree of devastation visited
upon the Iraqi military during the recently concluded war remained a subj ect
of debate among intelligence analysts. There was no question, however, that
at least part of the Republican Guard had never been committed to battle and
that substantial portions of the army remained intact. Nonetheless, there was
no evidence that the remaining intact Iraqi forces were stationed in the south ern part of the country adj acent to Kuwait.
The Iraqi military establishment still had between 300,000 and half a mil lion men under arms, spread out among approximately one hundred seventy
brigades of seventy divisions of various types. But most of the divisions were at
less than 20 percent strength, and none was at more than 65 percent strength.
In general, each Iraqi division had about one battalion's worth of heavy equipment. The Iraqi Army was busily rebuilding and reequipping its units, but
the process was expected to exte nd over several years. If opposing only the
armed forces of Kuwait and Saud i Arabia , American staffs estimated that Iraq
could manage to undertake a small offensive campaign against the northern
oil fi elds. Even so, those attacks would be terribly vulnerable to air attacks,
and most America n estimates held that the Iraqi Army lacked the logistics capability and, indeed, the logistics units, to sustain any such operation for more
than several days. On defense, Americans anticipated that Iraq could absorb
one limited, single front attack. That capability was seriously hampered by the
fact that the reserve forces, the remainder of the Republican Guard, remained
positioned to defend Baghdad.
The Iraqi forces presenting the most direct and immediate threat to the
11th Cavalry were located in southeastern Iraq. Most of those units belonged
to III Iraqi COIPS and had bee n engaged in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations
during the recently ended war. The Corps G-2 considered that most were well
below operational strength levels, the majority below 20 percent. Redistribu tion of anns and equipment had gone first of all to the Republican Guard units,
with the Iraqi Army receiving second priority.45 The only armored force in the
south was the 17th Armored Division, located near Al Basrah and considered
to be at app roximately 75 percent strength, and the 1st Mechanized and 6th
Armored Divisions, both below 20 percent and located north of Al Basrah 4 6
(Table 5) Based on the unlikelihood of attack, the corps specified that the 11 th
Cavalry would use peacetime rules of engagement , assuming that the oppos-
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TAIl LE 5 - IR AQ I A ,lMY ORDER OF B,ITTLE, ivl AY 1991, SOU THER N IRAQ

III Corps
3d Armd Div at Alllasrah
11th In! Div at AI 'T"alliluillah
17th Armd Div at Az l ubayr
37th In! Div at Al llasrah
49th In! Div at A I FaIV

IV Corps
1st Mech Div at Ama rrah
53d Mech Div at Qurnrah

VI Corps
35th In! Div at Al Qurnrah
40th In! Div at Al Q Ul'l1rah

ing armed forces were not declared hostile. TI,e policy, according to the rules of
engagement, was to prevent conflict. In practice, that meant that soldiers were
authorized to act in self-defense where necessary, although forbidden to use more
force than was required to repel an attack on individuals or units."

Task Force Victory in Kuwait
TI,e 11th Armored Cavalry's operations in Kuwait commenced on 15 June,
although advanced parties had arrived at King Khalid Military City in Saudi Arabia
as early as the last day of May, and the first elements of the main body reached the
theater on 4 June:" (Map 6) Establishing itself in an old warehouse complex near
Kuwait City, the Blackhorse set up security around its base and began to build living accommodations. Thereafter, the three line squadrons took turns performing
the security mission, training, and preparing for a variety of other possible tasks,
including defense of the American Embassy in Kuwait City.'· By the summer of
1991 it had become clear that there was little risk that Iraq wou ld attack Kuwait,
and the mission of Task Force Victory evolved to deterring Iraqi behavior that
might upset peace and order within Kuwait, although there remained ample force
to protect American interests if deterrence failed.
Evidently content with the arrangement, the government of Kuwait asked
that the United States continue to station combat troops along its border with
Iraq, but USAREUR considered that a battalion task force was adequate in view
of the steadily decreasing tensions in the region. Accordingly, USAREUR directed
V Corps to prepare a headquarters element commanded by a colonel and a battal ion task force to replace the 11th Cavalry by 15 September 1991. As was the case
with the Blackhorse, V Corps was responsible to handle the deployment through
its own movement control center, coordinating with 1st TI,eater Army Movement Control Agency.so
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W hen the corps received the USAREUR warning order, Maddox chose his
assistant chief of staff, G- 5, Col. Stuart H . Watkins, to command what became
known as Task Force Victory lIS ! Watk ins, a mechanized infantry officer, had
also served as an armor battalion S_3.'2 Meanwhile, Brig. Gen. David L. Benton III, assistant division commander of the 8th Infantry Division, led a corps
assessment team to Kuwait to determine support requirements for the smaller
force .53

Task Force Victory II in Kuwait
The 3d Battalion, 77th Armor, was assigned to the 3d Brigade of the 8th
Infa ntry Division. During the Persian Gulf War the battalion conducted an
operation known as TRANSPORT SHIELD, in which the soldiers helped to ship
more than 15,000 vehicles to Saud i Arabia. At the beginning of 199 1 the battalion conducted Operation MANN HElM SHIELD, intended to protect the
Mannheim military community from any terrorist attack during and immediately after the Persian Gulf War. In addition, the unit prepared four tank platoons for deployment to Southwest Asia as part of the replacement operation
run by V Corps. TIlOse platoons went to Saudi Arabia in mid -February, none
of them returning to Germany until April. In the midst of preparations for the
1991 REFORGER exercise in August, 3-77 Armor received notification that
it would succeed the lith Armored Cavalr y Regiment at Camps Doha and
Monterey in Kuwait, taking with it soldiers from a number of other divisional
and corps units. 54
TI,e task force arrived at King Khalid Military City in Saudi Arabia at the
end of August. (Chart 7) As in the case of the 11 th Cava lry, only soldiers
deployed, falling in on the com bat vehicles the preceding unit had left behind. After performing five days of intensive maintena nce on the equipment
they were to be issued, the soldiers drew tactical vehicles and loaded them on
heavy equipment trans porters provided by the Egyptians for the trip to Kuwait. Camps Doha and Monterey, only forty-three kilometers from the Iraqi
border, were in sight of the oil well fires that had not yet been extinguished.
Task force operations continued to be similar to those undertaken by the
Blackhorse. 55 Following desert certification training, the task force co nducted
tank and Bradley gunnery at the local Gibbs Range, then ran a combined arms
live fire exercise with three companies from the 7th (Kuwaiti) Armored Battalion of the AI Traheer Brigade. 56 TI,e Silver Knights, as the battalion referred
to itself, ran the first U.S.-Kuwaiti training exercise after the end of the Persian
Gul f War, with a scenario that included a passage of lines and a thirty-kilometer co unterattack across a training area still littered with destroyed vehicles
from the DESERT STORM fi ghting.57 TI,e task force later conducted foreign
military sales demonstrations of the MIAI Abrams tank and M2 Bradley fighting vehicle for the government of Kuwait and the Gulf Cooperation Counci l. 58
At the end of November TF 3- 77 Armor turned in its vehicles and, following
an uneventful tour of duty in Kuwait, returned to Mannheim. 59 TI,e first plane
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left Kuwait on 25 November with the adva nce party, and by 7 December the
entire uni t had closed on its home stations 60
Official estimates of a reduced threat of attack from Iraq allowed the United
States to substitute an exercise program for Operation POSITIVE FORCE. At the
outset, plans called for approximately four tra ining exercises in Kuwait each
year, two of which might be "light" unit rotations, including airborne and Special Forces units, and two of which wo uld be heavy force rotations. 61 Thereaftel;
a series of ta nk battalions cycled through Camps Doha and Monterey and used
the adjacent maneuver areas for short-duration training, again drawing on the
stocks of vehicles and equipment already in theater, rather than deploying with
the ir own. TI,e exercises underscored American intentions to defend Kuwait,
while the Army's armored task forces were given the opportunity to train in a
wide-open desert environment.

The Situation at the End of 1991
At the end of 1991 V Corps was not yet in the contingency business, but
nei ther did it co ntemplate a future in which the heavy force battle would dominate its attention. Nevertheless, the task of deploying VII Corps to Southwest
Asia and, in the process, sending roughly half of the corps' own combat strength
to fight under V II Corps command began a process of reorientation of think ing
abo ut the problem of how the corps wo uld move to a future battlefield. In the
past, V Corps could count on the battle coming to it, in a very real sense, but
by the end of 1991 corps planners began to turn their thoughts away from the
traditional problem of marching from casernes to the intra-German border and
corps exercises began to take account of the new problems that deployability
posed. The experiences of the two task forces in Kuwait fed directly into the
planning process that t he corps commander, General Maddox, was already directing to figure out how to move V Corps to more distant battlefi elds in future
wars.
O perations PROVID E COMFO RT and POS ITIVE FORCE, the first out of sector
missions that the corps was called upon to conduct, suggested the outlines of
the problems planners wo uld have to overcome in the future. TI,e central issue - proj ecting the force to distant, and probably unanticipated, battlefieldswas clear. But however useful the experience of the missions to Turkey and
Kuwait, there was an element of artificiality. In the case of Operation PROVIDE
COMFORT, the deployment involved quite limited ground combat and security
forces and proceeded with the full cooperation of many of the United Nations,
of t he NATO allies, and of Turkey, the host nation. In the case of Operation
POSITIVE FORCE, the missio n was really just an air flo w problem, because the
equipment was already in place in Kuwait. 62 Brig. Gen. James Dickey, the corps
chief of staff at the time, ag reed, commenting that the deployment to Kuwait, at
least, was "not difficul t:'63 TI,e corps did not have to solve the huge problem of
marshaling and shipping heavy equipment. To a degree, too, the experience of
O peration DESERT SHI ELD was deceptive, because in that operation the entire
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theater was involved in loading and shipping the deploying forces from USAREUR to Southwest Asia. As the European drawdown proceeded, many of the
facilities that existed in 1990 were closed, and much of the expertise that ex isted
in 1990 was lost. Rapid personnel turnover meant that the deployment experience of 1990 evaporated, and the urgent pace of operations thereafter meant
that much of that experience was never incorporated into new procedures and
plans, although the corps made major revisions to its crisis action team SOP
and preserved the experience of moving large numbers of soldiers by writing
ano ther on passenger movement control.
Nonetheless, the operations associated with the Persian Gulf War were the
first steps in reorienting the corps' attention, and the headquarters learned a
great deal from the experience. Much of it had to do with the application of new
technology, which had a lot to do with the success of V Corps deployments to
Southwest Asia. By 1990 computers were in general use, and lap top computers proved especially useful in manipulating large amounts of data. Although
no common agreement yet existed on what software should be used for word
processing, the corps did have agreement on data base software, which allowed
the different headquarters easily to share detailed tracking data about ail' and
sea movements, as well as management of transportation requirements. At the
sa me time, the newly acquired multiuse secure telefax proved its worth . The
secure fax allowed immediate hard copy distribution of movement orders, pertine nt briefing slides, and situation reports.
There were, of course, some enduring pro blems. O ne of the most persistent
that the corps staff observed was the USAREUR staff's habit of communicating
directly with battalions and companies in the corps, completely bypassing the
co rps staff. Understandably, tactical units normally replied directly to USAREUR when they received such calls, but then frequently neglected to inform
corps of the conversation. Often, that led to confusion and du plication of effort,
as the corps staff attempted to coordinate actions afte r the fac t. Violation of the
chain of command remained an irritant, but perhaps was the inevitable res ult
of great improvements in co mmunications.
The corps also had some difficulty in tracking unit deployments. On paper,
units moved as a body under a single numerical unit description, while in practice, battalions and larger units customarily moved in three echelons: advance
element, main body, and trail element. Brigades and divisions commonly deployed in five echelons: reconnaissance party, advance element, tactical command post, main body, and trail element. O ne of the major lessons the corps
lea rned was that each element of a unit required a unit line number if the move
was to be managed as closely as the corps commander desired.
The staff also noted some serious problems in maintaining unit integrity
during sea movements, as the corps learned from reviewing the VII Corps
deployment for O peration DESERT SHI ELD. The ports tended to load equipme nt nontactically, configuring space arrangements fo r the maximum efficiency, rather than for keeping a unit's vehicles and equipment together, ready for
im mediate tactical employment upon arrival in the overseas theater. Gener-
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ally speaking, tracked vehicles went on RORO (Roll On- Roll Off ) ships, while
wheeled vehicles went on conventional ships. W hen, for exa mple, fi fteen M 1A1
tanks were needed to fill a ship, the port simply loaded the next fifteen tanks in
line, regardless of the unit to which those tanks belonged. The corps G- 4 Transportation division concluded that it was essential in any future deployment to
put unit teams at the ports to prevent such breakdowns of unit integrity. A liaison officer was not sufficient.
Units also discovered that moving soldiers was a more complex process
than it seemed to be. Throughout the deployments surrounding the Persian
Gulf War, units encountered problems in accounting for their soldiers. Last
minute changes to deployment rosters- occasionally a few soldiers, but just as
ofte n dozens- kept the personnel accountability system in chaos. Th e changes
resulted from many things, ranging from late arrival of fill er soldiers from other
units, to emergency leaves, to changes in deployment schedules for elements
of units . W hatever the reason, the roster changes not only made it difficult to
keep track of where soldiers were, but also confused the aircraft requesting system, thereby tending to slow the deployment unnecessarily. Complicating the
problem, some units had inexplicable difficulties in arriving at the aerial ports of
embarkation on time and with no more than the allowable baggage."
Anticipating the need to deploy soldiers to Southwest Asia, the V Corps Special Troops Battalion had run its first battalion-wide predeployment processing
in November 1990 and immediately discovered that the headquarters not only
had a serious lack of experience with the process, but also confronted a series
of previously unanticipated problems in individual soldier readiness . Many V
Corps soldiers, the battalion found, were simply unready to be deployed. The
corps had previously made the assumption that a soldier leaving the United
States fo r Germany met all of the regulatory requirements fo r sending soldiers
overseas. In fact, many did not. Because Germany was a mature theater with
all of the military faci lities that existed in the United States, a soldier could be
expected to have a dental problem, for example, corrected as easily in Frankfurt
am Main as at Fort Hood, Texas . Thus, the first battalion personnel checks at
the corps headquarters revealed a host of deficiencies to be overcome, and the
battalion commander concluded that he had to conduct such checks at least
quarterly. In fact, the turnover in personnel was frequent enough to make the
event a steady-state requirement in the post- Cold War period.65
It was O peration PROV IDE COMFORT, when V Corps deployed a command
post to Turkey, that instigated the requirement for the corps to establish a standing, deployable, regional command post. That led to General Maddox's initial
thinking about restructuring the command post system the corps used and to
serious thought about how a deployable command post ought to be manned.
Among the issues to be resolved in the future were whether the corps could afford to send all of the "first team;' the staff prinCipals, with a deploying combined
task fo rce headquarters and still expect the parent organization to function as
it should. The proper division of staff talent among numerous and often conflicting missions therefore became an object of serious discussion on the corps
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staff.'" Staff turnover complicated the problem, as Brig. Gen. Larry Lust, the 3d
COSCOM commander, later remarked when he said that the "half life of deployment knowledge is about ninety days:'67
As V Corps entered the new year, the experience of the Persian Gulf War
and subsequent operations in Southwest Asia established a new frame of reference for corps operations. A new set of planning problems existed, prompting
a new series of questions to be an swered. Chief among them was how the corps
should organi ze and train for operations in the post-Cold War world. Forthcoming operations that followed hard on the heels of the missions to Southwest
Asia increased the urgency of resolving those questions quickly and left the
corps staff with a two-fold task. W hile planning and supervising missions for
V Corps units, the staff continuously evaluated the experience of those deployments as it worked to solve the major questions about how it would fight in the
future, how it would organize itself for battle, and how it would reach distant
battlefields.
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PROMISE

"It took the combined efforts of the USAREUR and V Corps staffs, 7th Medical Command,
and 3d COSCOM, with DA, EUCOM, and the Joint Chiefs looking over our shoulders and
I'naking helpful suggestions, to move a company-sized unit that had the word 'mobile' as
part of its name:'
Comment by V Corps stan"ofliccr aflcr completi ng the deployment
of the 2 12th iVlobile Arm )' Surgical Hospital to Z<lgreb, 1993

"How can you argue about deploying medical units? I mean, they're angels of mercy. No
one is going to turn down having them come and help. The medics have really been building up the frequentflyer miles."
Brig. Gell. l.<1rry J. Lust, COlllllKtllding General

3d Corps Su pport Command. 1995

arly in 1991, some ten years after the death of Josip Broz Tito, the Yugoslav federation of six republics and autonomous regions began to fa ll
apart. Elections in Slovenia and Croatia produced victories for inde.......... pendence-minded governments that promptly asserted their sovereignty. ll1e states then began a process of secession that ca me to fru ition on
25 June 1991, when both declared their independence from Yugoslavia. ll1ere
had already been fighting between the two republics and the Serb-dominated
Yugoslav Army, but September 1991 saw full-scale warfare in Croatia, including
episodes of "ethnic cleansing" that the international community immediately
condemned as genocidal and criminal. Also in Septembel; Macedonia declared
its independence from the Republic of Yugoslavia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina fo llowed suit on 15 October. Agreements periodically and briefly interrupted the
otherwise continuous fighting among the ethnically similar but culturally and
religiously diverse populations of the form er state. None of those cease-fires
proved lasting. ll1e European Union recognized the independence of Slovenia
and Croatia on 15 January 1992 and of Bosnia-Herzegovina on 6 April 1992,
thereby encouraging separatist determination throughout the Balkans.
ll1e international response to the co llapse of the Yugoslav state developed
slowly, but steadily, urged along by a barrage of graphic television news reports
that spotlighted the growing horrors of the new Balkan civil war. In an effort
to control the situation, the European Union imposed economic sanctions on
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the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia- i.e., Serbia- in November 1991. On 21
February 1992 the United Nations, responding to a request from the Yugoslav
government, enacted Security Counci l Resolution 743, which authorized the
establishment of a UN Protection Force (UN PROFOR) as "an interim arrangement to create the conditions of peace and security required fo r the negotiation
of an overall settlement of the Yugoslav crisis:' On 7 April 1992 Security Council
Resolution 749 authorized the full deployment of the UNPRO FOR to Croatia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, and member states quickly prepared company- and
battalion-size elements, ultimately amounting to roughly 20,000 soldiers, to be
stationed throughout the region. Once there, the peacekeepers were intended to
separate the wa rring parties, secure "safe areas" for minority ethnic groups, and
enforce the peace upon which any hope for future stability had to be based.

Early Planning
The United States Army, Europe, closely monitored the Balkan crisis, in the
anticipation that some of its units might be ordered to take part in the UNPROFOR mission. Coordinating the V Co rps staff's early preparations, Col. William
W. Alexander, the deputy chief of staff, mused in 1992 that "we have all the possibili ty of a NATO contingency in Yugoslavia:" The corps commander at that
time, General Maddox, began in April 1992 to ask his staff for regular updates
on the situation in Yugoslavia during the twice-weekly corps operations and
intelligence briefings . The G-2 and corps historian gave the first of a long series
of Balkan briefings that month, responding to a request to explain "who is killin g whom, and why?"2 Further briefings considered the military topography of
the region and the military balance among the various warring parties. Several
presentations for the entire general staff outlined the German 1941 attack on
the Balkans in detail, with particular attention to the assembly areas that the
Germans had selected and the way geographical conditions influenced the development of the armored adva nce through the country. A subsequent briefi ng
described the Yugoslav rail network and summarized the Germans' use of the
railroads to sustain military operations. The German experience with partisan
warfare in Yugoslavia was of similar interest. 3
Alexander's expectations to the contrary, the United Nations, rather than
NATO, provided the co ntext for American involvement in the former Yugoslavia. In the late afternoon of 22 October, the Pentagon announced that the
Army would send a mobile army surgical hospital to Zagreb, Croatia, for an
unspecified period of time that would begin on 15 November, a date selected to
coincide with the day the UNPROFOR was to begin functioning in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The need was obvious. The civilian hospitals in Croatia were already
overtaxed, and few armies had as extensive a medical organization as the United
States Army. Planners considered a Sixty-bed Army hospital adequate to fulfi ll
the needs of the United Nations Protection Force, which by that time amounted
to a polyglot force of division size, stationed throughout the Former Republic of
Yugoslavia. The United Nations had decided to base certai n of its headquarters
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and logistics functions, including medical support, in Croatia, where they would
be buffered from the fighting but easily at hand for units operating in Bosnia.
USAREUR was given the mission, for such a hospital was already stationed in
Ger many as part of the 3d Corps Support Command of V Corps:' The hospital
became part of u.s. European Command's Operation PROVIDE PROMISE, under
which were organized all of the American missions, both unilaterial and in support of the United Nations, in the area of the Former Republic of Yugoslavia.
Prior to the October public announcement, Washington had alerted USAREUR and V Corps about the mission, and the European staffs covered a lot of
ground in the week before the Pentagon released its press statement. The 212th
Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (MASH), a part of 3d Corps Support Command's
68th Medical Group, was stationed at Wiesbaden Ail' Base, and the USAREUR
commander directed V Corps to prepare the MASH immediately for movement
to Croatia and to deploy the Sixty-bed hospital. The V Corps was also to provide
command and control for all U.S. Army, Europe, soldiers ultimately stationed
in the vicinity of Zagreb and to accept attachments from the 7th Medical Command and the 21st Theater Army Area Command.
While V Corps began organizing the hospital movement, USAREUR directed
the 7th Medical Command substantially to augment the MASH with additional
personnel and equipment and ordered the 21st Theater Army Area Command
to provide the direct support maintenance for all of the military and hospital
equipment in Zagreb, as well as sending foul' M818 tractors with drivers and
foul' M872 trailers to help emplace the unit. USAREUR further specified that
the hospital would be assigned to the United Nations and under the operational
control of the Headquarters, United Nations Protection Force, in Zagreb. Operational command, on the other hand, remained in American hands. In agreeing to
make the deployment, USAREUR reserved the right to approve any operations
of American soldiers outside the immediate area of Zagreb. Finally, USAREUR
envisioned shipping the hospital equipment from Germany to Croatia by rail,
while sending the hospital personnel by military aircraft.'
Early staff work ironed out a series of issues that arose from the initial order.
One of the first involved the delicate question of placing American troops under
foreign command, and particularly under United Nations command. Lt. Col.
Guy A. Berry, the chief of operations division in the corps G-3, noted the major
concerns during a late-October briefin g at the corps headquarters. First, Yugoslavia offered an uncertain and rapidly changing geopolitical climate. Second,
Berry viewed the mission as ill -defined and subject to various- and probably
conflicting-i nterpretations. Finally, there was an element of risk, inasmuch as
the "UN [was] not liked by anyone;' as he scribbled on his copy of the briefing
slides. The first two conditions implied the need for a military command that
would be able to take quick and decisive action when presented with crisis, not
historically a strength of United Nations commands. The palliative for Berry's
concerns was a dual chain of command, thereafter to become typical of U.S.
Army operations in the Balkans. While the MASH fell under the authority of the
UNPROFOR medical officer, its chain of command ran through an American
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military headquarters, the U.S. Contingency Command (USCONCOM), to be
located in Zagreb. At that point, no one was certain which headquarters wou ld
provide the USCONCOM. The 68 th Medical Group was, however, a leading
and logical ca ndidate. 6 TI, e briefing proceeded to outlin e the MASH mission:
Deploy the 60 Bed 212 MASH to Zagreb, Croatia, tailored to provide medical and surgica l care in support of 20,000 UN PROFOR in the Former Yugoslavia not later than
15 November 1992.
Discussion zeroed in on the issues of fa cilities and missions. Initial plans
ca lled for the MASH to be located at a former Yugoslav Air Force base that
shared faci lities with the Zagreb airport. W hile Camp Pie so, as it was known,
had fairly extensive faci li ties, the corps was at that point uncertain about whether the buildings were in good condition and how much space the UN command would allot fo r the hospital's use. In any case, as Colonel Berr y noted, the
Croatians did not want to give up many of their fixed faci lities, and housing for
the MASH consequently remained an open question. More housing would be
needed than was typical for a MASH, too, because of the personnel augmentatio n necessary to expand the hospital's capabilities. Happily, medical evacuation
re mained a responsibility of the participant nations. Nevertheless, although
UN PRO FO R promised that some 40 percent of the hospital's logistical requirements would be provided by the United Nations, briefin g officers ass umed that
they would still need to plan for a continuous logistical fl ow from Germany.'
Because the deployment process involved the other American armed services, with some assistance from the other nations participating in the United
Nations mission, there were many issues to be resolved, and messages seeking the necessary information to complete the planning fl ew back and forth
among the American headquarters in Europe over the succeeding week. TI,e
most importa nt early decision was that the MASH would not live in tents. The
USAREUR de puty chief of staff, logistics, considered the possibility of contracting for prefabricated hOUSing, while the U.S. European Command investigated
the use of U.S. Air Fo rce prefabri cated housing units. 8 AntiCipating that it would
take some time to organize a supply system to support the hospital satisfactorily, and revealing persistent doubts about UN promises regarding logistics, the
corps G-4 set plans in motion to send the 212th MASH to Zagreb with thirty
days of supply in all of the major classes . TI, e only exception was messing. TI,e
corps understood that the MAS H would use the French mess that supported
the rest of the United Nations contingent in Zagreb" Resupply remained a matte r of concern and led to a corps request that the Department of the Army
upgrade the 212th MASH's supply pri ority.lo The distinctive United Nations insignia- the UN brassard, berets, and other headgear- had to come from United
Nations sources. There were no UN-blue kevlar helmets on hand, and the corps
co nsidered the possibilities of using blue helmet cove rs or else simply painting
standard kevlar headgear. "
The corps G- 3 worried about the unsettled poli tica l situation, even in
comparatively stable Croatia, and the potential for fighting there, and thus asked
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The V CO/ps soldiers for the first time lVearing the blue beret of the United Nations
during the mission in Zagreb

USAREUR whether normal peacetime rules of engagement would apply, or
whether special rules would be devised for the soldiers stationed in Zagreb, not
all of whom were medical person nel. 11,e G- 3 also raised a range of other open
questions that began with whether soldiers sent to Croatia would be entitled
to imminent danger pay. Another immediate question was whether soldiers'
fam ilies would be allowed to remain in government quarters in Germany or
instead be sent home to the United States. In the latter case, personnel officers
asked whether space available travel on military air transportation would be authorized for soldiers' families. The corps also needed USAREUR to make clear
its expectations about the speed of the deployment; whether resupply wou ld be
by air or by rail; what operational reporting formats USAREUR preferred the
MASH to use to keep headquarters in Germany informed about operations in
Zagreb; and what requests it would entertain for additional personnel to assist
the hospital. "
Some of the G- 3's concerns also resonated with the G- I, responsible for
determining personnel policy for the deploy ment. By late October no finn policy for personnel rotation had yet been decided, although the G-I was considering the two options of rotating the entire hospital with another MASH or
another service's hospital, ideally one from the co ntinental United States, or of
setting up an individual replacement system. In either case, no soldier's tour
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of duty in Zagreb could last longer than 179 days, in order to preclude the assignment becoming a permanent change of station. In the interests of stability,
corps policy held that no soldier with less than ninety days remaining in Europe
could be sent to Zagreb, although unit commanders were permitted to request
that soldiers with approved voluntary separations from active duty have those
se parations deferred until the deployment ended.
Similarly, commanders could request that soldiers scheduled to move on
regular change of station orders have those orders deferred or deleted, in the interests of meeting the personnel needs of the mission. Those soldiers scheduled
to leave the Army at the end of their enlistments, however, were unaffected and
would be separated from the service on schedule. O n a case-by-case basis, the
corps could decide to return soldiers from Croatia to attend professional development courses. Because security in Zagreb could not be guaranteed, the G- l
strongly recommended that soldiers' fam ilies not be permitted to visit Croatia.
In the event that the USAREUR deployment commitment extended beyond six
months, the corps asked that form er DESERT SHI ELD and DESERT STO RM personnel policies be implemented: space-available flights to the United States for
family members of deployed soldiers, and families in which both parents were
soldiers allowed to return their children to the United States at government
expense. 13
For the hospital, adequate co mmunications were critical, but civilian telephones were not going to be adequate. The corps signal officer found that there
were 328 commercial telephone lines avai lable in Zagreb, of which 248 were desig nated for United Nations use. Only five were capable of making international
connections. Adequate military communications therefore became imperative,
and the corps figured on placing its two Single-channel tactical satellite devices
at the 212th MASH headquarters and the 3d Corps Support Command headquarters. Military secure telephones and e-mail would be tested by the corps
survey team shortly to depart for Croatia.'" Envisioning the many unforeseen
requirements that might arise, the corps resource manager recommended sending a warranted contracting offIcer to Zagreb to assist the MASH, and further
recommended that one USAREUR contracting officer be designated as the point
of contact for contracting support in Germany, so as to alleviate the duplication
of effo rt encountered during Operations DESERT SHI ELD and DESERT STO RM ."
The 502d Movement Control Center (MCC) reco mmended that 21st Theater
Army Area Command (TAACOM) equipment be shipped from a railhead in
Kaiserslautern in order to avoid overcrowd ing at the small Wiesbaden railhead.
That, the 502d MCC concluded, should reduce handling and shipping time. In
any case, 21st TAACOM equipment had to be shipped by rail not later than 3
November to make sure that it arrived one day before the hospital's equipment
was due to arrive, because the TAACOM's equipment was needed to handle
and emplace the hospitaL' 6
O n 22 October the assistant corps engineer received a request from the
USAREUR deputy chief of staff, engineer, to send an engineer on the joint EUCOM-USAREUR recon team to Zagreb to determine the requirements and
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feasib ility of constructing a base camp for the 212th MASH. The team, which
also included Army and Air Force engineers from EUCOM and the USAREUR
facilities engineer, intended to look at the existing facilities, conditions, available contractors, available engineering materials, and possible locations for the
camp. The corps agreed, but in fact sent two officers, an engineer major from
the l30th Engineer Brigade construction management section and an engineer
from the 94th Engineer Battalion, which would handle base camp construction.
The team fl ew to Zagreb on 26 October for a four-day inspection of the site.
Legal support for the deployed task force was also a V Corps requirement.
The corps retained criminal jurisdiction, inasmuch as the U.S. forces were understood to have the same legal status as the remainder of the UNPROFOR. The
V Corps staff judge advocate planned to send his deputy along with the survey
team to identify legal issues, and that officer or another legal officer would deploy with the task force for one or two weeks to set up a legal section in Zagreb
and to help the hospital with legal issues related to its new stationing. TI1e corps
intended to send a noncommissioned officer from the legal office along with the
hospital and to rotate in a staff judge advocate once a month, or more frequently
if required, for four-day stints of advising the command and performing legal
assistance. The MASH would handle all of its minor disciplinary matters, but
would return soldiers to Germany if courts-martial or administrative elimination from the Army became necessary. TI1e Trial Defense Service remained prepared to send defense counsel to Zagreb whenever needed. "
Finally, while there was only miniscule interest in the MASH deployment
in the America n press, the subj ect was of considerable interest in Europe, and
particularly in Germany. The V Corps public affairs officer therefore saw the
opportunity for favorable publicity from the forei gn press in Zagreb. Thus, on
order from U.S. European Command, the corps form ed a press information
center led by Maj. Ken Fugett, the 3d Corps Support Command public affairs
officer, and staffed by two sergeants from within the corps. The corps planned
to rotate the press information center's staff every two to three months, with the
first replacement package using Maj . Susan rves and Sgt. Ken Heller from the
corps public affairs office. IS
Working with information from those diverse sources, the V Co rps, 3d
Corps Support Command, and 68th Medical Group staffs within a few days
cooperated to develop the basic plan for the structure of the hospital and its
deployment. Before the end of October General Maddox ordered creation of a
task force headquarters based on elements of the 68th Medical Group staff to
serve as USCONCOM. TI1e MASH itself was staffed with 70 officers and 186
enli sted soldiers. Including attachments from the 7th Medical Command and
the 21st TAACOM, the entire deployment involved 90 officers, 1 warrant officer, and 25 1 enlisted soldiers, for a total of 342. TI1e hospital and associated
maintenance organization amounted to fifty vehicles and ninety-two contain ers. Although the hospita l was under United Nations command, both USAREUR and V Corps firmly intended to retain considerable co ntrol. For that purpose, the corps set up a variety of communication nets: e- mail to the corps;
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tactical satellite to the 3d Corps Support Command emergency action center, to
the V Corps emergency action cen ter, and, if required, to 21st TAACOM; and
backup nets employing commercial telephones, secure military telephones, and
radio teletype rigs, By that time the housing problem had also been resolved,
The hospital would use "Harvest Falcon" prefabricated housing units provided
by the U,S, Air Force, The briefing also finalized the deployment time line for
Task Force 212 MASH,19 (Table 6)
The final task organ ization of what the corps by then referred to as Task
Force 212 was estab lished by V Corps O peration Order 93- 01. Task force directives outlined the anticipated command and control relationships, The hospital
and all attached units were assigned to TF 212, which served as the U,S, Contingency Command, and USCONCOM was assigned to the United Nations and
under operational control of the Headquarters, UN PROFOR, in Zagreb, Also as
anticipated, the commander of the 68th Medical Group, Col. Greg Stevens, was
TAIlLE 6 - DEI'LOYMENT T I ME LI NE fOR TASK FORCE 2 12

Date

MASH

Task

November 3.

Fini sh equipment main tenance.

November 5.

SCClIl 'C

soldiers' personal gcar and automobiles.
Di rect support maintenance lr"lin departs

frOIll Nian llhcilll.

November 6.

Firsl 11lcdical train depa rts \\/iesbadcll Air Base.
H,u vcst Falcon team arri ves in Zagreb.
Mobi le Alilly SUlgiGll Hospilal (MAS H)
advance part )' deplo)ls.

November 7.

Seconcimcciica llr<.lin departs \V icsbadcn Air Basc.
Direct support maintenance train arri ves in Zagreb.
Harvest Falcon team begins building.
Har vest Falcon elcclriGll leall1 arri ves in Zagreb.

November 8.

First medical trai n arri ves in Zagreb.
Third medical train depart s \Vicsbadcn Air Ba sc.

November 9.

Second mcdicallrain arrives in Zagreb.

November 10 .

Build the MAS H.
Third medical tra in arri ves in Zngreb.

Mai n bod)' parl )' #1 deploys b), air.
November 14.

Main bod)' parl)' #2 deplo}', by air.

November 15.

MASH operational.

SO/free: Briefi ng ror CG. V Corps. n.d.. but late October 1992. sub: TF 68 Deplo)' ment .
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on 23 October designated to command not only Task Force 212 but also the U.S.
Contingency Command in Zagreb.'o
The various staffs, co nfronted with a movement deadline that was only ten
days away, swiftly went to work to translate the plans into action. As a first step,
the task force painted all of its vehicles and equipment UN white and completed
inventories and inspections incident to preparing vehicles and shipping contain ers for railloading.' l Concurrently, the 3d Corps Support Command certified that all of the soldiers had zeroed and qualified on their rifles or pistols and
had gone through refresher training in NBC (nuclear, biological, and chemical)
proficiency. The hospital then scheduled a full day of briefings at the theater on
Wiesbaden Air Base for all of its soldiers. Topics included safety, cold weather
hazards, the Geneva Convention, the Code of Conduct, stress management,
the c urrent threat, defense against land mines, and a hi storical briefing on how
the existing situation in Yugoslavia had come about. Each soldier also received
a pocket-sized deployment handbook jointly prepared by the corps G-2 and
historian and printed by the G- 6. The handbook recapitulated much of the in formation that the briefings had presented. 22
Unresolved issues continued to concern the corps and corps support command staffs. The corps, in particular, was eager to obtain a commitment that, as
one G- 3 planner put it, the Army intended to "share the wealth around" when
findin g replacements for the 212th MAS H at the end of its six months in Zagreb. Seeking clarification, the corps asked USAREUR operations to specify the
TF 212 "endstate;' by which was meant the length of deployment, the rotation
policy USAREUR meant to employ, so me identification of what unit would replace the 212th MASH, and instructions on what to do with the hospital equipment when the unit returned to Germany." All of those questions did not lie
within USAREUR's purview, however, and the theater had its own concerns,
which closely paralleled those of the corps.
The USAREUR staff was particularly worried about the hospital replacement plan, outlining for the U.S. Commander in Chief, Europe, and Headquarters, Department of the Army, its concerns about the quality of medical care for
soldiers remaining in Germany if the deployment was to be a long one. General
Saint wanted it clearly understood that "USAREUR does not have the medical
resources to support a long term deployment without degrading health care in
theater:' Clearly fearin g that the Department of the Army had an inaccurate picture of the resources available, Saint spelled it out in his message to the European Command. The "USAREUR medical structure;' he pointed out, "is designed
to support the corps and provide peacetime health care to eligible beneficiaries
with a minimum essential number of medical personnel:'"
USAREUR's preferred option was for an active or reserve component medical unit from the continental Unitecl States to replace the 212th MASH. To
facilitate that, the USAREUR commancler was wi lling to leave the hospital's
equipment in Zagreb, re-equipping the unit at home station with medical supplies and equipment that the on-going Europea n drawdown had made surplus
to the needs of the command. The message concluded on an unambiguous note:
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"Request that USEUCOM work a replacement unit for the 212th MASH from
other than USAREUR assets for any mission beyond initial deployment period
of 179 days:'"
To that, the V Corps staff and soldi ers all over the corps area, concerned
whether their fa milies would be denied routine health care in Army hospitals
and clinics, echoed resounding agreement. The Frankfurt Military Community,
for example, had reacted with concern when four physicians and twenty-three
other soldiers were detached from the 97th General Hospital in Frankfurt and
assigned to the 212th MASH. The hospital commander, Col. Richard Kirchdoerfe r, told a community meeting that "timely health care" would remain available,
alt hough access to some areas, such as orthopedic care and social work services,
might be delayed.'6 Admittedly, those concerns seemed relatively minor, given
the size of the Army in Europe. However, if the deployment expanded, those
ty pes of concerns would obviously all mushroom extremely quickly.
The USA REUR staff worked quickly to give V Corps answers to other pressing questions. On 27 October the corps learned that its soldiers would definitely
be "blue-hatted;' enjoying the same legal status as all other UN soldiers in Zagreb. The United Status Consulate in Frankfurt am Main obtained pass port and
visa waivers for all of the soldiers, although the civilian members of the unit
still had to can y U.S. pass ports. The use of Department of the Army civilians in
de ployments raised still more questions. Civilians had long been a part of most
Army units in Europe, handling many of the routine ganison tasks. Another
consequence of the European drawdown of forces was that all military units
were reduced in size and no longer had enough soldiers to do every job. Thus,
when the hospital went to Zagreb, some of its civilians necessarily went along.
In their case, the government of Croatia agreed to grant visa waivers. Inasmuch
as the hospital was to be located in an area that was not involved in the fighting, normal peacetime rules of engagement were in effect. Nonetheless, TF 212
was authori zed imminent danger pay. USAREUR informed the corps that it had
asked European Command for authority to approve all visitors to T F 212 and
did not intend to delegate that authority, once granted it. The USAREUR commander had already expressed his intention to make certain that anyone going
to Zagreb had a valid reason for doing so. Housing, however, remained a problem. The V Corps survey team had already reported that there were no semipermanent billets available in Zagreb, and that buildings previously thought to
have been available at the airport had already been allocated to various agencies
of the United Nations. Worse yet, it was already all but certain that the Air Force
"Harvest Falcon" housing would not be ready for use by 15 November, when the
main body ofTF 212 was due to arrive in Zagreb. 27
111e questions of placement of the hospital and where the troops would live
were obviously urgent ones, and became immediate co ncerns of the joint EUCO M-USAREUR-V Corps survey team that arrived in Zagreb on 27 October. If
anyone in the Stuttgart, Heidelberg, or Frankfurt headquarters had a rosy view
of how easily those problems could be solved, a remarkably frank telefax from
the sm vey team the next day rapidly dispelled it. Surprisingly, housing took sec-
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Members o/Task Force 212 MASH in a hospital tent in Zagreb

ond place to funding as the chief concern. The United Nations chief of staff and
fin ance officer in Zagreb argued that the UN's agreement with the United States
required the Army to pay for all of the support the United Nations provided.
"This;' the report pOi nted out, "makes our nation the only one with troops assigned to the UNPROFOR to pay its own bills:' The funding problem was exacerbated by the lack of any established procedures for channeling money to
the United Nations, without which the UN would do nothing to help with the
TF 212 stationing, since the international agency refused to provide goods and
services on a reimbursable basis. Piling woe on woe, the message further added
that "if supplies and services are procured through the UN contracting center,
we will work with an immense bureaucracy;' where "any contract for award over
$70]( must be approved in NY and it takes four weeks to receive a reply:' The
first step in easing the situation was to provide the task force with a Class A
fi nance agent who could pay for goods and services in cash.'"
With those problems-yet to be solved-in mind, the team went on to report that the original hospital and billet assignments were "considered soft:'
'n,ere were three possible locations for billets and two for the hospital. Each locatio n required th e hospital to be configured differently, and until those matters
were resolved, little progress could be made. The "Harvest Falcon" units were
not going to be ready when the troo ps arrived, and the team estimated costs of
some $200,000 and twenty days of lead time to prepare the site for them. Water and sewer connections for the hospital and billeting areas required at least
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seven days to set in place and involved a contract award of another $150,000.
The option of buying housing locally was really no better, since it involved an
immediate cost of $1.45 million and twenty-one days between contract award
and delivery. The litany of difficulties went on as the team looked for a place
to put the direct support maintenance shop, since no more maintenance bays
were available at the airport and no tenants would agree to give up any space.
Th erefore, it might be necessary to equip the task force with maintenance tents,
an unforeseen requirement that demanded revision of train load plans.
Pertinent to the location of all of the task force facilities was the fact that the
amount of "hard stand;' either paved or other hard-surfaced area, was limited
and the ground around the airport was very wet and soft. Before such ground
could be used, another contract to prepare the site was essential to keep the
hospital area "from becoming a quagmire and rotting out the bottom of the
tents :' Conveying further unwelcome news, the team reported that the French
dining facility could not accommodate the MASH, as previously assumed, and
th e task force therefore needed to establish a contract fo r catering services.
There were few good solutions available for any of those problems. For the moment, the survey team intended to look for nearby hotels to rent until the "Harvest Falcon" housing was ready. The report concluded with the observation that
the survey trip needed to have been done a month earlier. "I am not saying the
mission cannot be done;' the author concluded, but "it will be hard and getting
harder each minute:'29
While the survey team hammered out solutions to the funding and housing
questions in Zagreb, the troops in Germany continued to ready themselves for
de parture. The numbers to deploy had grown from the estimated 300 to 431. as
augmentees arrived to perform tasks for which the M ASH had not originally
been configured but that a clearer perception of conditions made essential.' o
Bureaucratic difficulties continued to insinuate themselves into the preparations. The 3d Corps Support Command belatedly learned that American vehicles transported to Zagreb would be classified as UN PROFOR vehicles . O nly
drivers possessing UN driving licenses would be authorized to operate them.
Ha ppily, those licenses could be obtained ahead of time by liaison officers in
Zagreb who presented copies of soldiers' driving licenses to the United Nations
in -processing center." As the end of the month drew near, planners also learned
th ey would have to allot space on the trains and on the ground in Zagreb for an
Armed Forces Network detachment that USAREUR had decided to send along
with the task force. The soldiers who would supply radio and television to the
task force quickly painted their equipment white, went through the predeployment process, and were certified as meeting the training standards of the rest of
th e task force. Colonel Stevens maintained control of the detachment by attachin g it to the headquarters and headquarters detachment of T F 212.32
There had never been much time available to plan the TF 212 deployment,
and time was by then about to run out. On the eve of deployment the V Corps
survey team sent the headquarters the good news that the French mess had
agreed to feed the TF 212 soldiers lunch through 15 November and to take over
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fu ll messing responsibility after that date. The survey team continued to work
on hotel arrangements with half-pension (breakfast and dinner) for the first
forty-five soldiers due to arrive, as well as bus transportation from the hotels to
the air base where they would work. The team wal'lled that it might be necessary to slip the time lines a little, lest the task force have too many soldiers in
Zagreb with nothing to do, or too much equipment arriving at the rail head
that could not be spotted at its final destination. The team had arranged for a
piece of hard stand for the hospital, but until it had been cleared of its current
occupants, the team could not even survey the site.'3 The survey team's wal'lling
came too late, however. To use staff officer jargon, the deployment had by 3 November become "a falling rock" and would proceed according to plan. Each part
of the deployment had been fully articulated, including manifests that listed the
names of the soldiers.34

The Deployment
Task Force 212 moved to Croatia on schedule, and in a bath of pathos and
publicity.35 Lt. Col. (Dr.) Everett Newcomb and ten of his soldiers flew to Zagreb as the advance party on 5 November. That same day the first train with
medical equipment, vehicles, and supplies pulled out of Wiesbaden Air Base.
Three more trains departed according to the established schedule, and the main
body of the task force left Rhein Main Air Base on 10 and 11 November. The 3d
Corps Support Command arra nged to have all the soldiers and their families
served Thanksgiving dinner three weeks early at the Wiesbaden Air Base dining
facility, days before the main body departed. Typically, that emotio nal event attracted co nsiderable attention from the media as well. 36
When the deployments began, the V Corps G-3 established a daily situation report format for TF 212 and directed the daily situation reports to be submitted not later than 9:00 in the evening, Greenwich Mean Time, as of 6:00 in
the evening. The task force was directed to transmit the report to the 3d Corps
Support Command emergency action center, which would forward it to corps
headquarters . Uncertain about what sorts of information might be contained
in the reports, and concerned to protect potentially sensitive- and perhaps politically sensitive-information, the G-3 further ordered that the report would
be classified confidential, at a minimum . The intention was that each situation
report would give the chain of command a thumbnail sketch of the unit's daily
status and allow the headquarters both to anticipate task force needs and to
respond quickly to short notice requirements 37
Considering the short notice the MASH had received, it was unsurprising
that the deployment began with some important questions still awa iting adequate answers. The survey team in Zagreb had already determined that the
Air Force prefabricated housing units would not be ready when the task force
arrived at the Pleso Air Base. As it turned out, an adequate number of "Harvest
Falcon" units was not yet even en route to Croatia. Most of the sets available
to the Ai r Forces in Europe were already in use at Incirlik Air Base in Turkey,
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sup porting humanitarian relief operations in northern [raq.38 TI1e few being
delivered to Zagreb exhausted European stocks and none had been held back
for other possible contingencies. Although European Command asked other
unified co mmands to help out, those disc ussions were still in progress when
Newcomb's troops departed fo r Zagreb.
TI1ere re mained other contentious issues to be resolved that "purple procedures" did not allow for. Chief among them was funding. European Command
in Stuttgart confessed that it did not know where the money was coming from
to return the borrowed "Harvest Falco n" housing at the end of the mission. TI1e
European headquarters also agreed that reco nstitution of equipment at the end
of O peration DESERT STO RM, an unfortunate experience that Europea n Command had shared, gave good reason for reticence. However, despite the fact that
funding for PROVID E PROMISE operati ons was still an unresolved question, European Comm and stressed that "we cannot delay this operation awaiting those
answers" and promised to solve the money question as quickly as possible. Obvio usly jo int staff procedures were not yet as maturely developed as they might
have been.39
TI1e legal status of soldiers in Zagreb was one of the more pressing open issues. Characteristically, American soldiers operating in a foreign country were
subj ect to a status of forces agreement (SOFA) worked out between the United
States and that country. [n th e case of Operation PROVIDE PROMI SE, authorities
in Germany were uncertain what sort of arrangement existed, since negotiating
the agreement in Croatia was a UN responsibility. The status of forces agreeme nt would need to delineate the documentation soldiers would have to present
in order to enter Croatia, as well as the status of U.S . Army soldiers who were
no t citizens of the United States, but permanent resident aliens. The consulate
in Frankfurt am Main received reports that a United Nations Model Status of
For ces Agreement was in force in Croatia, but had no idea what the provisions
of that document entailed. Accordingly, the consul general asked the embassy
in Zagreb to discuss the issue with the UN PROFO R legal adviser and to send a
copy of the United Nations status of forces agreement "should it actually exist:'
TI1 ere was no overconfidence about United Nations arrangements. TI1e consul
gen eral also dryly informed the embassy in Zagreb that "nonexistence of that
MODEL SOFA would also be a useful piece of information:"'o
TI10se and other legal issues were finall y resolved by the middle of November 1992. Interestingly, the rules of engagement for U. S. soldiers remained illdefi ned even after they began arriving in Zagreb, in part because of differences
within the Join t Chiefs of Staff. A message from the Joint Chiefs on 13 October
1992 told the Army that normal U. S. peacetime rules of engagement applied .
Later, the Joint Chiefs of Staff legal adviser specified that the task force had
to adhere to United Nations rules of engagement. O n 19 November European
Command finally determined that the UN rules of engagement applied .
TI1e State Department's discussions about the status of American soldiers
fin ally bore fruit as well. TI1e Frankfurt consul general's suspicions about the
status of forces agreement proved correct. W hile the United Nations was in-
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deed negotiating with Croatia for an agreement, none actually existed at that
moment. Croatia had, in the interim, agreed to be bound by the UN Model Status of Forces Agreement and the Un ited Nations Immunities Convention. That
convention generally gave UNPROFOR personnel immunity from Croatian
criminal and civil jurisdiction and other legal processes in duty-related matters
and allowed the national contingent commander to exercise legal jurisdiction
in criminal cases. The United Nations was given the right to adj udicate financial
claims for duty-related damage and injury to Croatian nationals incident to its
operations. Finally, members of the United Nations force were exempt from
passport and visa regulations, immigration inspection and restrictions on entry
and departure from Croatia, regulations governing residence of aliens there,
taxation on pay and benefits from their national govern ments 01' the United
Nations, and duty and customs on their goods upon arrival.'''
Not all staff discussions were so fruitful. W hile Army staffs were quick to
criticize the bureaucratic nature of the United Nations staffs and the slow pace
of joint staff work, they were themselves still prone to internal. and occasionally unproductive, disagreements. Evidently concerned that the sim ilarity of
designation between "Task Force 212;' the headquarters element of the American deployment, and "212th MASH;' the hospi tal itself, might cause confusion,
someone in the USAREU R staff proposed changing the name of the task force.
That provoked a sharp response from the corps over the signature of Brig. Gen.
Henry A. Kievenaar, the corps chief of staff. "Until last week;' he wrote, "this
was not an issue:' Couching his protest in the form of a question, Kievenaar
stressed that "this headquarters has no difficulty ... understanding that TF 212
is the headquarters element with 212 MASH as a subordinate unit. Are you now
directing us to re-designate the headquarters element in Zagreb?"
Kievenaar then asked USAREUR to understa nd the problems such a change
would involve, problems that would begin with reissuing all 342 sets of deployment orders for individuals assigned and attached to the task force to reflect the
new headquarters designation. Further, he argued, all public announcements
had referred to "Task Force 212;' and a change could cause the press to believe
that another force 0 1' additional forces were being sent to Croatia. Considering the American sensitivity about dep loyment of troops in the first place, and
the probability that some, if not many, journalists would not have the military
background to understand what the redesignation really meant, that would be
an undesirable outcome. The corps staff, already frustrated by its dealings with
the UNPROFOR staff, provided what many must have considered the clinching
argument: Since UNPROFOR had been talking to, and answering message traffic about, TF 212 for more than a month, redesignation of the task force could
cause misunderstanding 01' confusion in that headquarters and the United Nations High Commission for Refugees. The arguments evidently convinced the
USAREUR staff, which decided to make no change in the task force designation. 42

In a parallel action, 21st 1heater Army Area Command had been alerted to
a possible mission to supply drivers to deliver relief supplies throughout the for-
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mer Yugoslavia for the United Nations High Commission on Refugees. European
Com mand was already forming a transportation cell to be stationed in Belgrade
to coordinate the delivery of supplies, and directed USAREUR to supply some
of the soldiers to man that office. Some of those troops naturally came from V
Corps.43 Th e idea of setting up a driver dispatch offLce in Belgrade was ultimately
scrapped, but 21st TAACOM still needed to prepare its soldiers for Balkan driving conditions in case the contingency was decided upon, and asked V Corps to
direct TF 212 to support a sixty-man driver training mission in Zagreb.
The phenomenon was known as "mission creep" and was already well understood in Frankfurt and worried the corps staff. Of similar concern was the possibility that a large body of soldiers, over which Colonel Stevens, in his persona
as commander of the U.S. Contingency Command, would have no authority and
which would drain the resources of the task force, would be assigned to Zagreb.
TI1erefore, the corps hedged its reply to the 21st TAACOM request with qualifi cations. TI1e task force, the corps agreed, could provide command and control
for the driver training mission, but only if the size of that force did not increase
and if it did not become any more diverse. Further, the existing 21st TAACOM
augmentation to the task force, the 66th Maintenance Team, could not be diverted from its primary MASH-support mission to support the driver training
mi ssion, and the transport and maintenance sections of the driver training mission itself had to be subordinated to the task force forward area support team.
Finally, V Corps specified that the task force could provide support only in the
immediate vicinity of Zagreb.
In justifying such limitations, the corps pOinted out that the task force did
not have a large staff and could not fun ction as a stand-alone brigade headquarters. Moreover, the task force could not be diverted from its mission to provide
the interface between the 212th MASH and the UNpROFOR headquarters.'"'
The importance of such understanding became immediately apparent when Stevens, the task force commander, got wind of the TAACOM deployment about
a week later and complained that no one had discussed the action with him. He
pOinted out that if, as he had heard, 60 soldiers and 240 trucks and trailers were
headed to Zagreb, USEUCOM should realize that there was absolutely no space
at Pleso Air Base either to billet the soldiers or to base the training mission's
vehicles. Stevens recommended that the TAACOM send its training mission to
Split, instead.
Meanwhile, Stevens wanted standing area clearance for couriers to fly routinely between German bases and Zagreb. It turned out that certain personnel
actions, including routine distribution, finance, personnel administration, and
unit supply, were better managed by carrying paper copies of the documents than
by using telefax or radio teletype. TI1e couriers also served as back-up means of
com munication that Stevens and the COSCOM commander wanted in their hip
pockets and as a secure way to send private, and much more frank, notes back
and forth among commanders .'''
In the midst of those discussions, the main body ofTF 212 arrived in Zagreb
and began to set up the hospital and temporary living quarters. TI1e trip was
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uneventful, the diplomatic arrangements having successfully paved the way for
international border crossings that aroused no comment and a reception in Croatia that was evidently without incident:16 The soldiers erected the hospital tents
on 13 November and declared themselves ready for operation the next day.
The MASH treated its first casualty the day before the official opening ceremony, however. On 14 November a bulldozer helping to clear a parking lot to
emplace the MASH struck an antitank land mine, and the hospital gave emergen cy treatment to the injured civilian operator. The event dramatically emphasized
the importance of the land mine awareness training the soldiers had received in
Wiesbaden and ensured that soldiers paid strict attention to the signs marking
off areas at the air base that had not yet been cleared of mines. On Sunday, 15
Novembel; the hospital officially opened the doors of its eleven tents and five
mobile containers. The first United Nations soldiers had arrived in Yugoslavia
in April. Since that time, twenty had been killed and twenty-seven wounded. As
the ribbon-cutting- attended by two members of the U.S. Congress-took place
against the backdrop of a bullet-riddled hangar about two and one-half kilometers from the airport's main passenger terminal, no one was certain how busy the
hospital would beco me. At that moment, however, nineteen UN peacekeepers
were in nearby Croatian hospitals, and the task force knew that they would im mediately be transferred to the MASH:"
The hospital established, work proceeded on more permanent living facilities
in Zagreb. Once the prefabricated Harvest falcon units had been erected, unit operations could settle down to a routine, since that housing would be adjacent to the
hospital and the daily bus ride to and from hotels could be eliminated. Whenever the
bus was unavailable, the only option was a twenty-dollar taxi ride for the eighteenmile trip between the air base and the hotel. Work on the housing was not moving
as fast as the task force commander wished, howevel; and there appear to have been
differences of opinion between Stevens and the Air force engineers on how best to
proceed. As a result, the corps forwarded a request to have the Harvest falcon work
crew placed under operational control of Task force 212 as a way to solve tlle question of responsiveness. The construction problem was symptomatic of a more general problem, and the corps Simultaneously asked USAREUR's help in encouraging
European Command to transmit a message emphasizing that all U.S. Army troops
in Zagreb were attached to tlle task force, while all other U.S. forces in tlle area were
under task force operational control. Members of the corps staff determined to prevent mission creep were equally determined to prevent fragmentation of authority in
Zagreb, and the corps staff was willing to bring all of those issues to the attention of
the corps commandel; if necessary. "Expect increased interest;' Col. Guy Berry, tlle
corps chief of current operations, ominously warned his USAREUR counterparts, "if
no resolution 500n :"18
The task force, although under United Nations comma nd since arriving in
Zagreb, remained subj ect to direction from Germany, with instructions typically issuing from corps in response to items in the daily Tf 212 situation report. At the end of November, for insta nce, the corps G- 3 cautioned the task
force comma nder that he had to adhere to the original USAREUR and European
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Command orders limiting his patient load to members of UN PROF OR. Stevens
had earlier voiced his concern about the medical needs of the civilian population around Zagreb, but corps reminded him that he was not permitted to treat
civilians, other than in emergency situations to save life, limb, or eyesight. The
rationale was that, regardless of the need, there was a chance that treatment of
civilians would create a perception that the United States favored one ethni c
group in the region more than another:" Meanwhile, other missions, by then
routinely passing through the normal chain of command, continued to arrive
in Zagreb. Still preparing for the chance that the mission to haul civilian relief
supplies would materialize, corps passed to Stevens a requirement to conduct
a route reconnaissance from the port facilities in the vicinity of Rijeka through
Zagreb to Belgrade to determine the route's suitability for use by a medium
truck companySO
At the end of November the hospital was in full operation, although the prefabricated housing was still not in place. The corps staff remained worried that
the mission might last longer than the planned 180 days.51 What unit would replace the 212th MASH was a question that remained up in the air as well, since
the 7th Medical Command would not even brief the USAREUR commander on
the options until 22 December. Meanwhile, USAREUR was having little success
in dealing with the problem of controlling the members of the other US. Armed
Services in Zagreb. "Having a hell of a time with EUCOM getting the OPCON
of the ... USAF guys straightened out;' the USAREUR operations chief told his
corps counterpart. 52
In order to keep track of how those and other issues were progressing, Brig.
Gen. Charles C. Cannon, the 3d COSCOM commander, directed his inspector
general to visit the task force at the 60- and l20-day points S3 One object of obvious inspector general interest was supply, since the Department of the Army
had declined to upgrade the hospital's force activity designator, with the comment that the MASH had been given a special project code that would expedite
delivery of all classes of supply, ranking the hospital's requests above all others
that had the same priority.54 As events turned out, the Army's decisions about
how supply should be handled were appropriate, since the task force never reported any particular logistical problems.
Personnel issues demanded attention as the deployment proceeded. Although the MASH had been forbidden to take to Croatia any soldiers with less
than ninety days remaining in Europe, the unit had been forced to do exactly
that. One consequence of the European drawdown was that the pool of soldiers
in the various military occupational specialties was much smaller than it had
been during the Cold War days, and there were correspondingly fewer candidates to fi ll critical positions in a deploying unit. That was particularly true
in some of the senior enlisted grades in key medical skills. The MASH looked
forward to the first week in February as the deadline to fill the positions of those
noncommissioned officers and urgently asked the corps for help. For its part,
the corps found that no suitable replacements were available in corps support
command and that the 7th Medical Command might have one soldier avail-
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able, and therefore asked the corps adjutant general to requisition replacements
from the Department of the Army. 1h e problem there, as Berry noted, was that
half of all projected personnel gains never showed up in Germany.55
W hen, at last, the Harvest Falcon housing sets were installed at Camp Pleso, an extended discussion of property accountability ensued. Authorities in
Stuttgart, presumably motivated by their promises to U.S. Central Command
to return the housing sets after the operation was over, directed USAREUR to
specify the Army com mander in Zagreb who would assume custodial control and accountability- for the housing. 1he discussion that followed resembled
the bidding in a game of bridge. USAREUR countered with the suggestion that
the simplest method of keeping track of the housing was simply to attach to TF
212 the current hand receipt holder, an Ail' Force major. That would make sense,
USAREUR suggested, because Ail' Force engineers were remaining in Zagreb to
provide engineering support to the U.S. forces. European Com mand rejected
that idea and instructed V Corps to assume control of the property, recommending that the TF 212 property book officer was the right person to take over
accountability. In the process, however, corps received explicit instructions to
make a careful inventory of the housing, because various pieces of Army equipment had been incorporated into the Harvest Falcon units, and that property
would have to be separated from the housing and returned to Army control
whe n the operation was over. If, on the other hand, the Zagreb mission continued beyond 179 days, then all equip ment would be returned to the service
that owned it, later to be signed for by the next hospital to take over the MASH
miss ion. 56

By March the 212th MASH had treated more than 3,070 patients from thirty countries, of which the UN casualties, as distinct fro m illnesses and injuries,
amounted to 382 injured and 32 dead. The American presence in Yugoslavia had
grown as well. European Command decided to expand the former U.S. Contingency Co mmand headquarters in Zagreb into Joint Task Force Provide Promise (Fo rward), with another element in Kiseljak. Americans also served on the
staff of the UN High Commissioner o n Refugees in Belgrade and maintained a
movement control center in Zagreb and a mobile aerial port in Split. 1he total
patient load was somewhat less than what the MASH had anticipated, so the
hospital com mander, Colonel Newcomb, decided to send forty-six members of
the hospital back to W iesbaden some two months ea rly. "They will help out with
the medical care in Germany:' he commented, noting that the hospital was "left
a little short with our deployment here:' In case of emergency, Newcomb made
provisions to recall those forty-six soldiers on 48-hours' notice. 1he medical
missio n had enlarged while in Zagreb to include functions that mobile surgical
hospitals normally did not provide. Furthermore, the hospital was prepared to
care for patients for up to thirty days, whereas a MASH normally evacuated
patients within twenty-four hours of treatment S7
About a month before the end of the 212th MASH tour of duty in Zagreb,
USAREUR, in co nsultation with the joint chiefs, finally reached a decision about
a re placement hosp ital. Despite well-founded co ncerns about over-stressing the
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somewhat austere medical structure that rema ined in Europe, USAREUR acquiesced in sending another Germany-based hospital to Zagreb in April. The
502d Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, drawing much of its medical staff from
the 3d Combat Support Hospital in Niirnberg, received the assignment. Niirnberg was a community slated for drawdown, but there were still many soldiers
and family members who obtained medical services from the hospital there.
Since about two hundred soldiers from the 3d Combat Support Hospital would
be involved in the deployment, and because they had to begin training for their
mission, hospital services had to be reduced from 28 March through 4 April, a
preview of the reduced services that would be available once the soldiers went
to Zagreb. Col. (Dr.) Charles F. Miller didn't pull any punches when he told
the community about the impact of the orders. "What you're seeing;' he said,
"are finally the effects of the drawdown in Europe coming home to roost in the
medical area. There's no more wiggle room to take care of retirees. There may
not be enough wiggle room in the next year to take care of dependents if the
drawdown continues:'58 The eventual closure of the military communities in
Niirnberg and Erlangen eliminated the problem.
The handover from the 212th MASH to the 502d MASH proceeded
smoothly. As planned, the 212th MASH left its equipment in place, and the
502d MASH took over the hospital in a two-day mission transfer on 26- 28
April. As events turned out, the 502d MASH drew only 165 soldiers from the 3d
Combat Support Hospital, allowing medical services to continue in Niirnberg,
although somewhat slower and reduced in scale. The aircraft that brought in the
main body of the 502d MASH took the main body of the 212th MASH back to
Wiesbaden. The staff planning that established the MASH operation in Zagreb
proved sufficient to allow an uneventful assumption of the mission by the 502d
MASH, which was able to maintain the hospital with fewer soldiers- a total of
205-than the 212th MASH had initially deployed. The remainder of the 179day tour of duty was uneventful, and the 502d MASH was, in its turn, replaced
in Zagreb by an Air Force hospital.' 9

Some Conclusions
Although involving a much smaller unit, the Task Force 212 deployment
to Zagreb was considerably more complicated than the movement of the 11th
Ar mored Cavalry Regiment to Kuwait. Fundamentally, that was because the
MASH moved not just people, but also its equipment. Troop cantonments,
maintenance areas, and theater command structure already existed when the
Blackhorse went to Kuwait. All the soldiers really had to do was step off the airplane and sign for the equipment they needed to use. In the case of the MASH,
the unit had to go through the whole process of readying equipment for shipment and send ing it by rail across international borders, then building its entire
base area upon arrival.
Working under UN control further complicated matters, and the frustrations many staff officers recorded reflected not just the bureaucratic nature of
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Wry sentiment expressed in Wiesbaden when the 212th MASH returned to home
station at the end oj its mission in Croatia.

the United Nations, as many preferred to think, but also the American soldiers'
lack of training in working with nongovernmental organizations. The deployment to Zagreb began a series of operations in which the corps staff and the
soldiers of its subordinate commands would be required to learn about the
various agencies of the United Nations and other nongovernmental agencies
and to develop procedures for dealing effectively with them. Not the least of
those problems was one of bureaucratic language, since military services and
civilian agencies did not necessarily mean the same things when they used the
same words. Nor, V Corps staffs lea rned, so mewhat to their surprise, did civil ian agencies work on army schedules.
The mission in Croatia further taught the corps staff something about the
wo rld of joint operations and revealed that procedures did not yet exist for
many things that had to be done as a matter of routine. Some corps staff officers
considered the various organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to be simply
unresponsive. More accurately, however, actions worked through the Joint Staff
required more time because the JCS had to deal with the various armed services
and the various unified commands, and such staffin g through multiple levels
of command could not be completed as quickly as staff work within a single
service. Even within the Army, and within the Army in Europe, everyone found
sufficient room for disagreements. O ne of the complicating factors in future
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operations was clearly going to be long staffing lead times for short- notice missions, an impossible situation that promised a good deal of future anguish for
the staffs and units involved.
The deployment to Zagreb also gave V Corps a foretaste of the problems of
multiple chains of com mand. At least in theory, a unit committed to a United
Nations operation fell under United Nations command and was no longer a
part of the parent command. To draw a comparison, the headquarters of Army
Ground Forces in the United States no longer had any ties whatsoever with V
Corps after the corps was shipped to Ireland at the start of 1942. Both USAREUR and V Corps, however, maintained daily contact with, and supervision
over, TF 212, in part because they knew the unit would eventually revert to
corps control. The task force comma nder thus had to answer to at least two
commanders: the V Corps com manding general and the co mmanding general
of the UNPROFOR in Zagreb. Future missions would involve even more com plicated chains of command.
As the first phase of the MASH deployment drew to a close, the staff could
congratulate itself on a successful piece of work. 'TI, e deployment involved a
burst of intense, concentrated effort on the part of the staffs and similarly intense, concentrated preparations by the unit. Some of the problems were new
and unanticipated; others were expected. What was clear to all concerned was
that such problems needed to be worked out in detail before the next out of
sector mission. 'TI,e best vehicle for doing that remained the corps exercise program.
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1992, sub: Request for Information/Coo rd ination.
" Msg, USCINCEUR for CINCUSA REUR, 190638Z Nov 1992, sub: Clarification of Lega l
Status of Perso nnel Assig ned to Field Hospita l in Zag reb. The releva nt America n decis ion was
that "Hosp ital perso nnel wi ll be deta il ed imm ed iate l}' upon arrival to UNPROFOR under 22
U.S. Code Sec tion 2870, Noncom batant Ass istance to the United Nations." The agreement
to support the UN had an important reservation: "T he U.N. does unders tand and ag ree that
U.S. hospita l personnel wi ll remain in Croatia and not be ordered into the territory of BosniaHerzegovina."
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.. Msg, V Cor ps G-3 Operations for C INCUSARE UR DCSOPS, 120854Z NOli 1992, sub:
TF212 Designation.
U Msg, Cdr V Corps for multiple addressees, 2114002 Oct 1992, sub: Manning in Support
of Belgrade Task Group .
.. Msg, V Corps G-3 Operations for 21 TAACOM, 121 129Z Nov 1992, su b: Zagreb
Command and Control .
.. Msg, 3 COSCOM G-3 Dps for V Corps G-3 Ops, 2011132 Nov 1992, sub: Trk Co
Deploy Croatia. O n the standing courier request, also see Msg, 3d COSCOM (G - 3) to V Corps
G-3 Ops, 231433Z Nov 1992, sub: Area Cleara nce .
.,. Msg, 3d COSCOM to V Corps. 102019 Nov 1992, sub: Tusk Force 68/212 Deployment
SitRep 0\ 1 101600 Nov 92. The COSCOM scnt a dail y situation repor t to V Corps that
provided deta ils of the deployment, hospita l construction, and th en day-to-day operalions.
W hile these are no t cited . they provide a means o f ver ifying da tes o f important events. Sec V
Corps Histo rian File. TF 212 Daily SitRep (1992).
47 Msg, TF 212 for 3d COSCOM. 142000Z Nov 1992, sub: SitRep. Also see "MASH Unit
in Croatia Sets up Hospital fo r U.N.," Star.~ fllld Stripes, 14 Nov 1992; "MASH \Vorke r Hurt in
Croatia," Stars and Stripes, 15 Nov 1992; "MASH Troops Go into Action,· Stars alld Stripes,
16 Nov 1992; and "A MASH with a Difference Is Set up in Croatia,· New York Times, 16 Nov
1992. Sen. Dennis DeConcini (D-A r izona) and Rep. Frank McCloskey (D-I nd iana) attended
the opening ceremo ny.
q Msg, V Cor ps G-3 Ops to USAREU R ODCSOPS, 17 173 1 Nov 19 92, sub: T F212
Command. On the travel di(f"jculties in and around Zagreb, st!t! "MASH Unit in Croatia Treats
First Troops from U.N. Force,· Stars alld Stripes, 17 Nov 1992. By November, the deployment,
including the possibility of the 21st TAACOM driver training mission, was being reported in
Army pttblications. See "First U.S. Army Unit Arrives in War-torn Yugoslavia; Army Times, 23
Nov 1992.
49 Memo, V Corps ACofS, G-3 for Cdr, TF 212, Zagreb, 25 Nov 1992, su b; Treating
Civilia ns.
so Memo, V Corps ACors. G - 3 for Cdr, TF 212, Zagreb. 25 Nov 1992, sub: Rou t e
Reconnaiss ance.
SI Msg, V Corps G-3 for USAREUR DCSOPS, 301029Z Nov 1992, sub: Request for
Info rmation Update on Working Actions.
Sl Msg, Col. E. Paul Semmens, C hief, Operations, USAREUR O DCSOPS, to Lt. Col. Berry,
Chief, Operations. V Corps, 301500Z Nov 1992. sub: T he Caval ry Arrives.
>'l Memo. 3d COSCOM Inspector General for 3d COSCOM G - 3 Operations. 4 Dec 1992,
sub: Travel to Croatia.
$< Msg, HQ DA (DAMO-OD) to CINCUSAREUR, 0414142 Dec 1992, sub: Force Activity
Designator Upgrade for the 212 MASH.
!6 Msg, 3d COSCOM G-3 Ops to V Corps G-3 Ops, 0112212 Dec 1992, sub: Pers Replacement
212. Berry's comment on no-shows ....'as a penciled note on the reverse orthe message.
5/; Msg, CINCUSAREUR for V Cor pset a I. , 141338Z Jan 1993, sub: Property Accountabi lity
o f Ha rvest Falcon Assets; Msg, Cdr V Corps fo r mu ltiple add ressees, 201 500Z Jan 1993, sub;
FRAGO #12 Pro per ty Accountabi lit y of Harvest Falcon Assets.
~7 Msg, CINCUSAREUR for multiple addre.'h~ees, 030824Z Feb 1993, sub: Frag Order 004
to Deployment Order #9261~H()sp ita l to Zagreb, Croatia, details the expanded American
operation in Yugoslavia. A lso see "Mash Members in Zagreb to Begin Return to Ge rmany,"
Stars and Stripes, 7 Mar 1993. Soldiers assigned to the MASH were awarded the Un ited
Nations Service Medal. See "46 Members of MASH Come Home," Stars and Stripes, 11 Mar
1993.
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if; "NUrn berg Hospital to Curb Services: Staff Preparing for Possible Dut y in Croatia; Stars
fllld Stripes, 24 Ma r 1993. The hospita l in NUmberg had previously been a la rger opera tion. the
98t h General Hospital. [n the fall of 1992 it beca me sOlllclI'h:l t ~ma ll e r a nd was redesignated
the 3d Combat Support Hospital , with the mission ~pccifically changed to support V Corps
deployments.
5'j For vario us comments, sec "50211d ."IAS H Leaves for U.N. Duty in Croatia," Sial'S (/1/(/
SlI'ipcs, 27 A pi" 1993.

Operation RESTORE

HOPE

"The bottom line was that the deployment ofTF-158 was a 'pit stop' in the transitionfrom
the Unit Wartime Movement Plan of the GDP era to USAREUR becoming a force projection organiza tion."

I\ /laj. Dtlll Sulka, V Corps G- 4 Planner. January 1993

n February 1991 rebel forces under the command of Muhammed Farah
Aideed finally crushed the govern ment of the Marxist Muhammed Siyad
Barrah, ending a civil war that had persisted in Somalia since 1981. Typically for African wars, the fighting had been marked by seemingly endless
bloodshed. Thousands of Somalis, many of them civilians, had died and roughly
a million more had become refugees. Aideed's victory did not bring peace, however. The rebel forces were a loose alliance of clan-based movements, and once
Siyad Barrah was gone, clan interests prevailed. The consequence was that all
effective government in Somalia simply disappeared in a continuing, evidently
endless bellum omnium contra omnes (war of all against all). Already poor, Somalia was thoroughly impoverished by the fighting. Agriculture and industry, such
as they were, came to a halt. Drought made a bad situation worse, and more than
300,000 Somalis had starved to death by the time summer came. "The only things
available in bulk;' as one observer aptly put it, "appeared to be guns and bad attitudes:>!
Various civilian relief organizations tried to help, but the conditions in Somalia defeated the best intentions of even the most persistent agencies, such as
CARE, Save the Children, Medicines sans Frontiers (Doctors Without Borders),
and UNICEF. Eventually, the United Nations Security Council enacted Resolution 751. Passed on 27 April 1992, it authorized United Nations military operations, under the title of UN SOC OM (United Nations Operation in Somalia), and
the Secretary General asked member nations for military assistance. Initial UN
efforts proved equally fruitless, however, and President George Bush decided to
help by airl ifting relief supplies into Somalia from bases in Kenya. That operation,
PROVIDE RELIEF, began in August 1992 and was actually quite small. At the end of
1992 the operation could claim to have delivered substantial amounts of supplies
to Somalia, but the fact was that the Somali clan chieftains managed to loot al-
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most all of the deliveries once the supplies passed into the hands of the agencies
charged with their distribution. Meanwhile, the famine worsened.
President Bush then opted for more forceful action, and on 21 November
ale rted U.S. military comma nds to prepare for intervention in east Africa. On
25 November United States Central Command was given the mission of securing humanitarian relief in Somalia, using a large-scale military operation to
subdue the warring factions so that delivery of relief supplies could be carried
out effectively. The Un ited Nations supported the American decision by enacting Security Council Resolution 794 on 3 December, authorizing action under
Chapter 7 of the UN Charter to "restore peace, stability, and law and order" to
Somali a as well. President Bush, not necessarily agreeing that the United States
either could or would fulfill such a broad charter, still was determined to ameliorate the suffering in Somalia. Even so, he promised that United States forces
would "not stay one day longer than is absolutely necessary" to accomplish their
humanitarian Inissions.
Central Command named the operation RESTORE HOPE and chose Marine
Lt . Gen. Robert B. Johnston, commanding the [ Marine Expeditionary Force,
to be the joint task force commander. Johnston had previously run Operation
PROVIDE RELIEF and was co nsequently fam il iar with conditions in Somalia.
The Army compo nent of the joint task force was the 10th Mountain Division
(Light), from Fort Drum, New York. Constituted as Task Force Mountain, the
10th Mountain was commanded by Maj. Gen. Steve Arnold. Because the division on ly maintained two active infantry brigades, it required augmentation
in various ways. Obviously Army aviation would be important for operations
in Somalia, considering the poor road network and the great distances to be
covered in establishing control of the countryside and then sustaining humanitarian relief operations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff accordingly decided that the
10th Aviation Brigade of Task Force Mountain needed additional aircraft and
directed the U.S. European Command to provide an aviation task force from
units assigned to Europe. 2 European Command, in turn, passed the mission to
the U.S. Army, Europe. 3

Early Plans and Preparations
There was no question to whom USAREUR would assign its new mission.
The European drawdown had progressed to the point that Hobson's Choice was
the usual decision-making mechanism in unit taskings. By the end of 1992 V
Corps was not only the sole remaining corps in the European theater, but it was
also the only headquarters that commanded aviation units of any size. Therefore, as soon as corps planners heard that a requirement to send an aviation task
force to Somalia existed, they knew that the majority of the soldiers and equipment would come from corps subordinate units, most likely the 12th Aviation
Brigade, to which was assigned the general aviation battalion.
As Operation RESTORE HOPE began, V Corps was still deeply involved in
Operation PROVIDE PROMI SE. Task Force 212, based on the 212th Mobile Army
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Surgical Hospital, had been up and running in Zagreb for under a month, and
the staff was still working its way toward the solution of a number of troublesome problems, including providing adequate housing for the soldiers already
serving in Croatia. In a foretaste of things to come, the battle staff had to divide
its efforts between the two operations, while simultaneously doing contingency
planning for other possible requirements that loomed on the operational horizo n. One result of the European drawdown was that the corps headquarters
had become somewhat smaller. The decreased headquarters size was only part
of the equation, however, because the end of the Cold War also brought with it
an end to USAREUR receiving priority of personnel fill in the Army, particularly
in the crucial officer distribution plan and, within that, the annual allocation of
the graduates of the Command and General Staff College. It was thus a smaller
staff and one apt to be suffering through vacancies in important posts that now
no longer focused on one mission, as it had done during the Cold War, but instead found itself running two major operations and developing contingency
plans for many other possibilities. Wo rse yet, the staff also tended to be more
junior in rank, at least among the plans and actions officers, than had been typical through 1989, and therefore had less accumulated military experience upon
which to draw' For the staff, 1992 accordingly ushered in an interesting new set
of co nditions.'
In at least one respect, however, the overlap of Operations PROVIDE PROM ISE and RESTORE HOPE was beneficial. The staff did not find it necessary to work
the deployment of the aviation task force to Somalia in such grinding detail as
it had the TF 212 deployment to Croatia. The lessons learned in the process of
preparing the medical task force for UN duty and then dispatching it to Croatia
were fresh in everyone's mind, and the list of points of contact at USAREUR,
at 2 1st Theater Army Area Command, and at 1st Th eater Movement Control
Agency were current. Thus, the staff work proceeded smoothly after the corps
received the USAREUR deployment order requiring creation of an aviation task
force from corps assets and units attached from 7th Medical Command and
preparing it for movement.6
The deployment to Croatia had also imbued the corps staff with a sense
of immediacy. The one certai n thing the "iron majors" on the battle staff had
learned about out-of-sector operations was that they were apt to be short-fused
and that time was a precious commodity. Young staff officers naturally soon
found informal ways to obtain the greatest possible warning of new missions.
The corps therefore had its own sources of info rmation about the impending
USAREUR order, probably through personal staff officer contacts with counterparts on the USAREUR operations staff. Th erefore, the same day that it received
the formal USAREUR order, corps was able to issue a warning order that gave a
tentative task force organization, an outline concept of operations, and suppositions about deployment dates.
The V Corps concluded that deploying units could anticipate an earliest arrival date in Somalia of 13 December-already obviously impossible- and a latest
arrival date of 27 December. Because corps had not awaited instructions from
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USAREUR before sending a warning order out to the units concerned, the telefax
cover sheet fro m the corps G- 3 aviation section included a note alerting subordinate staffs that the warning order was already completed at the time the USAREUR order arrived at corps. Retransmitting the USAREUR order to the brigades
was the simplest way of guaranteeing that no mistakes were made, and the corps
instructed all addressees to take the USAREUR order as authoritative, wherever
it conflicted with the corps warning order. In the meanwhile, the 12th Aviation
Brigade, as well as the other brigades that might expect to be asked to contribute
individual soldiers or additional small units to the operation, could expect a corps
operation order the next morning.'
Early consultations between the corps and USAREUR staffs established that
helicopters would be required to fly considerable distances in So malia. Further,
securing the operational environment implied the probability of at least limited
combat actions that included air assaults, while the logistical requirements, both
to sustain U.S . forces and to assist in the humanitarian relief process, suggested
the need for cargo-carr ying capability. The task force therefore needed UH-60
Blackhawks for general utility purposes, including air assaults, and those aircraft all needed to be equipped with external fuel tanks fo r greater rangeS The
cargo requirement could be met by sending a company of CH- 47 Chinooks.
The USAREUR staff suppli ed the requisites fo r medical evacuation by attaching
to the task fo rce an air ambulance co mpany belonging to 7th Medical Command. Finally, keeping the helicopters fl ying demanded deployment of an aviatio n intermediate maintenance co mpany. Discussions between corps and the
12th Aviation Brigade resulted in a decision to base the task force on the 5th
Battalion, 158th Aviation Regiment, stationed at Giebelstadt. By 13 December,
a day after receiving the mission, the staffs had settled on a task force organizatio n that satisfied the mission requirements, insofar as those requirements were
understood at the time.' (Chart 8)
The rationale behind the task force organi zation refl ected the mission requirements. The 159th Medical Company (Air Ambulance) belonged to the
421st Medical Battalion (Evacuation), then a 7th Medical Command unit stationed at Wiesbaden Air Base.1O It was attached to the task force for purposes
of deployment, although the staff anticipated that Task Force Mountain might
reattach the company to the 10th Mountain Division's medical organization
once that company arrived in Somalia. In any case, the 159th Medical Company
satisfi ed the requirement for aeromedical evacuation. Company D, 502d Aviatio n, statio ned at Coleman Barracks in Mannheim, operated the CH- 47 Chinook, a medium-lift cargo helicopter, and could easily ful fi ll any cargo delivery
requirements. Aviation intermediate maintenance support came from a mixed
company-size element drawn from the 7th Battalion, 159th Aviation, and loosely designated a task force within T F 5- 158. Finally, because only one platoon
of UH- 60s in 5- 158 Aviation had external fuel stores, and thus the necessary
extended range capability to operate in Somalia, the utility helicopter company
had to be assembled from the one suitably equipped platoon in Company C, 5158 Aviation, and two similarly equipped platoons from another battalion. Th e
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choice fell on Company A, 7th Batta lion, 227th Aviation, located in Hanau
and part of the 1st Armored Division's 4th (Combat Aviation) Brigade.
The cor ps order repeated the mission enunciated in USAREUR's message
of the preceding day, thus giving brigade and task force planners a speci fi c set
of tasks on which to base their own orders:
USAREUR units w ill participate in joint/combined military operations in Somalia
to secu re the major ai r and sea ports, key in stallat ions and food distribution points.
to provide open and free passage of relief supplies, provide sec urity for convoys and
relie f organ izat io ns an d to ass ist United Nat ion s/Non-Governm enta l Organ izat io ns
in prov idi ng humani ta rian re lief unde r UN auspices, I I

In a procedure that was to beco me co mmon in V Corps, much of the info rmation fl ow to the units affe cted by the order was purely verbal. Not until
planning was well advanced did the task force co mmander actually receive a
formal copy of the V Corps operation order. Instead, hi s staff worked individually with brigade and corps co un ter parts, using telefax and e-mail as means
of comm unicating plans and requirements. 12
A few preliminary bits of information con ditioned the planning environment. Personnel poli cy for the deployment was govern ed by the same criteria
as that obta ined dur ing Operation PROVIDE PROMI SE . Soldiers with movement orders effective within the succeeding sixty days would not be taken to
Somalia, with the exception of key and criti cal personnel, for which the unit
could request a deletion from orders or a deferment of o rders. The task force
could not take with it any soldier who was within ninety days of separation
from the Army, and those soldiers scheduled to attend various Army schools
would comply with their existing orders-again, with the exception of key
individuals.
The Army was at that tim e going through one of its periodic personnel
adjustments, and a number of officers had been selected by Department of
the Army board action for early retirement. TI,e department contemplated
further actions, however, because the selective ea rly retirement board had not
reduced officer strength sufficiently to meet the Army's targets for the year. As
a conseq uence, formal red uctio n in force boards were then meeting, and the
task force commander had to employ so me discretion in selecting captains
to go to So malia. TIlOse who had previously fail ed in the selection for fie ld
grade rank were at ri sk . Since the board results were not due to be announced
for several months, presumab ly while the task force was sti ll in Africa, it was
prudent not to take along any officer who might be liable to involuntary se paration from the Army.13
Headquarters of the United States Forces Command (FORSCOM), located in Atlanta, Georgia , likew ise sent so me guidan ce. Acknowledging
that there were no American bases in the immediate area and that a logisti cal system would have to be created while the deployment was in progress,
FORSCOM directed deploying units to go to Somalia with sufficient supplies
to meet their en route needs for initial operations in Africa. Forces Command
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helpfully speci fi ed that desert pattern organizational clothing and individual
equipment would be used." Planners in Europe received little more guidance
from Atlanta before the deployment began, so fast was the pace of the operation.
The V Corps and USAREUR planners together worked out the key issues
and made the decisions necessary to deal with the "show-stoppers;' as Col. Will
Densberger, the V Corps G-3, phrased it. Among the early questions that had to
be resolved were the distribution of communications and intelligence responsibilities, plans to prepare aircraft for movement by sea from the port of Livorno,
in Italy, and the co ncept for task force employment once in Somalia. One question loomed large. Aviation units owned some pieces of oversized equipment
that had to be shipped, but low bed train cars to transport those pieces of equipment to the port were in short supply. Careful scheduling of shipments would
thus be a major consideration. IS

Going to Somalia in an Overcoat
Concern about available time proved well founded. The first helicopter unit
began its movement to the port less than twenty-four hours after 12th Aviation
Brigade began to form the task force, an action possible only because both the
corps and the aviation brigade had begun their staff work before receiving formal notification of the mission. The aviation companies that eventually formed
the task force also tried to anticipate their eventual orders. Across the corps, detailed planning continued, even as units bega n to execute the mission. Formal,
written operation orders actually were published well after the deployment began. Although the first aircraft began flyin g out to the port in Livorno on 13 December, the V Corps operation order was not published until 12 December, the
1st Armored Division operation order was issued on 14 December, and the 12th
Aviation Brigade operation order did not appear until 15 December. '6 The fact
that the orders had been published did not, of course, mean that they reached
the affected units on those dates. Until those documents appeared, telephones,
telefax, e-mail, and short-notice meetings kept commanders apprised of the
planning requirements and were even used to issue early execution instructions.
In December 1992 Lt. Col. Gary S. Coleman had o nly recently assumed
comma nd of the 5th Battalion, 158th Aviation Regiment, stationed at Giebelstadt, not far from Wiirzburg, Germany. He first learned of the mission on 5
December, when the 12th Aviation Brigade involved him and his staff in a ser ies
of plan ning exercises to deploy an aviation task force to an unknown location.
Given a notio nal task force organization, his staff developed a suitable deployment plan. Immediately after finishing that exercise, he received additional,
and different, task force organizations for which to plan. Those "what if" drills
continued until about 9 December, and throughout that period, Coleman was
convinced that he and his battalion were bound for Yugoslavia. "That kind of
tainted how we were thinking about the operation;' he later sa id, adding that
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"even after the Somalia operation commenced on the ninth of December, we
still didn't realize that it was our eventual operations area:>17
Coleman forwarded his command estimates and the plans his staff had fo rmulated to brigade headquarters and awaited further guidance. Finally, on 12
December, the 12th Aviation Brigade gave him a fo rmal warning order for a
deployment to Somalia. He announced the impending mission at a battalion
Christmas party that same evening, and his staff and companies immediately
began a period of hectic preparations. Two days later Coleman attended a meeting at 12th Aviation Brigade headquarters in Wiesbaden, at which he discovered he was going to receive a lot of high-level help, whether he wanted it or
not. "I walked into the roo m:' he recalled, "and found myself to be pretty much
the junio r guy:' The corps commander and his principal staff, the 12th Aviation
Brigade co mmander and his principal staff, and the commanders of the other
V Corps major subordinate commands" were all in the conference room . The
meeting, intended to work out important issues relating to the deployment,
began with the corps commander, Lt. Gen. Jerry Rutherford, setting the tone by
issuing some specific guidance to all of the attendees.
'TI,e deployment was, Rutherford began by explaining, to be a corps effort, a
point the general emphasized when he pointed out that he had 70,000 so ldiers
available to push the 500-man aviation task force out of Germany. In saying that,
he clearly identified the deployment as a V Corps effort, and not as a 5th Batta lion, 158th Aviation, or 12th Aviation Brigade mission, and it was obvious to
all the other commanders in the roo m that their prinCipal task for the next few
weeks was to support the deployment. The second important point that Coleman took away from the meeting was that his task force was to travel to Somalia
"heavy:' 'TI,at is, the corps commander wa nted him to take with him everything
that he thought there was any possibility that he might need, since co nditions
in So malia gave new meaning to the now slightly worn term "austere environment:' As Coleman recalled it, Rutherford told him that he wo uld "rather have
you go to Somalia with an overcoat, and when you get there, take the overcoat
off, than to show up down there and fi nd out that you need it:" 9
Coleman soon discovered that the corps could provide more help than his
small battalion staff could easily accept, and his first problem was "the sheer
physics of absorbing all of this assistance from the corps:' Provided with the
text of the warning order and information drawn from the USAREU R deployment order, he organized his task force around a detachment drawn from the
headquarters and headquarters company and Company C of his battalion. The
attached uni ts were located too fa r away from Giebelstadt for the commanders
to waste the travel time needed for face-to-face meetings, so Coleman co mmunicated with the 159th Medical Company and the 7- 159 Aviation (Aviation
Intermediate Maintenance) in Wiesbaden and Company A, 7-227 Aviation in
Hanau by telephone and telefax.
While he was busy organizing the task fo rce, support began pouring in to
Giebelstadt as a consequence of Rutherford's injunctions that the rest of the
corps should help. The fi rst arriva ls were soldiers from all over the corps area
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Lt. Gen. Jerry Rut/wford visiting a mechanized infantry battalion

who were attached to the task force to fill specific shortages in the battalion's
table of organization or to supplement the task force with skills an aviation battalion did not normally require. Among those were finance clerks, additional
personnel clerks, medical technicians, and signal troops to operate the satellite
communication links that the task force would be issued. Coleman's headquarters company, which had a strength of around 70, immed iately ballooned to
more than 120 so ldiers, and he was forced to commandeer the post gymnasium
to house the additional troops. Considering all the attached individual soldiers,
as well as attached units, the task force grew to a planning figure of700 soldiers,
of which only about 250 came directly from Coleman's battalion 2o Similar difficulties arose as the additional supplies and maintenance equipment began to
arrive in Giebelstadt. The corps G- 4 helped by immediately delivering storage
containers, and the battalion fina lly coped with the influx by stowing everythi ng
in the MILVANs and CONEX containers eventually used for the deployment.2l
While all that was go ing on at the task force headquarters, the units to be attached began their own preparations, based in large part on Coleman's miss ion
analysis. He refined his task force mission statement from the one handed him
in the USAREU R deployment order and V Corps warning order:
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Conduct strategic deployment of Task Force 5- 158 to Soma lia, East Africa. Establi sh
a forwa rd operat ing base. Conduct combat, combat support. and combat service sup-

po rt aviation missions in the hum anitarian relief sectors of Somalia as di rected by
Headquarters, ARFOR.
Th e mission demanded a number of specified tasks for which Coleman directed
task fo rce units to prepare. Co mbat tasks incl uded conducting air assault missions, command aviation operations, convoy security, and route security reconnaissa nce for ground forces . Combat support tasks amounted to establishing
for ward area refuel and rearm points and maintaining the ability to conduct
search and recovery operations for downed aircraft. The combat service suppo rt tasks, largely logistical in nature, called fo r the task fo rce to conduct air
movement of troops and supplies, carr y out logistical resupply, co nduct aeromedical evacuation of injured and wounded soldiers, maintain all of their aircraft and equipment, and provide their own air traffic control at task force airfi elds. Finally, Coleman told his commanders that he wanted the task force to
arrive in Somalia with the ability to sustain itself for approximately thirty days,
as a hedge against theater logistical problems. He intended to begin operations
within forty -eight hours of arrival and wanted to be able to conduct independent aviation operations, if necessary, for short periods of time.
To fac ilitate the deployment and subsequent operations, the battalion co mmander intended to send a fac t-fin ding and coordination team to Somalia ahead
of the task fo rce, and to follow it with an advance party that could assume co mmand of the leading elements of the task force when they arrived at Mogadishu.
As the companies prepared for deployment, Coleman once again emph asized
maintenance, setting a goal of an operational readiness rate of 80 percent or
better, sustaining operations twenty-four hours a day, and having a minimum
of deferred maintenance on aircraft.22 USAREU R obliged Coleman's request to
se nd a coordination team to Somalia early, agreeing to provide an aircraft to
fly his liaison team of a captain and a sergeant to Mogadishu on 14 December. 23 The rest of the task force fo cused its attention on assembling everything it
would need to carry out the commander's intent and on leaving Germany.
Capt. Peter Newell, co mmanding Company A, 7th Battalion, 227th Aviatio n, received early notice of the deployment. He was at the Grafenwohr exercise area during the first week of December, leading his company in a battalion
field training problem. TI1e 1st Armored Division was involved in contingency
planning fo r a deployment to Somalia even then, because Newell reported that
he responded to questions relayed from the 4th (Combat Aviation) Brigade S-3,
thro ugh his battalion commander, for pieces of information the division needed" " Newell discussed the mission in some detail with his battalion commander
on 7 December and learned that he would receive an additional gunner for each
of his aircraft. The captain asked to return to Fliegerhorst Kaserne, in Hanau,
to begin preparing his unit for movement, but was instead directed to remain
at Grafenwohr and go through addi tional gunnery training so that his new gun ners, supplied by units throughout the 4th Brigade, could qualify.
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Division trainers reconfigured the range times so that Newell's company
could qualify on 10 December instead of 13 December, as scheduled, and the
company went back to garrison the next day. On 11 December Newell was told
that ten of his aircraft-two full platoons-would deploy to Somalia for at least
two months. His soldiers had already begun work on 10 December to prepare
the unit for movement, a process they continued fo r the two nominated platoons
through the eighteenth, working, according to Newell, eighteen to twenty hours a
day. Only on 15 December did the company learn that it would take its aircraft to
Ramstein Air Base, where they would be loaded on U.S. Air Force transports for
delivery to Mogadishu.25
The I S9th Medical Company (Air Ambulance) belonged to the 421st Medical
Evacuation Battalion, which was not a V Corps unit but was assigned to USAREUR's 7th Medical Command. ,he USAREUR deployment order attached the
company to the Somali a-bound task force, just as it had attached the 1st Armored
Division's two platoons . Perhaps because it had been operating in a different
chain of command, the 159th did not appear to have had as much early notice as
the other elements of the task force.26 Capt. Dale A. Goldsberry, the company's
operations officer, reported that the unit learned only in the middle of December
about the deployment, which he later clarified to mean that the unit was forma lly
alerted on 11 December. Planning was not quite as smooth for the IS9th, either.
Goldsberry complained that he and his small operations section were required
to spend too much time in "what if" drills because no one seemed able to decide
how the unit would be deployed. Thus, the company developed plans for various
combinations of rail and aerial movement, to include self-deployment as far as
Livorno. As he pointed out, it was not enough to say that the unit would move
by strategic airlift; he also needed to know what types and numbers of Air Force
aircraft would be used, because the C-SA Galaxy and C- 141 Starlifter required
different air load configurations for his equipment. He felt that working out load
plans for various types and combinations of aircraft pointlessly ate into valuable
time. 27

Other home station preparations consumed the time of junior officers and
noncommissioned officers. One of the fIrst steps was appointment of a rear detachment commander, among whose many responsibilities was the operation of a
family support group to keep the famili es of deployed married soldiers informed
about what was going on and to forestall a wide range of possible domestic problems. Single soldiers inventoried and stored their personal belongings and automobiles. All of the soldiers involved in the deployment had to verify tlleir weapons and particularly their chemical and biological protection qualifications and
complete all the steps in the personnel readiness process so that they were eligible
for overseas movement 28 Soldiers received briefings on the area of operations
and warnings about the diseases they were likely to encounter. Because disease
and nonbattle injuries were expected to be the prevalent type of casualty, the task
force took every possible prophylactic measure at home stations, especially yellow fever vaccination and treatment against malaria. The soldiers also had clearly
to understand the rules of engagement under which they would operate 2 •
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With the companies heavily engaged in organizing themselves to move,
the corps staff occupied itself with organ izing the out-of-theater movement
of the task force. The operations officer of 5- 158 Aviation gathered together
a summary of the equipment that the subordinate companies needed to ship
and computed railcar requirements, which he then sent to the 502d Movement
Control Center, which ordered the trains from the German Bundesbahn. In the
end, the task force figured on four trains from the Kitzingen Bahnhof, serving
Giebelstadt; two trains from Mannheim, to be loaded at Coleman Barracks; and
two trains from Wiesbaden, to be loaded on the air base itself. 3o All were bound
for the port at Livorno, Italy. As the trains and aircraft began to leave Germany
for Livorno, the USAREUR staff arranged for a ship, coordinating with the Military Traffic Movement Command in Europe for a port call at Livorno. 31
Because so me aircraft needed to be sent to Somalia right away to assist the
arriving 10th Mountain Division, the corps planned to move the utility helicopter company using strategic airlift from Ramstein Air Base. The remainder
of the helicopters were flown to Livorno, where they met the trains deliveri ng
the task force's vehicles and other equipment and were loaded on board a ship
for the trip to Mogadishu. The first task was to launch the CH- 47D Chinook
cargo helicopters of D Company, 502d Aviation Regiment, from Mannheim toward Italy. The 12th Aviation Brigade planned two possible routes for the Chinooks and a later movement of thirty UH- 60 Blackhawk helicopters to Pisa
airfield, near Livorno. The first option was a one-day route through the Brenner
Pass that included two stops for refueling and that was obviously dependent on
weather. The second was a two-day route with a number of refueling stops via
Marseilles and Nice, and thence to Pisa airport, with a planned arrival not later
than 15 December.32
The sixteen Chinooks lifted off from Coleman Barracks in four flights on
13 December. While they were on their way south, the 12th Aviation Brigade
so ught clearances to fl y in Italian air space, alerting the U.S. defense attache office at the Embassy in Rome for assistance. The defense attache responded the
same day with verbal clearances from the Italian government, with the proviso
that the helicopters could land on ly at military airfields 33 In the meanwhile, in
the midst of preparing to fly the aircraft either to Ramstein or to Livorno, the
task force prepared most of its vehicles and other equipment for shipment by
rail in accordance with a detailed plan that manifested soldiers on various aircraft or as supercargoes on trains or on the ship. Careful pallet loading plans for
all the aircraft allowed the task force to take three days' supply of field rations
on the aircraft and another twelve days' supply on the ship. Coleman's staff also
procured fifteen days' supply of bottled drinking water, at five gallons per man
per day, for delivery to Mogadishu by ship."
USAREUR and corps staffs turned their attentions to port operations in
Livorno, where the U.S. Army's Southern European Task Force (SETAF) and
SETAF's 8th Area Support Group were on hand to help. To prepare helicopters for sea transport normally ca lled for removing the rotor blades and then
covering the fuselage in shrink-wrap plastic to protect against the effects of salt
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air and saltwater, tasks that required both maintenance space and manpower.
USAREUR directed the SETAF soldiers to prepare the aircraft for ship transport and determined that they would do so in temporary maintenance facilities,
known as clamshell tents, that USAREUR troops would help to erect. USAREUR provided a C- 12 transport to send seventeen soldiers from the 94th Engineer Battalion of V Corps to Livorno, where they worked for two days to erect
the promised shelters. Other V Corps soldiers from the 70th Transportation
Battalion went to Italy by C-130 to help load the ship.35
The corps also sent soldiers to Ramstein to help the task force prepare its
aircraft for strategic airlift at the aerial port of embarkation. 36 For the task force
itself, however, the real deadlines were those imposed by the rail loading times
specified in order to meet the ship loading time in Livorno for a vessel that was
already en route from the United States. The date that rail loading had to begin,
15 December, in turn set a number of other deadlines: obtaining supplies and
packing them, loading them into shipping containers, transporting them to the
three railheads, and then loading the railcars. Loading began early on the morning of 15 December, as planned, and lasted well into the night at Kitzingen,
Mannheim, and Wiesbaden, with one railhead, Kitzingen, requiring more than
thirty hours of continuous work to finish loading. The local base support battalions and area support groups, none of which were under V Corps command,
supported the task force, but Coleman's soldiers handled the actualloading."7 It
was a big task, Colema n later commenting that his soldiers loaded trains with
more equipment than their units had ever owned before. More equipment yet
was provided in Italy. USAREUR determi ned that it would be more efficient to
issue war reserve stocks from a depot in Italy than to transport the equipment
from Germany, so the task force planned to pick up some forty vehicles and
trailers from those stocks and deliver them to the port for shipment. 3'
At that point, the major pieces of the operation were more or less positioned for deployment. From 15 through 21 December the trains traveled between Germany and Livorno, the first arriving at the port on 19 December. 39
The Chinook helicopters landed in Italy on 15 December, while the UH-60 aircraft of the 159th Medical Company flew in two days later.'o 1he balance of the
task force aircraft began to move from home stations to Ramstein Air Force
Base on 15 December, the last of the three platoons arriving there the next day:"
With all of the aircraft spotted at the departure airfield and port, USAREUR
then arranged for Air Force flights to return the aircrew and the engineer teams
to Germany:12 Airfield operations were the responsibility of the 21st TI1eater
Army Area Com mand, which devised the plan and supervised aircraft preparation and 10ading. 43
While those unit movements were under way, the 12th Aviation Brigade delivered its completed operation order to the task force. TI1e order consisted of six
phases. In Phase 1, the units prepared for movement. Phase 2 involved movement of aircraft and equipment to the sea port of embarkation. In Phase 3, the
UH-60 company deployed from Ramstein on six C- 5 and four C- 141 aircraft.
Phase 4 provided for movement of the main body from Rhein -Main Air Base to
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LoadingCH- 47 Chinook helicopters on board the M .V. American Falcon in Livarno for missions in support of the 10th Mountain Division in Somalia

Mogadishu. W hen the order was issued, the task force was obviously already in
the midst of Phase 3. TI,e remaining two phases had no dates attached to them,
since they dealt with conduct of the mission and eventual redeployment, and no
one yet knew how long TF 5-158 would be in Somalia. The order did, however,
attach additional elements to the task force: an air traffic control element consisting of one platoon of the 3d Battalion, 58th Aviation Regiment, and Detachment 26, 7th Weather Squadron (U.S. Air Force) ."
Last minute planning continued while the task force made its final preparations. Various intelligence estimates suggested that the warring factions in
Somalia might possess herbicides and tear gas or other riot control agents, and
were likely to use them if they did have such chemicals, but were unlikely to
be armed with any more substantial or virulent chemical agents. As a consequence, no chemical units were assigned to the task fo rce, but elements of the
task force were directed to take basic N BC equipment with them and to put all
deploying soldiers through N BC requalification at home stations.'''
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By that time all of the planning staffs knew that the ship they were awaiting at Livorno was the American Falcon. a roll -on . roll -off vessel that was un der government contract and that normally transported service members' automobiles to and from Europe. USAREUR units working at Livorno reported
that large quantities of bulk supplies were appearing on the docks. and that
they heard these supplies were going to be loaded on the American Falcon for
onward shipment to Somalia. The corps staff. having received such reports
from its own soldiers. anxiously asked its USAREUR counterparts to make
certain that TF 5- 158 had first priority for loading and that none of the aviation task force equipment wou ld be "bumped" and left on the pier."· Somewhat ominously. the Department of the Army. conscious that Somalia was a
dangerous place. chose that moment to detail casualty reporting procedures
for the task force .'''
The shipment of equipment to Livorno did not proceed without incident.
Despite previous experience with international rail movements. neither USAREUR
nor V Corps recognized that some of the oversized equipment that required
the special low-bed train cars would be too large to pass through some of the
tunnels in Italy.'" The first inkling of the difficulty came when the first train
arrived at Rosenheim. on the German-Austrian border. An Italian train inspector met the train there to inspect it and grant cleara nce. AntiCipating that
there might be corrections to be made. V Corps had already dispatched a team
to the border crossing point with instructions to make the loads comply with
Italian requirements. Discussions with the Italian inspector revea led that the
oversized equipment. forty-seven pieces in all. would not pass through some
of the tunnels.
Because the 502d Movement Control Ce nter could not immediately locate
a line haul carrier to truck the oversized equipment to Livorno. USAREUR
decided to ship the equipment as far as possible into Italy by rail. then offload
it and arrange with the 8th Area Support Group for drivers to take it by road
the rest of the way to Livorno. The process somewhat delayed the loading of
the sh ip. though some of the lost time was easily made up when soldiers at the
port discovered it was unnecessary to cover the helicopters in shrink wrap.
since the aircraft would all fit in the hold of the American Falcon and thus be
protected from the elements."9
Departures from Germa ny and Livorno. with those minor exceptions.
flowed according to plan, with all of the elements of Task Force 5-158 Aviation
converging on the airfield and port in Mogadishu by 3 January 1993. (Map 7)
TI,e actual deployment time line made it clear why there was never any chance
that USAREUR or V Corps co uld use the deliberate planning process: There
simply was not enough lead time to do the forma l staff estimate and issue the
orders. all of which were published after unit movement bega n.
TI,e task force delivered thirty-one helicopters. the Chinooks of Co mpany
D. 502d Aviation, and the air ambulances of the 159th Medical Company. by
ship. TI,e remaining fifteen UH-60 helicopters were delivered by air. A total
of 478 pieces of equipment. including 113 containers. and 9 passengers sa iled
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with the American Falcon. Another 91 pieces of equipment and the majo rity
of the task force, 681 soldiers, traveled by air to Somalia. 50

Duty in Somalia
'TI,e deployment of Task Force 212 to Croatia had been based on a set of
existing facilities, the use of which was negotiated through the United Nations
with a sovereign government. W hen Task Force 5-158 arrived in Mogadishu,
by comparison, it found no such arrangements had been made. No functioning national government existed, and the different clans that controlled various
portions of the defunct government had little claim to legitimacy and even less
ability to accomplish anything constructive. 'TI,e port of Mogadishu had little capacity and had been abandoned for some time. The remaining port facilities and
the airport had been stripped of anything of value, including electrical wiring,
and were in ruins. "Anything here worth a nickel was taken;' one Navy officer
com mented. Few civilian companies remained with which the United Nations
forces could contract support. According to the Navy's port officers, "there was
no infrastructure, no government, no people to deal with or hire, [and] you
didn't know who to trust ... it was worse than starting at ground zero:'51
Colonel Coleman left Ramstein Air Force Base with his advance party on 21
December, taking with him seven soldiers, two ten-ton fuel haulers, a five-ton
truck, and a light tactical truck .52 Capt. Joey Mehr, who had flown to Mogadishu
on 15 December, met the advance party when it arrived in Somalia early on 22
December. The general dilapidation of the port and the shortage of facilities
were obviously problems, but Coleman found to his delight that Mehr and his
sergeant had gone a long way toward finding solutions. They had arranged a
place for the task force to be billeted and had made initial coordination and
contact with the 10th Mountain Division headquarters, which had itself only
just arrived. The remainder of the advance party arrived over the succeeding
three days, with the entire company being in place by 26 December, giving the
task force the nucleus of aircraft and personnel to begin operations. "Murphy,
of course, struck;' as Coleman later related. 'TI,e task force had combat loaded
the transport aircraft so that the tools and equipment to reassemble their helicopters would be on the first plane to arrive. As it turned out, the tools came on
the last airplane, a problem Coleman solved by arranging to use tools belonging
to a Marine fli ght detachment already at the port to make his aircraft ready to
assume the mission.53
'TI,e main body of the task force left Rhein-Main Air Base on chartered aircraft on 30 and 31 December. 54 After test flying its helicopters, the task force
immediately relocated to Baledogle, where the 10th Aviation Brigade made its
headquarters on a Soviet-built airfield form erly used to train pilots of the Somalian Air Force. From Baledogle, the task force launched immediately into a
series of air assaults as Task Force Mountain began trying to stab ilize the political situation in the countryside. 55 W hile that was in progress, the remainder of
the task force met the American Falcon at the port, prepared its aircraft for op-
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Air assault in Somalia

erations, and joined the UH-60 company at Baledogle. Upon arrival, the 159th
Medical Company was, as planners had anticipated, detached from task force
control and assigned to the 10th Mountain Division's medical group. Thereafter,
the company operated as the theater aeromedical evacuation unit. 56
One other decision reduced the size of the task force. Company 0, 502d
Aviation Regiment, the Chinook heavy-lift helicopter unit, was still in Mogadishu on 5 January when Col. Michael Dallas, commander of the 10th Aviation
Brigade, informed them that the company was not needed in Somalia. 1he joint
task force had determined that other helicopter units in Somalia, notably Marine and Navy heavy lift squadrons, and a greater than expected deployment of
helicopters by other member nations of the United Nations, made it unnecessary to retain 0 -502 in the country. Asked to comment about the decision,
the V Corps public affairs officer cou ld only repeat the information that had
already been released, but conceded that the cost to the government to send the
company as far as Livorno ran to $44,768 for the sixteen Chinooks, while handling costs at the port of Livorno amounted to an additional $25,213. Sensitivity
about wastage of resources prompted the European Command public affa irs
officer to issue guidance to USAREUR and V Corps to the effect that the U.S.
Central Command public affairs office would make the official statement. 57
1he 166 soldiers of Company D, although irritated at the turn of events,
prepared their ai rcraft and put them back on the ship. In response to a V Corps
request, the American Falcon returned the company's equipment to Bremerhaven.58 The soldiers returned by chartered airliner, arriving at Rhein -Main Air
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Base on 9 January. The American Falcon docked at Bremerhaven on 21 January and offioaded all of Co mpany D's equipment the same day. The last of the
airCl'aft retul'lled to Coleman Barracks on 30 January, while a train carrying the
balance of the unit's equipment arrived in Mannheim o n 10 February59
The events associated with making the task force operational in Somalia
proved that the corps had been wise to send Coleman's unit "heavy:' Food, water, and shelter were immediate problems. Because the task force had taken
water and provisions sufficient for a month, Coleman was able to give his so ldiers substa ntially more water than the standard issue- a major health concern.
With few buildings left in tact, the MILVANs, CONEX containers, and trailers
beca me invaluable places to store repair parts and test equipment away from
the pervasive dry, red, dusty sand. Extra tentage solved the billeting problem.
The medical company had taken tractors and tra ilers, which turned out to
be a wise decision because there were simply no civilian vehicles to be leased in
Mogadishu. The 159th Medical Company's tractors ended up being used by the
rest of the task force and other U.S. forces arou nd the port. One other piece of
equipment that the 159th decided to ship to Somalia was a ten-ton forklift, an
item not provided on the company's authorization documents. Captain Goldsberr y, the company operations officer, later remarked that he had no idea how
they would have managed without the loader because materiel handling equipment, like trucks and trailers, was utterly unavailable in Somalia no matter what
rental price the Army was willing to pay. "We about wore the tires off of the
ten-ton forklift;' he remarked.
The 159th also decided to take along with it a substantial amount of sports
equipment and other gear provided by the morale, welfare, and recreation office. That, too, was a wise decision. Co leman later ruefully co mmented that
there were absolutely no facilities at Baledogle. There was also no American
radio, since no decision was ever made to deploy an Armed Forces Radio and
Television Service detachment to support the troops in Somalia. Mail was
slow- about a ten-day round trip to Germany- and newspapers were therefore
far out of date. Soldiers were starved for news and for something to do other
than "watch the dust blow;' as Goldsberry put it, when they were not on operations. To combat the boredom, the 159th had a wide range of sports equipment
ava ilable. That proved to be an important piece of foresight in terms of maintaining morale. 60

Red eployment
Beginning in February 1993 redeployment of the task force proceeded in
stages. With Company D, 502d Aviation, already back in Germany, Coleman's
force declined to around 550 soldiers. Army strength in Somalia was drawing
down as the political situation there appea red to stabilize. The joint task force
headquarters decided to leave an in fa ntry battalion behind as a ready reaction
force and to create a small aviation task force to support that battalion. Early
in February Col. Mike Dallas, the 10th Aviation Brigade commander, recom-
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me nded to General Steven Arnold, the division commander, that the aviation
task fo rce be centered on TF 5- 158. Arnold forwarded that recommendation
to the joint task force, but the final decision was that the 3d Squadron, 17th
Cavalry, a unit belonging to the 10th Mountain Division, would provide the
aviation support.
As a consequence, on 10 February Coleman learned from Dallas that his
unit would go back to Germany and that he should begin planning for redeployment. Released from its mission, most of TF 5- 158 returned to Mogadishu
from Baledogle. The 159th Medical Company, no longer under task force control, was to remain in Somalia until it cou ld be replaced with a like unit. About
fifty soldiers from Company B, 7th Battalion, 159th Aviation, th e aviation intermedi ate maintenance unit, also stayed in Somali a to support th e 3-17 Cavalry, as did a ten-man team from the 3d Battalion , 58 th Aviation, which had
ha ndled air traffic control for the task force'"!
Coleman placed the remainder of the task force in a co mpound at the port
in Mogadishu, where civil disorder caused him serious concerns about his
so ldiers' safety. Th e task fo rce prepared its aircraft fo r shipment and washed
down its vehicles in a processing fa Cility that Task Force Mountain had built at
th e port. Because the task force equipment would make up only a part of the
load of the ship that would carr y it, and because the balance of the cargo was
going to the Uni ted States, T F 5- 158 prese nted its equipment to military and
Department of Agriculture inspectors according to standards for entry into
th e United States. After the ship sa iled, the soldiers went to the airport, where
th ey departed by chartered aircraft on 1 March, arriving back in Germany
around two o'clock in the morning of 2 March. Replaced by another unit, the
fifty men from the aviation intermediate maintenance company returned to
Germany at the end of March. Later still the joint task force released the air
traffi c control tea m, which returned to Germany by 5 April 6 2
The 159th Medical Company sent a few people back to Germany early in
the deployment, as the requirements for aeromedical evacuation decreased.
By the time the bulk of T F 5- 158 redeployed, the 159 th Medical Company
had around fo rty- five soldiers left in So malia, and they stayed there until the
end of May, redeploying on 24-25 May. O riginal disc ussions had envisioned
replacing the 159th with a unit from the continental United States and using
UH - l Iroquois aircraft, which many of the pilots thought better suited to
the mission in Somalia. In the end, howeve r, the 45 th Medical Company (Air
Ambulance), a UH- 60 company from the 7th Medical Group in Germany,
replaced the 159th .63
The task force plann ed its return to Germany carefull y. Quickly processing
through the passenger terminal at Rhein -Main Air Base, the soldiers returned
to home station and to the usual welcoming ce remonies. In order to ensure
that he had all the loose ends tied up, Coleman maintained control of all task
force soldiers fo r one month after their return to Germany. Every soldier had
to complete hi s co urse of malaria prophylaxis, which ran fo r thirty days after
return to Germany; turn in all weapons and cri tical items of equipment; and
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then take either a four-day pass or, if desired, a fourteen -day leave. After clearing all hand receipts, the soldiers returned to control of their parent units.
Ten days after TF 5- 158 returned, the ship with its aircraft and equipment
docked at Bremerhaven. When the equipment arrived at local railheads, task
force soldiers unloaded the cars and took the equipment back to motor pools.
Simultaneously, aircrews went to Bremerhaven and picked up the helicopters.
The task force officially disbanded on 5 April 1993.64
One problem remained. As the soldiers of 7- 159 Aviation, the task force
maintenance unit, were preparing to return to Germany, they received instructions from the joint task force headquarters to leave their equipment behind
for the next aviation maintenance unit to use. The V Corps commander reacted sharply, insisting that he could not leave the maintenance equipment in
Somalia without undercutting his maintenance capability in Germany. General Rutherford further pointed out that Europe no longer had "float;' or excess,
equipment of that type, since the equipment made surplus by the drawdown
of VII Corps units had already been turned in. He therefore demanded that
7- 159 Aviation return to Germany with its equipment.· s Brig. Gen. Charles
C. Cannon, Jr., commanding the 3d Corps Support Command, which was the
headquarters to which 7-159 Aviation belonged, agreed with Rutherford. He
stressed that the AVIM equipment under discussion amounted to about 40
percent of his aviation maintenance capacity. Were it not returned, he would
have difficulty supporting normal peacetime operations, let alone any further
contingency missions .66
The corps formally directed 3d Corps Support Com mand to bring the
equipment back to Germany.6? By including the CINCUSAREUR, the commanding general of Third U.S. Army, and the commanding ge neral of the
Army element of U.S . Central Command as information addressees, Rutherford brought the matter to a level of command that could rectify the problem.
While that was going on, the corps G- 4 tried to deal with the issue by talking
to the deputy chief of staff, logistics, at Forces Command. 6s Delicate negotiations at the senior level were not matched by what was going on in Somalia,
however. The day that V Corps dispatched its message, the 7- 159 Aviation
commander in Somalia received a document control number for the transfer
of his AVIM equipment to Central Command, along with "a direct order not
to touch 'h is equipment;" as the conversatio n was reported to the corps G-4.
"I don't think the CG knows this!" the deputy G-4 warned his boss.·'
The corps ultimately lost the fight. On 3 May the corps G- 4 received instructions to transfer the aviation maintenance equipment to the 24th Infantry
Division, wh ich would hand receipt it to Company K, 159th Aviation Regiment,
which assumed the maintenance mission for the units remaining in Somalia.?O
Concerned about the level of maintenance support he was able to provide
units in Germany, the corps commander continued to explore ways to have the
equipment formerly belonging to 7-159 returned. By mid-July, USAREUR was
supporting the corps position and had arranged for the helicopter maintenance
equipment to be brought back for V Corps use.?!
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At length, USAREUR determined that there were only six pieces of equip ment still in Somalia that were critical; others could be replaced from within theater. USAREUR and Forces Command agreed that, as soon as those
ite ms we re identified as being on hand in Somalia, they would be sent back
to Germany. In the end, the continuing Europea n drawdown process made
pursuing th e issue a pointless exercise. USAREUR had just announced that
Company D, 7th Battalion, 159th Aviation, would be inactivated. Since that
unit's equipment would be available for transfer to Company B, no critical
shortage remained n

Reflections
From the point of view of V Corps, it was important to analyze the experience of sending TF 5- 158 Aviation to Somalia, particularly because several of
the problems that arose- among them the width of Italian railroad tunnelswere hardly new. Nevertheless, in a V Corps review conducted in January 1993
to evaluate persistent problems, the staff admitted in an internal report that the
"Command does not have the capabilities ... to review lessons learned from
last deployment exercise:' Considering Exercise Dragon Hammer '92, when the
corps deployed to Sardinia, the deployment of TF 212 to Croatia, and the deployment of T F 5- 158 to Somalia, the review found the corps "unable to retri eve lessons learned from prev ious three deployments:>73
Discussions among corps staff officers attributed that shortcoming to several circumstances. Chief among them was the lack of time. Busy planners, faced
with a short-notice deployment, were unable to spend the tim e needed to look at
after action reviews and other documents pertaining to previous deployments.
A wealth of such documentation existed, as did staff analyses based upon those
documents. Complicating the matter, the normal turnover in personnel swiftly
destroyed accumulated staff expertise. Some staff officers thought that the staff
did not even keep adequate records of previous operations from which to draw
the needed lessons, had the time to do so been available. Finally, corps deployme nts were increasingly characteri zed by verbal decision-making, normally in
the course of battle staff meetings or high level briefin gs for which no transcripts
were ever taken.'" The after action reviews published by the various elements of
Task Force 5- 158 were thus of considerable interest as the staff began thinking
about how to do the job better the next time.
Reading over the unit evaluations of what had happened did not provide
much comfort. Basically, as might be expected from small units such as aviation
companies, such materials offered narrowly perceived problem areas, rather
than larger summaries and analyses of the entire experience. Still, the corps
staff felt the sting of disgruntled comments, such as one from Company D, 502d
Aviation, that complained that the
Unit was kept out of the info rmation net until the last minute, Onl y had 24 hours'

notice to deploy the unit by air. Main body departure changed only minutes after the
adva nce party departed?5
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In a particularly wounding jibe, 0 /502 alleged that AFN Radio, notorious for
facile and superficial reporting, was among the best sources of information for
its soldiers.
The 12th Aviation Brigade commented upon problems in filling personnel shortages and on a process of issuing orders that wasted time. Corps staff
members recognized both as having occurred on previous deployments. TI,e
brigade further commented about the problem with oversized train loads, and
the inability of both the 502d Movement Control Center and the German train
master to recognize that the vehicles would not clear the Italian tunnels. Other
transportation issues were equally relevant, and the brigade noted that qualified movement personnel- rail and ail' load planners- were in short supply
throughout the organization?" The 159th Medical Company remarked with
some asperity on an extreme shortage of planning lead time, time lost to pointless "what if" drills, a unit table of organization and equipment that had inadequate transportation to move the entire company, and the fact that "no mission
statement was issued during predeployment or deployment phases:m The last
point appeared to suggest communications problems, since the headquarters of
TF 5-158 issued its mission statement not later than 15 December.
TI,e USAREUR and V Corps staffs conducted their own after action review
in the first week ofjanuary 1993, which revealed most of the issues the task force
later complained about. The attendees recognized that any short-notice deployment would be rife with problems, and that the issuance of plans and orders
could not possibly follow normal procedures . Nonetheless, they agreed that "we
made this much harder than it had to be;' and emphasized that the superior
headquarters needed to keep deployments as simple as possible. The crux of
the matter, both headquarters concluded, was to "decide what will be deployed
and ruthlessly eliminate the tendency to create changes" and to "reduce the
tendency to engage staffs and, subsequently, units, in 'jousting with windmill'
type planning drills:' Sign ificantly, the report emphasized that USAREUR had
to develop the same "Green Ramp" mentality that existed in the XV III Airborne
Corps, and that the entire command needed to institute a systematic program
for training movement planners. All agreed that USAREUR Regulation 55-3,
which detailed the USAREUR movement control system, needed to be revised
and republished to account for contemporary circumstances. The communications system needed to be harshly disciplined, as well. Gently alluding to commanders' and principal staff officers' voracious demands for information- demands that often caused the deploying units to stop what they were doing and
formulate multiple reports- the attendees stressed that staffs had to learn to
"control the 'info-monsters."'78
TI,e after action review concluded with an assessment of the major things
the two headquarters had done right, and those they had done wrong. Largely
because of the short deployment time line, sending vehicles to Livorno by rail,
rather than road marching them, was a correct decision. Most of the rail planning procedure went well, too, with trains ordered and spotted so that they
were available when the units were ready to load. Good coordination with the
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Bundesbahn created a situation in which the German federal railway expedited
the movement of trains, when asked. For the most part, diplomatic clearances
were obtained in a timely manner. Granting the planning errol' about oversized
loads and tunnel widths, the backup plan to road march that equipment from
Bologna to Livorno was well conceived and satisfactorily carried out. Moreover,
the staffs produced the plan swiftly, so that the equipment continued toward
the port with minimum delay. Using the 8th Area Support Group (ASG) to coordinate all of the various players in Livorno was likewise a good decision, and
the 8th ASG was also praised for dealing with last minute problems, such as a
customs clearance issue, that did arise?"
The list of th ings the headquarters did wrong began with the fa ilure to issue a timely deployment order. Noting that the mission came on short notice,
participants in the after action analysis still believed that, had the staffs adhered
to the principles of keeping everything simple and sticking to initial deployment
decisions, they could still have gotten an order to the units affected in good time.'"
While task force formation and deployment by means of telephonic coordination
worked, that was not the ideal way to do business. Both staffs were embarrassed
by their failure to recognize the recurring problem with Italian tunnel restrictions,
and they noted poOl' coordination to obtain technical clearances for movement.
For a short-notice deployment, quick coordination with various officials such as
the liaison officer at the embassy in Bonn and various Deutsche Bundesbahn officials was obviously necessary, yet the staffs failed to arrange for odd-hour contacts with those offices. In general, there was a failure to station liaison officers at
key points to smooth the deployment process. Units at every level across V Corps
had already complained about higher headquarters' nagging telephone calls to
find out what was going on at any given moment. Theil' persistent complaints,
with which the corps staff was completely sympathetic, reinforced demands that
senior staffs had to control the urge to "live in the unit commander's hip pocket:'
The upshot was that conference participants concluded that they had neither defined nor enforced realistic reporting requirements for the various players. Finally,
there was a problem with customs clearance form s, since some of the equipment
showed up in Livorno without the required documents 8'
Many of these problems would reappeal', some in different guises, in subsequent operations. For the moment, the corps staff was satisfied that it had
defined those areas that most needed attention. Throughout the corps there
was a growing fami liarity with the tasks involved in deploying a unit out of Germany and a growing acceptance that such a deployment would probably come
without much warning and with little lead time for preparation. For its part, V
Corps was growing comfortable with its new role as a force provider rather than
a combat headquarters itself.
Several aspects of the corps' experience in Somalia seemed particularly important for future operations. The corps could assume that any mission would be
a short-notice mission. TI,e staff presumed- incorrectly, as it turned out- that
future missions would involve working with, or as a part of, a United Nations
contingent. In sharp contrast to the logistical support that corps units were ac-
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customed to receiving in NATO's Central Region, deploying task forces should
in the future ass ume that they wou ld get no help at all in their area of operations,
and should therefore plan to be self-sufficient at the start of a mission. Finally,
no d eploying task force should assume that it was going into anything other than
a hostile environment, and its organi zation and equ ipment should refl ect that
ass umption .
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74 MFR, V Corps Hi storia n, 15 Aug 1993, sub: Disc ussio ns with G-3 and G-4 Pl ans
Officers, August 1993, on Corps Plann ing Procedu res.
75 MFR, Company 0, 502d Aviation Regiment, 9 Mar 1993, sub: Operation RESTORE HOPE
Afte r Act ion Rev iew.
76 Memo, AETV-ABA (12th Av iation Brigade S-I) fo r Co mmander, 12th Av iation Brigade,
15 Ja n 1993, sub: Operation RESTORE HOPE After Action Rev iew (AAR). Enclosure 4 (Se to 12th
Av iat ion Brigade Intel'l1al AAR for TF 5-158 Dep loyment to Somalia, 15 Jan 1993, conta ins the
observations related to transportat ion and un it movements.
77 159th Med ica l Co mpany (A A) After Action Report fo r Operation RESTORE HOPESomali a. 23 Aug 1993.
78 Memo, V Corps ACofS, G-4, Plans, for V Corps Chief of Staff, n.d., but 7 Jan 1993,
sub: RESTORE HOPE Transportation AAR, report ing on the meet ing conducted by USAREUR,
that date, including Col. Pau l Se mmens (C hief, Operations, ODCSOPS), Brig. Gen. Mahan
(21st TAACOM), Col. Si mmins (Commander, 1st TMCA), Lt. Col. Laferriere (Comma nde r,
502d MMC), Lt. Col. Sa nders (Deputy G-4, V Co rps), and actio n and plans officers from the
USAREU R and V Corps staffs.
"' Ibid.
80 The actual orders sequence was:
112350Z Dec 1992, CJCS Operation RESTORE HO PE Dep loyment Order.
112355Z Dec 1992, USC INCEUR O rder, Dep loyment of Av iation Forces to Somal ia.
122047Z Dec 1992. CINCUSAREUR Deployment Order #2346.
122058Z Dec 1992, V Corps \'Varning O rder for Operation RESTORE HOPE Support.
122346Z Dec 1992, V Co rps Nlessage, Operat ional Suppo rt for Operation RESTORE HOPE.
J30559Z Dec 1992. V Corps OPORD 93- 5. Operatio n RESTORE HOPE Support (Pa rt I).
130600Z Dec 1992. V Corps OPO RD 93-5. Operation RESTORE HOPE Su pport (Part 2).
131743Z Dec 1992. FRAGO 1 to V Co rps OPORD 93-5 [Perso nnel PolicyJ.
132302Z Dec 1992. FRAGO 2 to If Corps OPORD 93- 5 [0/0. deplo y Engineer Squad to
SPOD, LivornoJ.
140755Z Dec 1992. CINCUSAREUR FRAGO #1 to Deployment Order #2346-Clamshell
Ma intenance Tent.
170700A Dec 1992 . 1st Ar mored Div ision. OPORD 93-002RH [Attac h two UH - 60
platoons to TF 5-158J.
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14LO I7Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 3 to V Co rps OPO RD 93-5 [Taski ngs to support APOE] .
142024Z Dec 1992, C hange j to FRAGO 2 to V Corps OpORD 93-5 [E ngin ee r squad
dep loyment to Li vornol.

141925Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 4 to V Corps OPORD 93-5 [Taskings, night-visio n gogg les for
TF 5-158].
151029Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 5 to V Corps OpORD 93-5 [P regnancy test not required for
fema le so ldiers).
151745Z Dec 1992, 12th Av iation Brigade, Operat ion O rder 92- 12 [Fo rmation and mi ssion

ofTF 5-158].
161647Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 6 to V Co rps O PORD 93-5 [NBC Cell O pel'ations[.
21l000 Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 7 to V Co rp s OPORD 93 -5 [Guidance for p roperty
accountab il ity].

230830Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 8 to V Corps OPORD 93-5 [Hel icopter Aeri al Deli very Slin gs
req uiremen ts).

301100Z Dec 1992, FRAGO 9 to V Corps OPORD 93-5 [Person nel taski ngs[.
Me mo, V Corps AeofS, G-4, Plans, for V Corps Ch ief of Staff, n.d., but 7 Jan 1993, su b:
RESTORE HOPE Trans por tation AAR. The docu mentation was th e AE Form 302.
81
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({ . . . we had to inte/pret the taskings so that they made military sense. ... And we have to
do a lot more with a tot less. Look at this CDlpS. When J got here, we had a cavalry regiment and two divisions of three maneuver brigades-that was sixteen months ago. Today,
we have two divisions with two maneuver brigades and no cavalry regiment. And we are
doing more now than we were when I got here."
CoLClayton E. lvIellon, ACors, G- 3. V Corps
August 1994

"You get a lot oj disruptive help..
Brig. Gen. J\ilontgolller)' C. Meigs
Chief orStafl V Corps, August 1994

eel' in the heart of the African continent. Rwanda in 1994 was both
densely populated and politically unstable. Th e Rwandan government had been struggling against an internal rebellion. largely based
on tribal differences. since October 1990. Primarily enlisting its army
from the Hutu tribe. it found itself fighting the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RpF).
a rebel organization co mposed chiefly of members of the Tutsi tribe. Promising
negotiations to end the war came to an abrupt halt on 6 April 1994. when an
airplane carr ying the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi was shot down. killing
both heads of state. Responsibility for the shoot-down was unclear. Nonetheless. Hutu tribesmen immediately began killing the Tutsis in retaliation. TI1eir
conduct in turn triggered massive Patriotic Front operations against government forces. Out of a population of 7.7 million in April 1994. approximately a
half million were killed and another three million driven from their homes by
fighting that began that month.
Several weeks of heavy fighting defeated the Rwandan Army. and government forces began withdrawing to the west in the fa ce of constant pressure
from the Rwandan Patriotic Front. HutllS. fearing reprisals for their massacres
of the Tlltsis. fled from the advancing irregular troops. The French government
inte rvened at the end of June. beginning a humanitarian mission to supply food
and water to the refugees fl eeing the Patriotic Front. Although the French set
up a safe zone in southwestern Rwanda as a refuge for the Hutus. the number
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of refugees quickly outstripped their ability to provide relief and international
organizations began to assist in the middle of July. The situation reached crisis
level by the time at least three million Rwandans had fled to adjoining countries. In the refugee camps near Goma, Zaire, cholera and other diseases soon
appeared, striking refugees already weakened by exhaustion, malnutrition, and
fear. Others were dying of dysentery, measles, and other contagious diseases.
In July the deaths reached a total of around one thousand each day, in part as a
consequence of a shortage of food and potable water.

Preliminary Planning
As early as 8 July the Joint Chiefs of Staff warned the United States Commander in Chief, Europe, that President Bill Clinton was likely to decide to assist the French in caring for the refugees in the eastern part of Zaire. The Joint
Chiefs directed European Command to prepare an operation order that would
organize American military assistance to the French and to the humanitarian
agencies already in Zaire and to comp ute the requirements for numbers and
types of units to fulfill the obligations that the services would incur. Due to
the immediacy of the crisis, the Joint Chiefs authorized European Command
to send units to Zaire incrementally, as they became ready, but cautioned that
operations within Rwanda itself, while not precluded, required very strong justification. ' Eleven days later the Joint Chiefs asked the U.S. European Command
to send an assessment team to Goma, Zaire, to determine what sort of help the
United States could and should provide. (Map 8) Closely monitoring developments in Washington, the Army Operations Center in the Pentagon sent a copy
of the joint directive to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, U.S. Army
Europe, as a "heads up;' or warning. Thus, by 19 July Army leaders in Germany
had adequate information to begin their own contingency planning, working on
the assumption that European Command would ultimately order the Army to
handle American operations in Africa 2 The next day European Command gave
the order for the assessment team to fl y to Africa.'
O n 20 Ju ly the USAREUR crisis action team convened a meeting to brainstorm the requirements the Army was likely to be given, so that the operations
staff could brief the commander in chief (CinC) later that day on what to expect. The CinC, General David M. Maddox, needed to know what types of units
would be required to render the types of support necessary in Zaire; whether
any of those units existed in Europe; and which headquarters should provide
the commander and staff of the joint task force to run the relief operation. The
chief of USAREUR operations expected that all of the attendees would make
suggestions based on their own previous experiences with deployments, and
specifically with Operation PROVIDE PROM ISE. Th roughout, there was one im portant factor that constrained the planners . Maddox had already specified that
no units earmarked for existing operation plans was to be designated for the
African mission. If use of such units was unavoidable, then the planning group
needed precisely to identify the effects on those existing plans. He asked that
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the recommended joint task force composition be listed in terms of units available in Europe, units in Europe currently earmarked for other possible operations,
and units not currently in Europe. He preferred for the U.S. Southern European
Task Force to provide the nucleus of the task force headquarters, with V Corps as
his second choice and a unit from the continental United States as third. He also
asked the crisis action team to produce a draft USAREUR operation order for
humanitarian relief actions in Zaire.
Maddox knew that he had to brief the commander of European Command,
General George joulwan, the next day, and that the European Command intended
to activate its own planning cell not later than 23 july. Therefore he wanted to be
prepared to discuss in detail such issues as the joint task force mission statement,
its organization, and the parent unit providing the force headquarters. Lt. Col.
Randall Chase, the V Corps G-3 Plans chief, attended the meeting in Heidelberg
to determine what requirements would devolve upon the corps and agreed that
it was desirable for a corps G-2 planner to remain in the senior headquarters to
work with the USAREUR deputy chief of staff, intelligence. Chase was authorized
to discuss the operation, and its possible impacts on Exercise Caravan Guard,
then in progress, only with the corps commander and chief of staff4
Returning to Frankfurt am Main, Chase immediately briefed Brig. Gen.
Montgomery Meigs, the corps chief of staff, and discussed future command of
the effort, should V Corps be given the task. Meigs concluded that the best course
would be for the task force headquarters to be under command of the corps deputy
commanding general and to be formed from the corps principal staff. Meigs then
conferred with Col. Thomas Morley, the chief of current operations at USAREUR, to discuss the personnel implications of the deployment, and in particular
the impacts on the corps and contingency missions then on the books of losing
control of important air traffic control, military police, and medical units for an
undetermined, but probably extended, period.'
At about the same time Col. Clayton Melton, the V Co rps G-3, who was at
that moment at Giessen taking part in Exercise Caravan Guard, learned about
the possibility of sending corps units to Rwanda. Noticing that some senior
USA REU R staff offi cers had suddenly disappeared from the exercise, he convened his own crisis action team at the exercise site. Ambiguity disappeared
almost immediately, when Colonel Morley telephoned with the warning that
selected units and equipment might have to go to Africa o n short notice. That
warning in hand, Melton then discussed the evolving requirements with Meigs
and with the USAREU R deputy chief of staff, operations, who happened to be
in Giessen for the exercise. At that point, everyone expected that the operation
would be fairly low key.'
The USAREUR crisis action team reconvened in the early evening of 20 july,
beginning its deliberations with a review of the French forces then in Zaire. The
French units, amounting to around 3,500 lightly armed soldiers, controlled the
airport at Goma and had assumed the task of protecting the estimated 1.8 million
refugees as their principal mission. However, they lacked the appropriate organizations to deliver medical or other humanitarian aid fo r any substantial period
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of time. Lacking any firm information about an American area of operations,
the deputy chief of staff, operations, directed the crisis action team to put what
it knew into an operation order format and brief General Maddox to obtain his
decision on which unit would form the joint task force headquarters.
The USAREUR planners expected to brief their progress to the commander
in chief sometime in the late evening. Contributing to the process, Chase carefully outlined the V Corps preference for how the task force should be organized,
if the corps were called upon to form it. Simultaneously, they learned that the
European Command assessment team was then en route to Zaire. Meanwhile,
back in Giessen the V Corps planners continued to plug away at the on-going
Carava n Guard exercise but kept a weather eye on the steadily growing crisis.
They kept the corps commander and chief of staff up to date on developments
in Africa and began working on means to support the joint task force, should
the corps be given that mission .' Much of their work remained speculative at
best, Melton concluding that his staff couldn't do any serious work, regardless
of the "what if" drills the USAREUR and European Command staffs were engaged in, until it knew more about how the senior headquarters intended to
form the joint task force.'
On 22 July European Command directed creation of a joint task force for
planning at Kelley Barracks, in Stuttgart, to coordinate and command the relief operation in Rwanda, requiring USAREUR to designate a commander of
the joint task force and to provide a staff to plan, coordinate, and carry out
the humanitarian relief operations. On order, USAREUR would then conduct
the relief operations and provide logistical support to third country forces and
humanitarian organizations in Zaire, if so directed. TI,e same day, USAREUR
annou nced Maddox's decisions.
He directed the Southern European Task Force in Vicenza to establish the
joint task force headquarters, identify mission requirements, and do the operational planning to support American operations in Zaire. Responding swiftly
to the USAREUR order, the joint task force staff began to assemble in Stuttgart
that same day, with most of the headquarters personnel arriving by the early
evening. TI,e V Corps staff dispatched a number of its officers to serve on the
task force and awaited further USAREUR orders to provide forces to be used
in the operation. Meanwhile, the corps retained responsibility for other plans,
many relating to on-going operations elsewhere in the theater, and was charged
to be ready to give the Rwanda-bound units any further support they needed 9
At that stage of the operation, as Melton recalled, "there were all kinds of predictions about where this thing was going ... most of them wrong:' In fact, even
though SETAF had been designated to lead the operation, the plan at first called
for Meigs to be the joint task force commander. '0

interpreting the Taskings To Make Military Sense
By the time Exercise Caravan Guard was drawing to a close, the corps staff
had rece ived the USAREUR warning order and begun to think about sending
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water purification equipment, engineering equipment, and medical units to
Rwanda. The process was well advanced by the time the exercise was over, and
Colonel Melton further smoothed the planning path by sending selected members of the staff back to Frankfurt before the conclusion of the exercise to set up
the corps crisis action team and get the operation up and running.
Almost at once the staff issued a warning order that required the 3d Corps
Support Command (COSCOM) to prepare three reverse os mosis water purification units for deployment, each capable of independent, sustained production of water twenty hours a day. Working with the initial observations of
the assessment team, the staff determin ed that each platoon needed to produce 60,000 ga llo ns of water for storage at the purification site and then set
up eight remote distribution points, each with a storage capacity of 15,000
gallons. USA REUR, they learned, would provide the forward area water purification system sets from its own war reserve stocks to fac ilitate local distribution of water to the refu gees ." The execution order follo wed that evening. The
COSCOM water purification platoons reported to Rhein-Ordnance Barracks
in Kaiserslautern, where they linked up with Task Force 51, as th e SETAF operational headquarters had been deSignated. "
Th e USAREUR deployment order spelled out the task force composition.
The SETAF co mmander prepared a reinforced rifle company team from his airborne battalion, although security seemed unlikely to be a problem, since there
was no evident hostile threat in Zaire and the task force would be operating in
what jargon termed a "permissive environment:' The 5th Signal Command provided the required signal support, wh ile the 21st Theater Army Area Command
contributed the task force command and co ntrol element, including a headquarters company and a transportation platoon. As anticipated, the V Corps
commander was responsible for sending water purification platoons. Units prepared for departure by air from Rhein-Main Air Force Base, with priority of
movement go ing to the water production, storage, and distribution units. 'TI1e
duration of the operation remained uncertain, so the corps assumed a 179-day
de ployment. General Meigs further specified that V Corps units were to deploy
with their full panoply of equipment, and that all units were to deploy under
direction of their own chain of command, not the UN chain of command. "No
blue hats, no white vehicles;' he laconically informed them. "
Uncertainty preva iled about wh"t came next, but USAREUR wisely counseled all subordinate commands that the situation in Rwanda and Zaire was "a
fast moving crisis response operation;' in which commanders should "expect
mission requirements to evolve constantly:' Events of the next two days proved
the Heidelberg headquarters correct, as the deputy ch ief of staff, operations,
gave the corps a rapid succession of additional missions. Early reports from
Zaire informed European Comma nd that the Rwandan refugee population was
severely dehydrated and at considerable risk. In response, the headquarters in
Stuttgart issued an alert order through USAREUR for V Co rps to prepare a forward support medical company and medical logistics team for duty at Entebbe,
Goma, and Bukavu to deliver preventive medicine, veterinarian, and public
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A Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit o/the 3d COIpS Support Command
during a n exercise in Germany

health services and to operate rehydration centers planned by the United Nations High Commissioner on Refugees.
The next day the corps learned of a furth er mission to send an engineer
package consisting of at least three road graders, four bulldozers, three frontend loaders, and four fi ve-ton dump trucks to Zaire to prepare sites for the
water purification units and to clear roads. The same day, USAREUR directed
the corps to provide six Blackhawk helicopters for duty in Zaire." Soon that
order was expanded to encompass an entire UH- 60 helicopter co mpany and its
accompanying aviation intermed iate maintenance support. 15 As time went on,
the engineer mission was likewise broadened to include sufficient earth moving equipment to dig mass graves to inter the thousands of refugees who had
already died in Zaire.'6
Although the tasking process appeared in retrospect to have been orderly,
it was anything but that. Despite the background of the Persian Gulf War and
the several operations that followed it, the V Corps planners judged that staffs
at senior headquarters still had little experience with creating and deploying
joint task forces. The senior staffs' learning process was, at least from the corps
point of view, a pa inful one. The fundame ntal problem, as the corps G-3 saw it,
was that the European Command staff asked for pieces of equipment or ty pes
of units rather than defining a mission and allowing the co rps to prepare the
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ap propriate type of unit to carr y it out. In the first couple of days of the mission,
for example, the Stuttga rt staff, responding to joint task force requests, told V
Corps to dispatch two bulldozers and a road grader to Zaire. Colonel Melton
demurred, pointing out the problems in that approach:
If I give yo u two bulldozers with the ir crews, who is going to feed them? W here is the
maintenance go in g to come from? W here is the logistics support for the equipment?
Where is the comma nd and contro l, the leadership? Well, we started challeng in g
this, and pointing out that we had an organi zat ion that co uld accomplish all these

things. "
In another case, European Command ordered the corps to supply a forward support medical company for the task force. Curious about why that specific type of unit had been requested, Melton asked what mission the company
would have. When he learned that it was intended to give medical aid to refu gees, he pointed out that a forward support medical company was a tactical unit
from a forward support battalion. Intended to follow a mechanized brigade into
combat, the company had six fully tracked ambulances but only four wheeled
ambulances . Obviously, such a unit was not what the task force needed. Delving
furth er into the matter, he then discovered that the medical company was really
intended to take care of American soldiers in the task force, rather than give
aid to the refugees. For that purpose, a tailored medical company from a main
support battalion was more appropriate, because it had wheeled ambulances,
a preventive medicine capability, mental hygiene staff, and so on . Eventually,
despite those arguments, the corps was directed to prepare Company F, 703d
Forward Support Battalion, as the medical unit selected for deployment, substituting wheeled ambulances for its M1l3s. Because Company F did not have
all the desired capabilities, the corps had to augment it with additional soldiers,
raising its total strength from 134 to around 150, and go through the convolu tion of supplying the necessary equipment from other units.' s Grumbling,
the staff completed work that was pointless, given that an appropriately organized and equipped medical company was already available for the task. From
Melton's point of view, the argument about which medical unit to use perfectly
illuminated continuing problems in relationships among senior staffs and the
persistent problem of staff indiscipline.
The issue, as Melton emphasized it, was that the corps needed to know
what capability the task force required: the requesting headquarters needed to
state the mission, the specified tasks, and the implied tasks. With that information, the corps staff could supply a properly constituted organization to do
those things . Thus, as he put it, he was very much in the business of attempting to make military sense of the tasks the corps had been given. W hat could
only be described as the Stuttgart staff's ignorance of service capabilities made
the job harder than it needed to be, in his judgment. Happily, the USAREUR
commander in chief, General Maddox, clearly understood the corps' frustration and supported the corps pOSition in his ow n discussions with European
Command."
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Unfortunately, the tendency of the joint headquarters, itself under enormous pressure to produce results quickly, rema ined to set its staff to flippin g
through service manuals and to conclude that the task force needed "one of
these, and one of these, and one of these:"o General Meigs observed the same
problem in another instance involving a colonel in )3 at European Co mmand
who simply ignored the cha in of command by calling directly to a medical detachment in 3d Corps Support Command. The joint task force had expressed
the need for medics as a first priority, and that officer reacted by looking up
what appeared to be, on his troop lists, a unit that had medics and then ordering the unit to the airfield for onward movement to Africa. In fact, the unit he
chose was a ten-man medical logistical detachment that had people skilled in
managing medical supplies, but that had no actual doctors or medics at all. The
corps support command alerted Meigs to the problem and he quickly corrected
it, noting later that the external pressure on the joint headquarters to produce
results swiftly had unfortunate consequences . Of the officer in question, Meigs
observed that "he ordered to the ail' head a unit that would have been totally
inappropriate to the mission at hand and, in the process, violated foul' levels of
the chain of command. He didn't talk to USA REU R; he didn't talk to the Corps;
he didn't talk to the COSCOM:'21

Managing the DepLoyment
The V Corps units selected for duty in Zaire fell under the operational control of the joint task force as soon as they were designated for duty in Africa.
They were not attached to Task Force 51 until actual deployment, however,
which mea nt that the corps retained responsibility for preparing the units for
movement, for moving them to the departure airfield, and for sustaining and
co ntrolling them until the airplanes took off from Rhein-Main Ail' Force Base."
The corps, well aware of the limited space at Rhein-Main, preferred the units
to await an ail' movement order at their home stations . When advised of the
fli ght schedule, corps could easily arrange an orderly call-forward of soldiers
and their equipment to the aerial port.'] Given the urgency of the medical crisis
in Zaire, however, USAREUR orders directed the units to move to the airfield
as swiftly as possible." Again, high level urgency to place units in Africa complicated operations.
That pressure was soon felt in the corps, where commanders were trying
to move soldiers to the airfield only when aircraft were available to fly them to
Africa. Meigs came under pressure to move Company B, 94th Engineer Battalion, to Rhein -Main immediately, but without the assurance that any airplanes
were going to be available to transport the unit to Zaire. Extremely reluctant to
put soldiers in the position of sitting around waiting for an airplane that might,
or might not, arrive, Meigs argued that there was no reason to inflict pointless discomfort on the troops. Informed of the urgent demands from the National Security Council and European Command to deliver engineers to Zaire,
Meigs was also told that the Army could not afford not to have soldiers ready
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for movement whenever the Air Force could make transport aircraft available.
Eventually, the corps received orders to send the soldiers to Rhein-Main to wait,
with instructions to load whatever would fit on to whatever aircraft showed up.
Thus, B/94th Engineers went to the airfield before any flight was scheduled for
the unit, and then fell victim to constantly shifting priorities and did not fly to
Africa for almost a week. In the meanwhile, as Meigs noted, the company was
subj ect to high-level scrutiny, as it was struggling
. . . to deploy on a TRANSCOM system, being supervised by a corps headquarters, an
army headquarters. EUCOM headquarters. and the Chairman's staff, all watchin g the
de partures of individual soldiers and pieces of e~uipment. The level and intensity of
supervision of one litt le company is phenomenal. 5

Operations at the airfield itself were, as Meigs phrased it, a "comedy of errors" in
which aircraft loads were changed on the ramp. Because of those delays, aircrew
exceeded crew rest limitations, or slot times to cross international borders expired, or tanker support could not be arranged, and flights were further slowed.
"Th is;' Meigs dryly concluded, "is not the way you should do business:'26
Other problems arose at the departure airf,eld, often because units did not
have the appropriate training or experience to prepare themselves for air movement. The 21st Theater Army Area Command inspector general observed operations at Rhein-Main and found that units were still showing up at the air
base without having been called forward . Units also arrived for movement with
small arms ammunition in their possession, a violation of standard safety procedures. Furthermore, units characteristically lacked troop manifests on a com puter diskette, as the USAREUR operation order directed." Noting the reports
that the air base and Transportation Command provided, the Department of
the Army forwarded its own list of co mplaints about poor documentation and
manifesting on the part of the units awaiting movement to Zaire. The cru x of
the issue, from the Department of the Army point of view, was that units were
not using the co mputer-assisted procedures properly, or at all, which denied
Transportation Command the ability to use its Global Transportation Network
to provide in-transit visibility of the cargo the joint task force was awaiting.'" In
part as a result of observations by the corps staff, and in part as a consequence
of problems that the corps commander, General Jerry Rutherford, and General
Meigs observed on visits to Rhein-Main, the corps had already given additional,
detailed instructions to all of its units so that they could properly prepare themselves for arrival at the air base.'9
Lea rning as it went along, the corps staff on 30 July created a departure
and arrival co mmand center at Rhein-Main , operated by the 3d Corps Support
Command. The ad hoc headquarters controlled V Corps personnel and equipment prior to departure and maintained liaiso n with Air Force authorities. Well
awa re of the growing tendency for every headquarters to issue orders as the
operation proceeded, the corps commander specified that the departure and
arrival command center was under operational control of the V Corps crisis action team and reported directly, and solely, to that team. JO
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A few days later the corps decided to send some assistance to the 21st TI1eater Army Area Command teams that were trying to manage the fl ow of units
through Rhein-Main, loaning them additional certified load plan ners and experts in handling hazardous cargo.31 Since it was becoming apparent that units
were going to be fragmented as elements were called forward to fill airplane
loads, the staff also directed the major subordinate commands preparing the
units for movement to make certain that a leader of appropriate seniority traveled with each element of a unit, and that each element took with it enough
sup plies to sustain itself until the entire organization arrived in Zaire. That reorganization, utterly necessary in view of the way units were being deployed,
naturally complicated not only the movement process, but also the command
and control and sustainment plans that units had already framed. 32
It was obvious to everyo ne trying to co ntrol the deployment that every
headquarters involved was trying to do the right thing. Unfortunately, in the
process, and presumably because of political pressure, those same headquarters
consistently violated the established joint doctrine for contingencies. TI1erefore,
as Meigs observed, the system was not disciplined enough to let the deployment
process work as it was designed to work." TI1e commander of the 3d Corps
Support Command, Brig. Gen. Larry J. Lust, agreed that the central question
at the airfield was simply who was in charge. "Who says what goes on the next
plane load was the issue;' he pointed out. One authority clearly needed to be
responsible for setting priorities. TI1e corps discovered that it had not thought
the problem through to the point of designating, ahead of time, who would run
the departure airfields. The obvious solution to part of this problem was to send
soldiers to the appropriate schools, formalize liaison with the Air Force, and
direct each of the 3d Corps Support Co mmand's two corps support groups to
constitute two departure and arrival airfield control groups as a standing mission. "TI1is;' General Lust later commented, "falls into the category of another
blinding fl ash of the obvious:'"

Conclusion of the Operation
The operation began on 19 July. By 9 August V Corps had deployed several
uni ts and prepared a number of others for assignment to the joint task force.
Far more soldiers were alerted than ever deployed." Deployments began on 2
August, when 40 V Corps soldiers flew to Zaire, with another 507 alerted for
movement. The peak of deployments came on 16 August, when 118 soldiers
were actually in Africa, 15 had been sent to Stuttgart to augment the joint task
force, and another 33 remained alerted for deployment. On that date, twentysix soldiers had already been returned from Zaire.'6 A dramatic drop in personnel commitments came on 12 August, when the requirements fell from 586 in
the late morning to 169 by the evening. 37
In fact, the relief operation began to be scaled back by the afternoon of
4 August, when USAREUR informed its commanders that the success of humanitarian relief work in Goma had allowed the Army to turn over many of
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its functions to the nongovern mental organizations in Zaire and therefore to
lower the alert status of the units that had not yet been deployed from Germany.
In general, all units awaiting movement were placed on eight- or twelve-hour
recall notice and allowed to return to their home stations. 'TIlat specificall y included Company C, 6th Battalion, 159th Aviation, the alerted Blackhawk helicopter company, and Company F, 703d Forward Support Battalion, the alerted
medical company. Some requirements- among them the materiel manageme nt team and property book officer- were simply rescinded because the need
for those soldiers disappeared as the Army's co mmitment in Zaire was scaled
back." Some deployments continued, as the corps on 9 and 11 August sent two
mess teams to support soldiers working at Kigali and Entebbe. 39 By 12 August
all remaining units on alert for the mission to Zaire were instructed to stand
down 4o
W hen V Corps troops went through predeployment processing before departing for Africa, they co mpleted a number of medical checks, screenings, and
immunizations because Zaire was, as Col. (Dr.) David Lam, the corps surgeon,
told the units, a very unhealthy part of the world, particularly fo r "medica lly
naive" Americans who had never been exposed to the virulent diseases endem ic
to the region. Africa was a medically harsh environment, and such things as malaria prophylaxis had to be initiated well before soldiers boarded airplanes.
'TI,e process of medical preparation for deployment uncovered a lack of
medical readiness all across European Command, with shortages particularly
of antimalarial medications and mosquito netting. As the surgeon discovered,
the Army ethic of maintain ing instant readiness to deploy posed its own hazards. "'TIlis concept of 'sure, we can do it, and we can leave in an hour' is fi ne if
you're going to France. But if you're going some place where you need to be on
antimalaria pills ... you may not be able to deploy safely on a no-notice basis;'
Lam later remarked. 'TI,at fact was not generally understood, and it required
intervention by General Maddox himself to hold up the deployment of the lead
units for thirty-six hours, solely in order for the soldiers to take enough antimalari al pills to get the medication to a high enough level in their blood strea ms to
protect them."
Despite that, a story in the Stars and Stripes on 6 August alleged that some
soldiers assigned to the 94th Engineer Battalion might not have been pro perly
immunized prior to their departure for Africa . The story prompted the corps to
require every unit to re-verify that all of the correct predeployment steps had
been taken, and particularly that all soldiers had received the appropriate medical prophylaxis. 'TI,e conclusion, reached after numerous exchanges of query
and response between the V Corps crisis action team and the units concerned,
was that the engineers had been appropriately protected, having received their
first meningitis C inoculation prior to departure and their second upon arrival
in Goma." Just as important, as Dr. Lam also pointed out, was propel' medical
treatment of soldiers returning from the deployment. Again, the nature of the
tropical diseases necessitated continued prophylaxis for a period of time after
the soldiers came back to Germany."
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Issues A rising from the Deploym ent
USA REU R, SETA F, and the 21st Theater Arm y Area Command had
primary res ponsibility fo r the Rwandan humanitarian reli ef missio n. T he V
Corps provided units and individual soldiers to the task force, and even so,
only some of those troops were ever de ployed to Africa . Despite the small
scale of the o peration , however, SU PP ORT HOPE was valuable to th e co rps
as a learning vehicle. In te rnal organization of the corps to manage deployments- a matter that the staff had already addressed more than once- remained an issue. O nce again th e corps was a force provider, rath er than an
operational headquarters, a situ ati on that was becoming the norm for out of
sector deployments . Three other majo r points demanded furth er attenti on:
the degree of supervision units co uld expect in the course of high profile
de ployme nts; the question of how a joint task force should be form ed and
co mmanded; and problems in working with no ngovernmental agencies.
High level attentio n, as General Meigs said, could provide a lot of "d isruptive help:' By 1994 the drawdown of America n forces in Europ e had progressed to the point that th ere was a single unified command that had onl y
o ne Army subo rdinate co mmand, USAREU R. USAREU R, in turn, had onl y
on e major tactical command, V Co rps. Fro m the corps po int of view, that
meant that the span of control had bee n so compressed that all of th e senior
staffs in Europe had only on e headquarters upon which to fo cus their co ll ective attention during a de ployment, and th e co rps therefore received much
more detail ed supervision than it had ever experienced during the Cold War
yea rs.
Meigs tho ught that might simply be in th e nature of contingency operations, since they were all unique and necessarily "high profil e:' Perceiving
that uniqueness , senior offi cers at every headquarters were prone to become
involved in all the little details, rather than leaving th em to the subordinate
commanders. So me of that, Meigs considered, was the natural inclination
of seniors to take care of soldiers and make sure that things went right, and
som e of it was drive n by the pervasiveness of the press and an understand abl e desire to be certain that national poli cy was not only executed well, but
was also perceived by th e general public to have been executed well." Som e
of it, of course, was just a fun ctio n of personality and a worrisome echo of
the Vietnam War, wh ere too many senior officers became involved in th e
detail s of operations that could have been, and should have bee n, handled in
the normal co urse of events by the units involved.
O ne consequence of the high level attention ha s already bee n no ted.
The anecdote about a European Command staff office r issuing orders di rec tly to a medi cal unit was not an isolated incident. Indeed, as the Army
in Euro pe continued to ca rr y out missio ns like the one to Rwa nda, action
offi cers at various echelons of co mmand developed the unfo rtunate habit
of skipping over intermediate headquarters and contac ting units directl y
for info rm ation or to iss ue instructions, with obvious consequent effects on
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unity of co mmand an d goo d order within the organizations. More insidious
was th e fact th at every such request for information cost precious tim e that
units trying to plan for or carr y out dep loyme nts or other missions cou ld ill
afford to lose. The exper ience of units within the corps was that demands
from superior headquarters to know exact, current unit status multiplied
re len tlessly, a fact the cor ps sta ff execrated, but about which it co uld do
no thing 45 Co rps and USAREUR after action reviews of Operation SUPPORT
H OPE nonetheless took care unambiguously to point out the problem .
Although Army units and headquarters had, at anyone time, a co nsiderabl e amou nt of accum ulated experie nce about how to dep loy forces out of
Germany- in many cases in 1994 extending as far back as the Persian Gulf
War- those sa me senior headquarters felt it necessa r y to co ntinue to intervene in the planning and exec ution process. Meigs believe d that corps units
had a reaso nable level of proficiency in handling deployments and that it
was sa fe to assume that those units wou ld give a very good response when
ca lled upo n. Thus, the short-term changes induced by such interventions
were extremely disruptive. Again, the drawdown influenced the situation, as
Meigs pOinted out when he remar ked that "it's very painful when yo u have
so few peop le to put against the number of ta sks that you have:' Two big
lesso ns stood out at the end of Operation SUPPORT HOP E: the corps had to
learn to live with what could only be describ ed as "over co ntrol;' and it had
to expec t that the agreed joint doctrin e for deployments would not necessa ril y be followed.
The formation of joint task forces beca me an object of so mewhat greater
co ncern. Whi le V Corps did not have a role in forming the task for ce for Operatio n SU PP ORT HOP E, the headquarters retain ed an ac tive interest in how
that should be done, both to make the process more efficient and to create a
more capable and effective task force organization. In 1992 the U.S. European Co mmand had published EUCOM Directive 55- 11, which required each
se rvice co mpon ent in the theater to constitute a joint task force headquarters for activation whe n required. Responding to earlier requirements, the
three services provided detailed organizational info rmation, and European
Com mand published those headquarte rs tables of organization as annexes
to ED 55- 11 46
W hen the need arose to create a jOint task force for Operation SU PP ORT
HOPE, however, the unifi ed command did not make use of its own directive,
in stead calling on th e se rvices to provide specified perso nnel and equip ment to form an ad hoc organization. As fina lly orga ni zed, Joint Task Force
Support Hope was under the co mmand of De puty Co mmander in C hief,
USAREUR , Lt. Gen. Daniel Schroeder and maintain ed a headquarters at
Stuttgart where most of the se nior staff se rved. Schroeder himself took the
forward element of th e joint task force to Entebbe, Uganda, and from there
directed th e operation of Jo int Task Force A at Goma, Zaire. Joint Task Fo rce
A, under com mand of Maj. Ge n. Jack p. Nix, Jr. , commanding ge neral of SE TAF, had a number of sub ordinate elements. Among them was Task Force
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51, to which th e V Corps water purifica tion platoon was ass igned, and B
Co mpany (-), 94th Engineers. Other task for ces subord in ate to the joint task
force were projected for Kigali and Entebbe'?
Those members of the corps staff most direc tly associated with the task
force noted probl ems in how it was formed and how it operated. Chiefly,
the problems stemm ed, as Meigs had already commented, from the fact that
Europea n Co mmand chose not to fo llow established joint doctrine. Colon el
Lam, the corps surgeon, also se rved as the joint task force surgeon, and
hi s observations were particularly relevant because the thrust of that particular mi ss ion was overwhelmingly medical. After noting that European
Co mmand simply ignored its own direc tive 55- 11 wh en it formed the task
force, he laid stress upon two points that were particularly troubling. First,
the headquarters organized th e task force before a clear miss ion statement
existed, which mea nt that the staff was generic, rather th an task organ ized
for th e job that had to be done. Second, European Co mmand never actually let go of the miss ion after the task force was formed, but instead ke pt
intervening and, at the same tim e, fail ed to preve nt other headquarters from
becomin g involved in the nuts and bolts of th e mission."
"Yo u know;' Lam co mplained, "we sent forces down before we really had
a pl an of operation. There were many organizations doing parallel planning,
not all of them working on the same shee t of music. The decision was made
to get people on the ground as fa st as we co uld, eve n if we were not rea ll y
sure what they were go ing to be doin g." As a consequence, it was unclea r
to him who was actuall y in charge of Operation SU PPORT HOP E until more
than two weeks into the miss ion "
The European Co mmand conce pt of the operation was very different
from General Schroeder's concept. For exa mple, European Co mmand wanted the Army to be involved in refugee health ca re, and set the requirement
for a refugee rehydration center that generated the mi ss io n for Company
F, 703d Forward Support Battalion . Schroeder, after observing conditions
in Zaire, determin ed that the task force would not provide such support
because civilian agencies were already organized for that purpose. Nonetheless, Lam reported that it still "took us two weeks to kill th e rehydration
ce nter:' Similarly, European Command did not deflect the attempts of staffs
at a ll ec helon s, up to and includin g the Department of the Army, to play a
direct role. Co nsequently, instead of merely offering their assistance and
wa iti ng for the joint task force co mmander to accept it, "they forced it down
his throat:' An exa mple was the persistent attempt of the Army Medica l
Research and Development Command to use the experimental tele- medica l
package in Za ire, eve n though the Army medical infrastructure did not ex ist
there prop erly to eva luate the equipm ent.so
In the opinion of many officers on the corps staff, those problems were
endemic to joint task forces but could easily be resolved if European Co mmand changed its method of forming a joint task force . One of th e most
trenchant cr itiques ca me from Ge neral Meigs:
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. . . the Corps is never looked at as an entit y. For some reason, th e co nve ntio nal w isdo m in a co nti ngency is to piecemea l pieces o f the Corps to build something else,

and never to take a slice of the Corps to go do a job. In other words, one doesn't ask
for the Corps tactical comma nd post and a cohere nt part of a di visio n w ith co herent
parts of the division slice. I nstead, they ask for a tea m of this and a platoon of that .
and va ri ous officers to build a com mand and co ntrol element. It's not clear why that's

the case, but that's how the thing seems to be done. 51

Observing previous deployments, Meigs surmised that European Command
had co ncluded that the best way to build a joint task force was to begin with a
personali ty, rather than with a unit, and build the capability around the commander. It appeared to him that a standing joint task force of some kind would
be far more efficient, because a unit would already have the necessary equipment and a trained staff. "It's not a question of preference;' he averred, but of
effiCiency, because it would be "the smart thing ... to use people who are accustomed to working with each other and who do it this way on exercises . Deploy
them in times of crisis or combat the way we train:'"
The corps commander was of the same opinion and fe lt strongly that, certainly in any large operation, European Command should use the corps as the
foundation of the deployment, attaching personnel and units from the other
ser vices, as required, to make the headquarters more joint and more combined.
General Rutherford was emphatic about the advantages:
You wou ld then have built around a very co hes ive, tight unit that has all the C3 that it
needs to pull off a majo r ope rat ion , bringing in o nl y that spec ial equipme nt yo u need
to work in the joi nt and combi ned area. But you wou ld have all of that lVell-oiled Corps
I'nachinelY that's accustomed to workin g together on a day-to -day basis . .. .53

Those staff officers who had experienced the end of the Cold War and the transition to an emphasis on regional operations took the same view, especially after
participating in the series of joint task force exercises that European Command
ran while General Joulwan was the theater commander in chief. Col. Dan Ferezan, corps deputy chief of staff at the time of the Rwanda operation, held
that a corps headquarters had a uniquely capable staff organization . "We do extremely detailed and accurate operational planning, logistics planning, personnel planning:' he asserted." Lt. Col. Dan Sulka, the G-4 plans officer, supported
Ferezan's conclusion and elaborated upon it. Himself experienced in planning
deployments, Sulka spent some time analyzing the problem, and his conclusio ns were an excellent precis of the view many V Corps staff officers shared.
First, he insisted, all of the principal requirements of a joint task force headquarters already existed within a corps headquarters. A corps had the appropriate operational vision and perspective, by virtue of its level of organization; it
had the depth in personnel to operate twenty-foul' hours a day; it was organized
with the right levels of talent and experience for the joint task force mission;
and it had the ability to connect the operational and strategic levels, both in
planning and in execution of operations. 1hose capabilities, he noted in passing,
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did not exist in a division, at SETAF headquarters, or in ad hoc organizations.
Crucially, Army doctrine as expressed in FM 100- 15 explicitly gave the corps
headquarters the mission essential task of forming a joint task force and of being both the planner and the executor of an operation . The general staff structure of the corps facilitated that task, because it was easy to turn the G-staff into
a J-staff. A unique capability of the corps that further enhanced its capability to
function as a joint task force was the corps battle staff, organized under the G-3
and bringing all the trained planners together on a routine and recurring basis.
In fact, Sulka noted, the corps had already functioned as a joint task force during Exercise Atlantic Resolve '94· and had provided its joint task force organization to Europea n Command for inclusion in EUCOM Directive 55- ll."
In Sulka's view, the corps position was not dissimilar from that of the EUCOM commander. General Joulwan had, over the preceding year, run a series of
joint task force exercises that had the intent of achieving a battle- rostered staff
that worked together from one exercise to the next. Because of the frequency of
routine personnel reassignments in the three services, it was but a short step to
conclude that it was even better to draw the nucleus of a joint task force from
a single headquarters, in which case there was little doubt that the staff officers
would know each other and share a body of experience. "There is a challenge in
taking a small headquarters like SETA F and having a lot of people from outside
coming in to fill critical jobs, versus having a core of a trained staff;' he observed.
Therefore, Sulka concluded, "I don't think its the 'hooah' factor" that the corps
should be the base on which a joint task force should be form ed. "I think it's a
very deep, intellectual understanding of the fundamenta ls of pulling together
organizations to accomplish military missions; that you ca n't do ad hoc things,
or you want to minimize how ad hoc you are:'56
Sustained grumbling at the action officer level notwithstanding, the future
direction of joint task forces seemed unlikely to change. The lesso ns the staff
could draw from the operation were therefore all the more important in order
to minimize the disruptions that subsequent deployments would cause. Chief
among those lessons was the fact the G-3 had noted when the Rwanda operation began: The staff had to insist upon receiving its taskings in the form of requirements for capabilities, rather than as demands for particular equipment,
skills, units, or parts of units.
The final major issue concerned relations with international, civilian, and
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). As the corps was rapidly learning,
such groups existed in a bewildering array and were invariably involved in humanitarian and peacekeeping operations. Everyone understood that such organi zations did not function in fam iliar ways . For example, often their most
senior, experienced people worked at the lowest levels of the organization, and
those organ izations often did not have intermediary staffs linking senior supervisors and working groups . The revelation lay in just how unfamiliar their functioning could actually be, and in the fact that such organizations rarely seemed
to coordinate their actions with other agencies, or even with other parts of their
own organ ization.
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While all of the humanitarian assistance organizations, and especially those
in the medical fi eld, were dedicated and well-motivated, they were not military
organizations and exhibited an entirely different culture. As Colonel Lam pointed out, howeveI; those organizations were thoroughly experienced in the kinds
of missions that soldiers knew virtually nothing about, and the corps had much
to learn from them. That learning took the form not only of observing their
techniques during operations, but also of attending courses, such as the International Com mittee of the Red Cross symposium on handling refugee affairs
in large populations. Within the Army, Lam believed, staffs needed to develop
systems that allowed better interface with the nongovernmental organizations,
while explaining to them how the Army worked.57
As the corps had already seen in Croatia, the Army's and nongovernmental
organizations' systems could be compatible, but not without work. Some, and
particularly the United Nations, were heavily bureaucratic in nature and more
time had to be allowed when coordinating actions with them. Fundamentally,
it remained very hard for soldiers to comprehend any organization that had no
chain of command, and few international humanitarian agencies did. Nongovernmental organizations, for their part, were equally confused by the Army's
command organization. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) was a case in point. Soldiers in Zaire found that they received differing and often conflicting answers from the UNHCR, depending upon the
official with whom they were dealing or the place in the organization that the
official occupied. Equally, as Lam saw it, the UNHCR did not understand how
to work with the Army:
I hea rd a complaint from one of the NGOs that they had asked the U.S. Army two
weeks ago for some stuff and it wasn't there yet. They wanted to know if we were igno ring them. We ll, our question was: "who did yo u ask?" It turned out that they had asked

one of the sergea nts down there, runn ing one of the water plants. We told them that
thi s isn't how the Army works, and they had a very hard time understanding that. 58

The organization's request for assistance also highlighted the fact that by
1994 the nature of corps operations had evolved considerably. In almost every
mission since the end of Operation POSITIVE FORCE, the corps deployment had
been led by co mbat service support troops or units. Rarely had there been a
need for co mbat forces. Indeed, medical units, and the 212th MASH in particular, had been most in demand, with other combat service support units not
far behind. Brig. Gen. Larry Lust characterized the post- Cold War corps neatly
when he said that "if you want to go places and do things these days, you want
to be a logistician:" 9
In almost every case the finite number of speCialized logistics and similar
support units in V Corps could be contrasted to the wide and seemingly endless range of services demanded by peacekeeping and disaster relief missions.
Competition for those capabilities was keen, because the maneuver brigades
could not operate if their own logistics "slice" was deployed elsewhere. Th e issue would be a continuing one, too, as Sulka pointed out. "It comes back to that
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one nation in the coalition or alliance;' he said, "that has the capabilities. And
that's the United States:' A shrinking army needed to take care, he thought,
about how much of its logistics force structure it allowed to be committed to
multinational organizations or humanitarian relief operations. "It's a zero-sum
game;' he stressed, because only so many units were available. 60 For the future,
the V Corps staff clearly understood that logistics units wo uld remain central to
their planning for out of sector missions.
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Blue Hehnet Duty
Task Force Able Sentry
"We can't lose sight of what a difficult process this is, and how disruptive this is to a battalion."

Lt. Col. Carter Ham
COlllmanding TF \ - 6 In fantr}'

18 August 1995

"The problem with this mission is that it is a peace enforcement mission. We are, by nature,
and by structure, and by mission . .. not a peace enJorcement-trained unit. The European
part of the
Army is becoming that way over time, IVhat with IFOR and Macedonia
and Somalia and so on. But I will tell you that the shift in mind set from a killerforce, a
jightingforce, to a peacekeepingforce prepared to jight is difficult."

u.s.

Ll. Col. Stephen Lay field
COlllmandingT F 1- 15 1nfallll'}'
14 June 1996

"So holV long do we do this? The average UN peacekeeping operation lasts sixteen years.
The Multi-National Force and Observers has been in the Sinai for tlVenty-jive years."
Comment at V Corps StalTCal1
in re Iyb cedon ia missions
August 1996

arly in 1992 the president of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia I asked for assistance in securing the new nation's borders and stemming the spread of war in the Balkans. In response, the UN Secretary
General dispatched a fact-fi nding team composed of military, police,
and civilian experts to Macedonia and, upon reviewing its findings, agreed to
establish the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) there.' The resolution the Security Council adopted on 11 December 1992 stipulated a force
that included a military component, civil affairs organizations, United Nations
Military Observers, and United Nations Civilian Police.) President Bill Clinton
declared at the time that Balkan stability and containment of the existing con-
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fli ct within the borders of the former Yugoslavia were objectives compatible
with U.S. national security interests. Therefore, in early June 1993 the United
States offered to augment the UNPROFOR with a small American ground contingent, an offer the Un ited Nations accepted in the middle of that month.'
The Task Force 212 medical mission to Croatia was the first V Corps operation in direct support of the United Nations, and it appeared certain that it
was not to be the last. Unlike the UNPROFOR tasks in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
UNPROFOR in Macedonia had a mission unique in United Nations history:
providing a peacekeeping force before hostilities erupted, with the intention of
preventing fighting . Also unlike similar UN actions, that UNPROFOR mission
proceeded with the approval of only one of the two states involved. The Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, now a co mbination of Serbia, ](osovo, and Montenegro,
was not a party to the agreement, and most observers anticipated that a certain
degree of tension would consequently exist between the United Nations troops
in Macedonia and the Serb armed forces across the border in ](osovo.
The mission was purely to observe the border and report the results of those
observations to UN Command. Augmenting the efforts of the UNPROFOR was
the United Nations Civilian Police, there to monitor the Macedonian border
police, to work with the Macedonian military and civil authorities, and to cooperate closely with UNPROFOR in border matters. The force was not intended to
be combatant because such was not its mission. In any case, it was far too light
to engage in any sort of combat operations against either the minimal Macedonian armed forces or the comparatively substantial military power that Yugoslavia could array against it in the border region.
Yugoslav forces there amounted to some 65,000 soldiers, organized in twenty-two tank and infantry brigades and one parachute brigade and equipped
with arou nd 350 tanks (largely obsolete T-34 and T- 55) and armored personnel carriers (chiefly M- 80 and M- 60). Yugoslav ground forces were backed up
by an air force that operated 109 fighters, among them 12 MiG -29 Fulcrums;
121 ground attack aircraft; 54 attack helicopters; and 63 utility helicopters, all
with availability rates about which the UN observers could only speculate. In effect, the cumulative Yugoslav force along the border amounted to one extremely
heavy armored corps and one infantry corps, facing a newly created Macedonian armed force consisting of about 12,000 light infantry soldiers.'
Implementing the president's decision, the secretary of state asked the secretary of defense to provide a suitable peacekeeping unit to the United Nations.
TI1e eventual consequence was a 21 June European Command order to USAREUR to send a force "intended as an additional U.S. effort to support multinational actions to contain conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina and to contribute
to stability in the Balkan region :' At the time American troops were readying
themselves for duty in the Balkans, the UNPROFOR Macedonia co mmand consisted of a single battalion, the "Nordic Batta lion:' Co mmanded by a Danish
brigadier general, the unit had Finnish, Swedish, and Norwegian infantry companies with a cumulative strength of about eight hundred soldiers. TI1e American reinforced company team and headquarters element would increase that
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tota l by three hundred.· Setting aside the heavy force combat mi ss ion for which
their soldiers had been trained, Amer ican task force commanders bound for
Macedonia instead absorbed the requ irement to prepare their units for duties
in line with the United Nations dictum that "there are no enemies; there are
only parties:"
The European commander in chief's intent for th e operation, called "Able
Sentry;' was explicit :
Deployment of this fo rce into the FY RM [Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia]
is in tended to deter the expansion of c urre nt hostilities and contribute to stabi li ty in
the regio n. Acco rdin g ly, I wa nt our comm un icat ion w ith th e publ ic at eve ry level to
clea rly reflect that o ur purpose in th e reg ion is to support the UN mi ss ion as a me m-

ber of the UNPROFOR MAC command. Every effort must be made to avoid signal ing
U.S. support for any regional ethnic fact ion. Establish ea rl y liaison with UNPROFOR
leadership in Zag reb and conduct a leader's reconnaissance to FYRM to dete rmine
speci fi c requirements. T he U.S. force must be tailored to function as a self-s usta in ing
admini strative and logistica l organ ization. Pl an to include mechanized transportation
and a force protec tion capabi li ty. Beca use of the potentia l media in terest, a robust

public affairs element should be included in itially and may be sca led back over time.
Commander JTF Provide Promise w ill coordinate all liaison w ith UN PRO FOR co m-

mander and will exercise CO COM responsibilities for USC lNCEUR. ClNCUSAREUR
wil l provide log istica l a nd administrative suppo rt. !!

Seven days after the alert order, European Command directed the Army to
execute the mission, and USAREUR ordered the 6th Battalion, 502d Infantry,
the n ass igned to the Berlin Brigade, to organ ize a reinforced company team
based on its Co mpany C for service in Macedonia . Ihe first of the three hun dred soldiers departed on 25 June to coordinate the deployment, and a full advance party arrived on 5 July. The main body reached the country on 12 July,
along with the command and control element and a detachment of combat suppo rt and combat service support troops adequate to support the operation of
the co mpany team. TI,e unit took along with it sixteen Ml13 armored perso nnel
carriers .9

TF 6-502, under command of Lt. Col. Walter Holton, assumed its duties
alongside the Nordic Battalion in July, under overall command of Brig. Gen.
Finn Saemark-TI,omsen of Denmark. The task force established itself in tents at
Petrovec Airfield, a run -down base of the former Yugoslav ail' force, and built
observation posts along a 25-ki lometer stretch of border between Macedonia
and Serbia. (Map 9) Techn ically, the nation aCrOSS the border was the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia and, speCifically, the province of Kosovo. The Berlin Brigad e's responsibility for the mission extended for 179 days.tO

V Co IpS Assumes the Mission
By January 1994 the mecha nics of deploying task forces from NATO's
Ce ntral Region were well known and offered few surprises. Units and planning staffs had absorbed the lesso ns of the preceding deployments to Kuwait,
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Croatia, and So malia and had incorporated them into standing procedures.
How to do it was pretty much "old hat" to the corps staff. Who was doing it, on
the other hand, was someth ing new, si nce the operation in Macedonia was the
first time since the end of the Persian Gulf War that V Corps had sent ground
co mbat troops out of Germany for a mission. The staff's principal interest in
the new Task Force Able Sentry deployments was how to organize and train
the task force and then how to reconstitute the battalion upon its return to
Germany. From the unit point of view, extended operations under UN control
demanded some adjustments, and those likewise had to be incorporated into
unit peacekeeping training.
As soon as TF 6- 502 Infantry reached Macedonia, V Corps plan ners
began to rev iew options for assuming the mission. Since the Berlin Brigade
was in the process of inactivating as the European drawdown proceeded, it
was clear the corps would be called upon to do so. Other than the airborne
battalion based at Vicenza, Italy, as part of the Army's South ern European
Task Force, there were no other suitably organized forces in Europe availab le
to take over the job when the Berlin Brigade's unit co mpleted its rotation.
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Because the Vicenza battalion remained the CINe's only reserve, its use in
Macedonia was improbable.
The experience of TF 6- 502 Infantry provided some useful lessons that
cond itioned ea rly V Corps preparatio ns. In September General Jerry Rutherford, the corps co mmander, sent the Training and Doctrine Co mmand and
Army Materiel Command a request for assistance in obtain ing additional
eq uipment for use in Macedonia, adducing in justification the issues his staff
had developed in the course of its mission analysis. He pointed out that the
custo marily inclement weather necessitated additional survival equipment
for his soldi ers, including add itional heaters, cold weather ration s, fuel s, and
clothing that were not part of the standard issue in Europe. Noting the broken
terrain in Macedonia and the 72-kilometer distance between the task force
base and the observation posts, Rutherford also asked for additiona l communication s equipment, and speci fi ca lly for so mething other than FM radios,
which did not perform well in such terrain. Equipment such as night-vision
devices to enhance observation were also needed."
The CONUS -based co mmands swiftly agreed to support Rutherford's requests ." In the meanwhile, the corps asked USAREUR to transfer to its control
the night-vision devices, navigation systems, and various installation items
the Berlin Br igade had been issued from theater war reserve stocks for use
in the Balkans." The battalion designated to relieve TF 6- 502 Infantry was
the 1st Battalion, 6th Infa ntry, of the 3d Infantry Division." It, too, requested
additional equipment, most of which the corps readily agreed to, although
without being as lavish in its support as in the case ofTF 5- 158 Aviation durin g its Soma li a deployment. "
By January 1994 V Corps had suffIcient experience in running battalion-size deployments that the move ment of TF 1- 6 Infantry, as well as of
succeeding battalions committed to that mission, went smoothly and without incident. (Table 7) The orders process was also unremarkable." Instead,
the staff and the deploying battali ons fo cused on a number of peculiar issues
releva nt to the mission at hand. Once again, although V Corps was a force
provider and not in direct co mmand of its battalions, the headquarters retained a direct interest in task force operations in Macedonia. Sin ce the co rps
intended to provide administrat ive and logistical support, it needed to be kept
abreast of operational issues in order to do that efficiently. Planning for future
battalion deployments also demanded that the corps remain current on the
operationa l e nvironment in Macedonia so that it could efficiently and effectively guide unit training and properly equip units for the situations they would
encounter in Macedonia,I7

Operating Under United Nations Control
The United Nations had its own institutional procedures and internal language that the Army task forces had to understand if a smooth working relationship was to exist in Macedonia. In essence, the UN Command was part of
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The Task Force Able Sentry observation posts and base camp made liberal use of
guard to IVers, barbed wire, and sa ndbag revetments, but they existed only to monitor
and report activities along the borclel ~ not to engage in active operations.

a large bureaucracy, though not one that functioned in a way that was familiar to soldiers. Its decision making was centralized at the highest level, making
quick responses nearly impossible. Ever y issue- not merely the most momentous ones-was routinely referred to higher echelons of the organi zation for
decision, thereby slowing the pace of any action. The UN staff also created vast
quantities of paperwork in which the key elements of information were not always obvious, but had to be searched out. That tendency was particularly evident in the UN logistics system and the centralized fin ance and administrative
apparatus.
In terms of peacekeeping operations themselves, V Corps found , somewhat
to its surprise, that the United Nations lacked any standardized model for deploying peacekeeping forces and that every such mission was handled in an ad
hoc manner. Finally, task forces had to learn the distinctive terminology the
UN applied to military operations, a terminology and set of abbreviations that
was unfamiliar to soldiers. The UN equiva lent of the S- l, for example, was the
CMPAO (Chief Military Personnel Administrative Officer), the S-2 was the
CM ILO (Chief Military Information Liaison Officer), the S-3 was the SOO
(Se nior Operations Offi cer), while the G-3 was the CO O (Chief Operations
Officer), and the S-4 was the CLOG O (Chief Logistics O fficer). '8
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TABLE 7- I3ATTALION TAS K FORCE ROTATI ONS TO TASK FORCE AB LE SENTRY
(TFAS) PROV I DED BY

Date

Rotation

6 Jan 1994. ... TFAS I
13 Jun 1994.

. TFA S II

V CORPS

Task Force (TF)!
Home Station

Comma nder

TF 1-6 [nfantr),/ Vilseck

Lt. Col. CarleI' Ham

TF 2- 15 Infanl'TI

Lt. Col. Joh n Baggolt

Sch\veillfurt
8 Dec 1994 .

TFAS III

20 May 1995. · . TFAS IV

TF 3-5 Cava lryl
Ki rch GOIlS

Lt. Col. Topper Rush

TF 3-12 In fanl ,)'1

Lt. Col. Gene Kamena

Baumholder
I Nov 1995 .

. TFAS V

TF 1- 15 Infantry/

Lt. Col. Stephen Layfield

\- 18 Infulllr)'/Schweinfurl

J ,"lay 1996. · . TFAS V I

TF 2- 63 Armor/
Schweinfurt

Lt. Col. John L. Barker

1 Nov 1996. · . T FAS V II

TF 1- 63 A nnor/ Vil seck

Lt. Col. Dav id Perkins

TF 2-37 Armor/ Friedberg

Lt . Col. David N iedringhaus

5 Sep 1997 ... TFAS I X

TF 1-6 Infanll,)'/Baumholder

Lt. Col. Robert Pidgeon

5 Mar 1998.

TF 1-26 In fantrylSchweinfurt

Lt. Col. Randal A. Dragon

29 Aug 1998 . · . TFAS XI

TF 1- 18Inbntl')'/Schweinflll'l

Lt. Col. \V ilIiam B. Norman

26 Feb 1999 ... TFAS X II

TF 1-4 Cavalr),/Schweinfurt

Lt. Col. James L. Shufelt

15 Mar 1997 . · . TFAS V I11

TFASX

Nole: TF 1- 15 In fa ntr), was renagged as 1- 18 Infa ntr), whi le deployed for the TFAS mission.
Sot/ree: HQ, USA RE UR. ODCSOPS. Operalions Division, Aclion Officer Files, TFAS.

A complex chain of command was a fact of life in Macedonia. Throughout the existence of UN PROF OR, American task forces reported through three
distinct chains of command. The first was the United Nations chain. The Army
provided the reinforced company team to European Command, the supported
American commander in chief. European Command, in turn, provided the forces
to the United Nations Protection Force commander in Zagreb, who exercised
control through the UN Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM)
Command in Skopje. TI1e American contingent was under the operational control
of FYROM Command, but remained under operational command of European
Co mmand. Americans drew strict distinctions between operational control- direction of day-to-day operations- and operational command, which always took
priority in case of conflict.
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There was then the U.S. unified chain of command, exercised through a joint
task fo rce based in Naples. The Able Sentry task force reported through Joint Task
Force Provide Promise (Forward) in Zagreb, to Joint Task Force Provide Promise
in Naples, and ultimately to Euro pean Command headquarters in Stuttgart. Very
early in the TF 1- 6 Infantry rotation, the Zagreb headquarters was removed fro m
the reporting chain, and the Able Sentry commander reported directly to Naples.
Finally, the parent units retained a direct interest in the task forces, since the original execution message had directed those units to provide all administrative and
logistical support required. Thus the support chain of command originated at
European Command and extended from USAREUR and the Berlin Brigade to
the task force headquarters. After the Berlin Brigade was inactivated and V Corps
assumed the Able Sentry mission, the support chain became somewhat longer:
Euro pean Command, through USAREUR, through V Corps, thro ugh the parent
division, through the parent brigade, to the task force headquarters."
Task force commanders naturally discovered the need for subtlety and tact in
balancing the occasionally conflicting demands and requirements of three chains
of command. As the first of the V Corps commanders involved, Lt. Col. Carter
Ham, who commanded TF 1- 6 Infantry (the task force that replaced the battalion
from the Berlin Brigade), exercised some fin esse in handling the diverse requirements of his three reporting chains. His rater, the chief of staff of]oint Task Force
Provide Promise, was a Marine Corps brigadier general. His senior rater, the joint
task fo rce commander, was also Commander in Chief, Allied Forces, Southern
Europe." "When in doubt;' he said, theirs "were the instructions that I followed:'
Once the UN understood that he was under United Nations operational control,
but remained under American joint task force operational command, he found
there to be few difficulties. Whenever the UN command asked the task force
commander to do something about which he had doubts, Ham simply queried
the U.S. chain of command for approval.
In one case, for example, the FYROM Command asked Ham to accompany
its commanding general on a trip into Serbia. Knowing that entering Serbia was
contrary to U.S. policy, he asked the joint task force co mmander for direction. In
that case, the task force agreed that Ham should accompany his UN commander
to the other side of the border to meet with the Serbian corps commander. Every
chain of command was genuinely interested in helping the task force accomplish
its mission but, as Ham saw it, "they were not always in sync:' Personalities, furthermore, were important. The flag officers at each echelon of command quickly
came to an understanding on how Task Force Able Sentry would be controlled.
In the end, however, the American chain of command prevailed whenever there
was doubt. "The pecking order was that the task force did what the [American1
JTF says first, always;' Ham concluded. "They are the real, no kidding, headquarters and issue orders you have to obey. Once that was c1ea l~ there were no
pro blems:'"
Succeeding task force commanders discovered much the same situation. But
Lt. Col. Gene Kamena, commanding Task Force 3- 12 Infantry, also noted that
the United Nations did not always give him enough time to clear some missions
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with JT F Provide Promise headquarters. For example, he recalled, "the UN would
give me a day's notice;' with the order that "'tomorrow, you're going to a meeting
in Belgrade:" Then he had to spend the rest of the night talking through American
channels, trying to secure permission to do that mission. Kamena also noticed that
the United Nations Command was not as stringent about force protection as was
his American chain of command. UN commanders gave their soldiers considerably
more freedom to visit local towns and the city of Skopje and allowed them to patrol
closer to the border on a routine basis than he was permitted to authorize. "The UN
people thought we were too hard on our soldiers;' he said, in a preview of comments
later to arise about American force protection measures in Bosnian
By the time TF 1- 15 Infantry, under command of Lt. Col. Stephen Layfield,
reached Macedonia, the command structure provided no surprises . Layfield still
found the need to clear certain United Nations missions and requirements with
his American chain of command, but encountered no unusual difficulties in the
process. The only point of contention during his battalion's duty in Macedonia
was the UN commander's desire to have the task force patrol inside a 300-meter
zone along the border from which U.S. orders excluded American troops. Aware
that the American task force was restricted from entering the zone because the
exact location of the border was a matter of dispute, the UN commander nonetheless thought patrols there were essential, and that became a point of some
contention that required intervention by )TF Provide Promise.
That aside, no UN order violated any parameters that Layfi eld had been given.
He found the joint task force chain of command, under Admiral Leighton Smith,
Jr., and Col. Paul F. Pugh (USMC), the )3, to work extremely well:
It was a ve ry decentrali zed opera tion. I would touc h base tele phonica lly with th e

JT F Provide Promise daily, and provide them with the daily SitRep. If they wanted
me to change some thing that was really qui ck and easy, they'd ca ll me. T hat's how

it worked, either on TacSat or land line. I had a direct li ne to Col [onel] Pugh, the )3,
and he had e no ug h resources up th e re to prov ide me w ith an in stant res pon se to any
ques tions I had. So I didn't have to wait in order to get an answer to something. 23

"Yo u must find the right line to walk;' Layfield concluded, "always keeping in
the back of your mind that you are, in fact, working for all of these guys, in
diffe rent capacities . But the U. S. chain of command clearly has the fin al say in
this UN deployment:'
He stressed the essential point that the Americans were not UN so ldiers,
but American soldiers working in a UN enviro nment; working with the UN.
In s umma ry, he found the three chains of command to be complementary:
T he USA REU R c hain of com ma nd , my home stati on chain of command , was the
resourcer, primaril y, for my unit. They we re used for obtaining reso urces and keep in g my shutt le ru ns of supp lies and replace ment personnel coming in. Ac tu ally,
under that command structu re, th ey we re the log ist ics prov ide r. The ope ratio nal
direc ti ves ca me strict ly from JT F Prov ide Pro mise. Day to day operat ion s ca me fro l11

the UN PREDE P [United Nations Preventive Deployment] com mander2 '
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During the December 1994 to May 1995 rotation, the character of the
operation changed. The United Nations perce ived that a measurab le degree of
stability had been achieved and, su iting the force designation to that perception, renamed the unit the somewhat less bellicose UNPREDEP, or United
Nations Preventive Deployment. At roughly the same time, European Com mand judged that joint Task Force Provide Promise had accomp lished most
of the missions specified for it and therefore directed that the task force be
deactivated as a complement to the activation of the NATO Implementation
Force created to supervise the provisions of the Dayton and Paris Peace Accords in Bosnia-Herzegovina." At the end of December Europ ean Co mmand
further directed that its Provide Promise liaison team remain as the point
of contact between European Command and the commander of the Implementation force, generally known as IFOR. On 25 january 1996 European
Command directed deactivation ofJoint Task Force Provide Promise. At that
point the liaison team remained in Sarajevo to account for all non-IFOR U.S.
Department of Defense personnel throughout the Balkans. Simultaneously,
joint Task Force Provide Promise dropped out of the Task Force Able Sentry
chain of command, and the task force began reporting directly to Headquarters, USAREUR and Seventh Army, making the U.S chain of command much
simpler'·
Layfield's task force was therefore the last Amer ican contrib ution to UNPROFOR and the first to UNPREDEP, officially dropping joint Task Force Provide Promise from its chain of command on 15 February 1996. Transfer of authority for the ABLE SENTRY operation was well prepared and well rehearsed
at the highest levels. General William Crouch, the USAREUR commander,
visited Macedonia to determine how to make the transition "clean:' He then
sent his operations chief, Maj . Gen. Daniel j. Petrosky, along with Petrosky's
deputy, Co l. Paul Tiberi, for a series of coordination meetings among the
task force, UN command staff, and his own staff, each of which contributed
views on how the relationship should be structured. They also selected the
implementation date. In Layfield's view, the transition was a smooth one that
streamlined both the operational and logistical support for the task force, as
well as "cleaning up the wiring diagram some:' Every headquarters established
a TFAS cell, and USAREUR clearly established how the com mand would handle any serious incident that might occur, specifying a reporting system to
accommodate swift information flow directly to the joint Chiefs of Staff, when
required."

United Nations Logistics
"There is no secret about it;' Co lonel Layfield observed. "The United Nations logistica l system is cumbersome, slow, and ineffective. No matter how
much you know about it- and we trained hard on it, and we know how it
works- it is not responsive. It will never be responsive because of the many
layers of bureaucracy in their own approval system:'" Logistics indeed pre-
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se n ted both problems and, occasionally, su rprises, for task forces in Macedo nia.
The first problem was the UN ad ministrative procedures that managed
physical property and acco unted for costs. Th e United Natio ns signed for all
U.S. Army equipment deployed to Macedonia, although not in the se nse that
the Army understood, since the task force did not physically transfer possession of the equipment. Instead, referring to the process as an "in survey" and
to t he equipment as "contingent owned equipment:' the United Nations assessed the actua l value of the equ ipm ent at th e tim e of movement, assumed
monetary responsibility for it, and reimbursed the supporting nation at the
end of operations for the net diminished value of th e equipm ent, as well as for
all usage and maintenance costs during the period of the peacekeeping operation. Only the equipment that th e United Nations requested, or equipment
that the supporting nation asked to bring and that the United Nations had
previously ap proved, was so supported. Any other equipment the supporting
nation brought, it brought without any UN reimbursement. The only exception was weapons, for which the United Nations accepted no responsibility.
Equipment never left U.S. hands, but it became clear that careful cost assessme nts and cost accounting would be essential as long as the task force was
under UN control. 29 It was, according to Colonel Kamena, "a strange property
accountability system" that took some getting used to and that required keeping four sets of property books to reconcile all the categories of property.3.
The Am erican task forces used a co nsiderable amount of equ ipment that
was no longer standard in U.S. Army units. The MIl3 armored personnel ca rriers left behind by TF 6-502 Infantry were a case in point, since the Army
had since modernized its mechanized infantry batta lions with the M2 Bradley fightin g vehicle." Obsolete five -ton trucks equipped the task force sup port platoon to handle line haul of supplies and equipment to the observation
posts . Task force fire support was provided by SI -mm . mortars, likewise already replaced in American mechanized units by th e 107 -mm . mortar. Other
equipment, such as water purification sets and water storage equipment, were
not part of an infantry battalion's standard equipment. Commercial design
generators of several types powered the observation posts. Supplementing the
M1l3 at each observation post was an articulated "Snow Cat" manufactured
by Volvo and equipped with a Mercedes engine and transmission, extremely
useful in snow and mud and on steep inclines . The task forces referred to it as
the SUSV, or Small Unit Support Vehicle."
Obtaining repair parts for obsolete or nonstandard equipment was a continuing issue, with parts for the SUSV representing a special problem. Fortu nately, the Finns in the Nordic Battalion had a sim il ar piece of equipment, although produced by another manufacturer. TI1e task force maintenance section
discovered that the two vehicles had a lot of parts in common and that it could
obtain parts through the sister unit." For the other odd pieces of equipment,
the task force routinely turned to the joint task force headquarters in Zagreb for
help, and later to JTF Provide Promise in Naples. For nonstandard items, the
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task force made maximum use of local purchase and stand ing contracts. For
such purposes it was adjudged necessary for the unit to have its own contracting
officer and its own purchasing authority. Repair parts for U.S. equipment, even
the obsolete equipment, generally came through the U.S. chain of command, and
it was fortunate that the European drawdown had generated so much surplus
equipment and spare parts, particularly for the obsolescent M1l3. [n any case,
however supplies and parts were obtained, they had to be reported to the UN
command for accounting purposes. [n general, as Layfield put it, "when you're out
there, deployed by yourself, you do what you have to do:' Nevertheless, the task
force ended up relying heavily on logistical support from its USAREUR chain of
cOinmand.J4
The United Nations provided food and medical supplies. The latter turned
out to be an occasional problem. Medics found that they were unable to use
some of the UN medical supplies, principally because those items were not in the
American medical formulary or because the packaging was in languages other
than English." Food was another matter, and although the soldiers occasionally
complained about the food, alleging that the "mystery meat" came from kangaroos, koalas, "mad cows;' or some other exotic mammal," the task force commanders saw the UN food issue as a success. American cooks were unfamiliar
with the bulk food supply procedures they found in Macedonia and had to make
adjustments. TI,e food itself was of good quality and was delivered in considerable
variety. TI,e only real problem was that the delivered quantity at times reduced
variety. When a whole side of beef was issued, it all had to be used because the
observation posts had only small cold storage containers. "You got food from all
over the world;' Colonel Kamena commented, adding that, "at times, troops didn't
know what it was, but they cooked if'"

Headquarters Involvem ent in Able Sentry Operations
TI,e V Corps involvement with units in Macedonia was officially circumscribed, the corps being limited to providing forces for Able Sentry and delivering
various types of support for the task forces while they were deployed under operational command of Joint Task Force Provide Promise and operational control
of the United Nations FYROM Command. Nonetheless, the corps freely intervened to state its position with respect to various operational details throughout
the operation, particularly when the safety of the American soldiers was involved.
Probably the best case to illustrate that was the issue of the NLAOO, the Northern Limit, Area of Observation, which was a buffer zone behind the international
border into which American troops were not to venture. The NLAOO was not a
boundary, but instead a control measure created by the UN Command to prevent
UNPROFOR troops from accidentally wandering into Serbia. American commanders increased the original 300-meter interval to 1,000 meters from the disputed bordet; a buffer subsequently reduced again to 300 meters.'8
Despite the fact that V Corps made certain that the task force had global poSitioning system (GPS) devices, and despite task force commanders' continuing
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drive to procure better maps, incidents still occasionally occurred. While soldiers invariably patrolled behind the offset, some of the observation posts were
literally on the border, so that patrols first marched south, and then laterally
along their patrol routes . With time, every squad came to know its sector intimately, so that a border crossing incident was unlikely." When TF 1- 6 Infantry
first took over the observation posts formerly manned by the Swedish Company
of the Nordic Battalion, however, the soldiers were completely unfamiliar with
the terrain, and the first of several incidents took place. On 10 May 1994 a patrol from one of the new observation posts was detained by a Serb patrol that
became very agitated when it discovered the UN troops were Americans. Levelheaded reactions by the American patrol leader and the TFAS chain of command, coupled with the fact that the Un ited Nations Command subsequently
determined that the patrol was weII within Macedonia and that it was the Serb
patrol that was on the wrong side of the border, defused the situation."
After that incident the NLAOO became a topic of discussion in the V Corps
commanding general's weekly operations and intelligence briefings, and instructions soon issued from the G- 3 to emphasize both land navigation and careful
observance of the NLAOO in task force predeployment training" The corps
reacted favorably when TF 2-15 Infantry asked for seven more GPS receivers
The Small Unit Support Vehicle (SUS V)
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and for replacement of the twenty then in use by the new modified version. 42
The corps commander, General Rutherford, took an even closer interest in the
problem when the V Corps science adviser informed him that the accuracy of
the GPS equipment was questionable and that the systems in use in Macedonia
could produce a reading with a guaranteed accuracy of only 100 meters, not ten
meters, as previously thought. 4J
Problems continued, even with the distribution of new equipment and despite the task force commander's decision unilaterally to expand the offset to 500
meters. On 26 July 1994 a Serb patrol attempted to detain an American patrol
again. In that case, investigation later revealed that the patrol had not used a GPS
device to determine its location and had unintentionally entered Serbia. The task
force commander concluded that the incident validated his decision to expand
the offset and his requirement that every patrol use the GPS.44 The incident was
duly reported to V Corps in the task force weekly situation report, and Rutherford concurred in the commander's decisions about the NLAOO. In the meanwhile, task forces began once again to observe a LooO-meter buffer zone. 4S
The United Nations FYROM Command had always preferred that patrols
walk closer to the border than Americans were willing to do. On 22 March 1995
the Joint Task Force Provide Promise chief of staff received a telefax message
from UN FYROM Command to the effect that the UN commander believed the
1,OOO-meter buffer to the border that the US. battalion observed was too restrictive. The United Nations' preference, he emphasized, was for the interval not
to exceed 300 meters. Admiral Leighton W. Smith, commanding JTF Provide
Promise, eventually acceded to the UN request, directing TFAS to observe a 300meter offset.%Even so, the FYROM commander later asked Col. Steven Layfield
to patrol inside the 300-meter limit, although aware that US . orders prohibited
the task force from doing SO.47 By the time TF 2-37 Armor assumed the mission
in March 1997, the U.S. offset from the deSignated UN patrol line was again 300
meters. The task force S-3 regarded that as an unrealistic restriction, since the
patrol line ran along the high ground, generally with excellent observation of the
border. By contrast, the 300-meter offset placed US . patrols on the reverse slope
of the hills, usually in terrain with poor footing and virtually no observation of
the Serb side of the border, which made using the offset offensive to tactically
adept American soldiers.48 Political and diplomatic sensitivity seemed more important than tactical effectiveness, yet another of the curious lessons American
soldiers were beginning to absorb from peace enforcement duties. Throughout
all of those discussions, the V Corps commanding general retained an active interest in the control measures to be employed and periodically directed the task
force commander to observe differing offsets, depending on the situation that
existed at the time. 49

Engineering Improvements
By the time TF 2-15 Infantry was preparing to deploy to Macedonia, V Corps
had accumulated a lot of additional experience with operations there and had,
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with considerable input from Colonel Ham, begun planning a steady program
of improving the living conditions of the task for ce soldiers. The experience
of one winter in Macedonia had forcibly drawn attention to the marginal conditions of the road network over which the supply platoon had to drive in
order to resupply the observation posts. The nafrow and winding roads were
"made for Yugos;' not for Army trucks, as one sergeant observed.50 With force
protection remaining one of the corps commander's principal concerns, the
ability of the task force to operate its vehicles over such roads, particularly in
the winter, became a mattcr of some importance.
Consequently, Maj. Gen. Leonard D. Holder. comma nder of the 3d Infantry Division, sent the commander of the divisional engi neer brigade to Macedonia to survey the state of roads, determine what work needed to be done,
and establish some priority for repair. The principal concern was the degree to
which they might deteriorate during the forthcoming winter, since the roads,
not built to carry the heavy loads required to support the observation posts
in the first place, were being severely damaged. Road drainage, furthermore,
was in a poor state of repair in most areas and sim ply did not exist in olhers.
Any wo rk to improve road surfaces would be furth er hampered by shortages
of equ ipment and materials. The United Nations fYROM Command had already surveyed the roads, and the UNPROFOR engineer estimated that more
than $2.3 million would be need ed to fund the work that needed to be done.
He cautioned, however, that while he had requested that amount from the
United Nations headquarters in Zagreb, he expected to receive no more than
one million dollars. Work ing from that smaller allocation, the lion's sha rearound S700,OOO- would go to work in the Nordic BatLalion sector, which had
the higher priority.
Ev idently, the United States would have to apply its own resources to the
problem, although the existing agreements speCified that the United Nations
was responsible for all such work. American engineers proposed a combination of contracted and in-house repair work and submitted a prioritized plan.
As an aside, th e engineers noted that water pressure and water flow problems
at Camp Able Sentry in Skopje had been largely resolved, although the sewer
system continued to be a problem and the buildings were all in generally poor
structural conditionY Conditions in the camp, slowly improving as a result of
work by the task force engineering section, had to take second place to safety
co ncerns about the roads.
In the middle of July 1994 TF 2- 15 Infantry asked the FYROM Command
to make the needed improvements. As expected, the UN placed its engi neering priorities in other areas. The only alternative was for the Americans to do
the work, although the engineering requirements far exceeded th e capabilities of the small engineering section aSSigned to the task force. Thus, the task
force commander asked that a detachment from a co mbat heavy engineering
company be temporarily deployed to help. He estimated that about twenty
soldiers, two bulldozers, two five -ton dump trucks, a road grader, and a few
other pieces of equipment should suffice. s2
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O nce again, the effects of the drawdown of Army strength in Europe made
themselves apparent. Construction engineers we re not assigned at division
level, and the 3d Infantry Division had to ask V Corps, which did have a combat heavy e ngineer battalion, to detail troops for the job. The corps, however,
had only one such unit, the 94th Engineer Battalion, assigned to its 130th Engineer Brigade, and that batta li on was already engaged in a miss ion in Rwanda
as part of Operation SUPPORT HOPE. The consequences of finite, and dimin ished, reso urces at a time of multiple missions were beginning to make themselves felt, and V Corps was unable to honor the request for assistance"
The co rps commander, General Rutherford, thus asked USAREUR to forward the request to European Command for reso lution . Summarizing the
division's requirements, the cor ps engineer co ncluded that it would requi re
most of a combat heavy equipment platoon to satisfy the demands of the work
in prospect. The corps had on ly foul' such platoons, and while it could supply
the needed troo ps and equipment by degrading other missions and readiness
to execute other contingency plans, there was another, and equally compelling, reaso n to demur. The major problem V Corps adduced was simply a lack
of money. Deployment of the platoon had a real cost, and the co rps had already sca led back training that it considered essential to readiness, just in
order to help USAREUR minimi ze its budget risk during the fi sca l year. The
obvious solution, from the corps point of view, was to lob the ball back into
Europea n Command's co urt and demand that the United Nations meet its
commitments. If the international organization were truly unable to do the
job, then the corps cou ld and would do the work, but on ly if someone provided the money required to accomplish the mission ."
The V Corps plea fell on receptive ears, for the USAREUR commander at
that time, General David Maddox, fully agreed with Rutherford's argument. After being briefed on the problem, he wrote, "I do not agree with doing the road
work unless funded by non-USAREUR sources. I will help the or construction
if necessary, but this is a UN responsibility:' Maddox then alluded to the commitment of the scarce engineering units elsewhere when he remarked, "With
Rwanda, don't know if we ca n help:'" As far as the USAREUR engineers could
see, the bottom line was that the observation posts might occasionally have to
be resupplied by ail' through the winter, since it was too late in the year to begin
road repairs, given the lengthy United Nations staffi ng procedures. No non USAREUR funding appeared to be available, and USAREUR did not wish to
require V Corps to absorb the cost, either. 56
The European Command staff in Stuttgart evidently agreed with the logic
of Maddox's position, because it sent a similar message to the Joint Chiefs a
few days later, pointing out that the American mission to the United Nations
had asked the Department of Defense to defin e its position on fundin g road
improvements. Th e secretary of defense agreed with the idea of sending an engineering squad- not a platoon- to do the work on a reimbursable basis, a position with which European Command agreed, although pointing out that it did
not have the money to fund those improvements. The solution, it appea red to
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Europea n Command, was for the Joint Chiefs of Staff quickly to task European
Command to do the road upgrade and assist Stuttgart in finding interim fund ing for USAREUR so some of the work could be done before the worst of the
winter weather set in.57
Acknowledging that the Able Sentry force itself could do nothing about the
roads, the task force commander fo cused the attention of his engineers on the
base ca mp and observation post upgrades that he believed necessary before
winter. improvements to troop billets at Camp Able Sentry included major
work to replumb and rewire the buildings, as well as extensive construction
to stabili ze the buildings and make them tight against the weather. At the observation posts, requirements included construction of additional ammunition
and personnel bunkers and winterization of the eleven observation posts. Accomplishment of all of that was beyond the abilities of the task force engineer
section, and the commander asked that one or two carpenters, plumbers, and
electricians be sent to Macedonia on each of the bimonthly sustainment flights
from Germany to continue the work and return home two weeks later. The
corps agreed and began sending a few soldiers at a time to help with the base
can1p reconstru ction .58

Meanwhile, USAREUR had taken a few steps toward having the roads
re paired, while continuing to argue for external funding. By early October
USAREUR had sent eight pieces of heavy equipme nt and twenty-three engi neer sold iers to Macedonia, where they had repaired and upgraded nineteen
kilometers of road and built seventeen culverts, in addition to helping upgrade
the base camp and observation posts. USAREUR's unreimbursed cost to that
point was $88,000, which included transportation, painting, and repair parts,
but not equipment depreciation. USAREUR estimated that it needed more than
$490,000 to complete the essential repairs," but pointed out that the rainy season had started and that further work had to be deferred until the following
Mayor June. USAREUR then proposed an alternative solution to the problem,
suggesting that the work should be done by reserve component engineers called
to active duty for the purpose, as had already been done in other regions. 'TI,e
bottom line was that USAREUR would not accept additional engineer taskings
without reimbursement because, in the tight funding environment that existed,
that would cause a deleterious impact on both current operations and training.
"'TI,e UN;' Lt. Gen. Dan Schroeder, the deputy USAREUR commander, argued,
"must find another alternative:'60
Operational requirements eventually demanded action, whether the funding issue had been resolved or not. In November 1994 USAREUR directed V
Cor ps to send fifteen more construction engineers on temporary duty to Macedonia for two months, specifically to carr y out road repairs. In the interests of
leaving V Corps with the ability to carry out its other contingency missions,
21st 'TI, eater Army Area Command withdrew most of the engineer equipment
itself from theater war reserve stocks and shipped it to Camp Able Sentry, as the
task force base camp at Skopje had come to be known. In December V Corps
sent another engineer section and six more pieces of equ ipment, including a
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Resupply of observation postsjrom Camp Able Sent,y was cOl'nparatively easy in sum mel~ despite roads constantly in need o/repa;'; but extraordinarily dijJicult in the
winter snolVS.

vibratory compactor, to speed the road repairs. At the end of that two-month
period the most essential repairs had been made, and V Corps left five of the
engineers in Macedonia to rein force the task force engineer section. 6J

Task Force Reorganization for Peace Enforcement Operations
The ideal force for the mission in Macedonia was a light infantry battalion, of which V Corps had none. The only available solution was to reco nfIgure
mechanized infantry battalions . W hen Colonel Ham went to Macedonia and
visited TF 6- 502 Infantry to see how that battalion had reorgani zed itself, he
concluded that it made sense to fo llow the model the first task force had established. That process, however, proved diffIcult. First and most obvious, a mechani zed infantry battalion did not have the same number of soldiers as a light infantry batta lion. The relevant numbers were to be found in squad organization.
Whereas a Bradley battalion had only two dismounted squads of nine soldiers
each in a platoon, a light battalion had three squads of eleven, plus a weapons
squad of seven. In sum, counting platoon leaders, platoon sergeants, and radio-telephone operators, a mechanized platoon mustered nineteen dismounts,
as opposed to forty -four in a light infantry platoon. The infantry strength of
the task force was generally set at twenty-four squads reorga ni zed to a total of
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178 Bradley-qualified soldiers. Deploying a full dismounted infantry company
to Macedonia therefore required the mechanized battalion to reorganize and
cross-assign infantrymen from one company to another to create a full -strength
unit organized according to the light infantry tables of organization and equipment. 62

Battalion reorganization after returning from Macedonia was equally difficult. As Colonel Kamena explained it after his task force returned from Skopje,
"the Able Sentry deployment destroyed a mechanized battalion, and I am still
paying the price for it:'63 The first consequence was that the heart of the fighting
organization, the well-established small L1nit teams, had to be broken LIp and
sma ll unit loyalties sundered. At the same time, the leader-led relationships, the
forging of which required time and was founded in the development of mutual
trust and respect between leaders and the led, were also ge nerally disrupted. To
an extent, the new squads of the infantry company constituted for Macedonia
were composed of men only cursorily acquainted with each other, and an im portant part of the training process during the first weeks of the mission was
the rebu ilding of those crucial relationships and loyalties that characterized a
good unit.
CSM Dwight Anderson of the 1st Battalion, 15th Infantry, explained that
his battalion had a similar experience. "We essentially raped Company C and
tried to fence Company D, as much as we could;' he noted, in order to bring
Companies A and B up to strength for the mission. "I took all of the first sergeants into the conference room and we stayed there about five hours;' he later
said. "We didn't come out until the battalion was completely reorganized. We
did all the horse-trading and . .. arm-twisting in private:' In the end, TF 1- 15
Infantry moved about two hundred soldiers from one unit to another to restructure before going to Macedonia."
The armor battalions assigned to the TFAS mission had an easier reorganization task, despite the obvious skills mismatch. To create the infantry
squads that manned the observation posts, armor battalions melded two fourman tank crews and added a medic. Typically, a platoon leader fill ed the role
of squad leader for one observation post, while the platoon sergeant served as
squad leader of the other. Thus, in tank battalions, there was far less disruption of long-constituted teams when the battalion reorganized for Able Sentry.
The trade-off was that the junior noncommissioned officers in armor battalions
never had the opportunities for sustained, independent leadership and personal
leadership growth that their peers in mechanized infantry battalions enjoyed.'s
As Kamena rightly pointed out, however, only about half of the task force
was made up of infantrymen. The remainder had to perform the myriad of tasks
required to keep the task force operating smoothly in a location far removed
from the normal kinds of sLlpport an infantry battalion could expect. Colonel
Ham's visit to Petrovec Airfield, for example, convinced him that he needed to
take a sizable engineering section with him - not com bat engin eers, but construction engineers-to continue the upgracling of the base camp facilities that
TF 6- 502 Infantry had begun.
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The Berlin Brigade troops had lived under canvas throughout much of their
to ur of duty. and plumbers. electricians. and carpenters were essential if Ham's
troo ps were to have permanent shelters. At the same time. the buildings allotted
to the task force base area were vermin-infested. with an open-air trash dump
less than a quarter of a mile from the compound. 1hus. a preventive medicine
detachment and veterinary inspectors were necessary. All that was in addition
to the other skills that the task force needed to operate. A transportation platoon was needed to maintain resupply of the observation posts. and a maintenance section to keep all the task force equipment running. In addition. Ham
determined he required military police. a postal team. a fin ance tea m. a public
affairs office. a mess section. linguists. and civil affairs troops .....
Many of the task force soldiers were not normally assigned to an infantry
battalion. and V Corps issued tasking orders to its major subordinate commands
to fill the requirements." Concerned about medical ca re for the deployed soldiers. and considering that medics alone were probably not sufficient. the 3d
Infantry Division asked 7th Medical Command to assign a fi eld surgeon to the
task force. a request that V Corps endorsed after sending the corps surgeon to
make a study of the medical care available in and around the city of Skopj e."
1here was a clear limit to the capabilities that task force commanders could take
to Macedo nia. though. because of the force cap of 315 soldiers the Joint Chiefs
of Staff imposed on the operation. 69
TI,at cap rose almost immediately when the Swedish infantry company of
the Nordic Battalion was recalled to be refi tted and reassigned to duty in Bosnia. In March 1994. halfway through the TF 1- 6 Infa ntry tour of duty. the Joint
C hiefs directed European Command to augment UNPROFOR with approximately two hundred soldiers to replace the departing Nordic Battalion element.
TI, e 3d Infa ntry Division. reacting to V Corps orders. prepared Company D.
1st Battalion. 6th In fa ntry. to join its parent unit in Macedonia. By the middle
of April the additional soldiers had arrived. along with fourteen more M1l 3
arm ored personnel carriers and twelve other vehicles. enabling the task force
to expand its operations to take over the observation posts formerly manned
by the Swedish troops.70 In the meanwhile. V Corps and 3d Infantry Division
conducted surveys of the new observation posts and stipulated the additional construction and force protection measures that would be required when
American troops took them over.7I
The experience of every task force rotation in Macedonia was similar. in
terms of personnel employment. and the final organization for the mi ssion became fairly standardi zed. although modifications to sui t current requirements
continued. The consensus among task force officers and noncommissioned offi cers was that there were always just enough soldiers to do the job. and that the
unit could ill-alford to give away any personnel slots to disciplinary problems.
Occasionally. and particularly in low-density sk ills. the temporary absence of a
soldier due to pass. leave. or illness made full mission manning difficult.
In May 1994 anoth er major organizational change occurred when the secretary of defense authorized deployment. not later than 4 May. of three U H- 60
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Junior noncommissioned officers, in command of their squads/or weeks at a time at
isolated observation p osts, swiftly matured as independent leaders.

aircraft to improve force protection." Under operational control of the task
force commander, the flight detachment was intended to be used for routine
troop transport, training, resupply when inclement weather made it impossible
fo r ground vehicles to reach the observation posts, and medical evacuation of
casualties. It was also intended to be used for swift reinforcement of observation posts or extraction of task force soldiers from dangerous situations. The V
Corps, given the mission, further directed 3d Infantry Division to send the aircraft to Macedonia. The division, in turn, selected the 7th Battalion, 1st Aviation
Regiment, from its 4th (Aviation) Brigade to provide the three helicopters and
a fli ght detachment of thirty- five soldiers.73 As an immediate consequence of
that decision, the personnel ceiling for TFA5 was raised to 549." The 3d Infantry Division sent the required flight detachment to Macedon ia on 23- 24 April
1994. Accompanying the three UH- 60s were sixteen pilots and crew chiefs and
a maintenance team of seventeen. The parent aviation battalion commander,
his S-3, and his 5- 4 went temporarily to Macedonia to establish procedures for
Blackhawk operations there."
Nicknamed "Whitehawks;' since they were painted UN white, the aircraft
were stationed at Petrovec airfield. Th e problem with cats, of course, is that they
tend to have kittens, and various administrative problems arose almost immediately. The smallest of those was a division requirement periodically to rotate air-
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crew through the TFAS flight detachment, rather than retain the same soldiers
there throughout the task force tour of duty.76 The major problems were what
to do about the helicopters when the 3d Infantry Division handed off the TFAS
mission to 1st Armored Division, since the Marne Division would naturally not
wish permanently to lose three aircraft from its general aviation battalion, and
how to manage the periodic maintenance that the UH-60 required.
General Rutherford had already been considering the first issue and had
decided in the course of an update briefing on 23 May at 3d Infantry Division
headquarters that he did not want to have a lot of aircraft in the corps painted
white. Working on the basis of Rutherford's decision, the 3d Infantry Division
G- 4 recommended to his commander in July that the three helicopters be laterally transferred to the 1st Armored Division and become the permanent property of the deployed force, much like the majority of the rolling stock then in
Macedonia. To transfer the aircraft would, however, adversely affect the division's readiness rates, and the G-4 further recommended that no transfer take
place until the three aircraft had been re placed by UH-60s draw n from excess
stocks in V Corps, USAREUR, or elsewhere.17 The 1st Armored Division, eventually having heard about that proposal, stiffly told V Corps that it could not
afford to backfill 3d Infantry Division, since transferring three of its helicopters
would have the same adverse readiness effects on its own aviation unit."
A V Corps G-3 staff study proposed a solution: the corps would issue to the
3d In fantry Division three operational readiness float UH-60s from the total of
seven available to USAREUR, then assign the three UH-60s then stationed in
Macedonia into the fl oat account. Thus, when the 1st Armored Division took
over the mission in December 1994, the 3d Infantry Division would simply leave
the three helicopters there. As far as Rutherford was concerned, such a course
of action was more cost effective than constantly replacing the helicopters at
Skopje and reduced the number that had to be repainted, at further cost. He
believed that it made more sense to resource Operation ABLE SENTRY from
reserve stocks and to keep the divisions at fu ll authorized aircraft strength.
The USAREU R Aviation Division agreed, noting that the TFAS fli ght detachment duty appeared to have become semi-permanent. The V Corps plan would
reduce turbulence in the divisional aviation brigades that shared the mission.
Once again, the European drawdown provided some flexibility, since 7- 1 Aviation could replace the test and maintenance equipment it would be leaving in
Macedonia with equivalent equipment made excess in Germany by the forthcom ing inactivation of the 2d Battalion, 1st Aviation, in December 1994. General Maddox approved the plan."
TI1e second problem became acute at the end of 1994, when all of the helicopters in Macedonia were nearing the point of having accumulated 400 hours
of operation. Phase maintenance for the UH- 60 was performed at 500 hours
and was a major undertaking. The 1st Armored Division's 4th (Aviation) Brigade notified the division commander that the flight detachment in Macedonia
did not have adequate personnel, tools, or parts to perform that maintenance
and recommended that the division paint a fourth helicopter white and use it
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Observation Post 34, a typical isolated, hilltop site

as a fl oat, enabling the flight detachment to send the other aircraft in rotation
to Germany for phase maintenance at one of the aviation intermediate maintenance battalions. At the time, the helicopters in Macedonia were accumulating
flying time at the rate of 28.7 hours per aircraft per month, whi le the USAREUR operational tempo average, by comparison, was 14.4 hours per aircraft per
month.'"
Concerned about the problem, Maj. Gen. William G. Carter Ill, the Old
Ironsides comma ndel~ wrote to General Rutherford to propose the plan the 1st
Armored Division G- 4 had suggested. In the same letter, Carter wrote that he
considered it imperative that the Able Sentry flight detachment reduce the flying hours since such a high operational tempo would inevitably take its toll on
the helicopters and work a hardship on the maintenance program both in Macedonia and in Germany." "The corps G-4 concurred in the recommendations,
adding that self-deploying aircraft from Macedonia for phase maintenance cost
twenty flying hours per leg of the trip, while shipping the helicopters via Air
Force C-141 or C- 5 cost up to $88,000 per aircraft" Rutherford approved the
division's plan, with the proviso that the fourth aircraft in the rotation had to
come from 1st Armored Division assets, and that only three helicopters could
be stationed in Macedonia at anyone time."
"Those decisions made and those plans implemented, future rotations of
the mission between the two divisions proceeded without further discussion of
how to manage the aircraft. The maintenance decision likewise proved a sound
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The UH- 60 in its "WhitehalVk" configuration

one, although the aviation operational tempo in Macedonia, despite attempts
carefully to screen mission requests, remained higher than units in Germany
experienced.

Mission Training
Speaking to Task Force 1- 6 Infantry on the eve of its departure fro m RheinMain Air Force Base, General Maddox reminded the troops that the "military
professionalism and competence of the individual soldier" were the foundation
of success in Macedonia ." Because the essence of the mission was the daily
patrols the isolated squads conducted from their observation posts along the
border, individual skills were far more important than the collective tasks that
defined normal operatio ns for a mechanized battalion task force and its subord inate company teams. The mission train ing for Macedonia-bound troops
reflected that priority.
Obv iously, however, there was more to the Able Sentry miss io n than individual soldier skill s, and many of the individual and collective tasks that experience showed were necessary were not included in the Army's training publi cations or in guidance iss ued by higher headquarters. Many of those manuals
included bits and pieces of the mission, but in 1994 there was no U.S. Army
publication that to ld a battalion how to tra in for a peace enforcement mission ." Bearing in mind the paucity of guidance from Army training manuals,
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USAREUR co mplained in June 1994 that no one- not European Command,
UNPRO FO R headquarte rs, the United Nations FYRO M Command, or even
Joint Task Force Provide Promise- provided any help in determining what
traini ng was required for a task force prio r to assum ing the TFAS mission.'·
To fill the gap, USAREU R headquarters and its Co mbat Ma neuver Training Center documented the critical tasks fo r training. 1he most important
step in that process was to solicit lesson s learned from TF 6-502 Infantry and
study that battalion's after actio n reports. 1he issues the battalion from the
Berlin Brigade considered most important therefore became the fram ework
for future training. To add essential detail, the training center sent offIcers to
atte nd the Uni ted Nations Staff O fficer Course in Sweden, the United Nati ons
Mili tary O bse rver Co urse in Switzerland, and the United Natio ns M ili tar y
Observer and Staff Offi ce r Course in Austria. O ffi cers from the training ce nter
also visited the Austri an Peacekeeping School and the recently formed peacekeeping schools in Poland and the Czech Republic. In addition, USAREUR
studied past and current United Nations operations, and especia lly those in
which USA REUR units took part, for other lessons'7
Army units were accustomed to working from an approved mission train ing plan, but no such pl an existed that provided comparable detail for peace
operations under UN mandates. Therefore, the Combat Ma neuver Training
Ce nter used the info rmation th at it had gathered to develop a peacekeeping
operations mission training plan to assist units in their ho me station training
and to provide a training readiness standard for assessment of the mission
essential task list. Furthermore, by March 1993 USA REU R had already revised the annual 21-day training center rotation that each maneuver battalion underwent to add peace operatio ns training. 1hat portion of th e training
incorporated lessons learned from preceding UN operations, lasted between
two and five days, and involved both peacekeeping and peace enforcement. By
October 1994 twenty battalions had gone through the revised training, some
of th em twice. Among those so trained were 1-6 Infantry in August 1993 and
2- 15 Infa ntry in March 1993. Thus, the fi rst two V Co rps battalion task forces
assigned to Able Sentry built their missio n training o n the foundation of the
introduction to peacekeeping operations provided by the Combat Maneuver
Training Center'S
To assist the battalio ns in home station training, USAREU R des ignated
a number of critical tasks: conducting patrols, establishing and operating an
observation post, establi shing and operating a checkpoint, planning for interaction with media, co nducting liaison and negotiating, escorting a convoy, reacting to ambush, reacting to indirect fire, establishing a lodgment, providing
command and control, co nducting mine clearance, and securing a route. The
training center added several tasks to the baseline missions: separate belligerents, secure a fac ility, secure an urban area, and secure a borde ... "
Elaborating on the infor mation and plans USA REU R provided, as augmented by its own analysis of the mission, V Corps G- 3 helped the battalions develop
a highly specialized training plan that accommodated the demands the mission
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would place on soldiers in Macedonia. 'TI,e United Nations FYROM Command
specified tasks that included establishing a temporary checkpoint, conducting
mounted and dismo unted patrols, establishing a temporary observation post,
and reinforcing an observation post. The im plied task list was so mewhat longer and included fo rce protection operations; command, control, and communications operations; susta inment operations, including logistics and tra ini ng
squad cooks; observation post turnover; conducting company command post
operations; perform ing the reserve force mission for the task force; and operating under the established rules of engagement. Detailed analysis of training
requirements produced the following mi ssion essential task list:
.Exercising the base camp reaction force,
.Actions upon encountering a Serbian Army patrol,
.Reacting to Macedonian checkpoints,
.Actions upon encountering civilian smugglers,
.Responding to civilian requests for food,
.Responding to Macedonian police requests for medical attention,
.Responding to media queries, both approved and unapproved,
.Protecting European Union Sanctions Enforcement Personnel,
. Conducting VIP briefings,
.Reinforcing a temporary observation post,
.Responding to encounters at observation posts, and
.Responding to hostile Macedonian civilians.
The V Corps plan called for training certification to occur at battalion level
for individual tasks, with brigade evaluating collective tasks and the UN PROFOR commander validating the overall training.'" General Rutherford stressed
the importance of the training period because of what he saw as a very high tension level with which soldiers assigned to observation posts in Macedonia had to
cope. As a consequence, he wanted to make certain that the troops had an oppo rtunity to understand every aspect of the mission and "acclimatize to the theater" before being assigned to the observation posts, even in a training status' I
Training the unit for operations in Macedonia, despite the help from USAREUR and from V Corps G- 3 Training, was thus principally a battalion responsibility. Moreover, it was one that required three or four months of concentrated
effort during which the battalion was no longer organized to carry out its normal missions. In the fifty-six days prior to its departure for Macedonia, TF 2- 15
Infantry devoted 61 percent of its traini ng time to peace operations. During that
period the battalion trained for its traditional combat mission only five days.
Eleven days were devoted to training on specialized equipment, including the
Bl - mm . mortars, the MU3 armored personnel carrier, and the snow cat vehicle.
'TI, e TF 1- 6 Infantry experience was entirely similar, with significant amounts
of time devoted to training the rules of engagement, operations in cold weather,
combat lifesaver techniques, and small anns qualification. In addition, all task
forces spent time learning about Macedonia and its culture and made certain
that all deploying soldiers had req ualified on their rifles." Kamena computed
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that four months were required to prepare TF 3-12 Infa ntry to an adequate
standard for peacekeeping, rather than the two months allotted."
Given the limited preparation time, commanders had to priori tize their
training. CoI. Carter Ham believed that training his soldiers to respond properly
to the UN's very restrictive rules of engagement was the most important single
task." Colonel Kamena isolated the central issue on the rules of engagement.
"O ur fi rst option in Macedonia;' he said, "was to try to negotiate our way out
of situations instead of trying to shoot our way out of situations:'" Ham underscored the fac t that attaining such an attitude took time and training, since at
the start "all of us were overly aggressive and too quick to use force to solve a
problem; that's what we had been trained to do. But everybody adapted to that.
That's not to say that everybody liked if'" Making shooting- that is, recourse to
the essence of the training the Army had been at such pains to instill in infantry
soldiers-the last resort was, in the judgment of just about every leader, a difficult transition for soldiers, and that explained the enormous emphasis every
task force placed on teaching the rules of engagement. Ham set up a series of
situational training exercises that required his soldiers to apply the rules of engagement in a variety of situations. To help, TF 6- 502 Infantry loaned Ham a
number of its experienced noncommissioned officers, who then spent nine days
with 1- 6 Infantry at Vilseck in mid-November 1993. That sharing of experience
helped Ham's soldiers understand what they should expect while operating as
United Nations troops and was a key part of the training."
Assistance from the incumbent task force proved such an invaluable part of
preparing a unit for duty in Macedonia that Ham sent a similar team from his
battalion to help TF 2- 15 Infantry train in April 1994, a practice that each unit
thereafter followed in order to assist the relieving battalion. Mission demands
meant, however, that it was not always possible to send teams from Macedonia
back to Germany, and the form that assistance took evolved over time into a
week-long leaders' reconnaissance in Macedonia, during which the TFAS unit
thoroughly briefed and ori ented the relieving unit's commanders, staff, and
squad leaders on operations and the operational environment. When Kamena's
battalion visited TF 3- 5 Cavalry, for example, his leaders accompanied patrols
from the observation posts, inspected the specialized equipment, and generally
learned the kinds of things that training in Germany could not tell them. Upon
return to home station, the sergeants, in particular, were able to fine-tune the
training upon which their squads concentrated in the time remaining. Kamena
summarized the importance of the trip when he said,
You know, you ca n ta lk about a co untr y and its te rrain, but unt il you're on the gro und
and wa lk the moun ta in s an d you see how ti red yo u ge t and fee l how muc h the amm unition and rad io and everything else we ighs. it's just talk! 1 thought th at was probabl y
the most va luable thing we did during train -up, just go up there and li ve for a week,
and the n come back and fi nish traini ng. 98

By the time CoI. Stephen Layfield was training his battalion for Macedonia, the recon had developed into a program units referred to as the "right seat
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ride;'" a thorough reconnaissance visit that involved all the unit's leaders and
primary staff undergoing a week-long tutelage with their opposite numbers
from the unit then conducting the mission. The only real drawback was the fact
that Layfield ran his right seat ride during the summer, but would be responsible for the mission chiefly during winter, which meant that he had to look at
all of the problems through what he called "winter eyes;' making assumptions
about how weather would affect his soldiers. When Layfield's battalion left, he
ran a similar program for Lt. Col. John Barker, whose TF 2- 63 Armor was due
to take over from his soldiers.' oo
Task Force 1- 6 Infantry used situational training exercises, a procedure
that succeeding battalions emulated. The training context was an increasingly sophisticated simulation of the operational environment, constructed in a
training area in Germany. Task Force 3- 12 Infantry built a replica of the entire
Able Sentry operation at Baumholder, constructing ten observation posts on
the northern edge of the reservation boundary and using a German military
compound in the town of Allenbach to replicate the Able Sentry base. Realism
was enhanced by extending patrols into the German community where soldiers
met Germans who represented Serbs and Macedonians. The TF 1- 15 In fantry
training was similar. The battalion used Camp Robertson, an old Hawk missile
site near Schweinfurt, to emulate Camp Able Sentry and replicated the placement and dispersion of the observation posts as much as possible. By that time
increasingly elaborate training involved using the V Corps G- 3's audiovisual
documentation teams to act as CNN reporters. The idea, as Maj. David Osborne, the task force S-3, pOinted out, was to show soldiers "all the weird and
challenging situations that can happen on Operation AB LE SENT RY:"OI
Given the unusual tasks that the soldiers had to learn, the training process
itself was normal, following the Army standard that began with individual train ing and proceeded to collective training. The focus was naturally on dismounted operations, or light infantry operations. "You'd like to be able to say 'we're
infantrymen; we can do that any time, any day,'" Layfield remarked, although he
concluded that "well, that's really not true:' Some toughening was required, and
training accordingly stressed physical fitness. Units did a lot of road marches to
pre pare themselves for their forthco ming encounter with mountains, particularly in winter conditions. The mountains and snow available in Germany did
not resemble conditions in Macedonia, however, and both still came as something of a shock after soldiers arrived in the Balkans. "We had to spin ourselves
up on how to operate in the deep snow- up to eight feet at times, and especially
in the eastern sectol; where the snow was never less than five feet;' Layfield said .
Physical endurance and physical conditioning were important, since "walking
in snowshoes takes it out of you:" ·'
Patrols in Macedonia were about seven kilometers each way, for which
so ldiers trained by doing twenty-kilometer road marches in Germany. But in
Macedonia the hills were steeper and soldiers ca rried rucksacks and equipment
weighing from sixty to seventy pounds. In view of that, Sgt. Aric Gray, a squad
leader in TF 3- 5 Cavalry, commented that "the training just didn't prepare the
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troops for the co nditions they found:" ·' One interesting spin-off of Opera tion ABLE SENTRY was that units found the Army physical training program, and particularly the run, not to be predictive of a so ldier 's ability to
walk long distances under a heavy load.
Occasiona lly, there were misunderstandings about patrolling, as when
the United Nations force commander took TF 2-37 Armor to task because,
although it was a larger unit than the Nordic Battalion, it reported significantly fewer patrols. The battalion pOinted out that it met the United
Nations standard of one patrol per day from each observation post. By co ntrast, further discussion revealed that any Nordic Battalion task that took
soldi ers out of an observation post was classed, and reported, as a patrol.
The American task force therefore took pains to explain to the UNPREDEP
staff that American patrols were considerably more rigorou s. To be classed
as a patrol, they explained, the miss ion had to begin with issuan ce of an op eration order and include a thorough pre-combat inspection and rehearsal.
Afterward, there had to be a patrol debriefing. Mere admini strative movements did not meet that standard. '04
The "bread and butter" of operations in Macedonia, as Layfield put it, was
patrolling. While most of the techniques and tactics of infantry patrols that
everybody understood still applied, some of the exec ution had to be differe nt in Macedonia, and that demanded a different mind -set on the part of the
soldi ers. A patrol was normally a stea lthy operation, and infantrymen were
accustomed to "snooping and pooping" around, as the younge r sergea nts
phrased it. In contrast, the Macedonia patrols were meant to be heard and
see n, and the peacekeeping aspect of the operation required so ldiers not
to appear aggressive. As a consequence, weapons were normally at the
"UN carry" -slung with muzzles down-rather than held at the ready. In a
normal deployment a task force performed over 2,000 dismounted patrols
along the border, simply observing, monitoring, and reporting what was
see n. Becoming comfortable with an overt patrolling technique required
of soldi ers a process of intensive training to overcome ingrained tactical
habits.' ·s
The other essential element of patrolling was a standard of prec ision
in land navigation that infantrymen did not normally have to achieve. The
border between the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and the Federa l Republic of Yugoslavia was ill-defined, extremely poorly marked, and
a politica l question open to co ntinuing debate by all parties co ncern ed. '·6
It was extreme ly important, given the characteristically tense relations that
existed along the border, for American soldiers not to become involved in
border-crossing incidents. "The UN line that we patrol is so se nsitive;' Layfield sa id, "there is simply no room for error:' What resulted was the UNestabli shed Northern Limit, Area of Observation , or NLAOO, mentioned
earlier, into which patrols did not venture. It was sti ll easy to make errors
in the rugged terrain, however, and the task force used global positioning
system devices to help the patrol s navigate accurately. Task forces trained
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hard before deployment on using the GPS and li kewise drill ed conventional
land navigation sk ill s at home station. I01
Other units in Germany assisted with task force pre parations. The 1st
Battalion, lath Special Forces Group, hosted TF 1- 6 Infantry training at
Garmisch, where the Spec ial Forces so ldi ers taught the infantrym en how to
operate in mountainous terrain an d, most important, cold weather operations skills. Knowing that Macedonia was mountainou s and that his task
force would be there during winter, Ham antic ipated that patrols could be
ca ught in severe weather for extended periods. Consequently, he gladly accepted the timely Special Forces offer to train hi s soldiers and small unit
leaders how to function at peak efficiency in such co nditions. A two -day
training exercise where the soldiers ran patrols, manned observation posts,
and had to react to various situations-again facil itated by the noncom miss ioned officers and officers of the 1st Battalion, 10th Special Forces
Group-completed the training . At the sa me tim e, Ham found an area near
Garmisch that was remarkably like th e border in Macedonia - steep hills
with narrow roads that were only one ve hicle wide. Fortuitously, the weath er cooperated at that point, providing icy and snowy driving conditions.

A typical Task Force Able Sentry patrol. Note that tlVO members of the patrol are
making use a/Global Positioning System devices, essential to accu rate navigation
along the disputed border area, and that the third soldier is equipped lVith a radio
that allowed the patrol to communicate with its observation post.
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He took th e opportunity of integratin g drivel' training in adverse weather
condition s into th e exerci se, so that hi s support platoon cou ld get a taste
of what it would be like to supply observation posts in Macedonia during
w inter,lOS

O th er individual predeployme nt training tas ks were co mmon to all tas k
fo rces. Ever y unit had to learn to use th e improved SI -mm. mortal' that
was issued to Able Sentry comp anies for force pro tection in place of the
l07- mm. mortal' the units were acc ustom ed to using. Task forces train ed
and li censed almost ever y soldier to operate light trucks, especially the
HMMWV, th e fiv e- ton truck, th e M1l 3 armored personn el carri er, and th e
Snow Cat that was provided for every obse rvation post. '09 Task Force 1- 15
Infantr y found so me Snow Cats in Italy belonging to th e NATO Allied Mobile Fo rce and brought two of them back to the unit motor pool so soldi ers
co uld do cross-countr y training in th e lo ca l training area ." o Soldiers also
had to be abl e to o perate and maintain the non standard comm ercial ge nerators that po wered th e ob se rvation posts. Likewise, training was required
to use the AM radio s give n th e obse rvation po sts. Once helicopters were
ass igned to th e task force, soldiers pres umably not profi cient in airmobile
assa ults and sling- loading equipm ent had to master techniques they would
nee d wh en using aircraft while on qui ck reaction force duty or when res uppl ying obse rvatio n posts by air. '"
Each observatio n po st had a medi c, each of whom required spec ialized training because the di stance fro m any obse rvation post to professional medical treatm ent involved a delay of severa l hours, even when using
ae romedical evacuation. The probl em was even more acute for so ldiers on
dismounted patro ls along the bord er or those in the temporary observation
pos ts that patrol s set up at rando m intervals. Additional predeploym ent
training enhanced the ability of the squad medi cs to make th em more independent and able to dea l with many injuri es that might otherwise require
a d octo r's ca re. T hey received advanced trauma and adva nced life-saving
training in far more de pth than the average medic rece ived. In particular,
they learned to handl e minor emerge ncy surgeries . Of course, the battal io n surge on accompani ed ta sk for ces to Macedoni a as well, though he rema in ed at th e task force base ca mp.'" Young medics, se rving in rotation at
task force headquarters, wo rked with th e surgeon on a dail y basis, thereby
receiving con tinuous and extremely va luable profess ional developm ent .
T he hea rt of the emergency medica l plan was a new piece of equip me nt, the Telemed, a suitcase-sized sys tem that co uld even be ca rried on
dismounted patro ls. Still experim ental in th e Army at that time, Telemed
wa s basically a videoconferencin g system that had severa l medical devices
attached to it. "' Usin g it , the medic could confer about a cas ualty with
medi cal doctors at Wa lter Ree d Army Hospital in Was hington, or at Land stuhl Hospital in Ge rmany and rece ive adv ice and assista nce. It would have
been unwise to have relied entirely o n medics, however, co nsidering th e remote ness of the operation, and each task fo rce train ed its soldiers as co m-
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bat lifesavers, some units attaining a rate of up to 60 percent of its soldiers
so qu alified .'" All of th at required significa nt training time prior to depl oym ent,llS

Reconstitution, Retraining, and Recertification
As every commander acknowledged, Able Sentry was basically a light infantry mission, proficiency for which required three to four months of concentrated
training. During that time the participating unit's Bradley fighting vehicles simply sat in the motor pool, and the highly perishable skills soldiers had to master to be good mechanized infantrymen- particularly gunnery- degraded on a
predictable curve. "A lot of people lost a lot of valuable skills while preparing for
the mission, and then while carrying it out in Macedonia;' Col. Gene Kamena
observed. Returning to the level of training required of a mechanized infantry
battalion would obviously involve at least as much effort as had been invested in
preparing for the Able Sentry mission.
Col. Carter Ham was, as in so many other aspects of the mission, the trailblazer. The chief of staff of the Army visited his task force in January 1994, and
during that visit General Gordon Sullivan casually asked Ham how long he
thought it would take to "put his battalion back together:"16 The colonel knew
that his battalion would be going through its combat training cycle at the Combat Maneuver Training Center three months after returning to Germany, and
he answered that he expected to be back at the same level of training and readiness that the battalion had enjoyed before the Able Sentry mission by the time
the training center rotation was over. "He laughed at me;' Ham later recalled,
"and told me it would take six months:' Sullivan remarked that it had taken that
amount of time to rebuild battalions returning from duty with the Multinational
Force and Observer mission in the Sinai, and he thought that the same time line
would apply to 1- 6 Infantry as well. "As it turns out;' Ham admitted, "he was
almost exactly right. I underestimated how difficult the process is to put the battalion back together structurally, and then to train and bring it back to a level of
combat proficiency. Six months was about right:"17
The first task was to restructure the battalion to its original organization.
Again, that process destroyed teams that had been built through months of shared
effort and broke up leader-led relationships. With the four line companies recon stituted and personnel strength balanced across the battalion, the fo cus shifted
to restoring the crew drill and Bradley gunnery skills that had atrophied over the
preceding three quarters of a year. Ham expected those skills to recover relatively
quickly, but found that his soldiers needed six weeks to attain even a marginal
level of proficiency. Obviously, his time estimate for retraining was too low.
The battalion also encountered some mind-set changes . Soldiers who for six
mo nths had lived under restrictive rules of engagement were once again in what
might be described as a wartime setting. The battalion discovered during its fi rst
days at the Combat Maneuver Training Center that some soldiers were reluctant
to "shoot when shooting was appropriate;' and it took some time to change their
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automatic responses to various tactical situations. "There is not some switch that
you can hit and say 'now you're a peacekeeper: or 'now you're a warfighter:" Ham
explained. "It's not that simple. It would be nice if it was, but it's nof' The battalion had trained for three months before a six-month deployment that shooting
was a last resort. Upon redeployment, soldiers were in a situation in which the
f,rst step in the reaction to contact was to return fire. The retraining simply took
time. The 1-6 Infantry was the first Bradley battalion to go through that kind of
retraining model in Germany, and the unit's experience illuminated the pitfalls
for the battalions that followed.
As time went on the process of reconstituting and retraining battalions returning from Macedonia became as sophisticated and structured as the training that prepared them for the light infantry mission . In a program supervised
by the parent brigade and V Corps G-3, battalions normally began the process
with a block leave of several weeks for the returning soldiers, during which time
the commanders and staff reorganized the battalion to its table of organization
structure.
The case of 2-15 Infantry illustrated the process. Returning to Germany on
12 December 1994, the necessary reorganization was fini shed by New Year's Day.
The unit was on leave from 19 December 1994 through 3 January 1995. At that
point, the battalion moved directly into platoon situational training exercises from
10 to 26 January, followed by platoon training tests from 21 January through 2
February. Soldiers began recovering gunnery skills by using the Bradley conduct
of fire trainer'" throughout January and February, building up through a series of
unit exercises to gunnery qualification from 19 February through 21 March. The
battalion staged a major field exercise from 19 to 21 March and another, 28 to 31
March. Finally, 2-15 Infantry underwent its training rotation through Combat
Maneuver Trai ning Center from 6 through 26 April, at which time the battalion
was adjudged mission ready. Other battalions followed a similar "road map" to
heavy force readiness after returning from Macedonia. ' 19
By the time TFAS VII, the seventh V Corps battalion assigned to Able Sentry, had deployed, V Corps had taken steps to help mechanized infantrymen and
tankers maintain their highly specialized skills while they were serving in Macedonia. The corps obtained both a Bradley and an Abrams mobile conduct of fire
trainer from the National Guard and placed one with Task Force Eagle units in
Bosnia and the other at Camp Able Sentry. Periodically, the corps swapped out
the trainers so that, when a tank battalion was assigned to Macedonia, it had
access to an Abrams trainer. The armor battalions attempted to keep track commander and gunnel' combinations together, so that when the platoons rotated
back to Camp Able Sentry for a period of weeks those teams could use the conduct of fire trainer to maintain proficiency. Still, drivel' skills deteriorated, and
tank battalions found it necessary to allocate enough time and enough operational tempo equipment miles upon return to Germany to retrain and recertify
all their tank drivers. "·
The other interesting aspect of Able Sentry duty from the point of view of
training involved physical fitness. W hen soldiers returned from Macedonia,
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they were extremely fit, having for six months marched up and down hills "that
would make a mule smile;' as Maj. David Osbo rne phrased it. While on duty
at the observation posts, bored soldiers spent a lot of time in physical training
(PT), but the limited space available meant that they overwhelmingly concentrated on weight lifting, riding stationary bicycles, and similar activities, rather
than running, which they could really do only during their rotations through
Camp Able Sentry every twenty-one days. Most soldiers improved push-up and
sit-up scores, but their running generally got worse. Osborne noted the paradox
that the battalion was probably more fit after the rotation than before, but that
average PT test scores across the battalion dropped fifteen to twenty points,
primarily because of the run .'"
Soldiers unifor mly agreed that they became much more physically fit while
in Macedonia. There had been little else to do in their spare time, and many of
them concentrated on exercise both as recreation and as a way to relieve stress.
The problem was that weight lifting and long-distance patrols replaced fat with
heavier muscle. Sgt. Aric Gray recalled that some soldiers had never lifted a
weight in their lives before going to Macedonia and ended up being able to press
250 pounds by the time they left the country. He commented that he gained
about twenty pounds, all from weight lifting. '" Cpt. Brian Kibiloski and his fel low troopers had the same experience. "Most people gained weight;' he said,
"because all you did was PI:' Even with all the exercise, Kibiloski's weight went
from 160 pounds at the time of deployment to 183 by the time the battalion reEntrance of Camp Able Sentry in Skopje

-
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deployed. "We put on weight on our thighs;' he explained, because of endless patrols up and down hills that developed those muscles. "Makes it hard to get into
those 501 jeans;' Kibiloski concluded. 12l Thus, a common observation of task
forces returning from Macedonia was that soldiers were both heavier and more
physically fit, but still scored lower on PT tests than before the deployment.
The overall impact of the TFAS mission on a battalion was harder to judge.
Layfield spoke for most of the commanders who took task forces to Macedon ia
when he evaluated it as an exceptional way to build the leadership skills of junior
officers and noncommissioned officers, particularly the latter. Once in Macedonia, operations were highly decentralized and relied on mid-level sergeants to
run squads on their own, on a fore ign border, in a sensitive political environment, implementing command policy and enfo rcing the rules of engagement
while running a complicated patrol matrix for extended periods of time. The ten
soldiers at each observation post were under the com mand of a staff sergeant
or sergeant who made daily decisions about what his squad should do, and how,
and when. The sergeant performed pre-combat inspections on patrols befo re
they left the observation post, monitored and adjusted the continuing training
of his soldiers, and in general regulated their lives on a daily basis. "You could
not ask for a more fertile junior leader training environment than that;' according to Layfield. Summing up, he concluded that,
We gave the responsibi lit y to the sergea nts out there, and it paid immeasurable dividends to this batta lion, even now. We are still feelin g the effec ts of ve ry professio nal,
mature, junior noncommissioned officers. W hatever unit gets the Able Sentr y mission
will reap that benefit. For the entire Ann y, I don't believe that benefit can go under-

stated. Some of my ESs [sergea nts] a nd E6s [staff sergeants] out there have grow n so
much, they are now performing at the next higher grade level, across the board. 124

Other battalions had the same experience, and the final comment about Task
Force Able Sentry might well be that conducting the operation was itself an
unexpectedly fine training vehicle for the Army in Europe in a generic sense.
"It's a six month Ranger school for soldiers of a mechanized battalion;' Major
Os borne concluded, adding that "every day is an ARTEP:'I"

End of the TFAS Mission, 1996-98
At the end of 1995 the end of the Able Sentry mission was nowhere in sight.
When V Corps dispatched the 1st Armored Division to Bosnia-Herzegovina
as the American contribution to the NATO Implementation Force, that deployment made it increasingly difficu lt for the corps to sustain the mission in
Macedonia. The demand for mechani zed infantry battalions in Bosnia led to
a decision to send an armored battalion to Macedonia in order to gain a little
more flexibility in meeting the requirements of the two missions. Naturally,
using an armored battalion imposed a more demanding predeployment training regimen, since tankers did not have all the small unit skills of infantrymen.
Sim ilarly, the soldiers from the tank battalion were faced with a demanding re-
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training problem upon the unit's return to Germany, tank gunnery and tank
company-team maneuver skills being at least as perishable as those of Bradley
crewmen. O nce in Macedonia, the performance of those armor soldiers in the
TFAS mission was not noticeably different from the way infantrymen carried
out the observation post and patrolling tasks.
High level discussions in early 1997 considered the possibility of using reser ve component soldiers for the mission in Macedonia, 126 particularly since
UN plans were under way to decrease the UNPREDEP size from 1,050 to 750
soldiers, and correlative American plans envisioned scaling back the American
com mitment from 500 soldiers to around 300. In April 1997, however, USAREUR informed V Corps that it should expect to maintain current force levels
at least until October of that year. Although the long-term future of the Able
Sentry mission remained in doubt, USAREUR did not expect a final decision
from the United Nations any time soon, and expected the UNPREDEP mandate to be extended at least for the balance of the year. 127 A few days later the
Uni ted Nations voted to delay any force reduction in Macedonia.'28 The intensifying crisis in the province ofKosovo that unfolded in 1997 and 1998 sharpened
United Nations concern to prevent a spill-over of violence into Macedonia, and
the UNPREDEP mission continued with full American support. For its part, V
Co rps continued preparing and deploying battalion task forces on six-month
cycles, as it had been doing since 1994.
The Task Force Able Sentry mission ended suddenly and unexpectedly in
the spring of 1999, just as the 350-man task force from the 1st Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, was in the process of taking over from 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry.
Lt. Col. James Shufelt's soldiers were conducting final inventories and assuming control of Camp Able Sentry in Skopje and the observation posts along
the border on 27 February. Simultaneously, in New York, the Peoples' Republic
of China vetoed the United Nations Security Council resolution to extend
the mission in Macedonia another six months. Behind the surprising action
lay Chinese irritation at the government of the Fo nner Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, which had recently granted diplomatic recognition to the Chinese governme nt in Taiwan, I29

Reacting to the decision, the United Nations Mission to Macedonia announced that the UNpREDEp operations would cease as of midnight on Sunday, 28 February. For the moment, both the Scandinavian battalion to the west
and the America n task force remained in place to secure both the facilities
and the equipment along the border and in Skopj e. Over the following week
there was a mild increase in tensions as the cavalrymen of TF 1- 4 Cavalry,
still wearing UN blue berets, observed Serbian Army units reinforcing the
border with an estimated 2,800 soldiers and a number ofT- 55 tanks and mining bridges in the border region. !)O The Scandinavian battalion immediately
began its wi thdrawal from Macedonia, and di scussion co ntinued about what
the next steps should be. NATO and American officia ls considered reflagging
the peacekeeping missio n under NATO control, or perhaps making it a unilateral America n operation.'"
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In the end, the American task force stayed in Macedonia and retained possession of Camp Able Sentry in Skopje. Shortly thereafter, NATO's Allied Forces, Central Europe, Rapid Reaction Corps-universally known in Europe as the
"ARRC"-arrived in Macedonia to command any possible future peacekeeping
mission in Kosovo. Lt. Gen. Sir Michael jackson and the ARRC staff set up headquarters in Skopje, and Camp Able Sentry became the hub of United States national support for U.S. Army forces that would be part of the ARRC if deployed
to Kosovo. The NATO forces themselves would be aligned under NATO's Allied
Forces Southern Europe, commanded by Admiral james O. Ellis, jr., of the United
States Navy. '"

Able Sentry and a Changing V Corps
The missions V Corps units carried out in the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia differed from other out of sector missions in two ways. First was that
they involved combat anns battalions. With the exception of the aviation task
force deployment to Somalia, every other V Corps mission after the end of the
Persian Gulf War had required combat service support soldiers, since they were
either humanitarian relief operations or related to peacekeeping or peace enforcement missions for which other organizations were chiefly responsible. The
second was that Task Force Able Sentry was an open-ended mission. The first V
Corps rotation was in january 1994, and the twelfth battalion task force was to
begin its duty with the United Nations in Macedonia in March 1999. The consequence for the corps was the permanent loss of one maneuver battalion, a loss
felt most acutely when 1st Armored Division deployed to Bosnia-Herzegovina for
Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR at the end of 1995.
One of the principal, and least understood, facts about duty in Macedonia
was the actual duration of a unit's commitment. Battalion task forces served in
Macedonia for six months. But adding the time devoted to training before leaving
Germany and the time required to retrain the battalion after its return to home
station, Able Sentry actually consumed a battalion for an average of fifteen to
eighteen months. Since another battalion was serving in Macedonia while one
was training for duty, and a third was Simultaneously retraining after redeployment, there were periods when a full brigade equivalent was actually unavailable
for any other mission, particularly for heavy force, high-intensity combat. The
corps had only foul' maneuver brigades stationed in Germany. When one division was committed for duty in Bosnia widl both of its brigades and one of the
remaining brigades was consumed with the mission in Macedonia, that left only
one brigade available for any other possible duty.
Another major consequence of the Able Sentry mission lay in training, where
the inclusion of peace enforcement tasks as part of the V Corps mission essential
task list devised in 1996 only reflected reality, and the correlative requirement for
all maneuver battalions to maintain an agreed minimum level of proficiency in
peace enforcement operations was reasonable.lJ) But the added training requirement complicated the tasks of unit commanders and, given the limited time
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available to any battalion at the Combat Maneuver Training Centel; required adjustments in their perceptions of the degree of training that could be accomplished and
sustained in any unit.
Hard lessons learned while dealing with the United Nations bureaucracy in
Macedonia, combined with the equally hard lessons in trying to work with the
United Nations and other nongovernmental organizations in Croatia and Somalia,
had a major impact on the training programs instituted both at USAREUR's Seventh Army Training Center and within V Corps troop units to prepare soldiers for
peace enforcement operations. No soldier found the military tasks associated with
peace enforcement particularly diffic ult. but many of those tasks required mental
adj ustments. Instead, it was the problems in dealing with civilians that soldiers found
difficult. SFC Michael Dalton, a platoon sergeant in Company D, TF 3-5 Cavalry, reflected on the fact that soldiers in Macedonia were dealing with civil-military tasks,
rather than purely military missions, concluding that
... you spend 99.9 percent of your time dea ling with civ ilian s. I had exposure to maybe
two or three Macedonian soldiers the whole time I was there- actually to ta lk to them.
T he majority of my ti me, 1 was dea li ng w ith civilians. That's not something we were taught

before lVe deployed. We learned a lot tactically before lVe left Germany. We spent a whole lot
of t ime- three months, actually- learning the tactics of peacekeeping. But we did n't spend
one hour lea rning the tactics of how to dea l w ith a civ ilian popuiation,IJ4

Thus, task force after action reports were replete with recommendations that units
bound for Macedonia should exploit every available opportunity not only to enhance
such skills, but also to master how the United Nations functioned.
TIle corps headquarters retained a standing interest in the task forces sent to
Macedonia, where the situation was utterly unlike that prevailing during the Persian
Gulf War. W hen V Corps dispatched more than 25,000 of its soldiers to serve under
VII Corps command in Saudi Arabia, the connection between those deployed units
and the V Corps headquarters was completely severed. TIlat was not true during
any subsequent deployment of V Corps units to serve under the command of other
headquarters, and it was especially not true in the case of Task Force Able Sentry.
TIle corps knew that it would retain responsibility for the Able Sentry mission for the
foreseeable future and that it had to maintain close relationships with the deployed
task forces in order to gather the knowledge it needed to program adequate training for replacement battalions. Furthermore, USAREUR explicitly gave V Corps tlle
task of managing administrative and logistical support for the deployed units. TIle
corps commander consequently exercised unusual control of a unit ostensibly under
control of European Command and the United Nations and justifiably required daily
situation reports from the task force commander. The chain of command was never
"clean;' as one task force commander put it.
Finally, managing training for battalions designated to serve in Macedonia consumed a lot of attention. TIle unique mission demanded creative approaches to training, and much of the task force preparation for United Nations duty involved situational training and role playing that very much prefigured the innovative exercises
tllat V Corps later devised for its units assigned to du ty in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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Apr 1994).
71 Me mo. Col. T homas V. Morley, Jr., for Maj. Gen. Holder, CG, 3d Infantr y Division, 18
Mar 1994, su b: Trip to Macedonia (14 - 16 March 1994).
" Msg, EUCOM for USCINCEUR, 291535Z Apr 1994, sub: UH60 Aircra ft fo r Duty
wit h T FAS; Msg, CINCUSA REU R fo r V Co rps, 291716Z Apr 1994, su b: CINCUSA RE UR
Deploy ment O rder #9313, UH- 60 Deployment to Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia; "37
Katterbach GIs Go ing to Macedonia," Stars and Stripes, 4 May 1994; "Macedonia Missions for
Copters Ju st Ahead," Stars and Stripes, 8 May 1994.
13 Msg, Cd r, V Co rps for Cdr, 3 10, 291730Z Apr 1994, su b: Abl e Sentry Aircraft
Requirements, Frago 18 to V Corps Operatio ns Order 94-83.
" Msg, CINCUSA REUR, AEAGC-O-CAT, for mu ltiple add ressees, 01l625Z Apr 1994, sub:
Able Sentry Reinforcement Deployment Order, ra ised the ceiling to 515 after the additional infantry
company was added to the task force. Msg, CINCUSAREUR, AEAGC~O, for multiple addressees,
291716Z Apr 1994, sub: UH-60 Deployment to Former Yugoslav RepubliCof Macedonia, authori zed
deployment of UH- 60 aircraft and associated crew and maintenance personnel, thus increasing the
personnel ceiling on station to 549. Also see Memo, AETV-BGR-C for 3lD Ma rne Museum. 28 Feb
1995, sub: 1/6 IN 1994 Annual Histo rical Review, O peration AB LE SENT RY.
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75 3d Infantry Div ision Br iefi ng. UH 60s to Ab le Se ntry. 23 Apr 1994. T he un it prov idi ng
t he heli copte rs was t he 7t h Battalio n, 1st Av iat io n .
16 Memo, 7-1 Av iation Regi ment for Co mm a nde r. 310, 17 Ju n 1994, su b: ABLE SENT RY
Fl ight Detac hm ent Rotati on Pla n.
77 Memo, 310 G- 4 fo r CG, 310, 20 Jul 1994, sub: UH- 60 Transition for AB L E SEN'J'ltY.
Also, E-ma il, Col. Tom Morley (CS, 3ID) to Co l. Clay Melto n (ACofS, G-3, V Co rps), 23 Aug
1994, sub: Tra nsfer of Helos when 310 and l AD swap TFAS mi ssio n.
i 8 Memo, l AD G-3 for V Corps G- 3, 22 Sep 1994, sub: Tra nsfer of UH - 60 "\V hi tehawks"
in Suppo rt of AB L E SENTRY.
79 Me m o, G-3 V Co rps fo r CG V Cor ps, 20 Se p 1994, sub: Able Se nt r y U H - 60s In fo rmat io n, proposed t he pla n. USAREU R Staff Actio n Su mmary, USA REU R Aviat io n, 24
Oct 1994, sub: Aircraft and Aviat ion Equ ip ment fo r Ope ration ABLE SENTRY, conta ins t he
USAREUR Aviat io n Division's recom me ndat io n. Memo, Cd r, V Co rps, for CINCUSAREUR,
24 Oct 1994, sub: O perati o n ABLE SENTRY UH- 60 Suppo rt, was Gene ra l Rut herfo rd 's for m a l
proposa l to Genera l Maddox. Ge nera l Maddox's a pprova l is ind icated in hi s ha ndw ritte n
m a rgina l note o n th e V Co rps record co py of the docu me nt. A nti ci pating such a course of
actio n, 3d In fan tr y Divisio n made pre parations in late Septem ber to carry out t he orde rs it
expected to rece ive. See HQ, 3 ID, FRAGO 2 to OPORD 94-11 (ABLE SENTRY ll ), 23 Sept
1994, which d irected t hose steps be taken "on order."
80 Memo, HQ, 4t h Bri gade (Avn), 1st Armo red Divisio n (l AD), fo r Com ma nder, l AD, 17
Jan 1995, sub: A BL E SEN TR Y UH- 60 Phase Pla n- Staff Study.
8] Me mo, CG, l AD, fo r Co mm a nder, V Corps, 20 Ja n 1995, sub: A BLE SENTRY UH - 60
"\Xf h itehawk" Phase Inspec tions.
82 Staff Summ ary, V Co rps G - 4 to CG, 28 Feb 1995, s ub: ABLE SENTRY U H-60
W/ hitehawk Phase In spec tio ns.
8l Me mo, CS, V Co rps, for CG, lAD, 3 Ma l' 1995, sub: A BLE SENT RY UH-60 \,(fhi tehawk
Ph ase in spect io ns.
8<1 "Tas k Fo rce 1-6 o bserves a nd reports actions a lo ng Macedo ni a n bo rder," F/'Olltline (3 10
newspaper), 75 (Febr uary 1994), reporting Maddox 's speech of 4 Ja nua ry.
85 The fo llow in g U.S. Army Field Manua ls c urrent in 1994 addressed aspects of peace
ope rat io ns or in cluded tasks releva nt to peace o perat ion s: 6 -2 0, 7-8, 7-10, 7-20, 7-98,
8- 42, 8- 55, 19- 10, 19- 15, 19- 40, 20- 22, 20- 32, 33- 1, 34- 2-1, 34- 130, 41- 10, 43-5, 44-3,
44-53, 46 - 1, 55-10, 63 - 6, 90-8, 90 - 10- 1, 90 - 14, and 100- 20. O th er re leva nt manua ls
included: TRADOC Pa m phl e t 525- 56, Plal/ller's Guide for !v{Wtary OperatioNs Other
ThaN \Val'; USA IS Draft: The Applicatiol1 of Peace Ellforcemel1l at Brigade and BaUalioll,
a n un dated \'(( h ite Pape r; undated TRADOC draft Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for
Peace Opemtiolls; FM 7- 98, Operatiolls ill a LolV II/tensity Conflict; T RADOC News lette r
No . 93 - 8 (Dec 1993), Operatiolls Other Thall \YIal' VoL. I V, Peace Op era tiolls; A rm y-A ir
Force Cente r fo r Low Intensity Co nfl ict, StralVlllan Tactics, Teclll1iques and Procedures for
Peace £nforcellleJJt, Peacemakillg, Peacekeepillg, HUlIJallitariml Assistal1ce, Joiut/ColIJbined/
lutemgellcy Opemtiolls; a nd NATO undated d raft Doctrille for Peace Support Operatiolls .
.. Memo, AEAGC-O, ODCSOPS, USAREU R, for C INCUSAREUR, n.d. , but end of june
1994, su b: Analysis ofTF Ab le Sentr), Mission (TFAS).
87 Ltr, lnez M. Azeona. U.S. Genera l Accounting O ffi ce, to HQ, 3d lnfa nt ry Divisio n, n .d.,
but 1995, t ra nsm itti ng co py o f GAO repo rt o n peacekeeping o perations fo r d ivision cO lll ment,
with enclosure: "Trai ni ng for Peace Operation s: USAREUR Pe rspect ive," Rotat io ns 6- 502 (12
ju ly-31 Dec 93); 1-6 1nf27 Dec 93-23 jun 1994; 2-151 nf24 ju ne- 1O December 1994.
88 lbid.
89 Ibid.
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90 Me mo. Cdr V Co rps for DeSOpS, USAREUR, 29 Jun 1994, su b: Analys is of Bei rut Air
Bridge (BAB) and TF Able Sentry (TFAS) Missions.
" Memo, AETV-BGD-PO for staff, 23 May 1994, sub: Able Sent ry II IPR to Com mandin g
Ge nera l, V Corps. Th is was a majo r IPR that invo lved briefi ngs by both d ivision staffs and t he
V Co rps staff.
92 Ltr, Azeona to HQ , 3d In fant ry Divis ion, wit h enclosure: "Traini ng fo r Peace O perati ons:
USAREU R Perspective."
93 Kamena interview.
94 UN Force Com ma nde r's Po licy Directive Nu mber (13) Rules of Engagement, 24 Mar
1992 . T he rules were mod ified slight ly by the Uni ted States and t hen approved by the UN
General O ffi cer Com mand ing in Nlacedon ia, by the V Corps and d ivision com ma nde rs, a nd by
the operat ional headquarte rs, Joint Task Force Prov ide Promise, in Naples. T he ve rsion issued
to U.S. troops was Annex B of Un ited Natio ns Force Com mander Directive No. 01, Ru les of
Engagement (HQ, UN PROFOR, Sarajevo, 23 J\!lar 1992). T he basic policy statement a llow ing
UNPROFOR sold iers to ca rr y wea pons is con tai ned in t he Report of t he Sec reta ry-Ge neral
purs uan t to Securi ty Cou ncil Resolut ion 721 (199 1), 11 Dec 1991, An nex 111, par. 4.
95 Ka mena inte rview.
% Ha m interv iew.
97 Ibid.
911 Kamena interview.
99 The term referred to t he ri ght front sea t of the experienced com mander's vehi cle.
100 Layfi eld interview.
101 Inte rv, Maj. Richa rd T hu rston with Maj. David C. Osborn e, S- 3, 1st Battal ion, 15th
Infa ntry, a nd Se nior Ope rati ons Officer for Task Force Able Sent ry, 14 Jun 1996, Schwein fu rt,
Ger ma ny.
102 Lay fi eld interview.
10lGray interview.
10.1 Edwa rd s interview.
105 Lay fi eld interv iew.
106 Uni ted Nations maps used by TF Able Sen tr y specified th at the borders ind icated on
the map were fo r refe rence purposes only a nd d id not consti tute a recogni tion by t he United
Nat jons of that linc as the offici al border between th e two states.
107 Ha m interview; Lay field interview.
108 Ham interview.
109 Msg, Cd r V Co rps for mult iple add ressees, 171800Z Nov 1993, sub: V Corps Mission
O rd er 94 - 09, SUSV T ra in ing in Support of Dep loyment to FY ROM Comma nd, a rra nged
SUSV trai nin g in Man nhei m.
110 Layfield inte rview.
III The V Co rps spec ified those a nd othe r ind ividua l trai ning items, and t he li st beca me
more sophist icated and com prehens ive over ti me. See, for exa mpl e, V Co rps CG O PO RD Brief,
Task Force Able Se nt ry (OPORD 05 -94), 24 Feb 1995. For com ma nders' co mments o n t he
requ ired ind ividua l train ing, see Ha m, Ka mena, and Layfield interv iews.
112 Th e batta li o n s u rgeo n was a p hysicia n's assistant, a wa rra nt office r (later a
com m issioned officer) wi t h trai nin g a nd sk ill s roug h ly equ iva len t to those of a nurse
prac ti tioner.
III In October 1994 TF 2- 15 cond ucted t he fi rst li ve Te lemed con fe ren ce w ith a n
internatio nal audience from Ca m p Abl e Se nt ry II Medi cal Stat ion to Wa lte r Reed A rm y
Hos pi ta l in t he Uni ted States. See O perat ions Repor t, 1st Brigade, 310, 2d Battal ion, 15th
In fant ry, n .d., bu t 1994.
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Ham interview; Layfield interview; Osborne interview.
For further comments on medical ope rat ions, see Interv, S. Sgt. Roger Ruth with Capt.
\Xli Hie Sa il is (batta lion physician's assistant) and Sgt. Ken net h Langs taff (batta li on aid station),
3d Batta lion, 5th Cava lry, 18 Aug 1995, Kirch Gcms, Germa ny.
116 Memo, AETV- BGR-C for 3 ID Marne J'v!useum, 28 Feb 1995, su b: 1/6 IN 1994 An nu al
Historical Review, Operation AB LE SENT RY.
117 Ham interview; Kamcna interview; Layfield interview. Col. Ge ne Ka mena agreed with
that estimate, but noted that he would not co nsider hi s battalion fu ll y trained unti l a point
almost eig ht months a ft er its return to Ge rmany. Layfield's experie nce was different, inasmuch
as Lt. Gen. Jo hn N. Abranls, V Co rp s co mm a nde r at that time, all otted hi s battalion on ly
ninety days to recover and retrain. Extern al eva luations of the process by the Government
Accounting Office validated the fou r- to six-month standa rd for recove ry after a TFAS
rotation. See Ltr, Azeona to HQ, 3d Infantry Division, with enclosure: "Tra inin g for Peace
Operations: USAREUR Perspective."
118 Co nduct of fire traine rs, bot h Bradley COFTs and Ab rams COFTs, we re devices used
in ga rri so n training that simu lated the turret of the armored fight ing veh icles and prese nted
gUlln er), prob lems so that crews cou ld mai ntain and indeed improve their sk ills without using
actual vehicles or firing li ve ammun iti on.
119 1st Bde, 310 , Ab le Sentry II, Mission Handover and Redeployment Briefing, October
1994. Also see TF 2- 15 Transition with l AD and Redep loy ment, lPR to eG, V Co rps, 14 Oct
1994. Also see TF 2-15 Afte r Action Rev iew, Task Fo rce Able Sentr y. n.d ., but Decembe r 1994.
11 0 Edwa rds interview.
121 Osbo rn e inter view.
122 Gray interview.
121 Kibiloski interview.
12·1 Lay field interview.
125 Osbo rne interv iew. T he ARTEP, or Ar my Tra inin g and Evaluatio n Progra m, was a
standard test used to va lidate success in unit training.
126 Msg, Joint Staff for HQ DA et aI., 1717202 1\llar 1997, sub: Reserve Co m po nent
Integration in Task Force Able Sent ry; Msg, USC INCEUR for Joi nt Staff, 071233Z Feb 1997,
sub: Request for Army National Gua rd Integrat ion in TFAS; Msg, USC INCEU R fo r HQ DA,
0708332 Apr 1997, sub: EUCOM Request for Reserve Co mponent Integration in TFAS; Msg,
USC INCEUR for Joint Staff, 0514332 May 1997, sub: Rese rve Component In tegrat ion in TFAS.
'" Msg, C INCUSAREUR to V Corps, OBI501Z Ap r 1997, sub: TFAS Fo rce Level.
". Msg, C INCUSAREUR to V Corps, 10140lZ Apr 1997, sub: UN Vo tes to Delay Fo rce
Reduction at UNPREDEP; Msg, USM ISSION USUN to Sec State DC et aI., 092332Z Ap r 1997,
sub: UNPREDEP: Sec ur ity Council adopts Reso lution to Suspend Drawdown.
119 "U.N. Seeking \\7ay to Save Macedo nia," Stars filln Stripes, 27 Feb 1999.
110 "Missio n Fades Away," Stars {lIId Stripes, 2 Mar 1999; "Peacekeepers Left Hi gh and
Dry," Stars alld Stripes, 2 Ma r 1999.
II I "Forces Unsure of\V hat \'(f ill Come Next," Stars find Stripes, 3 Mar 1999.
112 "NATO Open for Business in Skopje," Slars alld Stripes, 8 Ma r 1999; "Sent ri es' Miss io n
Not Over," Stars alld SlI'ipes, 11 Ma r 1999.
133 See Ltr, Azeona to HQ, 3d Infa nt ry Divis ion, wit h enclosu re: "Trainin g fo r Peace
Operations: USAREUR Perspective." Also: V Co rps METL, Januar y 1996, CO P )' in Hi stor ia n
Reference File- Corps Mission Statements.
13-1 Interv, S. Sgt. Roger Ruth with SFC Mic hael Dalton, Platoon Se rgeant , 1st Platoon,
Company 0, 3d Battali on, 5t h Caval ry, 21 Aug 1995, Kirch Ga ns, Germa ny.
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Aviation Missions
"Conserve combat power and take care of your people. You'll get many opportunities to
stand on your head. Don't go lookingfor them."
Lt. Gen. John \'(f. Hendri x
TF Alxl.Che Briefing

5 October 1999
"It might be more interesting than we can stand."

Maj. Gen. George Case)'. eG. 1st Annored Division
Remark about TF Apache. 5 October 1999

"Damn! We're doing about ten plans/or everyone lYe execute. I'm having a little too much
fun, these days. The whole COIpS aviation staff is getting sorta worn down. Both of us,"
Frustrated V CorpsSlrafr Ofliccr
October 1999

n 20 September 1984 terrorists bombed the United States Embassy
annex in East Beirut, Lebanon. in the ensuing days, the Department
of State co ncluded that it could no longer safely use the Beirut international Airport for its normal traffic to support the embassy, and it
turned to the Department of Defense fo r assistance. With the agreement of the
Department of Defense, the State Department outlined a plan for aerial resupply of the embassy and transportation of embassy staff via military helicopters
operated from Cyprus. ihe chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed the
Sixth U.S. Fleet to prepare the operation . For some twenty months, starting
in the fa ll of 1984, the United States Navy satisfied the Department of State
requirement, using three H -53 aircraft stationed at Larnaca International Airport, Cyprus, for what was dubbed the "Beirut Air Bridge:'

The Beirut Air Bridge
Cyprus was not an entirely co ngenial base for such a mission. The island
hosted a large Palestinian refugee community that, in the judgment of analysts,
supported terrorist operations elsewhere. ihe Democratic Front for the Libera-
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tion of Palestine maintained a support organization in Cyprus, and both Nicosia and Lamaca were known arms storage locations for the Al-Fatah organization. Moreover, Cypr us had the reputation as a more or less neutral gro und in
the Midd le East that all of the various factions used for rest and rehabilitation.
The embassy in Nicosia also pointed out that Iran Air operated two flights per
week from Lamaca and maintained an office in Nicosia. All of those fa ctors
suggested a substantial terrorist threat level in and around Larnaca by 1986,
and the United States reacted by reaching agreement with the British government to relocate the American aviators to the Royal Air Force Akrotiri Station, a wholly British enclave. No netheless, the U.S. Embassy directed those
assigned to the detachment to keep a low profile, both on and off duty. By the
late 1980s the Department of State assessed the ri sk as more a hazard of incide ntal injury than deliberate harm, since the Irish Republican Army had made
attacks on RAF Akrotiri on several occasions, and U.S. personnel could easily
be caught in the line of fire of any such assault. I
On 19 May 1986 the United States Army, Europe, assumed the Beirut Air
Bridge mission , using UH- 60 Blackhawk aircraft of the 48th Aviation Co mpany ("B lue Stars"), of the 12th Aviation Group. Other units took over the
duty in succession to the Blue Stars. From 1988 through 1990 Company C, 6th
Batta lion, 159th Aviation, the general aviation com pany of the 11th Combat
Aviation Brigade of VI! Co rps, carried out the mission. As Operation DESERT
SHI ELD started and the 11th Combat Aviation Brigade deployed to Saudi Arabia with the rest of VI! Corps, C/6- 159 Aviation handed off the mission to
Company H, 3d Aviation Regiment, of the 4th (Aviation) Brigade, 3d Infantry
Division. Company H retained the responsibility until the 12th Aviation Brigade resumed the operation in 1992.'
From the beginning the detachment sched uled fifteen missions per
month, of which some or all might actually be flown , based on Department
of State mi ssion requests. European Command had the authority to approve
mission requests, and emphasized that missions would be flown only under
"permissive conditions" and on a random fli ght schedule for sec urity reasons .
That understood, the unit would always res pond to no-noti ce, non-routine,
emergency mission requests. The com mander of the aviation detachment in
Cyprus properly retained authority for all operational decisions.
The detachment received operational support from the American embassies in Nicosia and Beirut and always obtained positive clearance for flights into
Beirut. Aircrews had a series of special trai ning requirements that included
qualification for U.S. Navy ship deck landings, with quarterly recertification.
Each mission was flown by two helicopters, both of which had secure communications equipment and were specially equipped for search and rescue.'
Command and control was uncomplicated. The flight detachment was under
the operational command of European Com mand, but was under USAREUR's
operational control throughout its existence for mission planning and execution. The European commander in chief had the authority to approve or cancel
ai rmi ssions. 4
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The original European Command directive specified that the Beirut Air
Bridge would use three aircraft, with one designated an alternate mission aircraft. The order also specified that peacetime rules of engagement were in effect,
and that missions would automatically be aborted any time safety was in question. Aircrews were not authorized to carry weapons.' USAREUR decided, however, to increase the safety margin by providing a fourth aircraft, and in August
1986 the British government agreed to allow the flight detachment accordingly
to expand the size of its operation at Akrotiri.
In April 1987 the Department of State reimbursed European Command for
some of the operational costs associated with the mission, opening an extended
discussion about mission costs that led to the signing of a funding memorandum of agreement on 31 July 1988 in which the Department of State agreed to
reimburse the Department of Defense, but specifically limiting annual costs to
$1.7 million, plus 5 percent for unanticipated expenses. Meanwhile, European
Command had laid plans fo r a rotation of the mission from Army to Air Force,
and enlisted the Department of State's assistance to obtain British approval to
replace the Army UH-60 detachment at Akrotiri with a U.S. Air Force flight
detachment of CH- 53E helicopters and forty-six airmen. However, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided a month later that the mission would
remain with the Army because of the high costs of the proposed turnover to the
Air Force. Operationally, the major development was a presidential order on 5
September 1989 to evacuate the embassy in Beirut because of increased threat.
The three flight detachment UH-60s accomplished that mission on the morning
of 6 September.6
With the realization that the mission would remain an Army task, the 12th
Aviation Group began to develop a set of permanent routines to carry it out. After Operations DESERT SH IELD and DESERT STORM, when VI! Corps returned
to Germany only to be inactivated, USAREUR designated V Corps its executive
agent to supervise mission execution.' The 12th Aviation Brigade, as the unit had
by then been redesignated, was the only general aviation unit available to carry
out the mission and thus had responsibility for the Beirut Air Bridge from the
end of the Persian Gulf War until the Department of Defen se gave up the mission. 8
The brigade determined that an aviation platoon was adequate to fly the Beirut Air Bridge missions, and that it had to dedicate one aviation company to
the task of maintaining that platoon in Cyprus through an orderly crew rotation
process. The ultimate flight detachment organization called for a total of twentyseven soldiers. The detachment commander was a major and served a two-year
tour of duty on Cyprus, as did the first sergeant and a captain who was assigned
as liaison offIcer to the embassy at Nicosia, as well as being a reserve pilot. The
remaining twenty-four soldiers of the detachment came from Company C, 6th
Battalion, 159th Aviation,' in platoon packages on Sixty-day tours of temporary
duty. 10
Finding an adequate number of pilots and crew chiefs was not always easy.
The brigade commander was confronted with two missions, each of which fully
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occupied one fifteen -ship Blackhawk company- Operation PROVIDE COMFORT
in northern Iraq" and the Beirut Ail' Bridge. Aviation battalions did not have
excess flight crews, crew chiefs, or helicopter mechanics. Therefore, to sustain
both full -time missions, the brigade was often forced to deploy certain low density, key personnel either on consecutive rotations or else too frequently. Some
of his soldiers, he complained to the corps commander, were spending in excess
of eighteen months deployed away from home station in the course of a threeyear tour of duty in Germa ny.
To compensate and to give enough personnel slack to grant adequate leave,
time on home station, training time to maintain proficiency in Central Region
missions, and simple rest, the brigade asked the corps to provide one additional
aviation repair parts clerk and one additional complete, battle-rostered crew
current on night-vision goggle operations for each of the two standing missions." However, the only general aviation unit in USAREUR, except for the
fligh t detachment that supported USAREUR headquarters, was the 12th Aviation Brigade. As a consequence, the only place from which to draw the aircrew
and other soldiers needed for the deployment missions was from the general
aviation company of each of the two divisions assigned to the corps. That was
the eventual solution, with the 1st Armored Division and the 3d Infantry Division each required to provide one crew and one repair parts clerk to the aviation
brigade on a rotating basis. Quite naturally, the respective division commanders complai ned about the tasking, since it diminished the ability of their own
aviation brigades to accomplish all of the division missions n The 12th Aviation Brigade consequently began looking for another way to solve the personnel
shortfall.
While it appeared that the Beirut Ail' Bridge would continue indefinitely,
there was also no end in sight for the Operation PROVIDE COMFORT deployment in northern Iraq with which the 12th Aviation Brigade was simultaneously
charged. The logical solution was to request a change to the unit authorization
documents to assign additional av iators. A request for a modification to the Table of Distribution and Allowances to provide the needed personnel was fl atly
refused in 1994, with USAREUR responding that itwas impossible to build such
an authorization document. Because of the drawdown of the Army in Europe,
so many aviator positions had been cut from the force structure that there were
no authorizations available to give the unit. 14
The 12th Aviation Brigade then explored an alternative solution by asking
the corps in 1995 to increase by three the number of warrant officer aviators
assigned under the officer distribution plan. That solution would relieve the
pressure on the brigade and let the divisions off the hook." But the corps staff
responded that they could not increase the officer distribution plan that year,
although the G- 3, wo rking through the USAREUR deputy chief of staff, personnel, managed to find three aviators in USAREUR that could be assigned to
the brigade as a short-term solution. '· The brigade acknowledged the help, but
pointed out that the officer distribution plan for fiscal year 1996 still needed to
be modified, since the brigade required an absolute minimum of sixty- nine war-
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rant officer aviators to sustain its then-current missions, a number not habi tually assured under the existing officer distribution plan. "
Mission training began twenty-one days before aircrews traveled to Cyprus
and continued throughout the temporary duty period. Aircrews first had to
meet the predeployment requirements outlined by USAREU R and be at Readiness Levell, which meant that av iators were fully qualified on night-vision goggles before beginning training. Crews used the two mission-configured aircraft
stationed in Germany to qualify on the storm scope radar, all of the aircraft
survivability equipment, the Omega navigation system and global positioning system, the auxiliary Robertson internal fuel system, and the various radio
sets. Further time was demanded to allow aircrew certification in water survival
techniques, including initial helicopter emergency egress and use of the egress
device. Part of that training involved travel to a Navy base in the Mediterra nean
to go through the "dun ker" training and other water survival techniques the
Navy included in its program of instruction for aviators.
O perationally, pilots and crew chiefs had to be certified in over-water,
mu lti-ship operations and obtain a naval deck landing qualifi cation, the latter
because landing on a U.S. Navy ship at sea was one of a range of possible emergency options in the Beirut Air Bridge operational checklist. The 12th Aviation Brigade commander, as executive agent for the corps, certified crews in all
those tasks before they could assume the mission in Cyprus. Once the crews
arrived in Cyprus, phase two of the training began under the direction of the
flight detachment commander. This phase focused on tasks specific to the operational environment and mission, but with particular emphasis on over-water
and multi-ship operations. Phase three was the sustainment training, which the
detachm ent commander structured to keep all crews current in their required
skills.' 8
Deck landing certification was a particularly strenuous requirement based
on the Navy's program of instruction. It began with being certified on precise
landings on a fi xed spot. Early on , the flight detachment found a good location
on a sheer cliff on Cyprus that aircrews could use to replicate the fantail of a
frigate. Marking it to emulate a ship deck, the crews then made a number of
landings under the supervision of a Navy in structor pilot by day, and then by
night. That qualified them to go on to make actual shipboard landings, both day
and night, under supervision of a Navy instructor pilot. Once certified as qualified and current, the Army aviators could land on any of the Sixth Fleet's ships.
The training fo cus was on smaller ships, because they presented by far the most
difficult piloting challenge, but flight detachment crews landed on all kinds of
Navy vessels, including ammunition supply ships, general supply ships, amphibious assault ships, and aircraft carriers, including the U.S.S. Coral Sea.'·
The mission involved over-water flight from Cyprus to Beirut, a total of
120 nautical miles. Aircrews noted that fl ying over open water was a specialized skill that most Army aviators never had the opportunity to acquire. Even
in visual flying condi tions, they considered it more closely akin to instrument
fl ying, because there was no good visual reference for altitude over the water
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or aircraft attitude. Given the mission profile, particularly in the approach to
Beirut, flying over water was, in the words of one pilot, "sporting;' since it was
done "in formation, at night, at fifty feet, under goggles, and even in the dark
without goggles, unaided:'2o The 12th Aviation Brigade equipped four UH- 60A
helicopters for the special requirements, in the process creating a nonstandard
aircraft type.
Each Blackhawk had a sophisticated Omega navigation system, augmented
by global positioning system equ ipment and a radar system to monitor stormy
weather. As an adjunct, a voice-activated altitude warning device was also installed. Because the mission might be aborted as late as the last few minutes before landing in Beirut, the aircraft had not only a high frequ ency radio, but also
a sec ure satellite communication system and a secure ultra high frequency radio (HAVEQUICK Il). Armor plating was installed on the floor of each aircraft,
increasing its all-up weight somewhat, and an internal Robertson Range Extension Fuel System that carried 185 gallons gave a mission duration of three hours
and forty minutes. For further security, each Blackhawk had the AN/ALQ-l44
(Vi) infrared jammer, the ANIAPR- 39 (V2) radar detector, and the M- 130 chaff
dispenser. The brigade also had to maintain two identically equipped back-up
aircraft in Germany, a further permanent commitment of a limited number of
airframes. 2I Obtaining more tools, test equipment, and ancillary aviation hardware was easier than obtaining more people for the mission, and the brigade
in the fall of 1994 obtained approval from the corps deputy commander for
a modification to the unit table of distribution and allowances to obtain the
equipment needed not only in Cyprus, but also in northern Iraq22
The standard mission profi le was a demanding one and, as events later demonstrated, dangero us as well. The detachment fl ew two helicopters for every
operation as the standard. Missions originated at RAF Akrotiri and allowed
two and one-half hours to preflight the aircraft, key the secure communications
equipment, go through a satellite communications conference that included the
embassy in Beirut and European Command headquarters for a mission "go;'
and receive the air mission commander's briefin g. TIle aircraft then landed at
Larnaca International Airport to pick up passengers and cargo. TIlat stop was
the consequence of an agreement between the United States and the Cypriot
government that the fli ght detachment aircraft would clear customs both entering and leaving the island. One of the functions of the detachment's liaison
officer at the embassy in Nicosia was to handle th e customs paperwork at the
airport. After leaving Larnaca, the two helicopters climbed to 500 feet and, once
twenty nautical miles from the airport in daytime, climbed to 1,000 fe et, weather permitting, for the remainder of the flight across the eastern Mediterranean.
An on -time radio check notified the embassy that the aircraft were following
the established mission schedule.
About twenty nautical miles from Beirut the aircraft descended to 100 feet
or less for the remainder of the fli ght until landing at the embassy. The aircrew
had been briefed that the SA-7 Grail" anti aircraft missile, many of which were
in the hands of terrorist groups in the region, could not effectively acquire an
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aircraft at altitudes of less than 100 feet, with the consequence that the detachment flew at that low level not only into Beirut, but also when approaching Cyprus on the return leg. Because the landing zone at the embassy co mpound was
small, the missions used a point initial, over the wate t~ where one aircraft fl ew a
holdi ng pattern while the other landed and discharged passengers and cargo.
After a maximum allowable three minutes on the ground in Beirut to unload passengers and cargo and pick up mani fested passengers returning to Cyprus, the aircraft returned to Larnaca along the same route, cleared customs
again, and finally fl ew back to Akrotiri. (M ap 10) Before landing at Akrotiri, the
aircraft performed a visual sweep of the cl ift's, waterfront, and fences of the air
statio n as a courtesy to the RAE The normal flight time between Cyprus and
Beirut was just over an hour, and the total mission time averaged seven hours,
including all briefings and inspections. There were various numbers of mission
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types, over time, including deception missions that were fl own for operational
securi ty reasons. In 1997 the brigade changed the mission profil e to allow the
helicopter to fly overland from Akrotiri to Larnaca at 1,500 feet, as an alternati ve to the usual coastal route of 500 feet altitude over the water."
TI1e flight detachment retained the ability and authority to abort the mission at any time fo r safety considerations or because of last minute intelligence
assessments that might indicate a threat to the aircraft. Other abort criteria that
could be exercised at any point in the mission included missing the weather
minimums of the 1,000-foot ceiling and five-mile visibility and failure of any
key piece of equipment. Envisioning the worst circumstances, the operations
o rders specified that gunfire in or around the landing zone was an immediate
abort criterion, but the orders were also suffiCiently conservative to list failure
of communications with the landing zone as an adequate reason to abort. The
embassy in Beirut also had the ability to abort the mission right up to landing
time, either through use of the various radios with which the helicopters were
equipped or during fi nal approach with red star clusters that the Army delivered to the defense attache for that purpose. Further testi fy ing to the caution
that characterized all of the missions, pilots were instructed to abort if they
observed any fl ares around the landing zone, not just the ones prescribed for
embassy use."
O ne such mission abort illustrates the conservative approach V Corps in sisted upon, as well as the speed wi th which threat warnings were disseminated.
O n 19 January 1998 the defense attache in Beirut informed the State Department that he had learned a Hezboll ah team had allegedly been organized to use a
Soviet-designed SAM-7 antiaircraft missile for an attack on a Beirut Air Bridge
mission .' · As the message was being sent out, a flight was en route to Beirut.
At a point eighteen minutes from the Lebanese coast, the embassy directed the
helicopters to abort the mission and return to Cyprus. Even though there was
by that time no direct evidence of any Hezbollah intention to attack the aircraft ,
the possibility that the faction had the missiles was sufficient cause to turn the
helicopters around. As soon as USAREUR received word of the threat, Brig.
Gen. B. B. Bell, the deputy chief of staff, operations, ordered the fli ght detachment to fl y no further missions until the entire situation had been evaluated."
Both USA REUR and European Command had previously suspended operations
because of threats, and the warning in January 1998 was not unique. [n every
case, higher command adopted the policy that it would allow the aircrew to run
no avo idable risks.'8
TI1e normal mission was considered routine but nonetheless exciting by
many of the aircrews. CWO Michael Ferguson, who fl ew from Cyprus on three
rotations between 1988 and 1990, remarked that
... it was my fi rst ass ignment after fli ght school and it was an ex perience. Coming
right off the street, right out of flig ht school, where everything is so very, ve ry sterile
a nd extremely controlled. The very first tim e I we nt to Beiru t, the senior wa rrant
officer in our company, a n old CW4, was the pilot- he had like 45 Air Medals from
Vietnam. We we re go in g in to Be irut, fl yin g fifty fee t above th e wate r, and th ere was
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smoke everywhere across the city, and you co uld see buildings all blown up, and a
building on fire, here and there. Screaming in! Out' sliding armor was forward , and

I had my "chicken plate" over my nose. This guy was flyi ng so fast, and so low ... my
eyes were this big, looking out at burned out buildings. It was amazin g for a new guy
like myself . .. it was one of those religious exper iences. 29

Still, Ferguson never reported being deliberately fired upon, com menting that
the closest he came to hostile fire was when so meone was firing arti ller y at the
Beirut-Cyprus ferry, and they happened to be in the way. The flight detachment reported no insta nces of being taken under fire. Aside from the several
times the embassy was evacuated and reinstated, probably the most interesting missions were flown just as Operation DESERT SHI ELD began in Southwest
Asia. Ferguson reported that his detachment was used in an experiment to
determine whether helicopters could self-dep loy from Europe to the Middle
East. His aircraft, being equipped with long-range navigation equipment and
search and rescue equipment, escorted a medical evacuation helicopter unit
from Brindisi, Italy, past the Greek islands, across the eastern Mediterranean,
and into Egypt.3o
Normal operational risks naturally could not be avoi ded when the fli ght
detachment programmed an average 1,400 fl ying hours per year, many of those
hours at night." In fiscal year 1992, for example, the detachment flew a total
of 1,181.6 hours, of which 658.8 were under night-vision goggles ." Betwee n
1984 and the start of 1996 the detachment fl ew more than 1,280 mi ssions in
all. In 1995 statistics caught up with the flight detachment. O n 15 August a
pair of UH- 60s left Akrotiri en route to Larnaca International Airport to fl y a
miss ion to Beirut. The helicopters took off at 2116, with pilots using night-vision goggles and flyin g at 500 feet above the ocean. Just before 2129, the pilot
of one aircraft noticed a flash o n the engine of the other. Almost immediately,
the damaged aircraft struck the water in a dive at an estimated 140 knots,
striking nose high and inverted and sinking immediately, killing the entire
crew.

After the fact, accident investigators assessed two causes of the crash.
'TIle first was engine failure, and specifically the failure of a gas generator ro-

tor blade. The UH- 60 was capable of flyin g on one engine, however, if speed
were reduced. Pilot error was assessed as the second cause of the accident,
since post crash investigation showed that the pilots fa iled to reduce speed,
accidentally went to full power on the damaged engine, and shut down the
goo d engine. 3J Correcting an ide ntified engine design defect was part of th e
solution; additional mission training also played its part. 'TIle accident underscored the fact, however, that the Beirut Air Bridge, for all of its air of routine,
was an inhere ntly dangerous undertaking.
Pressure to bring the Beirut Air Bridge to a close began to mount in early
1995 when both the V Corps commander and key members of the USAREUR
staff evaluated the unreimbursed costs of the operation and concluded that
the com mand could not susta in them. 'TIle Department of State had neve r
budged from its 1988 funding agreement of$1.7 million a year, and occasion -
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ally paid less, despite periodic requests to increase the allowance. Lt. Gen.
Jerry R. Rutherford, the V Corps commander in 1995, brought the issue to a
head when he tabulated the cumulative costs to his organization over four fisca l
years. "TI,e Department of State;' he wrote, "should be req uired to reimburse
the Department of Defense for the full cost of mission performance or consider
converting the mission to a contract operation:' Expensive upgrades of UH- 60
aircraft in Germany to meet miss ion standards for training remained unrecompensed. Funding shortfalls, "projected to be $6.52 million in FY95, cannot
conti nue unaddressed;' Rutherford concluded."
USA REUR seconded the recommendation to Europea n Command, which
asked the Department of Defense to help obtai n State Department approval
for a revision to the funding memorandum that European Com mand proposed
on 15 May to raise the annual reimbursement to $4.2 million. TI,e State Department was noncommittal about an increase for fisca l year 1996, and the
Defense Department prom ised to try for an increase for the succeeding fi scal
year, though defense officials professed no optimism. J5 Shortfalls in fund ing remained an issue throughout 1997 and were a matter of concern particularly at
a time when USAREUR was working hard for the funding to cover its normal
operational costS.36
Money problems co nstituted only one of a number of reasons that USAREUR wanted to halt embassy flight operations, however. General Bell enumerated several more practical reasons after he visited Cyprus to evaluate the operation. Although the detachment had absorbed the lessons of the 1995 crash, he
emphasized that the Beirut Air Bridge was a high risk mission involving more
than 240 day and night over-water missions and training sorties each year. Consequently, he wrote, "USAREUR must push for DoD and inter-agency measure
to contract or terminate it as soon as possible:'37
He cited other reasons as well, including the fact that there was no status of
forces agreement in effect with Cyprus, presenting some legal hazards for the
Americans stationed there. Sec urity was also an issue. Although in the thirteen
years of missions no attack on any of the aircraft had ever taken place, Bell was
uncomfo rtable with the fact that both fri endly naval vessels and Lebanese air
defense units knew details of each embassy flight mission, without giving assurances that the air defense would be in "weapons tight" while American aircraft
were in range. Bell felt a positive response from the air defense was a necessary
part of the pre-mission checklist, because "it is not beyond the realm of possibility to have a repeat of the shoot down in Northern [raq:'38 [n fact, he wrote,
he was "more worried about the threat of a friendly shoot down than a terrorist
ace'

While search and rescue had performed well in the case of the 1995 crash,
he noted that European Command had made very little investment in that task,
being content to leave search and rescue in the hands of the Royal Air Force. The
RAF 84th Search and Rescue Squadron was highly proficient, but its aircraft did
not have the range to search the radius of action of a UH-60. Finally, he pointed
to a certain amount of complacency on the part of the flight detachment, in that
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deception missions were not run so as actually to emulate real missions, and
particularly that the flight detachment had fallen into a pattern of using particular mission times during both day and night cycles that could be exploited by a
terro rist organization. He noted that the detachment commander was working
to correct that fl aw, but that was only one of many worries. Bell concluded his
report to the CINCUSAREUR by saying that "we have assumed a high level of
risk for too many years:'39
Fortunately for V Corps, growing concerns about the risks inherent in the
mission coincided with an improving political and security situation in Lebanon
in 1997 that encouraged furth er discussions between the Department of State
and the Department of Defense about terminating the Beirut Air Bridge. European Command hosted an interagency conference in October 1997 to discuss
what the various parties were referri ng to as the "BAB endstate;' in which the
America n Embassy in Beirut would have obtained a nonmilitary, secure means
of transportation th at fully supported the ambassador's administrative and logisti cal req uirements. 4o Within months the embassy had selected a commercial
aviation company to provide helicopter transportation to and from Cyprus, and
the Department of Defense began planning a hand-over date. O n 24 April 1998
the State Department informed J5 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Assistant
Secretary of State for Near Eastern Affairs had approved replacement of the
Beirut Air Bridge with a commercially contracted helicopter service to begin
on 26 June. Accordingly, acting on joint staff instructions in April, European
Command ordered the Army to begin planning to shut down the embassy flight
detachment.4I
USAREUR directed V Corps to end the operation not earlier than 15 June
1998, nor later than 30 July, and to complete redeployment of soldiers, aircraft,
and equipment not mo re than fifteen days after receiving the execution order4 '
Reacting to embassy concerns that the civilian contractor would not be ready to
assume the mission on those time lines, the Department of Defense instructed
USAREUR to allow some fl exibility in the mission transfer. 43 The 12th Aviation
Brigade immediately planned the redeployment and coordinated transportation requirements with the Air Force and commercial shippers. The flight detachment fl ew its aircraft back to Germany, while the remainder of the equipment was shipped by commercial contract. The soldiers returned by air. The 5th
Battalion, 158th Aviation, conducted a transfer of authority with the civilian
company on 13 July 1998. The detachment sent two of its aircraft back to Germany two days later, as well as shipping some of its equipment. The remainder
stayed until the detachment was formally relieved of the mission on 24 July,
ending a thirteen-year stint."
The Beirut Air Bridge was not in itself an all-consuming mission, although it
did occupy the undivided attention of the one UH- 60 company that maintained
a platoon there, kept one platoon in a process of preparing for the mission, and
a third platoon in a process of recovering from the task. However, the 12th
Aviation Brigade for much of the period also dedicated Company C, 6th Battalion, 159th Aviation, to Operation PROV ID E COMFORT in northern Iraq and
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a platoon rotation from Company A, 5th Battalion, 158th Aviation, to support
NATO's Allied Command Europe Mobile Force (Land). Thus the total commitment of general aviation units to standing missions amounted essentially to one
battali on, thereby significantly decreasing the airlift avai lable to V Corps for all
other adm inistrative and tactical tasks. 45 The long stationing of the aviation detachment in Cyprus illustrated how a very small unit, employed on a very sensitive mission, could consume inordinate amounts of attentio n from all echelons
of the chain of command, and further illustrated the diversity of nonmilitary
tasks that fell to the Army in Europe after the end of the Cold War.

Austrian Avalanche Support
The Victory Corps' excursions into disaster relief included emergencies
within Europe, as occurred in the winter of 1999, which saw the heaviest European snowfall in half a century. In the late afternoon of 22 February an avalanche described as one of the largest in decades engulfed the Austrian village
of Galtiir, forty kilometers southwest of Innsbruck, and blocked all the roads to
the site of the disaster. As snow continued to fall, initial indications were that
several people had been killed, more than fifty were missing, and about twelve
thousand were trapped in Galtiir and nearby villages . In a matter of hours the
Austrian government asked Switzerland, Germa ny, and the United States to
help airlift the stranded vacationers from the avalanche area.'·
European Command passed the mission to USAREUR, which responded to
the Austrian minister of the interior's request at 0130 in the morning of 23 February by tasking V Corps to provide a relief package, wh ich the corps co nstituted
out of the 12th Aviation Brigade" Literally a minute later, the corps com mand
center alerted the 12th Aviation Brigade, which began an abbreviated planning
process. Unfortunately, detailed planning guidance about the number of passengers and the amount of cargo to be moved, or about the probable mission
duration, was unavailable. The lack of information made it difficult to determine
what size task force to assemble. Working on the basis of telephonic and e-mail
gu idance, the brigade finally alerted an aviation task force of sixty-five soldiers,
seven UH- 60 Blackhawk utility helicopters from the 5- 158 Aviation, and three
UH- 60 Blackhawk aerial ambulances from the 30th Medical Brigade, all under
co mmand of Lt. Col. Mark McKearn, commander of the 5-158 Aviation .
After the task force was readied, there was a brief delay because USAREUR
had not yet received the European Command execution order authorizing its
movement. Finally, the V Corps commander decided to authorize its dispatch
without the execute order in hand. As events turned out, some questions raised
at the European Command morning staff shi ft change on 24 February delayed
issuing the order, which was flllally released at 1133 that day, but did not reach
the 12th Aviation Brigade by telefax until 1333. By that time all three movement
serials had already left home station. Shortly thereafter, the USAREUR execute
order reached V Corps and 12th Aviation Brigade, directing the corps to be the
executive agent for USAREUR and detailing the mission:
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When directed, CG, USAREUR and 7th Army provides, as required, aircraft support with C2, MEDEVAC, BASOPS/common logistics support and fo rce protection
for assigned/OPCON USA RE UR elements in support of the Austrian Ministry of the
Interior's request for rescue lift assets.48

USAREUR also directed V Corps to expect a mission duration of less than thirty
days and to use 1000Z on 24 February as D-Day/ H-Hour.
The three task force packages therefore left Germany starti ng at 1100 on
24 February. The first, consisting of three helico pters and the three aerial am bula nces, arrived at Innsbruck in the mid -afternoon of 24 February. The second, with four more helicopters, remained overnight at the Marshall Center
at Garmish because of poor flying weather. The ground support package left
Giebelstadt mid-afternoon on 24 February to drive to Innsbruck. W hile the task
force was deploying, a second avalanche occurred at the village of Valzur, five
kilometers east of Galti.ir, increasing everyone's sense of urgency.
Six of the aircraft were available on 24 February to com mence relief operations, while the remainder arrived the following morning. The task force commander based his operations on what he had learned the preceding evening in a
meeting with the Austrian minister of the interior. The task force ground support
elements arrived in the evening of24 February. Colonel McJ(earn positioned the
necessary administrative and maintenance support areas at Landeck, near Innsbruclc Initially, he planned to have the task force function for about a week, and
he developed a recovery and logistical network between Giebelstadt and Innsbruck. 49 TI1e Austrian Army provided billeti ng for the soldiers in Innsbruck.
Operations began on 25 February, when the task force instructor pilots left
Innsbruck at 0830, led by a German UH- l helicopter for an orientation tour of
the area. TI1e instructor pilots then briefed the other crews and the task force
placed liaiso n teams at all the landing zones, with the task force commander
stationing himself at Galtiir. Nine helicopters fl ew throughout the day to shuttle
the civilians out of the avalanche area, including the villages of Galti.ir, Valzur,
andl schgl, and the supporting personnel performed scheduled inspections and
maintenance on the aircraft through the night. In case heavy lift turned out to be
needed, the 12th Aviation Brigade made two CH- 47 helicopters ready at Giebelstadt, as well as additional logistical support for the task force.'·
TI1e task force used a landing zone on a section of Autobahn that the Austria n government had closed near the town of Imst, so me fifty kilometers west of
Innsbruck. TI1e fl ying time between the landing zone and the affected villages was
about twenty minutes. Aircraft fl ew in pairs, each aircraft evacuating between
eight and twelve people per mission. The fl ying weather was much improved
since 24 February, but the risk assessment noted that the aircraft were operating
over rugged, high altitude terrain, with numerous power lines and ski lift cables
thro ughout the area . TI1e helicopters all had extended range fuel systems that allowed five hours of flying time without refueling, and two of the medical evacuation aircraft were stripped down to make more seating available.
The mission continued over the next two days, with the helicopters flying in
groups of five to facilitate refu eling and a normal mission day of eight o'clock in
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the morn ing through sunset. Through the end of the day on 26 February. the
task fo rce had carried a total of 3.109 passengers away from the area of Galtiir.
with 1.832 carried during a single flying day." The mission ended late on 26
February. and European Command directed the task force to redeploy to Germany on 27 February. By the middle of the afternoon on 28 February all of the
aircraft and the ground support element had returned to home stations in Germany. The entire missio n invo lved a total of211 fl ying hours on 186 missions.

Task Force Apache
Th e corps did not ca rr y out every aviation mission that came its way.
W hether a mission was executed or not. however. it remained a cost that had
to be paid in terms of staff attention and energy and soldier time and energy in the unit assigned the task. O ne of the many such "spin drills" the staff
worked through was th e possibility of deploying an attack helicopter task force
to Macedonia. and specifically to Skopj e. in the fall of 1999. USAREUR iss ued
a planning order at the end of September based on directives fro m Euro pean
Command. giving the co rps the mission rapidly to deploy to Camp Able Sentry
an Apache task force prepared to conduct potential close combat operations in
support of either Kosovo Force (KFOR) or Task Force Falcon." TI,e task force
was to be in place at Skopj e not later than 8 October 1999. according to the
original mission concept. 53 The corps immediately transmitted a mission order
to the 1st Infantry Division to prepare a task force from its 4th (Aviation) Brigade and deploy it on order from Central Region to the Multi-National Brigade
(East) area of operation in support of Operation JOINT GUARDIAN and KFOR
or Task Force Falcon. depending upon the situation when th e aircraft arrived
in Macedo ni a.54

TI,e deployment concept called for Task Force 1- 1 Aviation to self-deploy
from Katterbach to Petrovec Airfield at Camp Able Sentry in Skopj e. Macedonia. TI,e Apaches would. depending upon weath er and diplomatic clearances.
fo llow one of two routes . TI,e primary one was from Katterbach across Austri a and northern Italy via the Brenner Pass to Vicenza. down Italy east of the
Apenni nes to Falconara. to the heel at Brindisi. and across the Adriatic. TI,e
alternate route was into eastern France at Amberileau and south via Le Connet
to the Riviera. into northern Italy. and by one of two possible routes from Pisa.
one east and one west of the Apennines. then across the Adriatic . Meanwhile.
the aviation support package was to move to the deployment processing center
in Kaiserslautern and then to Ramstein Air Force Base. where it would be sent
to Macedonia by mea ns of strategic airlift some seventy-two hours later. TI,e
total airlift requirement amounted to eleven C- 130s. of which one was for passengers and ten were for cargo. or two C- 17 and one C-130 missions. TI,e support package included not only maintenance units and the requi site equipment
and repair parts from Company C. 501 st Aviatio n. but also a medical package
from the 236th Medical Company (Air Ambulance) and a battalion tactical
command post. Subsequent buildup of forces. if called for. were allowed for in
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a follow-on flow of forces in four force packages over a number of days, constituting a total airlift requirement of thirty-two aircraft."
The initial force package was planned to be austere and had the capability
only of demonstrating a show of force or "force presence" and conducting aerial
reconnaissance. The battalion command post was only a tactical headquarters
that had no planning or sustainment capability. The task force had no unit or
intermediate aviation maintenance support and had to rely on Camp Bondsteel for maintenance of its eight Apaches . No unit ground vehicles were to
accompany the task force. With additional force package arrival, the task force
added the capability of armed reconnaissance and security missions, a hasty attack with armored or cavalry units, and the ability to constitute a company-size
reserve. It could carry out one battalion attack or three company-size attacks,
operating one separate company for twenty-four to thirty-six hours. To support that, Camp Able Sentry had twenty-five aircraft combat loads of ammunition on hand. With further enhancement, the task force headquarters could be
expanded for aviation planning and liaison . Arrival of additional maintenance
in a third force package would increase the task force sustainment capab ility.
Ammunition supp ly would then become an imperative, however, demanding
further airlift if operations exceeded one battalion-level attack.
Decision on whether or not to issue an operation order had to be made
on 30 September; the call-forward decision point for additional force packages
loomed on 3 October.'" Six days later, the corps and 1st Infantry Division were
still hard at work on the plans, but the mission was on hold. The aircraft had
originally been intended to depart from Germany on 2 October. Bad weather
and what the corps staff assumed to be political uncertainties prevented the
Apaches from launching on that date, and USAREUR had already cautiously
put the mission on a 48-hour hold. Staffs and crews had to remain close to
home station and ready to go, in case the order should suddenly be given."
In the intervening period, the mission had undergone some evolution as well.
European Command asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to approve the deployment
of 16 Apaches, 4 supporting Blackhawks, and 2 aerial ambulances to Macedonia for a period of seven days . Once there, the task force would reorganize for
follow -on operations in support of Task Force Falcon or the commander of the
Kosovo Force 58
However, when European Co mmand issued its orders to USAREUR, it specified that the task force was to exercise procedures to reinforce KFOR and Task
Force Falcon, conduct a familiarization with the area of operations, and demonstrate a credible deterrent capability within USAREUR.'9 The corps and 1st
Infantry Division missions remained unchanged, but V Corps asked USAREUR
to remove from its directive the clause stating that "if necessary these elements
must be capable of transitioning to a force capable of conducting potential close
combat ops ISO [in support of] either KFOR or TF Falcon:' Considering the
very limited maintenance suppo rt and co mmand and control that would be
ava ilable in Macedonia for the task force, not to mention the extremely limited
supplies of am munition, the V Corps battle staff reasoned that the combat role
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was beyond task force capabilities, given that the mission was intended merely
as a demonstration of force 6o
Meanwhile, the staff continued to work on all the issues involved in the
deployment, a planning process that grew in magnitude as time went on. As far
as the staff could determine, it was still certain that the task force would deploy.
The only question was when. The 1st Infantry Division's 4th Brigade remained
busy, elaborating the design of the force packages to follow the initial Apache
deployment and developing complete load plans for strategic airlift for each of
three possible mission options: a simple force demonstration package, a light
operations package, and a full combat operations package. (Table 8) The brigade
assumed the mission of dispatching what everyone understood was the theater
attack helicopter reserve from Katterbach to Task Force Falcon or KFOR within
ninety-six hours of notification. The 1st Infantry Division cautioned that, when
considering the three options, V Corps should remember that the task force
would have no capacity for deep operations. Cross-border capabilities were
greatly reduced without the planning and targeting resources of a deep operatio ns coordination cell, and particularly without the availability of rocket artil lery to fire suppression of enemy air defense missions 6 1
Working together, the brigade staff and V Corps G- 3 Aviation staff went on
to consider what would happen if, as had happened in the past, a presumably
short mission turned into a long-term requirement. In that case, some rotation
of attack helicopter units would be necessary. There were four AH- 64 battalions in V Corps: one in each of the divisions and two in the 11th Aviation Bri gade. Putting together a force package that was fully trained and equipped and
qualified for night operations was a large task that would entail the complete
attention of the battalion that had the tasking. If the mission were scheduled on
a thirty-day basis, that would mean that a second battalion would have to begin
deliberate preparations at least two weeks before deployment, and at least fortyeight hours would be req uired for mission hand-off and area orientation once
the relieving task force arrived in Macedonia. In fact, something more like three
weeks would be needed for gunnery, and that assumed good flying weather.
Worse yet, the 4th Brigade staff was certain that any battalion that assumed
the mi ssion would need to have its aircrews augmented by the other battalions,
since the corps had a persistent aviator manning shortfall. Consequently, the
corps had to figu re that fully half of USAREUR's attack helicopters would be
committed at anyone time. Devising a monthly rotation plan would clearly not
be an easy process.
Descending from the general to the particular, the 4th Brigade also needed
to know how soon 1- 1 Aviation would be released from the Task Force Apache
mi ssion, since it was scheduled to go to Kosovo with the 1st Infantry Division
brigade that was next in the KFOR rotation series. TI1at deployment would begin with rail loading on or about 1 November, and the battalion would have to
be reconfigured from air load packages to rail load packages before that time.
More to the point was the problem of aircrew qualification. TI,e 48-hour alert
and, later, 96-hour alert had seriously interrupted battalion training, which had
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T A BLE 8 - 4T I-I (AV I AT ION) BRI GA DE T ASK O RGAN I ZAT ION FO il T AS K FORCE
A PACI-I E OPT IONS

Operation
Option I: Demonstration of Force ..

Force Package
Ballalion tactical command post
16 A I-l- 64 A pache helicopters
4 U I-l- 60 Blackhawk helicopters
2 UI-l - 60V Iv ledical EvacLiation helicopters

O ption 2: Light O perations

Forces in Option I
Remainder or A I-l- 6411allalion

O ption 3: Full O perations

Forces in O ption 1 and O ption 2
Aviation Brigade hCCldquarters
Di visional Av iation Support Bat tal ion

quickly fa llen two weeks behind schedule, particularly in night-vision goggle
training and mountain flying. Collective training had come to a complete halt
in 1- 1 Aviation, and only selective individual training had continued through
the alert period. Expected inclement weather in October and November would
impede make- up training. 62
The corps G- 3 Plans staff, working with the two divisions and the 11 th Aviatio n Regiment, tried hard to figure out a feasible force rotation scheme, and
units remained at least nominally deta iled for the mission for some months.
Finally, however, the Task Force Apache mission simply faded away, ceasing to
be mentioned by European Command and receiving less and less mention in
the V Corps daily update briefin gs. By the end of October the corps staff decided that the mission would probably not be executed, particularly in view of
the staff weather officer's warning that conditions along the deployment route
would certainly result in mission delays, typically from seven to ten days, starting by mid-November63 At that time the staff simply put the whole package of
planning on the shelf and continued with other tasks.
None of the three aviation missions- two of which were actually carried
out- appeared at first to involve a particularly large slice of the corps' strength.
In fact, however, those missions had much in common with the Task Force Able
Sentry rotations, which turned out to encumber the equivalent strength of a
maneuver brigade on a standing basis. In every case, crew rotations, aircraft
maintenance, the support requirement for deployed aviation units, the lower
manning priority acco rded European-based units, and the scarcity of certain
key skills after the European drawdown combined to produce a much larger
force structure requirement. From the perspective of the units involved, from
company through corps staff, planning each of the missions also demanded a
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great amount of energy and time. Moreover, as the case of Task Force Apache
showed, there was no d ifference, in terms of application of staff talent and time,
between a mission that never was carried out and the several missions that
were.
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Air Defense Artillery DepioYlllents
': .. our operating environment has fundamentally changed. Noll', we have to think in terms

ojstand-alone units. We have to put people in charge oj those units . . . that are capable oj
fighting that battelY or M EP on their own, with only commander's intent to guide them."
Ntnj. I-Iarr), L. Cohell
Executive O fficel; 69th Air DerCllse Artillery Brigade
January 2000

"We moved a great tonnage of equipment in less than 48 hours. We nel'er did that before,

in the old day.. "
1st Sgl. Leander Benjamin

Batter), t\, 5th Batta lion. 7th Air De(ense Arlillcr),
Operation DF.TF.I~i\ II Nm

R ESOLVE

December 1999

hroughout most of the Cold War, air defense artillery (ADA) battalions
in Europe were assigned to one of the artillery groups, later redesignated brigades, of the 32d Army Air Defense Command (AADCOM).'
With the European drawdown of fo rces, the Army began to reassign or
inactivate 32d AADCOM's brigades, and the Air Defense Co mmand itself was
reassigned from USAREUR to Fort Bliss, Texas, where it became a contingency
deployment headquarters. Those brigades remaining on active duty were reassigned either to Army major commands or to the Army's active corps headquarters.' The 32d AADCOM had commanded a mix of Nike Hercules high altitude
missile battalions, Hawk missile battalions, and Chaparral-Vulcan battalions
in an integrated air defense of West Germany. After the end of the Cold War,
the missile battalions remaining in Germany were reequ ipped with the Patriot
system, which covered the entire engagement envelope previously defended
by Hawk and Nike Hercules units. The mission of the battalions remaining in
Germany was no longer just theater air defense, however, but sw iftly became
twofold. They retained the NATO task of defending central Europe against air
attack, but by the end of the Persian Gulf War they also turned their attention
to deployments anywhere within United States European Command's area of
responsibilityJ
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As part of that process, the 69th Ail' Defense Artillery Brigade was reassigned from 32d AADCOM to V Corps, where it became a corps ail' defense
artillery brigade charged with providing ail' defense coverage for heavy mechani zed corps operations' To do that, the brigade had two dissimilar battalions:
the 6th Battalion, 52d Ail' Defense Artillery (Patriot), and the 5th Battalion,
2d Ail' Defense Artillery (Avenger). The Patriot battalion provided high and
medium alt itude ail' defense over the corps area, wh ile the Avenger battalion
provided low altitude ail' defense for key co mmunications centers, the corps
support command, or other corps critical assets, or else reinforced the divisional ail' defense artillery battalions. Meanwhile, the 94th Ail' Defense Artillery Brigade was assigned with its two Patriot missile battalions, the 1st and
5th Batta lions, 7th Air Defense Arti llery, to USAREUR, wh ere it performed
the theater emergency deployment mission . By 1999 reorganizations of the
ail' defense structure in Europe had eliminated the 94th ADA Brigade, inacti vated the 69th ADA Br igade's Avenger battalion, and reass igned the 1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense Arti llery, to Fort Bliss, Texas. 1he 69th ADA Brigade
was left with two Patriot battalions, and therefore no longer had the doctrinal
structure of a corps ADA brigade. The two battalions were the 5th Battalion, 7th Ail' Defense Artiller y, located at Hanau and reassigned from the 94th
ADA Brigade, and the 6th Battalion, 52d Ail' Defense Arti ller y, stationed at
Ansbach.

The Demand for Patriots
The Patriot miss ile system itself had become widely known to the public because of its dramatic and cons iderably touted antimissile engagements
during the Persian Gulf War. Alth ough designed to counter manned aircraft,
including heli copters, system capabilities early suggested that it could also
be used to shoot down tactical ballistic missiles. That threat emerged early
in the Gulf War, whe n Saddam Hussein's forces began firing the AI -Hussein
missile, a Scud-B variant with a range of around foul' hundred miles, at Saudi
Arabia and Israel. The United States estimated that Iraq possessed around five
hundred to o ne thousand such missiles that could be fired from an estimated
thirty-two fixed and thirty-six mobile launchers .
1he much-publiCized successes of the Patriot missile intercepts of Scuds
was somewhat diminished by postwar analyses that argued the kill ratio was
far lower than it had appeared to be during the war. The prinCipal explanation
had to do with the fact that the PAC II improved Patriot missil e was still in
development when the war started and the batteri es were firing rounds delivered directly from th e manufacturer, as well as by the teething troubles of the
recent so ftw are upgrades that allowed fire to be directed at missiles. The merits of the varyi ng sides of that debate notwithstanding, it was still clear that
the Patriot had made successful intercepts of ba llistic missiles.' More to the
point was the fact that subsequent system improvements greatly enhanced the
anti tactical ballistic missile capabilities of the Patriot in years after the war.
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Army air defense analysts credited the Patriot with contributing to the Persian Gulf War at every level of conflict. At the tactical level, it intercepted Iraqi
ballistic missiles. At the opel'ational level, it protected key ports and airfields,
contributing to the rapid and smooth buildup of forces in the region. At the strategic level, it had much to do with keeping Israel out of the war. It was that last
contribution, with the Patriots dispatched to defend Israel and Saudi Arabia credited with preventing a widening of the war and preserving the coalition against
Saddam Hussein, that accounted for the fact that, in a very real sense, the Patriot
thereafter rapidly became as much a diplomatic and political tool as a military
weapon.6 Thus, the real significance of the Patriot after 1991 was its credibility in
the eyes of the nations it had defended and the willingness of the United States to
extend an antitactical ballistic missile umbrella over Middle Eastern states whenever there seemed to be a possibility that Iraq might launch Scuds at them. The
Patriot units assigned to USAREUR consequently began a series of deployments
in which the stakes were often higher than the size of the forces employed might
have indicated. USAREUR's 94th ADA Brigade and V Corps' 69th ADA Brigade
shared the bu rden with Patriot battalions in the United States for some of those
missions, although the short-notice deployments fell entirely to the Europeanbased units.

Operation SOUTH ER N

WATCH

At the end of the Persian Gulf War there was a residual threat that Iraq might
again decide to launch Scud missiles at the Gulf states that had taken part in the
Allied coalition. To deal with that possibility, the United States government in
199 1 directed the Army to send Patriot missile units to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
At the time the operation that came to be known as SOUTHERN WATCH began,
the Army had fourteen Patriot battalions. One of those was stationed in Korea
and was exempted from the projected battalion rotations in Southwest Asia. In
the drawdown of forces that followed the end of the war, four more battalions
were inactivated, leaving nine in the active force . After the Army's reorganization of Patriot battalions, seven were stationed in the United States and two remained in Germany. The 1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery, made the first
deployment, from September 1991 through February 1992, and was followed by
the 2d Battalion, 43d Air Defense Arti llery, from February through June 1992.
In June 1992, Operation SOUTHERN WATCH officially began, under the aegis
of United States Central Command. Joint Task Force Southwest Asia performed
the Operation SOUTHERN WATC H mission of monitoring and controlling airspace south of the 33d parallel in Iraq. The role of the coalition forceS-including
the armed forces of the United States, France, Great Britain, and Saudi Arabiataking part in the task force was to monitor compliance with United Nations
Security Council resolutions regarding Iraq.' The 2d Battalion, 43d Air Defense
Artillery, deployed from the United States to assume the air defense portion of
that mission. Thereafter, battalions from the United States and Europe followed
each other in rotation in Saudi Arabia. (Table 9)
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TAIlLE 9- BATTALIONS ASSIGN ED TO O PER ATIO N SOUTH ERN WATCH, 1992- 2000

Unit
2d !In, 4-3d Air
DefCnsc Art}' (A DN .
3d Bn, 4-3d A DA.
2d \In, 'n d ADA.
3d Bn, 43d A DA.
lSI \In , 7th A DA.
51h \In, 7th ADA.
3d 13n, 43d ADA.
61h !In, 52d A DA .
2d Bn, lSi A DA.
2d \In, '13d A DA.
1st Bn, 7th A DA.
51h \In, 71h ADA.
51h \In, 52d ADA.
3d \In, " 3d A DA.
1st \In, lsi ADA ..
61h 13n, 52d A DA .
2d \In, 43d A DA.
3d \In, 2d ADA.
3d \In, 43d A DA.
51h \In, 7th A DA.

Brigade

IOSth A DA
11th A DA
108th A DA
111h A DA
941h A DA
94th ADA
111h ADA
691h A DA
351h ADA
108th A DA
94th ADA
94th ADA
Illh ADA
111h ADA
31st ADA
69th A DA
108th A DA
31s1ADA
111h ADA
69th ADA

Parent Command

FORSCOlv l
FORSCOM
FORSCOIvl
FORSCOM
USA REU R
USA REU R
FORSCOM
USA REU R
FORSCOM
FORSCOIvl
USA REU R
USA REU R
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
USA REUR
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
USA REUR

Duration

Feb- Jun 1992
Jun- Oct 1992
Dec 1993- Apr 1994
Apr- Sep 1994
Feb- Jun 1995
Feb- Jun 1995
Nov 1995- Ma r 1996
M ar- Jtrl 1996
Aug- Dec 1996
Ja n- Apr 1997
Apr- ScI' 1997
Apr- ScI' 1997
Sep 1997-Jan 1998
Jan- Jun 1998
Jan- Jlll1 1998

Jun- Nov 1998
Nov 1998- M ar 1999
!v1ar- Aug 1999
Aug- Dec 1999
Dec 1999- M a}' 2000

Until January 1999 the requirement for Patriot units deployed to Operation
SOUT HERN WATCH was two active batteries and two reduced readiness batteries, In January 1999, in response to Iraqi defian ce of the northern and southern no-fly zones, the secretary of defense authorized the deployment of two
additional active batteries to Kuwait. The deployment was further expanded
in March 1999, and again in November 1999, when the secretary of defense
approved a change in standard Patriot configuration for the mission to three
active and two reduced readiness batteries,'
The SOUT HER N WATCH mission was a predictable one for which battalions
received ample notification and for which they could plan. Moreover, the Army
retained full battery sets of Patriot equipment in Saudi Arabia, as well as the
requisite ancillary vehicles and equipment necessary to unit operations, so the
deployment was largely a personnel flow, thereby vastly simplifying the operation, The stationing and tactical employm ent of the batteries in Southwest Asia
likewise rapidly became fixed, which also relieved units of the necessity of performing the tactical reconnaissance that was the usual preliminary to establish-
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ing a Patriot defense. Finally. the unit assuming the mission had a brief overlap
with the unit being relieved. so that any changes to operations. the tactical situation. or the administrative arrangements could be efficiently passed on and
quickly assimilated. O ne Operation SOUT HERN WATC H deployment therefore
looked much like another. (Map 11)
From the point of view of the 69th ADA Brigade. Operation SOUTHERN
WATC H was technically and tactically undemanding. Preparing units to serve
in Saudi Arabia was a matter of allowing them the training time to master the
tactics. techniques. and procedures peculiar to that mission area and maintaining personnel deployment readiness. The six months a battalion spent in Southwest Asia were usefully employed for tra ining. and batteries characteristically
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returned to Germany exce ptionally well schooled in Patriot system operation
and tactical employment. The drawback was the limited number of Patriot fi re
units available fo r the many potential missions to which they co uld be called
on short notice.
While one battalion was in Saudi Arabia there was only one battalion in
Germany available for all other mi ssions. Until the Patriot reorganization pl an,
that second battalion might well also have been called upon to augment the
unit deployed to Southwest Asia, fu rther decreasing the number of fire units
avail able fo r use. Th ere was also the consideration th at the battalion sent to
O peration SOUT HERN WATCH was sequestered from other assignments for
a period prior to deployment so th at it could perfect its training, and that the
sa me battalion would enter a period of block leave and recover y after its return to Germany, so that th e time during which a battalion was un available for
V Corps use was actually considerably longer than the specified six months
the mission demaneled. In no sense, however, did the brigade find Operation
SOUTHERN WATC H to be difficult in a tactical or technical sense. The opportunity to deal with more complex challenges came later, toward the end of the
decade.

The Patriot Reorganization Plan of 1998
In 1998 the Department of the Army began reorganizing the Air Defense
Artiller y force structure to create a tenth active force Patriot missile battalion
that could be assigned to the Southwest Asia rotation. The reorganization plan
had several objectives that simultaneously served both operational and administrative goals. Since the SOUTH ERN WATCH deployment was a standing mission
with no clear ending elate, the Army wanted to reduce the operational tempo for
Southwest Asia deployments for any given Patriot battalion. Administratively,
the reorganization standardized Patriot battalion organization across the Army
at one headquarters and headquarters battery, five firing batteries, and a maintenance company. Crucially, establishment of the tenth battalion allowed the Army
to increase time on station for soldiers assigned to battalions in the continental
United States, an important factor not only in allowing those battalions to mainta in high standards of tactical proficiency, but also for soldier morale'
In Germany, the effects of the reorganization plan were to inactive the 94th
ADA Brigade, at that time assigned to USAREUR, and to temporarily transfer
the 1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery, to the 69th ADA Brigade. There,
the intention was to use the 1- 7 ADA to reorganize the 69th ADA Brigade to
the new standard. Typifying the problem for which the Patriot reorganization
plan was the solution, the 69th ADA Brigade's units were at that time organized
differently. The 6th Battalion, 52d Air Defense Artillery, had six firing batteries,
while the 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery, had only three. The V Corps
plan was to reorganize those battalions according to the five firin g battery and
one maintenance company standard and return 1-7 ADA to Fort Bliss with two
batteries not later than 16 July 1999. 10
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The reorganization began with the public announcement on 28 December
1998 of the restationing. A total of 190 days later, the action was complete. 1he
headquarters and headquarters battery and two firing batteries of 1- 7 ADA
had reached their new station at Fort Bliss, and both of the 69th ADA Brigade's
remaining battalions had the same organization, which besides five fIring batteries was composed of twelve Stinger teams and 703 soldiers. From the point
of view of the battalions concerned, the reorganization made life much simpler.
At the beginning of Operation SOUTHERN WATCH, battalions had been able to
handle the mission out of their own resources. Prior to the terrorist bombing of
the Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia in 1996, Patriot battalions had to send four
fire units to Southwest Asia in each rotation: two full batteries and two reduced
readiness batteries, the latter as contingency units. Most battalions were capable of handling that without assistance.
After the bombing, the Department of the Army set the requirement for
the SOUTHERN WATCH mission at five Patriot batteries. Coming up with the
men and equipment to make up the difference meant that battalions had to be
reinforced by fire units attached from other Patriot battalions. But obviously,
attaching batteries from another battalion meant that two battalions, instead of
one, were committed to the mission, thereby reducing the parent command's
ability to deal with another mission elsewhere. Equally, cross-attaching batteries from one battalion to another destroyed unit integrity and magnified the
reintegration and retraining problem when the mission was over.
One case in point was the 1997 Operation SOUTHERN WATCH rotation that
1-7 ADA conducted with the assistance of 5-7 ADA. The 94th ADA Brigade
was the controlling headquarters, and its almost superfluous troops- to-task
analysis immediately revealed the need to reinforce 1- 7 ADA for the mission. "
Since V Corps commanded the only remaining Patriot battalions in Europe, the
reinforcement mission fell to its 69th ADA Brigade, which passed the task to
the 5- 7 ADA. l2 The two battalion commanders immediately began to work together to sort out the mission requirements, each delicately avoiding potential
areas of conflict.
For his part, Lt. Col. Dan Kirby of 5- 7 ADA punctiliously acknowledged
the fact that his counterpart in 1- 7 ADA was the task force commander and
that all operational decisions fell to him. Kirby was determined to provide thoroughly trained batteries, but still wanted to express preferences about how his
units were to be handled. Lt. Col. Mike Locke of 1- 7 ADA was equally careful
to handle the sister battalion's units with what might almost be described as
undue care. Reserving to his own battalion one of the worst of the sites in Saud i
Arabia in terms of living conditions, he noted to Kirby that he wanted "my guys
to go to Al Kharj because it is the 'Tent City: ... [in order] ... to avoid even the
possibility of the perception that I am treating 5- 7 less well by sending them to
a poorly developed area:' "
In subsequent meetings and e-mail exchanges, the two commanders amicably worked out all of the details of the attachment and various arrangements for
the forthcoming mission. The eventual operation order spelled out those deci-
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sions, and the mission was conducted with little incident. Over the succeeding
mo nths preceding the deployment, the two battalions participated in a series
of tactical exercises and common training to suit them for their forthcoming
mission. " The battalions laid plans for rear detachment operations and briefed
the deputy commander in chief, USAREUR, on how the mission, designated
Operation ARAB IAN FURY, was to be conducted and on how the task force
organization varied from that specified in ARCENT OPLAN 10- 93." Meanwhile, however, 5- 7 ADA was unavailable for any other assignment, because
even those soldiers not already serving in Southwest Asia might be sent there
if the tactical situation required it. However successfully the task force functioned, it was clear to everyone involved that it would have been both better
and much simpler to have drawn the entire organization from a single battalion.
The Patriot reorga nization plan allowed just that for future SO UTH ERN WATCH
rotations.

Smaller and More Deployable: Th e Minimum Engagement Package
Concept
Speed was of the essence in deployments, and the missions V Corps units
had carried out since the end of the Persian Gulf War had all taught their lessons about how to move soldiers and equipment at an ever faster rate to meet
the demands of often urgent military and political crises. Speed of deployment
was inevitably linked to the availability of strategic airlift, however, and Army
units characteristically required numerous air missions to deliver a capable and
sustainable fo rce to any location outside of Germany. Consequently, reducing
the "tail" in favor of the "tooth" component of deploying forces became an im perative across the corps. Nowhere was the problem more intenSively studied
than in the 94th and 69th ADA Brigades, where the high density of Patriot battery and battalion equipment constituted a particular problem for aerial deployment.
The Minimum Engagement Package (ME P) concept took on a life of its
own in February and March 1998, when the possibility loomed that USAREUR
might have to send one of its Patriot battalions on a short-notice mission to
th e Middle East. The 94th ADA Brigade recognized that such an order could
come with little notice, that its reaction would have to be swift, and that it could
not rely on any priority for strategic airlift from Air Force units in the United
States. The concept was impliCit in the Patriot minimum engagement capability,
toward which a fire unit worked to be designated "mission capable:' TI1e doctrinal minimum requirement was for the fire control system to be in place and
"initialized;' or ready to engage targets, and two launchers to be ready to fire. '"
More fund amentally, the roots of the minimum engagement concept lay in the
NATO tactical evaluation requirements and the related doctrine co mmon to all
air defense units in Euro pe.
In Febr uary 94th ADA Brigade took that idea one step further. Having defi ned the minimum engagement capability, the brigade then tailored it accord -
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ing to the specific mission circumstances, using the standard evaluation tool of
mission, enemy, troops, terrain, and time (METT-T). In that particular case, the
key elements of the situation were enemy and time. The MEl' was the natural
extension of all that discussion, and it evolved from normal staff work at the
brigade level, principally under the guidance of Col. David Casmus, the brigade
commander, and Lt. Col. Tim Glaeser, who commanded 5- 7 ADA.
The actual practical application of the MEP occurred later that year, in November and December. By that time further development of the concept lay with
the 5- 7 ADA, which was the battalion having the most cu rrent and extensive
deployment knowledge and experience. Co nsequently, that battalion was the
logical choice to receive any Patriot deployment mission in the near future. The
69th ADA Brigade headquarters, by contrast, having previously served entirely
as a corps air defense brigade and therefore having never been involved with
such tasks, lacked the crucial recent Patriot experience. The brigade therefore
drew on the accumulated experience and knowledge of its new battalion. "
The brigade defined the minimum engagement package, which entered the
soldiers' vocabulary simp ly as "MEP;' as the absolute minimum number ofpieces of eq uipment and number of soldiers needed to constitute an initial, effective air defense. As the concept matured, the MEl' consisted of 1 radar station
with heavy tactical truck, 1 radar station without heavy truck, 1 engagement
control statio n, 3 launcher stations with heavy trucks, 1 battery command post,
12 Patriot missiles, and 1 sustainment package. The MEl' needed just fifty-five
soldiers and could be moved in four C- 5 Galaxy air missions. All that developmental staff work was critical when the MEl' made its debut in an actual
operation in December 1998. Certainly others in the air defense co mmunity
had considered the concept of putting together a Patriot deployment package,
but the process of sta ndardizing the minimum engagement package as it existed
in 1998- literally looking at all the nuts and bolts and determining which 147
lines of repair parts were critical and therefore stored in three standard airline
ISU- 90 co ntainers-took place in 69th ADA Brigade. In fact, much of that process became formalized only after Thanksgiving, during a pause in an actual
deployment.
Proceeding from discussions that had been going on for so me time within
the brigade and battalion staffs, the 69th ADA Brigade used the brief interval
between Thanksgiving and the Christmas holidays to establish the 55-soldier
manifest, including the maintenance detachment; select the critical pieces of
equipment that had to be taken; prepare the ISU- 90 containers with the critical
repair parts; and figure out the type and number of aircraft that would be needed for the deployment, doing all of that in the context of the November mission analysis. The brigade also bore in mind that deployment missions would be
unique, much different from the NATO mission, and vastly different from a V
Corps, high-intensity conflict mission. Thus, in using the MEl' for some other
mission in a different geographical area, the brigade again applied the mission
ana lysis process to the existing organization and adjusted it as necessary for the
differing circumstances.
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Administratively, the MEl' departed considerably from norma l practice,
since it did not make use of the fam il iar NATO procedure, as tested in tactical evaluations- TacEvals, in the air defense jargon- of deploying as a fu ll-up
unit, able to sustain itself for seven days, and operating within the context of
a theater air defense architecture. There were also significa nt departures from
the tables of organ ization. Although a Patriot battery was designed to function
with eighty-seven authorized soldiers, many were associated with sustainment,
which was not an immediate concern for the MEl'. Co nsequently, the battery
was set up on a battle roster of deployable and nondeployable soldiers, and battalions developed the "prioritized manifest" to place soldiers on airplanes according to the sequence of jobs that had to be done to ready a battery to fire. In
garrison, maintenance was affected by the need to identify critical repair parts
and store them permanently in the ISU- 90s. Ultimately, the brigade took the
logical step of putting the entire repa ir parts stockage in ISU- 90s, not just the
critical parts, to faci litate deployment of the follow-on packages . In terms of
training, the brigade no longer spent as much time do ing brigade field training exercises, although integrating two Patriot battalions under brigade tactical
control was certa inly a perishable skill. Instead, the fo cus was on the emergency
deployment readiness exercise.
The 69th ADA Brigade adopted the MEl' as its basic deployment package
and devised load plans and movement tables to suit. Unit training plans were
likewise devised to prepare fire units to organize and operate according to the
MEl' concept, and brigade rehearsals continued to refine both the concept and
the deployment plan. By the time the 69th ADA Brigade was called upon to
make its first actual strategic deployment of Patriot systems, the MEl' was a vi able concept that was ready to use.' s
The initial plan ning at 69th ADA fo cused on establishing a minimum engagement capability within the first ninety-six hours after alert and on carrying
the critical repair parts to sustain that capability for seventy-two to ninety-six
hours. Thereafter, the concept presupposed supply fli ghts to deliver spare parts
or additional equipment. The philoso phy that underlay the MEl' was that the
m inimum engagement package could establish an air defense of a critical point
or area and maintain that defe nse until additional forces could be brought in to
supplement or replace it. For the world of short-notice, strategic deployments,
the MEl' was ideaL"

Toward Patriot Strategic Deployment: Operation NOBLE SAFEGUARD
Periodic operations by the United States and its coalition partners to enforce United Nations sanctions against Iraq occasioned the threat that Saddam
Hussein might respond by using his intermediate range ball istic missiles, the
same Scud- B variants that he had fired at Saudi Arabia and Israel during the
Persian Gulf War, aga inst Israel or other nations in the region . Such was the case
three times in 1998, centering particularly on Iraq's persistent refusal to allow
United Nations weapons inspectors unhindered access to Iraqi facilities. That
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culminated in December 1998 in the British and America n punitive bombing of
Iraq, an event that resulted in Israeli population centers, in particular, coming
under the threat of Iraqi missile attack. The American response was to dispatch
a Patriot missile task force from the 69th ADA Brigade to Israel, the first strategic deployment of a heavy air defense unit from Europe since the end of the Gulf
War. TI1e Army in Europe had also begun preparing task forces during the two
preceding crises in 1998, although neither reached the point of outloading air
defense missile batteries from Europe before tensions abated. The consequence
of each, however, was to build the basis of experience and planning upon which
69th ADA Brigade was able to draw when the December crisis arose.
A crisis in February 1998 impelled the government of Israel to ask the United States for assistance in bolstering its defenses. Reacting to European Command orders as delivered through USAREUR, V Corps in February and March
created a joint task force headquarters under Maj . Gen. Gregory A. Rountree,
the corps deputy commanding general, to command a joint task force that included elements of the 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery, that were to be
sent to Israel in what was known as Operation NOBLE SAFEGUA RD. TI,e task
force mission was to form, train, and deploy forces to enhance theater missile
defense ofIsrael. 2o European Command had already sent an assessment team to
Israel to survey possible locations for missile units and the task force headquarters and also promptly deli vered instructions to Rountree about what the task
force priorities were to be.' 1
Responding to the Europea n Command alert order of 16 February, Rountree brought his staff together at the headquarters of the 94th ADA Brigade
in Darmstadt. Following preliminary planning at corps and in Darmstadt, the
joint task force was activated on 20 February, with the joint task force (rear),
which was to perform the functions of a national support element, activated
at Darmstadt on 22 February. TI,e principal Army unit involved was 5-7 ADA,
and the controlling air defense headquarters was 94th ADA Brigade, a unit
under USAREUR control. Accord ingly, V Corps involvement remained at the
joint task force level, with Col. David Casmus, who beca me simultaneously
Army Force (ARFOR) commander and chief of staff of the task force, and his
94th ADA Brigade staff handling the air defense aspects of the mission.
Time was a particular problem, given that the planning burden was considerable. The joint task force staff worked against the clock to forge arrangements
for technical and tactical interoperability with the Israelis and to develop agreements for Israeli support for the air defense task force . Parallel work went on to
write the necessary operations plans, joint procedures, and battle books, meanwh ile developing the necessary joint manning documents and deployment and
redeployment plans. W hile all of that was going on, General Rountree pondered
the problem of continuity of command, bearing in mind the impending inactivation of the 94th ADA Brigade. Should the operation continue for very long,
he would also need to allow for an orderly transfer of responsibility to another
air defense brigade, since the Department of the Army orders to case the colors
of Cas mus' brigade would not be changed."
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Rountree fl ew to Israel with his aide and a few staff officers on 23 February,
fo llowed over the next two days by the balance of the advance party. He established the for ward joint task force headquarters at a hotel in Tel Aviv, subsequently moving the operation to Sirkin Air Base by 9 March. 'Th e remainder of
the task force headquarters arrived in Israel on 15 March, and the staff occupied
itself with planning for potential future operations, as well as with refining the
plans and associated documents th ey had already produced. TI1e 94th ADA Bri gade sent one Integrated Command and Control (ICC), the key piece of equipment the Patriot battali on used to control air defen se engagements, to Israel on
27 March for the first combined ICC test with the Israeli Defense Forces, an im portant exercise in co mbined operating techniques that concluded on 1 April.
Although no Patriots were taken to Israel on that occasion, various reconnaissances were made, and a co nsiderable body of information about potential battery locations, routes, and deployment procedures was amassed.
The most important document to come out of the operation was entitled
"Comb ined Procedures for Operation NOB LE SAFEGUARD" (CPONS), jointly
signed by Rountree and Maj. Gen. Shlomo Yanai, Chief of the Planning Branch
of the Israeli Defense Forces. Although that arrangement fell far short of being a combined SOP for American-Israeli air defense operations, the CPO NS
was the crucial begi nning that outlined the areas of agreement and areas requiring further discussion and coo rdination. The document specified a basic
battle management architecture, the structure of a combined theater missile
defense center, ea rly warning techniques, and Patriot battery locations. It also at
least opened the discussion on ai r defense rules of engagement- a matter about
which Americans and Israelis had signifIcantly different ideas. TI1e CPONS,
regardless of any areas it left still to be agreed upon, laid the groundwork for
development of a more detailed combined SOP and was the essential basis for
further planning 23 By the end of March it had become clear that the operation
would not be ca rried out, and all of the various elements of the task force stood
down. 'The task force returned to Germany from 27 March through 3 April, with
the command group returning on 6 Apri l."
Carrying out its own thorough after action review of battalion actions between 31 January and 1 April, the 5- 7 ADA identified a number of problems
that deployment planning had revea led. The battalion's review was a lengthy
document that naturally discussed revisions to unit procedures in detail and
raised a host of problems of varying importance. Several matters, however, directly affected the potential for future deployments and merited the attention of
the brigade and its senior headquarters.
TI1e first had to do with the mechanics of deployment. The various courses of
action the joint task force headquarters considered in the course of its planning
stipulated differing troop packages for the deployment. TI1at, in turn, required
modifications of the troop and equipment manifests the battalion maintained.
In any case, the task force needed period ic updates drawn from those manifests
on key items such as the ava ilability of protective equipment for so ldiers. To
simplify that process, the battalion staff developed a computer-driven manifest
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format that allowed it not only to modify the manifest to suit the requirements
of changed courses of action and easily report on status of key data elements,
but also to modify the manifests to suit the capabilities of changed aircraft availability at the last minute. The deployment process itself came under close scrutiny. The principal lesson the battalion took from the experience of using the
new USAREUR Deployment Processing Center was that the fa cility was not
yet the "one-stop shopping" answer to deployment, since it had been unable to
handle predeployment processing and soldier readiness processing for the battalion, and units had been obliged to turn to their local base support battalion
for help.
At the com mand level, Lt. Col. Tim Glaeser, the 5- 7 ADA battalion commander, noted that fati gue and stress rapidly became leadership problems. In
the t hi rty days after the battalion's warni ng order arrived, long days and high
stress were the rule. Ca rrying out deployment preparations under conditions of
uncertainty and secrecy added to the stress, and both commanders and staff became thoroughly fatigued, in Glaeser's judgment. The battalion relearned an old
lesson about resting leaders and developed plans for better work-rest cycles. On
the other hand, there was one positive benefit of the process. Glaeser remarked
on a commendable bonding of leaders and staff, as well as bonding within batteries. 25

Refinement of the Plan: Operation FL EXiBLE R ESOLVE
A renewal of the crisis in November 1998 immediately involved the 69th
ADA Brigade and its 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery. Initially known as
Operation NO BLE SAFEGUA RD II, the mission was renamed Operation FLEXIBLE RESOLVE.'" As before, the battalion never left Germany, although the fire
units came much closer to deployment than on the previous occasion. The prin cipal outcome of Operation FLEX IB LE RESO LVE was that 69th ADA Brigade and
5- 7 ADA significantly advanced their mission planning and became better prepared for the dep loyment that eventually came a month later.
W hile the tensions surrounding Iraq's refusal to accommodate the requirements of the United Nations weapons inspection tea ms heightened, the Israeli
Embassy in Washington dispatched to the joint Staff a list of its requirements
in the event of renewed crisis. The first item on the list was a U.S. Army Patriot
missile battalion." By the end of the first week of November the joint Staff had
already warned forces in Europe that a deployment was imminent; USAREUR
had ordered the activation of a joint task force headquarters; and Europea n
Command had directed operational planning to begin."
On 9 November USAREUR directed V Corps to form a joint task force and
to conduct an emergency deployment readiness exercise to evaluate th e ability
of the selected Patriot battalion task force to deploy on short notice. The exercise masked USAREUR's intent for the corps to prepare the first increment of
that task force to deploy five days later, on 14 November. Lt. Gen. john Hendri x, the V Corps co mmander, selected his deputy commanding general, Maj.
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Gen. Julian Burns, to command the joint task force, initi ally named Noble
Defe nder.'9 Fo llowing the model that Rountree had ea rlier set, Burns used the
69th ADA Brigade and 5- 7 ADA command and staff structure to provide the
bulk of his ARFOR organi zation, which co mmanded the missile unit and all of
those other necessa ry u.s. Army elements that were not a part of the Patriot
battalion JO
The order to execute the operation followed swiftly. O n 14 November
Europea n Com mand directed the deployment of the joint task force headquarters, a Patriot battalion headquarters, three Patriot batteries, and the
necessary command, control, communi cations, and logistical support to Israel to augment the Israeli mi ssil e defense. European Co mmand ordered the
first fo rce package, which was to consist of the forward portion s of the jo int
task force headquarters, to deploy immediately, with the remainder to fo llow within forty -eight to seventy- two hours. General Burns established the
ta sk force rear headquarters at Giebelstadt Army Air Field, Germany, using
fac ilities belonging to 69th ADA Brigade. Further enhan cing the task force's
capabilities and giving its staff an interesting and novel lesson in interservice
tactical integration, the U.S. Navy provided an Aegis missile cruiser and the
necessar y communications hardware to allow integration of Patriot and Navy
miss ile fires J 1
W hen he arrived in Israel, Burns immediately met with his Israeli counterparts and confirmed what General Rountree had earlier discovered: the Israelis lacked airspace control measures similar to those used by American forces .
Therefore, the first major job the task force undertook was to establi sh such
procedures in agreement with the Israelis. The joint task force also published
an operations order on 14 November and transmitted it to th e task force rear.
Noting that a shi pment of guidance enhanced missiles, an upgraded "PAC- II"
Patr iot missile with greater ability to hit ballistic missiles, was due to arrive in
Israel on 17 November, Burns reviewed the stock of PAC II miss iles already on
hand in the War Reserve Stock-Israel (WRSI) and directed his staff to begin
developing a plan to distribute the improved missiles among American and
Israeli batteries." The next day Co l. H. A. Graziano, the 69th ADA Brigade
commander who was serving as both ARFOR commander and task force chi ef
of staff, made a personal reconnaissance of all of the proposed Patriot battery
sites, while Burns established working groups with the Israeli Defense Forces
to resolve questions about force protection, command and control, NBC protection, mutual disclosure of intelligence information, and various categories
of logistical support for th e task force.
Reviewing progress to that point, Burns was pleased to report that the operation had entirely validated the advance party concept. A sudde n decrease
in international tension that day made a very long stay in Israel unlikely, and
Burns reported to General Wesley Clark, the European commander in chief,
that he had discussed with the European Co mmand J3 the prospects of ending the deployment. Burns plann ed to scale back the operation to the level
of a reco nnaissa nce, complete the planning that was in progress, and return
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the task force to Germany not later than Thanksgiving. Clark's immediate response was to question the need to remain in Israel at all. "Why do we need
two weeks?" he asked, directing Burns to "get out as rapidly as we can-a few
days at most:,3)
Tensions co ntinued to abate the next day, although Iraq's agreement to
resume cooperation with the United Nations inspection teams, presumably
to avoid allied coalition air strikes that might potenti all y have precipitated
internal unrest, seemed contingent on the granting of concessions the United
Nations would probably be unwilling to make. That issue wou ld be resolved in
a forth co ming comprehensive compliance review of Security Council resolutions. Burns' staff briefed him that, ifSaddam Husse in's expectations for progress toward reli ef of sa nctions were not realized, he was certain to provoke
another crisis in the near future. Thus, Burns remained determined to work
out as many details as possible for combined missile defense." Responding to
General Clark's question about a hasty redeployment, Burns answered that it
would be possible to stand the task force down by 24 November. 35
Burns began sending troops and equipment back to Germany the next
day, redeploying thirty-nine soldiers and most of his major pieces of communication equipment. He retained a staff of twenty-seve n planners to continue
working out details of the operation plan and staff cooperation and coordi nation issues with the Israelis, as well as to continue the reconnaissance he
saw as necessary if the battalion was fin ally called forward to occupy the designated firin g positions. He also laid plans to rehearse movement of Patriot
missiles from the war reserve storage site and ordered the 5- 7 ADA battalio n
commander and battery commanders to come to Israel to carry out their own
lead ers' reco nnai ssance and develop their "battle books"](' for the operation.
Rounding out another piece of the operation, the Navy team completed what
Burns termed "extensive and most helpful work" with the task force rear to
develop options for integrating Aegis and Patriot fires. "
On 18 November the battalion commander and hi s battery commanders,
having completed their reconnaissa nce of battle positions in co njun ction with
Israeli civil e ngi neers and physical sec urity specialists, co ntinued to refin e
their battle books to refl ect what they had learned . Discussions continued at
the joint task force with Israeli officials, but Burns ruefully noted that many
questions remained unresolved, chief among them issues about Patriot rules
of engagement. On the American side, the major question to be dealt with was
a quer y from European Command and USAREUR on how to keep th e task
force "warm" for a future short notice deployment and how to keep th e MEP
batteries ready to move for extended periods. The issue was not merely one
of readiness, but also of speed of deployment. Americans made the presumption that the deployment tim e lines from Germany to Israel were known to
Iraqi military staffs, giving them crucial information on which to base their
own strike planning. Keeping the task force "warm;' as European Co mmand
phrased it, would allow the task force to compress its deployment time, nullifying the value of the information that Iraq was presumed to possess. 38
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Glaeser and his com manders supplied the essential air defense technical
input for that discussion, while Burns, in coordination with the V Corps staff,
began working on a plan to keep a Patriot battalion alerted for movement. The
principal issue was one of force structure. The 1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense
Artillery, which had been transferred from the 94th to the 69th ADA Brigade,
was then in the process of moving to Fort Bliss, Texas. The other Patriot battalion in theater, 6th Battalion, 52d Air Defense Artillery, was then in block leave
after completing a rotati on in Southwest Asia. The only near-term solution was
to keep 5- 7 ADA assigned to the mission.'9 TI,e next day, 20 November, Burns
re ported to General Clark that the task force advance party had returned to
Germany and that the staff would conduct a series of after action reviews from
21 through 23 November and report to European Command unresolved issues. 4" [n the course of that after action review, Burns' staff finali zed the operation plan it had produced on 14 November and refined throughout the deployment, publishing it as a draft plan on 22 November"
While Burns took his ''Torch Party" to Israel at the beginning of the crisis, 5- 7 ADA prepared in garrison fo r the move'2 Building upon the site surveys that had been done in February and March and on the rudimentary battle
books they had inherited, the 5- 7 ADA staff carried out extensive planning on
the three missile sites they knew to be their most li kely battle positions. The
availability of those documents was parti cularly important because the base of
experience for that particular mission was low. Routine reassignments had left
few officers and soldiers in 5- 7 in November who had also been there in the
first quarter of the ca lendar year. Still, much had alt·eady been done, and there
was the solid basis of the Combined Procedures for Operation NO BLE SAFEGUARD, signed on 1 April, from which to proceed.
W hile the battalion co mm ander and his th ree battery commanders were
in Israel for their more deta iled leaders' reconnaissance of the selected positions, Maj. Harr y Cohen, the battalion and task force S- 3, rema ined in Han au
to ready the uni t for deployment. From his perspective, that five -day reco nnai ssance proved extremely valuable. As soo n as the commanders returned to
Germany, Cohen brought them together for a planning session to update the
battle books, adding critical detail essential to air defen se operations ' ]
With the recon in progress, the battalion configured three minimum engagement packages, each based on one fir ing battery, and named them accordingly: Alfa MEP, Bravo MEP, and Charlie MEP. TI,e first unit, Bravo MEP,
together with a minimum command and control package, moved out to USAREUR's new deployment processing center at Rhein-Ordnance Barracks in Kaiserslautern shortly before Thanksgiving. The processing center had continued
to develop since its first use in February, but was still a new concept that had
a number of kin ks to be worked out, and the arriva l of Bravo MEP did much
to help clarify what needed to be done. The buildings themselves still needed
work , but the fundam ental problem was the lack of a support or "pusher" unit,
which the Army had discovered was essential during the deployment of VI!
Corps for the Persian Gulf War. Th e sister battalion, 1- 7 ADA, although deep-
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Iy involved in moving to the United States, took over that responsibility. At
that point, just before Thanksgiving, the process came to a halt as European
Command awa ited further developm ents in the M iddle East.
The hi atus did not mean that the unit returned to its normal garrison
routine. Instead, the battalion entered a 72- to 96-hour on -call status, with
the prospect of remai ning on short-notice recall indefi nitely. W hile all the fi nal preparations had been going on, the high level di scussions had continued
about how to keep the units "warm:' The corps co mm ander supported Burn s'
decis io n to pull both so ldiers and equipment back from the deployment processi ng center while waiting on eve nts. At first, European Co mmand had
wa nted the battalion to remain at Kaiserslautern, but Graziano and Glaeser
had strenuously poi nted out the harm that wo uld have done to unit readiness.
Patriot equipm ent, they emphasized, was maintenance- intensive and required
regular checks and services that could not be performed when it was simply
sitting on a ramp in air-load configuration . Train ing had to be maintained as
well, or else the highly perishable technica l skills of the crewmen would degrade on a curve that the battalion believed it could accurately predict."
Cutting time from the deployment was just not that easy, as the 5-7 ADA
staff pointed out. TI,e battalion had no power to adjust many events in the sequence because so me were synchronous, with groups of eve nts sequential in
nature, and almost literally a "critical path;' to use operations research termi nology. 'The principal way of compressing the time line, the battalion insisted,
was giving the deployment priority for air lift, although that im plied a much
higher level of coordination than the task force could effect. " Consequently,
5-7 ADA withdrew to Underwood Kaserne in Hanau and tried to resume
so me semblance of a normal routine while kee ping its soldiers on ca ll in case
events worse ned. Preserving its readiness to move, the batta lion kept the
equipme nt co nfigured for deployment. As before, the battalion used the interval to review the steps it had taken, seeking ways to improve the deployment
process, a procedure echoed at the joint task force, where the J3 conducted a
simil ar review for Burns'6 There was but a short wa it for action.

The First Real Test: Operation

S HIN I NG PR ESENCE

Once again at the beginning of December Iraq refused to comply with UN
Security Council resolutions and impeded the work of the United Nations weapons inspectors in Iraq. In reaction, President Bill Cl inton directed U.S. Central
Command to send additional deterrent forces to the region and to be prepared
to carr y out military operations against Iraq. Carrying out its tasks under the
umbrella of Operation DESERT Fox, Central Command was prepared to deliver
air strikes on selected Iraqi targets, in conjunction with America's coalition partners. For its part, European Co mmand again spun up the operation it had initiated in February and aga in in November to augment Israeli antimi ssile defenses.
TI,e operation began on the morning of 5 December 1998 when V Corps received the draft order from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to prepare forces for the de-
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ployment. 47 Responding to the order. General Burns. as Commander. joint Task
force Shin ing Presence. alerted his task force to deploy three Patriot batteries
and their assoc iated command and control to Israel. The joint Chiefs' order also
placed the joint task force on 72-hour notice for deployment. The V Corps mission to Israel proceeded on the basis of the draft operations order that the task
force had prepared at the end of November. as modified by the requirements
of current events expressed in the message traffic co ncerning the deployment.
Burns acknowledged th e order the next day in an e-mail message he sent to
Maj. Gen. Ronald Keyes. the European Command j- 3. reporting that a mission
analysis was under way. promising publication of an operatio ns order in the
course of the week. and open ly worrying about operational security issues's
The mission. as briefed at Europea n Command. was to augment existing
Israeli theater missile defenses and biological detection capabilities as part of
a coordinated effort to deter potential Iraqi aggression and. should deterrence
fail. protect Israel aga inst Iraqi ballistic missile attacks. Th e plan called for rapid
and sequential deployment of the joint task force and Patriot battalion force
packages. fo llowing the model established in the two previous crises. and using
the air defense plans. procedures. and agreements previously arranged with the
Israeli Defense forces. The flow of forces into theater depended on an assumed
availability of Transportation Command aircraft and envisioned placing the full
task force into the theater by C+7;9 including a biological integrated detection system platoon from the 310th Chemical Company. a reserve unit from
the United States. The Army force headquarters was based on the 69th ADA
Brigade and included elements of the 310th Chemical Company. the 66th Mil itary Intelligence Group. and the 5th Signal Brigade. U.S. Navy. Europe. assigned
an Aegis missile cruiser. the U.S.S . Philippine Sea. and assoc iated equipment to
link it to the task force command and control. and the U.S. Air f orce provided
both a tactical air liaison control element and a tactical missile defense control
cell to integrate Army and Air force airspace control and ballistic missile defense operations. 5o
Because the crisis followed so closely on the heels of the November deployment. Burns was able to use virtually the same task force organization that he
had exercised a month earlier. and most of the same people. That dramatically
shortened the lead time for joint task force formation. training. and preparation.
The joint manning document and associated task force structural documents
already existed and were appropriate to meet the demands of the forthcoming
deployment.
Also on 7 December. V Corps issued a mission order to the 69th Air Defe nse Arti llery Brigade directing Colonel Graziano and his staff to bring the first
two elements of a Patriot task force to 72-hour deployment read iness not later
than 10 December." That evening the corps issued a second order that directed
all units participating in the mission to recall their soldiers to home stations in
the course of the fo llowing afternoon. 8 December."
Shaping its preparations in consonance with the order. the 69th ADA Brigade readied three Patriot minimum engagement packages and a command and
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control element for dep loyment to Israel within forty-eight hours of notification,
where it was to establish an integrated and combined tactical ballistic missile
defense of Tel Aviv and Haifa. Simultaneously, the force was to rema in ready to
conduct chemical and biological decontamination operations if required. The
310th Chemical Company alerted one biological agent detection platoon and
its associated support package for deployment to task force control, under the
direction of which it was prepared to conduct biological detection operations
in Israel. The 66th Military Intelligence Group detailed technical surveillance
countermeasure teams for deployment to satisfy task force intelligence requirements. The 5th Signal Brigade developed voice, data, and videoconferencing
capabilities for the joint task force headquarters and was prepared to deploy
an advance party and equipment as part of the advance party. Once in Israel, it
would provide all essential communications support throughout the duration
of the operation. Within ninety-six hours of notification the Navy was to make
an Aegis cruiser ava ilable, with its commanding officer to assume the role of
Commander, Task Force Naval Forces. Th e Aegis cruiser was to remain ready
to transmit tactical ballistic missile early warni ng broadcasts to the shore, providing an air surveillance picture to the Patriot battalion tactical operation cente r.53

The 69th ADA Brigade constituted Task Force Panther for its part of the
mission, basing the organization on the 5th Battalion, 7th ADA . TF Panther
was under command of Lt. Col. Tim Glaeser and involved the same staff and
battery co mmanders as had carried out the reconnaissance and preparations
for the November deployment. The battalion prepared its headquarters and
headquarters battery (-) , battery A (-), battery B (-), battery C (-), and the 19th
Maintenance Company (-) as components ofTF Panther, leaving the balance of
the battalion in Hanau as TF Rear. 54 The battalion began to execute its highly
structured deployment plan as articulated in two detailed task lists that it knew
as the "x- hour sequence" and "n-hour sequence" on 9 December when it instituted a recall. All of its soldiers returned to Hanau within two hours, and the
battalion began its predeployment processing with the assistance of the 414th
Base Support Battalion in the midmorning hou rs of that day.55
Cruciall y important in assuring a smooth deployment was the fact that the
battalion had just co mpleted a rigo rous tactical evaluation thirty days before the
deployment, in the course of which the batteries had exercised virtually every
step they were called upon to carr y out in December. First Sergeant Leander
Benjamin of Battery A recalled that the brigade commander, Colonel Graziano,
closely observed that exercise and commented several times on the importance
of what the soldiers were dOing. Encouraging the soldiers to greater efforts,
Graz iano told them repeatedly throughout the exercise, according to Benjam in,
th at "its not all about the TacEval:" ·
The mission of the joint task force was the same as in the two previous partial deployments- to augment air and missi le defenses of Israel and to protect
the Israeli population. There was a confusion about operation and task force
names that was, in part, deliberate. Since the operation was to occur so close to
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Christmas, and because the leave plans of so many soldiers naturally had to be
canceled, it was certain that the various news media would take note of the operation . In order to cover preparations for the movement of troops and equipment out of Europe, the task force was therefore initially designated Joint Task
Force Alpha, notionally an element of the U.S. Marine Corps Exercise Noble
Shirley. The substance of the public affairs news release was that the Commander in Chief, United States European Command, had ordered an emergency deployment readiness exercise for a Patriot battalion as part of Exercise Noble
Shirley; that the exercise had been scheduled for many months and was part of
a long-standing and well -publicized series of bilateral exercises between Israel
and the United States; and that the deployment would test the ability quickly
to deploy Patriot missile batteries during short notice crises in the European
Command area of responsibility, imp roving the command's ability to integrate
with U.S. Marine Corps forces. 57 On order, the task force was to redesignate
itself from )TF Alpha to )TF Shining Presence for the operation in Israel. That
is, the covel' remained in effect until one of two things happened: the joint task
force received the deployment order to activate Operation SH INING PR ESENCE,
or the order was given to redeploy the task force to Germany."
The deployment flow followed a seven-day time line, with the ail' defense
units prepared to move not later than n-hour (notification hour) plus 96 59 As
plans developed, the battalion deployment was to be deliberate, but involved a
compression of the battalion's n-hour and x-hour (execution hour) sequences,
speci fi cally sending system operators first and then following with maintenance
and administrative soldiers 6o For the task force as a whole, the 69th ADA Brigade conducted an emergency deployment read iness exercise that alerted, marshaled, and prepared the force to deploy. Th e first force package to leave Germany was the joint task force headquarters, which included the ''Torch Party"
that performed the initial reconnaissance of the joint operational area and the
troops and equipment to receive the Patriot battalion, once it began arriving
in Israel. Burns and six soldiers flew from Ramstein Ail' Force Base to Israel at
0830 on 9 December. Upon arrival in Israel, Burns met with the Israeli Defense
Force )- 5 and set up a forward command post at Nevatim Air Base. Simultaneously, the fifty -seven members of the advance party reported to Ramstein and
prepared to join him the next day.61 Other components of the first force package were an appropriate command and control element for the joint task force
and a tailored ail' defense command post. In sum, the first package was the joint
task force forward command post and the equipment and supplies required to
sustain it.
Burns and his party had no soo ner left Ramstein Air Force Base than the
lead elements of the Patriot task force began arriving at the Kaiserslautern Departure Processing Center to follow them.62 Upon alert, the battalion started
its n-hour sequence, mustering soldiers and equipment for movement. On 10
December, in the midst of a snow storm, Bravo MEl', the second force package,
road marched to Kaiserslautern, with other elements of the battalion meanwhile preparing to follow. On the next day, Bravo MEl', commanded by Capt.
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janice H. Chen, loaded aircraft at Ramstein and arrived in Israel on 12 Decem ber, using Nevatim Air Base in the Negev Desert as its aerial port of arrival. 63
The remainder of the forces arrived according to plan. (Map 12)
For Major Cohen and Bravo MEP, the period between Thanksgiving and
the first week of December had been one of fits and starts of activity that saw
them return, bri efly, to the deploym ent processing center before being called
back to Hanau. It was literally in the midst of the battalion's celebration of the
Feast of St. BarbaraM that the next alert notification arrived, on 8 December,
when the corps received the European Command Emergency Deployment
Readiness Exercise Execute Order, which directed the joint task force com mander to deploy the first two force packages to Israel. 65
Formally alerted on 9 December, the battalion was extremely busy over
the succeeding twenty-four hours, completing much of the necessary coordination for the move by late afternoon on Thursday, 10 December. Working
from the x-hour and n-hour sequences, the battalion activated its rear detachment and comp leted its predeployment process ing for soldiers returning from
USAREUR schools. The batteries fini shed lining up and loading their equip ment for movement . Meanwhile, the battalion arranged convoy recovery sup port from the 16th Corps Support Group, coordinated convoy military police
support with the 127th Militar y Police Company, set up prime mover support
with the 37th Transportation Group, and arranged with the joint Task Force
j- 4 for buses to take the soldiers to the deployment processing ce nter. All
units validated and finali zed troop manifests, and the battalion conducted a
risk assessment for the move ment from Hanau to Kaiserslautern . The urgency
of the mission dictated accepting th e high risk of dispatching convoys on icy
roads, and the first MEl' left Hanau at three in the afternoon, the minimum
command and control package departing two hours later. Both arrived at Kaiserslautern without incident. 66 Working through the night, the battalion dispatched the second MEl' from Hanau at 1100 th e next morning, 11 December,
followed at 1800 in the evening of the same day by th e remaining units."7
The first elements of the leading MEl', Bravo MEl', departed Ram stein
Air Force Base on the morning of 12 Decemb er, with the fin al air loads taking
off the next morning, along with the minimum command and control element."s Battery C MEl' left Ramstein on 14 December, along with the remainder of the command and control equipment. Minor equipment adjustments
proved necessa ry. The battalion had to replace one launcher already sent to
the deployment processing center and se nt forty PRC- 127 radios to the departure airfield for the deploying troops.69 Handing over to 1- 7 ADA the task
of "pushing" the battalion out of Ramstein, the 5- 7 ADA rear detachment
commander and his troops returned from the deployment processing center
to Hanau on 15 December after completing the move ment of Force Package 2
and pre-positioning the Optimum Command and Control Package ready for
A ir Fo rce joint inspection . Back at Hanau, the rear detachment maintained
careful accountability of the soldiers assigned to force packages sti ll awaiting
1l10Vem ent.70
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The aerial port of arrival was in the Negev Desert, at Nevatim Air Base.
When the fire units arrived there, they set up their equipment and received missiles from the war reserve storage site in Israel and loaded them on the launchers. Battery B MEP became operationaJ at once to provide initial air defense
coverage of the airfield and secure the arriva l of additional units. Battalion and
battery personnel immediately prepared to in tegrate their air defense operation
with the Israeli air defense structure.11 While those p reparations and combined
training were going on, Major Cohen conducted another reconnaissance of the
intended battery positions,lakingwith him the battery commanders and the task
force engineer, mtcnding to determine the engineering improvements needed
for battery operations and for force protection as early as possible. 1he site at
Stella Air Base, near Haifa, he found , was an acceptable location; as an old Hawk
air defense missile site, it had a reasonable amount of hardstand and existing
accommodations. Not ideal for the configuration of a Patriot battery, it was still
adequate. Similarly, Tel Yona was a site in the middle of a large open area. It had
been used before as a Palriot battery location and had some hardstand areas
already prepared. rnlere were no barracks there, so the soldiers would have to
live in tents. Sde Dov, overlooking Tel Aviv, posed the greatest problems, since
it had to house the battalion operations clement, a firing battery, and elements
of an Israeli Patriot battalion in a very small area. Making matters worse, from
the security point of view, was the fact that Sde Dov was literally in Tel Aviv,
where operations would inevitably draw large crowds. It would also certainly be
a magnet for the media once the Americans arrived. n
The forward elements of the battalion, already established at Nevatim Air
Base, received the last flights of Force Package 2 on 15 December, along with
repair parts for the battery fire control equ ipment and the battalion tactical
operations cente r. The task force conducted tactical satellite radio training, established a secure e-mail net at the tactical operations center, and began a series
of important meetings with Israeli forces to finalize details of communications
and defense design, logistical support, and various administrative arrangements. Those were among the most important discussions, from the point of
view of the battalion. Fortunately, a joint American-Israeli working group had
already evo lved a further dcvclopmenl oflhe CPONS the two forces had agreed
upon in November and considered it to be a good draft combined SOP on the
basis of which the tactical discussions could continue. 71
Looking ahead, Glaeser and his staff worked out details of the convoy plan
and order of march and developed a synchronization matrix for the movement
north Lo the planned battery locations. The battalion planned for one day of
combined training with the Israeli air defense units before road marching to
the firing positions. 1~ rnle next day, 16 December, Glaeser and his commanders
met with the Israeli Patriot battalion com mande r and his staff and agreed on a
two-day training plan for combined air defense operations, beginning that day.
Responding to recommendations from the Patriot Project Office at Fort Bliss
and to new intelligence information , the staff reassessed its defense design and
made some changes that Colonel Graziano immed iately approved. Rounding
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out a busy day, the battalion hosted visits from the joint task force and Army
force commanders and the Israeli brigade commander. 75
The second day of combined training never happened, though, because the
coali tion ail' strikes against Iraq began at that point, increasing the risk to Israeli
population centers. The Israeli Patriot battalion moved out on the evening of
16 December and 5- 7 ADA began its deployment from Nevatim Ail' Base to its
battle positions in Tel Aviv and Haifa the next morning. The battalion tactical
operations center and headquarters battery, together with Battery B MEP, went
to Sde Dov; Battery A MEP went to Stella Ail' Base, neal' Haifa; and Battery C
ME P went to Tel Yona. All of the battalion was operational at the new battery
positions by early evening of 18 December, although site improvements contin ued through the night, especially at Sde Dov.
Also that evening, the battalion achieved a data link with the Aegis cruiser
and established a lateral connection between the 5- 7 ADA fire control equipment and the Israeli Patriot battalion fire control equipment. Essential to creating an in tegrated defense, communications were established connecting the
integrated command and control equipment with all the battery locations, including a tropospheric link between Tel Aviv and Battery A MEP in Haifa, which
provided several voice communications channels between these distant locations. The Guidance Enhanced Missiles were delivered on 18 December as well
and distributed according to historical data on previous Iraqi Scud launches,
with the majority of the missiles going to American and Israeli batteries in the
Tel Aviv area. 76 High level visits from Israeli military and cabinet officials to the
batteries continued, with particular interest fo cused on the American chemical
platoon, which arrived on 19 December." Meanwh ile, the battalion rear detachment had continued to move soldiers and equipment to the deployment
processing center, particularly the Optimum Command and Control package,
and readied Force Package 4 for deployment,7S beginning the movement of that
force package to Kasierslautern on 18 December. 7•
Over the night of 19- 20 December the task force learned that American
and coalition forces had declared a cease-fire in their bombing of Iraqi targets.
The implication was that the mission would end soon. Nonetheless, the battalion laid further plans for a readiness state rotation plan that allowed both
limited and deep maintenance for all units daily. Under the plan only one of the
missile batteries would be at instant readiness to fire at any given time, so that
the others could perform essential checks and maintenance. At the same time,
the battalion began to consider courses of action to redeploy the task force to
Germany.so Those orders soon came, directing redeployment to be conducted
through Nevatim Air Base, while the task force concurrently returned the missiles to the war reserve storage fa cility.
The return to Germany was as swift as the deployment had been, much to
the surprise of more senior soldiers who had been on other missions outside of
Germany. Indeed, one of the issues that V Corps had been obliged to confront
from time to time- and that it would continue to exercise as time went on- was
that movement to a mission area was normally a matter of high priority, while
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return of troops to home station often appeared to have no priority at all. The
first sergeant of Battery A had already warned his troops to expect delays in
returning to Germany and was shocked to find that the redeployment was so
swift. "Normally, once we go on a mission;' Sergeant Benjamin later dryly understated the case, "the return is much more deliberate, often with changes as
we go along:'
Once the order to sta nd down was received in the fire units in Israel, however, the batteries assembled unit convoys and prepared equipment for shipment not more than thirty-six hours laterS I The battalion credited Burns and
the corps commander, General Hendrix, with pushing the issue of getting the
soldiers home by Christmas. TI,e corps commander was adamant, because the
soldiers had been operating at a high tempo since long before TIlanksgiving. His
intervention appeared to have been crucial in obtaining the airlift to bring the
task force back to home station qui ckly.82
More significant, as the battalion assessed the experience, the entire deployment had been carried out with a remarkable lack of incident and an equally
remarkable adherence to plan. Older soldiers who were experienced with the
mo bile Nike Hercules battalions refl ected upon the enormous energies their battalions had expended to make even short deployments with that missile system,
and no one recalled a time when the Nike Hercules had ever actually been loaded on aircraft and deployed overseas. The Patriot battalion, with more compact
equipment configured differently than Nike Hercules units, had been designed
from the start with aerial movement in mind. It had been sent to Israel within
forty-eight hours, taking along a comparatively enormous tonnage of equipment
and supplies, and returned to Germany just as rapidly." TI,e other important factor was that the operation had begun under high risk conditions, during a snowstorm, and that the mission had been completed without accident or incident.
Sergeant Benjamin attributed that to a high standard of training in the battalion
and to highly proficient noncommissioned officers who enforced safety standards. Tough training standards, culminating in the TacEval a month before the
mission, naturally played their part. There was also an element of good fortun e
involved but, as Benjamin aptly remarked, "good soldiers have good luck:'84
TI,e final consequence of Operation SHI NING PRESENCE was the value of
the experience itself. TI,at was particularly important for the 69th ADA Brigade
because its other standing deployment, to Operation SOUTHERN WATCH, only
involved the movement of personnel and a minimal amount of supplies and
equipment. After action reviews pointed up the criticality of deployment train ing within the units and remarked that the rotation of battalions through Operation SOUTHERN WATCH was of value in that regard because it helped maintain
the skills of the officers and noncommissioned officers charged with handling
movement control. One clear conclusion to be drawn was that readiness to deploy and be mission effective was much more than just a matter of the traditional
"technical and tactical proficiency:'
After the return from Israel, the task force also remarked on the lingering
unanswered questions. Chief among them was that there still was not an ap-
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proved combined standard operating procedure (SO P) wilh Israel. and that
Illeant that important questions about rules of engagement. engagement au*
thority, se lf~defc ns e criteria. and givi ng another nation limited tacLical control
of Ame rican systems remained to be se llled. ~5 Whatever problems remained,
however, the exper ience of sending 5-7 ADA to Israel had been of enormous
value, and the brigade made certa in that the fruits of that experience were
communicated to its other battalion , 6-52 ADA. The transmission of that ex~
perience soon bore additional fruit , when 6- 52 ADA deployed to Turkey for
Operation NORTHERN WATCH.

Honing the Concept: Operation

NORTHERN WATCH

Iraq remained at the cen le r of events. Allied de te rm ination to enforce
the United Nations resolutions concerning the no -fl y zone in northern Iraq in
January 1999 appeared likely to provoke some response from Saddam Hussein .
Since allied aircraft were operating from Incirlik Air Ba se in Turkey, it appeared
possible that Iraq might fire missiles at the Incirlik area to punish Turkey for
supporting the coalition against Iraq. Thus, the Turkish government passed a
request through the American Embassy in Ankara to have an American Patriot
task force sent to defend the area for the duration of the ex isting crisis . Turkey's
ch ief concern was to defend the air base at lncirlik and the adjacent city of Ada na . In response, European Comma nd sent a survey a nd assessment team to
Incirlik on 15 January to find a si te for Patriot operations. M
The threat assessment was much as it had been for the deployment to Israel. Iraq maintained somewhere between forty- five and sixty AI-Hussein Missiles (a Scud B var iant) and berween six and ten launchers within the missile's
maximum range of the Turkish border. Previous assessments indicated the
likely station ing of the launchers in positions whose range could include both
IncirIik and the state of Israel. Those sites yielded a nominal missile flight time
to Turkey of around eight minutes. Additionally, Iraq had six military airfields
from which it could launch combat aircraft. The two nonhe rnmost were some
165 kilometers from the Turkish border and about twenty minutes' flight time
from Incirlik. The number and types of Lraqi aircraft were known with a rea sonable degree of certainty, although the degree of aircraft operational readi ness was purely a malter of conjecture. Iraq had some 27 F-I Mirage fighters
and 23 MiG-23 Fishbed fighters at one airfield and 23 SU-22 attack aircraft at
the other.
The airc raft were not the threat against which the Patriots were requested,
however, since the allied air forces maintained a regular combat air patrol over
the no-fly zone and were confident that they could detect and deflect any attack
by aircraft. Instead, the problem was the Scud launchers, which Saddam Hussein could activate from hidden positions, particularly in major cities, readying
them for action within an estimated ten to fourteen hours.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff gave the mission to United States European Command, which assigned it to USA REUR. USAREUR, in tllrn, swiftly passed the
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requirement to V Corps, which immed iately a lerted its 69th ADA Brigade. S]
The operation had a short lead time. The brigade had to alert. assemble, and
deploy a Patriot task force with all of its associated sustainment beginning not
later than 0814 the next morning. 16 January, and provide an air and theater
missile defense of lncirlik Air Base and, insofar as it was within the system's
capabilities, also provide such a defense of the adjacent metropolitan area as
quickly as possible.
111e brigade commander, Colonel Graziano, made a quick reconnaissance
visit to Incirtik, which informed the basis of the brigade plan. His survey includcd 'the probable threat level, the NBC detection capability at the air base, the
current status of forces agreement, the existing force protection arrangements,
and the command and control structure of Operation NORT H ERN \VATCH. He
was reassured to find that his task force could an ticipate no command and control problems with the joint task force in Incirlik and that the existing command
architechtre would allow his units to obtain accurate air traffic information. 1he
Patriots would be under operational control of the commanding general of the
existing U.S. joint task force. 1UI To accomplish the tasks the warning order enumerated, he determined that the brigade would send one Patriot minimum engagement package, while preparing other MEPs for deployment if that became
necessary. The inilial plans envisioned a sixty-day mission.lI'1
Graziano gave the mission to the 6th Battalion, 52d Air Defense Artillery,
then commanded by Ll. Col. Mark S. Bahr, and directed the unit to deliver its
fire unit to the deployment processing center in Kaiserslautern by 1100 on 19
January. He expected the battalion to move to Incirlik Air Base within ninetysix hours of receipt of the brigade order-on or about 0800 on the morning of
20 January. 1he first air load was to carry the advance party and its equipment,
and was to be followed by subsequent aircraft delivering the Patriot minimum
engagement package, forty PAC LI missiles, and the necessary command and
control equipment. The commander of the advance party was immediately to
coordinate with the commander of the combined joint task force in Incirlik to
determine what had to be done to receive the unit and to set up sufficient support to sustain it at the air base.
Despite such active coordination, Task Force 6-52 was not to come under
the operational control of the com mander of the combined joint task force, Operation NORTHE~N \'(/ATCH , until ~ whccls up" from Ramslein Air Force Base.
To sustain operations, the battalion's 549lh Maintenance Company deployed
a section and its equipment as parl of the task force. Graziano set the x-hour
for deployment in the evening of 14 January 1999, with the n-hour sequence to
start on the morning of 16 January. Graziano selected the 5-3 of 6-52 ADA,
Maj. Joseph A. Simonelli, Jr., as the Patriot task force commander. In the brief
interval before deployment the battaJ ion was able to do additional planning on
the basis of a second reconnaissance that Graziano and three of his staff made
on 17 January to consider air defense technical questions. 90
The alert order came at the start of a four-day weekend, a time when many
soldiers were away from Ansbach, some as far afield as Switzerland. The bat-
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talion received notice on Friday afternoon, 16 january, that the leaders should
attend a briefing the next day, and therefore began recall procedures right away.
Within four hours more than 90 percent of the battalion was present, and all the
rest were on hand within a day. Using the x-hour and n-hour sequences that 5-7
ADA had developed and used in its deployment to Israel, 6-52 began preparing to move one minimum engagement package to Turkey, while keeping three
other batteries ready to go if needed. A complicating factor was the on-going
conversion of the entire 69th ADA Brigade to the new Patriot battalion configuration, so there was some turmoil at battery level for which junior leaders, in
particular, had to allow.91
The battalion readied elements of headquarters and headquarters battery
and the 549th Maintenance Company for movement and picked Battery D as
the fire unit to deploy. The choice rested on a number of considerations. First
among them was that Battery D was fully ready to deploy. Not only was the unit
predeployment processing fully up to date, but the battery had also just completed a rigorous command inspection in which it had done particularly well.
The fact that the battery had never fired annual service practice was not unusual
for Patriot battalions at that time. None of the batteries had undergone a tactical
evaluation more recently than two years earlier. Yet, reviewing Patriot system
evaluations conducted as part of the co mmand inspectio n, Simonelli knew that
Battery D had two of the best Patri ot crews in the battalion, not to mention a
battery executive officer and first sergeant that he thought particularly strong.
He was also impressed with the capabilities of the recently arrived battery commander, Capt. john Wanat, who knew Patriot tactics and operations thoroughly
on the basis of extensive battery experience. In terms of overall training, Battery
D had served as the "pusher" unit for batteries that had recently deployed for
Operation SOUTHERN WATCH and had been involved in helping those units
train for their mission. Consequently, Simonelli thought Battery D was better
prepared than either Battery C or Battery E for immediate deployment.
With only one firing battery actually deploying, the battalion was able to
use its other batteries to carry out many of the necessary tasks to prepa re for
unit movement, leav ing Battery D free to do some extra training with its fire
control crews. Simonelli spent the same time in last minute training with his
battalion tactical operations center crews. While that was go ing on, one of the
other batteries prepared Battery D equipment for movement; a second road
marched the equipment to Ramstein Air Force Base; and a third handled the
entire air loading procedure. Within seventy-two hours of notification, the deployment package was at the aerial port of departure, and ninety-six hours after
notification , on 20 january, the first flights were airborne from Ramstein . The
lead aircraft arrived at Incirlik Air Base at 2230, local time, that same day"
The first of the air missions carried the battalion command post, the task
force commander and battery commanders, and the personnel and equipment
to begin setting up the defense. Subsequent aircraft brought in the rest of the
MEP, the maintenance equipment, and the rest of the soldiers. A separate aircraft delivered the missiles. Wanat took over setting up the task force for opera-
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tio ns, leaving Simonelli free to work out with the Operation NORTHERN WATC H
American co mmander, Air Force Brig. Gen. David Deptula, how the Patriots
would be integrated into the combined joint task force. Tactical disposition of
the equipment was based on the conclusions that Graziano's reconnaissance
team had already reached, and Wanat and Simonelli looked over the site and
made final decisions about how to place the equipment. By the time that quick
reconnaissance was done, the subsequent air loads had begun to arrive. Enough
sold iers were available to un load each aircraft as it landed and to take the equipment to the positions from which they would operate. The final task was loading
the missiles on the launchers.
W hile Battery D orga nized the defense, Simonelli began a series of meetings with Deptula and the Air Force general's Turkish counterpart to determine
the rules of engagement and how the Patriot task force would be integrated
'into the combined joint task force. In effect, Simonelli was the ARFOR commander, although that formal co mmand arra ngement did not exist. TI,e first
day's discussions set the mission parameters. Task Force 6- 52 was responsible
for anti tactical ballistic missile defense and not for defense aga inst aircraft of
any kind; fighter aircraft stationed at Incirlik were capable of handling fighters and bomber aircraft, the "air breathing threat;' in air defense parlance. By
the time the discussions were over, Deptula had agreed to endorse whatever
rules of engagement his new air defense experts thought appropriate, a vote of
co nfidence Simonelli appreciated. 1he Turkish co-commander likewise agreed,
signing the first-ever agreement between the United States and Turkey on rules
of engagement.
Site improvements proceeded rapidly with the help of Air Force engineers
and security police. Temporary hardsta nds were soon replaced with co ncrete
footings adequate to bear the weight of the launchers and radars; berms were
erected; site drainage constructed; and wire strung for force protection. Soldiers dug "Scud bunkers" for emergency use, then built fighting positions in and
around the battery location. Telephone lines were installed right away, and the
battalion tactical operations center was quickly in direct communications with
the combin ed air operations center, which was also located on the air base.
TI,e task force soon established a daily routine. Acting on the presumption
that there would be no Iraqi missile attacks during daylight, when the coali tion aircraft patrolling the no-fly zone would be in a position to observe any
launches, the task force was able to keep the radars off for most of the daylight
hours. (Map 13) Nights, or any time the coalition air forces were not fl ying,
were the more likely times for a ballistic missile attack . Satelli te early warning
mo nitored the area fo r the recognized Scud launch profile, and that information could be down-linked instantly to the battalion tactical operations center
through the Air Force command and co ntrol network. Co nsequently, the fire
control crews were able to spend much of their time in training, using simulato r
tapes that kept them current not only on local air defense tactics, but also on
the tactics used in NATO's Central Region. Routine system maintenance could
be performed during the daylight hours, as well. Simonelli conducted periodic
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unannoun ced operational readiness evaluations to test the bauery's proficiency,
and training was furthe r enhanced by running a complete crew drill as part of
any site tour for the combined joint task force commander or other visitor.
As events turned ou t, Iraq never launched any Scuds at Turkey while TF
6- 52 was stationed the re. although the re were several alerts of possible attacks.
11,C first came seven days into the mission. when early warning detected what
appea red La be Scud launches. Simonelli later concluded that the Iraqis had
actually launched a saJvo of Scuds straight up, in a fruitless attem pt to bring
down some of the coalition aircraft patrolling the no-Oy zone. A similar series
of launches occurred in April, but they, like the one on 27 January, were not di rected at Turkey. Both ~eve nt s ," as the task force cha racterized them, served as
opportunities to test unit operational readi ness a nd validated the command and
co ntrol architecture created for O peration NORTHER N \'(lATC H .
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O riginally, the deployment had been envisioned as lasting some sixty days.
but it was extended in length severaJ times as the year progressed. On 13 Ma rch
1999 the Joint Chiefs of Staff lengthened the term of the mission in Turkey to
on or about 20 May 1999. 9) The 69th ADA Brigade had already determined thal,
in the event of any prolongation of the mission, it would relieve the deployed
uni t and replace it with another battery from 6- 52 ADA. Consequently, on 14
March the brigade ordered Battery E to relicve Battery D. which was to return
to Germany,'»
In May the mission was again ex:tended. that time until Independence Day,

necessitating another rotation of fire units at Incirlik, with Battery A replacing Battery E.95 As with the previous relief. soldie rs fro m the headquarters and
headquarters battery and 549th Maintenance Compa ny were also replaced by
troops arriving from Germany. The deployment of Battery A differed fro m the
previous rel ief in place, however, because the brigade ordered it to take its Patriot equipment with it. When Battery E returned to Germany. it brought back
the equipment that had been sent (0 Turkey in January so that required deep
maintenance could be performed.%
By the time su mmer arrived. the task force had begun to think of the mission in Turkey as a permanent one. much like Operation SOUTHE RN \'(IATC H in
Saudi Arabia. It was therefore with little su rprise that the unit received notification at the beginning of July that the secretary of defense had decided to continue the deployment for another two months. Responding to that extension.
the 69th ADA Brigade issued orde rs for Battery C to replace Battery A. with
appropriate changes in supporting person nel as well. 97
O n 16 July Maj. Thomas M. \'('alton. the newly arrived batta lion 5-3. replaced Si monelli as commander of TF 6-52. Only a few days after his ar rival,
Battery C replaced Battery A at Incirlik . Days later. notification arrived in Turkey that the missio rl was ending. In fact. the redeployment order came shortly
after the last mission extens ion. Battery C was just in the process of assu ming
the mission when. on 21 July. the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued an order canceling
the operation a nd V Corps issued instruct ions to im pl ement that order.98 Discussions about whether to redeploy by ai r or sea delayed the fi nal arrangements
for departure. which USAREUR confirmed on 23 July and which V Corps transmi tted 10 the task force on 28 July. The intention was for the forces to return to
Ge rmany on or about 2 September or upon secretary of defense verbal approval
and Joint Chiefs of Staff notification, whichever occurred earlier. Ihe V Corps
had been concerned about the deployment for some lime because it exceeded
the operat ional tempo capability of the Patriot force.'IY The 69th ADA Brigade
detai led the final instructions fo r TF 6- 52 on 30 JUly. IOO
Wa lton arranged in sequence the tasks that needed 10 be done to return
the task force to Germany. starting with updating redeployment data. Talking
with 69th ADA Brigade. he learned that he had about seventy-five hours before
the uni t checklists fo r redeployment had to be started. The original plan was
to return the task force to Germany via sea lift. so Wa lton and his small staff
worked with the combined joint task force. with the Navy. with the Turk ish
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authorities, and with the Military Transportation Movement Command to make
the arrangements to clear the equipment through customs, move it to the designated port, and then load it on ships. Eventually a decision was reached that it
would actually be cheaper to fl y the task force back to Germany. Another consideration was that sea lift would consume a lot of time, keeping the Patriot battalion unavailable for further assignment for an extended period. The battalion
surmised that the demands of contingency missions, coupled with the scarcity
of Patriots in Europe, had much to do with the decision to move the task force by
air. Once the demanding task of clearing Turkish customs had been completed,
the air flow went smoothly. The last aircraft left Incirlik on 13 August.
Once back in Germany, reconstitution and retraining turned out to be minor
issues. Because the batteries that served in Turkey were able to train on Central
Region tactics as well as the theater-specific tactics, the units returned to Germany fully capable of reassuming their mission there. The prinCipal retraining
issue had to do with things the batteries simply couldn't do at Incirlik. Because
they were committed to a fixed site air defen se, the troops couldn't do any mobility training. Captain Wanat remarked that moving the equipment, powering
it down, powering it up, taking it off of the pads, and setting it up for operations
were really perishable skills that needed to be exercised constantly. The units
were able to do walk-throughs and discuss mobility training, but that was not
the same thing. For various reasons, including political sensitivity, the units did
little NBC training in Turkey, either, so that had to be made up after the return to
Ansbach. In general, however, the recovery was quick. Battery D went through
an external evaluation on NATO tactics within forty-five days of its return to
Germany and scored well. The experience of the remainder of the battalion was
similar.

Impact of Overseas Operations on ADA Doctrine
For V Corps and its ail' defense artillery brigade, the decade after the end of
the Persian Gulf War was unquestionably a busy one. More than that, however,
it heralded a way of looking at ail' defense operations that was completely at odds
with previous habits of thought. Since the earliest days of the Cold War, the model for air defense operations had been integrated command and control (ICC),
with every fire unit linked to centralized fire distribution centers that assigned
priorities of fire and prevented fratricide, on the one hand; and the wastage of
missiles by simultaneous engagement of a target by two fire units, on the other.
Such a control architecture was appropriate for the missions envisioned for the
ail' defense artillery, and particularly for the ail' defense of Western Europe from
a Warsaw Pact attack. Communications and centrali zed control maximized the
value of every fire unit. The integrated ail' defense system was a fundamental
precept, as Maj. Harry Cohen observed:
We began writing the doctrine on Patriot at the height of the Cold War. ... It was written with a high in tensity conflic t in mind, and the idea wa s that we fight as a battalion
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and integrate fi res through the ICC. In turn , yo u integrate those fi res wi th Haw k

across the battlefi eld th ro ugh the AN/TSQ-73 system. T here was that building-block
mentality of air defense in the theater. We even talked about the "theater architecture
of a ir defense." God forbid you should have a single battery out there, fighting on its
ow n! T hat was the worst case scenario, because then yo u had a loose cannon, and the
probab ility of frat ricide went way up.1D1

All that abruptly changed after the end of the Cold War. By the time 69th
ADA Brigade was sending its batteries and battalions to Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
and Israel, that model no longer applied. It was true enough that the 69th ADA
Brigade and its battalions continued to exercise the NATO tactical procedures
and to undergo certifying inspections on a regular, if infrequent, schedule,102
the reby retaining a capacity to operate in the familiar structured, centralized air
defense system envisioned by the doctrinal publications. 10) Th e deployments,
however, opened up a new operational world . There was no superstructure of
air defense command and control in northern Turkey or in Israel, so air defense
tas k fo rce operations had to be controlled from the battalion control center.
Moreove ,~ the pace of operations was so brisk, and the rate of change in the
tactical situation potentially so rapid, that the offi cer on the spot, often a major
commanding a task force, or even a captain commanding a fire unit, had to
make all the tactical decisions himself. TI1ere was little aid to be gleaned from
the sta nding operating procedures in such situations. W hile each battalion had
worked hard to build tactical procedures appropriate to the area of operations,
the immediate tactical situation was, at least potentially, at variance with the
ass umptions th at underlay any such document. An additional complication was
that joint procedures and combined procedures remained in the process of being formulated, in many cases. Nothing written prior to a deployment could be
expected to envision the situation an air defense task force would face.
TI1erefore Major Cohen spoke the truth when he said that the operational
reality in 1999 was completely different than it had been in 1989. W hen deploying out of Germany, 69th ADA Brigade units were generally small and independent, and their commanders had to think in terms of stand-alone units. No
longer could battery commanders look to a control and re porting center for
engagement instructions. Instead, as Cohen observed, "we have to put people in
cha rge of those units . .. that are capable of fighting . .. On their own, with only
commander's intent to guide them:'104 TI1e impacts on doctrinal development
within the Air Defense Artiller y branch were obvious.
At the same time, the 69th ADA Brigade strongly influenced the evolution
of ADA doctrine as it sought to change its organization to meet the demands of
sw ift de ployment. Probably the single- most important innovation in the course
of the decade was the invention of the Patriot Minimum Engage ment Package,
which made it possible to deploy enough f,repower to satisfy immediate tactical
requirements and to do so with the fewest possible Transportation Command
aircraft. TI1e deployments to Israel and Turkey proved the minimum engagement package concept, which the Air Defense Artillery School had already begu n to adopt in its revisions of doctrinal manuals by the end of 1999.
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Air defense missions in the latter part of the 1990s also demonstrated the
necessity of retaining the brigade echelon of command for various types of battalions assigned above division level. 'TI,e 69th Air Defense Artillery Brigade
staff commanded and managed all of the air defense deployments, a task co mpletely beyo nd the capabilities of the small air defense element liaison team
on the V Corps staff, as well as beyond the capabilities of an already heavily
engaged corps staff. 'TI,e deployment missions, not just of air defense artillery
units, but also of other type units across the corps, argued strongly that the
brigade-level staffs were utterly indispensable for the kinds of missions V Corps
co ntinued to be given.

NOTES
'The 32d AADCOM consisted of th e 10th A ir Defense Artill ery (ADA) Brigade (HAWK),
69t h ADA Bri gad e (H AWK), 94t h A DA Bri gad e (Ni ke He rc ul es), IOSth ADA Brigade
(C ha pa rra l-Vulca n), a nd t he 11t h Sign al Battalion . The hea dqu a rte rs, co mmanded by a
majo r ge neral, was stati oned at Ca mbra i-Fritsch Kaserne in Darmstadt and was assigned to
Headq ua rters. United States Army, Europe, and Sevent h Ar my. Thi s chapter ha s be nefi ted
from c ritica l reviews by t he followi ng parti ci pa nts in the eve nts desc ri bed : Col. Tim R. Glaese r,
Lt. Co l. Ha rr y Cohen , and Col. Dav id Casl11u s. T heir com ments and reco mme ndations have, as
approp riate, been inco rporated into the tex t.
2 The 32d Army Air a nd M iss ile Defense Command (AA MDC) beca me the Army Forces
a nd Jo int Fo rces Land Co mponent COlllm a nders' (A RFORI] FLCC) orga ni zation fo r theater
ai r and missile defense pla nn ing. integration. coo rdin ation, and exec ution. The 32d AAMDC
coordinated and integrated theater missile defense to protec t co nti ngency, forward ~dep l oyed,
a nd reinfo rci ng fo rces. as we ll as des ignated theater st rategic for ces and in stall at ions. The
32d AA MD C commanded ec helo n above co rps (EA C) ADA bri ga des a nd ot her units as
approp ri ate to a given m ission. T he 32d AAMDC was based at Fort Bli ss. Texas, and fell with in
the a uthority and unde r th e ope rat ion al contro l of U.S. Forces Co mm a nd . T he headquarters
deri ved frol11 th e 32d Arm y A ir Defe nse Co mm a nd , prev iously stationed at Darms tad t,
Ge rm a ny. after it was re turned to the United Sta tes as pa rt of the Eu ropea n drawdown of
forces.
1 The 69t h ADA Bri gade was ass igned to V Corps; the lOSth ADA Brigade was assigned
to XV III Ai rborne Corps; the 10th ADA Brigade was inac tivated; a nd the 94th ADA Brigade
was ass igned to USA REUR until in ac tivated in 1998. The 31st ADA Brigade. a unit al read y
aSS igned to U.S. A rm }' Fo rces Comma nd, wn s ass igned to I II Corps. Th e 35th A DA Brigade
wns assigned to 1 Corps. The llth ADA Bri gade remain ed under co ntrol of U.S. Army Forces
Co mm a nd .
./ T he 69t h A DA Brigade and its subordin ate elements were reassigned to V Corps effect ive
1 Se ptember 1991 per USA REUR Perm a nent Orde rs 138- 3, 28 Aug 1991. Ma inte nance a nd
ordn a nce compa nies we re reass igned to V Co rps effec tive 1 Se ptemb er 1991 per V Co rps
Perm ane nt Orders 11 9- 03,27 Sep 1991. Effec tive date a me nded to 16 October 1991 pe r V
Co rps Permane nt O rde rs 123-19, 8 Oct 1991.
j To foll ow t he de bate. see tes tim ony frolll th e COIIgl'essiollnl Record: John Co nye rs,
Jr., "O penin g Statement by t he C hai rm a n of th e Committee on Gove rnment O pernti ons
Subco mmitt ee on Leg is lat ion a nd Nati o na l Sec urit y. A n Ove r s ig ht Hea rin g on th e
Pe rfo rm a nce of t he Patriot M iss ile in th e G ulf \X/a r," 7 Apr 1992; and "Testimon y befo re
t he Legislation and Nationa l Sec urit y Subco mmi ttee o f the House Governm ent Ope rations
CO l11mi ttee, Ap ril 7. 1992 ." Jam es WI . Ca r ter, Richard Davis, Maj. Ge n . Jay M. Ga rn e r,
Reuven Pedatzu r, Theodore Postol, Pete r D. Zimme rman , a nd Cha rl es A. Zra ket. A lso sec
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the following repo rts: Patriot Missile Defellse Software Problems Led to Systems Failure at
DlwllJ'aI1, Saudi Ambia, General Accou ntin g O ffice (GAO) Report B- 2470949, Febr ua ry 1992;

Data Does Not Exist to CO/leills;!'el), Sa)' HoII' Well Patriot PeI!orllled, GAO Report B- 250335,
Septe mbe r 1992; Peljorlllflllce of tIle Patriot Missile Systelll in the Gulf \.\'ltlI~ from Report of
llle HOltse Comlllittee 011 GOllernlllelltai Opemtiolls, Glle Hundred SecoJld COllgress, First (mel
Seeo/ld Sessiolls, 199J-1992, Report 102- 1086, 1992, 1'1'. 179-88; Postol / Lew is Rev iew of Army's
Study on Patriot Effectiveness, Lt r, Ted Postol to Rep. John Co nyers, Jr., 8 Sep 1992; Steven A.
Hildreth, EvtliU(ltioll of u.s. Army Assessment of Patriot Alltitactical lVlissile Effecti veness ill
the \\'1(11' Agaillsllmq, Cong ress ional Resea rch Ser vice for the House Gove rn ment Operations
Su bco mmittee on Legislation and National Sec ur ity, 7 Apr 1992. Also see Max Boot, "New
U.S. House Com mittee Report W ill Say Patriot Miss il e Failed," Chl'istiall Sciellce Nlolli tOl~ 23
Sep 1992; Sey mour Hers h, "Missile \Xlars," Ne lv Yorker, 26 Sep 1994, pp. 86- 99; Josep h Lovoce,
"Conyers: Reopen Patriot Gulf Perfo rman ce Rev iew and C lear Up Ar my Disc repan cies,"
Defellse Week, 1 Jun 1993, pp. 15- 16.
" For discussio n o f thi s t heme, see Terence M. Dor n, "Afte rm ath: The Eme rge nce of
Pat riot as an Instru ment of U.S. Fo reign PoliCY," Ail' Defellse (Spring 1998).
7 United Nation s Sec urity Cou ncil Resolutions 687 (3 Ap r 1991),688 (5 Ap r 1991), and 949
(15 Oct 1994).
8 Information Paper, USAREUR ODCSO PS ( DAMO ~ ODOM), 1 Dec 1999, su b: Patr iot
Missi le Battal ion Deployme nt Schedules.
9 Briefi ng, 1- 7 ADA Ope rat io n DI GN IFIED REORGAN IZAT ION, n.d ., but 1998. Progressive
dec reases in fo rce levels ac ross the Arm y prevented the Ai r Defense from rea li zi ng th at last
objective of decreasing person nel turbulence.
10 Effective 16 May 1998, USAREUR Permilnent Orders 114-8,24 Apr 1998, assig ned the
1st Battalion. 7t h Air Defense Arti ll ery; the 5th Batta lion, 7th ADA; the 549 th Ma intenance
Co mpany; and the 19th Ma intenance Company to V Corps, whi ch fu rther assigned them to
69th ADA Brigade. Batta lions were ass igned to V Corps followin g inac tivation of 94t h ADA
Brigade, effect ive 15 Jul y 1995. per USA REUR Perma nent Orders 208- 2, 27 Jul 1995. Battery
A. 1st Batta lion. 7t h ADA, was redeSignated Batter y 0, 5th Battalion, 7th ADA, effecti ve 16
July 1999 per USAREUR Perma nen t Orders 132- 01, 12 May 1999. Battery F, 6th Batta lion,
52d ADA, was redesignated Batter y E, 5th Bat talion, 7th ADA, effect ive 16 Ju ly 1999. per
USA REUR Permanen t Orders 132- 2, 13 May 1999.
II 1-7 ADA Briefing fo r 94t h ADA Bde, ARA BIAN FURY, November 1996. T hi s briefing
assu med 1- 7/5-7 ADA integration fo r the mi ssion.
" 5-7 ADA Bri efin g, SWA CONPLANS, 6 Nov 1996.
OJ E- mail . Lt. Col. Mike Locke (1- 7) to Lt. Co l. Dan Kirby (5- 7), 22 Nov 1996, slIb: SWA.
l~ O n t he joint tra ining process, refer to: Memo, 1- 7 ADA for 94th Brigade S-3, 26 Sep
1996, su b: T F 1- 7 ADA S\XlA Training Plan; Briefin g, 5-7 ADA, SW/A Trainin g Focus, Fa ll
1996; HQ, 94th ADA Brigade Wa rnin g Order 97- 004 (SWA C PXs), 11 Oct 1996; 5-7 ADA
Wa rnin g O rder 002 to O PORD 97- 9 (SWA CPXs), 171600 Oct 1996; HQ, 94t h ADA Brigade,
FRAGa 00 1, to Wa rning Orde r 97- 004 (SWA CPXs), 30 Oct 1996; Mcmo, 5- 7 ADA for
S- 3, 30 Oct 1996. sub: Proposed O PD Topics and Tactica l Sem ina rs fo r Addition to MAC
(Ch.N I); HQ, 94 th ADA Brigade Operation s O rder 97- 004 (SWA C PXs), 18 Nov 1996; 5-7
ADA O peration Order 97- 9 (SWA CPX), 21 Nov 1996; 94t h ADA Brigade, SWA TAC Semin ar
Briefing, 25 Nov 1996; 5- 7 ADA Fo rce Protec tion Traini ng Pl a n, 2 Dec 1996; 5- 7 ADA
Proposed SWA Trai ning Plan, Jan uar y 1997; 5-7 ADA Proposed S\XfA Training Plan, Feb ruary
1997; 5-7 ADA Proposed S\XfA Trainin g Pl an, Ma rch 1997; 5- 7 ADA Pro posed S\VA Training
Plan, Ap ril 1997; 94t h ADA Brigade Briefi ng; n.d ., SWA EXEVAL Ove rview; Bri efi ng, n.d., 1- 7
ADA Rea r Detachment O peration s.
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" 5-7 A DA Bri efi ng, 10 Dec 1996, DCl NC USA RE UR SWA Bri efing.
T he concept was de fi ned in t he Patri ot tech n ica l man ua ls and was further defin ed in
USA REU R Pa mphle t 350- 44, 1998.
17 Unt il 1998 th e 69 th ADA Brigade had been a V Corps ADA br igade. ass igned olle
Pat riot mi ssil e batta lion and one Stinger m issi le batt alion. the latter a sho rt-ra nged sys tem .
Both battalio ns of t he 7th Ai r Defense Artill ery had previo usly been assig ned to the 94t h A DA
Bri gade, to whic h USA REU R assigned t he strateg ic deployment m iss io n.
18 l nterv, autho r wit h Maj. Harry L. Cohen, Exec ut ive O fficer, 69 th ADA Brigade, a nd 5- 3,
Ta sk Fo rce SHI NING PRES ENCE, 18 Jan 2000, Giebelstadt A rmy Air Field. Ger many; 69th A DA
Bri gade ME l> Bri efi ng Slides, n.d .
1\1 Cohen inte rview.
20 Joint Task Force Noble Safeguard Bri efin g, 17 Feb 1998, Cdr JTF Update.
21 Memo, HQ, USEUCOM for C hief, EUCOM Su rvey a nd Assess m e nt Tea m (ESAT )
to Isr ael, 15 Feb 1998, sub: Term s of Refe re nce fo r [SAT to Israel; Me mo. HQ. USEUCOt'vt
fo r Cdr, JT F Noble Safeg uard, 25 Fe b 1998, sub : Term s of Re fere nce for Operatio n NO BLE
SAFEGUAR D.
22 Memo, HQ, USEUCOM fo r C hief. EUCOM Sur vey and Assess ment Team (ESAT ) to
Israe l. 15 Feb 1998, sub: Term s of Reference for [ SAT to Israel.
23 Com bined Proced u res fo r Ope rat io n NO BLE SA FEGU,\IW (C PONS) , 1 Apr 1998.
24 After Action Re po rt fo r Joint Task Fo rce Nob le Safeguard. Apri l 1998.
2S M FR, HQ 5th Batta li o n (Pat riot). 7th Ail' Defense Artill ery. 7 Apr 1998. sub: O peratio n
NOB LE SAF EGUA IW Afte r Ac tio n Review (AA R).
26 CjCS O rder 6 Nov 1998, O rder Direct ing Prepa ratio n fo r Deploym ent of U.S. Fo rces
to Israel; USAR EU R O rde r 070049Z Nov 1998: \'(Iarn ing O rde r #1, NOBLE SA FE GUA RD II;
USC INCE UR O rder 091735Z Nov 1998: O pe rat io n NO RDI C KNIGHT; V (US) Co rps O rder
102 14 1Z Nov 1998: V (US) Co rps EXORD fo r EDR E ISO o(O pel'atio n NO BLE DEFE NDER.
n Ltr, Defense and Armed Forces Attac he, Em ba ssy of Israel, to the Joi nt C hief of Sta ff, J5,
6 Nov 1998.
" M sg, JCS to USA REU R, 7 Nov 1998, sub: JCS Prep to Execu te O rde r; M sg, HQ,
USA REU R to V Corp s. 070848Z Nov 1998, s ub : Wa rni ng Orde r #1, NO BLE SAF EGUA RD
II; Msg, HQ, USA RE UR to Ill u lt iple add ressees, 091630Z Nov 1998, sub: Ac tivatio n of JTF
Headqua rte rs (O peration NOUL E SA FEGUARD); HQ, USC INCEU R O rder 09 1735Z Nov 1998,
Di rec ting Exec utio n Level Pla n ning fo r O pe ratio ns to Augme nt M iss il e Defe nse of Israe l.
29 Msg, HQ, USA REU R fo r Illultip le adl'essees, 09231SZ Nov 1998, sub: EXO RD (01' EDR E
ISO Ope rat io n NOB LE DEFEN DER; Msg, HQ, V Corps to V Corps uni ts, 10214 1Z Nov 1998,
sub: V Corps EXOR D fo r ED RE ISO Ope ratio n NOB LE DEFEN DEU. Ge ne ra l Burn s assu med
dut ies as co rps de pu ty co mm a ndi ng ge nera l o n 28 August 1998, re pl aci ng Ro un t ree, who
received orders to a NATO assign ment.
30 M uch of thi s d iscussio n is d raw n from Cohen inte rview. At t he tim e of t he m issio n,
Co he n was the 5- 3 o f 5- 7 ADA a nd served as the JTF S-3 in Israel.
" ClCS O rde r 111 63SZ Nov 1998, Cl CS Deploym ent Prepara tio n O rder; USC INCEUR
O rder 122035Z Nov 1998, USC INC EUR Plann ing O rder; Msg, USCINCEU R to all Euro pea n
Co mm a nds, 14xx35Z Nov 1998, sub: Ope ratio n FLEXIBLE RESO LVE.
32 Memo, JT F Com man de r for C INC EUR , 14 Nov 1998. sub: C DR's Sit Re p.
lJ Memo. JT F Co m ma nde r fo r C INC EU R, 15 Nov 1998, su b: C DR's Sit Rep, w ith xerox
co py of t he repo rt se nt back to Ge nera l Bu rn s via telefax wit h Gene ra l Cla rk's hand written
co mme nts.
}4 Msg. COM JTF FLEX IBLE RESOLVE for EUCOM , 16 Nov 1998. Sit Rep #4 (covers act ivities
fro m 150001Z Nov 1998 to 160001Z Nov 1998).
16
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Jvlemo, JTF Com mand er fo r C INCEUR, 16 Nov L998, su b: CDR's SitRep.
A batt le book was a un it's comp ilation of pla ns, o rders, maps, reco nn a issa nce su r veys,

and similar documents related to a particu lar mi ssio n.
37

Memo, JTF Commander fo r C INCEUR, 17 Nov 1998, su b: CDR's SitRep.

Cohen inter view. T hat was the 69 th ADA Brigade's inte rpretat ion of EUCOlvl's
intentions, not a form al intelligence est im ate.
JH

40

Mem o, JTF Co mma nder for C INCEUR, 18 Nov 1998, s ub: Cd r's Si tRep.
Memo, JTF Com mander for CINCEU R, 20 Nov 1998, su b: CD R's Sit Rep.

~I

HQ, JTF, Ope ration s Plan 98- 11 22 2130L Nove mber 1998, Giebelstadt, Ge rmany.

19

"Torch Pa r t y" was V Co rps nomenclature fo r an advanced party, o r ADVON.
43 Cohe n inte rview.
44 5_7 A DA Bri efin g Slide, Patriot Readiness Considerations, n.d., but Nov 1998.
45 Cohe n interv iew.
46 See Niemo, JT F Sh ining Presence J3 fo r JTF C hief of Staff, 22 Nov 1998, su b: Batt le Book
Com ments. Also see Memo, HQ, 5th Battalion (Pa triot), 7th ADA, for Un it Commanders a nd
First Sergea nt s, 13 Nov 1998, s ub: Su pport Eq uipme nt to be Read ied .
47 JCS Deployment Pre paration Order, 0 5173 0 Z Dec 1998; Msg, USCINCEUR for
USA RE UR et aL, 061735Z Dec 1998, s ub: Dep loy ment Prepa ration Orde r.
48 E- mail J"'isg, Maj. Gen. Juli an B. Bu rns for M aj. Gen. Ro na ld Keys (US EUCOM J3), Maj .
Ge n. Dav id D. McK ier na n (USA REUR ODCSOPS), e t aI., 7 Dec 1998, 0850, s ub, Rece ipt of
EUCOM and USAREUR o rders.
49 C -Oay denoted com mitmen t day for the forces engaged .
50 JTF Operat ions Plan Briefing, Ope rat io n FLEXI BLE RESOLVE, 2311 30Z Nov 1998.
51 Msg, Cdr, V Co rps, for Cd r, 69t h A DA Bri gade and V Co rps majo r subo rdin ate
com mand s, 071545Z Dec 1998, s ub: V (US) Co rps Mission O rder 99-18 (S HI NING PRESENCE).
S1 Msg, C dr, V Cor ps, for Cd r, 69t h ADA Brigade and V Co rps major subordinate
com mands, 072 1.15Z Dec 1998, s ub: V (US) Corps Mission Orde r 99- 19, Immed iate Reca ll of
Aug me ntat io n to JTF Shin ing Prese nce.
S) Ibid.
S-! HQ, 5th Batta lion, 7t h ADA, Operation Order 98 - 06, Exercise Nob le Shirley, 090700Z
Dec 1998.
Sj Memo, 5t h Battalion (Patriot). 7t h ADA, for Cd r, JTF Noble Shirley, 9 Dec 1998. sub:
Significant Act ivi ti es Report, TF 5-7 (091700Z DEC 1998).
56 Inte r v. autho r with 1st Sgt. Lea nd er Benj a min, Batte r y A, 5t h Batta lio n, 7th ADA,
Operation S HI NING PnESENCE, 7 Dec 1999, Underwood i<ase rn e, Han au, Ger many. e mpha sis
in or igi na l.
H Public affairs g ui dance from HQ, 5t h Batta li on, 7t h ADA, Opera tion O rder 98- 06,
Exerc ise Nob le Shirley, 090700Z Dec 1998.
58 JTF A lpha Operat io ns Pl an Briefing, 13 Dec 1998. Also see Sixt h Flee t Co ncept
of Operations a nd Schedu le of Eve nt s for Exercise Nob le Shirl ey, 030645Z Nov 1998;
USC INCEUR Execute Orde r in s uppo r t o f Exercise Noble Shirley. 082235Z Dec 1998.
" T he dep loymen t o rde r" Msg, USC INCEUR fo r USAREUR et a I., 082235Z Dec 1998,
sub: Exec ute Orde r, EDRE o f a Pat riot Battalion H ISO Exe rcise Nob le Shirley; Msg, Cdr,
USAREUR, fo r Cdr, V Co rps, et a I. , 09 0734Z Dec J998, s ub , Dep loy ment O rder for EDRE ISO
Exe rcise Nob le Shirley; Msg, Cdr, V Co r ps, fo r Cd r, 69th A DA Bri gade a nd V Co rps major
s ubord inate co mm a nds. 090116Z Dec 1998, s ub: V (US) Co rps Mission O rder 99-20 (Noble
Sh irley); Msg, USAREUR for multiple addressees, 091122Z Dec 1998, sub: Immediate Reca ll of
Augmen tat ion for EORE ofTF Alpha in Sup port of Exercise Noble Shirley; Msg. USC INCEUR
for USA RE UR et a I. , 091533Z Dec 1998, su b: Individua l Augmentation Direct ive for Operation
42
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SH INING PRESENC E; and Nlsg, USAREUR fo r multipl e add ressees, 09 19102 Dec 1998, sub:
C ha n ge I to Dep loyme nt Order for EDRE ISO Exercise No bl e Shi rley. Also see HQ, 5th
Battalion, 7th ADA, WARNORD 99- 003, Operation Nob le Defender, 12 Nov 1998.
60 HQ, 5th Battalion, 7th ADA, Operation O rder 98- 06, Exe rcise No bl e Shirley. 090700Z
Dec 1998.
6l Msg. DCOM JT F for USEUCOM, 10 Dec 1998, su b: SITR EP #1: Covers Activi ties from
090001Z Dec 1998 to 100001 Z Dec 1998; Memo, DCO.vIJ TF for C INCEU R, 2230, 9 Dec 1998,
sub: SITREP 02 JT F Nobl e Shirley; and handwritten note, Lt. Co l. Jones, Current Operations,
for V Co rps G - 3, attac hed to 69 ADA Brigade telefax cover shee t tran smitting JTF SITRE P 02.
6~ Details o n t he dep loy ment a nd other aspects of the operat ion have been ext racted
from Headqu a rters, JTF Shining Presence, O pe rations O rder 4249A OTF Shining Presence),
121300Z Dec1998.
63 Co hen inte rview; NIFR, Battery B, 5t h Bn (Pat riot), 7th ADA, 25 Feb 1999, sub: EDRE!
Deployment Training Docll me ntat ion.
64 O bserved a nnuall y in Dece mber, t he Feast of St. Barbara honors the pat ro n sa int of
th e A rtill ery a nd, more particu larly, th e "trad itional brotherhood of sto nehuri ers, catapul tel's ,
roc ke teers, gunners, a nd miss il eers." The reas t of Sa in t Barbara fall s on Dece mber 4t h and
is t rad iti ona ll y recognized by a ro r mal Dinin g. ln o r militar y dinne r, often involvin g t he
presentat ion of th e O rder or Sai nt Barbara.
M USCINCEUR De ployme nt Preparat ion Order, 061735Z Dec 1998. The order direc ted
the de ployment to begin on 8 Dec 1998; Co hcn interview.
IJ6 Memo, 5th Bn (Pat riot), 7th ADA, ror Comm ander, JTF Nob le Shirl ey, 10 Dec 1998, su b:
Sign ifi ca nt Act ivities Report, TF 5-7 (10 1700Z DEC 1998).
67 Memo, 5t h Bn (Patriot), 7th ADA, ror Co mmander, JTF Noble Shi rl ey, 11 Dec 1998, su b:
Sign ifican t Act ivities Report, TF 5-7 (111700Z DEC 1998).
ISS Me mo, 5t h Bn (Patriot), 7th ADA, ror Co mm a nder, JTF Noble Shirley, 12 Dec 1998, sub:
Signifi ca nt Act ivities Re port, TF 5-7 (1217002 DEC 1998); also Memo, 5th Bn (Patriot), 7th
ADA, ror Co mm a nde r, JTF Nobl e Shirley, 13 Dec 1998, sub: Signi fica nt Activi ties Repo rt, TF
5-7 (131800Z DEC 1998).
69 Memo, 5th Bn (Patriot), 7t h ADA, fo r Commander, JTF Noble Shirley, 14 Dec 1998, su b:
Sign ifica nt Act ivities Report, TF 5-7 (141700Z DEC 1998).
7(l Memo, 5th Bn (Patriot), 7th ADA, ror Co mmander, JTF Noble Shirley, 15 Dec 1998, su b:
Sign ifican t Act ivities Report , Rear Det<lchm ent, TF 5-7 (151700Z DEC 1998).
71 Hq. HQ, 5th Bn, 7t h ADA, Operat ion Order 98-06, Exercise Noble Sh irley, 0907002
Dec 1998.
12 Cohen interview.
1J U.S.· Israel T heater M issile Defense (TNID) Combi ned Sta nding Operati ng Procedures
(CSOP) (Dra ft), 23 Sep 1998.
" Me mo, 5th Bn (Patri ot), 7th ADA, thr" A RFOR Cdr, for Cdr, JTF Alph a, 15 Dec 1998,
sub: Significant Activ ities Re port, TF 5-7 (151700Z DEC 98). Mea nwh ile, th e rear detachment
co nsolidated its remaining troops and planned for the possibili ty that it might be requ ired to
support thc dep loyed elements of the battalion. See Memo, 5th Bn (Patriot), 7th ADA, (0 1' Cd r,
JTF Noble Shirl ey, 16 Dec 1998, sub: Sig nifica nt Act ivities Report, Rear Detachment, TF 5-7
(161700Z DEC 1998).
75 Me mo, 5th Bn (Pat riot), 7th ADA, thru ARFO R Cdr, ro r Cdr, JT F Alph a, 16 Dec 1998,
sub: Signi ficant Act ivities Report, TF 5-7 (161700Z DEC 98).
" Memo, 5th Bn (Patriot), 7th ADA, thr" ARFOR Cdr, for Cdr, JTF A lpha, 18 Dec 1998,
sub: Significant Act ivities Report, TF 5-7 (181700Z DEC 98).
n IYlell1o, 5th Bn (Pat riot), 7th ADA, th r" ARFOR Cd r, fo r Cd r, JTF Alpha, 19 Dec 1998,
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sub: Significa nt Ac ti vi ti es Report, TF 5- 7 (191700Z DEC 98).
73 Memo, 5th Bn (Patri ot), 7th ADA, for Cdr, JTF Noble Shirle y, 17 Dec 1998, su b:
Significa nt Act ivities Repo rt, Rea r Detachm ent, 'IF 5-7 (171730Z DEC 1998).
79 Memo, 5t h Bn (Patriot), 7th A DA, fo r Cdr, JTF Nob le Sh irley. l8 Dec 1998, sub:
Sig nifi cant Act ivities Report. Rear Detachment, TF 5-7 (181800Z DEC 1998).
so Memo, 5th 611 (Patriot), 7th ADA, thru ARFOR Cd r, for Cd r, JTF Alpha, 20 Dec 1998,
sub: Sig nifica nt Act ivit ies Report, Tf 5-7 (20 17002 DEC 98).
SI Benjamin interview.
82 Cohen interview.
S3 Benjamin interview; Cohen interview. Sergea nt Benjamin had served in the last of th e
mobi le Nike Herc u les battalions, th e 2d Batta li on (Nike Hercu les), 52d ADA, sta tioned at
Ho mes tead Ai r Force Base, Florida. fo r the co nt inenta l Un ited States ail' defense mi ss ion until
1978, and with a batta li on element stationed at Fort Bl iss, Texas. The battalion mainta ined two
full sets of equipm ent. O ne was stat ioned in Florida for cont inenta l ai r defe nse and the ot her
set was stored at Fort Gill em, Georgia, in read iness for deployme nt.
84 Benjamin interview.
85 Cohen interview.
86 Fo r ge neral backg round informat ion and details of the pla ns deve lopment process, see
Briefing, 69t h ADA Brigade Mi ss ion Anal ys is, Ope rati on NO RTH ERN \XfATCH, for V Co rps
co mmander, Januar y 1999.
87 USC INCEUR Deployment Order, 132035Z Jan 1999. Units received the CJCS Plannin g
O rd er on 14 Janu a r y J999. USAREUR, HQ, WARNO for de pl oyme nt of PATRI OT to
Tu rkey, 151332Z Jan 1999. V Co rps Mission O rder #99-30, PATRIOT Support to Operation
NonT HERN \,(IATC H, 16125 1Z Jan 1999. Ad d iti o nal g uidan ce wa s gleane d from Msg,
AM EMBASSY ANKARA for multip le addressees, 131500Z Jan 1999, sub: J"lFA on lega l basis
for No Fly Zones, ROE No rth ern Iraq, Patriots, and DECA.
88 Memo, Col. H. A. Graziano for 69t h ADA Bri gade Leaders, 16 Jan 1999, sub: Initi al Trip
Report for Ope ration OTTOMAN \'(IATCH.
89 Unl ess o th er wise cited, all deta ils of the mission arc draw n from HQ, 69th ADA
Brigade, Operations Order 99- 01, Patriot Sup port to Operation NORT HERN \'(IATC H, 16 Jan
1999.
90 Memo, Co l. G raz iano for 69th ADA Brigade Leaders, 17 Jan 1999, sub: Trip Repo rt
#2 fo r Ope ratio n OTTOMAN \XIATC H. Th e tea m return ed to Ge rm any o n 18 Ja nu ary and
immediately we nt to Ansbach to share its findin gs with TF 6-52 ADA.
91 Disc uss io n of th e deployment is based on th e fo llo wing, unl ess ot herwi se cited:
In terv iews, author with Maj. Joseph A. Simo nelli, Jr., S- 3, 69th ADA Brigade, and Cdr, Task
Force 6-52, Operation NORTH ERN \VATCH, 18 Jan 2000, Giebelstadt Army Air Field, Germany,
and with Maj. T homas M. \'(ta lton, Executive O fficer, 6th Battalion, and Capt. John Wa nat,
Commander, Battery D, 6t h Battalion, 52d ADA , Operation NORT HERN WATCH, both on 13
Dec 1999 at Shipto n Kaserne, Ansbach, Ge rm any; a nd M ichae l \Xfa lton, "Ottoman \Xfatch:
6- 52 ADA Deploys to Defend Inc irli k Aga in st Iraqi Sc uds, Ai,. Defellse Magazi/le (Septem ber
1999).
92 Also see Mcmo, Batte ry B, 6t h Battali on, 52d ADA, for Bn Cdr, 24 Jan 1999, su b: D
Btry Deployment Afte r Ac tion Revicw; and MFR, Battery D, TF 6- 52 ADA, 29 Jan 1999, sub:
Dep loyment A fter Ac tion Report.
9} qcs Msg, 130315Z Mar 1999, Modificat ion to CJCS DEPORD for Patriot Deploy ment
to Incirlik Air Base, Turkey.
9~ 69th ADA Brigade \Xfarn ing Order 99- 05, O peration NO RTHERN \'(IATCH Patriot Task
Force Rel ief in Place, 121200Z Mar 1999; 69th ADA Brigade Execute O rder 99- 06, Operation
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NORT HERN \x"ATCH Patriot Task Force Rclicf in Place, 141 2002 Mar 1999.
95 Msg, C]CS for multiple addressees, 1216052 May 1999, further extended the deployme nt
to Oil or about 4 July 1999; Msg, USA REUR for mult iple addressees, 071121Z May 1999, sub,
Patriot Extens ion in Turkey, Ivlission 9905030; Nlsg, V Co rps fo r 69th ADA Bri gade, 0718002
May 1999, iVli ssion Orde r 99- 71, sub: Patriot Sup port to Operation NORT HE RN WA T C H ; Msg,
V Corps for 69t h ADA Brigade. 1416272 J\llay 1999, su b: Cha nge 1 to J\lli ss ion Order 99- 7 1.
Patriot Support Operation NORTHERN \X' ATCH; 69th ADA Brigade W'arn ing Orde r 99- 09,
100700 2 May 1999, Operation NORTHERN \'(fATC H Patriot Task Fo rce Transfer of Autho ri ty.
96 69t h ADA Brigade Execute O rder 99- 11, 1108002 May 1999, Operat ion NORTHERN
\VATCH Patriot Task Fo rce Tra nsfer of Aut hori ty.
9 7 CJCS Msg, 02 1850Z l ui 1999, su b: Operat ion NO RTI'IERN \VATC H, was modi fication 3 to
the C lCS deployment ord er issued on 16 lan 1999; 69th ADA Brigade Order 99- 12, 031200Z
l ui 1999, Operat ion NORTHERN WATCH Pat ri ot Task Fo rce Reli ef in Place; HQ, 6th Bn, 52d
ADA FRAGO 2 to 69th ADA Brigade Operation Order 99- 07, 291000Z Jun 1999, Operation
NORTHERN \XfATCH (OTTOMAN WATC H).
')8 Msg, CJCS for mu lt iple ad dressees. 211 95 7Z l u i 1999, sub: CJCS Exec ute Orde r.
Imm ed iate Redeploymen t of Pat riot Fo rces at Inci rli k Air Base. Tu rkey; V Co rps FRAGO 9930. 21 1857Z l ui 1999, Immed iate Redep loyment of Patriot Forces at Inci rl ik Air Base, Turkey.
" Msg, USAREUR for V Corps, 23 1300Z Jul 1999, sub, Cdr USAREUR Redeployment
Order of Pat ri ots in Turkey, Mission 9907106; Msg, Cdr V Corps to Cdr 69t h ADA Bri gade,
282145Z lu i 1999, sub: V Corps M iss ion O rder 99- 83, Redeployment of Patriot Eleme nts at
Incirlik Air Base, Tu rkey.
100 69th ADA Brigade Execute Order 99- 13, 30 1100 Z lu i 1999, Operat ion NOWI' HERN
\'(ft\TCli Patriot Task Fo rce Redeployment.
101 Cohen interview.
102 The p rincipa l external eva luation was t he NATO Tact ica l Eva luation, or TacEva l,
designed to make ce rta in that ADA n re un its were able strictiy to adhe re to NATO sta ndards.
O n the most recent NATO TacEval at the time of the Israel a nd Turkey deployme nts, see Col.
Ha rold A. Graz iano, "69th ADA Brigade Soldiers Dom inate NATO TACEVAL," Air DeJellse
(Spring 1998).
10} In part ic ular, Field Ma nua l 44 - 00, Air Defellse Opemtiolls (under rev ision as of Marc h
2000) a nd Field Ma nua l 44-85, Patriot BatterylBaUafioli Opemliolls (under rev ision as of
March 2000).
10~ Cohen interv iew.

The Mission to Bosnia- Herzegovina
"We have all the possibility oja NATO contingency in Yugoslavia:'
Col. \'(Iilli"l11 \'il, Alexander

V Corps Deputy Chief of Stan: 1992

"Stay Jocused and remain ready Jor any development:'
Ll. Gen. John N. Abrams
V Corps Comnl:lnding General
27 November 1995

"The operational pace fo r the forces in the United States Arm)~ Europe, is very high. The
tempo is extremely high, soldiers are working extremely hard, and the bench is extremely
shallorv."
~vlaj .

Gen. \X'illiam L. Nash

COtllmnndi ng General, 1st Annorcd Division
and 'lask Force Elgie in Bosnia-Herzegovina

16 ;vla), 1997

"Politics is to the strategic planner !Vhat weather is to the tactical plannel:"
Cotlllllent in V Corps Balt ic Stan"Meeting

15 ,"la rch 1996

T

he V Corps played a large part in the complicated North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) mission in Bosnia-Herzegovina that began
in 1995. In some ways that assignment refl ected the changes in operational technique with which the corps had been experimenting for five
years, not to mention being a completely different type of mission. In the years
after the end of the Cold War, V Corps had already reconsidered the way the
headquarters might expect to be employed in various types of operations. Since
the Persian Gulf War, V Corps had become accustomed merely to preparing,
training, and providing forces that other commanders used, rather than commanding those forces itself. When the United States Army committed forces to
the NATO Implementation Force in 1995, V Corps continued to prepare, train,
and provide forces, just as it had done in other operations after 1992. In addition, however, the corps staff also provided forces from the strength of the Spe-
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cial Troops Battalion I to erect the ad hoc headquarters required to support and
sustain U.S. Army units under NATO control. As a consequence, 1995 and 1996
were in many ways the most difficult and demanding years the corps had so far
experienced since the end of the Cold War.
TI,e new headquarters, described in detail below, was dubbed USAREUR
(Forward). It was stationed in Hungary and manned to a large extent with V
Corps staff and troops. The nature and requirements of the mission made it
very difficult to separate V Corps operations from those of the forward USAREUR headquarters. It was generally futile to try to determine what was a V
Corps staff action and what was a USA REUR staff action because V Corps staff
officers moved continuously between the corps staff and USAREUR (Forward)
staff, of which they made up around 60 percent; because the corps comma nder
also was the Deputy Commander, USAREU R (Forward), and conducted both
V Corps and USAREU R busi ness wherever he happened to be, in many cases
using the sa me staff officers for both purposes; because the corps commander
appeared generally to make no distinction between the missions assigned to
USA REUR (Forward) and V Corps (Main) staffs; and because V Co rps officers
had been deeply involved in the planning process for years before the deployment, and intimately involved in the immediate plans that sent American forces
to Bosnia.
Indeed, V Corps staff offi cers frequently lacked the time or the energy to take
notice of which "hat" they were wearing when they worked a particular action,
or the inclination much to care. TI,e surrounding cast of characters was famil iar, as well-a factor that complicated any attempt to make a distinction about
which staff was dealing with an issue at a given moment. TI,e 3d Corps Support
Command, which provided V Co rps logistics, essentially became 21st TI,eater
Army Area Command (Forward), wh ile the V Corps Artillery staff beca me the
headquarters of Task Force Victory, which supported operations from Gel'lnany.' In many ways, therefore, the needs of the NATO mission dismembered the
V Corps staff, and although many who served on that staff would argue the point
with some as perity, it vi rtually ceased to exist as an independent headquarters
during the first year of operations in Bosnia. It certainly functioned on a very
reduced scale and served more as a pool from which the various other staffs running Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR drew manpower.
Accordingly, the story of V Corps and the mission in Bosnia-Herzegov ina
became what members of the V Corps staff, however constituted and wherever located, did to plan and carry out their orders to place an American task
force under NATO control for implementation of the peace in the Balkans. One
thing is clear, however: command of all American forces in Bosn ia-Herzegovina
devolved upon NATO, and V Corps had no role to play at the tactical level in
the former Yugoslav state. TI,e story of V Corps operations instead lay in the
pla nning for deployment, sustainment, and redeployment; creation and operation of the headquarters that delivered Task Force Eagle to NATO and provided
America n national support to that task force; and all operations within Germany that supported American forces in Operation JOI NT ENDEAVO R.
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V Corps Plans from 1992 Through Early 1995
The possibility that the Army might receive some mission in the form er
Republic of Yugoslavia arose as early as the spring of 1992, when the civil war
ragi ng there captured world headlines. Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox, V Co rps
commander at that time, did not see the future of corps operations as being in
central Europe. Instead, he considered eastern and southern Europe to be more
vo latile because the situation there, more than at any time since the Second
World War, lacked control. The consequence, as Maddox remarked in 1992, was
that "old national, ethnic, and religious differences have arisen that precip itate
regional fighting:' Yugoslavia was an obvious concern, although not unique and
not, as he saw it, the end of a process that might require many peacekeep ing
mi ssions on NATO's flank s'
Still, Yugoslavia was the immediate fl ash point, and Maddox therefore asked
his staff for regular briefings on the situation in the Balkans, as well as a careful
consideration of the German attack on Yugoslavia in May 1941, and specifically
including an analysis of base areas selected, rail and road routes used and the
tonnage they carried, and the operations plan for that attack. Simultaneously,
Co mpany A, 302d Military Intelligence Battalion, presented an analysis of the
military topography of the region, and the corps historian and intelligence analysts presented a joint briefing on the political and cultural background of the
on -going civil war. Thereafter, updates on the political and military situation in
th e Balkans remained a regular feature of the twice- weekly V Corps operations
and intelligence briefi ngs:' Co ncerned that there might be little time to react to
a crisis, Maddox stressed the need for co ncise, timely orders. He set the standa rd that the co rps staff had to be able to produce a complete operations plan
within six hours. More specifically, he emphasized that the staff had to learn
to write orders, instead of plans, the better to respond quickly to unfo reseen
threats .'
As the Republic of Yugoslavia continued to disintegrate, the United Nations
took an interest in monitoring the process · In January 1992 the UN secretary
general decided to send fifty military liaison officers to Bosnia to monitor the
latest cease-fire there,' and in February he established the United Nations Protect ion Force (UNPROFOR) as "an interim arrangement to create the conditions of peace and security required for the negotiation of an overall settlement
of the Yugoslav crisis:" It was in support of that effort that V Corps sent Task
Force 212, based on the 212th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, to Zagreb, Croatia, to care for UN PROFOR casualties .'
Concerned about the possible need to rescue UN peacekeepers from Bosnia atsome point, Pentagon officials in July 1992 asked USAREUR to determine
what would be required to sec ure a land route from the Adriatic Sea to Sarajevo. Calling in V Corps planners, the USAREUR staff began a crash project to
develop a concept to open a secure route with a thirty-kilometer buffer zone on
each side. After three or foUl' days the two headquarters arrived at a preliminary
answer that some 200,000 soldiers would be needed. The planning task was
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especially problematic because, in the words of one of the lead V Corps staff
officers, it was rea lly on ly a "sketchy mission analys is based on some really rudimentary map studies and the best intel we had at the time on what the Bosnian Serb army had in terms of forces and equipment:" o When the staff began
to fra me its estimates, the co rps commander directed it to ass ume that there
was a viable role for NATO in Bosnia, but not for a unilateral force. Therefore,
his staff would not plan that the United States would conduct any Balkan operation entirely on its own. One of the major political co nsiderations, and one
arising from the Persian Gulf War, was a real question of whether it would
even be politically and diplomatically possible to use Germany or some other
third country to launch a non -NATO, unilateral contingency operation."
The corps staff took a nother long look at the problem sta rting in November 1992, going into co nsiderable detail after the first of the new year when
European Command organized a joint task force headquarters in Stuttgart to
evaluate a number of different options and contingencies, including the eventual air-lifting of humanitarian supplies to beleaguered civi lians in BosniaHe rzegovina as part of Operation PROVID E PROMISE." As a further complication for USAREUR, the United Nations on 11 December 1992 expanded its
UNpROFOR mission to include observation of the Serbia-Macedonia border,
a mission to which USA REU R, and eventually V Corps, provided forces." The
V Corps staff work in january and February 1993 concerned the possibility of
an evacuation of UN troops from Croatia, and in February 1993 the corps operations staff briefed the resulting draft plan to USAREUR, which then handed
it off to the Berlin Brigade for execution, should that ever be required."
Meanwhile, Europea n Comma nd used its joint task force in Stuttgart to
consider various other planning options. Chief among them was NATO OpLAN
4228, a peace implementation plan for Bosnia-Herzegovina. USAREUR designated the V Corps staff as the lead Army planners for that operation, and
the ir deliberations co ntinued into May 1992, when the corps also brought the
1st Armored Division staff into the process . The operations staff already knew
that the 1st Armored Division was the designated American contingent for
any multinational or coali tion operation. In late Mayor early june the NATO
pla nners decided to use the Alli ed Command, Europe, Rapid Reaction Corps,
or ARRC, 15 for any miss ion in Bosnia, and the ARRC staff thereafter took over
the direction of NATO Balkans planning. Meanwhi le, the V Corps staff continued to do implementation planning in operations and logistics on behalf of
th e U.S. Army elements that wou ld be assigned to the ARRC.
Lt. Gen. jerry R. Rutherford, by then co rps commander, briefed the chief
of staff of the Army on the developing plan in May and june 1993 and received
additional guidance on how the Army should approach the problem. Among
other things, the chief of sta ff wanted the hard lessons learned from the recent
So malia intervention wrapped into the planning process . In any event, it was
at that point evident that the widely publicized Vance-Owen Peace Plan and
th e UN Peace Plan for Bosnia were not go ing to be implemented any time
500 n . 16
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Planning continued through 1993 and 1994 in various forms "at a very
macro level of detail;' as Lt. Col. Dan Sulka, the G-4 plans officer, put it, and
never lower than division staff. It was not until May 1993 that the requirement
existed to build a U.S. Army force deployment list to accompany the emerging
plans. l7 ln December 1994 the staff looked again at various NATO contingency
plans for the extraction of the UNPROFOR troops from Bosnia. As before, the
corps was to be a force provider. NATO's planning concept was to try to adjust
OPlAN 4228 for each mission, changing it as little as possible despite the fact
that differing missions might be involved. When General George Joulwan became Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, he gave Admiral Jeremy Boorda at
Allied Forces, Southern Europe, additional guidance to be ready on short notice
to pull the UN troops out if the situation in Bosn ia deteriorated. The resulting
NATO OPl AN 4·0104, which co nsidered extraction of the UNPROFOR from
Bosnia, projected a six- month mission that used a ratio of two to two and onehalf NATO soldiers for everyone UN peacekeeper to be extracted. That plan
was the most current NATO operation plan that existed as the events of 1995
began to heighten the crisis."
TI,erefore, at the beginning of 1995 the V Corps staff had been involved for
alm ost three years at varying degrees of intensity in plans for various co ntingencies in the Balkans generally, and in Bosnia-Herzegovina specifically. It was a
curious situation for planners educated in the l eavenworth tradition. There was
never a corps plan, or a USAREUR plan, or even a theater plan. Instead, work
was done at the NATO plans level. and the corps was given bits and pieces of
those plans with instructions to implement them as a force provider to a NATO
miss ion. Many frustrations arose. NATO planners did not necessarily look at
military operations as American planners would, and the corps staff occasionally found itself to be at the mercy of concepts with which it did not necessarily
agree.
From the deployment and logistical points of view, the concern was somewhat greater because political co nsiderations kept V Co rps planners distanced
from reality. TI,e battle staff was never permitted to make any actual reconnaissa nce of the ports, railheads, roads, and airfields in the Balkans. Instead,
planners had to depend upon satellite imagery, analyses the G- 2 terrain team
provided, their own map analyses, UN reports on bridge and route classification, and other such second- and third-hand information. TI,e staff, and particularly the G- 4 plans staff, remained extremely uncomfortable about having to
rely upon other peoples' assessments in making assumptions about information
that would be so crucial in any movement of American troops. No one was so
credulous as unquestioningly to accept those assessments as valid, particularly
those that came from nonmilitary sources unfamiliar with technical military
planning requirements.
Wary corps planners feared one other thing, as well. TIu'oughout the years
between 1992 and 1995, V Corps had carr ied out a number of operations outside of central Europe, some concurrent, so me executed on the spot, and very
few of which had ever gone through a form al planning process-the Task Force
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212 medical mission to Croatia was a notable example. Planners worried that
political events in the Balkans might not leave them adequate time to prepare
properly to deploy the 1st Armored Division or other corps units as part of any
NATO mission." lheir fears turned out to be well-founded.
'TI1e corps had issued orders in March 1993 for the 1st Armored Division
to begin training for various contingencies in Bosnia. Itself responding to the
changing mission requirements, the Seventh Army Training Center developed
a special training program based on needs determined in the course of division
mission planning, and the battalions thereafter began to include what was then
termed "operations other than war" as part of every training cycle. After March,
the possibility of going to Bosnia became an almost continuous disruption, in
the judgment of Brig. Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs, then V Co rps chief of staff.
"Every little flu ctuation of the international situation;' he said in August 1994,
had "resulted in a ripple of getting ready to go, involving some training and,
de pending on how serious the ripple was, some tweaking of the plans:' 'TI1e cost
to readiness was high, Meigs concluded, when having one division "on the edge
of a deployment situation for more than a year:" u
General Rutherford, noting the "lulls and peaks and valleys" in the crisis,
also commented on the demands such duty placed on the division. "Depending on whether we think peace is at hand;' he later said, "the division has had
to lean forward again and again. That alone, to the leadership, causes a lot of
turbulence:'" When Maj. Gen. William L. Nash ass umed command of the 1st
Armored Division in 1994, he was already aware of the almost two years of
tra ining th at the division had undergo ne to ready itself for a contingency in
Bosnia and of the costs the division had paid for that preparation. Such training
remained one of many missions the division had to accomplish, Nash observed
after the fact, because "Bosnia was a high priority when I ass umed command,
but it was not on the front burner:'" By the middle of 1995, that was to change.

Preliminary Steps in 1995
A steady escalation of the intensity of fighting in the fo rmer Republic of
Yugoslavia through the summer of 1995 increased the likelihood that the UNPROFOR peacekeepers might require assistance. In March Croatia informed
the United Nations that the UNPROFOR in that county had to be removed, but
later agreed to a revised establishment, the UN Confidence Restoration Organization, created on 31 March." Meanwhile, on 20 March Bosnia- Herzegovina
launched a major military offensive against the Bosnian Serbs in its northeastern region. On 1 May the Croatian Army likewise delivered an attack some
seventy-five miles southeast of Zagreb to regain territory held by the Bosnian
Serbs, fighting that marked the renewal of the 1991 war during which Bosnian
Serbs, supported by the Federal Yugoslav Army, captured nea rly a third of Croatia. 24

Probably as a response to that fighting, the Bosnian Serbs soon thereafter
made headlines by preventing UN peacekeepers from leaving their compound
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in Sarajevo. By 5 May Croatian and Bosnian Serb forces had carried their fighting into the mandated UN separation zones. Also in the spring, Bosnian Serb
troops took heavy weapons from a UN depot nea r Sarajevo and refused to return them. In response, NATO aircraft attacked eight Bosnian Serb ammunition depots, while the Serbs, in turn, fired on five UN-protected cities and, in a
humiliating episode for the UNPROFOR, took more than 350 UN peacekeepers
hostage. Thirteen more UN peacekeepers were used as "human shields" to protect Bosnian Serb ammunition depots at a military headquarters at Pale on 26
May. Two days later Bosnian Serbs seized thirty- three British members of the
UNPROFOR near Gorazde.
By the end of june most of the hostages had been released, but Bosnian
Serb forces on 12 july overran the UN-declared "safe area" of Srebrenica. In
early August Croatian and Bosnian forces attacked Bosnian Serb units in a brisk
campaign that regained control of the Kraijna area of Croatia and substantial
portions of northeastern Bosnia. Throughout that period, apparently random
shelling and sniper fire continued to produce casualties, culminating in a Bosnian Serb shelling of a Sarajevo market on 28 August that killed thirty-seven
and wounded eighty-five." The steady escalation of the fighting, as well as its
generalized spread throughout the region, revealed that the UNPROFOR was
unable to keep the peace under the circumstances that then existed and could
not even prevent the warring factions from taking UN soldiers hostage.
As early as july 1994 NATO had begun considering ways to retrieve the situation in Bosnia. In that month, Admiral Boorda's headquarters in Naples began
drafting OPLAN 40104 for the extraction of UN peacekeepers by NATO forces.
In the course of August the joint Staff informally directed European Command
to develop a concept plan to employ a peace implementation force using NATO
troops. Curiously, the joint Chiefs also instructed the European headquarters
not to coordinate its evolving concept with its component commands.'6 As a
consequence, planning at different levels of command proceeded without a
commander's intent having been articu lated- and therefore with varying assumptions and consequently taking varyi ng directions.
NATO published its initial plan in the middle of)anuary 1995, and American
headquarters subsequently began their own plan ning in support of the NATO
document. ·TI,e USAREUR requirement, calculated in February 1995, was for
around 24,000 soldiers to support OPLAN 40lO4, a troop level that European
Command later reduced to 13,500. At the end of March USAREUR ordered its
strategic reserve, the airborne task force assigned to the Southern European
Task Force (SETAF) at Vicenza, Italy, to begin its own planning to extract the
UN peacekeepers from Bosnia. Thus, on the first of April SETAF began working
on a plan initially known as RI SKY RUG RAT, and later as DARI NG LION ."
Direct V Co rps involvement began that month, when USAREUR directed
the Corps to run an exercise to help the ai rborne task force prepare for DARI NG
LION. Continuous SETAF planning and command post exercises culminated
in Exercise Mou ntain Shield at the Grafenwiihr Train ing Area between 10 and
12 june 1995. Despite all the effort that SETA F had put into the plan ning, its
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Task Force Lion arrived at Grafenwohr with "on ly a modicum of a plan;' in the
judgment of the corps staff. During the com mand post exercise, members of the
corps staff worked with the task force staff over a large-scale map in one of the
maintenance bays at the exercise area, war-gam ing the problem and proposing solutions . They were, as one staff officer characterized it, "scratching a plan
out in the dirt" at that point. By the time the command post exercise was over,
plans were still not written, but they had been well started and delineated with
both a clear picture of the missions that had to be performed and a concept of
how to accomplish those missions. To complete the task, the corps and SETAF
returned in September for Exercise Mountain Shield II, where staffs more thoroughly developed plans and tested the implementing procedures."
From the point of view of later planning, the Mountain Shield exercises
were valuable because they helped the staff to think throug h all of the problems
involved in such an operation and to rough out solutions .29 The early planning
work immediately proved useful. General john Abrams, who came to corps
co mmand in mid-1995, discussed the issues involved at length with General
William Crouch, the Army's commander in chief in Europe, and reached the
provisional conclusion that the U.S. involvement would be limited at first to air
power and intelligence operations, although inserting ground forces appeared
likely if the various parties finally did sign a peace accord. 30 Providing against
the likelihood that more than a light airborne task force would eventually be
needed, USAREUR in july directed V Corps to develop a campaign plan for the
deployment of an American ground force to Bosnia-Herzegovina. It was with
that step that V Corps became decisively involved in the forthcoming operation, and that the evo lution of what eventually became USAREUR Campaign
Plan 40105 bega n."1

Troops-to-Task Analysis and Mission Analysis
When the joint Chiefs in August asked European Command for an operational concept and statement of requirements, General joulwan passed the
question of requirements to the USAREUR staff, which began a troops-to-task
analysis and itself turned to V Corps, which would obviously be the principal
provider of forces for any operation. The corps G-3 plans officers quickly generated their own troops-to-task analysis outlining the forces that would be necessary in three situations: at "m inimum;' at "mission essential;' and at "prudent
risk" levels. The corps forwarded its completed estimate to USAREUR, which
reviewed it and established the corps computations as the base line for the U.S.
force deployments to Bosnia."
Aside from the experience of the two Mountain Shield exercises to prepare
SETA F's Task Fo rce Lion for Operation DAR ING LION, a solid basis for further
planning already existed. The corps had earlier developed a plan to deploy 1st
Armored Division as part of the ARRC into Bosnia for peacekeeping missions
of various sorts, and the d ivision had been trai ning and preparing itself for almost two years on the basis of that plan. There was also a plan in existence for
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peacekeeping missions of the type carried out by the UNPROFOR, and the staff
had further prepared a related plan to extract the UNPROFOR from Bosnia
under conditions of duress, if that became necessary. Beyond that, there had
been a dialogue between corps and USAREUR planners for a number of years
about the possible employment of American, and specifically V Corps, units in
the area of operations. Finally, there was the happy coincidence that the new
V Corps chief of war plans, Lt. Col. Albert Bryant, had been a battalion commander in 1st Armored Division and brought with him a considerable amount
of background knowledge about Bosnia-Herzegovina. Already assigned a notional sector in Bosnia, Bryant's battalion had studied the terrain and the technical and tactical requirements that operations there would impose and that
would have conditioned the structure of his task force. His knowledge proved
important to the plans staff as it began its work.
The G-3 planners were delighted to find that, for the first time, the corps
was not given an up-front constraint about the number of soldiers that co uld be
used. Rather, USAREUR asked the corps what forces were necessary to conduct
an operation over a sustained period under the conditions that appeared to exist in Bosnia. The planning guidance issued by USAREUR and the corps commander anticipated a very different operation from those that had previously
been envisioned. In the past, all operations assumed a low force level and a very
short duration mission. Now, the G-3 was expected to plan for an operation
that would last for more than six months, that would require sustainment of
the force in theater for an extended time, and that would be a peace making or
peace enforcement mission, rather than a peacekeeping mission-an important
distinction in terms of the way the forces had to be organized, equipped, and
trained. At that time, the projected mission involved two major function s. TI1e
first was organizing and developing an American force to assist in the NATO
peace enforcement mission, and the second was an "equip and train" mission to
provide assistance to the armed forces of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The corps evolved three courses of action for a force level that it thought
was appropriate for the anticipated tasks. Further guidance from the co rps
commander led planners to develop the estimate in the direction of a powerful,
corps-size task organization, a heavy mechanized force capable of dealing with
any tactical situation that might arise. TI1at was a key decision, because it led
the corps away from the concept of using a single division for all tasks. Implicit
in the organization the corps suggested was some kind of national support element located in or adjacent to the theater to manage sustainment of the task
force. All of the options were substantial ones: Course of Action #1 called for
38,000 ground troops; Course of Action #2 called for 34,000; and Course of Action #3 called for 31,000.
TI1e corps sent its stafr estimate back through USAREUR to U. S. European
Command and to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and all three superior headquarters
carefully discussed the document and reviewed its provisions and recommend ed courses of action. Out of that discussion emerged the force cap of25,000 that
was imposed on the total U.S. strength in Bosnia. Pondering that limitation, the
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corps staff estimated that such a force would involve an acceptable risk because
American troops would also be augmented by so me three brigades of multinational forces, each of which would bring its own logistical support. TIle immediate conclusion, however, was that the 1st Armored Division staff needed to be
considerably augmented, because its existing co mmand and control structure
would be overwhelmed by the add itional forces and the wide range of missions
that had to be supervised.
Preliminary and often detailed discussions continued into the month of
September. Because the corps had been led to expect the possibility that it
would be ordered to deploy troops as early as 1 October, the staff developed a
short-notice plan based on the earlier plans to extract UN forces from Bosnia.
TIle base planning consideration gave the U.S. forces an area around Tuzla, but
ca lled for them to enter the area of operations from the Adriatic coast, passing
through the frenc h and German sectors. TIle operations plan involved the 1st
Armored Division and elements of five of the co rps' separate brigades to provide the needed combat support and logistics. TIle other major development
was that the "equip and train" mission was deleted. By that time the corps and
the 3d Infantry Division military assistance plan had been briefed to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs, but it seemed clear that the political decision to put it
into effect wou ld not be made.33
On 6 September selected portions of the corps battle staff went to Grafenwahl' to brief the corps commander on its progress with the mission analysis for
the NATO Implementation force' " General Abrams was not satisfied with the
d irection the analysis had taken. He told the planners that their thinking was
too tactical in nature and too operationally concerned, and that they had made
the basic mistake of doing a mission analysis for what would beco me Task force
Eagle, rather than for the V Corps co mmander, whose role in the mission was by
the n emerging as the deputy co mmander for USAREUR in a forward support
base. TIle analysis also did not pay sufficient attention to training the task force,
validating that training, and readying the task force for deployment.
Instead, Abrams wanted the staff carefully to review the connections between the strategic and tactical levels of warfare so that the corps wou ld be
able to assist the Task force Eagle commander in carrying out the duties of the
NATO Implementation force. Abrams told the staff that the corps' role in the
operation was twofold: it was the headquarters that would assist General Nash
in coping with the operational level of war while deployed; and, probably initiall y more important, it would prepare the 1st Armored Division to take up its
duties in Bosnia-Herzegovina. following that meeting, the battle staff remained
at Grafenwahr for five or six days, developing the issues Abrams had raised, and
then returned to Heidelberg to continue work on the mission analysis.

Devising a Force Structure
TIle original concept of the operation was that V Corps itself would have
no part in the mission in Bosnia beyo nd preparing and providing forces. A re-
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inforced 1st Armored Division, supported by normal logistics- the 16th Corps
Support Group- would function under direction of the commanding general
of the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps, or COMMARC, as he was called. The planners understood Abrams' initial concept as being that a very small element of
the corps staff would go with the USAREUR (Forward) headquarters, while the
majority of the corps staff would remain in Germany to handle on-going, routine corps operations. Majors Richard Dixon and Ronald Hansen, both assigned
to G-3 Plans, developed a force structure based on the assumptions that the
units would operate in northern Bosnia and that they would have to monitor a
zone of separation between warring parties, that latter already an element of the
ongoing peace negotiations. Abrams told the staff that force protection was his
top priority, and the planners were therefore very conservative in building their
force estimates. That understood, their principal planning imperatives were
structuring the force, developing a strike capability, providing a reserve within
each brigade for force protection, and security and sustainment of the units.
The terrain in Bosnia governed many of the decisions. While the northern
region of the U.S. sector was fairly fl at, the southern area was mountainous and
difficult. Throughout the region the roads were poor and few of the bridges
had been weight classified. The compartmented terrain limited communications, and it was immediately obvious that radio relay stations would have to
be set up in some fairly isolated locations. Because of the poor roads, even the
base camps would be difficult- and slow-to reinforce in an emergency. One
of Dixon's and Hansen's first ideas was therefore to create a centrally located
strike brigade consisting of attack and utility aircraft and a light infantry force
that could reach any of the task force locations within fifteen to twenty minutes. That assumption governed stationing, with the resu lt that planners tried
to place the brigades at distances of not more than twenty to twenty-five kilometers from the base of the strike force.
Assuming a three-brigade American force, the planners decided to place
the majority of the armo r in the fl atter northern part of the U.S. sector, while
reserving the infantry fo r the eastern and western sectors. The plan gave each
brigade commander an attack helicopter battalion and allotted an additional
military police battalion for security missions. Working prior to the imposition
of the 25,000-man cap, Dixon and Hansen ended up with an estimate of 38,000
ground troops to accomplish the mission in Bosnia, which corps forwarded
to USAREUR as its preferred Course of Action # 1. Presumably reacting to the
USAREUR estimate, European Command issued a force cap of 38,000 for Task
Force Eagle, although it reduced the allowable total to 35,000 the next day and
to 20,000 on 23 August. 35
USAREUR responded to the force limitations by asking V Corps which
parts of the force could satisfactorily be replaced by multinational units. The
corps staff concluded that foreign construction engineers, combat engineers,
and bridging units would present no interoperability problems. Simi larly, transportation units for line haul could be from other armies, as could the chemical
units, heavy rotary-wing airlift, and some of the signal units. Medical support,36
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however, should remain based on American uni ts, as should psychological operations and civil affairs units, the latter chiefl y because they were implementing national policies. Attack aviation, air defense, military intelligence, and artil ler y support should also continue to be parts of the U.S. force structure. W hen
they fin ished that analysis, the G- 3 planners co ncl uded that some 11,291 of the
total force could be from foreign armies, leaving a U.S. force structure of around
19,900. The fll1al U.S. structure of the deploying force, Task Force Eagle, incorpo rated all of those considerations, as shown in Table 10.

T AIl LE JO -U N ITS ASS IGN ED TO T ASK FO RC E EAG LE

Headquar ters, 1st Arm el Div
Headquarters and HeadqwlI"lers Co

51h Bn. 3d Air Defense (Bradle),.Avenger)
50l s1 Mililar), Inlell 8n
141s1 SignalBn
1st Bde
3d iln , 51h Cavalr), (Mech Inf)
4th Bn, 67th Armor

2d Ilde
'~I h

Iln, 121h In f (Mech)
2d Iln, 681h A rl110r
41h (Aviation) Bde
1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry

2d iln, 2271h Aviation (Mlack)
3d Bn , 2271h Aviation (Allack)
71h Iln, 2271h Aviation (Assau ll Helicopter)
Engr Ilde
23d Engr Iln
40th Engr Bn
DivArt)'

2d Bn,3d Field Arl)' (155'111111. sel( propel led)
4th Bn, 291h Field Art)' (155' 111111. sell:propcl led)
Ilatler), C. 333d Field f\ rl )' (Ta rgel Acqu isition)
Djv Support CO ll1l1l a lld
SOlst Forward Support Bn

471h Support Bn
123d Supporl Bn
I271h Support Bn
Attached elements of'
30lh Mcd ical Bde (\I Corps)
22d Signaillde (\I Corps)
16th Corps Support Gp (3d Corps Supporl COl11l11and)
205th Milila r)' Inlcl i lleic (\I Corps)
18th !VI P Bele (\I Corps)
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The Shift to a Decision Support Template
Underlining General Abrams' co nclusion that his staff was developing its
mission analysis at the wrong level was the fact that on 1 August the 1st Armored Division ceased routine operations and began to develop its own plan
for possible deployment to Bosnia- Herzegovina." Clearl y, the corps staff was
duplicating work that the division was already doing.'" Most likely thinking it
the best way to redirect the battle staff's work, Abrams concluded that the G- 3
should begin to develop a decision support template. The plans officers believed
that Abrams thought the corps too far into preparation for the mission for the
staff to back up in its planning process all the way to a mission analysis. 11,e
chief of war plans, Colonel Bryant, assigned development of the decision support template to Lt. Co l. Peter Schifferle, and he began work on it on 13 September. 39
Schifferle designed the template on the basis of war-gam ing an operations
plan during the preparation of that plan. The initial draft decision support template had eight primary events, for each of which Schifferle identified between
three and seven subsidiary steps. By the end of September he had acc umulated
abo ut thirty critical steps, and the problem lay in figuring out what events had
to occur before each succeeding step could be taken:'· It soo n became apparent
that the task was an enor mous one that involved a great many variables. To help
deal with those variables, Col. Mark Gay, the corps deputy chief of staff, deta iled
Lt. Col. Fra ncis A. I. Bowers Ill, the V Corps operations research, systems analysis officer, to help.
Starting at the end of September and working fu ll time with the G-3 plans
staff through October, Bowers meticulously identified the critical events and
tasks for the deployment and placed them in the required sequence in which
they had to be carried out. He eventually produced a chart that displayed all the
in formation in what he later concluded was probably a confusing manner, but
one in wh ich the real value lay in the way the graphical representation of the
mission established the relationships among the events that had to take place.
The final events list amounted to 250 items. 11,e principal early impact of the
document was that it made clear how long the whole deployment process would
take when co nSidering the need to alert uni ts, prepare them for movement, and
actually load up and move out.
11,US the decision support template as used by the corps articulated the
sequence of decisions that would confront the co mmanding general. It identified decision points and, perhaps more important, created an awareness of the
impact of emerging events and the passage of time on forcing decisions to be
made. 11,e template was also valuable to the staff because it was a road map that
clearly delineated the reco mmendations they had to have ready for the co mmander at various points to support the decisions he was going to have to make.
It also forced the staff to come to gri ps with the inevitable changes in the process as time and political developments forced revision of the plan. Finally, the
temp late allowed the staft' to put the preparation, exec ution, and redeployment
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of the task force into a discrete set of time lines that specified a similarly discrete
set of events, each actuated by preceding events, and fostered an awareness that
the environment might change and, with it, the plan. In short, the decision support template drove the refinement of the staff estimates that really should have
been done during the mission analysis process:"
Events proved the decision support template to have been a well-conceived
document, since it actually impelled the continuing plan ning process. The staff
found that, although not every decision that had to be made had been identified on the template, there were no decisions on the template that did not have
to be addressed. Increasingly, the template-or, perhaps more properly stated,
the corps' use of that tool- began to drive events themselves. For example, an
early decision support template decision point was the need to conduct a planning exercise to synchronize the activities of the 1st Armored Division, the 21st
Theater Army Area Command, and the 3d Corps Support Command. In early
Octo bel; referring to the template, the com manding general directed the corps
G-3 to set up such a planning conference.

The Worry About Tim e Lines
General Abrams co nvened another planning conference at Grafenwohr
between 16 and 18 October, and in the course of that meeting he expressed
concern about the development of time lines. The first ground for concern was
that, from the standpoint of the Jo int Chiefs of Staff Crisis Action Procedure,
the system was already "broken:' The corps had begun planning on the basis of
an order that European Command transmitted through USAREU R, but had
received no information whatever about the mission through the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS) forma l alerting system. As events later transpired, there was a lot
of back-channel discussion going on among general officers about how to approach the task, but the lack of forma l notification was, throughout September
and October, a real and continuing concern. In fact, the corps learned in midNovember that the Joint Chiefs had issued a warning order in early October, but
that European Command had not seen fit to transmit it to USAREUR. Although
that did not turn out to have serious consequences, Schifferle recalled that the
absence of an order "left us thinking that we were doing something here in Europe that the qcs crisis action procedure was not authorizing us to do :" "
The second concern about time lines involved NATO. Early in the process
the G- 3 planners figured out that, the mission into Bosn ia being a NATO operation, there was a conflict between the U.S. unilateral system for notification
and alert procedures and the NATO system to activate an operations plan. Generally speaking, the corps anticipated that the NATO system would lag well behind the American system, and that turned out to be the case. There were valid
political grounds for that lag, but that did not compensate for the problems that
arose because of them.
As far as the corps battle staff could determine, the NATO staff in Naples
was using the pre-existing OPLAN 40104 as a basis fo r executing the Imple-
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mentation Force mission. Activating and adjusting OPLAN 40104 to serve as
the IFOR plan was the Allied Force, Southern Europe, way of kee ping up with
the pace of events . That plan had already been approved by the North Atlantic
Council, the political decision-making body of the alliance, which meant that
there were forces associated with it, as well as implicit approval for further
planning. Time- time that NATO and the corps might not have-would be
required before the North Atlantic Co uncil could issue a new planning directive and NATO could develop a plan on the basis of that directive. Using
OPLAN 40104 was therefore a stopgap measure.
The battle staff qu ickly di scovered serious problems with such a process,
the first of which was a cons iderable mismatch between the co ncept of the
new mission and the means allotted by the old plan. OPLAN 40104 was designed for the rapid movement of an extractio n force into Bosnia-Herzegovina
to remove UN peacekeepers under duress. In carrying out its mission, the extraction force intended to sustain itself from the logistical structure of the UN
Protection Force that was already there. After extracting the UNPROFOR, the
force would quickly leave the region. The contemplated duration of OPLAN
40104 was estimated at around ninety days, and the co mmand and control,
logistical support, and transportation arrangements all matched the mission
the plan articulated. As it planned for the expanded mission, the NATO headquarters in Naples transferred the com mand and control, logistics, and transportation arrangements for OPLAN 40104 to a new plan America ns dubbed
40104X, and tied them to a much larger and differently constituted troop
structure and a mission of one year's duration.
An equally serious worry about time lines was that the corps required suffiCiently early notification to manage the executio n of an operations plan. That
was a political question linked to the conclusion of the preliminary Proximity
Ta lks that opened on 31 October 1995 in Dayton, Ohio, among the parties to
the fighting. There was no way to predict when those talks would conclude,
or what the outcome might be. Obvio usly, it was desirable to have a deployment plan completed and awaiting developments in Dayton. At issue was the
fact that the lack of firm planning guidance from USAREUR had resulted in
a variety of plans among the Army subordinates that would exec ute the mission. There was no USAREUR commander's intent, nor was there yet a task
organization.
General Nash and his 1st Armored Division planners had developed a concept for execution of the peace enforcement mission inside what would co me
to be termed the "box" in Bosnia. The corps plan outlined how V Corps staff
officers thought the preparation and dep loyment wou ld take place. There was
also a SETAF plan, developed in Vicenza by Maj. Gen. Jack P. Nix, Jr., and the
staff of his airborne force, that laid out a different view of how the operation
would proceed. Finally, there was an outli ne support plan written by the 21st
1I,eater Army Area Command in Kaise rslalltern. Contributing to the problem
was the fact that the NATO chain of command was also issuing instructions
to 1st Armored Division via the ARRC. Meanwhile, the U.S. chain of com-
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mand was issuing instructions through the European co mm ander in chief's
syste m. Finally, general officers were constantly conferring through perso nal
meetings and telephone calls, while the chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the
secretary of defense were making trips to Europe to discuss developing events.
There were multiple chains of command, multiple sources of information, and
multiple sources from which requirements issued.
In the judgment of the Y Corps G-3 plans officers, it was indeed ]CS crisis
action planning, although without having the crisis action system activated, and
it was NATO crisis planning without having the NATO crisis action system
activated. The key to the problem was that the corps was trying to prepare an
American force for inclusion in the ARRC without having the ARRC authorized yet by NATO to begin deliberate planning. The immed iate task, as far
as Schifferle could tell, was to synchronize SETAF's Task Force Lion planning
with Y Corps and 1st Armored Division planning for Task Force Eagle, refi ne
the force packages, and synchronize U.S. logistical support. With that done, it
would be possible more clearly to define the role ofY Corps and USAREUR and
then assist with the ARRC's execution of the mission.

Crucial Decisions-The October Conference at Grafenwohr
TI,e process to which the staff was driven was, according to Schifferle's subsequent ironic evaluation, "certainly an interesting way to do things:' In trying
to figure out what Task forces Lion and Eagle were supposed to do, the staff attempted to coordinate the activities of two different headquarters, one of which
did not belong to Y Corps and the other which belonged to Y Corps only until
transfer of authority of 1st Armored Division to the ARRC. In the ideal planning
enviro nment, the ARRC would have planned the operation and issued requirements to the troop-contributing nations. Those nations would then have so rted
out how they were going to place their forces in the area of operations, where
transfer of authority to NATO co ntrol would occur. Unfortunately, however,
because of the American push to have U.S. forces prepared, and because of the
diplomatic efforts the United States was exerting as the lead nation in arranging
the Dayton Peace Accord, NATO was about forty -five days behind the Ameri can commands in its planning process.
Well aware of the lead-time requirements for deployment systems, Y Corps
planners could not afford to wait for the ARRC to develop its plan, because the
task force based on 1st Armored Division would not then have been ready to
execute such a plan. General Abrams was emphatic th at the task force would
be thoroughly trained and prepared for its mission, and that the preparation
and execution of the deployment would go well. The training was an especially
crucial issue, si nce the peace enforcement mission that loomed ahead required
a very different kind of training than that which prepared the division to fu lfill
the requirements of the Joint Service Capability Plan- the general war plan requirements. All of those needs made it imperative that the corps be well ahead
of the ARRC in the plan ning process.
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While all that was going on, the airborne task force, augmented by a V Corps
aviation force, that SETA F had developed to carr y out Operation DARING LION
was available. It had been prepared and validated in the Mountain Shield exercises by both USAREUR and V Corps chains of command . Task Force Lion was
fam iliaI' with its mission and the likely area of operations. Having a force ready
for the mission was a distinct plus, and military logic demanded that some place
be found for it in the development of the operations plan, on grounds of efficiency alone. That was a particularly acute co nsideration when the corps was facing
the possibility of an early November deployment. As time went on, however,
and 1st Armored Division beca me increasingly better prepared for the mission,
there was correspondingly less reason to have Task Force Lion involved.
Thus there were a lot of subjects to discuss at the planning conference that
General Abrams convened at Grafenwiihr in October. First of all, there had
bee n a mission change si nce the time Task Force Lion had been prepared and
trained. No longer was the task in Bosnia an extraction mission, but instead an
occupation to carry out the tasks associated with the peace plan that was being
worked out at Dayton. In that, Task Force Lion had no obvious role. Constituted
for the UNPROFOR extraction mission, it was not appropriately organized for
the NATO Implementation Force mission. However, as the staff assessed the
suitability of the task organization, it concluded that, while Task Force Lion
did not fit into the requirements as they then existed, its TF 3-325 Airborne
Co mbat Team could still have a major part in the plan under the control of Task
Force Eagle. The concept was that TF 3-325 Airborne would enter Tuzla quite
ea rly to establish the TF Eagle presence, allowing an orderly deployment of the
heavy, mechani zed forces of the 1st Armored Division. Abrams took that recommendation back for discussion with General Crouch and General Nix, and
they ultimately agreed to use the SETAF elements in that way.
The more difficult problem that the planning group approached in midOctober was arranging the deployment of Task Force Eagle. It was necessary to
"think operationa lly:' as Abrams had directed, and not to consider issues of how
to employ Task Force Eagle, which were matters for Nash and the ARRC commanding general. The corps commander's task was thus to deploy Task Force
Eagle in accordance with the ARRC co mmander's desires, and that turned out
to be a complicated business .
[n the course of 1993 the 1st Armored Division had do ne detailed planning
for a mission in Bosnia to support the Vance-Owen Peace Plan. TI,e co ncept
relied on deployment by sea into the area of operation and a march from the
Adriatic ports into Bosnia-Herzegovina. TI,at was not feasible in 1995. Trying to
pass Task Force Eagle through the Adriatic ports at the same time that the other
NATO forces were landing there, given the limi ted capacity of the ports and the
poor co ndition of the road network, would overwhelm both ports and roads.
From both an operational and a logistical point of view, it was more desirable
for the task force to enter Bosn ia from the north, instead. [n discussions among
the corps chief of s ta fl~ the G-3 plans staff, and the corps political adviser, the
idea emerged that it might be a good idea to have the U.S. forces enter Bosnia
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through Croatia, and perhaps even through Serbia, in order to involve those
two nations in the peace process. Conceptuali zing such a means of entering
Bosnia would be demanding, because the notion had never been assessed before, and the corps lacked the most basic information about the region with
whi ch to begin planning.
Up until that time the 21st Theater Army Area Command (TAACOM)
had not been deeply involved in the work that was going on, probably because
of USAREUR's reluctance to have that organization work on an operation that
might not ever happen - to the detriment of the TAACOM's ongoing daily
requirements as the USAREUR supp ort structure. However, by 17 October
Maj. Gen. James M. Wright, the 21st TAACOM commanding general, moved
his planning staff to Grafenwiihr, where they began to work fu ll time with the
corps and division planning staffs. The group went through the problem in
detail on 18-19 October and made a breakthrough when Wright's planners
came up with the idea of using Hungary as an initial staging base. This was
clearly the best course of action anyone had so far suggested, and the planning
group immed iately began considering means of deploying through Hungary,
where an intermediate staging base could be constructed:"
The combined planning group had spent two fruitfu l days at Grafenwiihr.
On 16 October they worked out tasks and responsibilities for the various task
fo rces. On 17 October they considered the force structure associated with
Task Force Eagle and the force structure that would be needed to set up an
intermediate staging base and to cross the Sava River to march Task Force
Eagle into Bosnia. Also on 17 October, they made some basic decisions about
the execution time lines and how long it would take to set up a transportation system, build the intermediate staging base, deliver the force to that base,
and then to deploy the force into the area of operations. On 18 October the
staffs remained in the relative seclusion of the training area and proceeded to
the means of handling the deployment itself, as well as the associated logistics support requirements. For all of those purposes, the critical decision was
where the intermediate staging base would be located, because that was the
decision from which all else would flow. Bearing in mind the primary goal of
force protection, the planners very quickly validated the suggestion of General Wright's planners that the only workable course of action was to put the
base in Hungary.
The other courses of action had some advantages at the strategic level.
Locating the intermediate supporting base in Serbia and moving American
forces through Serbia and into Bosnia, some planners hoped, would demonstrate to the Serbs that the United States was not biased in favor of either
the Moslem or Croatian sides in the conflict, and might eve n send the message that America was biased toward the Bosnian Serb side. Co nsidering earlier American actions, including the bomb ing of Bosnian Serb fac ilities, that
would probably have been a very good thing to do. However, political advice
suggested that Serbia might be an unstable environm ent, and that was unsatisfactory from the point of view of force protection. Establishing the base near
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Belgrade was not attractive, because there was only one route fro m Belgrade
into the Tu zla area, one that crossed the Drina River. The condition of that road
was poor. Moreover, the road from Belgrade to Tuzla paralleled the Drina River
fo r about thirty kilometers, all of which was within range of mortar fi re from
Bosnian Serb positions across th e river. The railroad from Belgrade to Tuzla was
not operational. Similar considerations prevailed when the option of placi ng
the staging base in Croatia was suggested. Locating the intermediate staging
base near Zagreb was logistically insupportable, because Zagreb was already
part of the NATO support plan and was in use by UNPROFOR and other organizations. Adding the American base would have overwhelmed the capacity of
Croatia to support all the va rious organizations fro m the city of Zagreb.
A second alternative in Croatia was to occupy a base near Siavonski Brod. It
had the disadvantage of being a small city with a limited rail network. It had also
been shelled in the recent past- in October 1994, by the Bosni an Serbs- and
the entire city was within mortar range of the Bosnian Serb positions. Many
diffic ulties with using Siavonski Brod thus suggested themselves, not least the
fact that it had no usable airfield within reach. Slavonski Brod was also poorly
positioned in that it was in that part of Croatia that bordered on Serbia and
that remained a bone of contention between the two states. It was therefore the
wo rst of all the possibil ities considered.
Hungary, by contrast, offered as many advantages as the other sites offered
disadvantages. Hungary was not directly involved in the conflict in Bosnia- Herzegovina, and all three of the warring factions would accordingly consider an
American base there to be a neutral presence that showed no bi as in favor of
any of the factions. The government of Hungary seemed willing to entertain the
idea of a semi-permanent U.S. base there and had a far better developed rail and
road network than Serbia and Croatia to support such a base. It also offered,
quite near the border, disused former Warsaw Pact military airfields that would
be available to C-130 aircraft, if not the larger transports. There were also firing
ranges in the immediate vicinity, which made it possible to consider training
troops at the staging base, as well as maintaining the training readiness of the
soldiers stationed in Hungary.
Most important, from the planners' point of view, was the fact that Hungary
gave the U.S. fo rce operational fl exibility. It was possible to build a base there
in a peacetime environment, with normal security arrangements. If the Dayton
Accord was not signed, removing the troops would be easy. If the accord was
signed but not implemented, U.S. forces would not be at risk. Placing the base
in Hungary would also allow the United States to position its lead brigade very
near the border, ready to move into Bosnia immediately, once agreement was
reached at Dayton. In addition, a base in Hungary gave the Army a place to statio n a strike force out of harm's way, but close enough by aviation flight distance
still to be effective as a reaction force for Task Force Eagle. The staff briefed the
Hungary approach to General Abrams as the best course of action, and he selected it as the location for the intermediate staging base. The next step was to
begin development of an operations plan that accounted for that decision.
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The planning group developed the operations plan over the following two
weeks, consulting closely with 21st TAACOM. The job was quickly done, and
Schifferle briefed the plan to General Crouch on 5 November. Crouch approved
what was by then known as the Campaign Plan as a basis for further planning
and as the basis for executio n. On 7 November Col. George Casey, the corps
chief of staff, presented the same briefing to the secretary of defense when the
secretary visited Hohenfels traini ng area. There was some urgency to finish the
plan, because developments on the political front seemed to promise an early
order to execute the mission. The parties to the fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina
had by that time agreed to the Proximity Talks that began at Wright-Patterson
Ai l' Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, on 1 November. In fact, the parties- Croatia , Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia- reached an
agreement that they initialed on 21 November and formally signed in Paris on
14 December 1995.' ·'

The Campaign Plan - USAREUR OPLAN 40105
The genealogy of the Campaign Plan, already alluded to, was not complex.
When NATO's Allied Forces, Southern Europe (AFSOUTH), in the summer
of 1995 changed the focus of its planning from extraction to an implementation force for a peace accord, it produced OPLAN 40104X, a revision of
the earlier plan issued in hopes of avoiding the cu mbersome process of obtai ning planning permission from the North Atlantic Council. The plan was
not, however, a feasible one because the UNPROFOR extraction was simply
too different from the inte nded NATO operation . Thus, AFSOUTH issued
OPLAN 40105, DECISIVE ENDEAVOR, the basis on which the ARRC developed its OPLAN 47402, DISCIPLINED GUARD . Meanwhile, General joulwan,
the Supreme Allied Co mmander, Europe (SACEUR), in his NATO persona,
had Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe (SHAPE), develop a shorter and less detailed pl an for an imp lementation force, OPLAN 10405, Opera tion JOINT ENDEAVOR. W hen the North Atlantic Council formally approved
the on-go ing planning for the NATO implementation force in Bosnia-Herzegovina, SACEUR submitted a concept of operations to the North Atlantic
Council on 6 October, which the NATO officials approved on 11 October.
At the sa me time, AFSOUTH sent SHAPE an Implementation Force concept
paper and co ntinued wo rking on OPLAN 40105.
Two points were particularly relevant as work proceeded. The NATO
planning remained several weeks behind the planning that was then go ing on
at USAREUR and V Corps; and all NATO planning was taking place without
any firm commitment of forces by the NATO nations to the Implementation
Force, by then ge nerally known as "IFOR:' joulwan visited the Dayton Peace
Talks to make sure he knew the likely o utcomes and to be certain that NATO
cou ld do what was going to be asked of it. That done, he submitted SHAPE
OPLAN 10405 to the North Atlantic Co unci l on 15 November for app roval, and on 24 Nove mb er he resubmitted the supporting AFSOUTH OPLAN
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401 05. both of which had to be revised to bring th em into harmony with the
terms of the Dayton Peace Agreement that was initialed on 21 Nove mber. On
16 December the No rth Atlanti c Co uncil approved SHAPE OPLAN 10405:15
As outlined in the basic plan. Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR consisted of
five phases: predeployment. entry. implementation. transition to peace. and
exit. It also invo lved two deploying forces . the Enabling Force and the Implementing Force. The Enabling Force provided co mmand an d control. reception. and a present force to accept the transfer of authority from UN PRO FOR.
to establi sh a credible military capability in co untry. and to provide support
for the initial elements of the Implementation Force. TI,e Implementing Force
was to enforce the zones of separatio n betwee n Bosnian Federation and Bosnian Serb troops and create an environm ent in which the terms of the Dayto n
Peace Accords co uld be carried o ut.
American planning for Operatio n JOI NT ENDEAVOR. in progress since july.
when USAREU R directed V Corps to develop a ca mpaign plan. continued on
the basis of the seri es of decisio ns reached in the plann ing sessions of Septe mber and October. Simultaneously USAREUR was working on OPLAN 4243.
which was co ncerned with providing national support to deployed U.S. forces
under Title 10. U.S. Code. By 30 November 1995 the V Corps product had
been published as USAREUR 40105. Ca mpaign Plan. TI,e major provisions
of the plan arose from the lengthy plans process. TI,e American contribution
to the IFOR, Task Force Eagle. wo uld be bui lt around 1st Ar mored Division.
To provide the required national support to the task force. USAREUR would
establi sh a fo rward headquarters near the area of operations. TI,e V Co rps
co mm ander would be designated Deputy Commanding General. USAREUR
(Fo rward). to co ntrol that headquarters. which was to be placed in Hungary.
USAREUR wou ld retain control of nondeploying forces that remained in ce ntral Europe and continue its currently assigned operational mi ssions. Mea nwhile. V Co rps wo uld establish a task force to be known as Task Force Victory
in Wiesbaden under control of the corps deputy commanding general. TF
Victory would provide command and co ntrol for the rear detachments of the
1st Armored Division and V Corps separate brigades that deployed to Bosnia.
as well as control nondeploying forces. Task Force Victory wo uld be manned
by elements of the V Corps Artiller y staff. augmented by the 3d Corps Support
Co mmand. The V Co rps (Main) headquarters wo uld remain in Heidelberg to
provide planning and mi ssion support for deployed corps forces. Finally. the
co mmanding general of the 3d Infantry Division retained comm and of non deploying division forces. reporting directly to the commanding general of V
Corps.
The deployi ng tas k fo rce had a number of strategic obj ectives . Chiefly.
it was to promote regional stability and the growth of democratic ideals.
demonstrate NATO credibility and the credibility of U.S. leadership. stimulate respect for international law and o rder. and promote the formation of
a democratic Bosnian state. Operatio nally. Task Force Eagle was to prevent
the spread of fighting. foster the growth of democratic ideals. and promote a
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regional balance of power. To do that, the plan imposed a force cap of 25,000
so ld iers deployed into Bosn ia-Herzegovina:"
As fina lly presented, the USAREUR campaign plan translated General
joulwan's intent for the mission into operational reality. Unquestionably, JOINT
ENDEAVOR was NATO's principal mission, since joulwan directed that all of
NATO would support that effort. Admiral Boorda, as NATO's Commander in
Chief, Allied forces, Southern Europe, wou ld deploy essential command and
control elements before signature of the peace agreement and would establish
the Headquarters, Implementation force, and the Headquarters, ARRC, within
ninety-six hours after the decision to deploy. The Implementation force, joulwan stressed, would be established rapidly and there would be strict unity of
command, with the [fOR "NATO-led from beginning to end:' He wished particular emphasis on "shaping the operational environment" by using all avail able forces and showing the warring factions that If OR was ready to use force
if necessary, as authorized by the United Nations:" Within that context, the
SACEUR particularly stressed the rules of engagement that all deploying forces
had to understand. The intent of the Implementation force, it was clear, was
peaceful. It was equally clear, on the other hand, that [fOR was not to be trifled
with:'8
The campaign plan spelled out the specific tasks for each of USAREUR's
com mands. High on the list of priorities was that all ongoing operational missions would continue to be supported, and that traini ng and readiness of uncommitted forces would be maintained at a high level. Rear detachment operations for nondeploying units and home station communities continued as
before, which meant that the remainder ofY Corps would continue to carry out
the fu ll schedule of out-of-sector deployments, Military to Military joint Contact Team Programs, and Partnership for Peace tasks with eastern European
nations. While Y Corps did not have a role to play in operations at the tactical
level, the staff had to understand those operations thoroughly in order properly
to train and prepare not only Task force Eagle, but also any replacements or
relieving forces that might ultimately become necessary.
A deliberate timetable provided for a sequential deployment, the start of
which would be determined by the date the Dayton Peace Accord was signed.
That date, G-Day (for Go Day), was the day on which the main force was to deploy into Bosnia. The Enabling force would deploy fourteen days earlier, on CDay (for Commencement Day). The transfer of authority from UNPROfOR to
[fOR was plan ned for five clays after G-Day on a date designated D-Day. Finally,
by D+30 the Impleme ntation Force was expected to be in control of the zone of
separation between the former warring parties.
The plan called for an orderly and sequential deployment process. TI,e first
step was to create the base sup port element, the intermediate staging base, in
Hungary. from that location, USAREUR (forward) would manage reception,
staging, onward movement, and integration of forces destined for the Implementation force. While the basic faci lities existed, a certain amount of time had
to be allotted to moving the support units into place and making them opera-
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tional. Next came the lines of communication opening force, or LaC Opening
Force, as it was known, that would build a bridge across the Sava River and open
the route from the base in Hungary to Tuzla. Then, the Initial Entry Force, a task
force built around the 3d Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Combat Team, was
to assume control of the sector from UNPROFOR and establish U.S. and NATO
presence in the area of operations.
Within forty-eight to seventy-two hours of that action, the Initial Entry
Force expected to be relieved by the columns of Task Force Eagle marching
down the ground li ne of co mmunication from Hungary and across the Sava
River. Since the staff anticipated orders to execute the mission in October, the
corps planning estimate was for a fair weather deployment that had a time line
of sixty days from beginning to end, and rationally structured the flow of forces
to put the supporting elements in place in ample time to sustain the combat
elements that would follow. A key factor was that development of the infrastructure of base camps would not be a critical problem during an early fa ll, fair
weather, operation. 49
Throughout, V Corps had been engaged in a plans process that paralleled
NATO, rather than supplemented NATO, for the reasons of time pressure that
American staffs all understood very well. W hile the process still produced a
good plan, there were some significant consequences arising from the lack of
uniformity in NATO and U.S. preparations. The first was that the higher headquarters had not yet, as of 30 November, established a deployment system, either in plan or in effect. When the deployment order was issued, a plan existed,
although it was immature and in need of staffing for implementation, in the
judgment of the V Corps staff. Not only did that make it hard to synchronize the
execution of the plan between U.S. and NATO headquarters, but it also made
it difficult for the higher headquarters to track what was going on during the
deployment.
Similarly, the U.S. order did not, at the outset, include adequate reporting
mechanisms. To ameliorate such problems, the corps established a liaison cell
with the ARRC and discussed the U.S. planning process with the NATO staff
as it built an operations plan. At that point the American forces were involved
at Hohenfels and Grafenwohr in training and validation for the mission, and
the liaison team was able to take the emerging documentation from the ARRC
and use it as a basis for organizing training. Because the ARRC was a Britishframework headquarters, it used British Army formats in its plans and orders.
The corps staff began to write orders for Task Force Eagle's training in the ARRC
format, using the terminology customary in that headquarters and applying it to
the training environment. Therefore the American staffs, as they went through
the process of analyzing the order and issuing their own subsequent orders,
would do it in a format that was "ARRC-Iike;' thereby mitigating some of the
problems they would later have encountered in Bosnia.
By the end of November 1995 V Corps had drafted a thorough and coherent
plan for the operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina . Adopted by USAREUR and coordinated with the 21st TAACOM and SETAF, the plan was a rational approach
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to the major issues confronting the Army in Europe. It specified th e organization of the task forces involved, addressed the training needs of the so ldiers
who would carry out the mission, and structured the deployment in such a way
that units would be properly controlled and sustained from their home stations
in Germany to the area of operations in Bosn ia. Hard work and careful liaison
had overcome the problems inherent in the differing plans systems used by the
Un ited States, its allies, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. As far as
V Corps was concerned, it only remained to designate the operations pl an an
operations order and carr y it out as specified.
In making that assumption, the co rps staff displayed a certain naivete from
which it did not suffer again. Nothing, V Corps discovered, was necessarily orderly where international politics were concerned. In the course of carr ying
out the deployment, the staff developed the new maxim that "Politics is to the
strategic planner what weather is to the tactical planner:'so For the entire corps,
the end of November was an extremely busy time, and an extremely tense one.
The initialing of a peace treaty in O hio a few days earlier would shortly lead to
a formal peace treaty that would be signed in Paris. Informing his subordinate
commanders of the situation, General Abrams warned them that there was no
certainty when orders would come, but to remain ready for whatever happened.
Orders to deploy, he emphasized, wou ld come, although it "could be days or
weeks;' depending on the diplomatic process.51

Deployment of Task Force Eagle
Premonitions about political uncertainty were soon cloaked by an unpleasant reality that upset the careful plans the V Corps and USA REUR staffs had
developed. The five -phase plan for Operation ) O INT ENDEAVOR called for a deliberate deployment and entry of the task force into Bosnia-Herzegovina. Thirty
days into the operation, the IFOR was expected to be in full control of the zone
of separation betwee n the form er warring parties and establishing the enviro nment in which the terms of the peace settlement could be carried out.
Only the beginning of that fi ve-step process directly involved V Corps. The
mi ssion of Task Force Eagle in Bosn ia-Herzegovina, like the dramatic bridging
of the Sava River in flood condi tions from 20 to 31 December, form no part
of the story of V Corps operations, since those forces were no longer under V
Corps control. Instead, Eagle functioned under the aegis of the NATO Implementation Force, while USAREUR (Forward) headquarters controlled operations fro m the base at Kaposvar-Taszar in Hungary and the river-crossing operation at Zupanja, Croatia. The corps involvement in the mission was limited to
formation, preparation, and training of the task forces, their deployment out of
Germany, and their eventual redeployment to home stations at the end of their
tour of duty in the Ba lkans. As events turned out, however, the deployment by
itself proved a demanding task .
Planners intended essential "housekeeping tasks" to fi ll the two-week interval between the fielding of the enab li ng force and deployment of Task Force
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Eagle. With the opening of the lines of communication into Bosnia , and under
the protecti on of the lead combat elements, construction of base camp areas
and the immediately necessary infrastructure was to be carried for ward suffi ciently to house the arriving soldiers from the 1st Armored Division task force,
with the remaining construction to be co mpleted co ncurrently with the IFOR
assumption of its missio n. Staffs at all echelons planned the preparatory loading of trains with such a schedule in mind and ordered trains from the German
railway system configured in accordance with that scheme.52
In fact, the deployment was neither orderly nor deliberate, because Operation JOINT ENDEAVO R immediately "went off the synchronization matri x;' as
the staff described it, in an echo of a phrase long used in V Corps to indicate
a plan gone awry. The parties meeting in Dayton, Ohio, initialed the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia-Herzegovina on 21 November
1995. On that basis, G-Day was computed for 16 December, and C-Day for 2
December. The subsequent [FOR assumption of mission in Bosnia, referred to
as D-Day, was consequently scheduled for 20 December. Unfortunately, the relevant political authorities did not issue orders to execute the plan until 7 December, and European Command and USAREU R could not act in the absence
of such orders'3 TIlUS the period between C-Day and G-Day was reduced from
fourteen days to seven, with a consequent compression of all the deployment
time lines, thereby generating a series of unforeseen problems'"
Deployment problems, many of them difficult, arose. But those problems
had longer term consequences, most realized only in Bosnia, where the soldiers
of the 1st Armored Division arrived to fi nd that the fortunate had to continue
living on trains and the remainder in tents or other hasty shelters until base
camp construction could be started. From the beginning of the planning process, V Corps and USAREUR staffs had been constrained by the imposition of
the 25,000-man force cap for Task Force Eagle. Heavily biased toward co mbat
fo rces because of uncertainty about the situation Eagle would find in Bosnia,
the task force order of battle necessarily skimped such things as construction
engineers. Consequently, use of the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program, or
LOGCA P, to build camps was always an essential part of the plan. As events
moved into the fa ll of 1995, planners realized that the eventual deployment of
Task Force Eagle would occur in winter, rather than in summer, and that, in
the words of Lt. Col. Albert Bryant, V Corps chief of war plans, "that made the
requirement to immediately establish improved living conditions a priority that
we had to solve:'"
Because the staff had not been permitted to visit Bosnia for site reconnaissance and had been obliged to rely upon UN reports and other second-hand
information when planning base camp locations, other difficulties almost inevitably arose. The original plan had been to build eight big base camps, each with
a population of around three thousand soldiers. Once in Bosnia, engineers discovered that the compartmentalization of the terrain in the area of operations,
combined with the presence of far more land mines than anticipated, meant
that Task Force Eagle instead needed more than twenty smaller base camps to
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facili tate efficient peace enforcement operations. 1hat decision produced a major change in infrastructure planning and induced further delays, because the
efficie ncies the logistical planners meant to gain by having large bases were lost.
The principal contractor, Brown and Root, had, as Bryant said, agreed to "deliver x- thousand housing units within y amount of time:' But the investments in
site clearance- meticulous removal of land mines- and living fac ilities, power
generation, water supply, and waste management were constants, whether a
base camp held three thousand soldiers or two hundred, and construction requ irements mushroomed accordingly. 1here were no large concrete pads or
asphalt areas characteristic of built-up areas in western Europe, so there was
also a large investment in gravel and other fill material to stabilize the soil sufficiently to use the ground. Moreover, by the time construction was under way,
some areas were experiencing repeated snow falls with up to fourteen inches of
snow on each occasion. "We had to get those kids out of the weather;' Bryant
stressed, adding that "once it thawed out down there, the mud conditions were
horrible- you sank in up to your ankles:'"
Brown and Root had not contracted for engineering on that scale, and- one
of the many painful lessons of the operation-turned out not to offer the initial
entry engineering capability that force planners at other echelons had hoped
for when Army decisions were made to reduce the size of the active duty engineer and logistics force structure. Even tentage proved a problem. Contractors
on 10 December estimated that they could emplace tents in Bosnia for about
three thousand soldiers within five days. In fact, they were unable to do it until
18 December, a three-day extension that seemed short to planners but long to
soldiers living in the cold. 57 In consequence of contractor limitations, the task
force made use of Navy Seabee construction units and Ail' Force "Red Horse"
construction teams and "Prime Beef" power teams to get the work under way.
TIlOse units had to be inserted into the personnel flow into Bosnia, at a cost of
some further disruption of the plan, and allowances had to be made to deliver
their heavy equipment, for which transportation likewise had to be arranged.
TIle multiple base camps by then planned also required much more construction material and gravel fill than had been allowed for in the original planning.
All of that required more adjustments to the deployment process.
Solving the engineering problem turned out to be complicated, and a process largely managed by V Corps, acting both as corps staff and as USAREUR
(Forward) staff. That one staff action illustrated for V Corps the perils of creating ad hoc headquarters for which no clear staff relationships existed with other
organizations, complicated by the fact that General Abrams drew no particular line between the functioning of his officers as corps staff and as USAREUR
(Forward) staff. In fact, Bryant later complained, there were at first problems in
integrating the corps staff and the USAREUR Heidelberg staff. He implied that
the USAREUR staff appeared to believe the USAREUR (Forward) headquarters
would function independently under General Abrams, requiring no assistance
from them. TIlat administrative question was resolved by the end of December,
when everyone finally accepted that Task Force Eagle was really going to be
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deployed, but it meant that the task of adjusting plans to accord with changed
circumstances of deployment initially fell in large part on the V Corps battle
staff. "Believe me:' Bryant observed in the spring of 1996, "it was not pretty:'"
It was not just the compressed deployment time that wrecked the carefully
planned sequential deployment of Task Force Eagle and its supporting forces,
however. Even accepting that the planned base camp areas in Bosnia had no
viable infrastructure for the 1st Armored Division troops to use, there was the
further problem that road networks, and particularly bridges, were in parlous
state and, until repaired, unsuitable as main supply routes from the sustaining
base in Hungary. There were few good rail lines into the area, and not many improved airfields. Knowing that the logistical support would be difficult at first,
the staff carefully planned every truck, rail car, and airplane load of equipment
and supplies. As one planner later pointed out, a few more 2 x 4 beams in a
truck to satisfy an urgent construction requirement at one place meant that less
of some other essential item co uld be carried. It was frankly a juggling act that
inclement flying and driving weather made even more arduous.
External events also conspired to make the task harder. The deployment fell
across the Christmas period, and American staffs were not quick to realize that
Germans celebrated the holiday on a different schedule than the one to which
Americans were accustomed. 1hat, combined with long-planned holiday leave
schedules of the German rail corporation, decreased the possible pace of railload ing operations. At the same time, the French railway system was on strike,
stranding in France 120 of the existing 250 deep-well flat cars essential to move
Eagle's heavy equipment. Simultaneously, German antinuclear demonstrators,
in an unrelated action, sabotaged switching equipment on the German rail lines
in the vicinity of Hanau, base area for one of the 1st Armored Division's brigades, delaying all rail movements for two days during the heart of the marshaling process.
The upshot was that rail movements were slowed, a situation exacerbated
by an American lack of understanding of their own regulations for ordering
trains and of the German process of assembling the trains that the Army had ordered. Starting with the first day of rail movement, 6 December, trying to meet
the demands of a changing situation, the corps staff sought at the last minute
to change the configuration of a train, or the load programmed for a train, or
the destination of a train. Both USAREUR transportation officers and Deutsche
Bahn officials tried to cope with the sudden changes, but found that some of the
stipulated lead times simply could not be transgressed. At one point the staff
had the idea of starting a train toward Bosnia, its final destination to be decided while the train was en route-a scheme vetoed by the 37th Transportation
Gro up traffic manager, who gruffly commented that international rail routing
and switching procedures dictated that "you can't send a train to 'unknown."'59
Compounding the dilemma were differing train length and weight restrictions
in Austria, the Czech Republic, and Hungary, few of which corps planners either knew or understood when rail movement began.'" At the railheads, unit
rail loading inexperience further hampered the deployment as units arrived
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with their equipment improperly configured for the scheduled train, without
appropriate customs documentation, without sufficient or adequate block ing
and bracing material, and often without enough materiel handling equipment
to load the rail cars 6 1
The resequencing of the original rail movement had other unfortunate consequences that were not revealed for several months. When immediate deployment of combat troops became necessary, the supporting 1st Armored Division
logistics un its were all loaded on trains at the same time. That made it impossible for the division to operate according to acce pted logistical doctrine, which
called for supporting units to be echeloned forward, allowing operations to
co mmence befo re all supporting units had been closed down in the division rear
and displaced forward. Disruption of support battalion operations mea nt that,
although repair parts might be delivered to the division forward area, it was not
possible to process and deliver those parts to the battalions that needed them
until the supporting units were unloaded and themselves ready to fun ction .
Spare parts, however, were not yet scheduled in the ca rgo flow because early
plans called for the echeloned support units to provide an immediate stockage
of parts. 11,e end result was that tanks and infantry fighting vehicles began to
become unserviceable in late january and ea rly February, and the consequent
decline in Task Force Eagle readiness rates became a crisis that demanded of the
V Corps staff yet another reshuffling of movement priorities."
At the beginning of the process, however, last-minute adjustments kept the
deployment on track. To co mpensate for rail movement shortfalls, the V Corps
operations staff increased the amount of materiel delivered into Bosnia by air.
For example, feedback from rail planners informed the G- 3 that some of the
tunnels through which trains had to pass were too narrow to allow Armored
Vehicle Launched Bridges (AVLBs) to be delivered by rail to Bosnia. The AVLBs
were necessary at the beginning of the deployment because of the decayed road
network in Bosnia, where they were particularly useful in crossing collapsed culverts on the route Task Force Eagle meant to use. Bryant and his staff arranged
instead to dismount the bridges from their armored vehicles and fl y the spans to
the intermediate base in Hungary via Air Force C- 17 transports, an air load that
had not even been tested at that time. After prodigious efforts throughout December and the first two weeks of january, the deployment process was brought
back to schedule by mid-january 1996, after which deployments were chiefl y
by rail. By D+56 the Air Force had flown 1,358 sorties in support of Operation
JOINT EN DEAVO R deployments, of wh ich more than one quarter were C-17
aircraft, the first operational mission for the new C- 17. 11,e V Corps planners
adjudged the C- 17 a great success, since its roughly four hundred so rties represented ha lf of all cargo moved by air during that period.63
Other changes followed as events and requirements dictated, the staff sh ifting va rious pieces of equipment and units from rail to air delivery in order to
meet deadlines for proj ecting the task force into Bosnia. Many of those air loads
were light but bulky and included the headquarters staffs, signal units, military police, and other organizations necessary to control task force movement.
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Working from the USAREU R (Forward) command post at Taszar, Bryant monitored the daily delivery of units and equipment and, talki ng with the V Corps
staff in Heidelberg, directed th em to "'change this, move thi s up, slow this down,
move this over here, accelerate that; based on guida nce from the command
group:'·" Later musing that "all the bumps and br uises are fading now;' he acknowledged that the quick response of the ad hoc headquarters structure to
the deployment problems "demonstrated the fl exibility of our command and
control system:'·5
By the time the deployment of Task Force Eagle was completed in mid-january 1996, so me stability had also been imposed on the structure and tasks of
the various controlli ng headquarters. (Map 14) Early V Corps involvement had
been heavy, the battle staff having written the plan adopted by USAREUR as the
campaign plan for O peration JOINT ENDEAVOR and programmed the complex
de ployment of forces. It had also framed the plans for the intermediate supporting base and selected the location for that base, as well as designing the structure
of the USAREUR (Forward) headquarters itself. The V Corps staff planned the
mission rehearsal exercises and conducted them, both for Task Force Lion and
for Task Force Eagle, and in fact through 1998 continued to handle all mission
rehearsal exercises for succeeding task forces that followed the 1st Armored
Division's tour of duty in Bosnia. Th e corps delivered forces to the staging base
in Hungar y and was largely responsible for the hugely successful re-planning of
that task "on the fl y" when the deployment process was compressed by external events. At the corps main headquarters in Heidelberg, the remaining staff
maintained budgetary control of the entire operation and trained the units of
the corps still in Germany for operations other than peace support. Finally, the
corps staff played a major part in the operation of the National Support Element
in Hungary for the first eighteen months of the mission and entirely operated
the s upport and sustaining operation in Germany for JOI NT EN DEAVOR .66
The chain of command for Operation JOINT EN DEAVOR was fina lized at
the e nd of December 1995 and remained in effect through October 1998, when
U.S . Forces Command and USAREUR fonna lly relieved V Corps of the task of
training and providing forces for the NATO mission in Bosnia. Chart 9 makes
it clear how the divided chain of command made the planning process more
complex at the beginn ing of the operation and illustrates the degree to which
V Corps headquarters personnel were involved in the operation of the forward
USA REU R headquarters.
The first year of the mission in Bosnia involved heavy participation by V
Corps' separate brigades, as well, and the number and type of those forces
gave scale to the magnitude of the preliminary mission rehearsal training the
corps conducted on behalf of USA REUR. Th e NATO Enabling Force that entered Bosnia early included the 1st Armored Division's strike comm and post.
The strike force, based at Kaposvar-Taszar to assist the initial entry forces in
any emergency, was organi zed from the armored division's aviation brigade. It
was composed of the following: Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 4th
(Aviation) Brigade, 1st Armored Division; 2d Battalion, 227th Aviation (Attack
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Helicopter) (AH- 64 Apache); 3d Battalion, 1st Aviation (Attack Helicopter)
(AH-64 Apache); 7th Battalion, 227th Aviation (Assault Helicopter) (UH- 60
Blackhawk); Company A, 5th Battalion, 159th Aviation (-) (Aviation lntennediate Maintenance); and 236th Medical Company (Air Ambulance) (UH- 60).
The forces detailed to open the lines of communication from Hungary into
Bosnia-Herzegovina included the 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, of the 1st Armored
Division, which served as the security unit. The 502d Engineer Company (Assault Float Bridge), the 38th Engineer Co mpany (Medium Girder Bridge), and
the 535th Engineer Company (Combat Support Equipment) were likewise assigned, first of all to cross the Sava River, where the main highway bridge had
been destroyed. TI,e width of the river, combined with the drawdown of forces
in Europe, meant that another assault float bridge company and medium girder
bridge company had to be assigned from the United States to supplement the
units remaining in Germany. The initial entry forces that crossed the Sava River
and marched into Bosnia in advance of the 1st Armored Division task force
included the airborne units that V Corps had previously trained as Task Force
Lion. TI,e fu ll composition of the fo rce is as fo llows: 1st Armored Division Assault Command Post; 3d Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Combat Team; 67th
Medical Detachment; Battery A, 25th Field Artillery (-) (Target Acquisition);
Tanks oillle 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, crossing the Sava River as the lead eLements
o/the 1st Armored Division's deployment to Bosnia -Herzegovina to serve under
NATO control as Task Force Eagle
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and USAF personnel, including the Tactical Air Liaison Control Party, Prime
Beef (Power), Co mbat Communications, Red Horse (Engineers), Security Police, and Air Evacuation Teams 6 7 Finally, Task Force Eagle involved not only the
bulk of the 1st Armored Division, as depicted in Table 10, but also elements of
most of the V Corps separate brigades.

Recovery Operations
Na'ive American expectations of a co mparatively brief mission in Bosnia
led V Corps and USAREUR planners to anticipate that, while a large part of the
combatant force and its logistical sustainment structure in Europe would be
committed to the Balkans, that mission might end as early as April 1996.'8 However much the situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina had stabilized by that point,
NATO and U.S. decision-makers were unwilling to assume the operational risk
of removing all forces from the province at that time. Meanwh ile, there was an
imperative to maintain troops on the deployment no longer than 365 days and
to replace the 1st Armored Division task force with a suitably configured and
capable fo llow-on force. TI,at force had to be drawn from V Corps, and the only
candidate was the 1st Infantry Division, then stationed in Wiirzburg.
TI,e plans staff abbreviated the 1st Armored Division tour of duty so as not
to keep the division in Bosnia beyo nd one year yet still allow time for an orderly
transfer of mission to the in-coming task force. TI,US the division departed the
Ba lkans effective lO November 1996. Whi le 1st Armored Division was in Bosnia, V Co rps had organized and trained the designated 3d Infantry Division,
subsequently redesignated the 1st Infantry Division, as the follow -on force ."
TI,at division entered Bosnia with one brigade before the end of the 1st Armored Division mission to serve as a covering force, systematically taking over
operations to ensure a stable transitional environment before th e onset of the
worst of the winter weather while meeting General Joulwan's requirement to
have a "capable force" in place until 20 December 1996.70
Meanwhile, adhering to General Abrams' explicit guidelines, redeployment
of the 1st Armored Division was a deliberate and methodical process. Abrams
held two redeployment conferences in late June and again in mid-August 1996
to organize an efficient system for bringing Task Force Eagle back to Germany.
During those conferences he established the transportation and other requirements to move units, personnel support requirements to superintend the movement, and the desired condition of units before returning to Germany. TIlOse
issues resolved, the staff then drew up detailed procedures to implement the
redeployment."
All withdrawing units returned to the intermediate staging base at Kaposvar-Taszar, where the troops spent seven days clea ning and maintaining vehicles and eq uipment, conducting full inventories of all sensitive items, such as
night-vision devices, and carrying out many of the administrative and personnel actions necessary to wind up the task force. Normal command and control
relationships were restored at that point and units turned in all excess equip-
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ment that had been issued for the peace enforcement mission. The presumption
was that a week of intensive recovery procedures carried out in Hungary could
save up to two months of recovery time once the units returned to Germany.
At that point, V Corps became involved again to carry out a series of specific
tasks allotted by the redeployment plan. The corps set up a command post in
Hungary on 15 September 1996 to resume control of redeploying units, using
the headquarters of the 69th Ail' Defense Artillery Brigade for that purpose. 1he
command post inspected the units as they went through the transition process
and verified unit readiness to proceed to Germany, where the parent V Corps
units completed the recovery process and began the so mewhat longer process
of retraining the battalions for the heavy force combat mission. By the end of
the redeployment process, the 69th ADA Brigade headq uarters had processed
over 300 units through the intermediate sustaining base, inspected more than
7,600 major pieces of equipment, returned some $17 million worth of excess
equipment to the Army inventory, and verified the individual readiness of more
than 19,000 soldiers.
Back in Germany, Task Force Victory was the first stop for redeploying 1st
Armored Division units. The task force organ ized Reception Training Teams
to help unit rear detachments coordinate the return of each unit's main body.
Task Force Victory constituted the teams as much as forty-five days before units
returned, in order to give the teams time to help the small rear detachments
organize themselves to receive the homewa rd-bound soldiers. The teams remained available to the rear detachm ents for up to two weeks after unit return
to provide additional manpower for all the administrative tasks involved in the
process. The process was a lengthy one and involved preparing the barracks for
occupation, organizing an arrival ceremony and reception processing station,
receiving and unloading trains and delivering equipment to unit motor pools,
and arrangi ng the myriad personnel and community services that eased the return of soldiers to their units, their fami lies, and their garrison duties.
By the close of the first year of Task Force Eagle operations, V Corps had developed a plan to restructure the command and control organization at Kaposvar-Tasza r as a smaller headquarters that demanded less from the corps force
structure. In part, a smaller National Support Element was possible because the
success of Task Force Eagle through the year had created a more stable atmosphere in Bosnia-Herzegovina that allowed the deployment of a smaller successo r task force that was, in its turn, less demanding of logistical sustainment.
1here was also the problem, however, that V Corps was the Army's only forward-deployed corps for continge ncy missions in the hem isphere and needed
to maintain a capability to carr y out the full spectrum of combat missions . To
do that, the headquarters staff needed to be released from the USAREUR (Forward) mission and returned to its conventional corps fun ctions. 1hus, as the 1st
Armored Division was in the process of leaving Bosnia, USAREUR (Forward)
headquarters also underwent a reorganization.
1he USAREUR (Forward) headquarters was in fact inactivated and replaced
by a National Support Element that was at first commanded by the V Corps
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deputy commandi ng general and then by the commanding general of the 21st
TI,eater Army Area Command. TI,e restructured National Support Element
was charged with finishing the redeployment of 1st Armored Division forces,
vehicles, equip ment, and materiel and then with assum ing the force protection,
sustainment, and Title 10 responsib ilities for which the previous headquarters
had been responsiblen

Subsequent Task Forces
Operation JOINT ENDEAVO R extended from 31 December 1995 through 10
November 1996. When the 1st Armored Division mission ended 20 December
1996, the 1st Infantr y Division provided a covering force for the transition period, with the expectation that it would remain in Bosnia. The mission went to
the 2d Brigade Combat Team, 1st Infantry Division, which deployed in October
1996. TI,at brigade assumed the TF Eagle mission on 1 November 1996. On 12
December 1996 Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR ended and was replaced by Operation JOI NT GUA RD, UN Resolution 1088 simultaneously authorizing formation
of the Stabilization Force (SFOR) to replace the Implementation Force. Thus the
1st Infantry Division's IFOR Covering Force became SFO R on 12 December and
assumed the TF Eagle mission when IFO R departed on 20 December.
TI,e 1st Infantry Division force was considerably smaller than the one that
entered Bosnia in December 1995, although it did include a large aviation component drawn from the 11 th Aviation Brigade of V Corps, as depicted in Table
11. A brigade combat team normally had no assigned aviation units, but the
task force mission req uirements, coupled with the difficult terrain and need for
a quick reaction force in Bosnia, made such support advisable. The divisional
aviation brigade remained in Germany, and the assignment to control the aviation units went instead to the 11th Aviation Brigade, which deployed its headquarters and headquarters company to comm and an Apache helicopter battalion, a Blackhawk utility battalion, and associated support units drawn from
the 1st In fantry Division. On.e mechanized infantry battalion came from the
brigade of the Big Red O ne stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas. Logistical support
from the division support command was the habitual "slice" normally supporting the 2d Brigade Combat Team.
Succeeding task forces in Bosnia were similarly organized. TI,e responsibility for providing forces to the NATO Stabilization Force remained with V Corps
until 1998, when the mission was transferred to U.S. Forces Command, which
deployed the 1st Cavalry Division as SFOR III in June 1998," On that date the
mission was renamed Operation JOINT FORGE.

Observations on a Difficult Mission
TI,e V Corps battIe staff learned a lot of things as it prepared and deployed
Task Force Eagle.'" Not all of those lessons were welcome, nor were all pleasant. TI,e most important was that the military vision of orderly planning and
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Headquarters and Headquarters Co, 1st Ill" Div
2d Bde
Headquarters and Hcaciquarlcrs Co
Task Force 1st Bn. 18th Inf (Mech)
Task Force 1st Bn. 26th In( (Mech)
1st Bn.4 Ist lnf (Mech) (Fort Riley, Kansas)
1st Bn. 7th Field Art >,
9th t ngr Bn (-)
62d Engr BIl
Naval Mobi le Constructioll Bn 'I·O

121st Signal Bn
IOl st lvlilitary In tell Bn
519th MP Co
720th MPCo
11th Aviation Bde (-)
Headquarters and Headqua rters Co
Co A, 7th Bn, 159th Aviation (Aviation Maintenance)

2d Squadron. 6th Cavalry (Allack)
2c1 Bn, 1st Aviation

'J.lh Bn, 3d Air Delense Art y
Di vision Support Command

Headquarters and Headquarters Co
70l st Forw ard Supportlln (-)
229th Forwa rd Support Bn
1st Medicai lln
106th Fi nance Support Unit
36 lst Civil Afhirs Bn
38th Personnel Service Bn (-)
Source: I sllnlimlr)' Division O PO RD ')6-23, 07 I400Z OCL 19%. O peration D ,\NGE R
EN D EAVO R,

Annex A with Change 1.

equally orderly execution of plans was not necessarily a co ncept to which poli tical authorities attached much value. Various members of the V Corps staff
lamented the late-breaking political decisions that so affected their planning
and upset the deliberate and sequential force deployment they had designed."
In fact, however, as they belatedly understood, political decisions during crises
or momentous events customarily came later than the military would prefer_
In the nature of things, political leaders could be expected to explore all of the
possible nonmilitary solutions to a problem, literally until the eleventh hour,
before fina lly resorting to the use, or threat of use, of force. Thus those decisions
were apt to be made late and, in all likelihood, suddenly, and to be accompanied
by an in sistent demand for immediate military action to achieve the political
objective. The hard fact of life, V Corps planners lea rned, was that political decisions were not usually made to accommodate military requirements. A related
consequence was equally unpalatable. Higher military authorities could be as
hamstrung as was the corps headquarters during the wait for a political deci -
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sion. 1h e entire process required great patience, great circumspection, great
nexibility, and a different outlook.
Tactical planners had always ack nowledged that terrain and weather were
central elements of all planning for military operatio ns. 1hey were accustomed
to receiving reports about the nature of the terrain and the probable course of
the weather and making the appropriate allowances for both since, as V Corps
analysts later pointed out, "neither the commander nor the staff can change
the weather or the terrain in the area of operations:'" Most of the plans staff
had come to the realization that corps operations in the post- Co ld War world,
and certainly those in which V Corps had been engaged since 1990, often lay as
much at the operational and strategic level as the tactical. TI,US it was necessary
for them to accept the political decision-making process at the strategic level as
an analogue to the way they habitually thought about weather at the tactical level. In brief, as the realization came to the battle staff, and as planners reminded
themselves by hanging signs over their desks in mid-1996, "the political process
is to the strategic planner what weather is to the tactical planner:'77
Peace enforcement was an uncomfortable mission for V Corps, one in which
it had little real experience and, in truth, desired little, much preferring the traditional heavy force com bat mission with which it was thoroughly experienced
and for which it was comprehensively trained. Yet it required little prescience
to guess that the most likely operations for V Corps units in the future, and
certainly as Balkan operations conti nued indefinitely, were peace enforcement,
human itarian relief, and other "nontraditional" tasks. The conseq uence was a
requirement to amend the corps mission state ment and mission essential task
li st to provide a basis for the training needed to carry out the new range of
missions. That process started as Operation J O INT ENDEAVOR was launched
and c ulminated by the year 2000 in a mission statement that explicitly included
NATO and UN military operations. 78
TI,e corps had little innuence on force structure decisions, and particularly
in light of the centrally directed drawdown of forces that was even then gradually coming to an end in Germany. Yet the problems in force projection experienced in December 1995 pointed to requirements for transportation specialists, movement contro l specialists, and other capabilities that no longer existed
in Europe in the numbers that obviously were needed. Over the next five years
co rps force management staff officers gradually worked to fill such of those defic iencies as were within their scope, particularly by creating authorizations for
civilian employees to help units with movement control. Other problems, such
as the shortage of truck companies and engineer units and the fact that a num ber of units were not manned at full strength, had no obvious solutions. Neither
was there an easy solution to the reduced force structure of each division- two
maneuver brigades and the appropriate proportion of artillery, aviation, engi neer, and logistics support units- that diminished the number of task forces
the corps could form at anyone time. TI,US the corps was obliged to accept that
shortages in deploying units would continue to have to be filled by borrowing
soldiers and equipment from units that would remain in Germany, with a con-
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sequent lessening of the readiness and combat capability of those remaining
units.
That practice- "cross-Ieveling"- was managerial language for a process
the tactical leaders recognized as clestructive to unit integrity. The haste of the
de ployment for Operatio n JOINT ENDEAVOR required the last minute reassignment of soldiers from all over V Corps to fill vacancies in the 1st Armored
Division. Thus well-established tactical teams were destroyed, but the filling
of those vacancies did not automatically produce strong tactical capabilities in
the gaining units. That process took time, as the V Corps after action report
explained when its authors wrote that "Peacetime bromides about team-building are silenced in the excitement of deployment as squad members leave their
teams to become anonymous fillers among strangers on the eve of deployment
into the unknown:'" The creation of ad hoc headquarters brought with it similar costs when officers of various ranks had to be pulled from nondeploying
units to fill critical staff functions in Hungary or in Bosnia. Those officers were
often battalion commanders, and the after action report again complained that
such officers,
star performers by defin ition, are pulled from the ir business of lead in g troops and

trai ning junior leaders to respond to 911 [i.e., emergency) calls from 011 high that take
commanders from their soldiers. Recogni ze what we do when we cross-level and when
we take commanders from their troops. so

The other piece of the personnel puzzle was the use of units and individuals of
the Army Reserve to help meet mission requirements. Problems in activating
and deploying reserve units, more fully addressed in the next chapter, pOinted
up the need to find a way to speed the process, and particularly for those speciali zed units that were intended to bring the 3d Corps Support Command and
19th Corps Materiel Management Center up to full wartime strength. Similarly,
the corps began to reconsider the missions of those two units. Originally designed for wartime utilization, their use in peace enforcement operations raised
the question of amending their mission statements, mission essential task lists,
and perhaps even their organization."
For other essential services, various corps analyses of Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR concluded, contracting was useful when adequate time existed but inappropriate for a hasty deployment or an entry into theater requiring actual
combat. In those cases, appropriate Army units, whether active force or reserve
units, were needed, and "forces required early must be in theater before crises
arise:'" That such stationing was unlikely, given the general Army reduction
in strength after the end of the Persian Gulf War, did not, in the view of the V
Corps battle staff, alter the validity of the observation.
Finally, various after action reports co nSidering the many V Corps actions
in Germany to sustain Task Force Eagle and maintain the readiness of the balance of the corps for other missions concluded that the headquarters had unclerestimated the magn itude of those rear area missions' 3 Without creating a
special task force- Task Force Victory- to handle all those tasks, the small V
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Corps headquarters staff would quickly have been overwhelmed. An emerging
conclusion was that post- Cold War operations might indeed require a more
elaborate and extensive structure of directing staffs, rather than smaller headquarters elements, to give corps the flexibility to direct and sustain more than
one operation at a given moment.
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Headquarters Restructuring and
Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR
Planning
"/ don't knolV if its an ad hoc headquarters or not."

Maj . Gen. Walter H. Y<ltes
Deput)' Commanding General, V Corps

May 1996

"COIpS (Main) headquarters is in charge, despite the fact that the taskforce rTF VictOlY}
is commanded by a major general and the COIpS (Main) is commanded by a promotable
colonel. .. . I think the jUly is still out on this thing.»
Lt. Col. David K. Swindell
Assistant Chief ofStaf!; G- 3, Task Force Victor)'
Apri l 1996

"One thing that scared a lot of people a way, I guess, is that the campaign plan is really
thick."
Capt. Mac 1: Balatico, Chief

Adjutant General Plan s and Operations, V Corps
,"lay 1996

B

y the time intensive planning for Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR to Bosnia-Herzegovina began in late 1995, Eu ropean Command had already
required USAREUR to be capable of deploying the nuclei of two joint
task forces, one focused on humanitarian or disaster relief and noncombat evacuation operations in an uncertain or perhaps hostile environment,
and the other prepared to conduct mid- to high-intensity combat operations.'
Peace enforcement operations, however, fell between the two stools. Humanitarian operations required less combat power, but generally more, and more
varied, logistical support. High-intensity combat operations naturally required
the most powerful armored force the corps could field. One of the plan ners'
general assumptions was that taking capabilities away from a combat force was
a simpler proposition than adding combat capabilities to a force co nfigured for
humanitarian relief operations. Hence, the notional task force organization that
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V Corps had submitted to European Command and that European Co mmand
had inco rporated into its directives was most appropriate for a combat mission .' The V Corps planners used that manning scheme as the base document
from which they adapted both the eventual headquarters organization and the
eventual task force organization for O peration JOI NT ENDEAVOR.
For a number of reasons, the com mand relationships for Operation JOINT
ENDEAVOR were more than merely complex from the corps point of view. The
first was that it was hard to call the arrangements anything other than ad hoc,
since established command relationships did not apply in any recognizable way.
Early in th e planning process, the USAREUR deputy chief of staff, operations,
and corps G- 3 planners mooted about the concept of activating Seventh United States Army to serve as the National Support Element- that is, the forward
sustaining base-for the task force to be deployed into Bosnia-Herzegovina.
TI,at idea did not pass muster, though for no clearly expressed reason. Equally
unacceptable was any notion of using the V Corps headquarters itself to co mmand the National Support Element . TI,ere was speculation amo ng staff officers
that the corps was not selected because the Army did not wish to appear to be
encroaching on the NATO field commander's mission, and because using an
ad hoc headquarters drawn from ex isting units would tend to diminish public
perception of the level of American involvement in the Balkans. For whatever
reason, General William Crouch, the USAREUR commander, decided to establish a forward element of his own headquarters in Hungary to do the job.'

Creation of USA REUR (Forward) Headquarters
With the campaign plan for operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina well on the
way to completion, attention turned to the issue of command. General John
Abrams, the V Corps co mmander, convened an impromptu meeting in his office on the morning of 6 November to discuss a forthcoming meeting with the
secreta ry of defense. He an nounced to the parti cipants-Col. James L. Bryan,
the acting deputy chief of staff; Col. George Casey, the chief of staff'; Ms. Jane
Anderson, the political adviser; and Lt. Col. Peter Schifferle, the lead G- 3 plan ner for Balkan operations- that there were strong signs that the corps would
execute the planned deployment into Bosnia, but that the operation would
probably not commence until December' Two days later Abrams told his staff
that he wanted to take maximum advantage of the extra two weeks of planning
time to work out details on the additional tasks that had to be accomplished,
such as building the intermediate supporting base and setting up contracts for
support services.
Structuring the headquarters required for the operation was one of those
tasks. In the opinion of his planners, Abrams had already started to think about
the need to create a headquarters in Germany to co mmand the stay-behind
units. The immediate concern, however, was the headquarters that was to be
placed in Hungary. He had already discussed that with Schifferle during the
planning meetings at Grafenwohr, where Schifferle had advanced the G- 3 Plans
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op inion that the forward headquarters had three missions: to exercise oversight
fo r the entire deployment; to manage Title 10 responsibilities' for the deployed
force, particularly force protection; and to be prepared to become an operational headquarters in extremis, whether for a withdrawal of the force, for reinforcement, or for additional and currently unforeseen requirements. Abrams
was hesitant to endorse the third task, in Schifferle's opinion because of the sensitivity within NATO of placing an American corps headquarters in the theater
while a NATO corps was in operational control. Schiffe rle pressed the point,
noting that unilateral American decisions could potentially remove the 1st Armored Division force from under the NATO umbrella. In that case, the division
headquarters did not have a staff substantial enough to handle direct contact
with Wash ington, particularly if the division was then engaged in some kind
of w ithdrawal or other complex maneuver. Even the corps headquarters, he
thought, would be stretched by the complexity and size of such a requirement.
During the October planning session at Grafenwohr, the plans staff drafted the organization of a USAREUR (Forward) headquarters to undertake the
missions that Abrams had outlined in his discussions with Schifferle. At first
the staff assumed that the corps would be the headquarters chosen as the base
of what came to be known as the National Support Element. Further analys is,
however, showed that the co rps lacked a staff large enough and diverse enough
in capabilities to carr y out all of the American national support duties, referred
to as Title 10 tasks, that would have to be performed. Further, there were many
missions that had never been contemplated when the corps authorization
documents were drawn up. The engineer section within the staff, for example,
was not large enough to superintend the massive engineering effort, which included bridging the Sava River, classifying routes and bridges all over Bosnia,
and managing the camp construction requirements for the deployed task force.
Sim ilarly, the adjutant general section was not large enough for the size of the
personnel mission that a six- month or longer mission entailed.
In the end Abrams, in consultation with Crouch, decided that the best solution was to create a new headq uarters out of elements drawn from both V
Corps and USAREUR, rather than to augment an existing staff. Working from
Abrams' decision, G-3 Plans then developed and presented a draft table of organi zation for USAREUR (Forward), which USAREUR subsequently reviewed
and approved. [n the process of designing USAREUR (Forward), the intent was
always to leave V Corps with sufficient capability to sustain itself and monitor
and control its operations in Germany, while it augmented what was supposed
to be an essentially USAREUR-based staff in Hungary. General Crouch named
Abrams to be the Deputy Commander, USAREUR (Forward), with his duty position at that forwa rd headquarters. Meanwhile, Abrams retained command of
V Co rps. Abrams' prinCipal deputi es were named at the same time. The chief
of staff was to be Maj. Ge n. Daniel ). Petrosky, at that time the deputy chief of
staff, operations, for USAREUR and Seventh Army. The chief of operations was
Brig. Gen. Burwell B. Bell, at that time the assistant division commander, support, of the 3d Infantry Division 6 The chief of logistics was Brig. Gen. Sa muel
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Lt. Gen. Joh n N. A brams

Kindred, at that time commanding general of the 3d Corps Support Command
(COSCOM). He was also the commander of the 21st Theater Army Area Command (Forward), which would be built around the core of the 3d COSCOM
staff and also located at the forward headquarters. Col. Fred Stein, commanding
5th Signal Command, put together the tactical communications nets that linked
USA REU R, USAREU R (Forward), and Task Force Eagle, a task for which the V
Corps G- 6 was not organized. Despite the decision to distribute the USA REU R
(Forward) positions between V Corps and USA REUR staffs, the burden that
eventually fell on the corps was considerable.
Meanwh ile, officers assigned to V Corps' separate brigades filled other
USAR EUR (Forward) positions. The commander of the 130th Engineer Brigade
became the deputy chief of staff, engineer, while the 41st Field Artillery Brigade
commander eventually became headquarters deputy chief of staff. ' The commander of the 30th Med ical Brigade supervised the medical support that was
split between the forward supporting base and Task Force Eagle. In the December 1995 manning document, V Corps personnel constituted 243 of347 USAREUR (Forward) positions. Throughout the existence of USAREUR (Forward),
th e corps continued to provide a similar perce ntage of the total headquarters
strengt h.'

Headquarters Commandant
Physical support of the corps headquarters in the field was the mission of
the Special Troops Battalion, which sustained the co rps tactical and main com-
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mand posts. The corps rear command post was similarly sustained by the
Spec ial Troops Battalion of the 3d Corps Support Command.' T he original
notion had been to assign the headquarters commandant mission for the
USAREUR (Forward) mission to the COSCOM Special Troops Battalion,
most of which would deploy to Hungary with the 3d COSCOM staff. Further analysis, however, convinced planners that the battalion did not have
the manpower to run the entire comp lex at the Kaposvar-Taszar base. Therefore, on 6 October the G- 3 informed the V Cor ps Special Troops Battalion
that it might be deployed as part of USAREUR (Forward) to operate that
headquarters' command post and adm inistrative areas.
The battalion commander began his mission analysis on the basis of
severa l assumptions, the prinCipal one being that the corps forward com mand post would be the only V Corps command post deploying to Hungary,
and that he would therefore be required to find the soldiers to operate only
one location. In add ition, he assumed that no personnel ce ilin g on deployments to Hungary would be imposed, such as had already been imposed on
the task force destined for Bosnia. It also seemed evident that the forward
command post would not collocate with any other com mand post, so that
administrative support, billeting, messing, and physical security tasks could
be shared. Instead, he had to plan for the unit to bear the entire burden
L1SARELIR (Forward) headquarters at Kaposvar-1'aszell; Hungary, during Operation
JOINT ENDEAVOR
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itself. Fin ally, he had to assum e that both garr ison and fi eld exercise op erations in Heidelb erg would co ntinue as before, so that he had to allocate
enough so ldiers fo r such tasks in Germa ny as well. Between 7 October and
19 Nove mber th e battalion built a USAREUR (Forwa rd) headquarters co mmandant structure that continued to evolve in size and co mposition as time
went on and the battalion's perception of requirements became clearer. By
the time the Dayton Peace Agreeme nt was announced o n 21 November, the
battalion commander had concl uded that twenty-four so ldiers would be a
sufficient additio n from the battalion to suppo rt the operatio n of the command post in Taszar. "
Another task remained before the Special Troops Battalion could take
up its duties in Hungary, and that was a revision of the battalion mission
essential task list to add new battle tasks for support of peace enforcement
operations. For example, the Spec ial Troops Battalion had to add "operate
a transportation motor pool" to the task "provide life supp ort services to
the main and tactical co mmand posts:' Similarly, the process of refocusing
the task list involved a careful review of all the existi ng tasks and add ition
of new subordi nate tasks to inco rporate all of the specialized new requirements into th e headquarters co mmandant mission. "
Sustai ning V Corps ope rations in Ge rm any involved the full range of
personnel and admi nistrative services customa rily made available to the
headquarters in garrison- personn el ad mini stration, supply, and dining fa ci lity, amo ng others- as well as the com mand maintenance program and
fi eld exercises. To accomplish that, th e Special Troops Battalion, like other
V Corps organizations involved in JOINT ENDEAVOR, conducted what became known as "split-based" operations. Roughly one-third of the batt alion
staff deployed to Hungary, but the tempo of operations in Ge rmany still
increased during the mi ssion because of the nee d to support replacement
operations for Bosnia-Herzegovina . T hus, much of the battalion mission in
NATO's Ce ntral Region still involved USAREUR (Forward), though at a distance.
The Spec ial Troops Battali on managed training support for USAREUR
(Forward), conducting monthly small arms qualification ranges and organi zing other rout ine training tasks. The staff also coordinated individual
replacement training at the Hohenfels training area. By the end of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR the batta lion had managed the required prede ployme nt situational training exercises for over 1,300 so ldi ers. The battalion also
handled logistical and administrative support for USAREUR (Forward) by
arranging predeployment processing for replacements; obtai ning the addi tional orga nizational clothing and individual equipment for soldiers bound
for the JOINT ENDEAVOR operation; coordinating bu s and air transportation
to Hungary for replace ments; and managing out-processing for returning
USAREUR (Forward) soldiers. While operating in garrison, the battalion
also trained and equipp ed its own replacements, running two complete rotations of soldiers in Hungary that replaced every soldi er every fo ur months.
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Creation of Task Force Victory
Units remaining in Germany required a sufficient co mmand and co ntrol element to manage the war plans requirements fo r existing missions and
the sta ndard trainin g requirements. From the outset it was cl ea r that the
NATO mission was go ing to involve "first team" participation from the staff,
which mea nt that most of the staff principals would be ass igned to USAREUR (Forward) , as well as many of the staff deputies and a substa ntial portion of the key plans and operations sections of the staff. The headquarters
design that the G- 3 wo rked out required aro und 40 percent of the V Co rps
staff for duty in Hun gary. Unfortunately, the cor ps headquarters at that time
was no longer manned at the Co ld War sta ndard of more than 100 percent
of a uthori zations. It soo n became apparent th at there was no way that the
rem aining staff could carr y out all of the missions th e co rps reta ined for ongo ing operations in Germany and elsewhere. "
. Maintaining no rmal operations in Germany was therefore going to
present a dilemma, but one in which the members of the staff deployed to
Hungar y could afford to take little interest. The solution to the problem of
maintaining some normalcy in Germany was to establi sh yet another head qua rters, which V Corps call ed Task Force Victory. Task Force Victo ry took
command of the nondeploying elements of the corps' se parate brigades and
the rear detachments of the 1st Armored Divi sion ." General Abrams retained comma nd of V Co rps itself through hi s chief of sta ff, using th e vehicle of a daily videoconference to exe rcise direction of the headquarters . Maj .
Gen. Walter Yates assumed co mm an d of Task Force Victory, while continu ing to serve as the deputy corps commander. To ope rate Task Force Victory,
he had a composite general staff drawn largely from th e V Corps Arti llery,
but also from nondeploying parts of the 3d Corps Support Command staff.
Distribution of commanders and key staff was frankl y a balancing act. Th e
V Corps Artillery comma nder, Col. William J. Tetu, was initially assigned as
Ge neral Yates' deputy, but ended up spending most of hi s time in Hun ga ry.
The comma nder of the 41st Field Artillery Brigade, Co l. Michael Maples,
stood in as V Cor ps Artillery commander, using his staff to run both the
corps arti llery and the brigade, and was himself eventually assigned to duty
in Hungary.14
Ultimately, the USAREUR ca mpaign plan directed creation of Task
Force Victory, " but the V Corps Artillery staff was already awa re of the requirement before publication of the plan and co nducted a mi ssion analysis
in the middle of Nove mber to develop an operational concept for the task
force." The artillery staff th en briefed th e conce pt to Abrams on 26 Nove mber 1995. After obta ining his a pproval and further guidance, the corps arti llery plann ers modifi ed the concept and briefed it to the corps sta ff on 1 Dece mber and to the brigade comma nders on l3 December. By 15 December
the roles and mi ss ion s of Task Force Victo ry had been firm ly established:
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Task Force Vic tor y comma nds and contro ls V Corps non-deploying units and rear
detachments of deployed units, excluding 3rd Infa ntry Di vision . Trains these forces,
assuring the ir readiness to conduc t combat operations in a mid-inte nsit y conflict.

Supports continuing USEUCOM [U.S. European Command] and CENTCOM [U.S.
Central Command] missions. Monitors and influences fami ly and community support
activities. Assists the reintegration of rear detachments with parent units. I?

Yates set up the headquarters at Wiesbaden Air Base in the building
recently vacated when the majority of 3d Corps Support Co mmand staff deployed to Hungar y to serve as the staff of th e 21st Theater Army Area Command (Forward). That bui ldin g had an emergency op erations center and a
large co nference room and generally offered better faciliti es than those in
the co rps artillery building, which was also on the air base. An additional
advantage of the co llocation was that it enabled the task force to take advantage of staff elements not present in the co rps artillery, but ava ilable as the
res idue of th e 3d COSCOM staff. (Chart 10) T hose included a public affa irs
officer, protocol officer, G-5, and a large resource management section . Despite that, the princip al genera l staff sections still required augmentation
to deal with their many responsibil ities, while also helping to sustain the
res idual fun ctions of the V Corps Artillery. By itself, the V Corps Artillery
staff was too small for the job, and th e task forc e staff was fl eshed o ut by
drawing in the remnant of the 3d Corps Support Command staff, officers
from the 41st Field Artillery Brigade staff, and a number of Regular Army
aug men tees ass igned from the United States."

Reserve Component Backfill To Sustain the Headqua rters
As a consequence of the reorganization, all of the staff sections within
the co rps were short-handed after December, altho ugh so me of the most
essential positions were temporarily filled by active component officers seconded from organizations in the continental United States." T he principal
defi ciency resulting from the V Corps headquarters reorgani zation, how ever, was that there remained no staff to ca rr y out the functions of the 3d
Corp s Support Co mmand and its subordinate 19th Corps Materiel Manage ment Center, both of which had largely de ployed to Hungary. The answer
to the problem lay in the post- Co ld War organization of the corps support
co mmand.
In the course of steps taken to reduce the size of the Army in Europe,
the overall manning level within the co rps had been reduced from the Cold
War standard of 100 percent or better to around 92 percent. Part of that process involved decreasing the authorizations, although not the requirements,
for many of the senior staff officers.'· Units and individual soldiers from the
reserve co mponents had played an important part in V Corps operations for
many years. The mature concept was that the reserves supplied the personnel and equipment that the corps headquarters needed for operations in the
field, but for which no positions existed on active component authorization
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do cuments." The corps assistant chief of staff, G- 5, for example, was so austerely manned that it could not function under wartime conditions without
the Army Reserve's 308th Civil Affa irs Group, which regularly trained with
the G-5 staff. " To cite another case, the 280th Rear Area Support Group, a
reserve component unit assigned to the 7th U.S. Army Reserve Command
in Schwetzingen, habitually deployed with the corps headquarters to handle
physical security of the corps rear command post." W hile the V Corps units
did not actually "own" the reserve compo nent units that supported them, they
did customarily manage the property book of each unit, oversee its training,
and comment on its mission essential task list. The relationship was formal to
the extent that the commanding general of the 3d Corps Support Command,
for example, was the rater for commanders of three of the four rear area support commands that served under his control in wartime."
Extraordinary operations generated additional requirements for reserve
units. During Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESE RT STORM the need to provide security for vacated military installations in Germany required deployment
of several battalions of National Guard infantry and other reserve component
units from the United States. TI1e relationship was further broadened when individual reservists reported to active duty and were battle-rostered and trained
by V Corps units in anticipation of the requirement to provide a replacement
flow for units assigned to Unitee! States Central Command in Southwest Asia ."
Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR therefore did not create the need for reserve augmentation, but merely increased a requirement that the corps already recognizee!. Within USAREUR, the 7th U.S. Army Reserve Command maintained
a number of platoon-size and larger units intended to support the command
upon mobilization. TI10se units were rapidly called to active duty,'6 most to ful fill essential tasks in Germany, but many deploying to Hungary and some to
Croatia and Bosnia.
Within the 3d Corps Support Command, a formal, direct, and unusual
relationship existed between the active force unit and its reserve augmentation from the United States. The staff positions that could no longer be supported during the European drawdown were reallocated to an augmentation
unit in the Army Reserve, which allowed the COSCOM to maintain itself on
a reduced establi shment during peacetime." Similarly, the 19th Corps Materiel Management Center (CMMC) CONUS Augmentation allowed that active
component unit to operate at lower manning levels during peacetime." In most
cases, the staff principal position- the colonel's slot-was moved to the reserve
component table of distribution and allowances, while the Regular Army table
of organization and equipment maintained a position in the rank of lieutenant colonel that was actually the staff deputy. Upon mobilization, therefore, the
reserve co mponent colonel was slated to serve as the staff principal. TI1e same
held true in the 19th CMMC, except that the unit commander upon mobilization was actually in the reserve component." Thus, the 3d COSCOM (CONUS
Augmentation) missio n was to mobilize and deploy to a specified area of operations, where it was to provide the technical, supervisory, and logistical support
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staff augmentation to bring the 3d COSCOM to full strength and enable it to
conduct extended operations. The 19th CMMC (CONUS Augmentation) had
the same mission with respect to its parent headquarters.
But by the start of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR those mission statements
were as outdated as the USAREUR and V Corps war plans they had been drafted
to sup port. The presumption, and the basis upon which the authorization documents had been written, was always that the CONUS unit would augment the
3d COSCOM upon general mobilization, and the presumed cause was a major
cris is or general war in NATO's Central Region. By December 1995 it appeared
more likely that the CONUS unit would instead replace the active component
of the 3d COSCOM when the parent unit deployed outside of Germany to support a contingency mission. 30
Such was the case during Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR, when the staff
and soldiers of the 3d COSCOM were sent to Hungary to man the 21st TAACOM (Forward) in the National Support Element. In early December 1995, 3d
COSCOM deployed 200 of its assigned 25 1 soldiers to Hungary. The CONUS
augmentation arrived in Wiesbaden on Christmas Day with seventy-six soldiers,
twenty of whom immediately went to Hungary to augment the 21st TAACOM
(Forward). That meant that a total of 106 reserve and active component soldiers
remained in Wiesbaden to support all of the missions previously accomplished
by 251 active duty soldiers . 11,at was despite the fact that the original intent
was for the two units to come together upon mobilization with a total of 327 at
wartime strength levels"
In early November 1995 Brig. Gen. 11,omas Bru ner, the commanding general of the CONUS augmentation (CA), closely watching developing events in
Europe, had alerted hi s unit and the 19th CMMC reserve augmentation unit
that mobilization might be imminent. Although not yet authorized to take any
extraordinary steps to prepare for deployment, Bruner directed his units to begin paying special attention to personnel readiness during their regular drills."
As early as November both units had also begun to conduct the statutory predeployment training at home station, rather than wait for a mobili zation order to begin it. That was done in hopes of decreasing the lead time for deployment if called." Because active duty appeared likely, the units trained again in
Decembel; when the Readiness Group from Fort Riley observed and certified
3d COSCOM training, while the Readiness Group from Fort Snelling certified
19th CMMC training."
W hen they reported to their mobilization station at Fort Dix, the two units
presented documentation that they had done much of the required training.
Despite that, both were required to undergo the complete predeployment training process again and to have that training ce rtified by the Fort Dix Readiness
Group. While at Fort Dix, the soldiers also received so me training- including
operating in desert conditions- that was irrelevant to the impending mission. A
fu rther complication, and indication that the mobilization process lacked some
desirable flexibility and that it was not in synchronization with the pace of Army
operations, was that the soldiers were certified according to U.S. Army Forces
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Command standards, rather than the somewhat more stri ngent, and differing,
USAREUR standards that would apply where they were going to be assigned."
On 30 November 1995 European Command transm itted to the Armed
Services a list of its reserve component requirements for Operation JOINT EN DEAVOR. Among the units listed as backfill for USAREUR was the 3d COSCOM
(CA) .'· Four days later Department of the Army notified Forces Command and
USAREUR of the identified units and specifically authorized major comma nders to notify those units so that preparation and training could begin, pending
a final decision for a presidential selective reserve call-up. That message furth er
refined the Eu ropean Command requirement for a corps support command by
naming the CONUS augmentation units of both the 3d COSCOM and the 19th
CMMC, both of which were V Corps units."
On 12 December, in response to the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement, the Department of the Army issued the movement directive for Army
units affected by the call -up. The 3d COSCOM (CA) was ordered to active duty
for a period not to exceed 270 days, with an effective date of 14 December and
an arrival date at the mobilization station of 18 December." Still, despite ample
forewarning and specific permission to alert reserve units as early as 4 Decem ber, the 3d COSCOM (CA) received official notification of its mobilization only
thirty-six hours before its active duty reporting date." Characteristically, as the
COSCOM Augmentation's chief of staff, Col. Joseph Bertinetti, po inted out,
employers wished for more notification lead time. He believed that the abbreviated notification period worked an unnecessary hardship on many soldiers,
particularly those whose employers demanded a copy of the mobilization order
before they would promise to hold the soldier's job open until his return."
A lengthy and involved orders process eventually, although not without
problems, delivered the two augmentation units to Wiesbaden, where they assumed the missions of the 3d Corps Support Command and its subordinate 19th
Corps Materiel Management Center." Unfortunately, the ponderous mobilization process prevented the reserve units from arriving before the active component units left for Hungary, and thereby prevented an orderly mission hand-oft
One co nsequence was that, as most of the staff of the arriving units acknowledged, "the learning curve was steep:'" Long-standing practice acknowledged
that the function of the CONUS augmentation in expanding the COSCOM's
planning and management capabilities was essential for any wartime or contingency mission, and that the need for those planners was most acute early in the
operation. Any delay in deployment naturally diminished those capabilities and
reduced the unit's effectiveness and usefulness'3 Previous attempts by COSCOM
commanders to eliminate the delays in the mobilization process by having the
augmentation units designated as direct deploying units had fa iled" TIlerefore,
the corps forfeited approximately 20 percent of the 270-day mobilization term
to administrative requ irements unrelated to the unit missions in Europe, a fact
that meant that there remained an unfu lfilled requirement to replace the reserve
units well before the active 3d COSCOM could be expected to return from Hungary." That problem remained to be solved as the NATO mission began.
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Relationships Among the Headquarters
Once the several new headquarters had been established, their va rious and
interlocking operations ran relatively smooth ly, although no one could describe
the relationship among them as simple or easy to understand. USAREUR (Forward) headquarters commanded the intermediate supporting base and the National Support Element, under which fell the 21st TAACOM (Forward) and the
area support group responsible for maintaining and commanding the installations. The base reta ined command of all deploying elements of Task Force Eagle
until they crossed the Sava River and came under operational control of the
NATO force commander. 'TI1ereafter, USAREUR (Forward) provided all categories of U.S. support to Task Force Eagle and carried out Title 10 responsibilities
for all American forces in Bosnia-Herzegovina. In particular, the forward headquarters retained the responsibility for establi shing force protection rules and
procedures. At the end of the operation, the USAREUR (Forward) headquarters
managed the redeployment of forces to Germany.
'TI1e V Corps Main headquarters remained in Heidelberg, where it did the
operational planning for missions in Bosnia-Herzegovina and handled sustain ment of deployed forces. In addition, V Corps Main carried out all day-to-day
missions of the corps and remained ready to execute any European Command
or Central Command missions that might be ordered. USAREUR Main headquarters likewise remained in Heidelberg where it commanded all of the area
support groups and base support battalions in Germany and managed all community programs for the residual forces in the Central Region. Task Force Victory, meanwhile, planned command and control of the rea r detachments and
nondeploying units and readiness and training of the attached units. It carefully
monitored and influenced family and community support activities for corps
units in Germany. Victory also supported TF Eagle, TF Lion, and other operational missions and supported all deployments relating to the on-going Partnership for Peace program.
USAREUR (Main) commanded USAREUR (Forward) . USAREUR (Forward), in turn, commanded TF Victory, V Corps (Main), and the 3d Infantry
Division. Before the end of the mission, however, both the 3d Infantry Division
(later redeSignated the 1st Infantry Division) and TF Victory were placed under
command of V Corps (Main), thus relieving USAREUR (Forward) of the task of
controlling those units at long distance, while normalizing readiness reporting
and logistical relationships. Placing the nondeploying units and rear detachments under Task Force Victory did not represent as much of a change as might
be imagined, for the practice in V Corps had been for the deputy commanding general to "ride herd" on the separate brigades and oversee their readiness .
Since General Yates was both TF Victory commander and corps deputy com manding general, the unit commanders within TF Victory did not have to accustom themselves to any new command relationsh ips or procedures.<l6
General Abrams commanded both USAREUR (Forward) and V Corps
(Ma in), exercising command through the medium of daily videoconferencing.
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Generally, the corps chief of staff remained at the corps (Main) headquarters to
supervise daily operations. In practice, the movement of staff officers between
the two headquarters was almost constant as V Corps learned the art of what
be came known as split-based operations. The novelty was not so much the concept of split-based operations as it was the absence of valid planning factors
for peace enforcement missions. Army doctrine had not yet evolved anything
co mparable to the long-established planning factors for combat operations and
the universally understood doctrine for combat. Insecurity about the precise
nature of peace enforcement operations tended to force commanders to employ
the most experienced staff forward and to rely upon less experienced staff for
business as usual in the corps rear.

Personnel Planning
The lower manning level allowed the corps headquarters after the Cold
War also applied to its major subordinate commands. Despite that, early in the
plann ing process Abrams specified that every Task Force Eagle unit would deploy to Bosnia-Herzegovina at C- 1 status for personnel." Much of the "pick
and shovel" work on the resulting personnel planning was done during the Octo ber conference at Grafenwbhr, when the battle staff and staffs of the other
units involved worked out so much of the basic plan.'s To fulfill Abrams' demands, the corps G- 1 and adjutant general had no recourse but to order nondeploying units to send officers and soldiers to fi ll vacancies in the 1st Armored
Division and other deploying units. A total of 523 enlisted soldiers was needed
immediately. The countervailing problem was that the corps had to consider the
risk associated with drawing down the nondeploying units to a lower personnel
readiness status," realizing that the 3d Infantry Division and other units might
be called upon to execute another mission while Task Force Eagle remained in
Bosn ia. Among the critical skills involved in that cross-leveling process during September through December 1995 were Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle
crewmen, armor crewmen, wheeled vehicle drivers, helicopter mechanics, and
tracked vehicle mechanics . Even after cross-leveling was complete, however,
serious shortages remained in the logistics skills.'o
Rather than reassignment or attachment, the co rps chose to handle the
cross-leveling process by using temporary change of station (TCS) orders, for
which the corps adjutant general was the focal point. During Operations DESERT SHI ELD and DESERT STORM, soldiers deployed on temporary duty. Operation JOI NT ENDEAVO R was the first use ofTCS orders for an operation of such
size." 1he various other categories of orders, including attachments and temporary duty orders, were less satisfactory from an adm inistrative point of view.
Perso nnel reporting or pay issues sometimes "fell through the crack" when the
so ldier's parent unit assumed that the unit to which he was attached or sent on
temporary duty would take care of such matters. TIle temporary change of station orders were sufficiently explicit and personnel and finance authorities were
in agreement about its use so such problems did not arise.
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Another problem loomed, however, in that a normal and anticipated perce ntage of the corps would soon be reaching the end of its tour of duty in Germany and be scheduled for reassignment to other units, normally in the continental United States. Personnel turbulence of that sort would be unfortunate
during the stresses of deployment and assuming the NATO mission in Bosnia.
The immediate solution was to impose an involuntary foreign service tour extension of ninety days on soldiers then serving in V Corps. That tour extension
all owed an orderly deployment of forces into Bosnia and Hungary and postponed the problem until the late winter and early spring, when those extensions would expire-February thro ugh April 1996. Thus, it was possible to plan
for replacement operations to begin at 0 +60, rather than immediately." The
longer term solution to the various personnel problems was to find personnel
aug mentati on for the corps, a task that the staff accomplished by submitting a
request through USAREUR to Department of the Army for additional soldiers.
The co rps did not specify active or reserve component support, but was content to enumerate the requirements and allow the Department of the Army to
determin e the best source from which to meet those requirements.
The replacement fl ow began with the arrival of soldiers at the 64th Replacement Detachment at Rhein-Main Ail' Force Base. The 64th determined to which
unit the individual soldier would be assigned, and the soldier was then delivered
to the base support battalion serving the community in which the real' detachment of that unit was located, and thence to the real' detachment itself. Once
there, the unit decided whether the soldier would be assigned to a forward area
or remain with the real' detachment. If sent forward, the soldier first went to the
Seventh Army Train ing Center at Grafenwbhr, Vilseck, or Hohenfels for the required theater-specific training to qualify for duty in Hungary or Bosnia. Once
training was completed, the soldier returned to the rear detachment for the administrative preparations for deployment, including obtaining an identification
card for the NATO Implementation Force, updating the record of emergency
data, and completing immunizations. Once the rea l' detachment commander
certified him ready for deployment, the sold ier returned to the 64th Replacement Detachment for in-processing and movement to the ultimate unit of assignment. By March 1996 that replacement system was flowing smoothly."
One of the earliest decisions was that a sound policy for rear detachments
would be crucial- a lesson learned during Operations DESERT SH IELD and
DESERT STORM." Recognizing the importance to unit morale, and particularly
to the morale of the fam ilies that would be left behind in Germany, the USAREUR dep uty chief of staff, personnel, in November 1995 organ ized a two-day
training conference for real' detachment commanders and noncommissioned
officers, preparing around 160 officers for their new duties. [n essence, the personnel co urse ensured that all real' detachm ent co mmanders understood the
person nel replacement system, details of the fam ily assistance program in the
base sup port battalion and how to run family support groups in their own
units, and what help was ava il able in the co mmunities for resolving fam ily
problems.
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Given Abrams' emphasis on safety, the corps G-l paid particular attention to risk assessment and risk management, using the corps safety office staff
to help subordinate commanders establish programs that met their specific
needs. Risk assessment was part of the campaign plan, which directed that risk
management techniques be integrated into all mission planning for Operation
JOINT ENDEAVOR. The key to success, however, was that commanders emphasized safety and made that a principal consideration of all first line supervisors
across the corps, right down to squad leaders."
The awards policy for Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR was based on the presumption that a peace enforcement operation would probably not involve
combat. Therefore, award of the Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal and authorization to wear the shoulder sleeve insign ia on the right shoulder after the
operation as a "combat patch"" would not be forthcoming. Instead, soldiers assigned for one day or more to Bosnia or Hungary would receive the Armed
Forces Service Medal" and the new NATO service medal, the latter for thirty
days of service in Bosnia and longer periods for support personnel elsewhere
in the theater. Civilian employees with the task force or serving in Hungary
were eligible to receive the NATO medal, but not the Armed Forces Service
Medal. Within Bosnia, Task Force Eagle was authorized to award the Purple
Heart Medal to any soldier or civilian wounded as a result of hostile fire, even if
a state of belligerency did not exist." Aside from that, the normal Army awards
policy remained applicable until March 1999, when the Department of Defense
decided to change its policy and authorized award of the Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal to soldiers who had served in Bosnia. In an exception to policy,
those soldiers were also allowed to retain the Armed Forces Service Medal they
had previously been awarded."

Flies in the Ointment
Such a complicated structure of headquarters and personnel manning could
not possibly function without difficulty and occasional friction. The first problems arose when the corps tried to articulate the mission of each headquarters
and task force so that everyone understood the relationships among all those
headquarters. The understanding within TF Victory was both clear and correct:
that the task force provided the structure that allowed the corps to focus its attention as a planning staff for USAREUR Forward. In that context, Task Force
Victory was the executor of planning that came from the corps headquarters.
Despite having its mission announced in a corps order, however, the task force
missions and responsibilities were not generally well understood by other units.
In the judgment of Lt. Col. Robert Milford, the assistant chief of staff, G- l, it
was "not that a signal was sent, and it was a confusing signal; it is just that it took
time for the signal to be fully senf'60 As much as anything else, the failure immediately to comprehend the Task Force Victory mission was a symptom of the
fact that every unit in the corps was fully preoccupied with its own missions and
its own problems in November and December 1995. At length, the difficulty was
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sati sfactorily addressed, but various internal problems persisted. The first was
that the corps headquarters appeared to be nominally in charge of operations
in Germany but was directed by an offi cer junior in grade to the commander
of Task Force Victory, which was initially subordinated to it. While it was clear
that Abrams commanded V Corps (Main) and used his chief of staff as a deputy
there, the relationship was not an easy one at first. The eventual subordination
of TF Victory to USAREUR (Forward) resolved the situation.
Within Task Force Victory, however, a similar problem ex isted, though at
the staff principal level. The CONUS augmentation of the 3d COSCOM held
the authorizations for the colonels who were actually the staff principals in that
organization. W hen the active component offi cers left for Hungary, the reserve
colo nels assumed their duties in Wiesbaden. The next senior headquarters, however, Task Force Victory, had drawn its staff from the general staff of V Corps
Artiller y, which did not have the same grade structure as the general staff of the
3d COSCOM. The consequence was that the staff principals at TF Victory were
majors and lieutenant colonels, and were placed in the position of directing the
activities of a staff whose prinCipals were colonels and lieutenant colonels. The
two staffs worked amicably, in the main, reporting few difficulties arising from
the differences in rank.61 The situation was nonetheless atypical of the Army at
large, where the staffs of senior headquarters customarily outra nked the staffs
of junior headquarters.
Throughout the mission, V Corps (Main) treated T F Victory as it normally
treated its two divisions. Th ere was some justification for that, since TF Victory had roughly the strength and structure of a division, in terms of numbers
of units. The task force staff, however, was not a division staff and lacked the
capabilities of a division staff. Meeting all of the normal operating requirements
throughout the yea r consequently remained a strain. Moreover, the ability of
the corps to carr y out other contingency missions while Task Force Eagle was in
Bosnia-Herzegovina and the bulk of the corps staff was in Hungary was probably more pretense than reality, since the staff talent at every echelon within
the corps was ver y thinly distributed. That was particularly true if the mission
involved conventional heavy force operations, because there was really no staff
remaining to carr y out the duties of the V Corps Artillery, which had the particular mission of managing deep battle for the corps.·2
Most of those problems were, at their base, consequences of the European
d rawdown, which cast its shadow across all of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR
fro m beginning to end. To even the most optimistic observer, there were too
many missions, or at least potential missions, for the corps to carr y out with the
staff and units that it possessed in 1995 and 1996. What some soldiers saw as
evil consequences were inevitable. Amo ng the most serious were a loss of readiness and the erosion of uni t teams, and the offi cers best placed to observe that
were those assigned to the corps' various artillery organizations.
Basically, there were not enough officers left to do all the things that needed
to be done. Particularly when new staffs were being formed, when large-scale
exercises to pre pare troops for duty in Bosnia had to be ru n, and when good
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liaison officers had to be found, there was insufficient talent to satisfy all the
needs. As one staff officer observed, USAREUR had developed a shorthand
code for "I want a skilled and capable officer;' and that code boiled down to
"send me a commander:' Col. M ichael Maples, command ing 41st Field Arti llery
(FA) Brigade, was away from his command during JOINT ENDEAVOR as much
as he was with it. Lt. Col. Andrew Wynarsky, commanding 1st Battalion, 27th
Field Artillery, was often absent to serve as a senior observer-controller during
exercises and for other missions. The 41st Field Artillery Brigade staff filled in
for many of the functions of the V Corps Artillery staff as well as serving on the
Task Force Victory staff. Lt. Col. David Swindell, the 41st FA Brigade executive
officer, was named acting brigade commander when Maples departed for Hungary. Almost immediately, he was further assigned as acting assistant chief of
staff, G- 3, for Task Force Victory. His judgment was that a lot could be done by
e-mail and videoconference, but that he was essentially running the brigade by
remote control.
1hat process was reproduced at many levels, and Swindell concluded that
the real stresses on the Army in Europe as a consequence of Operation JOINT
ENDEAVOR were not obvious, but would manifest themselves only over time,
and particularly in the qualifications of the junior officers and NCOs whose
battalion time was meant to be, at least in part, an extended tutorial for more
responsible duties later on. "You might say;' he observed, "that this kind of goes
with the territory and the pay grade . .. but [ am not sure that it is a good
idea to take battalion commanders, for example, away from their battalions.
Lieutenants need to be led every daY:' Swindell worried that all of the myriad
individual and group taskings the units in Germany carried out left the soldiers
without real leadership: "you can't keep a unit cohesive and trained without a
commander- it's hard. We managed to get through it, but it could have been a
better situation. Being an OC [observer-controller] is good stuff, but so is stayin g with your team:'"
The need to cross-level soldiers across the corps to bring the deploying
units to full strength produced another problem that was familiar to every
small unit leader. "Cross-leveling" was managerial language for what the tactical leader recognized as the destruction of unit integrity. 1he peacetime Army
stressed team building as an essential part of the tactical competence needed
in time of war. During Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR that imperative was essentially dismissed as a luxury the corps could not afford. In the rush to meet the
deployment time lines, soldiers were reassigned from their squads to become
anonymous fillers among strangers on the eve of a mission that could, potentially, involve combat operations. Cohesion, mutual trust, and tactical competence
within the small unit teams had in many cases to be either rebuilt or reaffirmed
as close-knit units were augmented by soldiers who were unknowns""
Another category of problem was more attributable to the speed of the
deployment than anything else. Very early in the deployment the corps completely lost personnel accountability of the soldiers deploying into Bosnia and
Hungary. 1hat was particularly Signifi cant because the corps had to maintain
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an accurate count of soldiers in Bosnia so as not to transgress the limitations
of the force cap. The preliminary exercise, Mountain Shield, had demonstrated
that personnel accountability was a weakness, so the staff was well aware that
the problem existed.·' 1hose problems manifested themselves again in the haste
with which the deployment was eventually completed. Units frequently failed
properly to complete the appropriate personnel transactions in the computerized personnel management system, 66 with the result that soldiers "got lost" in
the personnel system. In some cases, soldiers were in Bosnia or Hungary, but
records still identified them as being in Germany. Besides the worrying issue of
viol ating the personnel limitations on deployment, the chaotic personnel reporting system made it very hard for the corps to identify soldiers in Germany
that could be used as replacements in the forward area.
1here were two principal reasons for what turned out to be, happily, a shortterm personnel problem. When soldiers prepared to deploy, they were placed
on temporary change of station orders, but did not normally wait to have those
orders in hand before reporting to their new units. That was particularly the case
for soldiers drawn from the 3d Infantry Division as part of the cross-leveling
process. In some cases, those troops met their gaining units in the 1st Armored
Division at the train, bus, or airplane and deployed with them without orders.
Lacking the temporary change of station order as a source document, the gaining unit's Personnel and Administration Center could not prepare the necessary
personnel transaction to "arrive" soldiers into the unit. Nor did the losing units
have the necessary information to "depart" the soldiers. 1he second basis for
the problem was that the rear detachments of the deploying units often failed to
make the personnel entries simply because the Tactical Automated Command
and Control System (TACCS) computers and all of the experienced TACCS and
personnel clerks had deployed with the unit, leaving no one in the rear who was
familiar with either system. Long after the deployment was completed, a timeconsuming manual check had to be made to ensure that all the personnel transactions were made properly to account for all of the soldiers involved· 7
After the deployment, staffs at all levels began playing catch-up, a process
happ ily facilitated by the technology available-the utilization of computers,
e-mail, and the telefax. Still, about two months passed before the personnel
management problems were finally resolved. At one point, Task Force Victory
estimated that over 4,000 "ghost" soldiers were on the personnel data base. One
consequence of the problem was that the V Corps adjutant general had to devise special personnel system training courses for all the rear detachment commanders and clerks in Germany. As a double check, units conducted full personnel asset inventories to establish base line unit strength. Finally, TF Victory
built a sepa rate computer data base, fed directly by the rear detachment commanders, to resolve personnel management backlogs and shortcomings. Once
that was done, the personnel accountability problem was essentially solved for
the balance of the mission.· 8
Finally, V Corps also discovered that rear detachment operations posed
more sophisticated challenges than expected. The fundamenta l problem was
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that the scale of the deployment left the 1st Armored Division, in particul ar, as
well as the corps separate brigades, with rear detachments composed of only
a few soldiers- as few as five, in some cases- and generally commanded by
a very junior officer, frequently assisted by an equally inexperienced noncom missioned officer. Especially in the operation of family support groups and in
resolving all the problems associated with the families left behind in Germany,
a higher level of experience was certain ly desirable. Equally, the requirement to
get on with the required maintenance of equipment in Germany and to support
on-going miss ions and training demanded a lot of the tiny rear detachment
staffs 6 ' Recognizing all of those imperatives, Task Force Victory not only sponsored various training sessions for rear detachment commanders and noncom missioned officers, but also conducted frequent meetings to iron out problems
and finally published a handbook on rear detachment operations. By the end
of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR, many staff officers believed that long-term out
of sector deployment would be much more common in the future. The logical
consequence, they felt, was to create a forma l structure to embrace rear detachments and their operations and to add that structure to the V Corps Mission
Essential Task List.'·
By the end of the first year of V Corps operations in the Balkans, the headquarters had worked out a satisfactory command and control arrangement that
all of the subordinate units clearly understood. After the initial teething problems
were overcome, all of the systems involved, from personnel management to all
categories of logistical support, functioned smoothly both to sustain the forward deployed forces and to continue normal operations in Germany." But the process
had not been an easy one, and a good bit of what the staff regarded as "discovery
learni ng" had gone on as the various sections built sustainment systems while they
managed major unit deployments. In part, the difficulties V Corps encountered in
organizing itselffor Operation JOI NT ENDEAVO R were only to be expected as the
Army undertook the new tasks involved in peace enforcement operations. That
held true for such things as working out new standard planning factors for peace
enforcement operations, devising appropriate rules of engagement to govern the
conduct of soldiers engaged in those operations, and framing suitable training
programs to ready units for duty in Bosnia-Herzegovina .
The other major thread running through the problem, however, was the
long-term consequence of the Europea n drawdown of forces that began before
the Persian Gulf War of 1990. The steady decrease in absolute numbers of sold iers and in whole units diminished the capability of the corps in predictable
ways. Smaller and with fewer units, V Corps could neither undertake as many
simultaneous missions nor apply as many resources to any given operational
problem as before. In what the corps knew as "low density" skills, the matter
was even more acute, since there were only so many speciali zed helicopter mechanics in the intermediate maintenance units, to cite only one example. Thus
it did not matter how many helicopters were available fo r the new far-flung
missions, when there was only enough of the essential maintenance capability
to accompany one or two task forces at a time.
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Discussions with in the staff about how best to manage the drawdown at one
time had centered on restating the V Corps mission . If the mission was to be
peace enforcement, then a different force str ucture wo uld be needed than the
one that existed at the end of the Cold War. In fact, however, there was no new
mission analysis and corresponding revision of the force structure for such missions. Instead, the USAREUR headquarters pursued a policy of what the corps
staff called "salami slicing" when handling drawdown actions. Instead of tailoring the force, USAREUR simply demanded a proportionate reduction in all
units across the board. Retaining a generic corps organization, rather than one
optimized for one type mission or another, turned out to be the best answer,
though this was not evident at the time. TI,US when the mission in the Balkans
began, V Corps retained all of its previous capabilities, though in smaller quantities.
TI,e important lesso n driven home by the mission in the Balkans in 1995
and 1996, however, was that command and control was a new limiting factor in
determining how many missions V Corps could carry out at a given moment.
The traditional command and control structure of the corps and of USAREUR
was inappropriate to create, train, deploy, and support Task Force Eagle in its
peace enforcement mission. Hence, both commands created ad hoc headquarters structures tailored for the requirements of the mission. In so doing, V Corps
came to understand that the availability of staffs, and particularly of general
staffs, was a crucial planning factor, and that the need for those staffs did not
necessarily correspond to the size of the forces to be manipulated, but rather to
the complexity of the prospective mission. Accordingly, the general staff of V
Corps Artillery, a headquarters that co mmanded only one fi eld artillery battalion and that consequently had been under consideration for elimination from
the corps force structure for some time, turned out to be essential. Without it,
V Corps could not have built Task Force Victory in 1995.
Availability of that staff became all the more important when it became
obvious that the mission in the Balkans was not going to last only one year, but
was in fact an open-ended requirement in which the corps might be involved
indefi nitely. By extension, the V Corps staff had by the end of 1996 learned that
all of the staffs within the corps, and specifically the staffs of the separate brigades," had similar utility. Those staffs had already controlled the operations of
task forces ranging from company to battalion in size in operations as far afield
as Africa. More of the same undoubtedly lay in the future for V Corps, placing a
premium on the staff skills available at every echelon of command. Reorgani zation of the headquarters for Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR reinforced all those
previous lessons and accustomed the staff to thinking more unconventionally
about how to structure co mmand and control arrangements in the future .
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Executive Office r, 41st Fie ld Artill ery Brigade, and Ac tin g ACofS, G - 3, Task Fo rce Vic tor y,
O peratio n JOINT EN DE AVO R, 5 Apr 1996, Wiesbaden Ail' Base, Ge rmany.
8 AA R, V Corps, Operation JOINT EN DEAVOR, Operations in Centra l Region (1996); Dra ft
TDA. USAREU R (Forwa rd). I Dec 1995. Cf. apl'. B. USEUCOM Direc tive 55- 11. 7 lu i 1995. "V
Co rps Joi nt Task Force HQ O rga nization ."
<) This d iscuss io n is draw n fr om AAR, V Corps, Ope ratio n JO INT EN DEAVOR, Ope rat ions
in Centra l Region (1996), ch . 2.
10 Discussion of t he V Corps Special Troops Battal io n (S1'B) is drawn fro m HQ, V Corps
STS Afte r Action Report, O peration JOINT EN DEAVOR, 21 Mal' 1997.
II V Corps Special Troops Battalio n Mission Essent ia l Task List, 21 Nov 1995. T he STS
METL included: Tra nsi tion to War/De ploy th e Co rps Headqu a rters; Supe rvise Se tup of t he
Jv la in CP a nd Life Support Area; Provide Life Sup por t Se rvices to th e Main a nd Tact ica l
C Ps; Provide Fo rce Protec tion ; Supe rvise Equipment Ma in tenance; and Plan and Execute
Movement of t he Main and Tact ica l C Ps.
12 Fo r com m en ts o n Gene ra l Ab ram s' view of thi s situation, see lnterv, Lt. Col. \'(fa lte r
E. Kretc hik with Maj. Ge n. Wa lte r H. Yates, Deputy Co mm a nd er, USAREUR (Forwa rd),
Co mm a ndin g Genera l, Task Force Victory, and Deputy Com manding Ge neral, V Corps, 25
May 1996, Taszar, Hungary.
lJ Essen tia ll y o ne a nd one-half battalion s of t he 1st Armo red Division did not dep loy.
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14 T he a rtille ry continued to trai n, but the V Corps Artil lery no longer had a n ope rations
foc us, in asmuch as its headqua rters was consum ed by t he work of Task Force Victor y. T hat
was a cost th e corps co nsci ously paid to ma nage t he de ploy me nt, a nd it beca me a c rit ica l
ret ra in ing a nd reconsti tution issue at the end of Operat ion JOINT EN D EAVO R.
"USA REU R O PlAN 40105, Campa ign Plan, 30 Nov 1995.
16 AA R, V Corps, O peration JOI NT ENDEAVO R, O perations in Centra l Region (1996), eh. 7.
17 Prom ulgated by FR AG O 24 to USAR EU R Campa ign Pla n, 152300Z Dec 1995.
18 AA R, V Corps, O perat ion JOI N T E N D EAVO I~ , Operat ions in Cent ra l Region (1996). eh. 7.
Also, Task Fo rce Vic tory Com ma nd Briefin g. 27 Feb 1996.
19 Nlsg, C INC USAREUR fo r HQ DA a nd C DR FO RSCO M , 160930Z Dec 1995, su b,
Mob ilizat ion of RC Units in Support of JO I N T E ND E AVO I~ . As ide fro m the ind iv idu al offi cers
augmenti ng the co rps staff, a num ber of rese rve co mponent un its a rr ived fr om the Un ited
Sta tes in Dccc mbe r 1995 a nd Janu a ry 1996 to re place deploy ing u ni ts in va rio us V Co rps
co m m u nit ies. T hey included milita r y pol ice a nd Adjuta nt General posta l, fi na nce, a nd med ical
u nits a nd se rved under Area Support Group com mand, rather th a n under V Corps command.
Units reporting di rect ly to V Corps included the 90t h M ilita ry Histo ry Detach ment, replaced
in the seco nd rotat io n (270 days) by the 48t h M ilita r}' Hi story Detac hme nt.
20 Disc ussion of ge nera l pe rsonne l poli cies fo r O pe rat ion JO I NT EN D EAVO R is drawn,
exce pt where othe rwise c ited, fro m th e follOW ing Interviews: Maj. Ric ha rd Thurston w it h
Col. Jeffrey N. Chri stia nso n, Adj uta nt Ge neral , V Corps, and C \V04 Patrick McElroy, Ch ief
of Personnel Act io ns Div isio n, V Corps Adjuta nt Gene ra l, bot h 13 Feb 1996; Lt. Col. Ja mes
Cli ffo rd , Deputy ACofS, G- l , V Corps, 14 Feb 1996; and Ca pt. Mac T. Balatico, Ch ief, AG
Plan s a nd O pe rat io ns, V Corps, 7 May 1996, a ll at Cam pbell Barracks, He idelbe rg, Germany.
21 The Capstone program a ligned reserve component (RC) and act ive co mponent u nits in
order to establi sh pla nni ng a nd trai ni ng association s. T he Army Wa rtrace Prog ram, defi ned
u nde r Arm y Reg ul atio n 11- 30, replaced Capstone. Under Wartrace, a t ighter focus on m ission
guida nce to subordin ate un its was poss ible, a llow ing enough deta il for t hose u nits to deve lop
a m ission foc used tra in ing program and mission essentia l ta sk li st associated wi th t he ac tive
compo nent un it wit h wh ich they we re ali gned. T he V Corps t rai ned wi th a large num ber of RC
u ni ts u nder the Wa rtrace concept. T hose t hat reg ul arly tra ined with the corps were the 34t h,
35th, and 38th Infa ntry Divisions, the 278th Armored Cava lry Regim ent, t he 404t h and 415t h
Chemica l Brigades, the 308 t h Civil Affai rs Bri gade, a nd the 48th, 49 th , a nd 326t h M ili ta ry
H istor y Detac hm e n ts. T he 3d CO SCO M (CA) a nd its subo rdin ate 19th Corps Mate rie l
Ma nagement Center (CA) we re a ligned u nder the augme ntation concept.
22 Inte rv, a uth or w it h Co l. Stu a rt H. \Xi'atkin s, ACo fS, G-S , V Corps, 13 Ja n 1994.
Fra nkfurt am Mai n, Germany.
2] Ot he r 7th A RCOM uni ts Simil a rl y s uppo r ted ot he r ec helon s of th e co rps dur in g
wa rtime operat ions. T he 317th Rea r Area Support Com ma nd norma ll y deployed with the 3d
COS COM; t he 309th Rea r Area Support Com ma nd norm a ll y deployed with the 16th Corps
Su pp ort G roup; t he 345th Rea r Area Suppo rt Comm a nd nor ma ll y de pl oyed with the 7t h
Corps Sup port G roup; and t he 316th Rea r Area Suppo rt Com ma nd , wh ich had no hab itua l
relat ionship, usua ll y deployed to support a co rps support group from t he Army Reserve when
one was ass igned to the CO SCOM .
24 In terv, aut hor with Maj. M ichael P. De Groat, Rese rve Com ponent Adviso r, 3d Corps
Support COlllm a nd, 6 Feb 1996. Wiesbaden Air Base, Germany.
2S In terviews, aut hor wit h Col. \Vill ia m \XI. Alexander, Jr., Deput y Ch ief of Staff, V Corps,
24 Jun 1992, a nd with Lt. Col. James A. Cope, Ch ief o f Tra inin g, ACo fS, G- 3, V Corps, 29 Jun
1992 , both at Fra nkfurt a m Ma in, Germ any.
26 See Afte r Action Report, USA REU R (Forwa rd) PAO, 1st Reserve Rotation, 25 Aug 1996;
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Critical Events Summ ary. Bosnia Peace Enforcement Mission, HQ, USAREUR & 7th A rmy, 3 Jan
1997; and USA REUR RC MOBPLAN 4368 - 94, Reserve Component Mobi li zation Plan, 26 Jun 1995.

27 T he 3d COSCOM (CONUS) TDA was derived from that of the form er 103d COSCOM,
a reserve unit that had bee n alig ned with V Co rps on the Ca psto ne trace. W ith t hat as a
bas is, the authors of th e TDA const ructed th e document usi ng the "required/not authori zed"
pos itio n s from t he ac ti ve co mpon ent 3d COSCOM MTOE. See De Groat int erv iew.
In peacet im e, t he 3d Cor ps Supp ort Co mm and was organized at Aut horized Level of
Orga nization 5 (A LO -S). far below fu ll strength (ALO - l).
28 T he 19th Corps Nlateriel Manage ment Cen ter was organized at ALO- 6 in peacetim e.
29 De Groat interv iew.
30 On op er at io ns of t he 3d COSCOM (CONUS), refer to IV Corps Hi s tory Officej ,
Interim Report on Lesso ns Lea rned: 3rd Corps Support Comm and (CONUS Augmentation)
Deployment to W iesbaden fo r Operatio n JOINT ENDEAVOR 14 Dec 1995-9 Se ptember 1996
(HQ, V Co rps Hi sto ry Office: March 1996).
31 AAR, V Corps, Operation JOINT EN DEAVOR, Operatio ns in Centra l Reg ion (1996), ch. 3.
32 lnter v, author with Brig. Gen. Thoma s J. Bru ner. Commanding General, 3d COSCOM
(CONUS), 12 Jun 1996, W iesbaden Ai r Base. Germany.
33 3d COSCOM (CA) briefing. Pr e· Depl oy men t Training Requirement s, G ro up A
(Decem ber 1995). Th e document outlines those training requirements va li dated at home
stat ion, as well as mobili zation stat ion requirements that we re va lidated at home stat ion to
ex pedite deployment to Ge rmany.
34 MFR, AFRC -TAIA -CS PO (HQ, 3d COSCO M, CONUS Aug) , 17 Dec 1995, sub:
Va lidatio n of Required Mob il izat ion C lasses at Home Station; M FR, AF2N · RGFR·CSS
(Read iness Group Fort Riley), 17 Dec 1995, sub: Va lidation of Pre-Mobilizat ion Requirements;
Memo, HQ, 19th Corps Materiel Man agement Center, for Comm ander, 3d COSCOM, 9 Jan
1996, sub: Mobili zation AAR.
3S For exam ple, FORSCOM Reg ulat ion 350·2 req ui red an nua l weapon s qualificat ion.
wh ile USAREUR Regulation 350- 1 required sem iann ua l qua li fication. On individual train ing
issues and the problems invo lved, see Interv, author wit h CSM L. Dean Janovec, Command
Se rgeant Major, 3d COSCOM (CA), 29 Feb 1996, W iesbaden Air Base, Germany.
36 Msg, USC INCEUR for mul t ipl e addressees, 30153 0 2 Nov 1995, sub: Reserve
Co mponent (RC) Requirements for USCINCEUR U.S. Contribution fo r NATO Implementation
Force (IFOR).
37 Msg, HQ DA for mu ltiple addressees, 0417142 Dec 1995, su b: Notification of Reserve
Com ponent Fo rces Identifi ed fo r Poss ibl e Pa rtic ipat ion in Imp leme ntat io n Fo rce (IFOR)
Operations.
38 Msg, HQ DA for multiple add ressees, 120057Z Dec 1995, sub: HQ DA Mobilization
O rders 06-96.
39 Memo, HQ, 3d Corps Support Com mand, for Commander, 21st TAACOM, 6 Jan 1996,
su b: Presidential Select ive Reserve Ca llup (PSRC) AAR; Memo, HQ , 19th Co rps Materi el
Ma nage ment Center, for Commander, 3d COSCOM, 9 Jan 1996, sub: Mobi li zation AAR.
40 O n thi s point, see Interviews, author wit h Co l. Joseph Be rtinetti, Chief of Staff, 3d
COSCONI (CONUS), 23 Fe b 1996; with Lt. Co l. T ho mas Peru sse, C hief, Transportation
Division, 3d COSCOM (CONUS), 29 Feb 1996; and with Lt. Col. Lloyd Tobiasse n, Chaplain , 3d
COSCOM (CONUS), 27 Feb 1996, all at W iesbaden Air Base, Ger many; and Janovec interv iew.
41 HQ, Fifth United States Army Permanent Orders 348- 2 (Cor rected Copy), 14 Dec 1995;
HQ, 19th Theater Army Area Command (CA) O rders 348- 04, 14 Dec 1995; HQ, U.S. Army
Fo rt Dix O rders 356- 005, 22 Dec 1995; HQ, USAREUR and Sevent h Army Permanent Orders
17-1,17 Ja111996; HQ, V Co rps Perm anent O rders 96- 002,16 Feb 1996.
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42 Inte rv. aut hor with Co l. Den nis Collier, AeofS, G- l , 3d Co rps Sup po rt CO lllm a nd
(CONUS Aug mentation), 29 Feb 1996, W iesbaden Air Base, German}'; Be rtin etti interview; De
Groat interview; Perusse interview.
43 Partic ula rl y see Be rtinetti, Coll ier, and Perusse interviews.
44 Me mo, Brig. Ge n. Sam uel L. Kindred, CG, 3d COSCOM ro r Cd r, V Co rps, 5 Sep 1995,
sub: Pr ioritizat ion of Reserve Com ponent Augme ntat ion Un it.
·45 T he 270 · day rSRC "clock" bega n run n in g whe n t he uni t repor ted to its a rm o ry
at ho me s tatio n, a nd t h e uni t waS requ ir ed to be bac k at ho me statio n on th e 270 t h
day. Home stat io n prepa rat ions req u ired five days; e igh t days we re co n su med at t he
mob ili zatio n station at Fo rt Dix; in. processing upo n arri va l in Ge rm any cost two d ays;
mi ss io n hand-off upon depart ure required fi ve d ays; o ut-process in g at th e mo bi lizatio n
statio n at Fort Dix required eigh t days; a nd each soldie r acc rued 22 .5 days of a nllu alleave
t hat he had to be acco rded the oppo rtun ity to take. Thu s t he myri ad of admini strative
requireme nts associated with t he 270 -day PSRC mea nt th at V Co rp s co ul d expect o nl y
209.5 d ays of d uty fro l11 the rese rve u ni ts. AA R, V Corps, Ope rat ion JOINT ENDEAVO R,
O pera t io ns in Ce ntr al Reg ion (1 996), ch. 3.
46 Ib id., ch. 2.
41 To meet the C- l sta ndard, a un it requ ired an aggregate of betwee n 90 a nd 100 pe rcent
of au thor ized personn el and between 85 and 100 percent of se n ior grade perso nn el, and o f
the tota l, between 85 and 100 percent of all sold iers had to be fu ll y qualifi ed in their pri nci pal
m ilitary specia lty.
<18 Cliffo rd interview; Ba lati co in terview.
49 T he C- 2 sta ndard req uired an agg regate of aut hori zed pe rson nel at 80- 89 percent, the
se nio r grade pe rso nnel at 75-84 percent, and the sk ill-qu alified personn el at 75- 84 percent.
At C- 3, the fi gu res d ropped to 70- 79 perce nt in aggregate, 65- 74 perce nt for sen ior grade, and
75-84 percent fo r skill-qua li fied personnel.
50 Exce pt as otherwise cited, t h is di scussio n is d raw n from AAR, V Co rps, O perat ion
JOINT ENDEAvon, O perations in Cent ral Region (1996), ch. 3.
51 O n thi s issue, refe r to Salatico interv iew. Temporary Duty (TOY) status, docu mented on
the DO Form 1610, involved pay ment of pe r d iem costs that var ied with the geograp hica l area
in whi ch the duty was bein g pe rformed, a nd was accord ingly more expe nsive th an a temporary
change o f stat ion. T he ru le of th um b t hat HQ DA establ ished was that a so ld ier in Bos ni aHerzegov ina o r Hun ga ry for thi rt)' d ays o r less woul d be o n te mporary du ty. For so ldi ers
se rving thir t)'-one days o r more, TCS orders we re used. See Msg, HQ USA REU R (AEAG F-B)
for V Co rps, l6 1430Z Oct 1996, sub: FY97 Ope rat ion JOINT ENDEAVOR (OJE) Travel/ Per Diem
Guida nce; tVlsg, 1st PERSCOM for V Corps, u ndated, su b: Co ncept of Person nel Support fo r
Co ntin gency Operations Message Nu mber 3- Te mporary Change of Statio n; Me mo, HQ V
Co rps fo r (AETV-GFB), 11 Sep 1996, sub, TCS O rders-Change 1; and Memo, AETV-GFB (V
Co rps ACS RM) fo r multi ple add ressees, n.d., but September 1996, sub: FY97 O peration JOINT
ENDEAVO R (OJE) Temporary Change of Sta ti on (TCS) O rders.
52 McE lroy inte rview. O n this and o ther person nel issues, also see In te rv, autho r with Lt.
Co l. Robert \XI. tVliI ford, ACofS, G- l , Task Force Victory, Ope rat ion JO INT ENDEAVO l~, 5 Feb
1995, \X/iesbade n Ai r Base, Ge rm any.
53 Ch ri st ia nso n interv iew; HQ, V Co rps, 0+60 Sys tems Rev iew, 5 Feb 1996; V Co rps
Adjuta nt Genera l Briefi ng, Replace ment O perat ions (Jan ua ry 1996).
5-1 Cliffo rd interview. Colonel Cli fford emphasized that the personnel lessons learned from
those operat io ns were importa nt to V Co rps plannin g for OJE.
55 USA REU R O PLAN 40105, Campaign Plan, An nex; V Co rps Sa fety Office OJE AA R,
n.d.
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More prope rl y, the SS l- F\XlO, o r Shou lder Sleeve I n si g ni a- For m er Wart im e

O rgani zat ion.
57 Awa rd of t he Armed Forces Service Medal was made retroactive to 1992 fo r task forces
that had already met t he bas ic serv ice criteria in th e Balkans and elsew here.
58 Ba latieo interv iew; McEl roy inte rview. Msg, Joi nt Staff for multiple addressees. 101530Z
Oct 1997, su b: Terminatio n of the AFSM fo r O peration JO I NT ENDEAVOR and Awa rd of the
AFSM to O perat io n JO I NT GU ARD. T he period of award fo r Ol E wa s 20 Nove mb er 1995
t h ro ugh 19 Dece mber 1996; the period of award for OJG was 20 Dece mber 1996 th ro ugh 20
June 1998.
S9 Msg. Joi nt Staff for mul tiple add ressees, 041443Z Mar 1999, sub: Award of the Armed
Forces Expediti o na ry Med al (A FEM ) to Impl ement Sec tion 572 of the Nat io nal Defen se
Au thorization Ac t (NDAA) of FY 1998.
6oMi lfo rd interview.
61 Swindell interview.
" Ibid.
63 Ib id.
64 AAR, V Corps, Ope rati on JO INT ENDEAVOR, Operations in Central Reg ion (1996), ch. 6.
6S V Co rps After Act ion Report, Exercise Mou ntai n Shield, June 1995.
66 The Standard In stallation / Division Person nel System, or SIDPERS.
67 AA R, V Co rps, O perat ion JOI NT EN DEAVOR, O perat ions in Ce ntra l Reg ion (1 996), ch. 6.
68 Fo r furth er comment s on t hi s, see C hri sti anso n, McElroy, Ba lat ico, a nd Milford
interviews.
69 Fo r com ments, specifica lly see Milford and Swindell interviews.
70 Interv, Maj. Ri chard T hurs ton with Maj. John Lucy n ski , ACofS, G- 3, Ope ration s,
Task Force Victor y, 11 Jun 1996, Wiesbaden, Germa ny. The Rear Detachmel1l Commander's
Handbook out lined procedures and speci fied responsibilities of t he rea r detachment, base
support batta lion, and TF Victory. AA R, V Corps, Operat ion JOINT ENDEAVO R, Ope rat io ns in
Ce ntral Reg ion (1996). ch. 6.
71 The process was u nder review short ly a ft er Task Force Eag le went into Bos n ia ·
Herzegov ina. Genera l Abrams requi red a sur vey. which the staff produced in part as HQ, V
Co rps, 0+60 Systems Rev iew. 5 Feb 1996; V Corps Adju ta nt Ge nera l Briefi ng. Rep lacement
O perat ions, January 1996.
72 T he term "se parate bri gade" or, in V Co rps usage. "t he Se parates," denoted t hose
nondivisio nal bri gades th at supported co rps operation s with specia li zed sk ills. In 1995 they
included: 3d Corps Support Comm and, V Corps Art illery, 41st Field Art illery Brigade. lIth
Aviatio n Brigade. 12t h Av iat ion Brigade. 18t h Milita ry Police Brigade, 22d Signal Brigade,
69th Air Defense Artillery Brigade, 130th Engi nee r Brigade, and 20Sth Military Intelligence
Brigade.

Thsk Force Hawk and
Task Force Falcon
unresolved political problems place us in near impossible situations."
Brig. Gen. William H. Brandenburg. JI:
Chieror Sla([ V Corps, JUlle 1999

"One of the hardest things that we do as a deployingforce is set up our tactical assembly
areas and prepare them for combat operatio ns,"
Brig. Gen. Richard A. Cod}'

Deputy COlllmanding General. Task Force Hawk
6 May 1999

"It was a mild spring day in Albania and I thought to myself that this was all going to be
just fine. Little did I know, but it would be the last dry piece ofground I would look at for
a long time."
Maj. \Villiam \XI. Nasc
Task Force Hawk, 3 May 1999

"When the enemy was focused on trying to shoot down 24 A H- 64s every night, it lVas not
focused on shooting down fast mO ilers overhead."
Maj. Daniel E. \VilIiams

$-3. 2e1 Squadron, 6Lh Cavalry. 9 AugusL 1999

eep fi ssures appea red in what was left of the Yugoslav state in early
1999 when the ethnic Albanian population of the Yugoslav province
of Kosovo agitated for independence or else for fusion with Albania,
triggering a sharp and frequently violent response from the federal
Yugoslav police and armed forces. Widely and effectively publicized by the news
media, the plight of the Kosovars seemed likely to offer a repeat of the carnage
that had taken place in Bosnia- Herzegovina several years before. The United
Nations appearing incapable of effective action, the North Atlantic Treaty O rgani zation (NATO) assumed the responsibility for mediating the conflict, while
seeking UN sanction of alliance efforts.
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The NATO nation s co nvened peace talks between the Serbs ' and Kosovar
A lbanians in early February at Rambouill et, France, seeking so me peaceful
reso lution to the esca lating viole nce . While that was go ing on, U.S . President
Bill Clinto n co nferred both w ith hi s foreign policy advisors an d co ngressional leaders to di sc uss the on -going NATO plans and - the evide ntly endless
inter ve ntion in Bos ni a- H erzegovina pro mpting th e question - the poss ibil ity of crafting a strategy that allowed a n eve ntual exit, s ho uld the United
States becom e involved . The upshot of th ose di scussions was that the pres ide nt on 16 February tentatively agreed to send up to 4,000 Americans into
Kosovo as part of a NATO-led peacekeeping operation. T he next day NATO
fina li zed its plan s for a peace kee pin g force of som e thirty thousa nd soldiers
to serve in Kosovo as soon as the Rambouill et talks reached agreement .'
At le ngth, both t he Albanian and Serb delegations found some co m mon ground, s purred in part by a European Union declaration that th e EU
wou ld lift eco nomi c sanctions aga inst Serb ia a nd help rebuild Kosovo, were
a peace agreement signed. 3 On 23 February t he two s ides approved an in te rim ag ree me nt that provided greate r autonomy for Ko sovo a nd stipul ated
furth er talks starting in the middle of March. In the inte rlude, retired U.S.
Se nator Robert Dole went to Macedonia to lobby the Kosovo Liberation
Army to accede to the agreement, wh ile Ambassador Ri chard Holbrooke
m et w ith Yugoslav Preside nt Siobodan Mi losevic for the sa me purpose . Mi losevic, ho wever, rejected the use of NATO peacekeeping troops in Kosovo,
a key elem ent of the pending covenant . Altho ugh the Kosovar Alba nians
were willing to sign the Rambouillet Agree ment a nd did so on 18 Ma rch ,
the Serbs refus ed and began what th ey called "live fire" exe rc ises in Kosovo
the next day, massing troops alo ng the Kosovo border. At that point, on 20
March, th e United Na tions Kosovo Verification Mission, an ele me nt of the
pre-ex isting UN Preventive Deployment, left Kosovo, and Serb forces im m ed iately bega n an offensive in northeastern a nd no rth -ce ntral Kosovo.
Deployi ng a NATO peace kee ping force to Kosovo required Se rb co nse nt or at least acq ui escence . Co nse nt not forthcoming, th e North Atlantic
Coun cil decided upon punitive air strikes to coe rce Se rb acquiescence, hop in g that a show of force wo uld comp el M ilosev ic to cease hi s m ilitary op erations and permit the NATO forces to e nter Kosovo . Th e North Atla nti c
Counc il thus authorized the NATO secretary gen eral to co nsider a broad
range of air ope rations against Serbia, though in antic ipation that s uch an
air campaign would not last very long. W ithin NATO, the po li tical leadership kept planning for both strategic and tac tical use of air powe r unde r very
tig ht control, a nd was reluctant to give military co mmanders the latitude to
use what m any a ir co mmanders conside red to be the necessa ry force to accompl ish what were still unfortunately vague military obj ec tives .
M ilosevic hav ing not res ponded to various American and NATO ultima tums, NATO Sec re tary Genera l Jav ier So lana directed the Suprem e Alli ed
Co mmander, Europe (SACEUR), to begin operations against Serbia. Gen era l Wesley Clark, the se nior Am e rica n commander in Europ e, co mplied in
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his persona as SACEUR. Thus Operation ALLIED FORCE, th e NATO air wa r
against Serbi a, co mm enced on 24 March ' Serbia broke diplomatic relations
with the United States, Ge rm any, Great Britain, and France on 25 March.
On 31 March the United Nations withdrew the UN Preventive Deployment
forces from ](osovo and, on 10 June, belatedly authorized th e NATO member nation s to act to stabili ze the situation there.'
Whi le NATO planning went forward, the United States began pre paring
its forces to ser ve under NATO command, although its preparations were
hampered by certain politi cal co mpli cations that limited what the armed
forces co uld do. On 12 March the U.S. House of Representatives had agreed
in prin cipl e to send troops to ](osovo as part of NATO's pend ing ](osovo
Force (KFOR). Without furth er amplification, howeve r, the provision s of the
Rob erts Amendment were operative. The Roberts Amendment to the 1999
Defense Authori zation Act preve nted the Department of Defense from dis patc hing forces or spending money for any foreign interve ntion unless the
pres ident consulted with congressional leaders and sent a report to Con gress that certifi ed, among other things, why the operation was in the na tional interests of the United States, how large the forces were to be, how
mu ch the deployment was expected to cost, th e spec ifi c miss ion th e forces
would be give n, and th e exit strategy for those forces.' Th e amendment was
clearly in respo nse to the co ntinuing deployment to Bosnia- Herzegovina,
for which there was no e nd in sight. Until the requirements imposed by the
Roberts Amendment were satisfi ed, th e military forces alerted for de ployment to ](osovo could not spend mon ey, stage forces, undertake reconnaissance in the future areas of operation, or take any of the other necessa ry
pre parator y actions.
On 26 March President Clinton submitted a letter to the Spea ker of the
House of Re prese ntatives and the President Pro Tempore of the Senate outlining the use of American forces contemplated in support of Operation
ALLIED FO RCE, thereby co mplyin g with the terms laid out in the Roberts
Amendment.' T he politi ca l signifi ca nce of that two-week interval aside, the
delay had important implication s for the U.S. Army forces that eventua lly
took part in the operation because it obliged th em to pl an without adequate
curre nt information and to defer esse ntial prede ployme nt pre parations.

Early Planning: Task Force Falcon
Th e Armed Forces of th e United States co nducted their operations
throughout the ](osovo mission under the aegis of NATO, which bega n a serio us planning effort in early February, as soon as th e North Atlantic Co unci l
passed a planning authorization for a peacekee ping operation in ](osovo to
its Military Co mmittee and th ence to Suprem e Headquarters, Allied Powers , Europe (SHAPE). The Allied Forces, Central Europe, Rapid React ion
Co rps,' genera lly referred to as the ARRC, then began planning for its ro le
as ground co mmand headquarters of ](FOR, th e NATO ](osovo Force.
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T he U.S. Army's planning began in earnest at the same time, although
staffs had for some time been pondering the matter of military operations in
the region. The V Corps staff had been considering operations in Kosovo and
working with what plans officers wryly referred to as the "Balkan fa mily of plans"
since June 1998 and had undertaken a series of "what if" exercises related to the
"grand" Balkan strategy in September. Concerned about the growing instability
in Kosovo and fearing that it might easily spill across the border into Macedonia,
European Command in June 1998 issued verbal orders to USAREUR to develop
plans for two alternatives: to extract Task Force Able Sentry from Macedonia
or to increase the protection available to those troops along the border with the
Former Republic ofYugoslavia. 9
The V Corps response to USAREUR's directive was Operation BALKAN
SHIELD, a plan that offered a series of responses to suit a range of possible
threats and that involved five different fo rce packages that went from simple
reinforcement of the task force to deployment of a division headquarters with
one aviation brigade and one ground maneuver brigade. Significantly for later
planning, BALKAN SH IELD contemplated using the port ofThessaloniki to bring
the majority of forces into theater, then road marching them to Skopje, while
some forces would be airlifted directly to Skopje. In the course of the month, Lt.
Gen. John Hendrix, the V Corps commander, decided the best course would be
simply to withdraw troops from Macedonia if the task force were threatened,
and V Corps ceased work on BALKAN SHIELD.
The staff continued the planning process for various Balkan contingencies
through December 1998, just as NATO began discussing the possibili ty of a
bombing campaign against Serbia. By early December V Corps had proceeded
from its ea rlier discussions to sketch a preliminary plan to send Task Force Falcon, a force of around three thousand soldiers, to Skopje, Macedonia, as part of
KFOR for a mission the United States dubbed Operation JOINT GUARD IAN. The
task force was constituted from elements of the 1st Infantry Division, and Brig.
Gen. John Craddock, an assistant division commander in the Big Red One, was
named as its commander. Early in January the task was formalized to the extent
that USAREUR required the corps to consider what sort of American contribution could be assigned to a NATO force for peacekeeping in Kosovo.'o
The process became much more brisk in early February. On 7 February,
while the headquarters was conducting a Battle Command Training Program
exercise at Grafenwohr, USAREUR directed V Corps to begin detailed planning
to deploy Task Force Falcon, and General Hendrix instructed the core of his
battle staff to begi n a hasty plan for what he expected would be about a 1,000man task force that would depart very soon fo r Kosovo." When the exercise
at Grafenwohr was over, the staff returned to Heidelberg and continued developing the plan." Over the course of ten days the battle staff built a task force,
planned operations, and framed training for Falcon as a brigade-size task force,
basing its work on SACEUR OPLAN 10- 4-10, later issued as OPLAN 10- 4- 13
(Operation JOINT GUARDIA N). Once the plan was done, the corps sent one of
its G- 3 planners, together with a plans officer from 1st Infantry Division and
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Lt. Gen. John W. Hendrix

a representative from the USAREUR operations staff, to Naples to coordinate
with Joint Task Force Noble Anvil, the headquarters managing the American
contribution to the NATO Kosovo force. "
During that period the corps and 1st Infantry Division quickly completed all
necessary preparations short of deployment, including a detailed deployment
rehearsal that included representatives from the Military Sea Lift Command at
the port of Bremerhaven, all of the area support groups from which Task Force
Falcon units would be launched, and the 1st Theater Army Movement Co ntrol Agency. By the conclusion of that exercise, the corps had walked through a
full deployment rehearsal and had determined that it could deliver the force by
moving from rail to sea, and by sea to Thessaloniki, Greece. From there, echoing plans laid for the earlier and abortive Operation BALKAN SHI ELD, the force
would head by ground convoy and rail to Skopje, Macedonia, which was to be
the original staging area for Falcon. Serendipitously, the preparation for Task
Force Falcon readied corps and theater systems for the eventual deployment of
Task Force Hawk, a force that had not yet been imagined.
The attention of the staff was not undivided throughout that busy process,
however, since several other missions were in progress or just completed. At
the end of 1998 and into early 1999, the corps sent a joint task force headquarters and an air defense task force under the corps deputy commanding general to Israel as part of Operation DESERT Fox. At the same time, the corps
sent other Patriot batteries to Incirlik Air Base in Turkey, at the request of the
Turkish government, in Operation NORTHERN WATCH. " In the midst of those
preparations, V Corps' 18th Military Police Brigade dispatched a military police
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company to serve as a security element for the NATO Stabilization Force headquarters in Sarajevo. "
In the early stages of the planning there existed both a NATO chain of
co mmand and an American-only chain of command, since two planning efforts were going on in parallel and com ing together only at the Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe, in Belgium. The U.S. chain passed through the
headquarters of United States European Command to Joint Task Force Noble
Anvil, commanded by Admiral James Ellis, who was commander in chief of
U.S. Naval Forces in Europe in his American role and co mmander in chief of
NATO's Allied Force, Southern Europe, in his NATO capacity. The ARRC also
worked under his direction as it prepared for its mission in Kosovo.
British and French troops arrived comparatively early, followed by the
ARRC headquarters, fulfilling NATO plans that called for forces to enter the
theater through Thessaloniki, Greece, and stage in Macedonia . Once there, the
ARRC built upon the NATO extraction force that already existed in Macedonia. The French-led extraction force consisted of a little under two thousand
soldiers, mostly French and German, prepared to enter Kosovo, should that
become necessary, to extract the Kosovo Diplomatic Observer Mission that had
been operating in the province for several months. " The extraction force existed as the base on which the NATO forces converged to form a peacekeeping
organization under the ground control of the ARRC and under the operational
command of Admiral Ellis.
Task Force Falcon, the American compo nent of that force, was then to arrive in Skopje, Macedonia, where V Corps maintained a presence. Task Force
Able Sentry had been in Macedonia for six years, working under the auspices
of the United Nations but under the control of V Corps. The task force mission
had been to monitor activities along the Kosovo-Serb border with Macedonia
and was essentially to act as a deterrent force, one of two battalion -size UN task
forces operating along that border. The American contingent was in the east,
closer to Bulgaria, along the southwestern Serb border, while the Nordic Battalion, made up of Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish troops, was situated along
the western battalion sector. Task Force Able Sentry had a major base camp at
a former Yugoslav Air Force airfield at Skopje. The UN mandate was not extended, however, and the UN Preventive Deployment (UNPREDEP) mission on
the border ceased on 28 February 1999, just as Task Force 1-4 Cavalry arrived
there for duty. General Hendrix directed TF 1-4 Cavalry to remain in Macedonia, retaining possession of Camp Able Sentry and the observation posts, with
the idea that those facilities could serve as the staging base and eventually as the
susta inment base for Task Force Falcon. "
On 28 March the secretary of defense approved the modified mission and
TF 1- 4 Cava lry was reconstituted as Task Force Sabre, charged with maintain ing, preserving, and protecting the U.S. infrastructure in Macedonia for use as a
forward staging and logistics area for the American contribution to the NATOled implementation force in Kosovo. Task Force Sabre consisted of so me 620
soldiers and a util ity helicopter detachment and maintained its headquarters
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at Camp Able Sentry. On 22 April 1999 operational control of TF Sabre transfelTed to NATO, whereupon it was redesignated Task Force Falcon Rear. TF
Falcon Rear had the mission of reception, staging, and onward movement of
U.S. forces to support peacekeeping operations in Kosovo, using Camp Able
Sentry as a logistics staging area to sustai n those forces. On 20 May 1999 Task
Force 4-3 Air Defense Artillery assumed the mission from 1- 4 Cavalry. "
Hendrix intended to deploy most of Task Force Falcon by ship from the
north Germa n ports and bring it into theater via Thessaloniki, whence the
troops were to move overland into Macedonia to Camp Able Sentry, the marshaling and staging area, though plans also called for a small portion of the
force to go to Skopje by theater airlift. The corps made all the necessary deployment preparations, including configuring the sea and air load packages, and
moved a good portion of the force to the deployment processing center at Rhein
Ordnance Barracks in Kaiserslautern, the Army's staging area for Ramstein Air
Force Base, the aerial port of embarkation. There ensued a pause while NATO
waited to see the results of its bombing campaign. For the V Corps staff, that
pause was a welcome one.
Un ique circumstances made the V Corps staff a particularly efficient instrument for the work that had to be done at that moment. At the sen ior level, the
staff was both closely knit and highly experienced in general terms and possessed of special experience in deployment missions. General Hendrix came to
V Corps from command of the 3d Infantry Division, which had considerable
experience in handling force deployments. With him came Col. Robert Leon as
deputy chief of staff. Leon had worked with Hendrix over a period of years in a
series of assignments and knew the general's operational style and understood
what he required of his staff. Brig. Gen. Raymond Odierno had worked under
Hendrix in the corps for a year and had just left the position of corps chief
of staff to become assistant division comma nder in the 1st Armored Division
when planning for Task Force Hawk began. When he became part of the Task
Force Hawk staff, he brought with him two years of accumulated knowledge
about corps operations and a clear understanding of how Hendrix looked at
operational issues. The new corps ch ief of staff, Brig. Gen. William H. Branden burg, Jr., also arrived from 3d Infantry Division, in wh ich he had just completed
a brigade command that had included a brigade deployment to Kuwait and another to Egypt. He brought with him what was probably the most, and most
current, deployment experience in the Army.
Also that summer, Maj. Gen. Julian H. Burns, Jr., arrived to replace Maj.
Gen. Gregory Rountree as corps deputy commanding general. Burns had highly
relevant theater experience, having spent a great deal of time in deployments
since being promoted to general officer and having extensive service in Bosnia.
As a consequence, he brought to the staff a deep understanding of that part
of the world and a considerable ability to handle international operations. By
the luck of the draw, as the deputy chief of staff later phrased it, the corps had
a "unique sy nergy" between Burns and Brandenburg, who had been working
together about nine months when the crisis began ancl who shared a very high
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energy level. The command team, in short, was comfortable with each other and
extremely well-qualified for the mission.
Finally, and not least important, was the fortunate fact that the corps staff,
and particularly the officers in G- 3 Plans, had not recently suffered from a
heavy person nel turnover and that many of the key planners and operations
officers from every staff section were in their second year in the headquarters.
As a consequence, the level of staff integration was remarkable, and the levels of
staff experience and knowledge were high. The finely tuned competence of the
battle staff and the mutual understanding that existed among its members were
crucially important assets for deployment planning."
Even such an experienced and capable staff was affected by the circumstances of the moment, however, as work on Task Force Falcon drew to a close.
Over the preceding nine months decreasing stability in the Balkans had manifested itself, as far as V Corps was co ncerned, in a continuing series of what the
deputy chief of staff considered "bizarre planning drills" that became legendary
among the planners.'· Typically, according to Leon, a telephone would ring in
the middle of the night to inform the corps that it was in the notional troop
list for some sort of peace enforcement operation. There inevitably followed an
intense seventy-two hours of work that, in Leon's judgment, "would drain every
bit of staff energy out of this Corps:' Among the drills was PUL LI NG GUARD, a
contingency for an emergency evacuation of UN forces in Macedonia. Another
plan called fo r reinforcements to the UN in Macedonia. Another plan was a
contingency to extract the ](osovo Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE) observer force. Another plan reinforced that OSCE observer
force. 2 1

"Spin drill;' as the staff called the process, followed sp in drill, and all had in
common that they were triggered by a phone call, normally either from European Command or from USAREUR, and sometimes fi ltered through the sen ior
headquarters' operations officer, but they never included a written planning
directive. Everything, as Leon remem bered it, was a panicked, middle of the
night demand for a plan or a study, cataclysmic processes to answer demands
for a product to give the chairman of the Joint Chiefs by dawn the next day, and
typically consisting of a couple of Power Point slides to layout a concept, a force
structure against a force cap, assumptions, and a schedule. The on ly benefit, as
he saw it, was that, whi le the process "sucked a lot out of the staff;' it also trained
them how to work fast , and on very limited information. "It wasn't fun and a
lot of the time it wasn't pretty;' Leon concluded, "and we can all argue about
whether they were good products or not. But the bottom line was that this staff
went through that process and got comfortable doing it. After you do this five
or six times, you get used to doing if'"
Unfortunately, the process also generated an unvoiced expectation in the
staff that, while they would always go through the spin drill, the units would
never really carry the operation through. When the corps sent a joint task force
headquarters and air defense task force to Israel in December 1998, some were
actually shocked. The subsequent drill to send a Patriot missile task force to
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Turkey also was actually carried out and began to produce a different outlook
about the viability of all the planning work. Fortunately, before Task Force
Hawk was launched, the staff had gotten past any assumption that all the plannin g drills were merely paper exercises.
Combined, however, with the Battle Command Training Program Warfighter Exercise in February, the requirement to run Exercise Mountain Eagle
VI in the last quarter of the preceding calendar year to prepare a 1st Infantry
Division task force for duty in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the preparation for Task
Force Falcon, and several other planning requirements, the many spin drills
had a cumulative and negative impact on the staff. By Easter weekend, the
staff was totally wrung out, in the opinion of the deputy chief of staff. "I'm not
talking about the colonels;' Leon later said, "but about the senior noncommissioned officers, the captains, the majors, the guys who really make this
stuff happen. They were beyond exhaustion:'" Hendrix walked the hallways
and personally threw people out of the headquarters that weekend, fully realizing that even the "iron majors" of his planning staff needed to take whatever
opportunity for rest presented itself. The continuing pause in deployment of
Task Force Falcon offered just such a chance.
At that point, with forces prepared for deployment, the co rps awaited
events, since all planning was premised on the idea that a limited air ca mpaign against Serbia would bring Milosevic to the negotiating table to sign a
peace agreement, and that any such agreement would include an international
peacekeeping force for Kosovo. The Rambouillet negotiations not having met
with success, NATO decided to prosecute the air campaign against Serbia. At
that juncture, the corps received a change of mission.

Change of Mission: Task Force Hawk
With Task Force Falcon staged and waiting, Hendrix received phone calls
on 21 March from General Wesley Clark, the Supreme Allied Commander,
Europe, and from General Montgomery C. Meigs, the USAREUR commanding general, directing him to begin contingency planning for an Apache helicopter deep strike task force for possible use in Kosovo as part of the NATO
phased air campaign. There was little more guidance at first, except that the
force had to be ready for deployment by the first of April and that a co ncept
briefing needed to be put together immediately for Pentagon approval. Within
days, a series of messages formalized the requirement." Working in conjunction with the USAREUR staff, Hendrix's planners designed a force of 1,782
soldiers to operate from Skopj e, Macedonia, and designated it Task Force
Hawk, finishing their outline plan just befo re midnight that same day.
Even after USAREUR outlined the Task Force Hawk concept of operations
to the Joi nt Chiefs, European Co mmand, and the Department of the Army,
no specific mission was enunciated, and the only mission that was conceptualized was deep strike attack helicopter operations. In place of a mission,
USAREUR directed V Corps to imbed a set of "capabilities" in the force to
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ha ndle command and control, ta rgeting, deep strike, suppression of enemy
air defenses, counterfire, and rece ption, staging, onward movement, and integration of forces. Further adding to the difficulties was the fact that no overall ca mpaign pl an existed for Operation ALLIED FORCE, and no boundaries
had been set for areas of responsibility, a failing that eventually caused some
discord with the NATO land force comma nder in Albania. Instead, the Task
Fo rce Hawk comma nder "coordin ated with and adjusted to the Joint Force
Air Co mpone nt Comm ander's (JFACC) Air Control Plan whenever tra ining
or moving his assets:'25
Rules of engagement posed another problem, because those that ex isted
had been designed for the NATO air ca mpaign and did not address capabilities and limitations of the Multiple Launch Rocket System or Army Tactical
Missil e System, which were both indirect and not precision guided, but which
were essenti al components of any deep strike helicopter mission. Political sensitivity intervened at that point, because although NATO wished to punish the
Serb armed forces as a means of forcing Milosevic to comply with the allied
demands for a peacekeeping force in Kosovo , collateral damage in the form of
civilian casualties was obviously highly undesirable. 'The Army's artillery sys tems could offer neither that kind of precision nor any assurance that such
casualties could be avoided. Un able to keep the entire region under direct visua l observation, the Army had instead to rely upon electronic means of ob ser vation for targeting, and that also was not allowed under the NATO rules of
engagement. Hendrix asked ea rly for rules of engagement specific to ground
ma neuver forces, but did not receive them.'" As late as 15 May, V Corps planners were voicing the daily complaint that "ROE is still Amber;' which meant
that a valid set of rules of engagement had not yet been promulgated."

Complexities of Command and Control
The eventual decision was an uneasy co mpromise that was probably not
rea lly workable in practical terms. Task Force Hawk would function as a unilate ral American force in support of NATO's Operation ALLIED FORCE, but it
would not be an integral part of NATO and would remain under authority of
the American Joint Task Force Noble Anvil, using a set of rules of engagement
approved only through America n channels. Since no land component comma nder was ever appointed in Kosovo, General Hendrix became the senior
Arm y Compo nent commander by default. Never effectively integrated into
the overall command and control structure for Operation ALLI ED FORCE, Task
Force Hawk was therefore often reduced to planning without access to all relevant information and to operating in "an atmosphere of ambiguity;' as USAREUR assessed the situation in its after action report. In the end, Hendrix was
concerned not only with the attack aviation operations, but also with the threat
of Serb cross-border operations from Kosovo and Montenegro, and with being
the Title lO authority for all United States forces in Kosovo, whi ch included
physical security, sustainment, and all categories of logistical support.
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Parallel NATO and U.S . chains of command meant that co mmand and
control arrangements in Albania were co mplex and nea rly dysfun ctional. Not
only did the U.S . Air Force and, later, th e NATO authorities run Operation
SHI NING HOPE from Tirana, while sharing space with humanitarian relief operat ions of other nations not under NATO control. but there was also a NATO
headquarters there.28 Using its Allied Command Europe Mobil e Force (Land),
custo marily referred to simply as the AMFL, NATO established Albania Force
(AFaR) in Tirana as the senior NATO headquarters in the country. British Lt.
Gen. John Reith co mmanded AFaR and had the responsibility to coordinate
force protect ion for all NATO forces in Albania, as well as to participate in
airspace com mand and coordination. Task Force Hawk was a purely America n operation, but He ndrix was naturally required to coordinate with Reith,
as well as with th e Air Force commanders. Ser ious questions about who approved airspace command and control at different alt itudes, who coordinated
air defense, and who coo rdinated military operations and humanitari an assista nce operations and linked them, when required, were never adequately
reso lved.
While General Reith was arriving with the AMFL to take over the hu manitarian relief operation from the U.S. Air Force, Task Force Hawk was
still evolving its headquarters st ructure and feeling out all the things it had
to do to operate in Albania. There was naturally som e overlap th at gene rated
friction. The question of which three-sta r general was in charge of what was
finally resolved on 18 April, the day after Hendrix arrived in Albania, when
General Clark fl ew into Tirana to visit both operations. Hendri x and Clark
met by chance on the southern end of the airfield while Clark was touring the
hum an itari an relief operation with Reith.
Discussion of the co nflicts between the two organizations arose as a matter of course, and Clark, in his capaci ty as SACE UR , briefly issued guidance on
the missions of the two organization s, how they were to divide the tasks that
overlapped, and how they should parcel out the space around the airfield. In
fact, as Colonel Leon later pointed out, the meeting was not purely fortuitous,
since the three generals met at what was at that moment the principal fri ction point betwee n the two organizations, the southern part of Tirana-Rinas
airfield, where the French had positioned their aircraft and supporting troops.
Unfortunately and inevitably, disagreements about use of a too -small airfield
co nstantly muttered along as an undertone to all operations based in Tirana .
On the other hand, Reith took the humanitarian aid operations in hand and
both co ntrolled them and kept them from in te rfering with the purely military
operations of Task Force Hawk."

Mission Statement and Task Force Organization
As had become usual in past deployments, Task Force Hawk bega n its
planning and organization without reference to a specific order. TI,e USAREUR operation order was not published until 22 April, by which time the task
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force had already deployed and established an initial operational capability.3.
It was therefore from early discussions with USAREUR that V Corps developed its purely combatant mission statement for Task Force Hawk, organized
to carry out Operation VICTORY HAWK:
On order, V (US) Corps forms, trains, and deploys a deep strike Task Force to the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia to conduct operations in support of NATO's
Phased Air Operations in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia."
Basing the task force in Macedonia made reasonable the assumptions that the
aircraft would operate from fixed facilities already in American hands and that
adequate communications and logistical back up were available. Although the
task force was under American command, the corps assumed that it could
eventually fall under operational co ntrol of the ARRC if ground operations ever
started. Planners likewise assumed that sufficient strategic airlift was available
to move the headquarters and security elements as well as the attack helicopters
and their associated support equipment.
The task force organization provided a command and control structure
that cou ld plan and execute deep operations, and early corps plans outlined an
incremental force deployment to provide growing deep strike capability over
time. Hendrix intended that a mission rehearsal exercise in Germany would be
followed by rehearsals conducted in the area of operations. For support, Task
Force Hawk planned to use facilities prepared by Task Force Able Sentry and
maintained after February 1999 by Task Force Sabre. The Apache helicopters
had an around-the-clock mission capability, en hanced by suppression of enemy air defense fires from Army Tactical Missile Systems fired by the Multiple
Launch Rocket System batteries. The corps estimated that the task force would
require 126 C- 17 sorties to place all of its elements at Petrovec Airfield in Skopje, even if all of the helicopters self-deployed."
Within days it became clear that the task force was too small for the mission. However, in reconsidering the design of the force, Hendrix decided to
keep units detailed for Task Force Hawk separate from those detailed for Task
Force Falcon. If the air campaign were followed by deployment of peacekeeping forces to Kosovo, he did not want to have to retrain and re-prepare a force
to send as Task Force Falcon. Besides that, Task Force Falcon had already gone
through a complex mission rehearsal exercise at the Hohenfels training area for
the mission in Kosovo, and the units were then standing by at the deployment
processing center. With different forces, the corps would retain the abi lity to
carry out both missions Simultaneously, if required.
As mission planning began, haste was a major consideration. Above all
else, Hendrix did "not want to be irrelevant" and show up after the war was
over." Weather was another consideration. He believed that any ground operation would have to begin not later than July if the maneuver campaign were to
be completed by late October and thereby avoid the complications of a winter
battle in the Balkans where poor road nets and terrible off-road trafficability
historically limited the pace of operations. Inclement winter weather would
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also restrict the viability of close air support because the cloud cover tended to
increase and drop in altitude by October. Naturally, poor weather would also
diminish the value of the aerial and satellite reconnaissa nce upon which targeting relied.
While awaiting approval of the Task Force Hawk concept, the aviators began
to train the units slated for deployment, particularly the Apache squadrons of
the 11th Aviation Regiment." The two squadrons did a quick gunnery exercise
of two or three days' duration at Grafenwohr. Simultaneously, the 1st Battalion,
27th Field Artillery, the field artillery missile battalion from V Corps Artillery
slated to join Task Force Hawk, ran its own exercise. While those units were
returning to their garrisons after finishing their final training, the corps com mander summoned their leaders to the Warrior Prep Center at Einsiedlerhof,
near Kaiserslautern, where he conducted a simulation mission rehea rsal for a
day and a half, building on the ab ilities already developed in the recent Warfighter Exercises and in actual flying missions at Grafenwohr, both live fire and
at night, and also one exercise that the Apache units had flown in Bosnia in the
late summer and early fall of the preceding year.
As events turned out, much of the terrain over which aviation units eventually operated had never been considered in V Corps simulations, and many
of the methods that Task Force Hawk had to use to cooperate with the Allied
air forces were likewise new, which underscored the need for the task force to
be able quickly to adapt to novel circumstances in Albania. Finally, corps units
began to stage the Hawk forces to Ramstein and Kaiserslautern for deployment,
aiming to meet the 1 April deadline General Clark had stipulated. The forces did
not deploy at that point, but by 3 Apri l V Corps had positioned a total of fifty seven C- 17 loads at the airfield, staged and pre- inspected by the Army and Air
Force and ready to fly.
Corps reconnaissance missions to Thessaloniki in Greece and to Macedonia enabled the battle staff to write operations orders in considerable detail to
place Task Force Hawk in Skopje. While the task force was sti ll destined for
deployment to Macedonia, Colonel Leon recalled that one member of the battle staff, after reviewing the circumstances there and in Albania, summed the
session up with this com ment about Albania: "]'m glad we're never going to
go there, because that place just ... you couldn't make it work:' However, on
29 March Macedonia rendered all the previous planning work irrelevant when
it announced that it would not allow an expansion of NATO support within
its borders, and likewise would not allow NATO co mbat forces to launch air
strikes against Serbia from its soil. As a consequence, European Command on
1 April directed that the Apache task force would be based in Albania, rather
than in Macedonia.
The next day, the staff dispatched a survey team under Lt. Col. Michael Clidas from G-3 Plans and including the corps G- 3 aviation staff officer, a member of the G- 2 staff, the S- 4 of the 7th Corps Support Group, a transportation
officer, a contracting officer, and a noncommissioned officer from the Air Force
Air Mobility Control Flight to the airport at Tirana-Rinas. The team noted that
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the ground around the airport was soft; that there were a number of serious
security concerns, co nsideri ng the physical layout of the airport; and that ports
and the ground transportation network were not capable of sustaining a large
deployment or logistics flow. Clidas drew attention to the fact that the geography of the area placed serious strains on radio communications. The team also
remarked on the poverty of the region and the small labor force available to
hire. The most serious consideration, however, was the capacity of the airport
to support continuous relays of cargo aircraft while also serving the needs of the
existing humanitarian relief operation.
Determining the specifIc loads the runways could bear had to awa it a technical inspection, but the team found that the fIeld was capable of only daylight,
visual fli ght rules operations and that it could handle a maximum of three C- 17
transpo rts on the ground at one time. Assuming that the civil authorities would
authorize three C- 17s on the ground at once, the team estimated that the entire
force could not be delivered to Tirana in less than sixteen days. With two aircraft authorized on the ground, the figure rose to twenty-three days. With one
aircraft permitted, force closure time amounted to forty-foul' days. Because of
the limited support available in Albania and the fact that the task force would
certainly have to rely upon itself for power, water, fue l, food, and medical support, the volume of delivered supplies and equipment rose alarmingly in planning estimates.
Although the team had serious and well-founded reservations about Tirana-Rinas, the airfield there was obviously better than the only alternative at
Gjader, and the corps com mander issued pl anning guidance to his staff on that
basis. Still, the initial corps survey was pessimistic about using Tirana as a base,
particularly because it appeared the airfield was too small to use C- 5 transports without running the risk of blocking the runway by allowing an airplane
to become stuck in the mud." Such an eventuality would have had disastrous
co nsequences, particularly for an operation that would hinge so desperately on
efficient and continuing airlift. In the process of fIguring out how to deliver the
force to Albania, the staff relied on a study that the G- 2 had done for the corps
commander the previous year. Because the country appeared to be unstable and
so bedeviled by anarchy, there had from time to time been discussions about
missions to extricate U.S. citizens if ci rcumstances warranted it, and the basis of
those pl ans was the G- 2 country study, which now proved so useful in another
co ntext.
Hendrix understood that a completely new plan was necessary, since Skopje
and Albania were fundamentally different from the operational point of view.
Skopje was a strategic airfield where the corps had a well-established ca mp and
good security measures already in place, not to mention a satisfactorily developed logistical support structure that could be tailored for any type of operation. From the operational point of view, the terrain in Macedonia was much
more favorable, since the distances the Apaches wou ld have to fl y to make deep
strikes into [(osovo were much shorter than from Albania. Albania, by contrast,
had extremely mountainous terrain that limited aircraft loads and distances
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from Kosovo that limited mission duration. In contrast to Macedonia, Albania
had both a weak government and a weak army that had permitted anarchy to
preva il for the preceding two years, so the internal security situation was poor.
The border between Albania and Kosovo was really controlled only by the Serb
Army and was accordingly very porous and therefore dangerous from the force
protection point of view. The Albanian road network was disastrously bad when
considered for military use, and the distance fro m the coast to the airfield at
Tirana, the only logical base area, was considerable. Even though distances of
between 80 and 120 kilometers separated Tirana and the border, depending on
the route chosen, th ere was no other airfield available that could be supported
at all by road. Because of the changed security requirement, logistics requireme nt, and attack requirement, the corps had to redesign the task force and had
to do it very quickly.
As the destination of the force became clear, the corps relied on experienced
aviators to elaborate an additional level of planning detail, and for that purpose,
General Hendri x quietly brought the S- 3 offi cers of 2d and 6th Squadrons, 6th
Cavalry, and two of their warrant officers to Heidelberg in early April to exploit
their operational Apache experience. Assuming a base in Albania and working purely from a map reconnaissance, the team ro ughed out a series of routes
through open passages from Tirana into Kosovo and briefed its plan to Hendrix.
Th e team also outlined requirements for auxiliary fu el tanks and pOinted out
the challenges of fl ying in mountainous terrain with extremely heavy aircraft.'·
The increased security requirement demanded more forces, and Hendri x
on 12 April asked for relief from the arbitrary force cap of 2,500 soldiers. Approval from European Command and USAREUR was swift, and Hendri x's staff
immediately made a traditional troop-to-task analysis and structured a larger
force that included infantry and military police units." As Task Force Hawk
prepared fo r deployment, it therefore burgeoned from 1,782 to 5,500 soldiers in
deSign, although Hendrix tried to keep the force to five thousand or less . (Chart
11) The other matter that argued for redesign of the force was the fact that Task
Force Hawk was to be configured as an AH- 64 Apache task force, supported
by artillery, intended to begin cross-border operations in suppo rt of the strategic air campaign. The Task Force Hawk mission was explicitly combatant, and
therefore diametrically different from the Task Force Falcon mission, since the
latter was intended to be a peacekeeping force that would operate in a benign
env ironment.

Task Force Th under
At the end of March, in the middle of preparations for Task Force Hawk,
General Wesley Clark , the U.S. commander in chief in Europe, issued verbal
instructions to General Montgomery Meigs, the USA REU R commander, to
pre pare an artillery force to suppress air defenses inside Serbia." Clark wished
to assist the air ca mpaign by defeating the Serb missile batteries, which were
proving a persistent threat to the allied aircraft. General Meigs, in turn, directed
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Hendrix at V Corps to design and ready an appropriate force. Guidance on
how to organize for and perform the suppression of enemy air defense mission was, as Hendrix characterized it, "sketchy;' but he understood that he
needed to assemble a small Army Tactical Missile System task force that could
operate either from Croatia or from Hungary. Preparing for that eventuality,
he sent reconnaissance teams to each country to locate firing pOSitions and to
begin to figure out how the task forces would operate there.
Task Force Thunder, as the force was named, was intended to deliver fires
specifically at SA-6 mi ssile sites around Belgrade and to support cross-border
operations of the attack helicopters . The air campaign had already begun on
24 March, and the V Corps plans staff therefore anticipated that there was
some intention to use the Army tactical missile fire to help protect the NATO
strike aircraft operating deep in Serbia as well.
This mission statement governed corps planning:
On order, V (US) Corps forms, trains, and deploys a SEAD [Suppression of Enemy
Air Defense] capable Task Force to Hungary to conduct operations in support of
NATO's Phased Air Operations in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia."
Maj. Mike Scully led the planning work to develop a basic concept that included
placing the task force into Croatia or Hungary within forty-eight hours of alert
notification by means of air or rail movement. Initial plans called for locating
Task Force Thunder either near Pecs, in Hungary, or near Slavonski Brod, in
Croatia. He devised two options. Each included a command element from the
field artillery battalion. Option 1 used a larger force that included one rocket
artillery battery of twelve launchers, the battalion headquarters and service battery, an infantry company for local security, a Patriot missile battery for air defense of the task force, and built-in signal and logistiCS support. With such an organization, the task force had enough launchers to maintain fires while moving
the other part of the unit to an alternate firing location. Employing what artillerymen referred to as "shoot and scoot" tactics, the task force could fire a salvo
within four minutes of receiving a mission and have rounds on target within five
to ten minutes. Meanwhile, the battery could move and be set up to fire another
mission within thirty minutes. Option 1 involved about 490 soldiers and carried
the cost of thirty-five sorties by Air Force C-17 transports.
Option 2 was more modest . Instead of an artillery battery, it involved only
one firing platoon of six launchers and was supported by a single dismounted
infantry company and a logistics section. A force so designed could move into
the theater of operations more quickly because it involved only 120 soldiers
and ten C- 17 sorties. However, it could not "shoot and scoot" and could not
mass fires as readily as the other configuration. More important, it had the
logistical support to susta in itself only briefly in action. Naturally, moving the
units by rail was also a possibility planners considered. The difficulty with
rail movement was that it required commercial deep-well railcars, always in
short supply in the German train network and needing advanced notification
to obtain.
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After reviewing the options and co nsidering further guidance he received
from Me igs, Hendri x issued a warning order to the 1st Armored Divi sion
that called for a modifIcation of Option 2. He directed the division to ready
three launchers and appropriate logistics, command and control, and security
forces for deployment within 48-hours' notice. The order made clear that the
longer-range Army Tactical Missile System round was required for Task Force
111Under because of the distance of the nominated targets from any poss ible
task force fire base. He ordered that the task force draw most of its support
fro m the National Support Element that still existed at Taszar, Hunga ry, to
sustain Task Force Eagle in the on-going NATO Sustainment Force mission in
Bosn ia-Herzegovina. Command and control, he dete rmined, would be exercised by linking TF Thunder to the Co mbined Air Operations Center, and the
task force would, upon arr ival in the theater of operations, be under operational co ntrol of NATO's Allied Forces, Southern Europe, which might further
delegate control to the commander of allied air forces in the region.'o
While practical preparations were go ing on, negotiations to obtain Croatian or Hungarian permission to fire from their territory proceeded, as did
so me refinement of General Clark's original co ncept. To so me degree, Clark's
intention s remained unclear in the course of that month, sin ce USAREUR and
V Corps had been directed to prepare Task Force Falcon for peacekeeping
operations in what European Command termed a "permissive environment;'
as well as to prepare two combat forces, Task Force Hawk and Task Force
111Under. As the notion of a heavy ground ca mpaign too k shape through the
co urse of the month, the corps increasingly thought deployment of TF 11,undel' likely to augment such a force. Task Force Falcon, however, would deploy
in any case, just as soo n as on -going combat operations produced the desired
results of acquiescence from Serb ia, since the NATO peacekeeping force was
an integral part of the agreement upon which the alliance insisted.
111erefore, V Corps still had to be very careful to keep the forces committed to each task force clearly separate, in case one or all received an execute
order. No unit from 3d Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, could be used for Hawk
or 111Under, and the corps had to be ca reful how the 7th Corps Support Group
was tasked, since it already had missions relating to Task Force Falcon. Once
planning was co mpl ete, the task force remained ready, loaded on heavy equip ment transporters, awaiting a deployment decision that never came, in part
because neither Croatia nor Hungar y wished to pay the political cost of allowing such missions to be fired from their soil."

Deployment of Task Force Hawk
11,e headquarters and its deploying units had invested a great deal of en ergy in making themselves ready for deployment because General Hendri x ·
insisted that no Air Force airplane was ever going to have to wait for an Army
load. Thus, on 3 April, the sa me day that the pres ident gave his approval to
send two battalions of Apache heli copters into Albania , the corps already had
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fifty -seven air loads of equipment staged at the deployment processing center at Kaiserslautern for movement. (Map 15) 1he next day the joint Chiefs
of Staff issued the execute order for Task Force Hawk deployment, with the
caveat that the force wo uld not be employed outs ide Albania until the pres ident gave specific permission. Also on 4 April, the government issued a public
announcement that Task Force Hawk, with twenty-four Apaches and 1,500
soldiers, wou ld deploy to Albania within eight days 4'
After Hendrix learned from USAREUR that the mission was going to be
executed, the next obvious step was to dispatch an advanced party, known
at V Corps as a "Torch Party:' 1he Roberts Amendment restrictions having
been lifted on 5 April, that travel was finally legal. Given the complexities
of the situation, the corps expanded the concept and put together a larger
team that it referred to as "Super Torch;' under the com mand of Maj. Gen. j.
H. Burns, the deputy commanding general of the corps." Hastily obtaining
country clearances for the visit, Burns selected Colonel Leon and a communications sergeant to accompany him while the corps mustered the rest of the
advance party.
Burns and Leon fl ew to Ramstein Air Force Base on 5 April, where they
met Air Force Maj. Gen. William Hinton, 3d Air Force commander, who was
also in charge of Operation SHINING HOPE, the humanitarian aid mission
that was based at Tirana- Rinas. Together, they fl ew from Ramstein to Tirana,
discussing the ongoing relief operations while en route and meeting with U.S.
Embassy and Albanian officials at the airfield. Upon arrival, Burns also reviewed security issues in Albania and imm ediately determined that force pro tection wo uld be a critica l matter in establishing the task force 44
Burns' team arrived on the night of 5 April, with the remainder of the
advance party arriving the next morning by C- 130. While Burns' party began its assessments, the co rps headquarters became the focus of an interplay
of comm unicatio ns via the joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications
System (jWICS), followed up by written orders from European Command,
through USAREUR, to V Corps, which then began producing written orders
for its deploying units. His part of the miss ion completed, Burns returned to
Germ any on 8 April while the rest of the Torch Party began to function as an
advanced element for Task Force Hawk. By the time the deputy co mmanding
ge neral returned to Heidelberg, the corps had already begun spending money
to buy the critical resources that the advanced party had determined were
necessary to operate in Albania. One of the first of those was barrier material,
since physical security was immed iately necessary for what Burns considered
to be a very vulnerab le airfield.
The initial survey of the airfield was not particularly encouragi ng, and
elaboratio n of airlift plans had to await an Air Force technical survey of the
field to determine what weight airp lanes the runway and aprons would support, how much ramp area was available to turn aircraft around, and the
amount of additional air traffic control support that would be required. The
ramps were on the west side of the field with the civilian tower, and that was
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where a sprawling and essentially uncontrolled humanitarian relief operation
was already in progress to support the many refugees who were streaming
across the border from Kosovo into Albania. The remaining available space
was on the east side of the runway, a part of the southern periphery, and a dirt
area on the southwest side of the fi eld, all of which was unimproved. Like it
or not, the land available to Task Force Hawk produced a base area in a lineal'
configuration that extended its security and logistical requirements.
Of equal concern was the ground itself- soft clay soil that had a very high
water table. As Burns' aircraft took off from Tirana, a persistent rain began
to fall, and it became clear to the advance party that trafficability on the soft
ground was going to be extremely poor. Within three days the base camp area
was literally under water, and Leon, by then in charge of the advance party,
consequently asked General Brandenburg to push engineer units up in the deployment schedule. The only good news on 7 April was that the Italian Ministry of Defense had approved an American request to stage Task Force Hawk's
Apaches through Italian bases and to deploy them combat loaded." The sam e
day, the Albanian legislature gave permission for Task Force Hawk to enter the
country and to use Tirana-Rinas as a base.
Meanwhile, in Heidelberg, V Corps began considering how best to deliver
T F Hawk to Albania, working and reworking the lists of pallets and the equip ment and materiel needed for the mission, as well as their priority for shipment. The next day, 8 April, designated N- Day, the Ail' Force began to move
the task force from Ramstein to Tiran a. Force Package AI, an infantry platoon
and four M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles from 1st Battalion, 6th Infantry, arrived that morning, the first of seven planned force package deployments.
There were six C- 17 sorties a day for two days, a pace that increased when the
Ail' Force established the capability to run around-the-clock flight operations
at Tirana-Rinas airfield. Using Super Torch communications to stay current
on the latest requirements in Albania, Brandenburg supervised staff actions
to organize and send the materials and capabilities that were required. "We
were hanging on their every word;' Brandenburg later commented, emphasizing the importance of the advance party in the development of the mission.
The deployment process extended over a period of twenty-nine days, from
8 April through 7 May.'" Hendrix planned to have the Apaches self-deploy,
but withheld the final decision for a while because of the unpredictable Alpine
weather. However they went to Albania, the helicopters needed to arrive relatively early, because General Clark wanted the corps to establish the earliest possible initial operating capability, so that Task Force Hawk could begin operations
while the remainder of the force was still arriving at Tirana . Therefore, Hendrix
decided to package the deployment in a way that gave the task force the essential
equipment and supplies that it needed to be able to commence operations early,
including a certain amount of command and control, logistical support, artillery,
and, of course, helicopters and their associated support organizations and equipment. The task force planning and targeting capability was fully operational on
15 April. The aircraft arrival was, however, delayed until 21 April.
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The first fli ght of helicopters landed at Pisa, Italy, on 14 April, and the second group the next day, but they could not immediately proceed any further.
The conti nuing rain and space limitatio ns at Tirana imposed part of the delay.
The constant ra in and the heavy traffic in the base camp had reduced the area
to a quagmire where one could sink to a depth of a foot in some places to as
much as five feet in others, "just an absolutely abom in ab le sea of mud;' according to Hendrix. The mud made livi ng conditions extremely difficult and
somewhat hazardous from the point of view of health, since the ground had
been used as pasture land and the mud mi x included considerable amounts
of sheep droppings. At the ver y least, as Lt. Col. Jim Embrey, commander of
1- 6 Infantry, later observed, the sheep dung "added wonders to the ambiance
of the who le situatio n:'" The mud severely restricted not o nly operatio ns, but
also base camp development"
From the point of view of the mission, the mud and soft gro und that had
been selected as a parking area for the Apaches-selected because no other space was available- also tended to defeat the whole purpose of havi ng
some five thousand so ldiers in Albania, which was operating th e twenty-foul'
Apac he helicopters. In the conditions that existed by the end of the first week
of April, there was no doubt that aircraft would simply sink into the mud
if they landed on the unprepared ground at Rinas. Space allocation was the
other aspect of the problem. The situatio n at the airfield was, as Hendrix later
said, what "someone described as being like the bar scene in Star Wars:'" The
small airfield was packed with three major operations: Operatio n SH INING
HOPE, the humanitarian relief mission that involved a great many co untries
with differing ways of doing things; the Ail' Force airfield operation; and Task
Force Hawk and its combatant miss ion.
There was simp ly a lot of dangerous equipment in a very small space, and
there were real safety concerns, particularly for armed aircraft and for the
requirement to observe propel' quantity-distance factors for explosive safety.
O nce it became obvious that the Army was not go ing to be allocated any share
of the concrete ramp space at the airfield, si nce most of it was already co nsumed by the humanitarian relief operation, so me other solution had to be
found. Imm ed iately after he arrived in Tirana, General Richard Cody, the task
force deputy commander for ail' and special operations, decided to put forty
landing pads on the north side of the airfield, and the task force switched all
of its engineering effort toward building those pads. On 18 Ap ril nineteen sets
of AN2 matting were delivered, and the engineers determined that they could
have them all in place within foul' and one-half days, which set the earli est
possible arrival date for the aircraft.
111e seco nd delay was dip lomatic. Despite transit permission granted by
the Italian governm ent, at first the Apache task force was not allowed to up load live ammunition for the flight across the Adriatic into Albania. Once the
aircraft were in Italy, ammun ition teams from the 1st Batta lion, SOl st Aviation, in Hanau, went to Brindisi to load rockets, Hellfires, and 30-mm. amm unition. However, obtaining that diplomatic agreement consumed six or seven
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days. Hence it was 21 April, thirteen days after the de ploym ent started, before
the first twelve Apaches landed at Tirana . Emphasizing the uncertainty about
what was going to happen in Albania, the crews flew the ail' mission across th e
Adriatic strictl y as a combat mission , accompanied by an armed PAVELOW
helico pter to one side and supported by Navy Seal teams below them at criti cal turns.'o

Base Camp Development
Between the end of the Cold War and 1994 V Corps had adhered to a rigid
exercise schedule that saw the headquarters deploy for operations in the field
roughly once a quarter to retain deployment proficiency. After Operation JOINT
EN DEAVOR began in 1995, however, such routine training was no longer possible. In any case, the headquarters had characteristically operated in the fi eld
from asphalt or concrete hard stands, and usually in places such as Grafenw6hr,
where there were improved billets and messes for the troops and improved
shelters for the command posts.
Since as early as 1992 the corps had relied upon commercial power generators, but the work that had been done in those years to find the right combination of equipment to power the corps main command post had fallen by
the wayside as the Special Troops Battalion fo cused upon meeting the requirements of the increasing number of deployment missions, and especially of Operation JOI NT EN DEAVOR ." More to the point, the exercise process was wholly
unrealistic, in the judgment of som e. In an attempt to conserve the time of an
overworked staff, exercises concentrated entirely on the tactical problems at
hand, not on the processes involved in operating from fi eld locations. Exercises
normally began with junior soldiers and noncommissioned officers going to the
fi eld up to two weeks before the exercise began to set up the command posts
and life support areas . At that point, the corps staff would walk into an elaborate, functioning organi zation and begin working on the tactical problems."
When he assumed command, Hendrix im mediately saw that the way the
corps deployed its main command post was unsatisfactory and entirely un suited to the requirements of a contingency mission, and in September 1997
he began considering ways to improve it. Working from a study that Leon and
Col. Henry J. Hughes Ill, the corps resource management officer, undertook in
December, he outlined a set of equipment that the corps would need to operate
in an austere fi eld environment and used yea r-end fund s to buy that equipment.
Amo ng the purchases was a set of commercial design 320-kW generators that
at first proved unreliabl e when used in a Battle Command Training Program
exercise, but which were eventually modifi ed so that they adequately supplied
the command post's needs. 111e same generators reliably provided power to the
headquarters in Albania . 111e situation with tents was much the same as it had
been with generators. Few were on hand, and those that did exist were neither
well maintained nor properly stored for rapid deployment. O nce tents, heaters,
and the ancillary equipment needed to live in the field were bought, General
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Hendri x went to the next step of purchasing standard, civili an-design ISU- 90
airline containers in which to store all the gear so that it could easily be loaded
on airplanes for rapid deployment. Colonel Leon, who was essentially the "mayor" of the camp in Tira na, stressed the importance to that mission of Hendri x's
early vision and his fo rcefulness to cause the staff to carr y out that vision of a
deployable corps headquarters.
Despite those preparations, base camp development still did not proceed
as smoothly as might have been wished. The day after Burns left Tirana, the
balance of the Super Torch party arrived to help Leon establish a base infrastructure as quickly as possible. The corps surgeon, a contracting officer, a fi nance officer to act as a purchasing agent, and the communications sergeant
were among the key players. The next day the advance party itself began to
anive. Since the mission was to create an aviation task force, the "long pole in
the tent" was obviously going to be aviatio n fuel supply, so the COSCOM sent a
no ncommissioned officer (NCO) to begin working on storage fo r the estimated
80,000 gallons of fuel per day that sustained combat operations would require.
With him came a base logistics offIcer to deal with all other combat service support actions.
Since, as Leo n later wryly remarked, "we were all co ncerned about being
able to withstand a GAO audit so me day;' another member of the team was an
officer from the corps resource management office to oversee the budget. In
reali ty, since he was an infa ntryman, that offi cer, Maj. William Nase, became
Leon's de facto operations offi cer and security offi cer until the rest of the headquarters arrived, and thus he worried about resource management in his spare
time. The real issue, Leon found, was not accounting for money, but how fast
money could be spent to build capability. Rounding out the team were an engineer, a representative from the Brown and Root corporation, a representative
fro m Defense Logistics Agency, a Special Forces sergea nt major from the corps
staff to begin working on force protection matters, and a civilian real estate expert whose service proved invaluable.53 Th e other key member of the team was
an officer who had worked in the U.S. Embassy in Albania and who was fluent
in Albanian. General Burns remembered that that officer was in the region and
ananged his assignment to the task force to serve as G- S. As a six-day deluge
set in, Leon recalled that he and his expanded team "were all sitting there, looking at each other, trying to figure out what to do:'
The fi rst requi rement was transportation, and obtaining it demonstrated
o ne of the limi tations of contracting as a means of meeting the Army's logistical
requirements, particularly in an area noted for its poverty. Since humanitarian
relief had been funn eled through Tirana-Rinas for some time, and since the Air
Force was also there, three major organizations were competing for a very limited amount of civilian-provided material and equipment. Q uickly, everything
that could be rented, was rented. On the first full day of advance party operations, the contracting officer managed to lease six vehicles that would at least
run, but later reported that finding rental equipment was not going to be easy.
Using the rented vehicles, the members of Leon's party dispersed, each in his
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Tirana -Rinas Allport, Albania

own direction, to do the work that needed to be done to make the arrangements
for arrival of the first force package. A significant first decision was therefore
that the party had to take some risks if it was to get anything done at all; it could
not afford to operate in the four-vehicle convoy that was standard for operations elsewhere in the Balkans. For the first few days the usual technique was to
send everybody away to do his work through the day and then to get together
at around eight o'clock in the evening for a daily three-hour debrief to share information and coordinate efforts. Naturally, a series of tasks emerged that were
not specifically in anyone's bailiwick.
Another obvious early duty was to figure out how to layout the task force
at the airfield. Although Sgt. Maj. Mark Vargas, a Special Forces NCO from the
corps staff, was there to handle force protection, he also had to take on terrain
management and allocation of space to the units that were shortly to arrive.
Meanwhile Major Nase worked on security issues, and particularly cooperation
on security with the Air Force. Leon focused on establishing a relationship with
the Air Force on the other side of the airfield, and he handled that by having the
surgeon, Lt. Col. Alan Moloff, link up with his Air Force medical counterpart.
At the same time, Leon had the good fortune to find that the Air Force officer
who was setting up the air base operation was Lt. Col. Cliff Bray, who had been
his classmate at the Army War College. That fortunate coincidence made it easy
for the two orga nizations to work hand in hand, particularly during the first
difficult weeks.
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Extreme poverty characterized those first weeks in Tirana, since the advance party had nothing like the supplies and equipment it needed to fun ction
without external support. Leon arranged to draw power from Ail' Force generators, borrowed one of their few tents, and arranged for his party to mess with
the sister service. The only physical security at the time was provided by the Air
Force, which also agreed to give the Army medical support until the task force
could bring in its own medical tea ms.
As the advance party's work began, Leon's biggest single task was to stake
out Army ownership of as much of the airfield as he could and to keep the Air
Force and humanitarian aid agencies from occupying it, since the task force
wou ld require a substantial amount of space to park helicopters and set up
maintenance, ordna nce storage, and living areas. While Leon worked to secure
the land, the task force deployment began to unfold according to plan. The plan,
however, by then did not suit the requirements that the advance party fou nd in
Albania, and they discovered that it was difficult that removed from Heidelberg
to make changes in what was deployed, and when. In part because of the unfortunate experiences involved in changing the deployment flow during Operation
JOINT ENDEAVO R in 1995 and 1996, the corps and USAREUR staffs were very
much incl ined not to tinker with the air loads that were inspected and ready
to go, and generally took the attitude that "we've already got a plan , and we're
executing that plan:'"
Affecting the problem was the fact that aircraft loads in Germany had been
planned as C- 130 or C- 5 loads, while C- 17 aircraft were used, requiring offthe-cuff load modifications on the ramp. No netheless, resistance to modifying
the deployment plan remained strong, even when Leon reported that the steady
rain was generating a whole new set of req uirements, especially for engineers.
Co nsequently, the first airplane loads to arrive, chiefly the security force of 1-6
In fantry, arrived with fu ll rucksacks and ready to fight, but without tents. Living conditions became grim as the rain continued to fa ll, and th e surgeon began
to worry about soldiers developi ng hypothermia because they were always wet
through and through and the wind had picked up.
The second issue was material handling equipment, which had not been
scheduled early in the air fl ow from Germany, but which was needed to unload
the aircraft and move the pallets of equipment and ammunition away from the
congested ramp area. Fortunately, the Air Force had a fo rklift and was willi ng
to help, at least in part in order to keep their ramp clear and thereby maintain
the tempo of fligh t operations that supported not only Task Force Hawk, but
also the humanitarian relief effort. Once again, reality bumped up against the
experience of corps exercises such as Warfighter, where the basic load of ammunition simply became available when needed.
Fo r Leon and his few soldiers, the reality was that huge pallets of ammunition- twenty tons- were suddenly disgorged from cargo ai rcraft, and the soldiers had neither the equipment to handle those pallets nor the trucks to move
them, not to mention lacking a properly configured and secured ammu nition
storage area. With Air Force help, Leon positioned the 1- 6 In fa ntry o n the south
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end of the airfield among a fortress of ammunition pallets, pallets of food and
water, and pallets of barrier material. Arriving in Albania with the idea in mind
that there might be a fire fight the first night, cold and wet infantrymen instead
found themselves surrounded by a sea of mud and huge pallets of supplies and
eq uipment, but without tents or any of the other creature comforts."
The hard fact was that C-17 aircraft arrived every two hours, and the Super
Torch party came to be consumed by the sheer mechanics of moving soldiers
and eq uipment off of airplanes and putting them where they needed to be. Often, the shortage of handling equipment meant that the soldiers had to break
down a pallet on the ramp itself and carr y the supplies away piece meal, or at
least break it down into small enough loads that the few decrepit old flat-bed
Albanian trucks the contracting agent had been able to find co uld carry. Vast
rejoicing greeting the first Army forkli ft to arrive, but as it rolled off the airplane, Leon discovered that it had a flat tire. In the meanwhile, the men and
pallets of equipment- that did not yet include tents-arrayed themselves on the
eastern side of the airfield, which had been a sheep pasture and consequently
became churned into mud that had a peculiar odor. The primitive drainage system around the airfield did not prevent the large open pasture areas from flood ing, and those quickly became huge pools of water. As soon as the first Army
vehicles arrived, the open areas were transformed by the traffic into equally
huge pools of mud. "Of course;' as Leon sourly observed, "we were down here
getting that sage advice from the experts in the real', which was 'manage your
traffic fl ow, now, really carefully, so you don't mess up your area;" advice that
did not touch reality at any point, as he saw it. "Those;' he said, "a re the type of
questions you don't answer:'
Leon set a routine of conferring with Brandenburg daily, late in the day, after
the scramble of daily planning sessions at corps and USAREUR had abated. He
and the chief of staff exchanged information about the changes as seen from
the headquarters perspective and the requirements that were being created as
the base camp development proceeded, and cooperated to amend the plan as
needed. The lessons continued to accumulate, and the ostensibly simple issue of
communications itself beca me one of the first problems. Some nights the secure
telephone did not work, and the advance party resorted to the satellite communication system. It, however, was evidently not designed for continuous usage
and quickly burned out and had to be replaced, generating thought about how
many such systems the corps really required to conduct contingency missions.
The other issue was communications among far-flung members of the advance party as they tried to control the growing pace of arrivals in Tirana. O ne
of the early failures was that the adva nce party did not bring any portable communications system with it, but frequently needed to coordinate the efforts of
its various members throughout the day. Until such matters could be resolved,
Leo n felt that the task force was lucky that the airfield was not yet on 24-hour
operations, which wou ld have allowed an operational pace he did not think his
advance party could have survived without better communications and transportation.
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The couple of extra days involved in the Air Force airfield survey and setting of navigational aids for round-the-clock flight operations gave Leon and
his party time to "gather our wits together;' as he later said, and devise a plan
that would allow them to keep up with the pace. That was especially important
since most of the advance party was by that time entirely occupied with meeting aircraft and moving soldiers, baggage, and equipment to where they needed
to go. Since soldiers' baggage was on pallets and the only real time to get those
moved was at night, the advance party worked hard to ingratiate itself not with
the Air Force colonels, who were in a very real way deciding the fate of the task
force at that point, but with the three young airmen who were working the three
forklifts. One of the outstanding facts of the first days in Tirana, as Leon emphatically pointed out, was the willingness of the Air Force to help.
The airlift started on 8 April. By 11 April the first members of the corps
battle staff arrived, and those additional officers from the G-2, G-3, G- 4, and
G- 6 went to work solving problems as they arose, which also very much relieved the stress on the advance party. On 12 April Col. Raymond Odierno, who
was a brigadier general designate detailed from the 1st Armored Division to be
task force deputy commander for battle synchronization, arrived at midnight.
His arrival allowed Leon to focus on what at that time was still the problem of
receiving the force, while Odierno began to focus on the mission . Fortuitously,
Leon had worked with Odierno for a year when the latter was corps chief of
staff, and both knew the battle staff officers who had just arrived. Leon asserted
that there was no learning curve; everyone walked off the plane and went to
work in what he described as a "defining moment" for the task force deployment. True for the detailed work involved in setting up a base area, Leon's assertion was perhaps less true once operations began, since Task Force Hawk was
engaged in something entirely new in the Army's experience. With an air war
already in progress, the Army had to suit its tactics, techniques, and procedures
to an operation governed by another service's way of doing things, and events
subsequently proved that there was indeed a learning curve involved in that
process.
The big issues at that point were where the helicopters were going to be put,
since there was no concrete hard stand available for them and the other side
of the airfield was covered in water; how to provide for the bare survival of the
soldiers who continued to arrive; how the task force base would be finally configured; and how a functioning tactical operations center and deep operations
coordination cell would be laid out, so that planning and intra-staff commun ication would be easy. The nascent staff began to deal with the problems simultaneously. Initial placement of the task force was one of the crucial decisions.
The north side of the airfield was never seriously considered because it was
completely open and because the goal was to base the military operation as far
away from the civilian terminal as possible. More to the point, the only direction that expansion was possible, if it became necessary, was to the south, where
the terrain was more favorab le. A berm that already existed on the east side
of the airfield allowed the easy development of a 75-meter stand-off from the
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outer perimeter fence to the south, thus making that area even more desirable.
The berm was high enough to protect the lower ground inside it from direct
observation and direct fi re. The south was thus the best-protected terrain . Even
in the south, however, the security problem was enormous. The perimeter fence
didn't exist over long stretches, and other sections had huge holes. The airfield
was covered with fl ocks of sheep that, with the onset of rain, the Albanians began trying to remove to higher ground. Civilians of every description, and especially children, intensely curious about the soldiers, were everywhere. Dealing
with phys ical security became the task of 1- 6 Infantry. The other immediate
issue was preserving the terrain.
One of Odierno's first decisions was to draw a line across the airfield and
prohibit vehicular traffic beyond it. Placing barbed wire across the ground at
that point underscored the order and preserved the northern part of the fie ld
for future placement of helicopter pads and servicing areas. General Richard
Cody eventually determined where the airfield operation would be set down,
indeed selecting the northern part of the fi eld and thereby embracing the option that Odierno had kept open for him. Preserving the remaining open area
intact was an important decision, given the soft, waterlogged ground and the
continuing heavy rain.
The corps tactical operations center and deep operations coordination cell
were located in vans that were pulled into position by bulldozer or by M1l 3 armored personnel carrier. One of the fi rst major contracts that Brown and Root
let was road construction fro m south to north through the task force area. The
only way to build on such terrain was by adding material. Even then, the ground
swallowed tons of gravel without difficulty. Finally, ground convoys from Macedonia delivered geotech material to stabilize the earth.
The road was a work in progress while the task force co ntinued to arrive,
and it lim ited the pace at which the headquarters could be laid out. Once at the
end of the road, the only method open to soldiers trying to position the heavy
equipment was to drive into the soft ground as hard and fast as possible, until
the prime mover finally was stuck. A few pieces of equipment couldn't be moved
on the road and were instead moved up the runway at night, while flight operations were suspended. Leon and Alejandro Branch, the G- 3 sergeant major, superintended the task of getting the various vans in place, driving them into the
muck as far as possible and then using the bulldozer and an armored personnel
carrier to position them. 'TI,e soldiers, "up to their waists in mud;' brought the
other vehicles in one by one in what everyone regarded as an incredibly dangerous, not to mention incredibly miserable, situation. Finally, the deep operations
coordination cell was in place with its forty-foot trailer carr ying the two 320kW generators, as were the remainder of the task force headquarters vans and
a growing billeting area.
One of the principal dilemmas that co nfronted the leaders early on was that
there was a fi nite engineering capability in Albania and great competition to use
what did ex ist. A delicate balance had to be struck between doing the construction needed to establish the attack aviation initial operational capability- the
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reason the task force was there in the first place-a nd meeting the demands
to create a secure co mpound and build living areas. Simultaneo usly, Air Force
and va rious humanitarian aid agencies were competing with Task Force Hawk
for the few availab le trucks to be leased and raw materials to be purchased.
When Ge neral Cody arrived in Tirana, he immediately met with Leo n
and with the commanders and executive officers of TF 11 and TF 12, the two
aviation task fo rces, to talk about where to locate the airfield, the key decision
that had to be made since it would determine where to "spend the engineerin g nickel:' Cody made two quick decision s. The first was to fight with the
Air Force to get his fair share of the airfield- so mething that had no hope of
success but that he fe lt he had to do. The seco nd was to put the airfield in the
north, in the area that Odierno had reserved. Immediately, priority of co nstruction swung to co mpleting the road to the airfield area so that hard stands
could be put down to rece ive th e aircraft. The second reason for completing
the road was to be able to feed in the extensive logistical tail that airfield operati ons involved- the fuel, munitions, and maintenance. All of that took a
certain amount of time and so mewhat delayed the entry of the helicopters.
The task force worked frantica lly to bui ld the capability, because no one was
certain when the aircraft would beg in to arrive. 111us the fo cus entirely shifted
from building the headquarters and livi ng areas to accommodating twentyfour attack helicopters and rough ly the same number of support aircraft from
the in -bound Task Force 12.

Th e Ground Force
111e original co ncept of Task Force Hawk called for a very small infantry
force. The plan attached a platoon of Company E, 51st Infantry (Long Range
Surveillance), to TF 12 to serve as a security element for downed aircraft recovery missions, and an infantry co mpany from 1st Battalion, 6th Infantry, to
TF 11 for base camp security missions.'6 As soon as the ta sk force destination
shifted to Albania, the infantry contingent was increased because the sec urity
requirement at Rinas airport was larger and more complex. 111e original mission analysis conducted at the 2d Brigade Combat Team, 1st Armored Division, co ntemplated a mission that only involved providin g air base sec urity
for an area about the sa me size as Eagle Base, the headquarters of Task Force
Eagle in Bosnia. Sti ll, that task had required just over three hundred soldiers,
more than 1- 6 Infantry was sending to Albania.
The infantry mission steadily expa nded, however, sin ce 1- 6 In fantry had
to provide local sec urity for th e artillery that would fire the air defense suppress ion missions that were part of the attack helicopter operation, as well as
secure the base ca mp and co nduct the necessa ry patrols into the hills around
the airfie ld. 111e movement of an artill ery battery forward to occupy a fi ring
position and then securing the aviation forward area refueling and rearm ing
points were each large tasks in themselves. Analyzing the mi ssion , the task
force staff soon co ncluded th at the infantry needed a co mmand and co ntrol
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element to supervise the artillery convoy, a translator, and a few civil affairs
and psychological operations troops for crowd control. There was fu rthermore the problem of defending the avenue of approach extending to Tirana
from Monteneg ro and co ntrolling the artillery and armor that arrived at the
airfield to assist in that task . In fact, the new mission was far more than physical security and required a big enough co mmand and control element to manage the full array of combined arms operations that might be ca lled for. 57
Col. Volney Warner, co mmander of the 2d Brigade, disc ussed those problems with the 1- 6 Infantry co mmander, Lt. Col. James Embrey, who saw the
sec urity mission at the airfield alo ne as an all-cons uming task for his battalion
and its staff. Two specifi c requ irements emerged from their discuss ion. The
first was to increase the size of the infantry force, and the second was to bring
in a brigade co mbat team headquarters to handle all the staff fun ctions associated with the growing infantry missions. When Warner talked the problem over with his division commander, Maj . Gen. Larry Ellis, he learned that
an ai rborne infantry battalion from the 82d Airborne Division was already
scheduled to arrive in Albania to reinforce 1- 6 Infantry. The 2d Battalion, 505th
Airborne Infantry, with an attachedl05-mm. arti llery battery and a company attached from 3- 505 Airborne Infantry, began arriving at Tirana on 24 April."
Th e 2- 505 Airborne Infantry arrived in Albania in increments landing between 17 and 26 April, using three C- 17 fli ghts per day, for a total of thirty ai r
mi ssions. Th e battalion co mmander, Lt. Col. Joe Anderson, worked directly
for General Hendrix unti l about 2 May, when Warner's 2d Brigade Combat
Tea m, 1st Armored Division, assumed tactica l command of the battalion . The
2- 505 had six di stinct missions in Albania: loca l security, and specifically airfi eld security; quick reaction force; patrolling, both for purposes of establishing presence and fo r assess ment of loca l conditions; supportin g artillery gun
raiels; downed aircraft recove ry team mi ss ions; and security for helicopter
forward arming and refueling points.'9
Warner was convinced that the job of protecting artillery batteries- in cluding their larger organization of integrated counterbattery radars, air defense elements, and engineers- and the security of forward area arming and
refueling points, were all actually combined arms operatio ns. Because of the
complexiti es of those tasks, he further argued that a brigade commander and
staff were needed in Albania. Warner proposed that Elli s take his 42 -man bri gade headquarters as a tactical command post to co ntrol the ground maneuver operations. After di scussing the issue with Colonel Odierno, Ellis obtained
Hendrix's approval and began moving the 2d Brigade Combat Team tactical
command post to Rinas airport, with the nucleus of the command group arriving shortly before the airborne battalio n from Fort Bragg got there.
Th ereafter, the 2d Brigade headquarters co nducted ground operations,
hav ing been given the specific mission to
conduct offensive and defensive o peratio ns to defeat enemy attacks toward the
task force assembly area and to provide sec urity (fo rce protect ion) to the task force
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assembly area and the ar tillery tea rn located at a tac tica l assembly area known as the

Forward Operating Base (FOB).'"

1he total infantry fo rce con sisted of two infantry battalion task forces. The
Task Force 1- 6 Infantry commanded its headquarters and headquarters com pany, two mechani zed infantr y companies, an attached airborne infantry
company, an attached tank company, an attached 155 -mm . Paladin self-propell ed artillery batter y, two scout platoons, a platoon of combat engineers,
and a platoon of construction engineers. Task Force 2- 505 Airborne Infantry
co nsisted of its headquarters and headquarters company, three airborne infa ntry companies, an attached 105-mm. towed artiller y battery, an attached
milita ry intellige nce company equipped with Remotely Monitored Battlefield
Sensor System (REM BASS), and two platoons of engineers. The brigade headquarters controll ed the AN/T SQ - 36 and AN/T SQ- 37 radar sections and an
air defense artillery battery."
With the deployment of the ground forces, Task Force Hawk was complete.
Infantry and armor in the quantity eventually sent to Albania had been no part
of the original planning. General Hendrix and his staff made adjustments to the
fo rce levels as the degree of threat, or risk, became more apparent after their arrival at Tirana. Operational in terms of its mission once the helicopters arrived,
Task Force Hawk's subsequent growth was aimed at measures to ensure the
physical security of the deployed forces.
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Hawk and Falcon Operations
"TF Hmvk is not the kind offorce that you really want to move into close contact. ... We
just didn't come in here big enough to get too stupid or brave by trying to get right up on
the border"
Ll. Gen. John \'(1. Hendri x
Comm<lnciing General, V Corps

and T.1sk Force Hnwk

6 Ma), 1999

ith Task Force Hawk in place and the base camp facilities either
built or on their way to construction, attention turned to operations. The distance from Tirana to the border with Kosovo, co mbined with rugged terrain, imposed serious constraints on attack
helicopter operations. The deep operations coordination cell and the aviation
task force staffs began to deal with those tactical issues. Meanwhile, the corps
staff, both in Albania and in Germany, remained busy and focused on two related but different missions: the deep strike task force in the Balkans and the
peace enforcement task force waiting to implement the NATO plan for Kosovo.
Thus, while Task Force Hawk worked out the operational techniques that would
yield the best results, Task Force Falcon continued to train and waited in the
wings in Germany, ready to move into Kosovo when the allied air campaign
brought results.

W

Security and Force Projection
Aside from the general state of anarchy in Albania, where numerous, often crim inal, groups vied with a weak government for control, there was the
dangerous complication that many Albanians routinely went about armed. As
a consequence, the general security situation for Task Force Hawk was not particularly encouraging. Various foreign intelligence services maintained active
operations in Albania, and some acknowledged terrorist groups also operated
bases there. In fact, the Iranian Republican Guard Corps had a well developed
and secure terrorist training camp not far from Tirana. The geography of the
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area and the absence of organized Albanian national security forces made it
easy for anyone to keep the base camp under continuous covert observation,
and the G-2 had no doubt that Task Force Hawk was the target of many intelligence-gathering ope rations. M ilitary security was simil arly tenuous. The
border with Kosovo lay to the east-northeast, an d Montenegro, where part of
th e Yugoslav Army was based, was to the northwest. Between Mo ntenegro
and Tirana was a direct, low ground avenue of approach where was found the
only supporting road network of any consequence in that part of the coun try. Any gro und attack from Montenegro co uld easily be supported by the
MiG-29s and Super Galebs that the Yugoslav air force based at Podgo rica .'
Rinas airfield was o utside the range of Serb artillery, either in Kosovo or in
Montenegro, but the Soviet-des igned "Flat Face" radar located at Podgorica
co uld acquire the Apache helicopters as soon as they were launched from
Tirana, either alerting Serb air defense forces in Kosovo o r, in the worst case,
dispatching interceptors from Podgorica , o nly ten minu tes' fl ying t ime from
T irana.2

The border with Kosovo was porous and controlled by the Yugoslav Army,
whi ch could cross into Albania at wil l. Genera l Hendrix assumed that Serb
special forces operated throughout Alban ia and that such units probably kept
Tirana under direct and co ntinuous observation. Th e potenti al for direct and
indirect artillery, rocket, and mortar fire on the base was obvious. A new as pect of the securi ty problem was that, although FM radios d id not operate
well in the mountainous terrain, cell phones could easily link Serb reco nna issance elements in Kosovo with larger military forces elsewhere. Yugoslav
Army units routin ely operated across the Kosovo-Albani an border and, whil e
not a threat to Tirana, were a potential menace to forward -based artillery
units that would fire in direct support of Apache cross-borde r missions, thus
creating the requirement for a substantial infantry securi ty force to be sent
with the arti ll ery whenever it moved.
The primary fo rce protection requ irement at Tirana was creating a perim eter for basic sec urity and then maintaining regular reco nnai ssance patrols
outside that perimeter and as far as the high ground around the airport. TI, e
2- 505 Infantry and 1- 6 Infantry assumed those tasks. From Hendri x's point
of view, something also had to be done about the ave nue of approach into Ti rana from Monte negro, not to mention air defense aga inst the aircraft based
at Podgorica, sin ce it was only prudent to anticipate some sort of Serb military
response if attack helicopter operations commenced. Thus he ordered deployment of an Abrams tank company and a number of Bradley fighting vehicles
to establish blocking positions along the road leading north and brought in
as much air defense as possible-a battery (m inus) of Ave ngers from the 1st
Battalion, 4th Air Defense Artillery, and Bradley-Stinger teams, all linked to
the Air Force combin ed air operations center. He also assured himself that the
Air Force maintained a co mbat air patro l over Tirana. Taken together, those
measures gave the task force the ability to respond rap idly to any air or ground
threat that might develop on the northern ground avenue of approach, espe-
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cially after task force engineers laid countennobility plans to exploit natural
choke points along the route between Montenegro and Tirana .
In the earliest days of the planning, Hendrix had asked for help from U.S.
Army Special Forces to facilitate operations, and to satisfy that requirement,
the 10th Special Forces Group assigned to the task force teams amounting to
roughly company strength.' Launching operations at such distances from the
border, the task force needed reconnaissance to tell it what the Serb special
operations forces were doing in the mountain passes. Ideally, Task Force Hawk
needed to know where those forces were located and how they could communicate to alert Serb units inside Kosovo that the U.S. task force was in motion.
The Special Forces could also scout locations for forward operating bases and
forward area refuel and rearm points in the mountains and recon the roads to
determine whether they would support movement forward with tracked vehicles such as the M109 howitzers and rocket artillery, so that the task force
could fire from positions closer to the border and thereby extend suppression of
enemy air defense coverage further into Kosovo to protect the aviators. Hendrix
believed that the Special Forces were also the right organization to investigate
the refugee populations in the area, in which he assumed Serb military observers were embedded. The Serbs were not the only concern, however, and another
part of the Special Forces mission was determining what the Kosovo Liberation
Army, most of which was staged from Albania and all of which was unpredictable, was doing.
As time went on, operational difficulties arose that limited task force capabilities somewhat. In practical terms, moving Task Force Hawk closer to the
border was never an option because it was not a ground combat force but a
specially structured force intended to project attack helicopters supported by
rocket artillery fire. It was not, as Hendrix later remarked, "the kind of force that
you really want to move into close contact:" The original plan called for Hawk
to move rocket artillery, which had a high volume of fire, to temporary fire bases
close to the border to launch antiair defense missions deep into Kosovo in support of helicopter attacks. The road network was so poor, however, that a massive amount of engi neering work would have had to be done to allow the movement of the large tracked vehicles so far forward, and the time and resources
were not ava ilable to do that. The fallback plan was to fire those missions with
longer-ranged Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) missiles from areas
closer to Tirana, a plan that Hendrix never liked but into which he was forced
because of the lack of any alternative.
Combat related considerations aside, there was simply no area closer to the
border that could have served as a base, so that moving Task Force Hawk was
never a possibility. As time went on, successive reconnaissance missions did
find forward artillery bases that could be supported with less engineering work
to repair the roads. That coincided with the availability of construction engineers, who by then had improved the route from Dun·es to Tirana and done
extensive work to improve the base camp. As a side benefit, the road repairs
also aided the human itarian assista nce operations in Albania. Once the forward
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operating bases were found, the Albanian government gave permission to U.S.
forces to use them, including a base at Shkoder neal' Kukes.
Periodically, Hendrix exercised his forces, sending various units equipped
with 105-mm. howitzers for artillery raids forward to various points along the
border. Not only did such missions train the forces and familiari ze them with
the operational area, but they also kept the Serb forces' along the border destabilized and uncertain when or where attacks might come, or of what sort. Hendrix thought such missions were essential, because Task Force Hawk was "such
a precarious type of operation" that the Army had never tried before. Echoing
General Cody's thoughts about the nondoctri nal nature of the mission, Hendrix
noted that "we just didn't come in here big enough to get too stupid or brave by
trying to get right up on the border;' add ing that
We do have a deep operations doctrine, but the fact is that deep operations doctrin e is
generally in support of a force laid down along a forward line of ow n troops in contact.
so that yo u have other options for diversion and support. Here, we have a ve ry small
Apache force located o ne hundred kilometers fro m the bo rder. It has to project about
I SO kilometers or so, at least, to be effec ti ve at all. And it is not sup ported by thi s lin e of
ground troops. A nd it has to fl y through these difficult mounta ins. So, it's preca rious.
We have n't done this before at these dista nces and in a slIstained way. 6

Not a Doctrinal Mission
On 9 April Brig. Gen. Richard Cody, an officer with extensive experience in
attack aviation and special operations and at that time assistant division co mmander in the 4th Infantry Division, arrived in Heidelberg to co nfer with Generals Hendrix and Meigs about using helicopter units in deep strike missions.
Cody had led the 1st Battalion, 101st Aviation, an Apache unit, in Operation
DESERT STORM in 1990 and 199 1 and then had commanded a special operations squadron for two years. After commanding a brigade in the 1st Cavalry
Division, he had commanded the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment.
Regarded as particularly knowledgeable about attack aviation, Cody was in a
position to offer cogent advice about the tactical situation in Albania. After
their meeting, Hendrix decided he wanted Cody to be his deputy commanding
general for air and special operations in Task Force Hawk, an assignment that
had already been authorized by the Department of the Army.'
On 10 April, following his initial discussions with the corps com mander,
Cody went to [llesheim, home station of the 11th Aviation Regiment, to discuss the forthcoming mission with Col. O liver Hunter and his two squadron
commanders. Cody reviewed the squadrons' training and maintenance status
and began disc ussions about aviation command and control and the tactics,
techniques, and procedures the task force might use in [(osovo. An immediate
consequence of the review was a training program to qualify all of the co-pilot/
gunners in the use of night-vision goggles. Considering the distances involved,
additional fue l was obviously necessary, so plans were made to use an externally
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mounted 230-gallon fuel tank on one of the aircraft pylons. That discussion led
naturally to what ordnance would be carried on the balance of the pylon space.
Cody believed that the cavalrymen would have to perform a lot of their own
air defense suppression, and he took immed iate steps to acquire the Mark 66
Flechette rocket and train the crews to use it' Cody had done a terrain analysis
that convinced him the aircraft would never obtain responsive air defense suppression from the multiple launch rocket systems based in Albania, even when
firing the longer-ranged Army Tactical Missile System rockets, given the terrain
and nature of the enemy. With those concerns in mind, Cody met with the pilots
in the two squadrons and generally discussed deep attack raids with themY
Cody's particular attention to how helicopters should be employed in Kosovo arose from the fact that Task Force Hawk was not going to be carrying out
its mission in accordance with established doctrine. Doctrinally, a corps attack
helicopter brigade was used aga inst the enemy's second echelon motorized rifle
regiments, combat armored reserves, and other combat elements deep behind
the forward edge of the battle area on which the divisions of the corps were
engaged.'· The mission into Kosovo contemplated deep raids, rather than deep
strikes, and Cody noted that the targets were "deep" only when considering the
distance the aircraft had to fly from the base to the border between Kosovo
and Albania. The other key issue was that the Apaches would not be attacking
maneuvering battalions or artillery, but single armored vehicles that could be
expected to be well hidden and camouflaged from the high altitude bombing
campaign that had been go ing on during the preceding forty days. Thus the
aviators had to carefully reconsider both the targeting process and their usual
tactical procedures.
At a lower level, a number of the aviators in the two cavalry squadrons were
fa r less troubled by the fact that the mission was "nondoctrinal:' some of them
pointing out that the Persian Gulf War experience on which Cody based many
of his observations about Apache operations had also involved missions that
had been co ntrary to established doctrine. Maj. Dan Williams, operations offi cer of the 2d Squadron , 6th Cavalry, later said that he and other pilots simply
regarded the whole operation as a matter of "thinking asymmetrically" and tai loring unit capabilities to unique mission requirements."
After meeting with the lIth Aviation Regiment, Cody traveled to Giebelstadt for similar discussions with Col. Jeff Schloesser and the leaders of the 12th
Aviation Brigade. The 12th Aviation Brigade provided general support for the
attack squadrons and configured a task force of 59 aircraft and 225 soldiers
from the brigade headquarters; the 5th Battalion, 158th Aviation; the 159th
Medical Company (Air Ambulance); the 3d Battalion, 58th Aviation (Air Traffic
Service); and Company E, 51st Infantry (Long Range Surveillance). Following
discussions about training, maintenance, and readiness, Cody and Schloesser
focused on the issue of downed aviator recovery teams, which Cody envisioned
as one of the brigade's principal missions. Cody believed the task force needed
its own recovery capability, since the Air Force and Special Operations Command missions for combat search and rescue would be a limited and finite re-
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source. After considering the terrain, Cody and Hendrix agreed that the task
force needed its own rapid capability to pick up downed aircrews on either side
of the border and to recover downed aircraft.
After furth er discussions with the corps commander, from which he un derstood that General Clark wanted an initial operational capability in Albania
about 27 April, Cody began considering a battle rhythm for the two aviation
task forces and the deep operations coordination cell that would allow intelligence collection for targeting and the subsequent building of combat orders in
such a cycle that the squadrons could operate every night. Planning backward
from the firing of a Hellfire missile at a target, Cody and the two aviation commanders worked through all the required actions to fly the mission, including
coo rdination with the Combined Air Operations Center to place the mission
on the Ail' Force's ail' tasking order, coordination with artillery for suppression
of enemy air defense fires, and coordination with the Air Force for both lethal
and nonlethal joint suppression of enemy ail' defenses. That done, he consulted
wit h Hendrix about mission rehearsal exercises to allow the aviators to be operational in Kosovo by the end of April.
The aviators devised three basic mission scenarios before they left Ulesheim.
Putting those in the hands of the units as a framework for possible operations,
the task force could move immediately into squadron and troop rehearsals.
W hile still in Germany, aviation planners selected route and ail' control points,
as well as potential engagement areas in Kosovo that were synchronized with
the Ail' Force templated target boxes." Thus the critical part of the planning was
already done before the aviators deployed. Much of that work was completed
while the task force headquarters was arriving in Albania and setting up the
communications linkages, living areas, and airfield.
Traditional Army mission analysis techniques " really drove the mission rehearsal exercises, thus dictating the tactics selected fo r use. Task Force Hawk
had neither operational security nor surprise working in its favor. The Apache
crews of Task Force 11 expected to have to fly sixty to seventy kilometers, knowing that the only border it could cross was the Albanian-Kosovo border and
knowing that the enemy also knew that. The Serb forces were seasoned, fighting on their own terrain, and well equipped with proven antiaircraft missiles of
Soviet design. The antiaircraft threat included the SA- 7B, a shoulder-fired missile with a range of just under foul' kilometers; the SA- IS, a shoulder-fired dual
optic tracking missile; and the SA- 6 "Straight Flush" radar and missile systemall very capable against helicopters. The other consideration was that the task
force only had twenty-four Apaches available, so much fin esse in employment
of aircraft in diversionary missions was really not feasible. It was clear that the
Serbs could not be surprised in terms of where the attacks would enter Kosovo,
since they already knew the Task Force Hawk operating base- it had been reported by the news media- and the routes in and out of Albania. Obviously,
Serb air defense forces understood key terrain features and likely ail' avenues of
approach. Consequently, the task force devised tactics that sought an advantage
by not being predictable and by exploiting the fruits that were available to the
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aviators of the considerable American intelligence collection apparatus to give
the pilots a clear picture of Serb actions and reactions, as well as of their defensive systems' reaction times .
Second, the task force considered how to use the rugged terrain, including
mountain ranges with sheer ridgelines reaching as high as 8,000 feet, to best
advantage. Climate played a role as well, since the cloud ceiling often blocked
key mountain passes . Thus, early planning laid out a fl exible series of routes
by which aircraft could enter Kosovo so as to avoid the problems of terrain,
weather, and the reported emplacement of Serb air defenses. 1he task force established its flyin g minimums as 2 miles of visibility and a 1,000-foot ceiling.
The lack of a ca mpaign plan co mplicated the aviators' mission planning process. [n order to have "something logical we could put our hands on, rather
than hopping from end to end along th e FLOT [forward line, own troops];' as
one cavalry planner phrased it, the squadrons agreed that 2-6 Cavalry should
develop a plan for operations via the Pristina Valley, while 6- 6 Cavalry should
fo cus on the terrain to the west. Route selection was also profoundly affected by
aircraft weight and the height of the terrain . The Apaches were at or over their
maximum gross weight for any mission flown from Tirana, which presented
risks that became only too clear after the two crashes the task force suffered,
and the squadrons were literally managing weight down to individual rockets
and individual 30-mm. ammunition rounds."
Cody believed the task force should anticipate that the Serb forces had adequate intelligence on the Albanian side of the border to be able to know when
aircraft took off fro m Tirana-Rin as. [n compensation, the mission rehea rsal exercises practiced deception operations that were intended to confuse the Serb
defenders about the border crossing points, mission composition and size, and
route timings . Each mission rehearsal exercise that the task force flew in Albania
added to the fl yers' understanding of Serb capabilities, as intelligence resources
ga uged the Serb response. In practical terms, the exercises trained the aviators
to use the hazardous terrain to best advantage and to use an execution checklist
in a disciplined way to meet the air control points and cross the border at exact
times and perfectly in synchronizatio n wi th artillery strikes.
Co nsidering the existing tactical situation, the squadrons concluded that
smaller fo rmations of Apaches would be better than battalion-size formations
fo r the mission into Kosovo, given the Serb radar capabilities. 1he concept was
to use a squadron of Apaches, two troops with four to six Apaches in each troop,
attacking along multiple routes across the border. 1he squadron was supported
by a "three pack" of UH- 60 helicopters under the command of Task Force 12,
fl yi ng in a restricted operating zone o n the Albanian side of the border. TI1e
"three pack" co nsisted of a co mmand and control aircraft, a medical evacuatio n helicopter, and a UH- 60 carr ying a six- man infantry security team from
Compa ny E, 51st In fa ntry (Long Range Surveillance), and equipped with a Fast
Rope Insertion Extraction System. The supporting team was to rescue aircrew
and secure downed aircraft , and was itself supported by a C H- 47 helicopter
with a recovery tea m, security team, and maintenance team. Another UH-60
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command and control helicopter assumed squadron control of all the supporting aircraft. The mission rehearsal exercises practiced such recoveries. Because
of the distances involved and the fuel capacity of the Apaches, Task Force 12
reconfigured some of its CH-47 helicopters as "Fat Cows" to serve as mobile
forward area arming and refueling points.
The Apache employment envisioned for Task Force Hawk was certainly not
doctrinal in the sense that there were no ground maneuver forces with which
the attack aircraft could synchronize their operations, but operations did continue to focus at the tactical level of war. Doctrinally, the corps fought enemy
field army forces, taking war to the tactical level, rather than targeting lines of
communication, industrial bases, and the like. Task Force Hawk had that specific mission in Albania. The NATO air forces carried out the strategic end of
the bombardment and also attacked discrete point targets such as individual
armored vehicles . Apaches and Army tactical missiles, backed up by a capable
deep operations coordination cell and airspace coordination element, added
another dimension to the ail' battle by offering the threat of an attack neal' the
ground and at the tactical level.
External evidence showed that the Serbs were certainly worried about
helicopter attacks, since they had been observed aCcidentally shooting down
some of their own rotary-wing aircraft. Intelligence reports also verified that
the Serbs had pushed many of their ail' defense units up to the Albanian border,
which obviously helped the NATO ail' forces, if Task Force Hawk did nothing
else. 'TI,e key point was that adding the Apache helicopters to the equation divided Serb attention and forced Serb commanders to worry about more than a
single dimensional threat- not just high altitude bombing, but also, potentially,
low- level attack.

The DaCe: An Ad Hoc Command Post
'TI,e Deep Operations Coordination Cell, or "DOCC;' was an ad hoc orga nization that V Corps, like other corps across the Army, created to manage
deep operations in the heavy force battle. The DOCC had proven to be effective in short duration exercises such as the Battle Com mand Training Program
Warfighter and various other command post exercises. 'TI,ere was, however, no
Army doctrine for such an organization at division or corps level, and V Corps
lacked the perso nnel to staff the DOCC for extended, around-the-clock operations. In effect, the DOCC attempted to replicate those functions of the Corps
Main command post that had to do with deep fires and deep battle, while incorporating the battle management processes that the V Corps Artillery had long
since devised to coord inate artillery and aviation deep attacks.
Inasmuch as it was not a function contemplated when the corps table of
organization and equipment was last revised, howevel; the DOCC lacked adequate communications equipment to accomplish its varied missions, not to
mention adequate personnel. As the Task Force Hawk mission continued, the
tasks assigned to the DOCC also expanded far beyond its capabilities, a prob-
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lem exacerbated by the fact that members of its staff also had to be detailed for
other tasks. reducing personnel availability for the DaCC and thereby dimin ishing its capability for sustained operations. ane of the lessons the corps drew
from Task Force Hawk was the need to develop a standardized corps authorization document that included DaCC personnel and equ ipment, especially
long-range communications equipment. For targeting. a principal function of
the DaCC, it was certain that target acquisition equipment and units needed
to be assigned to the corps. especially unmanned aerial vehicles and the target
acquisition battery for corps artillery. "
In practical terms. Task Force Hawk simply assembled various existing
pieces of the Corps main command post in Albania in a different way to form
the DaCe. Th e main elements were the deep operations cell in a set of five-ton
expa ndo vans and the air liaison vans. The vans were placed close together and
connected by a ramp. keeping the electronic equip ment out of the mud. Within
the DaCC, secure and nonsecure local area computer networks connected the
staff with units in Albania and with headquarters in Germany and in the United
States. Associated with the DaCC was the corps intelligence-gathering apparatus. built around Company A. 302d Military Intelligence Battalion. A very
large structure. the intelligence shop focused on targeting information gathered
from every possible source. including signal intelligence. electronic imagery.
data provided by national intelligence means, human intelligence. and information from the Hunter Un manned Aerial Vehicle task force based in Macedonia.
Later. the intelligence picture was enhanced through data gathered by the ANI
TSQ- 36 radars belonging to Task Force Hawk.
W hile the DaCC and intelligence organ ization provided the basic information needed to launch and recover aircraft and direct them in their attack
missions. a more traditional command post turned out to be needed as well to
manage the ad ministrative and logistical requirements of the task force. The
task force expanded the G- 3 operation to serve those needs, providing command and control to all of the forces located in and operating from the base
camp at Tirana-Rinas. In the process. it found that more FM radios than previously anticipated were required to establish a command radio net. an admin-log
net. and a force protection net. The various radio nets channeled information
to the G- 3 to provide early warning for battle drills. air strikes, and incomi ng
artillery or mortar fire; to synchronize reconnaissance outside the perimeter
wire; to publish plans and orders; and to work the campaign plan development.
In fact, it became necessary to include in the task force a number of staff elements normally found in the corps rear command post. so the set-up used by
Task Force Hawk was anything but a fam iliar one. J6
The key to DaCC operations was developing a battle rhythm that suited
the pace of operations and delivered orders and information to the aviation task
forces in adequate time for the aviators to develop their mission plans and launch
aircraft when ordered. The experience of using the DaCC in earlier corps exercises helped to work out that battle rhythm and a supplementary process of
synchronizing operations. The first element was the mission support briefing
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at 0800 daily, ro ughly a one-hour-Iong briefing known in exercises as the battle
update briefing. It focused on synchronization of the comma nders and battlefield operating systems to resolve base camp issues that included logistical sustainment, security, quality of life, and the policies and procedures necessary to
operate the camp effiCiently. Almost immed iately, General Hendrix decided to
incorporate the V Corps staff in Heidelberg into the morning briefing via videoconference, so that General Burns could better direct the staff to support the
deployed task force . For information purposes, the 1st Armored Division, 1st
Infantry Division, Task Force Sabre in Macedonia, and all local stations within
the Task Force Hawk net were included in the briefing as well.
Following the mission suppo rt briefing, a command-group-only session fo llowed to review discussion points for the next briefing, the secure videoconference with SACEUR, chaired by General Wesley Clark at 0945 each morning.
Admiral James Ellis, the JTF Noble Anvil commander, was also a party to that
conference, as were Lt. Gen. Michael C. Short, the director of the Combined
Air Operations Center and air component commander for the mission; General
Meigs; and General John P. Jumper, the commanding general of U.S. Air Forces
in Europe. The other party to that briefing was Admiral Steve Abbot, Clark's
deputy in Stuttgart. In that meeting, Hendrix routinely briefed Clark on the
task force's readiness to conduct operations. The cu rrent air attack plan was
briefed by the Combined Air Operations Center staff and, based on input from
the com manders, Clark decided whether or not to deliver attacks on the targets
that were nominated as part of the NATO master plan.
Following the secure videoconference, normally at about 1100 daily, Hen drix issued guidance to his staff, which then developed the necessary plans
and orders until the daily 1400 target board briefi ng, in which the task force
looked out some twenty-four to seventy-two hours and scheduled its various
air and ground tactical operations, both projected deep operations and operatio ns within Albania . During that briefing, Colonel Wa rner, commanding the
2d Br igade, bri efed Hendrix on security matters and integration of security
with deep attacks. Movement and use of artillery to support the aviation missions was natu rally an integral part of the discussion as well. In effect, the target
board briefing was really a tactical situation update, the logical counterpart to
the 0800 situational update that was more logistical in nature. Much of the staff
was present at those briefings, though the principal participant was the DOCe.
which was run by Col. Daniel Hahn, the V Corps Artiller y commander.
Concurrently, the task force chief of staff held a meeting for the task force
primary and special staff to review the questions that had arisen in the course
of the day and to synchronize the entire staff in support of the aviation mission. In parallel with the target board briefing, the base camp commander ran
an early afternoon meeting three days a week that representatives of every unit
attended. That was the "housekeeping" meeting, in which discussion centered
around the practical adm inistrative and logistical side of the base camp operations. Shower points, fuel points, dining facilities, co nstruction priorities, traffic
control, and other internal base camp issues were the meat of those discussions.
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Similarly, the commander of the 7th Corps Support Group held a meeting at
about the same time three days a week to settle matters pertaining to aviation
maintenance and maintenance of ground equipment, as well as resolving related administrative and logistical questions that arose from those discussions.
The key purpose of that meeting was to keep the sustainment structure working
properly. Finally, ro ughly three days a week at 1600, Cody and Odierno held a
meeting for colonel-level commanders, simply as an opportunity to discuss the
matters in which the commanding general was interested and to synchronize
their collective efforts.
W ith the decisions made about the missions to be undertaken, the fo cus
shifted to the individual battalion comma nd posts for detailed tactical planning.
The 1- 27 Field Artillery command post superintended artillery planning, while
the 2d Brigade Combat Team command post, working with the two infantry
battalion staffs, worked out the necessary security and support arrangements
to covel' artillery movements. Similarly, TF 12 and its subordinate units and TF
11 and its two cavalry squadrons handled the details of the ail' mission planning. The aviators, in particular, suggested that the DO CC tended to eat too
deeply into squadron planning time in the ea rly clays of the mission, but within
a couple of weeks a battle rhythm developed that worked to the satisfaction of
both echelons of command. "
Attached to the daily battle rhythm were several other important events.
O ne was the "rock drill;' or mission rehearsal, led by the G- 3 to synchronize
the attack helicopter squadron and its supporting TF 12 aircraft with the mission support for deep attacks. Key participants were the pilots who commanded
lead aircraft and commanders of the artillery, special operations, co mbat search
and rescue teams, and downed aviator recovery teams. The briefin g deliberately
went through the sequence of events for each plan, completing the discussion
eight and a half hours before the proposed incursion into Kosovo airspace. For
each operation, aviators co uld fl y the mission in real time on a mission simulator known as TOP SCENE, which allowed the pilots to see in digital form the
terrain over which they would fly. Then, three hours before the miss ion was
to be launched, the staff held a go/ no-go decision briefing. Missions normally
launched at about H- 1 to allow for the forty -minute fli ght time to the border. Frequently, General Hendrix boarded a command and co ntrol aircraft to
observe the mission rehearsal. After the mission was over, the task force conducted a thorough after action review, bringing the pilots together with the staff
and commanders to discuss the results of the mission just fl own and how the
operation could be improved, reviewing aircraft gun tapes. "

Mission Rehearsals for the DaCC and Aviators
While still in Germany, the V Corps operations staff formulated plans for
mission rehearsal exercises in Albania. The original concept was fa irly simple
and foc used directly on the aviation mi ssion. It called for three mission rehearsals pel' squadron, the last one including a live fire, though the exercise program
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soo n expanded dramatically. The intention was quickly to certify to USAREUR
that each squadron was mission ready. In the mission rehearsal exercise, th e
aircraft fl ew forward along routes they actually intended to use, halting somewhere short of the border with Kosovo and then returning to base. Part of the
exercise, as originally conceived, was to include live fire exercises of suppres sio n of enemy ail' defenses by the Army Tactical Missile System. That process
in fact began as planned, though the task force never obtai ned clearance for
the live fire phase. At the beginning of the deployment, the task force ran
one mission rehearsal exercise every evening, though the pace then slowed to
one every three days to sustain miss ion capability. Live fires, however, were
restricted to lOS-mm . howitzers, conducted in the course of a simulated ail'
assault at an old Albanian Army training area. "
While the aviation exercises went on, however, the task force significantly
broadened the scope of the rehearsal to involve the deep operations cOOl'dination cell, the airspace coo rdination element, the balance of the corps staff, the
ail' liaison officer, and the two aviation task force staffs to synchronize parallel
planning seventy-two to ninety-two hours prior to launch of a mission. Operatio ns of the DOCC had for some time been part of the Warfighter exercises
V Corps conducted in Germany, and everyone was familial' with how the cell
operated. Suiting DOCC operations to the tactical situation in Albania required so me adj ustments, however, and the transition from the world of exercises to the world of operations was not entirely seam less.
One aspect of the problem was that the tempo of operations in the ail' war
was nothing like the operational tempo to which the staff had been accustomed in exercises, and the requirement to do detailed staff work right down
to aviation company level imposed a much more demanding battle rhythm
than was typical of a Warfighter exercise. Some things, including enforCing
a sleep plan for the staffs so that continuous operations could be sustained,
simply had to be re-Iearned in Albania.'·
Early target selection based in part on information from the Hunter Un manned Aerial Vehicle surveillance aircraft launched from Skopje allowed the
DOCC to plan an operation and coo rdinate it with the combined ail' operations center in Naples. Simultaneously, TF 11 and TF 12 and the 1-27 Field
Artillery used that information for direct strike planning. Such a staff organization was capable of planning many missions, but Cody, in particular, was
concerned to avoid exhausting battle staffs that could plan more missions
than the units could execute.
An important product of the rehearsals was a mission execution checklist
that the DOCC used to synchronize all the mission elements, ranging from
intelligence sensors to the composition of the strike package and its supporting aircraft and artillery. As the series of mission rehearsal exercises continued, the task force refined the process of fighting one battle while, at the sa me
time, planning for the execution of the two or three succeed ing operations. A
number of important lessons emerged from the process, including how the
DOCC should be configured and the best interface with the Air Force Air-
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space Control Element and its intelligence inputs, including overhead imagery,
to provide the best possible targeting board data. Major issues that the rehearsals addressed were fa miliarization of the pilots with the terrain, integration of
the rocket and lOS-mm. artillery batteries firing air defense suppression, and
development of the ability to generate targets in the G- 2 and the DaCe. They
also rigorously exercised tra nslating the plans into actual route selection, engagement area selection, attacks by fire, positioning of the attack squadrons,
positioning and operations of the TF 12 recovery aircraft , and other details of
the mission.

The Task Force A rtillery
Task Force Hawk had a lot of indirect fire weapons- ever ything from 60mm . mortars through Army tactical missiles- providing General Hendrix with
a broad range of fire support with which to accomplish the several missions
he assigned to the artillery." The first was fo rce protection, both at the airfield
and for the Apache units when they delivered their attacks into Kosovo. The
artillery and infantry at Tirana-Rinas developed a carefully thought-out counter-reconnaissa nce plan and perimeter defense plan to deal with any threat of
ground attack on the base areas. The Task Force G-2 assessed such threats as
unlikely, and the threats were probably limited to special operations forces or
small unit infantry raids or terrorist strikes, mortar attacks, rocket- propelled
grenade launches against parked aircraft, and the like, all most pro bably with
the intention of influencing the American public to withdraw its support for the
operation by ki ll ing a few America n soldiers.
Daily aerial reconnaissance into the hillsides around Tirana-Rinas by infantry patrols and mo unted scouts operating under artiller y cover was supplemented by AN/TSQ- 36 radar surveillance all around the airfield. The radar
coverage was linked with the lOS-mm. howitzers and the larger caliber Paladins
for countermortar or counterbattery fire. Artillery also covered the quick reaction forces, which comprised one light infantry force that deployed by helicopter and one mounted infa ntry force, as well as an Apache helicopter quick reaction force. The principal problem with base defense was that the NATO rules of
engagement then in effect did not address indirect artillery fIre.
On 10 May, based on the results of Special Forces reconnaissance, Task
Force Hawk established a forward operating base at Kukes . The 2- S0S Airborne Infa ntry moved to the for ward operating base as a security element, and
on 12 May 9 rocket launchers, 3 Paladin lSS-mm. guns, 2 Avenger air defense
systems, and 4 M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles were readied to occupy the base.
On 13 May supplies and equipment for 2- S0S Airborne Infa ntry were slingloaded into the for ward base by cargo helicopters. Five days later positions
were prepared for AN/T SQ- 36 and AN/TSQ- 37 counterbattery radars. O nce
having occupied the forward base, the task force bega n an orderly rotation
of security forces on 24 May, with 2- S0S Airborne Infantry and 1- 6 Infantry
sharing the mission.
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With the forward operating base a going proposition, more intelligence
information became available to the task force headquarters, On 30 May Task
Force Hawk was able to report to the comb ined air operations ce nter that the
counterbattery radars at [(ukes had acquired fifty-one Serb targets across the
border, From [(ukes, about 120 kilometers by road from Tira na or some 70
kilometers straight-line distance to the north, the arti llery could range more
deeply into Kosovo in support of Apache attacks, Basing that close to the
border with Kosovo also gave the task force artillery more flexibility, because
ord inary field artillery rockets, and not just the longer-range Army tactical
miss iles, could be fired and because the 155-mm, Paladin artiller y could fire
Charge 8 and rocket-assisted projectiles across the border from there, Thus
all of the rocket artillery and the heavy conventional artillery could fire air defense suppress ion missions from the forward operating base, thereby allowing
a far greater density of fire on any given target,
But setting up the forward base was no simple task, The engineer battalion commander conducted a detailed route reconnaissance along roads that
he judged were "pretty awful" in the direction of [(ukes , Based on the results
of that recon, Co lonel Warner directed 1- 6 Infantry to develop a movement
plan for the arti llery to a forward operating base there, TI,e battalion used the
only four lowboy trailers in the task force to move the artillery to a tactical
assembly area just east of Shkoder, where the rocket launchers were downloaded for a motor march to the base, Warner and Embrey, the 1- 6 Infantry
commander, considered the roads so bad, however, that they could only denote the march as a high-risk operation,
Embrey's concept of the operation was to use a military police platoon to
reconnoiter the route extensively ahead of the main body, The launchers used
fifteen turn-o uts from the road to await the completed reconnaissance of each
segment before driving forward to the next turn-out, where the process was
repeated, TI,e distance to the forward base was roughly a four-ho ur trip in a
light tactical truck, but closer to a six-hour trip in convoy, TIlOse times were
really meaningless, because the march took essentially all day when moving
the artillery with such anti-ambush precautions, Once in place, the forward
operating base fell under command of the battalion commander of the 1- 27
Field Arti llery."
When the airborne contingent arrived from Fort Bragg, it brought with
it a light artillery battery of towed 105-mm , howitzers, wh ich were comparatively short-range weapons, TI,e howitzers proved useful in helping to secure
the base at Tirana and in providing fire support, if needed, for the regular
American patrols into the surrounding hills that augme nted base camp secu rity by denying guerrilla forces the ability to station mortars and rockets there,
Light artillery also gave the task force the additional co mbat power to launch
aer ial assaults along the border to the north, if required, Or to conduct artillery raids, Finally, the battery of 105-mm, artillery, being light, could easily be
moved by CH- 47 helicopters, and therefore was perfectly suited for random
artillery strikes, either planned or on call , The extreme mobility of that bat-
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ter y added to the task force's ability to defend the blocking positions along the
northern corridor toward Montenegro, to defend the base camp, to defend the
forward operating base, and to deliver accurate fires on any threatening conCentrations of Serb forces anywhere along the border area once operations bega n.

M ission Creep
Planning for cross -border Apache attacks was a detailed and time-consuming process, but the Task Force Hawk staff was immediately distracted by
oth er requirements as well . As early as 7 May, when the task force established
a minimum miss io n planning capability, the phenomenon of "mission creep"
began to intrude, and Hendri x's staff in Tirana, supported by that portion of
the corps sta ff remaining in Heidelberg, bega n to plan for an astonishingly wide range of other possible tasks. O nce intelligence began to signal the
buildup of Serb fo rces around Podgo ri ca airfield in Mo ntenegro, where Serb
ground maneuver units arrived to add to the existing air force threat, the staff
began to wargame a series of possible operations into Montenegro to forestall any possible attack into Albania. A similar Serb force con ce ntration in
Kosovo, forw ard alo ng the Albanian border, necessitated the development of
plans for a deep attack to interdict and disrupt those fo rces. Ground combat
along the Albanian-Kosovo border to suppress Serb air defenses also began to
app ear possible by the middle of April , when Task Force Hawk learned that
Serb reconnaissa nce tea ms were operating as much as twenty-fi ve kilometers
inside Albania and that the Serb military was reinforcing its air defenses all
along the frontier.
Local security requirements were among the first to expand . W hen NATO
activated Operation ALLI ED HA RBOU R, the refugee relief o peration that the
Uni ted States supp orted with Jo int Task Force Shining Hope in Tirana, a
sprawl of gove rnmental and nongovernmental orga ni zatio ns from many nations quickly centered their own operations o n Tirana-Rinas, the only useful airfield in the region. 1he NATO operati on had no security arrangements
of any kind comparable to those usual for American deploy ments, and Task
Fo rce Hawk grudgingly expanded its security perimeter to give JTF Shining
Hope adequate protec tion. 1h e larger demand for physical security around
the airfi eld created the requirement fo r more soldiers and more equipm ent
than the original troo p-to-task analys is for Task Force Hawk had anticipated.
Base development generated additional missions as well , and preparing
and sustaining the Task Fo rce Hawk base required V Co rps to send more engineers to Albania than had originally been planned. Extensive work on the
drainage system at Tirana-Rinas was an early proj ect, as was con struction of a
road on the Task Force Hawk side of the airfield . Overland support origin ated
in the port of Dun'es, but the roads betwee n Tirana and Dun'es were in shockingly poo r condition. As quickly as poss ible, the engineers therefore turn ed
their attention to repairing and improving those highways upon which the
task force relied.
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Operations within the Deep Operations Coordination Cell also expanded
when the Albanian Army asked for help with intelligence and targeting information along its border with Kosovo. Special Forces likewise needed intellige nce support, including detailed information about the location and activities
of the combatant forces of all the armies engaged on both sides of the border
and throughout the area of operations. The task force accordingly took on the
job of preparing and distributing the ava ilable information as required, focusing particularly on the location of Serb forces. One result of the intelligence
operation was the implied requirement to target the Serb military and security
forces for the NATO air strikes. In the latter stages of the air campaign, NATO
asked Hendrix's staff to help locate targets for tactical air strikes, a process that
Colonel Hahn found co nsumed a great deal of the DOCe's time.
Finally, the busy task force staff had to look to the future, toward the end
of a successful air campaign and the mission to deliver the peacekeeping force
to [(osovo that the corps had already prepared and trained. Since Task Force
Hawk was already forward deployed in the Balkans, it was logical that it should
take on the mission of superintending the deployment of Task Force Falcon and
perhaps augmenting the combat forces ava ilable to Falcon when it became part
of NATO's Kosovo Force in Operation JOINT GUARDIAN. That consideration
required a certain amount of at least rudimentary contingency planning.
Mission creep was directly related to the personnel shortages that really
dominated task force operations. There were not enough engineers to do all the
work the task force needed to have done, and that was because of the force cap.
In the early days, personnel li mitations made it impossible for the task force
both to establish the base camp and to do route reconnaissance toward the border with Kosovo that the corps needed to have done as it prepared contingency
plans for ground operations. As the mission matured, planning to provide some
kind of semi-permanent infrastructure for the task force at Tirana-Rinas and
in the forward operating base placed additional strains on limited personnel.
Thus, the most serious problem with mission creep was that the mission set
grew while the force cap remained in effect. Any new capability that needed to
be added to support a new requirement meant that some existing capability had
to be deleted, and the trade-offs implied in those decisions kept the task force
under increasing pressure.

End of the Air Campaign and Task Force Hawk Stand-Down
Though later criticized for the speed with which it got to Albania, Task
Force Hawk received more than 5,000 so ldiers and more than 5,200 pieces of
equipment at Tirana-Rinas in only twenty-six days. The helicopters self-deployed without incident from Germany through Italy in the marginal flyin g
conditions of spring weather. By 9 April TF Hawk had positioned its principal
command and control, target planning, RSOI (Reception, Staging, Onward
Movement, and Integration), security, and medical support elements in Albania. On 18 April elements of the 2d Battalion, 505th Parachute Infantry
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Regi ment, arrived from Fort Bragg, and the first increment of Apaches arrived
on 21 April. The followin g day TF Hawk established a minimum capability
to co nduct offensive air operations. By 26 April, on ly eighteen days after the
mission kicked off, TF Hawk was fu lly mission capable with a force of fifty one aircraft, of which twenty-four were AH- 64A Apache attack helicopters.
Joint Chiefs of Staff orders withheld deployment of the second increment of
twenty-four Apaches that were then ready to fly from Germany to Albania.
On 7 May TF Hawk came under operational control ofJoint Task Force (JTF)
Noble Anvil. Thus Task Force Hawk met General Clark's specified date to be
mi ss ion ready.
O n 8 May General Dennis Reim er, the Army Chief of Staff, visited Task
Force Hawk and discussed its operations with Hendrix. Fo llowing a series of
briefi ngs on the task force and concept of operations, he reportedly spoke with
Clark and vo iced his reluctance to support Apache attacks into Kosovo except
when done in coo rdination with operations by ground maneuver forces." By
that time, however, it was becoming clea r that there would be no ground attack
into Kosovo. As th e ai r campaign of Operation AL LI ED FORCE progressed, the
probability that Task Force Hawk wou ld ever launch any Apache missions had
in any case been steadil y decreasing. In the end, the Pentagon decided again st
it for a variety of reasons."
TI,e first was that Phase I of the allied air ca mpaign neve r achieved one
of its principal objectives, which was the disruption of the Serb integrated air
defense system in Kosovo. W hile that was true for radar-guided, high altitude
air defense syste ms, it was even more true for low altitude air defenses such as
man - portable missil es and antiaircraft guns that emitted no radio frequen cy
signature and that were therefore imposs ible to locate except visually. Copious intelligence informed the task force that the Serb forces had arrayed
such systems liberally and in depth along the routes the Apaches would have
to use to enter and leave Kosovo. Because there were so few routes through
the mountainous terrain in to Kosovo, the Serb defen se planning problem was
vastly simplifi ed and the Se rb air defense capability was much improved because weapons could be concentrated on the most likely helicopter approach
corridors. One of the reaso ns that the air defen se suppress ion was unlikely
to be very effective was that the rules of engagement limited the way those
fires could be delivered. TI,e imperative to avoid civilian casualties remained a
governing planning consideration. Practically speaking, suppression of enemy
air defense, however liberally such mi ssio ns were fired, could never guarantee clear attack routes, and the risk of Apache losses to Serb air defen ses remained ver y high.
One of the original reasons to use Apaches was that they could find and
destroy targets at low altitudes, un affected by the poor fl ying weather that
limited the fi xed-w ing operations over Kosovo during the late winter. As the
spring weather arrived and skies began to clear, the effectiveness of the allied air forces was thought to have improved enough that the risks of using
helicopters no longer needed to be accepted. More directly influential was
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the fact that the vario us headq uarters involved in organizing, deploying, and
commanding Task Force Hawk never reac hed agreement on how the force
should be used, or about the trade-offs between risks to the aviators in comparison to the expected tactical benefits of the missions. Most aviators believed
that they could fly effective missions, despite the heavy Serb air defenses and the
dispersion and camouflage of the targets, but acknowledged that those missions
could not be flown without loss. What those losses might be, and what political
consequences might result from them, were questions that were never resolved.
Naturally, an assessment of such political consequences was a task that lay entirely outside the responsibilities of the Army commanders involved and could
only be made at the national level.
After seventy-eight days of air operations, through most of which Task
Force Hawk was present and threatening its own operations against Serb forces,
the Yugoslav government initialed the Military Technical Agreement. That act,
on 10 June, ended Operation ALLlED FORCE. Therewith, on 9 June, some elements of TF Hawk began deploying to Macedonia as part of TF Falcon. Four
days later TF Falcon started its deployment into Kosovo as part of the [(osovo
Force (KFOR), while other Task Force Hawk elements redeployed to Central
Region. On 22 June JTF Noble Anvil relinquished operational control of Task
Force Hawk to USAREUR. By 2 August 1999 all the major TF Hawk units had
left Albania.

Deployment and Mission of Task Force Falcon
When forming Task Force Hawk , Hendrix had made a finn decision to
fe nce off the units already allotted to Task Force Falcon, since they had already
gone through a comprehensive mission rehearsal exercise for the forthcoming
peace enforcement mission in [(osovo and were organized for deployment. 25
That process began when the UN mandate exp ired in Macedonia and the V
Corps task force removed all nontransferable U.S. Army property from the
observation posts and then turned over responsibility for border monitoring to the Macedonian Army III Corps, completing that process by 22 March
1999. A bilateral agreement with the government of Macedonia allowed the
United States to retain possession of Camp Able Sentry at Skopje for possible
future use as an intermediate staging base of the National Support Element
for future operations in the Balkans.>6
11,e NATO planning for a peace support operation in [(osovo was based
on the Allied Rapid Reaction Co rps (ARRC), the headquarters of which had
already arrived in Skopj e by March 1999, and structured as a corps headquarters that consisted of five multinational brigades- one eac h from the United
States, Great Britain, Germany, France, and Italy. 11,e American con tingent,
known in early planning as USKFOR (U.S. Kosovo Force), was a hybrid multinationa l brigade headquarters built around the 3d Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, with augmentations to allow it to perform the many additional peace
support missions fo r which neither brigades nor divisions were structured.
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'TI,e brigade, by then dubbed Task Force Falcon, conducted its first mission
rehearsal exercise in late February, work ing on the assumption that the deployment would be in a "permissive" environment."
At the start of May 1999 the 1st Infantry Division's 3d Brigade Combat
Team, slated for Kosovo, was still at Vilseck, while the T F Falco n comm ander,
Brig. Gen. John Craddock, was at Camp Able Sentry in Macedonia with the
nucleus of his staff. At that point it app eared that the air campaign was not
going to succeed in forcing Serb co mpliance, and a ground campaign would
become necessary to force entry into Kosovo. Maj. Gen. David Grange, the
commander of the 1st Infantry Division, directed Craddock to return to Germany to take th e 3d Brigade Combat Team into hurried training to prepare
for that eventuali ty." 'TIlOse exercises focused on high intensity combat missions- ground co mbat, should that prove necessary. The preva iling mood in
the 1st Infantry Division at the tim e was that such combat would indeed be
required, and the idea that "Task Force Falcon is dead" was routinely voiced
and widely accepted."
'TIlen, by late May, the situation once again changed dramatically and
Craddock, deeply involved in exe rcises with the brigade, received another
telephone call from Grange to let him know that it looked as if "peace might
be breaking out" in Kosovo, since there were indicatio ns that the Serbs were
going to agree to the terms laid down at Rambouillet and the bombing campaig n would end. Leaving the exercise in the hands of the division G-3, Craddock hurried to Macedonia where, with the Serb capitulation, the NATO forces already staged in Macedonia were on the move. Politically, it was urgent to
have American forces moving along with the rest of NATO, but th e 3d Brigade
Combat Tea m (BCT) was still in Germany.)O
When the Serb government fin ally acceded to NATO demands in June,
the division reverted to planning fo r a semi- permissive peace support operation, though with the assumptio n th at the best the brigade could hope for
from the Serb populati on of Kosovo was a hostile attitude. Hence more com bat elements and co mbat support units such as artillery and aviation were
added to the force mi x. At the same tim e, the complete lack of effective civi l
government, law enforcement, and a fun ctioning judicial system in Kosovo
added complexity to the mission. As a consequence, th e brigade force cap was
do ubled from 3,497 to 7,004. 31
Mea nwhile, acknowledging that 3d Brigade Combat Team was alerted and
co uld move into the theater within seve nty- two hours, but understanding that
Clark wanted Ameri can forces in Kosovo as early as possible, Hendrix began
co nsidering other poss ibilities and decided to use the ground forces already in
Albania . He established that he cou ld retain the 2d Batta lion, 505th Airborne
Infantry, for at least another month and gave it, along with a mechanized battalio n from the 1st Armored Division's 2d Brigade Combat Team, to Craddoc k. Literally overnight, units from the 1st Armored Division's 2d Brigade,
led by the 2-505 Airborne In fa ntry, positioned themselves in Macedonia to
march into Kosovo with KFOR . 'TI,at naturall y threw all the earlier careful
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pl anning out the window, because KFOR looked nothing at all like the force
that the corps had originally designed."
Craddock and his staff, busy gathering information from the Kosovo Diplomatic Observer Mission and many other sources, were meanwhile completing
reconnaissance to validate their plans for building a base camp in the province.
Informed of the decision to substitute units from 2d Brigade Combat Team,
1st Armored Division, for his own division's 3d BCT, Craddock immediately obj ected that the 2d Brigade did not have the appropriate training for the
peace enforcement mission and did not have the same knowledge of the area
of operations that hi s 3d Brigade enjoyed. He pointed out that the mission in
J(osovo would not merely be peace support operations, but would involve a
much broader understanding of the environment, the political parties, and the
specific situation that then prevailed in Kosovo. The need for speed fin ally governed, however, and the corps accepted the calculated risk of dispatching the
2d BCT units to Kosovo, with the idea of training them as much as possible
after arrival. As soon as reasonably possible, the 3d Brigade of the Big Red One
would replace the soldiers of the 2d Brigade Combat Team, which would lose
the 2- 505 Airborne Infantry within ninety days in any case."
Administrative considerations complicated the deployment of Task Force
Falcon as well. TI,e delays imposed by the Roberts Amendment were not terri bly significant to the operations of Task Force Falcon, but the decision by the
Department of the Army to disapprove the USAREUR and V Corps request for
a "stop loss" order to administratively halt normal personnel departures from
the unit was consequential. Craddock had kept roughly a dozen members of his
staff in Macedonia for several months to deal with the myriad actions relating
to the eventual deployment and employment of Task Force Falcon. In the spring
normal personnel rotations carri ed away a portion of th at staff to other assignments, and though they were replaced by other capable officers, the learning
curve, as Craddock characterized it, was "about vertical:' The loss of accumulated theater-specific knowledge presented problems because the newly constituted task force staff had to absorb the depth of understanding of the plans the
preceding staff group had developed and had to figure out all over again how
to deal with the ARRC staff' and with Joint Task Force Noble Anvil. The real
problem was that the change in personnel came right at the time the task force
was to deploy, so that the new officers had to learn in the course of the actual
operation. Even those officers with experience in Bosnia found that what they
knew was not particularly relevant, because it did not fit the existing situation
and operational environment in Kosovo.J4

TI,e major planning challenge for the task force staff was handling the flow
of Task Force Falcon in such a way that the units arrived in Kosovo in close
coordination with the withdrawal of the Yugoslav Army units, thereby main taining close control of the countryside and preventing any possible acts of retribution or retaliation between Serbs and J(osovar Albanians. Negotiations to
work out details of the Military Technical Agreement were lengthy, and all of
th e IG OR brigade commanders worked closely with Yugoslav Army command-
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ers to craft a retrograde plan for the Serbs and deployment plan for KFOR that
would prevent any opportunity for lawless elements to operate. The agreement
was signed on 9 june, and Serb forces began withdrawing from Kosovo late on
11 june and early on 12 june. British and French brigades immediately began to
move into the province. Initial plans called for the American brigade to arrive
as the last of the five. 3S
That, too, changed, as European Command ordered Craddock's staff on
11 june to deploy its headquarters along with the lead KFOR multinational
brigades. Therefore, as the British brigade marched into Kosovo via the main
highway from Macedonia to Pristina, the forward headquarters element of Task
Force Falcon accompanied it with a small number of vehicles, a troop headquarters, and a platoon from the 2d Brigade reconnaissance troop, a total of
some fifty -five soldiers. On 12-13 june task force engineers confirmed that the
planned command post locations could be used, and on 13 june Craddock selected the sites for the American base camps-Camp Bondsteel in the western
portion of the U.S. sector and Camp Monteith in the northeast. The remainder
of the headquarters deployed along with initial Army and Marine Corps units
on 14 june.]· (Map 16)
The occupation of base camps proceeded relatively smoothly, and the American units settled into the duties that had become usual with peace enforcement
missions . Craddock was pleased to note that, despite lacking the specialized
training that the 3d BCT had undergone, the soldiers of the sister division's 2d
Brigade Combat Team came to Kosovo with a great situational awareness that
lay at the heart of force protection. Craddock was impressed with how well they
managed operations in a very difficult environment where the degree of danger
was unknown. The soldiers were always alert and always followed their rules of
engagement and worked hard to build skills on how to run checkpoints, do vehicle searches, conduct peace enforcement patrols, and other needed functions.
He found the small unit leadership skills of the airborne battalion a crucial factor in those early days, as were the tactical skill s of the heavy forces from Bad
Kreuznach and Baumholder, particularly since those soldiers were lea rning the
diffIcult techniques of dismounted operations as they went along. Soon thereafter, the 26th Marine Expeditionary Un it arrived to briefly strengthen Task Force
Falcon until additional Army units could arrive."
Departing from the planned use of forces, Task Force Falcon used foul' force
packages in its first thirty days of operation in Kosovo. The fIrst to arrive were
selected Task Force Hawk units that corresponded to forces in the original Task
Force Falcon troop list. Th e second was the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit,
and the third to arrive were 1st Infantry Division units from Germany. The
fourth contingent of the brigade consisted of the multinational unit forces: a
Greek mechanized infantry battalion, a Polish airborne battalion, and a Russian
airborne task group."
As the Task Force Falcon mission proceeded, an orderly rotation of brigades
in Kosovo followed the pattern set by Task Force Eagle in Bosnia. The American contribution to the NATO implementation force in Kosovo was one heavy
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brigade of approximately seven thousand soldiers . The brigade also had a staff
sufficiently augmented to command the other national units that fell under its
control as Multinational Brigade (East) . In addition, the United States provided
personnel, units, and equ ipment to other components of the NATO force in
Kosovo, either to reinforce existing capabi lities or to provide logistical suppo rt
those armies were unable to deploy. The Task Force Falcon mi ssion was initially
to ensure the safe return to Kosovo of the ethnic Albanian refugees and then,
more generally, to enforce all aspects of the Military Technical Agreement between NATO and Serbia."
As it had don e for Task Force Eagle, the corps headquarters managed the
orderly transition from one task force to the next and devised and conducted
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the m ission rehearsal exercises to prepare the units fo r duty in Kosovo. The
similarities between the process of conducting the mission, if not the details
of the missions themselves, were more striking than their differences. One of
the more interesting things was that working within the context of a NATO
command structure, as well as working within the context of a joint command
structure, was no easier in 1999 than it had been in 1995 and 1996, despite the
experience that had accumulated in the intervening years.'o
The fi rst issue had to do with joint Task Force Noble Anvil, which turned
out to be little more than a reporting headquarters. The joint staff in Naples had
an enormous appetite for information and demanded reports from TF Falcon
every fo ur hours, a reporting requirement th at frankly overwhelmed Craddock's
staff. No one on the T F Falcon staff was especially fa miliar wi th joint Forces
Land Component Command (JFLCC) operations, although many, including
Craddock, had been involved with joint task forces in the past and had some
feel for what was involved. Craddock was frustrated to fi nd that, when he sent
information to jTF Noble Anvil in response to one of its requests, he was taken
to task for his lack of knowledge about and use of joint rules, regulations, procedures, and the joint lexico n of terms. "I didn't need a lesson on what was technically correct;' Craddock later commented, but instead needed help with the
problems being discussed. That was symptomatic of the relationship between
TF Falcon and jTF Noble Anvil, which was, in the opinion of some members
of the TF Falcon staff, "looking fo r work" because the air war was over and the
joint task force was still heavily staffed with field grade officers of all services.
Th e T F Falcon staff was frankly amazed at how many "of those guys came out
of the woodwork to baSically get in the way;' and was delighted when jTF Nob le
Anvil was elimi nated in the third week of july."
'Th e relationship with the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps was more direct and
of course more substantial, but also was difficult at times . The TF Falcon staff
considered that the NATO staff was simply too bureaucratic and inflexible.
In sum, acco rding to American staff offi cers in Kosovo, the staff of the NATO
corps was "typically late in their guidance, late in their directives, gave us very
little planning time, and they had no concept of [the] one-third, two-thirds rule
for staff planning:'" Those who listened carefu lly could hear the faint but clear
echo of similar criticisms the V Corps staff had leveled at the ARRC staff during
the planning for O peration JO I N T ENDEAVO R in 1995.
The T F Falcon staff believed that the NATO corps staff was very resistant
to change of any kind and was fru strated that the NATO staff officers appeared
periodically to issue instructions that were in contradiction to the command
guidance that the ARRC commander, British Lt. Gen. Sir Michael jackson, had
issued. O n several occasions Craddock had to go to jackson to resolve such
situations, with the first being the order of march of forces from Macedonia
into Kosovo. Aggravating the situation, the normal relationships that staff's in
the U.S. Army were accustomed to establishing with the staffs of other uni ts
simply never existed between TF Falcon and the ARRC. Nothing ever worked
"normally;' as the America ns saw it, because what they considered the rigidity
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and bureaucracy of the ARRC staff prevented the fam iliar action officer to action officer, battle staff to battle staff, battle captain to battle captain relationships from ever being forged. Instead, all actions between staffs had to go up
through the chain of command for initial coordination at the chief of staff level,
ponderously slowing the pace of decision -making and coo rd ination between
the headquarters.
A second persistent issue was the NATO sensitivity to ra nk . The TF Falcon
staff was really "under-ranked" as compared to the typical NATO staff. "If you're
not a lieutenant colonel as an LNO [liaison officer] to KFOR;' American officers
pointed out, "you can't get in the door:' The task force liaison officers were frequently captains who were capable and fully co mpetent to deal with the various
issues in their areas of responsibility, but who found that the NATO staff officers
did not acknowledge that competence because of their junior rank . The task
force did the best it could by sending senior captains and majors to be liaison
officers at the ARRC, with the conseq uence that lieutenants wou nd up serving
as battle captains at task force headquarters.
In any case, working with the NATO staff was a rude awakening for many
of the more junior American officers. They found that only the "King's English"
would do, and that how they pronounced words and how they phrased sentences became critically important if they wa nted to be understood, since the
other members of the staff-the German, Italian, and French officers- had an
academic knowledge of English as taught in Europe. Therefore the slang, acronyms, and verbal short cuts Americans were accustomed to using were simply
not understood. In many cases, officers and senior noncommissioned officers
learned that fact the hard way. "We had to be very specific in our syntax and
diction, and say in exact terms what it was we wanted, then thoroughly analyze
the information we got back;' Americans learned, adding that "we were never
quite clear on what their intent was, or how it was interpreted. We found out
eventually, unfortunately, that it was easier and more productive to go from the
top down:'"

One J(osovo Deployment
Typical KFOR deployments were smaller than those to which V Corps had
become accustomed in Bosnia-Herzegovina, where the task forces had for years
been of division size. Just over a year into the mission in J(osovo, the corps had
already established a familiar routine of organizing a task force, superintending
it through a tailored series of mission rehearsal exercises and theater-speci fi c
qualifications, and then deploying it to serve for six months under NATO command. Continuing tensions in the province kept the task forces alert, but elements of routine had already begun to show themselves. 'TI,e experience of a
single battalion illustrates the case.
Th e 1st Armored Division provided troops for the KFO R 2A rotation in
Kosovo from 20 June through 18 December 2000. (Table 12) In December 1996
the 1st Brigade Combat Team had returned from Bosnia-Herzegovina, where it
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draft ,\,Is, 20(3).

had formed part of Task Force Eagle during the first year of NATO operations
there, In the interval, elements of the brigade had been assigned to other missions, including the second rotation of troops for the NATO Stabili zation Force
in Bosnia in 1997 and 1998, Deployed as Task Force Falcon, the brigade's organi zation was little changed from its garri son configuration ,
Upon arrival at Ca mp Able Sentry in Skopje, the task force moved by road
to Camp Monteith, where the staft' received briefings on the current operational
situation fro m the units the brigade was relieving in place, and the leaders conducted a "right seat ride" with their coun te rparts in the 3d Brigade Combat
Tea m, 1st In fant ry Division , Over succeeding days, the two brigade comma nders to ured the area of operations and, followin g so me adjustments in min or deta il, the forma l reli efs bega n by 16 June, O n that date, TF 1-37 Armor relieved
TF 1- 63 Armor and assumed responsibility fo r its sector,"
There then began the co ntinuous round of patrols, liaison with officials of
the Organ ization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and co ntacts w ith
local officials intended to enhance political stability, A particular task for the
entire task fo rce was supervision of the elections that took place during that
period, Occasional fl are-ups, such as six days of protests in the town of Cernica,
where Company A eft'ectively kept the peace, en livened an otherwise monotonous routine of patrols, cordons and searches for illegal weapons and ammunition, and miscellaneous humanitarian relief tasks, Company S, for example,
delivered building materials so that Kosova rs could rebuild homes damaged in
the fighting and worked with the U.S, Agency for In te rnational Development to
build a new schoo l in Pones, Co mpany C likewise distributed donated clothing
to people in its secto r,
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Tactically, the battalion established 274 tactical co ntrol points during its six
months in Kosovo, co nducted 4,250 patro ls, set up 95 temporary observation
posts, and escorted groups of Serbs to and from places of work 810 times. The
task force built two roads and improved two more. Members of the staff calculated that the battalion had delivered more than 1,300 cubic meters of wood to
various communities and distributed 213 large boxes of donated clothing sent
from nine states. Throughout, the task force assessment was that the sector was
relatively stable and remained free from major acts of violence, although the
Serb community remained intimidated by, and fearful of, the ethnic Albanians .
Routine operations were enlivened by periodic visits by senior officers, including a trip that Admiral James Ellis made to Camp Monteith on 14 August, accompanied by Maj. Gen. George Casey, the division commander, and a visit by
the corps co mmander, Lt. Gen. James Riley, at the end of that month. Periodic
visits by senior officers occurred throughout the rotation. A highlight of the
period was the deployment of the V Corps Immediate Ready Force to the sector in August 2000. In a test of the concept, USAREUR sent the Medium Ready
Company to reinforce Task Force falcon. The unit arrived at Camp Monteith
on 24 August and, over the succeeding week, was integrated into 1- 37 Armor's
operations.
Evidence of the growing routine, however, lay in the fact that the battalion
could also find time for a great deal of training, co nducting modified tank gunnery tables on the one hand and conducting platoon live fire exercises both in
defense and in breach of defenses. The S-3 counted 662 weapons systems qualifications comp leted during the six- month deployment, and 51 soldiers certified
as combat lifesavers. At the individual level, 94 soldiers earned school certifications and 132 soldiers earned credit for 292 semester hours of co llege classes.
Such things were possible only in a relatively stable tactical environment.
In December 2000, at the end of the rotation, the battalion handed off its
mission to TF 1- 35 Armor and returned to Germany after spending six more
or less uneventful months in Kosovo. Daily situation reports sent to the V Corps
command center in Heidelberg attested to the steady daily routine, inundating
the corps G- 3 with an accumulatio n of figures about patrols conducted, miles
driven, and persons escorted, not to mention detailed information about maintenance and all of the other traditional indicators of unit read iness. In sum, the
Kosovo mission, while it remained demanding and required close attention to
security matters, rapidly became unexceptional.

Outcomes of the Deployments
W hen the mission was over, Task Force Hawk had deployed an attack helicopter regimental task force of 24 aircraft in two squadrons; a corps aviation
brigade task force with 31 support aircraft; a reinforced rocket artillery battalion with 27 launchers; one heavy and one light tube artillery battery; a mechanized infantry brigade combat team with one mechanized and one airborne
battalion; a deep operations coordination cell; a support package organized by a
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corps support group that included transportation, quartermaster, and ordnance
units; finance, military police, and engineer units; and a task organized signal
battalion. The force was a nonstandard organ ization that was not a division, not
a brigade, and not a corps, but that partook of elements of all three. It carried
out a nondoctrinal mission with an ad hoc control element for which it devised
operationa l procedures and created an organ ization and equ ipment list. In the
course of the mission, Task Force Hawk overcame a number of awkward limitations.
It deployed into a theater of operations that had extremely limited air, land,
and sea lines of communication. It operated without a campaign plan and
without clearly defined relationships between U.S. forces and NATO forces.
Throughout its mission, TF Hawk operated under rules of engagement that
severely limited its ability to see targets in Kosovo and that were not entirely
appropriate for Army forces. It constituted the task force without benefit of a
stop- loss 01' sto p-movement order, so that personnel problems were frequent ly
acute, particularly for the attack aviation units, which were not maintained at
full manning in the first place.
1he attack aviation units did not yet have the second generation upgrades
for the AH-64 forward -looking infrared radar, largely a consequence of USAREUR having already been designated a "legacy force" that would be among the
last in the Army to benefit from system improvements. Furthermore, the attack
helicopter battalions were not authorized night-vision goggles by their tables
of organization and equipment. Aircraft operated in a mountainous environment that degraded comm unications systems and required additional aircrew
training to reach proficiency for survivability. Compounding the risks, the force
operated in a battle space fraught with disadvantages, including the fact that it
was nonlinear and that, while the enemy was dispersed, the friendly forces were
clustered. Finally, Task Force Hawk managed other in-theater contingencies
that limited the number of headquarters staff personnel that cou ld be assigned
to the task force, thus necessitating assignment of large numbers of augmentees. 4S

Task Force Hawk was, as the Center for Army Lessons Learned report
concluded, a "unique task organized force, designed to accomplish a special
deep operations mission in an austere environment;' and where the comma nd
and control relationships were complex and occasionally strained. TI,e lessons
learned analysts concluded that "TF Hawk was a living, learning, growing unit.
It was a 'come as you are, but bring what you need' organization:'46 In fact, it was
much more than that.
TI,ere was little to distinguish Operation JOINT GUARD IAN qualitatively
from Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR. Both were peace enforcement operations
in relatively "permissive" environments, and the V Corps involvement in both
was essentially the same, though Operation JOINT GUARDIAN required far less
in terms of commitment of manpower. Preparing and training forces and then
delivering them to the NATO headquarters that commanded the operation
consumed a good deal of organizational time and energy, but there was little
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new about it. Similarly, the corps managed the replacement of one task force
by another at regular intervals, no small task in terms of staff involvement, but
again nothing particularly diffi cult in view of the staff's accumulated experience. The deployment to Kosovo was even less complicated because the corps
headquarters did not have to create the intermediate sustai ning base. Ca mp
Able Sentry already being in existence and under corps control, the corps did
not have to man a forward headquarters to carry out Title 10 responsibilities
for the task force in Kosovo. Operation VICTORY HAWK, however, was another
matter. For the first time since World War II, excluding the Cold War mission,
V Corps headquarters itself was directly involved in an operation that was expl icitly combatant, comma nding V Corps subordinate units and deployed to an
active theater.
The eventual decision that the Apache helicopters would not be used in the
air campaign obscured the real effect the deployment had on operations over
Kosovo. Th e capabilities of the Apaches were of course well known and the lethality it demonstrated in the Persian Gulf War was widely respected. Likewise
known and respected were the capab ilities of the Multiple Launch Rocket System the task force was known to possess . Deployment of the force demanded
some counterpoise from the Serb armed forces, and one of the major influences
on the air ca mpaign was the repositioning of Serb antiaircraft systems and acquisition radars from the interior of the country to the border region between
Kosovo and Albania, thereby diminishing the air defense coverage elsewhere, to
the benefit of the NATO airmen of Operation AL LIED FORCE."
A second benefit arose from the forty operations disingenuously called
"mission rehearsal exercises" that Task Force Hawk regularly launched from Tirana-Rinas. In fact, they were more properly combat feints, fully planned and
carefully organized missions that explored the various aven ues of approach to
the Albanian-Kosovo border and that in each case provoked responses from the
Serb forces that the task force carefully measured and evaluated, an accumulation of information that was of enormous intelligence value and that played its
part in making the next mission rehearsal even more soph isticated. The mission
rehearsal exercises and artillery raids all looked like the beginnings of actual
attacks . Th ey kept the Serb forces in motion and drew attention- and combat
power- to the border."
Finally, the task force played an important and largely unacknowledged role
in delivering timely and important targeting information to the allied air forces
for their strikes on Serb military units. The mission rehearsals regularly identi fIed and updated the locations of radars and antiaircraft systems. The counterbattery radars that accompanied the artillery to the forward operating bases
also delivered a wealth of information about the locations of Serb units and
eq uipment to the task force, which passed that information to the Combined
Air Operations Center. The very well -defined information gathered in that way
supp lemented the data procured through use of the Hunter Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles launched from Macedonia and the on-going high-level Air Force reconnaissance" By early June General Wesley Clark's assessment was that "Task
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Force Hawk continued to pass more targets than the airmen could strike;' both
from direct aerial observation of th e border and from the data glea ned from the
task force radars.50
The mission also directly affected the course of future V Corps operations.
The frankly abysmal conditions at the Task Force Hawk base camp and the very
high number of airlift missions required to put the 5,000-man task force in place
emphasized the importance of making the headquarters lighter and more easily deployable, a matter that had been under earnest study before the start of
Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR at the end of 1995 and to which co rps planners
had already returned before Task Force Hawk was created. General Hendri x's
earlier steps to create a field headquarters accustomed to operating away from
prepared base areas and configured for rapid deployment using standard air
cargo containers made displacement of the corps tactica l operations center and
deep operations coordination cell to Albania possible. The experience of wrestling heavy vans through feet of mud, however, stressed the need to make the
headquarters equipment lighter stil l. Survivab ility of the equipment was not
at sta ke, as Brig. Gen. Steve Speakes, the corps chief of staff in 1999 and 2000,
pointed out when he reminded the staff that soldiers and sophisticated equ ipment were really no better protected against artillery fire inside vans than under
canvas. The countervailing bias, as he saw it, was that "we love to live in Green
Things;' and he pushed the staff to change its notion of what a proper headq uarters should look like."
The point about the deployment that really impelled a more serious attempt
to make the command post smaller, though, was the enormous number of air
missions required to move it. TI,e fina l Hawk headquarters configuration used,
in round figures, 160 MILVANs. As early as 6 May, Operation VICTORY HAWK
had consumed more than three hundred C- 17 sorties and a great many additional C-130 sorties." By the end of the operation, the Task Force Hawk deployment had requi red some 475 C- 17 missions" Aircraft were not always available when Army air loads were ready to be moved, and, as Operation VICTORY
HAWK demonstrated, the corps cou ld not make the assumption that strategic
airlift would be readily or immediately available to satisfy Army requirements.
Consequently, attention turned to co nfiguring the headquarters so that tactical airlift-the venerable C- 130 Hercules that was available in Europe-could
move what the corps needed when it deployed"
Speed of deployment became one of the most widely publicized issues about
Task Force Hawk, and the Army suffered unwarranted criticism fo r the length
of time required to place the Apache helicopters in Albania ." Various delays in
strategic airlift availability played their part in the process, but two other factors
were more important- and both were entirely beyond Army control. TI,e first
was physical: By the time the task force started deploying, the ground available
to the Army at Tirana-Rinas had become waterlogged and incapable of supporting airfield operations. Until construction work to finish helicopter pads
and access roads could be comp leted, no helicopter cou ld land there. That construction work had to be contracted because the Army's drawdown had sharply
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co nstricted the number of construction engineer battalions available across the
force. Complicating the problem, contracting in Albania proved an enormous
problem because of the region's poverty, and much of the manpower, equipment, and materiel had to be imported from Italy, Macedonia, and elsewhere."
All of that req uired time.
The second limitation was diplomatic: Austria refused permission for Army
aircraft to over-fly its territory en route to Albania, so the helicopter self-deployment had to proceed through France and via Pisa to Brindisi, which took a
li ttle longer. More important, however, the Italian permission for the Apaches
to depart from their bases combat-loaded for the flight into Albania was obtained only after negotiation. Iro ning out those questions took more time. Even
so, the deployment was reasonably swift. 'TI1e first troops went to Albania on 8
May and the helicopters had staged as far as Pisa by 14 May. Brown and Root
Corporation, which contracted much of the construction work at Tirana, was
not able even to begin engineering development of the base until 15 May. Engineering work and diplomatic clearances had both progressed far enough that
the first Apaches were able to land at Tirana on 21 May. General Hendrix, reacting sharply to what he considered ill-informed media criticism of the time
it took the Apaches to become operatio nal, rated the deployment as a success,
pointing out that none of the delays had anything to do with the helicopters,
their crews, or the process of deployment itself."
Ill-informed though their criticisms might have been, it remained difficult
to fault the journalists for expressing disappointment with what they saw as a
dilatory pace of deployment, since the Pentagon public afrairs spokesman had
an nounced on 4 April that the helicopter task force wou ld be in place within
eight days." A dispassionate observer might remark that a high-level news release about the Apache deployment that cited a specific number of days was a
public affairs gaffe, since it was so clea rly an announcement profoundly uninformed by any study of the operational realities that governed the movement of
the forces from Germany to Albania.
In terms of joint operations, the most important lesson the services took
away from Operation VICTORY HAWK was that, despite continuing discussion
of the matter since the time of the Persian Gulf War, the Army and the Air Force
still did not understa nd each other, operationally speaking. 'TI1e Ail' Force did
not have a good understanding of how the Army fought the deep battle or the
fact that the Army considered the aviation brigade another maneuver element,
and the Army did not understand the real impact of the Ail' Force's air tasking
order at the tactical level or the way the Ail' Force prosecuted its war. Unfortunately, the services actually never exercised together enough to develop such
understanding or to understand the communications requirecl to make joint
warfare work effectively.
In the Army, much of that sort of thing was scripted in Battle Command
Training Program exercises, and the staffs did not have to do the work to coordinate Army and Ail' Force operations in deep attacks, where clearing airspace
for Army Tactical Missile System and Multiple Launch Rocket System fires be-
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came a real issue, for example. Army pilots were not accustomed to having to
coordinate en route with Air Force mission controllers, using Air Force terminology. For its part, the Combined Air Operations Center in Naples did not un derstand the capabilities and requirements-air space requirements, planning
requirements, and targeting requirements- for Apache operations supported
by rocket artillery fires . At times, the problem was as fundam ental as the two
services not understanding each others' radio call signs."
The controversy over placing Army attack helicopters on the Air Force air
tasking order was an unfortunate one, in part because it demonstrated that inter-Service cooperation and mutual understanding were absent even within the
V Corps staff, where the Air Support O perations Group and the G- 3 ought to
have been completely in synch. From that imbroglio, though, the corps learned
that coordination of the air tasking order process was very important for such
key decisions as placement of Army radars, to avoid fratricide from Air Force
antiradiation missile strikes at enemy air defense installations. From the other
side, it became clear that the Air Force had only the most hazy understanding
of the fli ght profile of Army long range artillery, which common sense dictated
should be incorporated into its briefin gs for aviators. As far as V Corps planners
could see, an obvious and crucial task for any future joint training was for each
servi ce to achieve a better understanding of how the other planned operations
and fought, the better to integrate Army and Air Force efforts. As Cody po inted
out, most of the problems lay at the staff level, since aviators could quickly absorb the tactics, techniques, and procedures of the other service at the tactical
level. Integration of fires and synchronization of missions became the real challenge. GO
The mission also raised the question of how well Army aviators were trained,
with the implication that there were not enough resources available to do an
adequate job, particularly for commissioned aviators. Much of that discussion
was based on the need to qualify 11th Aviation Regiment pilots and copilots to
operate with night-vision goggles, and the consequent discussion about the diffi culty of obtaining from the Germ ans permission to do enough low-level night
flyin g to accomplish that training. In fact, the regiment was fully qualified to
operate with the forward -looking infrared sensors with which the aircraft were
equipped and on which its operations were conceptually based. Cody believed,
however, on the basis of his experiences in the Persian Gulf War and elsewhere,
that the operational environment in Kosovo was sufficiently hazardous th at the
crews needed the additional advantage of night-vision goggle capability. Thus,
to that extent, the training problem was not one of making up a deficiency, but
instead of adding a qualification. Equally pertinent was the fact that night-vision
goggles were not part of the attack helicopter battalion table of organization and
equipment 6 '
In more general terms, however, there were certainly issues that needed to
be resolved about aviator training, since the number of fl ying hours allotted to
a unit by the Department of the Army was based on the number of aircraft assigned to that unit, rather than the number of aviators assigned. In fact, units al-
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ways had more aviators than aircraft, so that making enough flyin g hours available to maintain proficiency and to hone the co mbat edge of those pilots was
always a delicate process as the units allotted the time. The amount of flying a
pi lot needed to do to attain and sustain various proficiencies was often a matter
of judgment. The majority opinion of V Corps aviators, however, was that more
flying hours were needed across the board. That was not, however, an issue that
could be addressed at corps level."
The experience of Operation VICTORY HAWK had much to do with the
practical aspects of creating a deployable headquarters. Probably the most significant outcome of the mission, however, was its influence on thinking about
the best way to train and exercise that headquarters for future missions. Common ground was an acknowledgement that the Battle Com mand Training Program process was artificial to the extent that it generally began in the middle of
an operation and assumed the placement of forces in theater and the outcome
of preceding operations as the starting position for the exercise. That was unquestionably valid in light of the Army's intention to train senior leaders to co nduct military operations and to conserve the precious time and other resources
that units, staffs, and commanders co uld devote to major exercises, focusing on
what most regarded as the most important elements of the training. Conduct
of offensive operations, for example, imposed stresses on leaders and staffs and
forced them to make difficult decisions, which was the point of the Warfighter
exercise.
The problem was that none of the exercises paid attention to what became
the principal problem in Albania, which was establishing the base, securing the
base, and simultaneously establishing an initial operational capab il ity in an environment that was at least potentially hostile and that was certainly difficult
and poor in resources. 'TI1ere were many dichotomies in Albania to con fuse the
iss ue. On one side of l'iran a-Rinas airport, civilian flight operations proceeded
much as usual, and the adm inistrative processes of the humanitarian aid programs went on in a peacetime setting. Working from that side of the field, the
Ail' Force operation was far more administrative than tactical. On the other
side of the field- what Air Force pundits called the "Dark Side" - Task Force
Hawk nestled in the mud, built bunkers, strung perimeter wire, habitually wore
helmets and body armor, conducted regular patrols, and generally maintained a
wartime posture. Army perceptions of the threat potential were always higher,
and security measures took priority over comfort. There was still some ambiguity in the Army's outlook , though. In effect, as Col. Bob Leon pOinted out, there
was always a certain amou nt of indecision in the early days about whether his
mi ssion was to create a base camp or a tactical assembly area-two very different tasks.
There were important decisions to be made about the trade-off's between
base development and tactical reconnaissance when the number of soldiers and
quantity of equipm ent were both small and the time pressure to accomplish
both tasks was intense. Delivery of the required logistical capabilities was another issue, as well as developing the flexibility to alter the deployment flow to
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accommodate the needs the advance party discovered, or to suit a tactical environm ent that had been changed by something as basic as extremes of weather."
All of those matters demanded consideration, and as the battle staff began to
put together the after action report for Operation VICTORY HAWK, there was
co nsequently a lot of discussion about the need to incorporate the deployment
phase of a mission into corps exercises.
Finally, Operation VICTO RY HAWK validated an adage that V Corps had
first discovered during Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR: "politics is to the strategic
planner what weather is to the tactical planner:' Increasingly, the corps staff
came to understand that, in the very nature of politics, decisions were habitually deferred as long as possible in the interests of reaching some compromise,
or ga ining an advantage because of changing conditions, or some other perfe ctl y valid reasons having to do with good statecraft and diplomacy. Then, often quite suddenly, decisions would be reached and military action required.
For the soldier, and particularly for the staff planner, it was difficult to adjust
to and accept that process because of the horrendous effects it had on soldiers
and on missions. Making preparations wh ile awaiting decisions, anticipating
the probable changes in directives likely to be issued, and remaining ready to
act at a moment's notice constituted over the four or five months of Operations
VICTORY HAWK and JOINT GUARD IAN what V Corps staff officers referred to as
the "devi!'s ARTEP;'''' the periodic Army Test and Evaluation Program, to wh ich
all units were subject.
In sum, the two operations confirmed a change in the military culture of
the Army in Europe. General Speakes, reflecting on the mission to Kosovo and
other recent corps operations, aptly summarized the situation when he said that
the corps "no longer got missions with clarity;' and then commented that "we
realized th at we were never going to be free of the mission of doing some kind of
CONO PS [conti ngency operations] on a semi-permanent basis, or at least not
daring to hope that we would get out of that in the near term ;' emphasizing that
tim e lines would always be short and stresses were going to remain high.6'
For the immediate future, the experience of Task Force Hawk and the transiti on to the Task Force Falcon mission was decisive for V Corps in two ways.
First, it led directly to renewed planning and experimentation to reduce the size
of a deployable co rps headquarters and to find ways to move it with theater, as
opposed to strategic, airlift. Second, it was directly tied to General Meigs' determination to review the state of Arm y aviation and make recommendations
to improve it and, through that review, to design a new series of exercises, later
conducted in Poland, to refin e corps deep strike capabilities.
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Conclusions
A Changing Heavy Corps
"!fyou don't like deployments, get into another line of work.'
Lt. Gen. Jerry Rutherrord
V Corps Commanding General, 1993

"We have certainly learned how to run these deployments more smoothly. Like anything
else, the more you do it, the better you get at it."
Ll. Gen. Jen')l R. Rutherford
V Corps Com manding Gencml. 1994

"The half-life of a good TOC is one night in the motor pool. The half-life of deployment
knowledge is about ninety days. You get a rotation of t!Vo, threeJow; orfive key people, and
it is just amazing holY ignorant you can become."
Brig. Gen. Larr)' J. Lust. Commandi ng General

3d Corps Support Com mand, 1995

"Let me tell you how I see our job and my job. We build readiness. The ClNCs consume
readiness."
Lt. Gen. John \V. l-lcndrix
V Corps COlllmanding General, 1999

"Hell, I don't know where they're going to send me next, or !Vhat they're going to tell me to
do."
A Pri vate First Class Rifleman assigned

in V Corps. 1999

he V Corps that existed in 2001 bore precious little similarity to the V
Corps of 1990. The headquarters and all of its subordinate commands
had undergone massive changes in training, operations, manning, and
definition of mission since the end of the Cold War. In many ways, that
change was not yet complete in the year 2001, nor had all of the implications of
the many changes been realized so that the appropriate adjustments could be
made. Even so, V Corps in 2001 was a profoundly transformed organization.
In the post-Cold War world, V Corps operated at the boundary between the
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operational and the strategic levels of war, rather than at purely the tactical and
o pe rational, as it did during the Cold War. The V Corps directl y implemented
national policy in environments where the political sta kes were generally higher
tha n the military stakes, and where th e dividing line between the two was frequently blurred. The changed corps routinely conducted operations not previously thought of as appropriate for a heavy force, and did so almost uniformly in
a joint or joint and combined environment, if not act ually under joint or allied
command . Furthermore, the corps had in many cases beco me a force provider,
rather than a command and control headquarters itself, sending task forces and
force packages out of Germany to be utilized by other commands. Viewed from
any point save one, V Corps was different in 2001 than in 1990. Although smaller, the corps was organizationally unchanged and was perfectly recognizable as
a heavy, mechanized combat force. Orga nization had not been tailored to suit
the new types of missions, and that, although unintentional, turned out to be
both fortuitous and consequential.
A snapshot of t he Arm y in Europe in 1988 points up the co ntrast between
the Cold War and post- Cold War forces. With virtually half of the active duty
Army positioned to defend the classic invasion routes through the Fulda Gap
and C heb Corridor, USAREUR commanded aro und 213,000 soldiers in two armored corps, each consisting of one mechanized and one armored division and
each with an armored cavalry regiment. USAREUR also commanded forw arddeployed brigades of two more divisions. To that force was added the pano ply
of units from the artillery, aviation, ail' defense, and other supporting arms and
ser vices, not to mention a tactical ail' force commitment of another 100,000
airmen.

Exercises across the West German countryside were virtually continuous, as
were training and other exercises at the designated training areas of Grafenwohr,
Hohenfels, Baumholder, and many local training areas adjacent to the cantonme nts. The annual REFORGER exercise tested the war plan and the ability of
the United States to reinforce the Seventh Army. Frequent competitions among
the NATO allies kept gunnery and other combat skills sharply honed. The Canadian Army hosted a competition for tank gunners, and the Bundeswehr had
a sim ilar competition for cavalry scouts. There were also sim ila r competitions
for engineers and other categories of troo ps. [n 1988, American armor units
trained at Grafenwohr 363 days out of the year and all soldiers spent roughly
one-third of their year in field training of one sort or another.
[n 1998, USAREUR consisted of only 68,000 soldiers and the force level had
been cut to one heavy corps w ith two di visions but without a cavalry regiment.
TI1e divisions stationed one brigade in the United States, leaving USAREUR
with only four maneuver brigades in theater. Deep cuts in the supporting tactical air forces accompanied cuts in the Arm y levels of organ ization. By 1998
too, the type and frequency of training had been reduced, with almost no exercises across the German countryside at all . REFORGER exercises became co mputer-assisted staff drills and then were eliminated altogether, with the annual
USAREUR exercise instead focusing on its new mi ssion of operating outside
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Many aspects of traditional trainingfell by the wayside after the end of the Cold Wal:
NATO armies no longerfunded such competitions as the Canadian Army TrophyJor
tank gunnery and the "Sapper Stakes"Jor the best engineer squad. Competing here is

a team from the 237th Engineer Battalion (J30th Engineer Brigade).

of Germany in response to USEUCOM directives. The average training year at
Grafenwiihr for American forces had been reduced from 363 days to 233 days,
and with strict limi tations on night firin g exercises and night nying. All of the
NATO -hosted gunn ery and similar co mpetitions had ended. In any case, the
United States had such a heavy comm itment of its cavalry units in the Balka ns
for peace support operations that it cou ld not participate in the Bundeswehr's
scout competition . Th e nature of training also changed, with the emphasis fa Il ing on stability and support operations of various kinds at least as heavily as on
conventional heavy force maneuver. '

Summarizing the Changes
Until 1989 V Corps focused entirely on the heavy force battle along the
inter-German border.' The two most important elements of that preparation
were readiness and gunnery, and corps training specifica lly addressed those
two principal concerns. The corps centered its entire attention on the General
Defense Plan of Western Europe and on the one slice of terrain that plan allotted it. There were some importan t implications of such an emphasis. The first
was that the corps dealt with on ly one major operations plan, albeit one that
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was thoroughly integrated into the correlative plans of Seventh United States
Army and the sister U.S. VII Corps, and that was a contributing part of the
overall plan of NATO's Central Army Group. The corps, like all echelons of
command in Europe, constantly studied and revised the plan for general war to
allow for changes in the political and military circumstances. Detailed planning,
elaborate battle books, frequent terrain walks, constant rehearsals, and endless
exercises based on the plan concentrated the attention of the entire corps on a
single tactical problem and produced very sophisticated capabilities. It was a
frequently remarked truism that V Corps had a detailed and intimate knowledge of the terrai n on which it expected to fight- a knowledge probably unrivaled in the history of the U.S. Army.
The corps' Cold War battlefi eld was essentially linear and organized from
back to front in a traditional manner. Command post emplacement was thorough ly rehearsed, though the corps rear command post, an enormous organization, did not displace.' Logistical support was carefully orchestrated to fit the
requirements of the general defense plan battle- a push system based on the
conventional, linear battlefield. Host nation support was equally meticulously
integrated into the overall plan, and the V Corps staff and commanders knew
what they could expect, and when, and where, from the German Territorial
Army. Host nation support was above all reliable and predictable and involved
what U.S. forces drew from the Germans, not what U.S. forces delivered to the
Bundeswehr. Soldier and unit equipment were tailored for the general defense
plan battle in a specific region under known and predictable climactic conditions, and the Army sent the best and newest of all classes of weapons and
equipment to its troops in Germany. New equipment was fielded first in Euro pe.
Corps force structure was tailored for heavy force battle. Aside from the armored cavalry regiment, the corps possessed what were essentially two armored
divisions: the 8th Infantry Division with six mechani zed and five tank battalions,
and the 3d Armored Division with five mechani zed and six tank battalions. Two
artillery groups were in general support under V Corps Artillery command.
Because the Army in Europe was the single most important major command
in the Army in those years, V Corps was assured that its units would be maintained at full strength. In fact, the Department of the Army manned USAREUR
at 102 percent of authorizations for most of the years through 1990.
Conceptually, the general defense plan was also a joint and combined fight,
and preeminently an Air Land battle, in the peculiar orthographic construct of
the day. The operations of the 2d and 4th Allied Tactical Air Forces were carefully integrated into the plans for ground maneuver and into the buttressing
plans for deep battle. Indeed, tactical air power was one of the factors, along
with technological superiority in tanks and other ground combat systems, that
enabled the Central Army Group to "fight outnumbered and win:" Such interservice cooperation was nonetheless deceptive. Although each corps had
an Ai r Force air support operations group to coordinate and manage the air
battle in support of the land battle, there was no substantial service integration.
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Combined operations were in a similar case. W hile the Army was accustomed
to fighting alongside other NATO corps and had for years given lip service to
NATO standardization, standardized NATO agreements, and combined operations at the tactical level, there was no real involvement with the armed forces
of other nations beyond the more or less social contacts of the unit partnership program. Every component of Central Army Group kept very much, as the
common expression had it, "in its own lane;' and combined logistics and similar
subjects remained in the realm of speculation.
By 1992 V Corps had started to become involved in operations in which
none of those fa ctors any longer applied, and even as early as 1989 the stimuli
for the changes with which the corps had to live over the succeeding decade
had become apparent. The single most important element of that change, and
a thread running throughout everything V Corps did between 1990 and 2001,
was the post-Cold War drawdown of forces in Europe. TI,e corps decreased in
size from a peak of around 108,000 in fi scal year 1991 to 38,000 in 1999. Unit
inactivations naturally matched the decreases in troop strength and were even
more consequential than the decrease in total manpower, because capabilities
were lost as different types of units cased colors or were returned to the United
States. TI,e corps lost its cavalry regiment and one of the artillery brigades in
the corps artillery, with the remaining brigade having only one battalion, and
reduced each of its divisions by one maneuver brigade. In an extremely rapid drawdown, V Corps inactivated or sent to the United States some fifty-six
battalions and thirty-seven company-size units between March 1991 and June
1992. Corps attention was focused on little else during that period. Strength
maintenance was similarly degraded. The Army in Europe lost priority of manpower fill and ceased to be manned at over 100 percent. By the time V Corps
began its mission in Bosnia-Herzegovina in December 1995, the corps was at
92 percent of authorized strength in the aggregate. By 1999 the corps fill target
was at 93 to 94 percent of authorizationS
TI,e implications were obvious. Loss of the two maneuver brigades from the
divisions meant that the corps could no longer fight a heavy force battle with
the same endurance, bring as much firepower to the fight, or fight nearly as sophisticated a maneuver battle as befo re. Loss of virtually all of the corps' general
support artillery similarly degraded the ability to wage a high intensity armored
battle. ReaSSignment of the cavalry regiment to the United States denuded the
corps of its screening force, reconnaissance, and the fl exibility inherent in a
heavy brigade-size combined arms force. In years to come, operations planners
frequently bemoaned the fact that the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment no longer belonged to V Co rps, because such an organization had virtually the perfect
mix of forces for many of the out-of-sector missions, and particularly the peace
enforcement missions, that ca me the way of the Victory Corps.
Even for peacekeeping operations, reduction of each division had a profound effect on corps capabilities, albeit one difficult to explain to laymen. TI,e
example of the Task Force Able Sentry commitment of a battalion to United
Nations duty in Macedonia demonstrates the point. At anyone moment, the
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steady-state load of that comm itment was three battalions-one preparing to
assume the mission, one engaged in the mission, and one wholly occupied in recovery and retraining after completing its rotation in Skopje. Thus one brigade
equivalent out of only four maneuver brigades was permanently unavailable to
the corps commander. TI,e effects were worse than they appeared, however,
since no single brigade had enough mechanized infantry battalions ass igned
to absorb the entire mission itself. TIlerefore, up to three maneuver brigades at
a time had an infantry battalion involved in the Able Sentry assignment. The
consequence was degraded training, readiness, and combat capability in all
three brigades, since each required an infantry battalion for task organization
of tank-infantry teams in the task forces of the brigade combat team. All of that
disruption, loss of combat capability, and degraded readiness was the cost of
stationing a 350-man force in Macedonia for 179 days at a time between 1994
and 1999.
All of those changes informed the prescient observer that no one really
seemed to anticipate that V Corps would again engage in a heavy force mission.
It was, however, the loss of the many logistical units from the corps-a nd from
the Army in Europe generally-that really conditioned future capabi lities and
set up the deployment and sustainment problems that V Corps later experi enced. Mention of two cases may suffLce to ill ustrate the po int. The theater's loss
of the theater- level transportation units and expertise that could effect major
troop movements was first acutely felt when V Corps began its deployment of
1st Armored Division to Bosnia-Herzegovina in December 1995. Subsequently,
reliance on the one remaining transportation battalion in the corps support
command to sustain and support Task force Eagle- the 181st Transportation
Battalion, a unit itself not organized at full strength- produced its own problems.
TI,ere were many criticisms of the drawdown process. In retrospect, some
of the more significant criticisms appear not to have been valid. It is true that
the drawdown was carried out with little or no miss ion area analysis. Instead,
the "salam i slice" technique was used, with proportionate reductions generally
imposed aCrOSS the board. Senior commanders earnestly debated each decision
without knowing what the bottom line for Army strength in Europe was going
to be. Many decisions, such as the ones to inactivate the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment and the 3d Armored Division, were highly emotional. But mission
area analysis might not have helped in any case, since no very clear mission for
USAREUR had been articulated by 1992, and certainly not the world of stability
and support, humanitarian assistance, and peace enforcement operations that
existed by 1999. In 1992 USAREUR defined the V Corps missions and capabili ties simp ly as U.S. leadership of a bi -national co rps; participation in a Germanled bi -national corps; providing troops to support the Allied forces, Europe,
Rapid Reaction Corps; supporting the Allied Command Europe Mobile force
(Land); integrated air defense of ground forces in Europe; and providing units
for TRU/ARPS (TIleater Reserve in Un it Sets/Army Readiness Package South
[i .e., Italy]. the post-Cold War successor to the POMCUS co ncept).-
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Fundamentally, two considerations were most influential in managing the
drawdown. The first was a determination to retain as much combat power as
possible, and the second was to retain as many units as possible, irrespective
of th e level at which those units could be manned. For example, retaining V
Corps Artillery, even as a shell that had only one battalion, gave the corps the
capability to receive and command additional field artillery brigades in future
missions. 7

Several politico-military realities influenced and supported those considerations. Th e first was a perceived mission to ensure European sec urity as the former Warsaw Pact broke up amid enormous political uncertainty and regional
instability' That is, USA REUR saw a possible mission to stabili ze and secure
NATO's fl anks, a task that would almost certainly require heavy forces . Even
without considering operations outside of Europe, planners thought it essential to recognize that many Third World nations had built their armed forces
on the Soviet model, and specifically around the motor-rifle organization. The
heavy force orga nization the Army built to oppose the Warsaw Pact remained
the best force structure to employ if operations in or involving such countries
occurred.
Circumstances, however, somewhat constrained the corps' ability to carr y
out those and other missions outside Germany because it simply became harder
to get to the scene of the action. The drawdown eliminated much of the support
infrastructure in Europe. In particular, transportation and movement control
were hard hit. As one corps planner put it, no one could imagine the need to
deploy a large force out of Germ any again after the Persian Gulf War was over.
At the same time, and outside the purview of this study, the U.S. Air Force was
decreasing the size of its forces committed to Europe and reconsidering its basing. Th at drawdown also had an important impact on V Corps readiness to
deploy and beca me a time-influencing factor that had to be considered . The
pull-back from Rhein-Ma in Air Force Base, a terminal designed with airlift in
mind and centrally located for corps units, was an inhibitor, since Ramstein Air
Force Base had, until its renovation later in the decade, limitations as a springboard for de ployment. Ramstein was built as a fighter base and, until significant
construction began to alter its configura tion, lacked aprons and taxi-ways for
ca rgo aircraft, thus increasing turn-around time. That became a signifi cant isSlle during O peration JOINT ENDEAVO R. Ramstein was also a considerable distance from most of the V Corps major subordinate comm ands, although it did
have the adva ntage of being close to the ammuni tion supp ly point at Miesau
Army Depot.
C hanging domestic circumstances in Germany were also relevant to potential V Corps operations' After the end of the Cold War, German understanding
of the need to train, and tolerance for the noise and inconvenience associated
with Army training, shar ply decreased. To spin up forces for deployment now
required a concerted Civil -military effort to explain to the German communi ties involved the need for them to accept the inconveniences involved with increased Army training, and especially night fl ying. Th at was done successfully
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as part of the Task Force 5- 158 Aviation deployment to Somalia in 1993. In
general, however, German public support for the continued stationing of U.S.
forces in Germany decreased because the average German no longer saw any
threat- and hence no justification for U.S. military presence. In some quarters,
that was expressed as a sovereignty issue. In others, it became an environmental
issue. In any case, it began to be reflected in such things as the continuing German demands to modify the Status of Forces Agreement.
On the practical side, privatization of the Deutsche Bahn, the German rail
network form erly known as the Bundesbahn, dramatically affected the speed
with which U.S. forces could be deployed, particularly in contrast to the way
the VII Corps deployment for Operations DESERT SH IELD and DESERT STORM
was handled. By 1995 the Army was wo rking with a corporation, rather than
with an agency of the German government, which implied a loss of leverage.
W hen managing short notice deployments, the Army was competing for scarce
rail car resources with major corporations that represented continuing, steadystate business for the Deutsche Balm. Down-sizing of the railroad as part of the
privati zation process left the Army with far fewer loading sites, fewer railroad
personnel to work with, and fewer of the needed cars, especially the deep-well
cars essential for over-size equipment. One result was that V Corps units had
to use the most congested part of the German rail system (i.e., the FrankfurtDarmstadt-Mannheim area), furth er slowing the pace.
In sum, V Corps toward the end of the decade of the 1990s had very much
an "end of the dance" feel, in terms of the traditional missions and traditional
military organization. The corps had not merely allowed those changes to wash
over it, however, but had, under successive commanders who were determined
to find the appropriate operational niche for the corps, looked to the future and
begun making the adjustments necessary to fit it for many different kinds of
operations.

Adapting to New Operational Circumstances
Brig. Gen . Stephen Speakes, the V Corps chief of staff in 1999 and 2000,
encapsulated the essence of the new operational circumstances when he sa id
that the headquarters had in a way not yet really adapted to the post-Cold War
era. "We continue to believe:' he said, Ii that tomorrow, 01' next month, or next
year, we will return to steady-state operations where we wi ll have predictability
and will be able to essentially 'pay back' our people for all they have been asked
to do. After having been in this Corps for a year, it was clear to me that this was
a fallaciou s notion:'10 At last, V Corps realized that it was never going to be free
of the semi -permanent com mitment of its forces to some kind of contingency
mission. Stabi lity and its allied predictability, real characteristics of the Cold
War years, were not things the corps was ever likely to enjoy aga in .
The record of events bore out Speakes' conclusions, with 1995 through 1997
offering typical exa mples . During operations in Bosnia- Herzegovina, V Corps
deployed a peak of 8,358 soldiers to missions associated with NATO's Imple-
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mentation Force and Stabilization Force. During that period every single brigade was involved in some aspect of the mission. Meanwhile, another 1,100 soldiers were taking part in one of the headquarters' other concurrent "campaigns;'
which included the Partnership for Peace exercises, some eleven exercises in
the course of a single year: the continuing mission in Macedonia: humanitarian
assistance: and the Beirut Air Bridge." There was no more normality, and the
term "steady state operations" by then bore entirely new connotations.
Carrying out the new range of missions placed demands on the corps that
necessitated some of the kinds of changes that Army Chief of Staff General
Eric Shinseki was starting to make in the process of transforming the service.
USAREUR, however, was a "legacy force;' a polite term that meant the command would not receive the number of people or the amount of money it had
in the past, and that its units would be among the last in the Ar my to benefit
from the new organi zation and equ ipment with which the service had begun
experimenting. Thus, out of sheer necessity, USAREUR and its major tactical
orga nization, V Corps, began their own process of transformation, anticipating some of the changes that would eventually occur elsewhere in the Army.
At the unit level, V Corps had to focus on its principal customer, the regional
comma nder in chief, and make itself useful to him for the missions that European Command and Central Co mmand had to carry out.
Of the two matters that principally concerned V Corps during the Cold
War, readiness and gunnery, readiness became considerably the more important by 2001, though it was readiness defined in a different way than V Corps
had understood the term in 1990. Usefulness in the post- Cold War context
meant that V Corps had to be able rapidly to deploy various size forces configured for a wide range of missions, serving USAREUR as a provider of trained
and ready forces and operating on the dictum that Lt. Gen. John Hendrix had
earlier enunciated that "we produce readiness: CinCs consume it:'" Deployment might proceed with adequate planning time, but the demand might also
be acute, requiring V Corps to have at its disposal the kind of ready force that
the 82d Airborne Division had traditionally maintained. A wide range of forces
might also be required, not merely combat task forces or groupings of logistics
units, but also command posts or headquarters elements for joint or co mbined
task forces. Capable sold iers could shoot well, but few of the V Corps missions
between 1990 and 2001 called upon them to do so, and certainly not for the
same reasons that had existed during the Cold War, since there was no longer
an overwhelmingly strong foe to be defeated by superior gunnery.
The corps progressed steadily, if slowly, toward all of those goals from 1990
onwards. The path of change was never clear and the requirements seemed constantly changing. From each mission, however, starting with the deployment of
the lIth Armored Cavalry Regiment to Kuwait in 1992, V Corps drew useful
lessons. As time went on, the corps inco rporated those lessons into a revised set
of operational concepts and devised a training and exercise strategy to determine how best to execute those concepts. It would be a mistake to say that there
was a master plan that spanned the decade, or that successive corps com mand-
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ers hewed to a distinct and clearly envisioned developmental path. In many
cases, uncertainty about the future and about the resources and forces available
made the way un clear, and the process was occas ionally o ne of groping toward
an indistinct goal.
However, the broad outlines were obvious enough. To meet its future missio ns, V Corps needed to be able to fight or carr y out one of a wide range of other
tasks somewhere other than Germany, which meant that it had to develop new
operational co ncepts to reach that distant battlefield and sophisticated deployment techniques to move its forces swiftly. It needed to develop new exercise
tech niques to translate that understanding of operational requirements into the
reality of units capable of carr ying them out. It required adeq uate technology
to communicate with and contro l fa r-flung forces. It needed to reco nfigure its
co mmand post concepts for something other than the heavy force battle. Fina lly, it needed to develop staff procedures and tech niques that were sufficiently
fl exible and fast to accommodate the new operational world.

A Force Ready To Go
For forty years and more, meticulous and detailed planning, fo llowed by
thorough and comprehensive exercises of those plans, were hallmarks of V
Corps operations. By 2001 flexibility and agili ty had become far more important. In the process of reacting to political decision-making in a rapidly changin g situation, careful plans were more often than not suddenly overcome by
events, and the corps had to improvise in order to deliver the task forces to the
required point by the demanded time. Two examples illustrated that fa ct. The
first was the deployment of Task Force Eagle in December 1995, when the orderly deployment fl ow that had been carefully planned was utterly disrupted by
a political decision to move the 1st Armored Division into Bosnia-Herzegovi na
immediately, scrapp ing the two weeks of lead time the corps thought it had
been promised. The second was the sudden, mid-cou rse decision to substitute
a composite 2d Brigade Combat Team of 1st Armored Division fo r the Big Red
One's trained 3d Brigade Combat Team when 1st Infantry Division assumed the
Task Force Falcon mission in Kosovo during May 1999, aga in in the interests of
placing an American force into the area of operations quickly. In both the Cold
War model of detailed plan ni ng and the post-Cold War model of ad hoc operations the essential element of success was the same. Readiness lay at the hea rt of
all corps operations. The definition of read iness simply varied so mewhat from
1990 to 2001.
A frequently hea rd criticism of the heavy co rps in the Cold War years was
that it was "immovable;' and there was some justice in that view, since its mission was indeed highly specialized for the highest intensity co nventiona l battle
the mind could conceive. But after a decade of rapid change, V Corps was in
danger of being open to a simi lar criticism from the opposite end of the spectrum- that it had become so highly specialized for peace enforcement missions
that it could no longer undertake co nventional battle. There appeared to be a
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point of view in the Army at large that V Corps was indeed the "Balkan Corps;'
and that any missions that might arise there should go to V Corps as a matter of
course, based on the headquarters' extensive experience in that area of operations and in peace enforcement missions. As he was on the point of relinquishing command of V Corps, General Hendrix continued to worr y about that point
and stressed that the corps had to continue the difficult process of remaining
ready for many types of missions:
We really go to whe rever the guns sound, and that is determined by the pace of wo rld
events. Right now, we are so rt of the "Balka n Corps," if we allow that to happen- but
I refuse to allow that to hap pen; that is. to become a corps adapted solely to o ne peace
support mission in a single area of the ,vorld. T hat is one part of our context at the
moment. We are not the Ba lkan Corps. \X/e are also, for example, the Southwest Asia
Corps, and we can't let that slide away from us. Vie must be prepared for ernployment
anywhere in the wa ridY

All of the major actions that were under way during the tenure of his successor in command, Lt. Gen. James Riley, pointed along the azimuth that Hendrix had indicated. In January 2001 the command post redesign to enable it to
be more rapidly and easily deployable reached at least its interi m goal of being
strategically mobile on around two dozen C- 130 air loads. Working in concert
with USAREUR, the corps had also focused attention on the USAREUR Aviation Initiative that General Montgomery Meigs had stressed since reviewing
the after action reports on Task Force Hawk. Future Army aviation missions
would largely be "come as you are" night operations in the toughest possible
terra in and under adverse environmental conditions, using split-based operations, for prolonged periods of time, as Meigs saw it.14 The V Corps Victory
Stri ke exercise in 2000, and the annual Victory Strike exercises planned for succeeding years, aimed at achieving that goal. The heart of the future vision of the
corps was encapsulated in its training program for the forth coming five years.
Acknowledging that stability and certainty were problematical, the corps nonetheless aimed toward sustaining a training plan that kept its units prepared for
both heavy force conventional battle and contingency operations, with the fo cus between the two alternating every other year.
llle essentially new corps staff that arrived in the summer rotation in 2000
received its first orientation to the way the corps mea nt to function in the fi eld
with its new deployable command post in a corps exercise in September, Exercise Victory Start. That was followed in October by Exercise Victory Strike,
conducted at training areas in Poland, where the corps exercised its deep operations coorclination cell in the direction of a live fire exercise involving deep
strike attack helicopter operations supported by rocket artillery fires. Currency
in joi nt operations was maintained through corps participation in Exe rcise Internal Look, conducted at Fort Bragg in November and focused on the Joint
Strategic Capability Plan. TIlen, turn ing to the heavy force co nventional scenario, the headquarters in January 2001 co nducted Exercise Victory Focus, a
co mmand post exercise that used a Southwest Asia scenario and that was to
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serve as the ramp-up to the next Battle Co mmand Traini ng Program Warfighter exercise. Exercises planned for succeeding months included a joint 1st In ra ntry Division and 1st Armored Division Warfighter exercise that was also set
in Southwest Asia. Then, in June 2001, when V Corps units finished their most
current rotation as part of NATO's Kosovo Force and turned over that mission
to XVllI Airborne Corps, the entire corps training focus was scheduled to shift
to the Joint Strategic Capability Plan through June 2002, sta rting with a leaders
reconnaissance to Southwest Asia sometime after June. The five -yea r projection
alternated between the heavy conventional battle and the contingency operations mission,l s

The focus of operations from 1990 through 2001 varied widely, and throughout the first half of the decade V Corps had generally been more likely to dispatch logistical troops of various kinds or medical units than combat forces for
its out-of-sector missions. Indeed, after the conclusion of Operation POS ITI VE
FORCE in Kuwait, at the end of the Persian Gulf War, it appeared for a time that
medical, general aviation, engineer, and water purification units were becoming
the principal players in the continge ncy operations drama. The steady requirement for combat battalion task forces in Task Force Ab le Se ntry in Macedonia
and the heavy force deployments to Bosnia-Herzegovina starting in December 1995 balanced that trend, however. By the end of the decade planners had
ceased to make ass umptions about the nature of future missions, which might
as easily involve major combat as humanitarian relief, either with little prior
notice.

While V Corps more often provided forces for the regional commanders
in chief to use on various missions through the decade, elements of the headquarters and the corps headquarters itself were periodically involved in major deployment missions, notably Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR and Operation
VICTORY HAWK . O ne of the principal lessons of Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR
was that the several general staffs within V Corps were precious commodities.
While V Corps Artillery co mmanded a single artillery brigade, its general staff
m ade possible the creation of Task Force Victory, witho ut which support and
sustainment of forces for Bosnia-Herzegovina would not have been possible.
Again and again, the corps was asked to provide either stalls or key members
of general staffs for various other task forces. That staff ex pertise became even
more crucial as V Corps began to follow the evolutionary path limned by demands that went from forming a simple joint task force to forming a command
post to run a joint force land component command- evolving a headquarters
structure to satisfy the varied requirements of joint and co mbined operations.
Developing that notion of a modular headquarters that could deliver the
right kind of command and control was an important part of satisfying the
regional co mmanders in chief's requirements for effective command of joint
forces in a very wide range of possible scenarios. In aid of all that, the corps'
evolution of a com mand post that was easi ly deployable was obviously an essential step, and involved some key decisions about the tradeoffs that had to be
made between mobility and survivability. Strategic mobili ty was the qualifying
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test. If V Corps could not meet that requirement, its other capabilities were
essentially meaningless. Tactical mobility in the theater of operations was the
seco nd test, and the steadily evolving deployable command post sought to satisfy both imperatives.
The essence of the "ready to go" force was the USAREUR and V Corps concept of the Immediate Ready Force, which gave the Army in Germany the ability
to dispatch a light combat force into a trouble spot immediately, followed by
force packages that delivered various other capabilities, including mechanized
forces if needed. The immediate ready force established a new way of looking at
the deployment and contingency mission, since it was really not an end in itself,
but a means of projecting into a contingency theater some or all of the forces
under command of United States Army, Europe, depending upon the requirement.

A New Approach to Training and Exercises
USA REUR diverged from the rest of the Army in many ways over the decade between 1990 and 2001. One of the most prominent was in training. When
General Speakes arrived in Heidelberg from brigade command in the 1st Cavalry Division and took up duties as V Corps G- 3 and subsequently chief of
staff, he observed that he assumed he was coming from Fort Hood to another
operational part of the Army that spoke the same language. He found instead
that USAREUR took a different approach to training and the relationship of
training to operations, and particularly to contingency operations. He did not
suggest that only USAREUR was doing contingency operations, but did think
that USAREUR was the only command that seemed repeatedly to be deploying
its soldiers into challenging political and military situations of varying types. "
The situation in U.S. Forces Command had been a different experience for
him. His brigade participated in the Intrinsic Action exercise series in Kuwait,
for example, where the exercise certainly had a political-military purpose. At
the tactical level, however, the brigade drew pre- positioned equipment and engaged in purely tactical operations for which FieLd ManuaL 71-2 was the bible,
and the standard of measurement was how similar events were run at the National Training Center. The closer a unit could approach training center standards, the better, and the scenarios did not involve any sort of sophisticated
political-military situations.
In USAREUR, by contrast, the existing Army doctrine and practices had
been embedded or modified in training events to make them relevant to a world
dominated by contingency operations. The result was the mission rehearsal exercise, a training event focused on a specific type of operation and built around
a master eve nts list and a digest of dynamic story lines that produced extremely
high competencies in the soldiers and units being trained, both at the individual and at the collective levels. The Army in Europe was confronted with the
need to conduct operations across the entire spectrum of conflict, and had to
structure its exercise program to support the demands of being ready for con-
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tingency operations and for high in tensity warfare and for the many sorts of
peace enforcement and humanitarian support missions that lay so mewhere in
between. The answer, Speakes thought, was the USAREUR 270-day retraining
model, a training rhythm that specifically focused not on the abstract, but on
a unit's abiliti es at a given moment in terms of its readiness to assume the next
operatio nal mission. The theater "measured the status of forces not against
standard Army cr iteria;' he co ncluded, "but rather against a new recognition
of where a unit was in terms of its return from CONOl'S [contingency operations] or preparation for the next one:' "

A Different Model of Staff Organization
Accompl ishi ng all those many tasks demanded much of the corps staff.
At the heart of the V Corps staff lay the tested and able organ ization of the
battle staff, which had proved itself agai n and again to be capable of producing astonishingly high quality work on equally astonishingly short time lines,
though generally also at astonishingly high costs in ter ms of fatigu e and "using up" talented staff officers. The traditional staff methodo logy still applied,
and V Co rps continued to use the time-worn five paragraph field order and
the traditional military decision -making process to organize its planni ng
work, regardless of the mission. The mechanical means of carrying out that
plan ning, however, were vastly speeded up by the use of secure telephones,
videoconferences, and e-mail. When the corps no longer received missions
with clarity, the battle staff" could no longer relate to higher headquarters in
the traditional way. The "heart-beat of the Corps"" on a day-to-day basis, the
battle staff was the tool that made poss ible the essential sy nchronizatio n of
planning before a mission and the crucia l detailed integration of co mmand
and control during execution, regard less of whether the mission happen ed
to be heavy force combat or peace enforcement. The level of experience and
diverse co mpetencies that resided in the battle staff ensured that all battlefield
operating syste ms were properly and effectively integrated for mission accom plishment.
Th e staff estimate remained the crux of the planning process, but V Corps
was rapidly reaching the conclusion that the military decisio n-making process as traditionally co nstrued and as taught at Fort Leavenworth was only
marginally relevant to its fast-paced world and needed to be reconsidered and
realigned. While the battle staff used the that process as a planning tool, man age ment of mission execution tended increasingly to be handled by use of
the "rolling" or "ru nning" estimate. The running estimate reached back to the
synchronizatio n matri x that General David Maddox had made a part of all V
Co rps plann ing in 1991 and 1992, using it as a means of referring to the types
of dec isions, and seq uences of decisions, that had to be made as compared
to the unfolding of events in an operation. The first major operational use of
such a device was in late 1995 and ea rly 1996, when V Corps managed the deployment of 1st Armored Division as Task Force Eagle by means of a decision
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supp ort template, a method fo rced upon the staff by the suddenly compressed
time avai labl e for the deployment.
A major part of the reorganization of the corps command post involved
changes to reform the way the corps staff worked, reaching toward a goal of
greater efficiency and smaller size. Consolidation of duplicative functions in the
corps main command post, as well as the rear command post, a concept to
which serious attention had been paid as early as 1994 and which had fallen into
abeyance while the corps was preoccupied wi th operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina, were cautiously implemented. Cooperative staff work became the goal,
rather than the customary method of working within individual staff sections
and by organizational echelon. 1hroughout 1999 in particular, the staff considered a series of proposed internal reforms to increase teamwork and productivity and to enhance infor mation-sharing.
1hat meant violating the traditional hierarchical staff structure, but did not
necessarily change the conceptual processes of good staff work . However, the
goal was to establish staff processes that were predictable, and the principal tool
indeed became the running estimate, rather than the military decision-making
process: a continuous self-assessme nt that considered the need to reprioritize
and reset mission parameters. Technology helped decrease the size of the deployable headquarters staff, since vastly improved co mmunications allowed the
corps to retain major staff elements at its various headquarters in Germany
and access them through the techniques of "reach-back;' always ack nowledging
the risks inherent in loss of inter-theater co mmunications, particularly in high
intensity battle. Finally, at the end of the decade, the V Corps staff had found
the technical means to implement the essence of the "fo ur horsemen" concept
of managing the battle by operating systems, rather than by hierarchical staff
structure, that General Maddox had proposed in 1992.

Crystal Ball GazingJor an Army in Transition
Co mmanders at all levels repeatedly agreed over the course of the decade of
the 1990s that the "new world order" made things more difficult for the United
States Army, rather than easier, and that military operations in the uncertain
world after the collapse of communism demanded far more of soldiers- and
particularly of leaders- than ever before. TI,e flex ibility of mind to undertake
missions across the spectrum of co nflict, the readiness to serve in a humanitarian relief operation one month and a low- level co mbat operation the next, and
maintaining the logistics and co mmunications capabilities and staff expertise to
command, serve alongside, or accompany bi -national, multinatio nal, or joint or
combined service headquarters, as well as nongovernmental enti ties, demanded much of everyone who wore a uniform.
Naturally, V Corps fo und it impossible to remain fully trained for every
mission all the time, which meant that so me ordering of training priorities
between conventional warfare and co ntingency operations was utterly neces -

sary. The traditional tension between plans anel eventualities demanded that
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the corps commander, his staff, and the organizations subordinate to V Corps
attempt to remain as ready for any mission as possible, because world events
were not regulated by th e Army's training rhythm . The deployment of Task
Force Hawk to Albania was an excellent illustration of the problem. Although
it went to Tirana as a small scale force tailored for a small scale contingency,
the corps commander made certain that he embedded in the task force structure the capabilities to carry out operations at any level of intensity, since the
political volatility of the region offered no guarantees that the mission would
remain either low level or small scale. Hence, for all operations, V Corps had
to incorporate into its planning methodology the concept that, whatever the
original mission order, the ultimate task might differ according to the changing
operational environment.
TIle problems that confronted V Corps from 1990 through 2001 were the
same as those that concerned the Army at large after the end of the Cold War,
the turning point that spelled the end of the dangerous, familiar, but paradoxically stable bipolar politico-military situation that had endured since the end of
World War II. Just as at the end of all of America's wars, the Army after 1990
had to react to a vastly changed set of conditions that included the key element
of the public perception of the service. TIlOughtful soldiers found the post- Cold
War world a much more dangerous, unstable, and unpredictable place, a conclusion that all Americans did not share. TIle eventual demand for a smaller
military requiring a smaller share of the national treasure was perfectly consistent with the situation the Army had experienced in 1919 and in 1946.
Unlike 1919 and 1946, however, there was in 1990 no shortage of perceived
threats and no dearth of potential enemies, at least to those who had the willingness to concede their existence. That truism was first demonstrated by the
Persian Gu lf War and subsequently by the many smaller co nflicts that erupted
along the periphery of what was once the Warsaw Pact and across the TIlird
World. The Army might argue that it had to maintain a heavy conventional
force because future threats to national security were not always, or even usually, perceptible while they were in gestation, citing the example of World Wa r
Il as viewed from the perspective of 1919. Such an effort never had any chance
of succeeding in the face of the political and fIscal realities current in 1990,
however, and the issue for the Army became one not of convincing the public
or fighting out the issue of the probable shape of future war, but of providing
appropriate military forces to meet the existing and presumed demands within
the constra ints imposed by the share of national resources that could be allocated.
Thus, in what might be termed a flight from irrelevance, the Army as a
whole, and V Corps in microcosm, considered how to transform the conventional heavy force into one that could more easily cope with a wide range of
tasks, including nonmilitary tasks, and still fight capably at any level across the
spectrum of conflict. Readiness, deployability, strategic mobility, sophisticated
command and control, and flexibility imposed demands that resulted in changes to hardware, doctrine, organization for battle, and training.
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As the decade between 1990 and 2001 illustrates, the process was not an
easy one, and probably the most visible and dramatic examples of the changes
lay in Europe, where the Army had been most specifi cally tailored for a single,
by then outdated, mission. Thus the accommodation of V Corps to changing
circumstances over that decade demonstrates on an understandable scale the
problems confronting the larger United States Army on a much larger and more
complex scale. Many of the solutions at which the corps commander, staff, and
soldiers arrived anticipated later changes in direction that the Army selected for
all of its forces. Clearly, nowhere else in the Army were the stresses the modern
pace of operations imposed on soldiers and their families more evident than in
V Corps and the United States Army, Europe.
In sum, however, if one overriding conclusion could be drawn from the experiences of V Corps across the decade from 1990 through 2001, it was the
continued relevance of the corps echelon of command. Particularly when comparing the United States Army corps organization with those of other nations,
or even with other tactical organizations of the U.S. armed services, the inescapable co nclusion is that the corps provides a unique set of capabilities-combat capabilities, logistical support capabilities, force projection capabilities, and
command and control capabilities-all as essential to the world of contingency
missions as they were to conduct of major combat operations.
1he parallel conclusion, and a surprising one to many, is that the generic
heavy corps organi zation that characterized the Army at the end of the Cold
War proved both durable and fun ctional in post-Cold War operations. In its
numerous deployments between 1990 and 2001 , V Corps tailored task forces
that were appropriately organized for the mission of the moment, often drawing elements from both of its divisions and many of its separate brigades for
the purpose. The corps could do that precisely because its order of battle retained all of those traditional elements of military force that had characterized
what many considered an outmoded style of militar y organization. The generic
heavy force organ ization gave V Corps the ability to build a combat force for
one mission and a peace enforcement for the next, meanwhile structuring a
humanitarian relief task force from its medical or logistical units. Such diverse
organ izations would have been beyond the capabilities of V Corps had it been
reconfigured for peace support operations, as had occasionally been suggested
at various times during the decade of the 1990s.
Having built such task forces, the corps also developed unique abilities to
train- or perhaps rehearse would be a more accurate term-them for their
forthcoming missions; to command them, if required; and to sustain them in
far-flung theaters of operations. The essential mechanism for doing that was
the corps battle staff organization, a tested and capable tool that had the range
of skills and abilities to conduct many ty pes of operations and often to conduct
them Simultaneously, and the depth of personnel to do so around the clock
for long periods of time. In many ways, the major transformation that affected
V Corps after 1990 was not physical, organizational, or technical, although all
three played their parts in giving the headquarters the fl exibility to do the jobs
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that came its way. Instead. the principal element of transformation lay within the staff. and particularly within the battle staff. where a deep intellectual
change took place.
In fa ct. the decade of experience in the transformation of V Corps after it
grudgingly gave up its Cold War mission persuasively demonstrated that the
essence of "transform ation" lay in the human element. in commanders and supporting staffs that could find ways to achieve the desired military effects with
the means at hand . Sta rting with General David Maddox's experiments to fi nd
ways to move V Corps to some other battlefield than the inter-German border
and to control it on the move to a meeting engage ment. and continuing through
the steadily evolving processes for moving the corps. commanding the corps.
and configuring the co rps for many possible future missions. and fina lly to adjusting the attitudes of its leaders and staffs to embrace the ambiguity of those
future battlefield s. V Corps built a generation of leaders at all levels and staffs
at all echelons that no longer functioned according to the deliberate processes
that characterized the Cold War service. Thus the transformation of V Corps
after the end of the Cold War was primarily a transformation of attitude and of
ways of think ing about military operations. which is to say that it was far more
intellectual than physical.
Hence. the interplay of fi scal reality and military practi cality yielded an unanticipated conclusion: that the Army was well -served by the traditional corps
organi zation because that orga ni zation provided both a wide range of capabilities and the fl exibility to package forces for many tasks. It was also certain that
in a smaller ar my. too much speciali zation was unwise. and that the Army could
not affo rd to have. for example. a corps optim ized for peace support operations.
when so few large formation s existed at all. Using traditio nal organization to
cope with nontraditional missions was not easy. of cou rse. and the experience
of the Army in Europe over the decade showed that the process required intensive. carefu lly considered training and exercises and great mental flexibility
in its leaders. all eminently evident in the transformation of V Corps between
1990 and 2001.
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Appendix A
Commanding Generals of V Corps
1990-2001
George A. Joulwan, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General,
V Corps, 7 August 1989-9 November 1990. George A. Joulwan graduated
from West Point in 1961 as an infantry officer and served as an infantry company commander in the 1st Infantry Division in Vietnam, 1966- 67. He served
a second tour in Vietnam, 1971-72, as a brigade S-3 and division deputy G-3
in the IOlst Airborne Division. Successive assignments followed as a Reserve
Officers' Training Corps instructo r at Loyola University of Chicago; a tactical
officer at West Point; assista nt executive offIcer to the Vice Chief of Staff, U.S .
Army; specia l assistant to the President; special assistant to the Supreme Allied
Com mander, Europe; executive officer to the Chairman, Joint Chi efs of Staff,
and Director of force Requirements on the Department of the Army Staff. He
commanded 1st Battalion, 26th Infantry, in the 1st Infantry Division, 1975-77,
and the 2d Brigade of the 3d Infantry Division. He commanded the 3d Armored
Division from 4 March 1988 to 4 August 1989.
After leaving command of V Corps, General Joulwan became Comma nder-in -Chief, United States Southern Command, in Panama. from 1993 through
1997, when he retired from active duty, he was Commander-in-Chief. United
States European Command, and Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. After retirement, he served as Olin Professor for National Security at the United States
Military Academy.
David M. Maddox, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General, V
Corps, 9 November 1990-17 June 1992. David Maddox was born in Chicago,
Illinois, on 5 April 1938. Upon completion of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps
curriculum and graduation from the Virginia Military Institute in 1960, he was
commissioned an armor second lieutenant and awarded a Bachelor of Science
degree in mathematics. He also holds a Master of Science degree in operations
research and systems analysis with an engineering specialty from Southern Illinois University. His military education includes the Armor Basic and Advanced
Officers Courses, the Armed forces Staff College, and the Army War College.
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He commanded at every level between cavalry troop and corps before assuming command of V Corps, including four tours of duty in Germany. Among
his principal assignments were command of the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment
in VII Corps, Germany; Commanding General of the Combined Arms Operations Research Activity at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; Assistant Division Co mmander (Operations and Training), 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Fort
Carson, Colorado; and Commander, 8th Infa ntry Division (Mechani zed), in
Germany.
Prior to those senior assignments, he commanded at troop level in the 14th
Armored Cavalry Regim ent in Germ any. He was a Senior Operations Advisor with the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, after which he served
as Military Assistant to the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army (Operations
Research), and subsequently, Military Assistant to the Secretary of the Army,
Washington, D.C. He was transferred to Europe and comma nded the 1st Squadron, 11th Armored Cava lry Regiment, in V Corps, and then attended the Army
War College before serving as the Director of Studies and Analysis Directorate,
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Combat Developments, United States
Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia.
After relinqu ishing command of V Corps, he was promoted to the rank of
general and on 9 july 1992 beca me Commander-in-Chief, United States Army,
Europe, and Seventh Arm y, as well as Commander of NATO's Central Army
Group. He retired from the Army after relinquishing co mmand of USAREUR
on 19 December 1994.
JelTY R. Rutherford, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General, V
Corps, 17 June 1992- 6 April 1995. Upon completion of the Reserve Officer
Training Corps cu rriculum, and after receiving a bachelor's degree in journalism at Pittsburgh State University, jerry R. Rutherford was commissioned a secon d lieutenant in the Infantry. His first assignment was to Bravo Company, 1st
Battle Group, 5th In fantry, Fort Riley, Kansas, as a platoon leader, from August
to October 1962. He completed the Infantry Officer Orientatio n Course and
Ranger Course at the United States Army Infantry School, Fort Benn ing, Geo rgia, from November 1962 through April 1963.
Assigned to Germany after Ranger School, he was a platoon leader in Company B, 1st Batta lion, 36th Infa ntry, in the 3d Armored Division in Friedberg,
from April 1963 to August 1964. He was aide de camp to the com manding general, 3d Armored Division, from November 1964 to june 1966. He completed
the Armor Officer Advanced Course at Fo rt Knox, Kentucky, in june 1967 and
remained at Fort Knox to command D Troop, 5th Reconnaissance Squadron,
1st Training Brigade, United States Army Training Ce nter.
During the Vietnam Wa r Rutherford was assistant S-3 for the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment from May 1968 to May 1969. Upon return to the United States, he served as Instructor/Team Chief, Company Tactical Committee,
Uni ted States Army Infantry School, Fort Benning, from May 1969 to january
197 1. He attended the District O perations Course, Vietnam Training Center,
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Foreign Service Institute, Washington, D.C., from Jan uary to May 1971. In
May 1971 he returned to Vietnam and served as District Senior Advisor, Bien
Hoa Province, Advisory Team 98, and returned to the United States in April
1972 to attend the Nava l Comma nd and Staff College at Newport, Rhode Island.
He was then assigned as the S-3 and Executive OffIcer for the 1st Squadron, and later as Regimental S- 3, 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, at Fort Bliss,
Texas, from June 1973 through December 1975. In 1976 he was Staff Officer,
Doctrine and Systems Integration Division, Requirements Directorate, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, Department of the
Army. From Februar y 1978 to August 1979 he commanded the 3d Squadron,
3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, at Fort Bliss.
[n September 1979 he became Assistant Chief of Staff, Operations, G- 3,
for the 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood , Texas, where he served until June
1981. He then attended the United States Army War Co llege at Carlisle Barracks, graduating in June 1982. [n August of that yea r, he returned to Germ any
as the Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, Operations, G- 3, V Corps. Returning
to the 3d Armored Division, he assumed co mmand of the 3d Brigade from
June 1983 until November 1985. He then returned to V Corps as the Assistant
Chief of Staff, G- 3, Operations, until October 1986, when he was assigned as
the Assistant Division Commander, 1st Infantry Division (Mechanized), at
Fort Riley, Kansas, a post he relinquished in August 1989.
[n that month, Rutherford took comma nd of the 2d Armored Division
(Forward), "Hell on Wheels;' in Garlstedt, Germa ny. During deployment in
the Persian Gu[f for Operation DESERT STORM, he relinquished command of
the 2d Armored Division (Forward) on 6 April and assumed command of the
3d Armored Division, "Spearhead;' on 7 April 1991.
On 17 January 1992 he assumed duties as Deputy Commanding General,
V Co rps. On 17 June 1992 he assumed com mand of V Corps. Upon relin quishing comma nd of V Corps, Genera[ Rutherford retired from the Army.
John N. Abrams, Lieutenant Genera[, U.S.A., Commanding General,
V Corps, 6 April 1995-31 July 1997. John N. Abrams was commission ed
through Officer Candidate School at Fort Knox, Kentucky, on 3 February 1967
after en listing in the United States Army on 17 February 1966. He is a graduate of Bowling Green State University in Ohio with a Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, and of Shippensburg State University of Penn sylvania, which conferred the degree of Mastel' of Science in Public Administration. He is a 1986 graduate of the Army War College.
Ge neral Abra ms served in command and staff positions ove r a period of
thirty-two years. He served in Vietnam from August 1967 to July 1969, where
he was an armored cava lry platoon leader and armored caval ry troop co mmander with the 2d Squadron, 1st Cavalry, which de ployed from the 2d Armored Division, Fort Hood, Texas . He commanded the lith Armored Cavalry
Regiment in Fulda, Germany, from 1988 to 1990; the 2d Infantr y Division, Ui-
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jongbu, Korea, from 1993 to 1995; and V Corps, Heidelberg, Germany, from
1995 to 1997. Prior to assuming comma nd of U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Co mmand on 14 September 1998, he was the TRADOC Deputy Commanding
Ge neral from August 1997 to September 1998.
His service includes staff assignments as Chief of Staff of the 3d Armored
Division in Germany; Military Science Instructor at the United States Military
Academy at West Point; and Army Staff Officer in War Plans and Deputy Di rector of Operations Directorate in the Office of the Deputy Chi ef of Staff of
Ope rations and Plans.
After commanding V Corps, General Abrams was promoted to the rank of
general and beca me Commanding General, Training and Doctrine Command,
a post that he held until his retirement on 7 November 2002.
John W. Hendrix, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General, V
Corps, 31 July 1997-16 November 1999. John (Jay) W. Hendrix was commissioned fro m the Georgia Institute of Technology and entered active duty in
November 1965. He received the Mastel' of Arts in History from Middle Tennessee State University and completed the U.S. Army War College in 1984. He
had two combat assignments as a rifle company commander in Vietnam. Other
assignments include Instructor, U.S. Army Ranger School; Battalion Executive
Officer, 3d Battalion, 11th Infantry (Mechanized); Brigade S- 3, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized); Commander, 2d Battalion, 13th Infantry (Mechanized);
and Assistant Chief of Staff, G- 3, 24th Infantry Division.
Later assignments included Chief, Testing Division, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, Department of the Army; Commander,
2d Brigade, 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized); Assistant Division Commander, 1st Armored Division, in Operation DESERT STORM; Executive Officer to
the Supreme Allied Com mander, Europe, and Commander-in-Chief, Europe;
Assistant Commandant of the Infantry School and the Deputy Commanding
General of Fort Benning, Georgia; Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, United
States Army, Europe; Commander, U.S. Army Infantry Center, and Commandant, U.S. Army Infantry School; and Commanding General, 3d Infantry Divi sion (Mechanized) and Fort Stewart, Georgia, from 15 July 1996 to July 1997.
Hendrix assumed command of V Corps in Heidelberg, Germany, on 31 July
1997. He is a Ranger and Master Parachutist and a graduate of the Infantry Adval1Ced Cou rse, Fixed Wing Aviator Course, and the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College. Following his command of V Co rps, General Hendrix
was promoted to the rank of general and assumed command of United States
Forces Co mmand in Atlanta, Georgia on 23 November 1999. He retired from
the Army in 2002.
James c. Riley, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General, V Corps,
16 November 1999- 18 July 2001. James c. Riley entered the Army in December 1965 as an en listed soldier. He attended Officer Ca ndidate School and was
commissioned as an Infantry officer in 1966.
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Ea rly in his career he served in the 82d Airborne Division. Th ereafter, he
was an advisor in the Vietnamese 25th Infantry Division. Later assignments
included duty with the 4th Battalion, 35th Armor, as the Assista nt S-3; with the
1st Battalion, 6th Infantry, of the 1st Armored Division, in Germany as company commander, S- 4, and as battalion maintenance officer; and with the United
States Recruiting Command. He aga in served with the 1st Armored Division as
Deputy G- 3; Executive O ffi cer, 1st Battalion, 52d Infantry; and S- 3, 3d Brigade.
Later he commanded the 2d Battalion, 7th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division, at Fo rt
Hood, Texas, and served as the G- 3 and Chief of Staff, 2d Armored Division
(Forward), in Germany.
He later commanded the 3d Brigade, 3d Infantry Division, in Germany, a
unit that served with the 1st Armored Division in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwa it
during O perations DESERT SHI ELD and DESE RT STO RM; and served as Chief.
European Division, j- 5, the joint Staff, and as the joint Chiefs of Staff Representative for European Security Matters in Washington, D.C., and Vienna , Austria .
From june 1994 until August 1995 he was the Assistant Division Commander
for Sup port, 1st Armored Division, in Hanau, Germany. In October 1995 he
became the Chief, United States Military Training Mission, Saudi Arabia.
General Riley commanded the 3d Infantry Division (Mechanized) and Fo rt
Stewart, Georgia, from 27 june 1997 to 10 November 1999. He assumed command of V Corps on 16 November 1999. Upon leaving V Corps, General Riley
became Commanding General, United States Army Combined Arms Center
and Fort Leavenworth , Ka nsas. He retired from the Army in August 2003.
General Riley is a graduate of the Infantry Officer Advance Course, United States Army Command and General Staff College, and of the United States
Army War College. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the UniverSity
of Nebraska and a Master of Arts degree from Webster UniverSity.
William S. Wallace, Lieutenant General, U.S.A., Commanding General, V
Cor ps, 18 July 2001 - 14 June 2003. William S. Wallace was commissioned a
second lie utenant in Armor upon graduation from the United States Military
Academy at West Point in 1969. He graduated from the Army Airborne and
Rangel' courses before reporting to Fort Knox, Kentucky, where he attended the
Armor Offi cer Basic Course. His first assignment was as a platoon leader and
troop executive officer in the 2d Squadron, 6th Armored Cavalry Regiment, at
Fort Meade, Maryland. His next duty was in Vietnam, where he was an assistant
district advisor and later operatio ns advisor in the Bac Lieu Province. Leaving Vietnam fo r Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in 1972, he served with the 82d
Airborne Division as a company commander, battalion adjutant, and battalion
operations offi cer for 4th Battalion (Light) (Airborne), 68th Armor.
In 1977 he attended the Armor O ffi cer Advanced Course, fo llowed by advanced civil schooling at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, where he earned a Master of Science degree in operations analysis. Following graduation he remained in Monterey to serve as a project officer. Six
mo nths later he returned to Fort Knox, where he served as an operations re-
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search analyst and project officer in the U.S. Army Armor Center's Operations
Research Systems Analysis Branch, and later as chief of the studies division of
that branch.
In 1983 he attended the Army Com mand and General Staff College at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas. After graduation he began his first tour in Germany as a
squadron executive officer, regimental operations officer, and regimental executive officer with the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment. He then commanded the
regiment's 3d Squadron, following wh ich he attended the United States Nava l
War College in Newport, Rhode Island.
General Wallace was then assigned as the Senior Armored Task Force
Trainer at the National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, California. In june
1991 he beca me chief of staff of the NTC and Fort Irwin. Following that tour, he
returned to Germany, where he first served with V Corps as the 55th Colonel
of the 11 th Armored Cavalry Regiment in Fulda. W hen the regiment was inactivated in the spring of 1994, he returned to Fort Irwin, where he commanded
the NTC's operations group and later beca me commander of the NTC and Fort
Irwin .
From Fort Irwin, he moved to Fort Hood, Texas, where he commanded
the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) until his reassignment to the U.S. joint
Forces Command. General Wallace was the Commander, joint Warfighting
Center, and Director of joint Training at the U.S. joint Forces Command in Suffolk, Virginia, immediately before taking command of V Corps. There, he was
responsible for the management of the joint force exercise and training development program; the review, coo rdination, development, and application of the
joint doctrine program; and assisting with the planning and execution of joint
task force commander and staff integration training and co ntingency planning.
On 18 July 2001 he assumed the responsibilities as Co mmanding General,
V Corps. After relinquishing command of V Corps, General Wallace became
Commanding General, Un ited States Army Combined Arms Center and Fort
Leavenworth, in june 2003.

Appendix B
Deputy Comn1anding Generals of
V Corps

1990-2001
The position of Deputy Commanding General was fi/'st autho/'ized unde/' TOE
S2-2H (28 Septembe/' 1974). The V Co/'ps, howevel; did not o/'ganize unde/' that
TOE until 21 May 1977. Until that time, itfunctioned unde/' TOE S2-1H.
Donald E. Eckelbarger, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, 25 May 1988-9 August 1990. Donald Eckelbarger was commissioned in the Field Artillery from the U.S. Military Academy in 1959, where
he earned the Bachelor of Science degree. He later earned the Master of Science
degree in Engineering Administration from George Washington University. He
was a graduate of the Field Artillery Officer Basic and Advanced Courses, the
Command and General Staff College, and the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces.
In Vietnam, he was assigned to the 4th Infantry Division as assistant fire support coordinator, and later as S-3 and executive officer of the 2d Battalion, 5th
Field Artillery. He subsequently returned to the United States in 1969 to attend
the Command and General Staff College. After grad uation, he was an assignment officer in the Field Artillery Branch, Office of Personnel Operations. He
remained in Washington to serve as Assistant to the Vice Chief of Staff, United
States Army, after which he joined the 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood, Texas.
After a short tour as 2d Division Artillery executive officer, he assumed command of the 1st Battalion, 78th Field Artillery. An assignment as Assistant Chief
of Staff, G- l, completed his tour at Fort Hood.
Attendance at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces brought him back
to Washington, where he remained after graduation to serve as the Chief of the
Reserve Forces Division, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) . In February 1977 he was reassigned to Germany and
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became the 3d Armored Division chief of staff. He remai ned in that capacity until
February 1978, when he took command of the 3d Armored Division Artillery.
Immediately before being assigned as V Corps Deputy Commanding General in May 1988, he served as Director, Human Resources Development, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, in Washington, D.C. He had also served
as Chief of Staff of the Field Artillery Center and School; Assistant Commandant
of the Field Artillery School; and Commanding General, VII Corps Artillery.
Jay M. Gamer, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V
Corps, 9 August 1990-13 December 1991. Jay Montgomery Garner earned a
Bachelor of Sc ience in history from Florida State Un iversity. Following service
as an enlisted marine, he was commissioned in the Army as an Air Defense
Artillery officer in 1962. He subsequently earned the Master of Science in Public Administration from Shippensburg UniverSity. He graduated from the Air
Defense Artillery Officer Basic and Advanced Courses, the Defense Language
Institute, the Ma ri ne Command and Staff College, and the United States Army
War College.
He served as a platoon leader and battery executive officer in the 3d Missile Battalion, 7th Artillery, in Germany, 1962- 64. In 1965- 66 he was assistant
operations officer in the 53d Artillery Brigade at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, fo llowing which he held a similar position in the l3th Arti llery Group at
Homestead Air Fo rce Base, Florida.
He served as an assistant subsector advisor and later deputy district senior
advisor with Advisory Team 38 in the Republic of Vietnam in 1967 and 1968.
Upon his return to the United States, he commanded Battery B, 5th Battalion,
7th Artillery (Nike Hercules), at Franklin Lakes, New Jersey. In 1969 and 1970
he was assigned as a staff offLcer in the Logistics Division of the Office of Mili tar y Assistance, U.S . Army Southern Command, at Fort Amador, Ca nal Zone.
Following train ing at the Foreign Service Institute, he returned to Vietnam
in 1971 as District Senior Advisor in Advisory Team 36. From 1972 to 1973
he was S- 3 and Plans and Traini ng Officer for the Reserve Component Study,
and then beca me S- 3 of the 1st Battalion, 3d Air Defense Artillery, in the 101st
Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. After serving as a staff officer at
Headquarters, Department of the Army, he commanded the 2d Battalion, 59th
Air Defense Artillery, in Germany, 1978- 81, following his command with another assignment at Depa rtment of the Army. After graduation from the Army
War College, he commanded the 108th Air Defense Artillery Brigade of 32d
Army Air Defense Command in Germany, 1984-86, and then returned to Department of the Army, where he was Director of Force Requirements (Combat
Support Systems) in DCSO PS from 1986 through 1988.
Garner was Deputy Commanding General and Assistant Commandant,
U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery Center, at Fort Bliss, Texas, prior to becoming
Deputy Commanding General of V Corps on 9 August 1990. He commanded
relief operations in Northern Iraq during Operation PROVIDE COMFORT in
1991- 92. He retired from the Army on 31 August 1997 after serving Assista nt
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Deputy Chief of Staff for O perations and Plans for Force Development at the
Department of the Army; as Commanding General, United States Army Space
and Strategic Defense Command; and finally as Assistant Vice Chief of Staff,
Army, OffIce of the Chief of Staff, Army. In retirement, he served in the interim
civilian administration of Iraq in 2003.
Jerry R. Rutherford, Major General, U.S.A ., Deputy Commanding General,
V Corps, 21 January 1992-17 June 1992. See Appendix A for biography.
Jarrett J. Robertson, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General,
V Corps, 17 June 1992-23 February 1993. Jarrett Jackson Robertson earned
the degree of Bachelor of Science from Southwest Missouri State Un iversity and
was commissioned a second lieutenant in Armor in July 1963. He subsequently
earned the Master of Science in History from the Un iversity of Missouri -Columbia. He was a graduate of the Armor Officer Basic Course, the Infantry Officer Advanced Course, the Command and General Staff College, and the National War College.
He had a variety of staff assignments that included brigade S-2, battalion executive officer, and deputy G-3 in the 3d Armored Division, 1974- 77;
staff officer in the War Plans Division of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations and Plans at Headquarters, Department of the Army, 1977-78
and 1984-85; aide de camp and assistant executive officer to the Chief of Staff,
United States Army, 1979- 80; and Executive Officer, 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, 1982- 83.
During two tours of duty in the Republic of Vietnam he was Assistant Regional Force/ Popular Force Advisor, Advisory Team #1, U.S. Military Assistance
Com mand, 1965- 66; and S-4, assistant S-3, and cavalry troop commander in
the 1st Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, 1968-69.
He co mmanded the 2d Squadron, 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, at Fort
Bliss, Texas, 1980- 82; the Operations Gro up at the National Training Center,
Fort Irwin, Cali fornia, 1986- 87; and the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment at Fort
Bliss, 1987- 89. He was the Assistant Division Commander (Maneuver) for the
3d Infantry Division, 1989- 91, during which time the division served in Southwest Asia in the DESERT SHI ELD and DESERT STORM campaigns from November 1990 through May 1991. He was Chief of Staff and Deputy Commanding
General for VII Corps, 1991-92.
He assumed the post of Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, on 17 June
1992. On 23 February 1993 General Robertson was killed when the UH-60
helicopter in which he was returning from Stuttgart crashed at Wiesbaden Air
Base.

Henry Albert Kievenaar, Jr., Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding
General, V Corps, 18 May 1993-23 September 1994. Henry A. Kievenaar,
Jr. earned the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from Norwich
Un iversity and the Master of Science in Public Ad ministration from Shippens-
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burg State University. He graduated from the Armor Office Basic and Advanced
Co urses, the Co mmand and General Staff College, and the Army War College.
After serving as a platoon leader in the 3d Battalion, 68th Armor, in Germany,
1964- 66, and attending the airborne course at Fort Benning, Georgia, he served
in the Republic of Vietnam, 1967- 68, as assistant G- 2 in the 10ist Airborne Division. He then commanded Company A, 1st Battalion, 501st Infantry, in that division, July to December 1968. He returned to the United States for the advanced
course and a tour of duty as a Reserve Officer Training Corps instructor at Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri, and then returned to Vietnam as Operations
Advisor in Advisory Team 109, working with the Vietnamese 4th Armor Brigade,
1972- 73. He remained in Vietnam in 1973 as a protocol officer for the Foul' Party
Joint Military Commission.
After serving as S- 4 in the 1st Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division, he became S- 3
of the 2d Battalion, 5th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division, at Fort Hood, Texas; aide de
camp to the JII Corps commanding general; and S- 3 of the 2d Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division, 1973- 77. Between 1978 and 1981 he was a staff officer at the Army
Military Personnel Center.
From 1981 through 1984 he commanded the 1st Battalion, 35th Armor, in
the 1st Armored Division in Germany, and he returned to Germany in 1985 to
command the 1st Brigade of the 3d Armored Division. In 1987 he was G-3 for VII
Corps, and following that assignment he became G- 3 for NATO's Central Army
Group, 1988-89. He was then Deputy Chief of Staff (Support) for Central Army
Group until 1991, when he became Assistant Division Commander (Maneuver)
of the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) at Fort Stewart, Georgia, 1991- 92.
General Kievenaar became Chief of Staff of V Corps on 3 August 1992 and
was then promoted and assigned as V Corps Deputy Commanding General on 18
May 1993. From October 1994 through September 1997 he was Commander, Allied Command Europe Mobile Force (Land), and from September 1997 through
May 1999 he was Principal Director, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, European and North Atlantic Treaty Organization Affairs, in the Department of Defense. He retired from the Army on 31 May 1999.
Walter H. Yates, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V
Corps, 26 September 1994-24 September 1996. Walter Harvey Yates graduated from the University of Southern Mississippi and was commissioned an Infantry second lieutenant and awarded the Bachelor of Science in mathematics.
He later earned the degree of Master of Science in Foreign Affa irs from George
Washington University. His military education included the Infantry Officer
Basic Course, the Armor Officer Advanced Course, the Army Aviation School,
the Naval College of Command and Staff, and the U.S. Army War College.
As a company grade officer, he served in various positions in the 2d Battalion, 10th Infantry (Mechanized), 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized), at Fort
Carson, Colorado. Following two assignments as an aviator in the United States
Army, Vietnam, he returned to Fort Carson where he comma nded an infantry
company and served as an infantry battalion S- 3.
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After graduating from the Naval College of Command and Staff and the
Army Aviatio n School, he twice served as an aviation battalion 5-3 and later
comma nded an attack helicopter troop at Fort Hood, Texas. He then commanded the 503d Aviation Battalion (Combat), of the 3d Armored Division.
Returning to the United States from Germany, he became Deputy Commandel;
6th Cavalry Brigade; then Commander, Apache Training Brigade; and finally
Commander, 6th Cavalry Brigade, all at Fort Hood.
He held a wide variety of command and staff positions culminating in his
position as Deputy Commanding General, V Corps. Immediately prior to that
duty, he was Commanding General, U.S. Army, Berlin, and the Berlin Brigade;
Assistant Division Commander (Maneuver), 3d Armored Division; and Deputy
Director, National Military Command Center, j-3, the joint Staff, in Washington , D.C. After leaving V Corps General Yates was Deputy Commanding General of the Fifth U.S. Army at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. He retired from the
Army on 31 january 1998.
Gregory A. Rountree, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, 23 September 1996-28 August 1998. Gregory Rountree graduated from the Southern University of Agriculture and Mining with a Bachelor of
Science in Psychology degree and was commissioned in the Air Defense Artillery
through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) in 1970. He subsequently
earned the degree of Master of Arts in Management and Human Relations from
Webster University.
He was a graduate of the Air Defense Artillery Officer Basic and Advanced
Courses, United States Army Com mand and General Staff College, Defense Systems Management College Program Management Course, and the United States
Army War College.
He served in a variety of Air Defense Artillery (ADA) assignments, beginning in 1970 in a warhead detachment of the 559th Artillery Group in Italy. He
commanded Battery B, 1st Battalion, 65th Air Defense Artillery (Hawk), in Key
West, Florida, and was then battalion assistant S-3. Assigned to Korea in 1977, he
served as Chief, Management Control Unit, C-3/)- 3/G-3, of the United Nations
Command/United States Forces, Korea. Following a tour at Fort Bliss, Texas, as a
project officel; he became S- 4 of the 108th ADA Group in Germany in 1980 and
subsequently Executive Officer of the 2d Battalion, 60th Air Defense Artillery,
also in Germany.
After graduating from Command and General Staff College in 1984 and from
an acquisition management course at Fort Lee, Virginia, later in that year, he became Staff Officer, Missiles and Air Defense Systems Division, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and AcquiSition, in Washington,
D.C.
From 1987 through 1989 he commanded the 6th Battalion, 43d Air Defense
Arti llery, at Fort Bliss and in Germany. He graduated from the Army War College
in 1990 and in 1991 commanded the 69th Air Defense Artillery Brigade in Germany. In 1993 he became Deputy Commander, U.S. Army Space and Strategic
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Defense Command, at Peterson Ail' Force Base in Colorado. From 1994 to 1995
he was Commanding General, 2d ROTC Region, at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and
from 1995 to 1996 he was Deputy Com manding General, U.S. Army Ail' Defense
Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
In September 1996 General Rountree became Deputy Commanding General
of V Corps, a post he held until August 1998, when he became Assistant Chief of
Staff for Operations 0 - 3/J- 7), Regional Command North, Germany. In August
2000 he became Principal Director, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, European and NATO Affairs, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs. His final assign ment, from October 2000 through March
2003, was as Principal Director, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, European
and NATO Affairs, in the Department of Defense. He retired from the Army in
May 2003.
Julian H. Bul'lls, Jr., Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V
Corps, 28 August 1998-16 August 1999. Julian H. Burns, Jr., graduated from
the United States Military Academy in 1970 and was commissioned into the Armor. His military education included the Armor Officer Basic and Advanced
Courses, the Armed Forces Staff College, and the United States Army War College. He commanded and served on staff in units in the United States, Germany,
Italy, Korea, Southwest Asia, the Balkans, and Israel.
General Burns commanded the 2d Battalion, 68th Armor, in Europe; was
a Senior Live Fire Observer Controller at the National Training Center at Fort
Irwin, California; commanded the 1st Brigade, 2d Infantry Division, in Korea;
was Chief of Staff of the Combined Arms Co mmand at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; was Assistant Division Commander, 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized), at
Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia; served as J-5 for Allied Forces,
Southern Europe, Naples, and for the NATO Implementation Force, Sarajevo;
and then became Chief of Operations in NATO Stabilization Force, Sarajevo.
He was also a staff officer in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff Operation and Plans, Special Assistant to two Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
Executive Officer to the Chief of Staff of the Army.
General Burns was assigned as Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, on
28 August 1998. After his assignment in V Corps, General Burns became Deputy
Chief of Staff, Operations, United States Forces Command, at Fort McPherson,
Georgia.
Reginal Graham Clemmons, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding
General, V Corps, 16 August 1999-1 November 2000. Reginal G. Clemmons
graduated from North Carolina Agricultural and Technological State University,
from the ROTC detachment of which he was commissioned into the field artillery in 1968. He earned a Master's Degree in Education from South Carolina
State College. His military education includes the Field Artillery Officer Basic
and Advanced Courses, the Armed Forces Staff College, and the Army War College.
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He served as forward observer and liaison officer in the 7th Battalion, 13th
Field Artillery, in the Republic of Vietnam. In Co lorado Springs, Colorado, he
commanded Headquarters and Service Battery and Battery B, 5th Battalion,
80th Field Artillery, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized); and Battery B, 1st Battali on, 27th Field Artillery, 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized). Upon assignment to Germany, he was a battalion assistant operations officer and then commanded Battery B, 3d Battalion, 21st Field Artillery. He later became assistant
operations officer in the 1st Battalion, 80th Field Artillery (Lance).
He was an Assistant Professor of Military Science, South Carolina State
College. Upon transfer to Korea, he was the 2dlnfantry Division Assistant Fire
Support Coordinator and Executive Officer, 1st Battalion, 38th Field Artillery.
He served as an operations research analyst at the U.S. Army Logistics Center,
Fort Lee, Virginia . He also served as the Operations Officer and later the Executive Officer, XVIll Airborne Corps Artillery, Fort Bragg, North Carolina. He
commanded the 2d Battalion, 319th Field Artillery, 82d Airborne Division, at
Fort Bragg.
Clemmons was the Senior Observer/Controller, United States Army Joint
Readiness Training Center, Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas, and later served
as the Commander, 1st Battlefield Coordination Detachment, XVlll Airborne
Corps, Fort Bragg. He commanded the 25th Division Artillery, Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii; then became the Director, Fire Support and Combined Arms Operations
Department, United States Army Field Artillery School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma . He
was the Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, Allied Land Forces Central Europe,
from August 1995 to October 1996. He was the Assistant Division Commander,
1st Infantry Division, Germany, from October 1996 to November 1997, and prior
to taking his assignment as Deputy Commanding General, V Corps, he served as
the Deputy Commander, Allied Land Forces Southeastern Europe, Turkey, from
November 1997 to August 1999. Following his tour of duty in V Corps, General
Clemmons became Commandant, National War College, in Washington, D.C.
He retired from the Army in September 2003.
Robert F. Dees, Major General, U.S.A., Deputy Commanding General, V
Corps, 1 November 2000-September 2002. Robert F. Dees graduated from
the United States Military Academy in 1972, was commissioned as a second
lieutenant in the Infantry, and was awarded a Bachelor of Science degree. He
also holds a Master of Science degree in operations research and systems analysis from the Naval Postgraduate School.
Upon commissioning, Dees attended the Infantry Officer Basic, Airborne,
and Ranger Courses. He then served in the Wist Airborne Division (Air Assault) as a rifle platoon leader, company executive officer, aide-de-camp, company commander, and battalion adjutant. In 1977 he attended the Infantry Officer
Advanced Course, followed by the Naval Postgraduate School. He then taught
operations research at the U.S. Military Academy, serving part of that time as
an intern o n the Joint Staff. In 1983 he attended the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College.
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He next served in Germany, initially as a division chief of war plans and later
as deputy division operations officer for 1st Armored Division. He then served
as executive officer in the 1st Battalion, 6th Infantry, 1st Armored Division.
Returning to the United States in July 1987, he served on the Army Staff
as an operations research analyst in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations and Plans. In November 1988 he commanded the 1st Battalion, 8th
Infantry, of the 4th Infantry Division at Fort Carson, Colorado.
Returning to Washington in July 1991, he attended the Industrial College
of the Armed Forces, National Defense University. He then com manded 3d
Brigade, "Rakkasan;' lOlst Airborne Division (Air Assault), at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, until November 1994. He was then appointed a research fellow at the
Royal College of Defence Studies, London, England, from December 1994 until
January 1996. After serving as Vice Director for Operational Plans and interoperabi lity, J- 7, Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, D.C., he became
the Assistant Division Commander (Operations), lOlst Airborne Division (Air
Assault), at Fort Campbell from July 1997 through September 1998, and Commanding General, 2d Infantry Division, Eighth United States Army from September 1998 through October 2000.
On 1 November 2000 he was assigned as Deputy Commanding General, V
Corps. He retired from active duty in September 2002. He is a registered Professional Engineer in Virginia.

Appendix C
Chiefs of Staff of V Corps
1990-2001
James R. Harding, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 5 November 1989-9 June 1991. James Raymond Harding gradllated from the United States Military Academy in 1964 and was commissioned in Armor. He later
earned the degree of Master of Business Administration (MBA) from Harvard
University. He was a graduate of the Armor Officer Basic Course, the Infantry Officer Advanced Course, the Armed Forces Staff College, and the United
States Army War College.
In 1965 he was a platoon leader and later commanded Troop A, 1st Squad ron , 17th Cavalry, in the 82d Airborne Division at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Th e next year he was a platoon leader in Troop A, 2d Squadron, 17th Cavalry,
lO lst Airborne Division, in Vietnam, following which he was Assistant S- 1 for
the 1st Brigade, lOl st Ai rborne Division.
After earning the MBA at Harvard, he was instructor and assistant profes so r in the Department of Social Sciences at the United States Military Academy
at West Point. In 1974 he beca me a joint plans officer in the Office of the Assista nt Chief of Staff for Plans, United States Atlantic Command, in Norfolk,
Virginia. In 1976 he beca me executive officer of the 1st Battalion, l3th Armor,
in the 1st Armored Division in Germany, following which he was S- 3 for 1st
Brigade, 1st Armored Division.
In November 1977 he assumed command of the 3d Battalion, 35th Armor,
in the 3d Brigade of the 1st Armored Division. In 1979 he returned to Fort Ri ley, Kansas, where he became Assistant Chief of Staff, G- 3, for the 1st Infantry
Division. [n 1982 he commanded the 2d Brigade, lOlst Airborne Division (Air
Assault), at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. He was then Chief of Staff, 1st Infantry
Division, at Fort Riley from November 1984 through September 1986. From
then unti l May 1988 he was a special project officer in the United States Southern Command at Quarry Heights, Panama.
From June 1988 through taking up his duties as Chief of Staff, V Co rps,
Gen eral Harding was Assistant Division Commander of the 3d Armored Divi-
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sion in Germany. After leaving V Corps, General Harding became Director,
Inter-American Region, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defen se for In ternational Security Affairs, until July 1992. From July 1992 through July 1995
he was Chairman of the Inter-American Defense Board. His final assignm ent,
from September 1995 through July 1996, was Deputy Co mmanding General
of First U.S. Army at Fort Meade, Maryland . He retired from the Army as a
major ge neral on 31 July 1996.
James Stuart Dickey, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V COl'PS,
10 June 1991-10 July 1992. James S. Dickey graduated from the United
States Military Academy in 1963 with a Bachelor of Science degree. In 1971 he
earned a Master of Arts degree in Internatio nal Relations from Yale University. His military education included the Armor Officer Basic and Advanced
Courses, the Command and General Staff Officer Course, and the National
War College.
His first assignments in the Army were as reconnaissance platoon leader,
company executive officer, and company co mmander in th e 4th Battalion,
35th Armor, of the 4th Armored Division in Europe. He next served as aide
de ca mp in the division headquarters. In 1966 he moved to Vietnam, where
he was an assistant subsector advisor and, later, Senio r Subsecto r Advisor,
United States Military Assistance Com mand, Vietnam. After the Armor Officer Advanced Co urse, he co mmanded Troop H and then served as S-3 in the
2d Squadron, 6th Armored Cavalry Regiment, at Fort Meade, Maryland.
He returned to Vietnam in June 1971 as the Chief, Reports and Analysis
Section, United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, and was later
appointed Se nior Advisor to the 2d (Vietnamese) Armored Cavalry Regiment.
From April 1972 through June 1975 he was successively instructo r and assistant professor in the Department of History, United States Military Academy,
at West Point, New York.
After Co mmand and General Staff College he served as assistant G- 3
(Plans), 1st Armored Division, in Germany. He then assum ed duties as executive officer, 1st Battalion, 35th Armor, in the same division . Fo llowing that
assignm ent, he became the emerge ncy actions officer and later senior emerge ncy actions officer for the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington,
D.C. He then moved to the Army Staff, where he served as speech writer for
the Under Secreta ry of the Army. Following that tour of duty, he was assigned
as Commander, 1st Battalion, 63d Armor, in the 1st Brigade of the 1st Infantry
Division (Mechanized) at Fort Riley, Kansas.
After attending the National War College at Fort McNair, Washington,
D.C., he returned to Fort Riley, where he became Assistant Chief of Staff,
G- 3 (Operations), in the 1st Infantry Division. He then served two years as
the Chief, Combat Maneuver Division, Office of the Dep uty Chief of Staff for
O perations and Plans, United States Army, in Washington.
On 7 June 1991 General Dickey began duties as the Chief of Staff, Head quarters, V Corps, in Frankfurt. Previously, beginning on 12 August 1990,
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he ser ved as both the Assistant Division Commander (Support), 8th In fa ntry
Division (Mechani zed), and as the Main z Military Community Commander.
Prio r assignments included service as executive officer to the Secretary of the
Army in Washington, D. C., and co mm ander of the 2d Brigade, 4th Infantry
Division (Mechanized), at Fort Carson, Colorado.
After leaving V Cor ps, General Dickey served as Chief of Staff, Alli ed
Forces, Southern Europe, and then, upon retirement, beca me regional director fo r Europe for the American Battle Monuments Commission.
Hen ry A. Kievenaar, Br igadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 3
Aug ust 1992-17 May 1993. See Appendi x B for biography.
Montgomery C. Meigs, Brigadier Gener al, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps,
17 M ay 1993-28 August 1994. Mo ntgomery C. Meigs was commission ed
a second lie utenant from the United States Military Academy in 1967. He
comm anded troops in the 3d Squadron, 12th Cavalry, in Europe and in the 3d
Squ adro n, 5th Cavalry, in Vietnam. He returned to Europe in 1972 and, during his first tour in the 1st Armored Divisio n, served as a troop commander
and S- 3 in the 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, in Schwabach.
After graduate school at the University of Wisco nsin, he taught in the
Department of Hi sto ry at the United States Military Academy from 1979 to
198 1. In 1982 he joined the 2d Armored Cavalr y Regim ent as its executive
office r and, in 1984, returned to the First Dragoons as squadron comm ander.
Between June 1987 and April 1990 he served as a strategic planner on the
Joint Staff in Washington , D.C. He assumed command of the 2d Brigade, 1st
Arm ored Di vision, on 26 September 1990 and led it through DESE RT STO RM
and its subsequent redesignation as 2d Brigade, 3d Infa ntry Division.
He took command of Seventh Army Training Ce nter in Grafenwohr, Germany, in Nove mber 1991 and then became V Co rps Chief of Staff in May 1993.
He was selected for pro motion to major general and, in August 1994, took up
duties as De puty Chief of Staff for O perations, U.S. Army, Europe, in Heidelberg. Following that assignm ent, he assumed co mmand of the 3d Infantry
Division, subsequently redesignated the 1st In fa ntry Divi sion, in Wurzburg.
In Dece mber 1996 his division assumed responsibility fo r the Sustainment
Force mission in Bos ni a-Herzegovina. Following division co mmand, he was
pro moted to lieutenant general and took command of the Co mbined Arms
Center at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In 1998 he returned to Germany and,
promoted to general, became Commanding General, Uni ted States Army, Europe and Seventh Army. He retired from the Army in January 2003.
General Meigs earned a Ph.D. in History at the University of Wisconsin
and held post-doctoral fellowships at the National War College and the Counci l on Foreign Relatio ns. He is the author of Slide Rules and Submarines (NDU
Press). He is a graduate of th e British Royal Army Long Army Infantr y Course,
the U.S. Command and Ge neral Staff College, and the U.S. Army War College.
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George H. Harmeyer, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 28
August 1994-25 June 1995. George Herbert Harmeyer was commissioned in
the Armor as a Distinguished Military Graduate of Western Maryland College in
June 1965. Following the Armor Officer Basic Course. he became cavalry platoon
leader. troop executive officer. and troop commander in the 1st Squadron. 14th
Armored Cavalry Regiment. in Fulda. Germany.
He served in Vietnam from 1968 to 1969 in the 2d Squadron. 1st Cavalry. where
he was assistant squadron S-3. troop commander. and squadron motor officer. He
returned to Fort Knox. Kentucky. in 1969 for the Armor Officer Advanced Course.
following which he went back to Germany as a troop commander and later squadron
S-3 in the 2d Squadron. 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment. at Bamberg.
He received the Master of Arts degree in Geography at the University of Washington in Seattle. after which he was an instructor at the United States Military Academy. Following graduation from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
in 1978. he was assigned to the 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood. Texas. where he
was S- 3 of the 4th ("Phoenix") Brigade. division G- 3 Operations Officel; and deputy
division G-3.
In 1981 he returned to Europe. assigned to Supreme Headquarters. Allied Powers. Europe. in Mons. Belgium. where he was a manpower survey staff officer. He
assumed command of the 1st Battalion. 70th Armor. in the 4th Brigade of the 4th
Infantry Division. with the battalion assigned to the 8th Infantry Division in Wiesbaden. Germany. in June 1982. He then was G-3. 2d Armored Division (Forward). in
Germany. following which he attended the Army War College. After graduation he
was assigned to Headquarters. Department of the Army. Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff. Operations. as Chief, Training Support Division.
He became Chief of Staff of the 2d Armored Division and subsequently commanded the 1st ("Iron horse") Brigade. 1st Cavalry Division. at Fort Hood starting in
June 1988. He commanded the brigade during Operations DESERT SHI ELDand DESERT STORM. Following brigade command. he commanded the Operations Group.
National Training Centel; at Fort Irwin. California.
He was then assigned to Schweinfurt. Germany. where he was Assistant Division Commander (Maneuver). 3d Infantry Division. and Schweinfurt Senior Tactical Commander until becoming V Corps Chief of Staff in August 1994.
When he relinquished his post in V Corps. General Harmeyer was promoted
to major general and became Commanding General. U.S. Army School and Fort
Knox. Kentucky. He retired from the Army on 30 September 1999.
George W. Casey, Jr., Brigadier Gene1'3l, U.S.A .• Chief of Staff, V Corps, 3
October 1995-17 August 1996. George W. Casey. Jr.• earned the Bachelor of
Science in International Relations at Georgetown University and was commissioned through the Reserve Officer Training Corps into the Infantry in 1970. He
graduated from the Infantry Officer Basic and Advanced Courses and the Armed
Forces Staff College. and completed a Senior Service College Fellowship with the
Atlantic Council. He also earned the Master of Arts in International Relations
from the University of Denver.
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He was assigned to the 2d Battalion, 509th Airborne Infantry, of the 8th In fantry Division in Germany in 1971 as a mortar platoon leader and rifle platoon
leader. In 1973 he served in that regiment's 1st Battalion in the Southern European Task Force, Italy, as platoon leader and company executive officer. He was a
staff officer in the 1st Battalion, lIth Infantry, of the 4th Infantry Division at Fort
Carson, Colorado, from 1975 to 1977 and then commanded Company C of that
battalion from 1977 to 1978 and the Combat Support Company in the second
half of 1978.
In 1981- 82 he was a Department of Defense Military Observel; United
States Military Observer Group, United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, jerusalem. From 1982 through 1984 he was S- 3 and then Executive Officer
of the 1st Battalion, 10th Infantry, of the 4th Infantry Division. Following that
assignment, he served as secretary of the general staff for that division. He commanded the 1st Battalion, 10th Infantry, from 1985 through 1987.
In 1988 he was Congressional Program Coordinator, Office of the Ch ief of
Legislative Liaison, in Washington, D.C., and the following year became Special
Assistant to the Chief of Staff of the Army. In 1991 he assumed duties as Chief of
Staff, 1st Cavalry Division, at Fort Hood, Texas.
He commanded the 3d Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division, from May 1993 through
March 1995 and then became Assistant Chief of Staff, G- 3, for V Corps, a post
he held until October 1995, when he became V Corps Chief of Staff.
From August 1996 through August 1997 he was Assistant Division Commander (Support), 1st Armored Division, in Germany. From 1997 to 1999 he
was Director for Politico-Military Affairs, j- 5, on the joint Staff in Washington,
D.C.
Promoted to major general, he assumed command of 1st Armored Division
in Germany in july 1999. In july 2001 he became Commander, joint Warflghting Center/Director, joint Training, j-7, United States joint Forces Command,
Suffolk, Virginia . Promoted to lieutenant general, he became Director, Strategic
Plans and Policy, j- 5, joint Staff, in the Pentagon in October 2001. In October
2003, promoted to the rank of general, Casey became Vice Chief of Staff of the
United States Army. In july 2004 he became Commander Multi-National Force,
in Iraq.
B. B. Bell, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 23 August
1996-30 May 1997. Burwell B. Bell graduated from the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga with the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and
was commissioned into the Armor through the Reserve Officer Training Corps
in 1969. He subsequently earned the Master of Science in Systems Management
from the University of South Carolina. He graduated from the Armor Officer
Basic and Advanced Courses, the Command and General Staff College, and the
National War College.
From 1969 through 1972 he was platoon leader and executive officer in
Troop M and motor officer for 3d Reconnaissance Sq uadron and commanded
Troop L of the 3d Reconnaissance Squadron, 14th Armored Cavalry Regiment,
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in Germany. Returning to the United States, he was assistant S- 3 in the 2d Advanced Individual Training (A IT) Brigade, and later S- 3 of the 1st AIT Brigade
in the Armor School at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 1972-74. He then commanded
Troop D, 5th Cavalry Squadron, of the 1st AIT Brigade in 1974 and 1975 and
served as Chief, Individual Training Department, at the Armor Center in 1975
and 1976.
After teaching in the Reserve Officer Training Co rps at Texas Tech University at Lubbock, he went to Korea in 1979, where he was S-3 of the 1st Battalion, 72d Armor, of the 2d Infantry Division. Assigned to Washington, he was
a staff officer in the Army Force Modernization Coordination Office, Office of
the Chief of Staff, Army, from 1981 to 1983. He then served just over a year as a
force plans analyst in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations.
He commanded the 2d Squadron, 9th Cavalry, in the 24th Infantry Division at Fort Stewart, Georgia, from 1984 through 1987 and, after graduating
from the Nationa l War College, served as an organizational policy planner in
the Policy Division, j- 5, Office of the joint Chiefs of Staff, in Washington, D.C.
From 1988 to 1991 he was Executive OffIcer to the Commander in Chief, United
States Central Command, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida, accompanying Gen eral H. Norman Schwarzkopf to Saudi Arabia for Operations DESERT SHIELD
and DESERT STORM.
From 1991 through 1993 he commanded the 2d Brigade of the 24th Infantry
Division at Fort Stewart, Georgia, and then was Chief of Staff of the 3d Infantry
Division in Germany from 1993 through 1994. After a year as Senior Army Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York, he returned to Germany
in 1995 as Assistant Division Commander of the 3d Infantry Division.
FrolTI the end of 1995 through March 1996 he was Chief of Staff of U.S.
Army, Europe, and Seventh Army (Fo rward) at Kaposvar-Taszar, Hungary, for
Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR, the NATO-led peace enforcement mission in
Bosnia-Herzegovina . He then returned to his duties as assistant division co mmander in 3d Infantry Division, by then redesignated the 1st Infantry Division,
until August 1996, when he became Chief of Staff of V Corps.
He was Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR), and Seventh Army, in 1997 and 1998, and then USAREUR Chief of Staff'
from 1998 to 1999. He then became Co mmanding General, United States Army
Armor Center and Fort Knox. In 2001 he was promoted to lieutenant general
and assumed command of 1II Corps at Fort Hood, Texas. Promoted to genera l,
he assumed comm and of United States Army, Europe, and Seventh Army in
December 2002.
Raymond T. Odierno, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 21
July 1997-15 August 1998. Raymond T. Odierno graduated from the United
States Military Academy in 1976 and was commissioned into the Field Artillery
(FA). He served in the 1st Battalion, 41st Field Artillery (Pershing), in Germany
as a platoon leader, assistant S- 3, and aide de camp. After the Officer Advanced
Course, he was assigned to the 1st Battalion, 73d Field Artillery, of the 18th FA
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Brigade at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, where he was assistant S- 3, Service Battery commande r, commander of Batter y A, and battalion S- 3.
He attended North Carolina State University and received a Master of Nuclear Engineering degree, whereupon he was assigned to the Defense Nuclear
Agency and was involved in anti-ballistic missile verification and served as a
member of the Intermediate Nuclear Forces Negotiation Team in Geneva, Switzerland.
Upon graduation from the Naval War College, where he received a Master's
degree in National Security and Strategic Studies, he became exec utive officer
of the 2d Battalion, 3d Field Artillery, 3d Armored Division, and was subsequently executive offi cer of 3d Armored Division Artillery during O perations
DESERT SHIELD and DESE RT STORM. Returning to Germany, he ass umed command of the 2d Battalion, 8th Field Artillery, and relocated that battalion to Fort
Lewis, Washington.
He graduated from the Army Wa r College in 1995, fo llowing which he commanded th e 1st Cavalry Division Artillery from 1995 through 1997. In July 1997
he became V Corps Chief of Staff. In August 1998 he was reassigned as Assistant Division Commander, 1st Armored Division. In the course of that assignment, General Odierno was detailed to serve as Deputy Commander for Battle
Integration in Task Force Hawk during O peration VI CTO RY HAW I< in Albania
in 1999. Pro moted to major general, he was assigned to Washington foll owing
the end of his tour of duty in Germany. In October 2001 he took command of
the 4th Infantry Division (Mechani zed), which he commanded in Iraq during
O peration IR AQI FREEDOM .
W illiam H. Brandenburg, Jr., Bd gadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps,
16 Angust 1998-21 June 1999. William H. Brandenburg, Jr., was a Distinguished
Military Graduate from the Citadel in 1973 and was commissioned into the Infantry. He served in the 1st Battalion, 22d Infantry, 4th Infantry Division, at Fort Carson, Colorado, where he was a rifle platoon leadel; mortar platoon leader, officer in
charge of fielding and training the division soldiers on the TOW and Dragon, and
battalion and brigade assistant S- 3. In 1978, after graduation from the Infantry Advanced Course, he was assigned to Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, where he served as
commander of Company C, and later Combat Support Company, of the 1st Battalion, 19th Infa ntry, 25th Infantry Division. He also served as the assistant S-3 before
being reassigned to Fort Hood, Texas, where he was materiel officer and executive
officer of the Armor Support Battalion, 13th Corps Support Command.
He was then executive officer and S- 3 of 1st Battalion, 5th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry
Division. Upon graduation from the Command and General Staff College, he served
as Chief of the Bradley Fighting Vehicle New Equipment Training Team. He was
then assigned as the Chief of Doctrine at the United States Army Infa ntry School,
Fort Benning, Georgia. While at Fort Benning, he received a Master's degree in Management from Troy State University.
In 1991 he assumed command of the 1st Battalion, 15th Infantry, 3d Infantry
Division, in Schweinfurt, Germany. Following battalion command, he attend -
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ed the Air War College, after which he was assigned to the Strategic Planning
and Policy Directorate, J- 5, on the United States Pacific Command Staff, Camp
Smith, Hawaii.
from 1996 to 1998 he commanded the 1st Brigade (Raider), 3d Infantry Division, fort Stewart, Georgia. On 16 August 1998 he arrived in Heidelberg, Germany, and beca me the V Corps Chief of Staff. He was subsequently assigned as
Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, for NATO's Allied Com mand Europe Rapid
Reaction Co rps, and in September 2001 he became Deputy Commanding General for Training and Readiness, I Corps, at fort Lewis, Washington. In August
2003 he was assigned as Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army, Pacific. He
was promoted to major general on 19 May 2004.
Stephen M. Speakes, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 21
June 1999-11 August 2000. Stephen Manning Speakes was commissioned
from West Point as an armor officer in 1974. His initial assignment was to the
3d Armored Cavalry Regiment at fort Bliss, Texas . He completed that tour as
a tank company comma nder in 1979. following graduation from the Armor
Officer Advanced Course, he was assigned to the 4th Batta lion, 64th Armor, in
Aschaffenburg, Germany, as the battalion operations officer. He completed his
first tour in Europe as the S-3 of the 3d Brigade, 3d Infantry Division, in 1983.
He returned to the United States and reported for duty as an intern on the
Joint Staff. fo llow-on assignments during that tour in the Pentago n included
service on the 1984 preSidential inauguration committee and as executive officer to the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations-force Development while
acquiring a Master's degree in Government from Georgetow n University.
He graduated from Command and General Staff College in 1987 and returned to the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, where he was the regimental operatio ns officer and squadron executive officer in the 2d Squadron. In 1990 he
was selected to command of the 2d Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment,
at Bad [(jssingen, Germany. fo llowing Operation DESERT STORM, the squadron
de ployed to Kuwait for Operation PO SITIVE fOR CE in the summer of 1991.
In 1992 he was a fellow at Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government, focusing on the design of a United Nations military force for peace
enforce ment operations. While in Boston, he also ran the Boston Marathon. He
then reported for duty to the Joint Staff and served as a war planner in J- 7 from
1993 through 1995.
In November 1995 he assumed command of the 2d "Blackjack" Brigade of
the 1st Cavalry Division at fort Hood, Texas. During his tenure in command
the brigade deployed to the National Training Center twice and to Korea for
Exercise Foal Eagle. In December 1997 he returned to Europe and reported for
duty as Chief of Staff, 7th Army Training Command.
In August 1998 Colonel Speakes reported for duty as the G- 3 of V Corps.
He moved from that position to V Corps Chief of Staff in July 1999, upon being selected for promotion to brigadier general. After leav ing V Corps, General
Speakes served from August 2000 through July 2001 as Assistant Deputy Chief
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of Staff for Operations (Readiness) at United States Army Forces Command at
Fort McPherson, Georgia. From July 2001 through August 2002 he was Chief
of Staff of III Corps at Fort Hood. In August 2002 he was assigned as Assistant
Division Commander, 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized).
In June 2003 General Speakes was assigned as Deputy Commanding General (Operations), Third U.S. Army, to include duty as Deputy Co mmanding Gen eral (Operations) for Coalition Land Component Command at Camp Doha,
Kuwait, for Operation IR AQ I FREEDOM. He was promoted to major general on
1 November 2003. In August 2004 he became Director, Force Development, in
the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, G- 8, United States Army.
Randal M. Tieszen, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 11
August 2000-2 August 2001. Randal M. Tieszen was commissioned a second
lieutenant in Armor from the Reserve Officers' Train ing Corps program at the
University of South Dakota. He served as a tank platoon leader in the 4th Infan try Division and as a scout platoon leader and weapons platoon leader in Troop
E, 1st Cavalry Regiment, at Fort Wainwright, Alaska. He then commanded a
tank company in the 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, an armored cavalry troop
in the 2d Infantry Division, and an air cavalry troop in the 24th Infantry Division and served as the S- 3 of the 24th Division's cavalry squadron.
Following completion of Co mmand and General Staff College, he was assigned to the Pentago n as Chief, Aviation Training, Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operations and Plans; aide-de-camp to the Vice Chief of Staff of the
Army, and Executive Officer to Genera l Colin Powell.
He then commanded 5th Squadron, 6th Cavalry Regiment, in Germany,
Saudi Arabia, and Iraq; Readiness Group Redstone in Huntsville, Alabama; and
the 6th Cavalry Brigade in Fort Hood, Texas, and the Republic of Korea. He
next served as the Director of Operations for Cheyenne Mountain Operations
Center and then as the Chief of Staff, 7th Infantry Division and Fort Carson,
Colorado.
Tieszen served as Assistant Division Commander for Maneuver, 1st Armored Division, Hanau, Germany, following which he assumed duties as Chief
of Staff, V Corps, in August 2000. General Tieszen is a graduate of the U.S.
Army War College and holds a Master's degree in Management.
In August 2001 he began service as Deputy Commanding General! Assistant Commandant, United States Army Aviation Center, with duty as Deputy
Commanding General, United States Army Training Center and Fort Jackson,
South Carolina. He retired from the Army in October 2003.
Kenneth J. Quinlan, Brigadier General, U.S.A., Chief of Staff, V Corps, 27
August 2001-24 June 2002. Kenneth J. Quinlan was comm issioned as an Infantry officer in 1973 following graduation from the University of Rhode Island
and began service as a rifle platoon leader in the 10ist Airborne Division. Following aviation training and assignment to the 9th Infantry Division, he served
as section leader and platoon co mmander in D Troop, 3d Squadron, 5th Cav-
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airy Regiment. Reassigned to the 2d Battalion, 2d Infantry Regiment, he served
as adjutant, assistant S- 3, and rifle company commander.
His other assignments included duty in Alaska as platoon commander and
operations officer, D Troop, 1st Cavalry; operations officer, D Troop, 1st Squadron, 26th Cavalry Regiment, Rhode Island National Guard; Chief of Force Integration, Fort Campbell, Kentucky, and the 10ist Airborne Division (Ail' Assa ult); and S- 3, 2d Squadron, 17th Cavalry Regiment. He served in O perations
DESE RT SHI ELD and DES ERT STO RM as the 10ist Aviation Brigade S-3 and subse quently as Comm a nde l~ 1st Squadron, 17th Cavalry Regiment, 82d Airborne
Division. He commanded the 10th Aviation Brigade, 10th Mountain Division,
and served as Chief of the Strategic Plans Division, Strategic Pla nning and Policy Directorate, Uni ted States Pacific Command. He served as the Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, foll owing
which he became Assistant Division Commander, 1st Armored Division, where
he also served as Task Force Falcon commander in Kosovo.
Selected for promotion to major general, he became Assistant Chief of Staff
fo r O perations, Stabilization Force (Saraj evo), Joint Headquarters Centre, Allied Command, Europe, in August 2002. In June 2003 he became the Commanda nt of the Joint Forces Staff College in Norfolk, Virginia.
His military education included the Infantry Off,cer Basic and Advanced
Courses, Command and General Staff College, the School of Advanced Military
Studies, and the Army War College. His degrees include a Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering from the University of Rhode Island and Master of Military
Art and Science from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College.

Appendix D
V Corps Order of Battle
19901
Twenty-three Maneuver Battalions and Squadrons
Ten Battalions General Support and General Support, Reinforcing, Artillery
In 1990 V Corps was a heavy armored corps that consisted of an armored division a nd a mechani zed infantry division that was an armored division in all
but nam e. [n organization, doctrine, and training, the corps was prepared for
heavy maneuver force operations in co nsonance with AirLand Batt[e do ctrine
as expressed in Field Manual 100-5, Operations, and was positioned to execute its portion of the Genera[ Defense Plan of Western Europe. In September
1990 USAREUR adopted a new community command concept that created
numbered Area Support Groups and Base Support Battalions to replace the
functions of the old Military Communities and Military Sub-Communities,
thereby relieving V Corps units of those duties. The V Corps Headquarters
and Headquarters Company reorgani zed under the H-series MTOE in 1990,
which gave it a required/authori zed strength of 144/ 104 officers, 7/7 warrant
officers, and 304/251 enlisted, for an aggregate of 455/362.' The following is
the author's reconstruction of the unit designations a nd organization that existed at the time.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company, V Corps. Stationed at C. W.
Abrams Complex (former I. G. Farben Building), Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Special Troops Battalion (Provisional)3
1 Source: V Cor ps Hi story Office O rder of Battle Files. citing AeofS, G-3, V Cor ps, Order
of Battl e Reference File, 1990; 3d Armo red Division An nual Historical Report, 1988; E- mai l Msg.
Mr. David Fe ller, 3d Ar mo red Division Associat ion, to author, 2 1 May 2002, sub: 3AD in DESERT
STO RM ; 8th Infantry D ivis ion (Mecha ni zed) A nnual Historical Review, 1990.
2 Effective 16 Jan 1991 per USAREUR Permanent Orders 127- 8, 12 Se p 1990.

) Orga ni zed in 1980 as a provisional unit, although the fram ework of a battalion organization
had ex isted for so me years before creat ion of the provisional str ucture.
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Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Band
4th Battalion, 2d Air Defense Artillery"

3d Armored Division.' Headquarters stationed at Drake Kaserne and Edwards
Kaserne, Frankfurt am Main.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Co mpany
3d Battalion, 5th Cavalry (Mech) {Infantry)6
5th Battalion, 5th Cavalry (Mech) (Infantry),
2d Battalion, 32d Armor
4th Battalion, 32d Armor
2d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
4th Battalion, 18th Infantry (Mech)'
3d Battalion, 8th Cavalry (Armor)
4th Battalion, 8th Cavalry (Armor)
3d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
5th Battalion, 18th Infantry (Mech)"
2d Battalion, 67th Armor
4th Battalion, 67th Armor
Aviation Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
3d Squadron, 12th Cavalry
2d Battalion, 227th Aviation (Attack Helicopter)
3d Battalion, 227th Aviation (Attack Helicopter)
Company H, 227th Aviation (Combat Aviation)
Company G, 227th Aviation (General Support)
Division Artillery
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
2d Battalion, 3d Field Artillery (155-mm . self-propelled [SP])
" 4 th Batta lio n, 2d ADA , activated and assigned to V Corps effect ive 16 Oct 1990, per
USA REU R Permanent Orders 156-1, 16 Nov 1989.
S

The use of the Cava lr y designation w ithin 3d Armored Divisio n requires special co mm ent.

During va ri ous unit redes ignati o ns and reflaggin gs, atte mpts to retai n o ld and distinguished
lineages with in the active force led to the ass ignmen t of various cava lry uni ts to divisions as both
arm or and mechan ized in fantr y battalions. Thi s led to endless confusion. I n general, however,

the conventio n was that such a unit was designated a batta lion of a cava lry reg iment, with the
type unit follow ing the un it name in parentheses. For example: 3d Battali o n, 5th Caval ry (Mech),
or 3d Battalion , 8th Cavalr y (A rmor).
6 Forme rly 2d Battalio n, 36th Infantry, 16 Oct 1988.
7 Forme rl y 3d Battalion, 36th Infantry, 16 Oct 1988.
8 Forme rl y 1st Batta lio n, 48th In fa ntry, 16 Jun 1989.
9 Forme rly 1st Batta lio n, 36th Infantr y, 16 Oct 1988.
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2d Battalion, 82d Field Artillery (155-mm. SP)lO
4th Battalion, 82d Field Artillery (155 -mm. SP)11
Battery F, 333d Field Artillery (Target Acquisition)
Battery A, 40th Field Artillery (MLRS)
Division Support Command
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
45th Forward Support Battalion
54th Forward Support Battalion
S03d Forward Support Battalion
122d Main Suppo rt Battalion
Compa ny 1, 227th Aviation (Maintenance)
4th Squadron, 7th Caval ry l2
23d Engineer Battalion
3d Battalion, 5th Ail' Defense Artillery
143d Signal Battalion
533d Military Intelligence Battalion
503d Military Police Company
nd Chemical Company
3d Armored Division Band
8th Infantry Division (Mechanized). Headquarters stationed at Bad Kreuznaeh.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
3d Battalion, 8th Cavalry (Infantry) (Meeh)
5th Battalion, 8th Cavalry (Infantry) (Meeh)
4th Battalion, 34th Armor
1st Battalion, 68th Armor
2d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
3d Battalion, 12th Infantry (Meeh)
4th Battalion, 12th Infantry (Meeh)
2d Battalion, 68th Armor
3d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
4th Battalion, 8th Infantry
3d Battalion, 77th Armor
5th Battalion, 77th Armor
4th (Aviation) Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Compa ny
Task Force Skyhawk (Provisional)
10
II
12

Formerl y 2d Batta lion, 27th Field A r tillery, in 1988.
Formerl y 2d Battalion, 6th Field Ar tiller y, in 1988 .
Formerl y 3d Squadron, 12th Caval r y, 16 Feb 1989.
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Headq uarters and Headquarters Co mpany
Company G, 4th Aviation (Support)
Company H, 4th Aviation (Combat Aviation)
Company I, 4th Aviation (Aviation Intermediate Maintenance)
2d Battalion, 4th Aviation (Attack Helicopter) 13
3d Battalion, 4th Aviation (Attack Helicopter)
3d Squadron, 7th Cavalry
Division Support Command
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
118th forward Support Battalion
208th forward Support Battalion
202d forward Support Battalion
708th Main Support Battalion
Division Artillery
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
2d Battalion, 29th field Artillery (155-mm. SP)
4th Battalion, 29th field Artillery (155-mm . SP)
6th Battalion, 29th field Artillery (155- mm. SP)'"
Battery C, 333d field Artillery (Target Acquisition)
Battery C, 16th field Artillery (MLRS) "
12th Engineer Battalion
5th Battalion, 3d Air Defense Artillery (ChaparrallVuIcan)
8th Signal Battalion
108th Mili tary Intelligence Battalion
8th Military Police Company
25th Chem ica l Company
8th In fantry Division Band
lith Armored Cavalry Regiment. Regimental Headquarters at fulda,
Headquarters and Headquarters Troop
1st Squadron
2d Squadro n
3d Squadron
4th (Aviation) Squadron
Combat Service Support Squadron
511th Military Intelligence Company
54th Chemical Company
58th Engineer Company

Inactivated 15 Dec 1990.
'" On USAREU R orders, the battalion began to restructure as a MLRS battalion in the course
of 1990.
13

15 Formerly 3d Batta lion, 16th Field Artillery. The cha nge occurred o n 16 Se p 1988, according
to 8th Infantry Division (Meeh) Annua l Historica l Review 1988.
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V Corps Artillery. Headquarters stationed at Frankfurt am Main.
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
41st Field Artillery Brigade
1st Battalion, 32d Field Artillery (Lance)
4th Battalion, 18th Field Artillery (8-inch)
4th Battalion, 77th Field Artillery (8-inch)
2d Battalion, 75 th Field Artillery (155-mm.)
1st Battalion, 27th Field Artillery (MLRS)
42d Field Artillery Brigade
2d Battalion, 32d Field Artillery (Lance)
3d Battalion, 32d Field Artillery (Lance)
5th Battalion, 3d Field Artillery (8-inch)
2d Battalion, 20th Field Artillery (8-inch)
4th Battalion, 7th Field Artillery {8-inch)16
3d Corps Support Command. Headquarters stationed at Wiesbaden Air Base.
16th Support Group
8th Maintenance Battalion
19th Maintenance Battalion
85th Maintenance Battalion
142d Supply and Service Battalion
68th Med ical Group
Special Troops Battalion
181st Transportation Battalion
15th Ordnance Battalion
8th Battalion, 158th Aviation (Aviation Intermediate Maintenance)
12th Aviation Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Wiesbaden Air Base.
5th Squad ron, 6th Cavalry
5th Battalion, 158th Aviation
Company B, 6th Battalion, 158th Aviation
Company C, 7th Battalion, 158th Aviation
18th Military Police Brigade. Stationed at Gibbs Kaserne, Frankfurt am Main.
709th Military Police Battalion
93d Military Police Battalion
22d Signal Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Darmstadt.
17th Signal Battalion
32d Signal Battalion
440th Signal Battalion

16

1990.

Uni t inactivated effective 1 Mar 199J per USAREUR Permanent Orders 125- 1, 10 Sep
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BOth Engineer Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Hanau.
54th Combat Engineer Battalion
317th Combat Engineer Battalion
547th Combat Engineer Battalion
568th Engi neer Company (Combat Support Equipment)
814th Engineer Company (Assault Float Bridge)
516th Engineer Company (Medium Girder Bridge)
Attachments:
8591st Civil Support Group
205th Military Intelligence Brigade. Headquarters stationed at the C. W.
Abrams Building, Frankfurt am Main.
1st Military Intelligence Battalion (Aerial Exploitation)
165th Military Intelligence Battalion (Technical Exploitation, Heavy)
302d Military Intelligence Battalion (Combat Electronic Warfare
and Intelligence)
5th Personnel Group." Headquarters stationed at the C. W. Abrams Building,
Frankfurt am Main.
Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
1st Battalion (Provisional)
2d Battalion (Provisional)
52d Personnel Service Company
55th Personnel Service Company
177th Personnel Service Company
178th Personnel Service Company
198th Personnel Service Company
257th Personnel Service Company
258th Personnel Service Company
259th Personnel Service Company
261st Personnel Service Company
368th Personnel Service Company
369th Personnel Service Company"
378th Personnel Service Company
400th Personnel Service Company
520th Personnel Service Company "
569th Perso nnel Service Company

17 Activated 1 Jun 1990. Department of the Army CCl'tiOcate of Lineage and Honors, 5th
Personnel Grollp. Activated in V Co rps e ffecti ve 16 Scp 1990, per USAREUR Perm anent Orde rs
23- 2,23 Feb 1990, and USAREU R Permanent Orde rs 95- 4,17 Ju11990.
18 Ass igned to 5th Pe rson nel Group effective L Oct 1990 per V Corps Permanent Orders

150-4, 18 Oct 1990.
19 Ass igned to 5th Person nel Group effec tive I Oct 1990 per V Corps Permanent Orde rs
150 -5, 18 Oct 1990.
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574th Personnel Service Company
575th Personnel Service Company
64th Replacement Detachment
5th Finance Group. Headquarters stationed at the C. w. Abrams Building,
Frankfurt am Main.
3d Finance Support Unit
8th Finance Support Unit
14th Finance Support Unit
17th Fi nance Support Unit
22d Finance Support Unit
39th Finance Support Unit
78th Finance Support Unit
105th Finance Support Unit
106th Finance Support Unit
117th Finance Support Unit
201 st Finance Support Unit20
208th Finance Support Unit2J
501 st Finance Support Unit
503d Finance Support Unit
4th Ail· Support Operations Group (USAF)." Headquarters stationed at the C. w.
Abrams Bu ilding, Frankfurt am Main.

20
11

12

Activated per USAREUR Pe rmanent O rders 23 - 1, 23 Feb 1990.
Activated per USAREUR Pe rm anent O rders 23 - 1, 23 Feb 1990.
Fo rmerly 60 1st Air Support O perations Gro up. l Ma r 1988.

Appendix E
V Corps Order of Battle
2000
1

Fourteen Maneuver Battalions and Squadrons
Six Maneuver Battalions and Squadrons Stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas
One Battalion General Support and General Support, Reinforcing, Artillery
By the year 2000 V Corps had decreased in size dramatically as a consequence of
the post-Cold War drawdown of forces in Europe, each division stationing one of
its maneuver brigades in the continental United States. In part as a recognition of
the mobility requirement for operations outside of NATO's Central Region, the
V Corps aviation force structure was considerably larger than it had ever been
before. The V Corps Artillery, on the other hand, was substantially smaller, down
from two Field Artillery brigades to a single battalion. In the event of high intensity war, the existing V Corps Artillery and Field Artillery brigade relied on units
assigned from the reserve components to bring them up to strength. The same
was true across the corps, and particularly in the corps support command, where
many staff positions existed in a CONUS augmentation that, upon mobilization,
brought the units to full strength. The following is the author's reconstruction of
the unit designations and organization that existed at the time.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company, V Corps. Stationed at Campbell
Barracks, Heidelberg, Germany.
Special Troops Battalion (Provisional)
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Band
1st Armored Division. Headquarters stationed at Bad Kreuznach.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Brigade
L

Source: V Co rps Hi story ORice Order of Battle Files, citing Assistant Chie f of Staff, G- 3, V

Corps. Force Inventory. 2000.
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Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion. 36th Infantry (Mech)
1st Batta lion. 37th Armor
2d Battalion. 37th Armor
2d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion. 6th Infantry (Mech)
2d Battalion. 6th Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion. 35th Armor
3d Brigade (Stationed at Fort Riley. Ka nsas)
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion. 41st Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion. 13th Armor
2d Battalion. 70th Armor
4th (Aviation) Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion. 501 st Aviation (Attack)
2d Battalion. 501st Aviation
Division Artillery
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
2d Battalion. 3d Field Artillery (155-mm. self-propelled [SPj)
4th Battalion. 1st Field Artillery (155-mm. SP)
4th Battalion. 27th Field Artillery (155-mm. SP)
Battery C. 333d Field Artillery (Target Acquisition)
Battery A. 94th Field Artillery (MLRS)
Divisio n Support Co mmand
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
47th Forward Support Battalion
125th Forward Support Battalion
50 1st Forward Support Battalion
123d Ma in Support Battalion
127th Division Aviation Sup port Battalion
Engineer Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
16th Engineer Battalio n
40th Engineer Battalion
70th Engineer Battalion (Located at Fort Riley. Ka nsas)
1st Squadron. 1st Cavalry
Troop F. 1st Cava lry'
Troop G, 1st Cavalry'
1st Battalion. 4th Air Defense Arti llery (Bradley/Avenger)

2
1

Act ivated 16 Feb 2000 pe r USA REUR Permanent O rders 280- 1, 7 Oct 1999.
Act ivated effective 16 Oct 1999 per USAREUR Pennane nt Orders 280- 2. 7 Oct 1999.
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501st Military Intelligence Battalion
141st Signal Battalion
501st Military Police Company
69th Chem ical Company
1st Armored Division Band

1st Infantry Division (Mechanized). Headquarters stationed at Wurzburg.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Brigade (Stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas)
1st Battalion, 16th Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion, 34th Armor
2d Battalion, 34th Armor
2d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion, 18th Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion, 26th Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion, 77th Armor
3d Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
2d Battalion, 2d Infantry (Mech)
1st Battalion, 63d Armor
2d Battalion, 63d Armor
Troop F, 4th Cavalry"
4th (Aviation) Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Battalion, 1st Aviation (Attack)
2d Battalion, 1st Aviation
Division Artillery
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
1st Battalion, 5th Field Artillery
1st Battalion, 6th Field Artillery
1st Battalion, 7th Field Artillery
1st Battalion, 33d Field Artillery
Engineer Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Engineer Batta lion (Located at Fort Riley, Kansas)
9th Engineer Battalion
82d Engineer Battalion
Division Support Command
101st Forward Support Battalion
201st Forward Support Battalion
701st Main Support Battalion
601st Division Aviation Support Battalion
4

Activated effec tive 16 Jan 1999 pel' USA REUR Permanen t O rders 352- 1,18 Dec 1988.
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1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry
4th Battalion, 3d Air Defens e Artillery (Bradley/Avenger)
lOlst Military Intelligence Battalion
121st Signal Battalion
1st Military Police Company
12th Signal Company
1st Infantry Division Band
V Corps Artillery. Stationed at Schwetzingen.
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
41st Field Artillery Brigade
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
1st Battalion, 27th Field Arti llery (MLRS)
3d Corps Support Command. Headquarters stationed at Wiesbaden Air Base.
7th Corps Support Group
Headquarters and Headquarters Co mpany
7lst Corps Support Battalion
7th Battalion, 159th Aviation (Aviation Intermediate Maintenance)
181st Transportation Battalion
16th Corps Support Group
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
18th Corps Support Battalion
485th Corps Support Battalion
19th Corps Materiel Management Center
27th Transportation Battalion
Special Troops Battalion
11th Aviation Regiment.' Stationed at Illesheim.
Headq uarters and Headquarters Company
2d Squadron, 6th Cavalry (Attack)
6th Squadron, 6th Cavalry (Attack)
12th Aviation Brigade. Stationed at Wiesbaden Ai r Base.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
3d Battalion, 58th Aviation
5th Battalion, 158th Aviation
Company F, 159th Aviation
18th Military Police Brigade. Stationed at Mannheim.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
709th Military Police Battalion
793d Military Police Battalion
5 1l,is unit was llsuall y re ferred to, although inco rrectly, as the" 11th Av iation Regiment:' By
MTOE, it was an av iat io n grou p and so recognized by HQ, DA.
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22d Signal Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Darmstadt.
Headquarters and Headquarters Co mpany
17th Signa l Battalion
32d Signal Battalion
440th Signal Battalion
30th Medical Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Heidelberg-Rohrbach.
Headq uarters and Headquarters Company
93d Medical Battalion (Direct Support)
226th Medical Battalion (Logistical)
421st Medical Battalion (Evacuation)
67th Combat Support Hospital
212th Surgical Hospital
100th Medical Detachment (Veterinary HQ)
21st Medical Detachment (Veterinary Small)
79th Medical Detachment (Veterinary Small)
64th Medical Detachment (Veterinary Service)
72d Medical Detachment (Veterinary Service)
51st Medical Detachment (Veterinary Medicine)
69th Air Defense Artillery Brigade.- Headquarters stationed at Giebelstadt.
Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery (Patriot),
6th Battalion, 52d Air Defense Artillery (Patriot)
549th Maintenance Company
130th Engineer Brigade. Headquarters stationed at Hanau.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
94th Engineer Battalion (Construction)
54th Engineer Battalion (Mech)
565th Engineer Battalion (Provisional)

6 Effective 16 May 1998, USA RE UR Pe rm anent Orders 114- 8, 24 Apr 1998, assigned the 1st
Battalion, 7th Ai r Defe nse Artillery; the 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artil lery; the 549th Main·
tc nance Co mpan y; and the 19th Maintenan ce Co mpany to V Corps, which furth er aSSigned them
to 69th Air Defense Artillery Brigade. In the course of 1999, incid ent to t he Patriot Reorga ni za·
tion Plan, the 1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artillery. was reass igned to Fo rt Bli ss, Texas. together
with its main tenance company.
7 This batta lion was assigned to V Corps following in activation of 94th Air Defense Art ill ery
Brigade, effective L5 Jul 1995, pel' USAREUR Perman ent O rders 208- 2, 27 lui 1995. Battery A,
1st Battalion, 7th Air Defense Artille ry, beca me Battery D, 5th Battalion, 7th Ai r Defense Ar til ~
lery. effective 16 Jul1 999 per USAREUR Pe rm ane nt Orders 132- 01, 12 !VIal' 1999. Battery F.6th
Battalion. 52d Air Defense Artille ry, becam e Batter y E, 5th Battalion, 7th Air Defense Arti llery.
e ffective 16 Ju1 1999, per USA REUR Perm ane nt Orders 132-2, 13 May 1999.
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205th Military Intelligence Brigade. Headquarters stationed at W iesbaden
Air Base.
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
1st Military Intelligence Battalion (Aerial Exploitation)
165th Military Intelligence Battalion (Technical Exploitation)
302d Military Intelligence Battalion (Operations)
4th Ail' Support Operations Group (USAF). Headquarters stationed at Campbell
Barracks. Heidelberg.

Appendix F
SUI11n1ary of Major V Corps
Partnership for Peace Exercises
1994-95
1

The early Partnership for Peace (Pfp) exercises were the most significant ones,
in that they created the framework for what might be called a "standard" Pfp
event. There were many Partnership for Peace or "in the spirit of Partnership for
Peace" events. Only those that involved V Corps participation are listed here.
By the end of 1995 the Partnership for Peace had become an accepted part of
the planning landscape, part of th e steady state exercise load in V Corps, and
excited little comment.
Cooperative Bridge 94 (9- 17 September 1994). The first Pfp exercise, Cooperative Bridge 94 was co-directed by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) and Poland. The object was to identify and assess basic tactical interoperability issues in NATO, fonner Warsaw Pact nations; and other non -NATO
na tions' approaches to planning and executing multinational peacekeeping operations. The NATO Allied Forces, Central Europe, headquarters conducted the
exercise at Biedrusko Qust north of Poznan), Poland. Some 650 soldiers from
fourteen nations participated: the United States, Poland, Germany, Italy, the
Czech Republic, Great Britain, Bulgaria, the Netherlands, Romania, Russia,
Lit huania, Denmark, Slovakia, and Ukraine. English was selected as the offic ial
language for the exercise.
Six officers and ninety- four soldiers from Company C, 3d Battalion, 5th
Cavalry (1st Brigade, 1st Armored Division) comprised the American contingent. They had just thirty-four days from warning order to deployment and
I

Unless otherwise cited, summar ies were based on V Corps History Office re port by Maj.

A. R. Koenig, "Partnership for Peace Exercises Summ ary" (H eadquarte rs, V Co rps, History Office, Ms, July 1997) . The document was based o n V Corps AeofS, G3, pfl' files and PtT> flies in

USA REUR ODCSOPS.
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were unfamiliar with the Poles and had no knowledge of the designated training
area as they began to build the exercise.
Training objectives included training NATO and PfP partners in coordinated tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) for peacekeep ing operations.
The negotiated TTP created a common reference for assessment and evaluation of training. Realistic small unit and individual Mission Essential Task List
training, evaluation and en hancement of interoperability, and enhanced mutual
understanding and cooperation were also objectives of the exercise.
Since Cooperative Bridge was the first exercise of its kind, considerable effort went into demonstrating commitment, enhanci ng cooperation, and setting
the tone for future pfP endeavors. The exercise emphasized a multinational
fo rce mi x of units to conduct peacekeeping tasks scaled for platoons and compan ies. Training included four fie ld training exercises for companies, during
which troops practiced observation, route control, patrolling, escorting convoys, escorting VIPs and refugees, weapons familiarization, and mine awareness . Poland provided logistical and aviation support. Platoons conducted situational training exercises, and a multinational battalion headquarters conducted
a command post exercise. 1he training focused on peacekeeping missions and
tasks consistent with the guidance, training philosophy, and mission essential
task lists provided by the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, and the Commander in Chief, U.S. Army, Europe, and Seventh Army.'

Peacekeeper 94 (September 1994). 1he American and Russian arm ies conducted this bilateral peacekeeping exercise in September 1994. The guiding
document was the "G uide for Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures of Combined Peacekeeping Forces During the Conduct of Exercises:' The document
was used in subsequent exercises, and the Ukrainians accepted an updated and
revised version based on lessons learned as the doctrina l basis for their later
exercise. One problem encountered in Peacekeeper 94 was that there were insufficient interpreters to keep the exercise moving properly.'
MEDCEUR 95-1 (12-22 March 1995). USAREUR sponsored the exercise,
which the American Ambassador to Albania considered essential to U.S.-Albanian relations. Originally intended to consist of fifty-five personnel from the
Air Force, Army, Navy, and National Guard, the team was scaled back to eigh-

2

H eadq uarters, A llied Forces Central Europe, First PFP- Train ing Exercise Operations Ol' ~

del' (EXOPORD). Exercise Cooperative Bridge 94, 22 Aug 1994; 1st Armored Division EXOPORD
94- 196, Cooperative Bridge 94, 23 1800 Aug 1994; 1st Armo red Division Briefi ng for Lt. Gen.
lerry R. Rutherford, eG , V Co rps, 021145 SCI' 1994, Partn ershi p for Peace Exe rcise: Coo perative
Bridge '94, Biedrusko. Poland, 9- 17 SCI' 1994; V Corps AeofS. G3. Ope rations, Action Office r

Files. Exercise Cooperative Bridge 94.
3 Briefing. 3d Infantry Divisio n, Peacekee per 94 (PR to the Chief of Staff, 11 Aug 1994; Brief·
ing. 3d In fa ntry Division, 1st Brigade Training Validation Exe rcise. Peace keeper 94, n.d. but sec·
a nd week of August 1994.
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teen soldiers from the 159th Medical Company of the 30th Medical Brigade.
Th e medical team deployed by military aircraft from Spangdahlem Air Base to
Tirana, Albania, for ten days, where it conducted joint training and exchanged
medical information with the host natio n's military medical personnel.
The exercise had three phases. The top priority phase focused on joint training with the Albanians and involved emergency medical procedures including
triage, stabil ization, evacuation, and disaster planning. The training was a combination of didactic presentations in classrooms, demonstrations, and practical
exercises. The second phase involved implementing the skills through a mass
casualty exercise. The third phase, completed only as time allowed, addressed
civic action, medica l screening, immunizations, consultative services, and the
exchange of medical information.
Upon its arrival on 12 March, the American team set up a base camp at Rinas Ail' Base, colocated with Tirana International Airport. From l3 to 15 March
it conducted joint training, and on 16 March participated in the mass casualty
exercise. From 17 to 21 March the exercise stressed civic action, sending its specialists to military hospitals and running an overnight MEDCAp to northern
Albania. Th e team also taught classes in water treatment and flight medicine.
Considering the volatile nature of the area, V Corps maintained an intelligence
overwatch to assess and advise on potential threats to the force, remaining in
co mmunication with the team and receiving daily situation reports."
New Spirit 95 (21-26 May 1995). The Un ited States and Greece sponsored
New Spi rit 95, conducted "in the spirit of pfJ''' at Katamata, Greece. TI,e purpose was to demonstrate cooperative humanitarian aid operations in a simulated ea rthquake disaster area. Company-size elements from Albania, Bulgaria,
Greece, Romania, and the United States took part.
TI,e 21st TI,eater Army Area Command was the U.S. Army, Europe (USAREU R), lead agency for the exercise and established a composite combat support/
co mbat service support (CS/CSS) com pany that consisted of a headquarters
cell and an engineer squad, a medical squad, two military police squads, and a
tra nsportation squad. Troops for the contingent came from the 94th Engineer
Batta lion of the l30th Engineer Brigade, which provided seven engineers and
six medics . TI,e 3d Infantry Division provided a public affairs specialist.
On 21 May the Americans deployed to Kalamata by C-l30, attending an
op ening ceremony the next day and moving directly into classes on disaster
relief and hum anitarian assistance sk ills. Over the succeeding days the directing
staff issued an operations order for companies to execute training based on the
ini tia l c1asses 5

'1 Memo, 159th Medica l Compa ny (A ir Am bulance) rol' Co mmande r, 42 1st Medical Evacu·
at ion Battalion, 10 A pr 1995, sub: 159th Med Co (AA) AA R MEDCEUR 95; V Corps ACors, G3,

Operations fil e, MEDCEUR 95, with trip repo rts, bri efi ngs, and act ion office r notes.
5

V Co rps Comma nd Brie fing. Exercise New Spiri t 95.
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Peace Shield 95 (19 May- 1 June 1995). USAREUR sponsored this bilateral, company level exercise "set in the PIP mold:' Peace Shield 95 involved Company C, 1st
Battalion, 6th Infantry (3d Infantry Division), and a Ukrain ian infantry company
and was conducted in L'viv, Ukraine. Train ing focused on individual and small unit
peacekeeping skills such as escorting humanitarian aid convoys and checkpoint operations.

As anticipated, the exercise revealed both strengths and weaknesses. Privates
first class demonstrated initiative and focus, and soldiers in general proved to be
good diplomats who were imbued with respect for their hosts and a sense of community. Translators accompanied every American squad. Tasks that needed retraining centered aro und improvement of positions in the field, to include the need for
engineer work at checkpoints to enhance survivability in fixed positions. Noncommissioned officers showed considerable initiative during the exercise and set good
examples for their subordinates. 1hey were flexible, a quality all the more evident in
the face of the far less detailed training plans of the other nation. Tasks that needed
retraining for NCOs included checking and exercising Quick Reaction Force communications and improvement of fixed positions as the situation changed.
At the multinational force headquarters, some tasks required remedial action.
Problems were uncovered in deployment and reception that showed a need for more
detailed predeployment planning. The need for an active public affairs cell became
obvious as the exercise went on. Combined logistics proved much harder than expected. TI,e exercise demonstrated clearly that standardized reporting procedures
needed to be developed and revealed that problems of interoperability among the
national communications systems affected communications between unit headquarters.
One of the most glaring shortcomings demonstrated in Peace Shield 95 involved
helicopters, vital both in conventional operations and in operations other than war.
Observers commented on how nations diflered markedly in helicopter cOOl'dination and interoperability. Loading configurations and procedures, communications,
flight operations, and landing techniques varied widely.
TI,e directing staff noted the high quality of role players. W hile role players and
events were better than those of Peacekeeper 94, several tasks still needed improvement. Militia and local government role players were still required. Furthermore,
radio communications needed to be evaluated, especially those of the quick reaction
force, and communications interoperability in general required a more stringent exercise. A common after action review (AAR) process was desirable. Observers also
commented that the exercise "reinvented" the Master Events List and needed to devise simulation techniques.
Lack of a command relationship between the 3d Infantry Division task force and
the Air Force Tactical Air Liaison Control Element made that element unresponsive
to requests for information and to requests that they maintain tactical satellite radio
contact with headquarters in Germany. A command or OPCON relationship between all subordinate units and the exercise commander was essential for distributing information, assuring coordination, establishing uniform standards of conduct,
and providing a single American point of contact for the host nation.
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It was also found necessary to minimize changes in execution. 1hat was a legacy from the Soviet Army, which centralized decision making and limited the flexibility and responsiveness of subordinate commanders. 1hat tendency remained in
fo nner Warsaw Pact armies, which required planning in detail and an avoidance of
ambiguity. Contingencies that an American commander could easily improvise for
often proved insurmountable for commanders accustomed to the Soviet technique
of command. Modifications to plans, the Americans found, were best done early
in the planning cycle, since last-minute variations were always unwelcome. While
Peace Shield 95 was a major improvement over Peacekeeper 94, communications
and operational procedures nonetheless remained separate. TI1e U.S. forces functioned mainly by FM radio, while the Ukrainians relied almost exclusively on wire.
TI1US, opportunities for the two forces to communicate by radio were limited. Analysts accordingly recommended that the next exercise should establish one radio
net and one command frequency for both forces.
Staff and reporting procedures needed standardization for combined operations, but during the exercise each national element followed its own staff procedures and adhered to its own reporting systems and requirements. The Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures Guide contained some basic report form ats, but the
Ukrainians did not use them. Those procedures clearly needed to be agreed upon
during the coordination conferences and incorporated into the T T l', to be used and
validated during the exercise.
Airspace management was very different from the system to which NATO forces were accustomed. During the exercise Ukrainian Mi- 8 helicopters flew throughout the area of operations without coordination. There were no communications
between helicopters transporting the quick reaction force and the unit to be supported or reinforced. That was evaluated as an issue to be coordinated before the
next exercise, incorporated into the TTl' guide, and validated during the exercise.
For unknown reasons, Ukrainians refused to relent on passport and visa requi rements for U.S. troops. Ukrainians provided only a few interpreters, underscoring the importance of USAREUR aggressively seeking qualified linguists from the
active and reserve components, as well as from other services. TI1e Ukrainians specifIed detailed customs and manifest requirements for arriving personnel and equipment only days prior to the exercise. Only the use of a "worst case" plan allowed the
U.S. forces to meet those requirements. Including customs officials in planning for
future exercises was one of the specific recommendations coming out of the exercise. TI1e Defense Attache Office in Kiev provided invaluable liaison with the Ukrainian Ministries of Defense and Foreign Affairs and helped resolve funding issues,
itinerary coordination, and problems with customs and entry requirements."

6

Memo, AETV- BGC, Comm ander, 3d Infantry Division, fo r COlllmander, V Co rps, 23 Jun

1995, sub: Peace Shi eld 95 After-Actio n Re po rt; USEUCOM Exercise Direc tive fo r US -Ukra ine
Bil ateral Peacekee per Exercise, Peace Shield 95, 15 Jan 1995; Me mo. Commander, 3d Infa ntry
Divisio n for CI Ne, USEUCOM , 2 1 lUll 1995, sub: Peace Shield 95 After-Actio n Report.
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Exercise Double Eagle 95 (5-15 july 1995). USAREUR sponsored Double Eagle as a bilateral exercise with Poland "in the spirit of PW' In November 1994
the Polish Ministry of Defense requested a combined exercise to incorporate
combat-related skills such as close air support and airborne operations. The
joint Chiefs of Staff approved the request that month, since it was limited to humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping objectives and was therefore within the
framework of established pfl' exercises. European Com mand notified USAREUR of the exercise on 14 February 1995.
USAREUR intended to expand NATO-Polish military contacts while building on the successes of Cooperative Bridge 94, as well as to assess the current
state of interoperability with a view to improvement, while also encouraging
progress on both democratization and regional stability. USAREUR wanted to
integrate USAREUR forces and Polish forces in an effective combined joint task
force. It also wanted to maximize use of the USAREUR training model. Finally,
USAREUR expected to perform unit collective training, focusing on peacekeeping tasks. Poland's objectives were threefold . First, they also wished to build on
the success of Cooperative Bridge 94. Second, they wanted to improve NATOPolish interoperability. TI1ird, they wanted to expand the range of combined
operations. Meanwhile, European Command's objectives included evaluating
the ability of NATO and pfl' national units to conduct combined air, ground,
and medical operations in a peacekeeping environment.
Participants included about one hundred forty V Corps and 1st Armored
Division soldiers. USAREUR deSignated the corps as the lead agency, with the
corps commander the officer conducting the exercise. His Polish counterpart
was the commander of the Si lesian Military District. Two helicopters from the
236th Medical Company (Air Ambulance) provided aeromedical evacuation
capability, if needed, and were also integrated into the training scenario. Brig.
Gen . james Riley, Assistant Division Com mander of the 1st Armored Division,
was exercise codirector and the counterpart of Brig. Gen. jerzy Baranowski, the
commander of the Polish 4th Mechanized Division. TI1e 1st Armored Division
staff and the 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, provided directing staff and maneuver
observation and control team members. Troop C, 1- 1 Cavalry, completed a
dismounted peacekeeping rotation at the USAREUR Combat Maneuver Training Center on 23 june. Both the troop commander and first sergeant had been
involved in exercise planning as of the first planning conference in March.
U.S. Air Forces, Europe {USAF E), contributed three C- 130 aircraft and
thirty-two airmen of the 85th Airlift Wing. TIlOse aircraft, along with Polish Air
Force units, conducted airborne insertion of Special Forces units and a cargo
airdrop integrated into the exercise scenario. The Flying Ambulance Severe
Trauma team of the 52d Medical Group augmented a Polish field hospital while
taking part in a mass casualty exercise. Thirty-two soldiers from Company C,
10th Special Forces Group, parachuted into the exercise and linked up with Polish special forces at the beginning of the exercise.
TI1e Polish 4th Mechanized Division provided the bulk of the troops involved in Double Eagle. Besides providing the 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry Regi-
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ment, as the Polish contribution to the combined joint task force, the division
sent almost 800 soldiers to work on directing staff and various role-playing activities during the exercise, as well as running the bulk of the joint visitor and
joint information bureaus.
Double Eagle 95 was conducted at the Wedrzyn training area in western
Poland, about 650 kilometers from Heidelberg and about 100 kilometers east
of Berlin. The aerial port of debarkation, Babimost Ail' Base, was about twenty
kilometers from the training area . Polish hosts provided ground transportation
between the aerial port of departure and the training area base camp.
Training tasks addressed by Double Eagle included maintaining trained
and ready forces, contributing to regional stability, training for and exercising
deployment operations, and exercising Command, Control, Communications,
and Intelligence (C3I) for assigned and attached forces. The Polish-U.S. combined peacekeeping battalion featured one American platoon attached to a Polish light infantry co mpany and one Polish platoon attached to Troop C, 1- 1
Cavalry.'
Cooperative Determination 95 (7- 16 September 1995). NATO LAND SOUTHEAST sponsored a platoon-level peacekeeping/ humanitarian reliefPfr
exercise that included a field training exercise. The goal was to promote interoperability in multinational peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance operations.
Elements of the 2d Battalion, 15th Infantry, 3d Infantry Division, and attach ments, deployed to Sibiu, Romania, about twenty-five kilometers northwest of
Bucharest. In January 1995 Romania accepted a NATO overture to host the
first Pfr event ever held in that country. European Command notified USAREUR of the commitment on 8 March 1995. The purpose of the exercise was to
promote partnership among Pfr forces by developing a common understanding
of peacekeeping operations and to enhance military interoperability through
exercising selected basic military skills related to peacekeeping operations.
LANDSOUTHEAST saw the exercise as a way to integrate NATO and
non-NATO forces into an effective combined joint task force. The European
Command objective was to en hance relations among participating countries to
foster co ntinued progress toward the larger NATO goal of eventual integration.
Meanwhile, USAREUR wished to gain effective training on collective peacekeeping tasks while promoting regional stability by establishing a friendly working relationship with Romania.
Because the exercise was run by LANDSOUTHEAST, the eight step USAREUR training model was not used, except by USAREUR forces . The NATO AAR
process was used, instead of the more interactive version that USAREUR fa vored. In general, NATO tended to base many of its plans on consensus, which
resu lted in more general concepts. Also, USAREUR realized that when it only
sent one "player" unit to participate in an exercise, it was essential that it par7 Memo, Headquarte rs, 1st Squadron, 1st Cavalry, for Commanding Gene ral , 1st Armored
Division ,6 lu i 1995, sub; Exercise Double Eagle Certification fol' De ployment.
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ticipate in the early planning phases to infuse USAREUR doctrine and exercise
concepts, insofar as possible.
The exercise was the first NATO PfP for 3d Infantry Division. The division
sent forty-nine soldiers, who formed a com pany headquarters and one platoon.
Of the remainder, four were instructors for mine warfare and small arms, one
was a liaison officer, and the other was a surgeo n. Three more were public affairs
specialists, two were in communications, and one was a USAREUR observer.
No status of forces agreement was constructed for the exercise.
The Romanian army provided a composite force consisting of three infantry
platoons, one company headquarters, and battalion staff elements. Other participants included Bulgaria, with one platoon; Germany, with two platoons and
a company headquarters; Hungary, with one platoon; Luxembourg, with one
platoon; Netherlands, with one platoon; Slovakia, with one platoon; and Turkey,
with one platoon and a company headquarters. There were eleven platoons in
all, formed into four companies led by the United States, Germany, Romania,
and Turkey. The four companies fell under a Romanian -led battalion headquarters.
On 7 September U.S. forces deployed from Ramstein using two C- 130 aircraft, landing at Sibiu Airfield in central Romania for the seven-day exercise.
Participants formed a multinational battalion of four companies, each company
consisting of three platoons from different countries. The first two days were
spent in preparation for situational training exercises, recons, and social events.
Opening ceremonies were on 10 September, followed by four days of situational
training exercises. Each company rotated on a given day to one of the lanes,
which involved small arms firing, convoy escort, patrolling (including observation posts, guarding a key facility and vehicle checkpoints, mine awareness,
and medical evacuation training) . The exercise ended on 15 September, and the
American contingent redeployed to Ramstein using one C-130 aircraft the next
day.
Americans were disappointed that LANDSOUTHEAST observer-controllers did not use current and accepted peacekeeping operational doctrine or an
accepted set of techniques, tactics, and procedures for the AARs. The American
standard at the time was the Seventh Army Training Command W hite Paper on
Operations Other Than Wal; FM 100-23, Peace Operations, and the TTP for
Combined Peacekeeping Forces during the Conduct of Peacekeeping Exercises
developed during Peacekeeper 94 and Peace Shield 95.'
Peaceful Eagle 95 (12-20 September 1995). USAREUR sponsored Peaceful Eagle, a U.S.-Albanian exercise "in the spirit of PCP:' The exercise trained Albanian
, HQ, u.s. Army, Europe, C INCUSA REUR Operations Order 095- 04- PFP, 180700A lui
1995, PFP Exercise Coo perative Determ ination 95 Tasking Su ppo rt Ope ratio ns Order; V Corps
AeofS, G3, Ope rat ions, Action Officer File. Exercise Cooperative Determination 95; Jvlemo, HQ
2d Battal io n, 15th In fantry. for CINCUSAREUR, 22 Sep 1995, sub: Coo perative Dete rminatio n
95 initia l Impressions Repo rt.
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forces in planning and conducting peacekeeping operations and improved interoperability between American and Albanian armies. USAREUR tasked V Corps to be
the lead agent and provide the U.S. officer in charge, mainly because the Southern
European Task Force (SETAF) was then involved with an operational contingency.
TI,e V Corps, in turn, tasked the 3d Infantry Division to plan, coordinate, and execute the exercise with the support and assistance of the 30th Medical Brigade and V
Corps staff. TI,e 3d Infantry Division selected its 82d Engineer Battalion to execute
the mission.
W hile interoperability was a mutually agreed upon goal of the exercise, there
was also a desire to expand NATO-Albanian military contacts. USAREUR hoped to
provide an example of a modern, well trained, and well equipped western army. Improving Albanian capabilities to run peacekeeping operations was also a major goal.
Considering Albania's history, there were some concerns about whether Albania would be receptive to a Pfp exercise. TI,e Communist dictator Enver Hoxha
died in 1985, leaving Albania the most backward nation in Europe. His successor,
Ramiz Alia, responded favorably to the wave of democratization of the late 1980s
and broadened relations with the West. By 1991 Albania had resumed diplomatic
relations with the United States, and the Communists were voted out of office in
1992. Sali Barisha became president of a constitutional democracy with an indirectly
elected president and a unicameral legislature. President Barisha visited Washington
from 11- 15 September 1995 and lobbied for American help in constructing a national military training center and hosting a Partnership for Peace exercise.
Much to ti,e delight of the Americans, the Albanians proved agreeable to accepting the U.s. training management system, basic doctrine, and AAR system. TI,ey were
ready and willing to train on the six tasks tI,at USAREUR units habitually trained at
the Combat Maneuver Training Center at Hohenfels: operating checkpoints, operating observation posts, escorting convoys, conducting patrols, conducting refugee
assistance operations, and establishing a lodgment area.
In their preliminary assessments, the 82d Engineers discovered that the new
Albanian peacekeeping battalion had no experience in peacekeeping doctrine or
training management, which prompted ti,e U.S. unit to conduct a staff exercise from
10- 14 July to train the Albanian staff. TI,at exercise proved invaluable, since the Albanians later sent troops from the same unit to Exercise Cooperative Nugget at Fort
PoLk, Louisiana, in August 1995. Other conferences supplemented ti,e training prior
to the exercise.
Lack of training was not the only issue. During Exercise Ule Crystal (Clear Water), the South Carolina National Guard and NAVEUR encountered several problems in deploying to an underdeveloped country. Linguist support was crucial, since
there were few English speakers in Albania. Among other tasks, the advance party
had to construct a base camp infrastructure before the main body arrived. That base
force had to take all of the essentials with it, because no local infrastructure was available.' One of the major issues was that the local water supply was contaminated.
9

\'(I hen Task Force Hawk deployed to Albania from V Corps in 1999, it discovered the sa me

problem .
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In light of those problems, European Command j3 recommended a cycle of"T"
rations and MREs, and the exercise planners decided to bring bottled water and
fresh fruit from Germany.
The exercise was held at Tirana and at Shiak, the former a thirty-minute
drive from the Shiak Training area. The America n personnel included the offi ce r in charge and deputy exercise commander, an exercise staff, Company C of
the 82d Engineer Battalion, a battalion commander and his staff, an observercontroller cell, Medevac support from the 30th Medical Brigade, and members
of the V Corps staff to assist and monitor as required. Albania provided limited
li nguist support, a battalion and company staff, and an infantry company of
l30 soldiers from the Shijaku Brigade. Skills exercises included establishing and
operating an observation post, conducting patrols, establishing and operating a
combined movement control point, route clearance, mine detection, co mmand
and control, and force protection.
Olsina 95 (12- 20 September 1995). The joint Ch iefs of Staff (JCS) sponsored
Exercise Olsina 95, which was a trilateral peacekeeping training exercise conducted "in the spirit of PEP" that promoted interoperability among the United
States, Germany, and the Czech Republic. Named after a lake in the Czech Republic, Olsina 95 was the first peacekeeping exercise involving those three nations. It was also the first time that the Bundeswehr participated in a military
exercise outside of Germany. About l34 USAREUR soldiers, 34 soldiers from
the Texas Army National Guard, 10 l35 Bundeswehr soldiers, and 314 soldiers of
the Czech Army participated in the event at the Boletice training area, located
in the southwestern part of the Czech Republic.
The Czechs proposed the exercise in September 1994 as part of their PEP
work plan, and the joint Ch iefs accepted it in March 1995. The Czechs were eager to engage in the training, inas much as they considered it a stepping stone to
expanding military contacts with the West. European Command designated the
CINCUSAREUR as the officer to conduct the exercise. The purposes of the exercise were to assess and improve interoperability of U.S., German, and Czech
forces; to expand military contacts and regional confidence and security building; and to improve capabilities to conduct peacekeeping operations.
The participation of the Czech 3d Mechanized Brigade was ironic, since
that unit was once designated the spearhead unit in war plans of the Warsaw
Pact for an attack on NATO.
USAREUR hoped the exercise would improve interoperability of the three
nations' forces by integrating them into a peacekeeping Combined joint Task
Force and wished to demonstrate th e use of the USAREUR training model to
both Germans and Czechs. Naturally, USAREUR also wanted to use the exercise to enhance regio nal stability.
Previous exercises (Cooperative Bridge 94, Peacekeeper 94, Peace Shield 95,
and Double Eagle 95) had shown that several things were essential for a successlO 'n1€

State of Texas is the partner state to the Czech Republi c ror Mil -to-Mil purposes.
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fu l Pfl' exercise. Competent linguists were needed for planning and for execution. Command, control, and communications had to be consol idated under a
u.s. officer in charge. Americans had to be prepared for host nation inflexibility
involving decision making and changes to exercise plans . Furthermore, the exercise control center had to be combined and uniform staff reporting procedures were essential. Airspace management, to in clude language and technical
skills, was critical. OPFOR (opposition force) and role players had to rehearse
thoroughly prior to the exercise. Passport and customs decisions invariably
came at the last minute, complicating deployments. Finally, defense attache office invo lvement helped considerably.
USAREUR focused on four training tasks: maintenance of trained and ready
forces, contributing to regional stab ility, training for exercise deployment operations, and exerc ising C3 l for assigned and attached forces. Situational training
exercise lanes prepared for checkpoint operations, mine awareness, observation post operation, establishing combined mobile checkpoints, route clearance
operations, and secu ring key vulnerable points . After the situational training
exercise (STX), lessons lea rned were incorporated into a field training exercise
(FTX).

USAREUR sent a Press Informat ion Center, while V Corps sent two Medevac helicopters (UH- 60) from the 421st Medical Battalion . The 1st Armored
Division sent a battalion staff, commander, and liaison officer to serve as directing staff; one dismounted infantry company, Compa ny B(-), 3d Battalion, 5th
Cavalry; battalion staff elements from Kirch Gens; and a Joi nt Visitor Bureau.
The Texas Army National Guard sent one infantry platoon from the 143d Long
Range Surveillance Unit.
The Bundeswehr sent 130 soldiers from the 113th Mountain Battalion and
battalion staff elements. The Czech Army contributed about 200 soldiers of the
1st Mechanized In fantry Company, 3d Mechanized Brigade, and brigade staff
elements.
Troops began arriving for the exercise on 12-13 September. On 14 September soldiers completed training involving weapons and communications
fam iliar ization. Peacekeeping STX lanes provided training on 15 and 16 September. The peacekeeping FTX ran from 18 to 19 September, with on-site after
action review on 19 September. Closing ceremonies and redeployment were on
20 September.
Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) constraints proved problematic, since
Pfp SOFAs were not in effect for the exercise. Moreover, the JCS waiver was
received late. II

I I USEUCOM Draft Exercise D irective for Czech- US -Germa ll Trilateral Peacekeep ing Exe rcise "Ols in a 95;' 2 Jun 1995; HQ, U.S. Army, Europe, C IN C USAREUR Operations Order 09503- PFP, 060700A Jul 1995, PFP Exercise O lsina 95 Tasking Suppo rt Ope rations O rder; Nlcmo,
1st Arm o red Division fo r pa rticipat ing units, 3 Aug 1995, sub: Exe rc ise Direc tive. Exercise Olsina

95.
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Cooperative Challenge III (25 September- 6 October 1995). TIlis LAND CENT
PIP was a battalion-level command post exercise held in the Czech Republic.
Americans sent the commanding general and assistant division commander of
the 1st Armored Division, the division staff, a brigade staff, and a battalion response cell (about 150 in all) to participate.
Cooperative Challenge 95 (26 September- 6 October 1995). Cooperative
Challenge 95 was a multinational PIP exercise based on a peacekeeping scenario within the overall Allied Command, Europe, Cooperation program for
1995. The purpose of the exercise was to exercise staff command, control, and
com munications at brigade and battalion levels in a multinational peacekeeping
environment under direction of a NATO headquarters. Training focused on the
brigade staff functions and interaction between brigade and thirteen battalion
response cells. Goals included enhancing relations among participant nations
and faci litating interoperability of NATO and non-NATO PIP forces, which
were naturally all equipped and organized differently and operated according
to different doctrines.
Major objectives of the exercise included developing an understanding of
the relationships with the United Nations, governmental and nongovernmental organizations, and other agencies. Another objective was development of
a multinational brigade staff organization and standard operating procedures
(SO P) to plan and control peacekeeping operations. Finally, those who conducted the exercise hoped to famil iarize participants with air operation procedures
in brigade-level headquarters. TI,ose procedures involved airlift, aeromedical
evacuation, and aerial delivery of humanitarian aid.
Through the exercise, European Command hoped to enhance relations
among participating countries to foster continued progress toward the larger
NATO goal of eventual integration Meanwhile, USAREUR hoped to gain effective training on tasks for collective peacekeeping while promoting regional
stability by establishing a friendly working relationship with NATO and nonNATO PIP countries. USAREUR intended the exercise to run on the basis of the
USAREUR eight-step training model.
LANDCENT was the exercise sponsor, and the 1st Brigade, 1st Armored
Division, deployed a contingent of ninety-one soldiers. Four soldiers from the
30th Medical Brigade took part with one UH- 60 aircraft. Maj. Gen. William L.
Nash, commanding general of 1st Armored Division, was the exercise co-director. The exercise was held at the Ground Forces Academy at Vyskov, near Brno,
in the Czech Republic.
In January 1995 the Czechs asked the United States to provide the exercise
co-director and brigade headquarters to serve as the basis for the multinational
brigade headquarters. USAREUR was notified that the exercise might soon be
approved, and USCINCEUR in fact approved the request in Februar y. USAREUR conducted a leaders' reconnaissance from 9 to 13 May in Vyskov.
Fourteen nations took part. Five were NATO members: the United States,
Belgium, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. Nine were PIP states: Aus-
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tria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and
Sweden. Three to ten soldiers from each nation formed battalion response cells,
and those were variously designated as infantry, engineer, and support 0 1' logistics units. The on ly exception was the Belgian cell, which represented an ail'
defense batter y.
USAREUR training tasks included maintaini ng trained and ready forces,
contributing to regional stability, training for and exercising deployment operations, and exercising C31 for assigned and attached forces . LANDCENT
sponsored the exercise, so its terminology was used. The directing staff was
HICO N (H igher Control) and the response cell was LO CON (Lower Control).
The directing staff prompted the brigade staff to perform training tasks through
orders, reports, and intell igence inputs. The battalion response cells, at the direction of the directing staff, reported training items to the brigade staff, which
the staff then acted upon. That for mat allowed the directing staff to accelerate
01' decelerate the play, depending on how well the brigade staff functioned.
Lessons learned from previous PEP exercises were applied to Cooperative
Challenge 95. Unity of command was achieved by basing the multinational brigade on 1st Brigade, 1st Armored Division. Media activities were integrated
throughout the exercise. To be well prepared for the exercise, staffs conducted foul' days of staff training and rehearsals. Understaffed visitor bureaus had
proved to be burdens on the unit in training, so LANDCENT provided a robust
visitors bureau. All participants deployed with passports. For reasons not disclosed, NATO res isted the use of simulation models and AAR procedures, but
U.S. units conducted their own AARs.12
Cooperative Jaguar (2-13 October 1995). The Allied Forces, Baltic Approaches (BA LTA P), a NATO command, sponsored this PEP exercise. 1l1e land portion
was conducted during the first two weeks of O ctober at Camp O ksboel, a Danish tactical training fa cil ity. 1l1e purpose of the command post exercise (C PX)
was to exercise staff procedures for multinational peacekeepi ng operations. Ten
nations participated: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France (observers only), Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, and the United States .
1l1e V Corps sent soldiers from 2-37 Arm or of the 3d Infantry Division,
including a ten-man battalion staff cell, a four-man company response cell, an
officer for the d irecting staff, an officer for the joint visitor bureau, a communications specialist from the 123d Signal Battalion, and an officer from the Army
Reserve's 415th Civil Affairs Battalion (Kalamazoo, Michigan).
During the first week of the exercise the directing staff conducted stability operatio ns training for the staffs of the eight participating battalions. 1l1e
training consisted of lectures, seminars, small gro up discussions, and staff work
designed to prepare a found ation of peacekeepi ng procedures. 1l1e training
" HQ. U.S. Army. Europe, CINCUSAREUR Operat ions O rder 095- 12- PFP, 0507 II A Se p
1995, PFP Exercise Cooperative Challenge 95 Tasking Support Operations Order; V Corps
Aeo fS, G3. O perations, Act ion Officer File, Exerci se Cooperative Chall enge 95.
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concl uded with a completed battalion OPLAN. During the second week the
staff took part in a command post exercise at the Danish Army Tactical Trainer
facility, responding to over five hundred incidents and preparing fi ve task force
FRAGOs concerning various contingencies in the peacekeeping scenario.
Soldiers from 2- 37 Armor used the Combat Maneuver Training Center
methodology, though many of the role players doubled as observers and controllers. The directing staff used current United Nations tactical manuals and
SOPs that were provided well in advance for preparatory training. TF 2-37 used
the Seventh Army Training Command White Paper on Operations Other Than
War, FM 100- 23, Peace Operations, and the unit Operations O ther Than War
SOP. The Danish Army provided a permanent liaison officer. English was the
des ignated exercise language. 13
Peacekeeper 95 (23 October-2 November 1995). Peacekeeper 95 was a U.S. Russian peacekeeping command post exercise, held at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and fi eld training exercise, held at Fort Riley, Kansas, conducted "in the
spirit of P£P:' The purpose was to train in combined operations while improving
U.S.- Russian relations. Atlantic Command sponsored and fund ed the exercise,
which was directed by United States Forces Command. The V Corps involvement amounted to one dismounted company from the 3d Infantry Division for
the field training exercise.
The exercise purpose was to build on the experience of Peacekeeper 94,
which meant that it would more effiCiently conduct combined peacekeeping
operations by integrating U.S. and Russian units into an effective, combined
peacekeeping force. 'TIle exercise was intended also to contribute to regional
stability by reducing tensions through familiarizing participants with each others' military systems. Finally, the exercise would determine the degree to which
the two armed forces were interoperable.
Those purposes were congruent with objectives at higher levels of com mand. USEUCOM's obj ective was to enhance relations between the participating nations and facilitate U. S.-Russian interoperability. USAREU R likewise
sought to improve interoperability, gain effective training on collective peacekee ping training tasks, and promote regional stability by establishing a friendly
working relationship with the Russian military. USAREUR intended to use its
eight-step training model for the training tasks, which included maintaining
trained and ready forces, contributing to regional stability, and training for and
exe rcising deployment operations.

13 HQ, V Co rps, ACofS, G3, O peratio ns, Inform at io n Pape r fo r CG, V Corps, 7 Sep 1995,
sub: CC IRs fo r partnership fo r Peace (PF P) Exercise Coope rati ve Jaguar (02- 13 October 1995)
in De nmark; Corps LAN D] UT Sup plement to COJ\lIBA LTA P Exercise O pe rat io n O rder, PfP Co ~
o perative Jaguar 1995, 16 ]un 1995; Memo, 3d Infantry Div isio n for participati ng units, 16 May
1995, su b: Memo randum o f Instru ction for 3 ID Partici pation in Exercise Cooperative Jaguar 95;
Memo, 2d Battalio n, 37th Arm or, for Co mman der, 3d In fa ntr)' Division, 17 Oct 1995, sub: Coo perati ve Jaguar Initial Impress io ns Re po rt.
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TIle choi ce of the 3d Infantry Division consc iously built on that division's
existing relationship with the 27th Guards Motorized Rifle Division (GMRD),
whi ch began in May 1993 when the Joint Chiefs of Staff designated the 3d
Infa ntry Division as that unit's cou nterpart. The division sent 103 soldiers
of Company D, 2-64 Arm or, augmented by soldiers from HHC, Company
A, Compa ny B, and Company C of that battalion. Some Atlantic Command
sponsors joined the unit. Ten interpreters were attached. TIle Russians sent
the 8th Compa ny, 3d Battalion, 437th Motorized Rifle Regiment, of the 27th
GMRD, along with battalion and regimental staff elements.
The exercise scenario involved UN Chapter VI peacekeeping in an intrastate con fli ct. A truce had bee n signed and a buffer zone establi shed. U.S. and
Russian forces were to operate as part of a larger multinational peacekeeping
force under a Uni ted Nations mandate authorizing peacekeeping operations.
Some of the first exercise activities involved the division cross-training
troops on weapons and running situational training exercise lanes for both
Am ericans and Russians over the course of three days. Troops practiced d ismounted patrols, checkpoint operation, and convoy escort. TIley then exercised those skills at the co mpany level in a four-day field training exercise
under control of the 4-37 Armor battalion staff, us ing observer-controllers
and role players at the Fort Riley training area. Meanwhile, a battalion /regimental size simulation was practiced in a command post exercise at the Fort
Riley Simul atio n Center. For added rea lism, the CPX sim ulations were linked
to actual training to simulate a larger force.
The exercise organized the Russians and Americans into a Combined
Peacekeeping Force (CPKF) subordinate to UNKANFOR (United Nations
Kansas Force), com manded by the American Maj. Gen. Randolph W. House
or the Russia n Col. G. M. Aver'yanov, depending on the 24-hour rotation .
Mythical or notional units were added to the force for purposes of simulation .
TIle head of the Russian Ground Forces Peacekeeping operation for Peacekeeper 95 was General-Lie utenan t (U.S . major general equivalent) Aleksandr
Iva novi ch Soko lov. Since 1992 he had served as Deputy Commander in Chief
of the Ground Forces for Emergency O perations and Peacekeeping. His background included service with motori zed rifle troops, and he was a graduate of
the Frunze Academy and the General Staff Academy.
Col. Gennadiy Mikhaylovich Aver'yanov had recently been ap pointed
commander of the 27th GMRD. A recent grad uate of the General Staff Academy, he served as exercise co-director and Joint Commander of the Combi ned
Peacekeeping Force.
Lessons learned from Peacekeeper 94 were applied. Media activities and
rehearsals were integrated throughout the exercise. Interpreters were attached
to squad level, and all soldiers received training in how to handle the media.
TIlere was some question about the selection of the American unit to participate, but the fina l decision was that it wo uld send a powerful message to
use a unit that was actually slated to be part of any future deployment to Bos -
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nia, and that thi s wo uld emphasize the ability and resolve of the United States
and Russia to cooperate in real-world operations. '"
Cooperative Light III (16- 20 October 1995) . LAND CENT sponsored this
battalion-level command post exercise in the Czech Republic. 'TI,e 3d Infantry
Division provided a battalion response cell consisting of ten soldiers, which participated in a brief exercise.

1-1 3d In fant ry Div ision Exercise D irective for Exercise Peacekeeper 95, 28 JuJ 1995; V Co rps
AeofS, G3, Operatio ns, Action O ffi cer Fil e, Exercise Peacekeeper 95.

Bibliographical Note
This study was drawn from the records generated in the years between 1990 and
2001 by V Corps and its subordinate units, specifically including the files of the principal sections of the general staff and special staff, but also records maintained by
the O ffice of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, at Headquarters, United States
Army, Europe, and the O ffice of the Command Historian, Headquarters, United
States Army, Europe, and Seventh Army. Some few of those records were reproduced and maintained at the V Corps Histor y Office during the writing of this study,
but have since been retired to archives. The mass of records in the staff sections have
since been largely disposed of according to the Modern Army Record Keeping System and are either at the Records Holding Area in Germany or in possession of the
Archivist of the Army.
Because of the pace of operations and the expanding use of information technology, much of the information on which the study is based originated in e-mail communications among staff principals and in conversations and discussions conducted
in the course of command teleconference sessions. Few of those sessions produced
permanent records, a fact particularly true of the critical teleconference sessions that
dominated the decision-making process in the course of actual operations. Hence, a
large set of oral history interviews, conducted at the time of operations or soon after
the fact, sought to document the kind of information that existed nowhere else and
that was key to understanding the rationale behind the decisions reached and courses
of action taken. TI,ose interviews were conducted either by the V Corps Historian or
by M ilita ry History Detachments of the Reserve Components while operating with
V Corps or serving with V Corps for training purposes. A list of those interviews
is appended. TI,e interviews themselves have been transferred to the United States
Army Military History Institute at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
Very little published secondary material exists on the issues this study considers.
Wh ere such books, articles, and published papers do exist and were relevant, they
have been cited in footnotes to the chapters.
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De Groat, Major Michael P.
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King, Lieutenant Colonel David M.
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Lam, Colonel David M.
Langstaff, Sergea nt Kenneth
Layfield, Lieutenant Colonel Steven
Leon, Colonel Robert M., Jr.
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Lonergan, Colonel James Barry
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Lyons, Sergeant Michael Scott
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Parker, Sergeant Major Patrick J.
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Perusse, Lieutenant Colonel Thomas J.
Pukansky, Sergeant Major Michael E.
Ramsaur, Mr. John
Reed, Captain Timothy J.
Rhodes, Colonel john
Rosacker, Command Sergeant Major James Frederick
Sallis, Captain W illie
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Schifferle, Lieutenant Colonel Peter
Schneider, Mr. Heinz
Scully, Major Mike
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Sluss-Tiller, Sergeant Mathew
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Stott, Lieutenant Colonel Harold T., Jr.
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Newspapers
Army Times
Frankfurt Chronicle
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Frankfurter Neue Presse
Main Post
Mannheimer MOigen
New York Times
Rhein Main Presse
Rhein Main Zeitung
Soldiers
Stars and Stripes (European Edition)
Washington Post

Glossary
AAR
ACLANT
ACOM
ACP
ACS
ADA
A/DACG
AFCENT
AFOR
AFSOU TH
AH- 64
ALO
AMC
AOR
APC
APO D
APOE
ARFOR
ARRC
ASE
ASG
ASL
ASOC
ASOG
ATACMS
ATCCS
Atlantic Resolve
ATO
Auto bahn

After Action Review
Allied Command, Atlantic
Atlantic Comma nd
Air Control Point
Arm y Community Services
Ail' Defense Artillery
Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Group
Allied Forces, Central Europe
North Atlantic Treaty Organization Albania Force
Allied Forces, Southern Europe
TI1e Apache attack helicopter, which replaced
the AH- l Cobra in V Corps attack aviation
battalions.
Authorized Level of Organization
Army Materiel Command
Area of Responsibility
Armored Personnel Carrier
Aerial Port of Debarkation
Aerial Port of Embarkation
Arm y Force
Allied Forces, Central Europe, Rapid Reaction
Corps
Advanced Support Element
Area Support Group
Authorized Stockage Level
Ail' Support O perations Center
Ail' Support O perations Group
Arm y Tactical Missile System
Army Tactical Command and Control System
Exercise series that succeeded the REFORGER
exercises.
Ail' Tasking Order
The German high speed, limited access highway
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Avenger

AVLB
AWRPS
BALTAI'
BCT
BCTp
BOS
Bradley

BSB
Bundesbahn

C2
C3 1
C4

Capable Corps

Caravan G uard
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analogous to the Interstate Highway System
in the United States.
n1e Avenger air defense system was a pedestalmounted Stinger system mounted on a High
Mobility Multipurpose W heeled Vehicle
(HMMWV). The one-man gyro-stabilized
electric turret carried two four-missile Stinger
surface to air missile launchers and a .sO-caliber machine gun under the right launcher.
The system had a forward- looking infrared
system and a laser range finde" The system
had a crew of three and carried eight missiles
and 200 .sO-caliber rounds.
Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge
Army Wa r Reserve Prepositioned Stocks
Baltic Approaches, the NATO headquarters in
Denmark
Brigade Co mbat Team
Battle Command Training Program
Battlefield Operating System
Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle. The M2
(infantry squad carrier) or M3 (cavalry
squad ca rrier) that replaced the MIl3
armored personnel ca rrier in mechani zed
infantry battalions a nd cava lry regiments.
The Brad ley was armed with a 2S -mm . gun
and TOW missile a nd .S6-m m. firing port
weapons.
Base Support Battalion
The German federal rail system, replaced by
the privatized Deutsche Bahn.
Command and Control
Command, Control. Co mmunications, and
Intelligence
Command, Control, Co mmunication s, and
Computers
Term applied in U.S. Army, Europe, to denote a
corps that was configured and trained for
missions that were tactically and regionally
diverse. TIle term essentially meant "contingency corps:'
A corps-level command post exercise used as
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CAT
CAX
CCGV
CENTAG
Central Fortress
CEV
CFE
CFX
CGSC
CINC
CINCSOUTH
CINC USARE

CIS
C)CS
CjTF
CMMC
CMTC
COE
CONUS
CO R
COSCOM
CP
CPD
C PKF
C PO
CPSC
C PX
CS
CSA
CSCE
CSS
CTF
CTOSE
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a preliminary to major USAREUR exercises, although originally intended to alternate
with REFORGER.
Crisis Action Team
Computer Assisted Exercise
Corps Command G roup Vehicle
Central Arm y Group
A corps-level command post exercise used as a
preliminary to major USAREUR exercises,
particularly REFORGER.
Combat Engineer Vehicle
Conventional Forces, Europe
Command Field Exercise.
Command and General Staff College
Co mmander in Chief
NATO Commander in Chief, South, with
headquarters in Naples, Italy.
Commander in Chief, United States Army,
Europe, and Seventh Army, whose headquarters is at Campbell Barracks, Heidelberg.
Subsequently changed to Commanding
General, United States Army, Europe, and
Seventh Army.
Company Information System
Chairman, joint Chiefs of Staff
Combin ed joint Task Force
Corps Materiel Management Command
Combat Maneuver Training Center
Command O perating Element
Continental United States
Contracting Officer Representative
Corps Support Command
Command Post
Civilian Personnel Directorate
Combined Peacekeeping Force
Civilian Personnel Office
Civilian Personnel Support Ce nter
Co mmand Post Exercise
Combat Support
Chief of Staff of the Arm y
Council for Sec urity and Coop eration in
Europe
Com bat Service Support
Combined Task Force
Corps Tactical Operations Support Element
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CIT

Common Task Test

DAR ING LION

A 1995 plan to use SETAF's airborne task force
to evacuate United Nations peacekeepers in
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Deputy Commander in Chief. In Europe, this was
generally used as a shortened form of DCINCUSAREUR, or Deputy Commander in
Chief, United States Army, Europe, and
Seventh Army.
Deputy Chief of Staff
A V Corps tactical concept, 1992- 93, that
placed all deep battle assets, including
long-range field artillery, Army attack
aviation, and Air Force tactical air support,
under command of the commanding general of V Corps Artillery, who ran the deep
battle in corps conventional operations.
Directorate of Engineering and Housing
Following privatization of the Bundesbahn in
the mid-1990s, the name of the German
rail network changed to Deutsche Bahn.
Division Support Command
Division Artillery
Deep Operations Coordination Cell
Directorate of Public Works
One of the first joint task force exercises after
the end of the Cold War, Dragon Hammer 92 was a mixed heavy and light force
drawn from various NATO powers. l he
exercise was conducted on Sardinia, with
JTF headquarters at Camp Tuelada.
Term used in U.S. Army, Europe, to denote the
progressive reduction in force after 1990.
Defense Reutili zation Management Office
Division Support Area

DCINC

DCS
Deep Division

DEH
Deutsche Bahn
DISCOM
DivArty
DOCC
DPW
Dragon Ham mer

Drawdown
DRMO
DSA
E-date
EAC
ECC
EDRE
E-mail
Expando Van

Effective date
Emergency Action Center
Exercise Control Cell
Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercise
Electronic Mail
A multiple use tactical military shelter that
could be expanded and that was designed
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to be transported by a tactical truck. 'Th e
expando van did not have the standard
lock downs/tie downs to be transported by
commercial means and was not as large as
an ISO van.

48 Hours

FA
FAARP
FLOT
FOB
FORSCOM
"Four Horsemen"

FRAGO
FSB
Functio nal Command Post

FYROM

A recurring United States European Command
exercise, 48 Hours brought together the
staff of a jOint task force headquarters and
set a planning problem. In the course of
what was originally two days, but later became a week-long exercise, the ad hoc staff
developed options and framed an operations plan.
Field Artillery
Forward Area Arming and Refueling Point (aviation)
Forward Line of Own Troops
Forward Operating Base
U.S. Army Forces Command, Fort McPherson,
Georgia
During Lt. Gen. David M. Maddox's tenure of
command, the officers who managed
the battlefi eld operating systems: the G3
(maneuver/operations), the G2 (intelligence), the corps artillery commander (fire
support), and the COSCOM commander
(combat service support). In practice, each
"Horseman" was represented by a selected
major or lieutenant colonel both in the
corps main command post and in the
corps comma nder's mobile command post.
Fragmentary Order
Forward Support Battalion
An Army study that identified which functions
needed to be accomplished, and at what
level of detail, in tactical, main, and rear
command posts from corps through battalion level, tested by V Corps in 1991 and
1992.
Fonner Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

GOP
GMRD

General Defense Plan
Guards Motorized Rifle Division, Soviet Army,
later the Russian Army.

Heavy Forces

A term used to denote armored and mechanized
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H EMTT
HMMWV
Hot Topics

HRC
HUMI NT
IFOR
1GB
"In the Spirit of PCP"

Intrinsic Action

lPR
IRC
IRF

IRR
[SB
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divisions.
Heavy Expanded Mobi lity Tactical Truck
High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle
"Hot Topics" was the nickname given to a weekly meeting that then -Brig. Gen. Montgomery C. Meigs instituted while V Corps chief
of staff. -n,e meeting was attended only by
staff principals, the DCS, the SGS, and the
co rps historian. The intention was for the
meeting to run no more than thirty minutes, and for the staff principals to bring to
the chief of staff's attention only those major issues with which he needed to concern
himself during the week.
Heavy Ready Company
Human Intelligence, often referred to as human
resources intelligence.
NATO Implementation Force in
Bosnia-Her zegovina
Intra-German Border. The former border between
the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Democratic German Republic.
Phrase describing a type of military exercise
involving various nations. The Partnership for
Peace exercises were conducted only under
NATO auspices, but the United States military unilaterally conducted other exercises "in
the spirit of PCP" outside that umbrella with
nations in eastern and southern Europe. The
exercises stressed interoperability among the
participants with a view to working together
in peacekeeping operations.
Army exercise series that rotated units to Saudi
Arabia, where they drew equipment from
pre-positioned stocks and conducted
heavy force mane uvers in cooperation with
other forces in the region .
In- Progress Review
Immediate Ready Company
Immediate Ready Force
Individual Ready Reservist
Intermediate Supporting Base; occasionally, Intermediate Staging Base.
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ISO Van

International Standard O perations Van, an expandable shelter that was 8 by 8 by 20
feet in overall dimensions and that could
expand an additional 8 fe et on each side,
depending on configuration.

jSEAD
jT F
jVB

joi nt Suppression of Enemy Air Defense
joint Task Force
joint Visitors Bureau

KFOR

North Atlantic Treaty Organization Kosovo Force

LANDCENT

Land Forces, Central Europe, the NATO headquarters of AFCENT, located in Heidelberg,
Germany.
Personal staff group for the V Corps commander
A term used to denote in fantry divisions that
were aerially deployable in 300 sorties by
C- 141 type aircraft. Airborne and air assault divisions were not light forces within
this meaning of the term.
Lines of Comm unication
Logistics Civil Augmentation Program
Local Training Area

"Law Firm"

Light Forces

LOC
LOGCA P
LTA
M1l9
MAA
MACE
MAlT
MAPEX
MASH
MCS
MEDCEUR

MEL
METL
METT-T
Mi l-to-Mil

TI,e M1l9 lOS-mm. howitzer was an American
variant of the British Ll18 Light Gun.
Mission Area Analysis
Mobile Assessment and Coordination Element
Maintenance Assista nce and Instruction Tea m
Map Exercise
Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
Ma neuver Control System
MEDical Central/Eastern EURope, an exercise
that involved sending medical personnel to
a nation to perform a specific mission that
often had a "curative effect:' MEDCEURs
were spin-offs of the USEUCOMO medical
exercises in Africa, the MEDFLAG series.
Master Events List
Mission Essential Task List
Mission, Enemy. Troops, Terrain, Time
TI,e Military-to-Military program was an
Army program that sent teams of Army
specialists to assist the armed forces of
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MOVEX
MRE
MSC
MSE
MTDA
MTOE

former Warsaw Pact nations to modernize. The MiI-to-Mii team operated under
the aegis of an American Military Liaison
Team resident in the host nation.
Multiple Integrated Laser Exercise System
Multiple Launch Rocket System
Military Occupational Specialty
Name for a series of exercises run by V Corps
in 1995 and 1996 to prepare forces for
deployment to, and operations in, BosniaHerzegovina, as part of Task Force Eagle,
the U.S. co mponent of the NATO Implementation Force.
Movement Exercise
Mission Rehearsal Exercise
Major Subordinate Command
Mobile Subscriber Equipment
Modified Table of Distribution and Allowances
Modified Table of Organization and Equipment

NATO
NBC
NCA
NG
NIMBY
NTG
NTV

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
National Command Authority
National Guard
Not In My Back Yard
NATO Training Group
Non-tactical vehicle

ODCSINT
ODCSLOG
ODCSOPS
ODCSPER
ODP

Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Intelligence
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics
Office of the Deputy Ch ief of Staff, Operations
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel
Officer Distribution Plan
Operations & Intelligence Briefing, 1990- 94
Operational Control
Officer Professional Development
Opposing Force
Operations Plan
Operational Tempo
Operational Readiness
Officer Record Brief

MILES
MLRS
MOS
Mountain Shield

0&1

OPCON
OPD
OPFOR
OPLAN
OPTEMPO
OR
ORB
Partnership for Peace

Following the disintegration of the Warsaw
Pact and Soviet Union, underlying tensions appeared in several areas of Europe.
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PCS
PKO
PLL
POM
POMCUS
PRE PO AFLOAT

Purple

REFO RGER

RIF
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With the diminished likelihood of having
to combat conventional forces on a large
scale, NATO made overtures to many of
its former opponents in the hopes that European nations might work together. The
overtures included invitations to conduct
peacekeeping training in preparation for
multinational efforts and resulted in a long
series of Partnership for Peace exercises.
Permanent Change of Station
Peacekeeping Operations
Prescribed Load List
Preparation for Overseas Movement
Prepositioning of Materiel Configured in Unit Sets
Prepositioned Equipment Set Ill, located in
Rotterdam, consisted of the equipment formerly assigned to the 11 th Armored Cavalry Regiment and 2d Brigade, 3d Armored
Division, reconditioned, brought to a high
state of preparedness, and loaded in ships.
The set consisted of balanced brigade sets
of two mechanized battalions, two tank
battalions, an artillery battalion, an engineer battalion, a forward support battalion,
and certa in other elements including air
defense artillery.
A term used to denote joint staff, in contrast to
Green (Army). When used within the V
Corps staff, the term "purple procedures;'
meaning joint staff procedures, was often a
synonym for "slow:'
Return of Forces to Germany. An annual exercise to validate the ability of American
forces rapidly to reinforce the forward -deployed divisions in Germany. At the height
of the Co ld War, REFORGER exercises
involved major maneuvers oflarge formations of troops across German terrain. By
the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, REFORGER had beco me largely a co mmand
post exercise that also tested the ability of
combat service support units to sustain
deploying combat forces.
Reduction in Force
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Right Seat Ride

ROE
RSOI
SACLANT
SASO
SC IF
SEAD
SERB
SETAF
SFOR
SHAPE
SICPS
SlDPERS
SIGMA STAR

STANAG
STB
Sticker Drill

STX
SWA
Synchronization Cell
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An informal process in which the leaders of a
unit visited the unit they were to relieve
and spent a period of time observing task
fo rce procedures and operations.
Rules of Engagement
Reception, Stagi ng, Onward movement, and
Integration of forces
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic
Stability and Support Operations
Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility
Suppression of Enemy Air Defense
Selective Early Retirement Board
Southern European Task Force
North Atlantic Treaty Organization Stabilization Force in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe
Standardized Integrated Command Post System
Standard Installation/Division Personnel
System
Name given to the developmental battlefi eld
automation system that encompassed
five subsystems: Maneuver Control System (MCS); FAAD C' I (Forward Area Air
Defense Command, Control, and Information); AFATDS (Advanced Field Artillery
Tactical Data System); ASAS (A ll Source
Analysis System); and CSSCS (Combat
Service Support Computer System).
Sta ndardized NATO Agreements
Special Troops Battalion
Term used to denote a V Corps war game used
to work out anticipated problems in
upcoming maneuvers, tests, exercises, or
operations. The sticker drill was conducted
with the commanding general, corps staff,
and commanders of major participating
subordinate commands.
Situational Training Exercise
Southwest As ia
Corps term applied to the staff functioning of
the "four horsemen" in the corps main
com mand post, speCifically in the chief of
staff's ISO Van. The synchroni zation cell
was responsible for keeping track of the
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Synchronization Matrix

TAA
TAACOM
TALCE
TCP
TCS
TDA
TF
TFMV
TO C
TOE
TRADOC
TRANSCOM
TRU/A RPS
TTP
UH- 60

UlC
UNHCR
UN PREDEP
UNPROFOR
USA FE
USAREUR
USEUCOM
WarTrace
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current status of each of the battlefield
operating systems.
A chart that displayed critical information pertaining to operations orders in a graphic
form, appended to operations orders in V
Corps. The synchronization matrix showed
time on the x-axis, development of battie field
operating systems on the negative y-axis, and
anticipated courses of action on the positive
y-axis.
Tactical Assembly Area
Theater Army Area Command
Tactical Ail' Liaison Control Element (U.S. Air
Force)
Tactical Computer Processor
Temporary Change of Station
Table of Distribution and Allowances
Task Force
Task Force Move Victory
Tactical Operations Center
Table of Organi zation and Equipment
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
Transportation Command
Theater Reserve in Unit Sets/ Arm y Readin ess
Package South (i.e., Italy)
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
The Blackhawk utility helicopter, capable of
lifting one infantry squad or equipment
and suppl y loads in various configurations.
Unit Identi fication Code
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
Uni ted Nations Preventive Deployment
United Nations Protective Force
U.S. Air Forces, Europe
U.S. Army, Europe
U.S. European Co mmand
System of aligning reserve component units with
active component units, so that the reserve
units could prepare mission statements and
mission essential task lists that provided
training adequate for those reserve organizations to prepare themselves for mobilization.

Military Map SYlllbols
Military Unit- Identification

Anti aircraft Artillery - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IbJ

Armor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [=[
Armored Cavalry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - §
Aviation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

Division Support Command - - - - - - - - - - - -

[""0"'[

Engineers - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[en [

Field Artillery - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8

Finance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[0 [

Infantry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C8J

Mechanized Infantry - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I§

Military Intelligence - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

Military Police - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

Signal Corps - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

Support Command - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[" "",4

Size Symbols
Battalion or Squadron - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - II
Regiment or Group - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - III
Brigade - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X
Divisi o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X X
Co rps - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X X X
Army - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X X X X
Army Group - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X X X X X

Examples
19th Guards Engineer Batta li on - - - - - - - - - - - - -

In'-, I09G

94th Guards Rocket Launcher Regiment - - - - - - -

~"G Kk'

38th Antitank Brigade - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '\'f~"
13th Anti aircraft Artill ery Division - - - - - - - - - - - -

~"

21st Gu ards Mec hanized Divi sion - - - - - - - - - - - - ~"G
57th Guards Rifl e Division --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~"G
Eighth Guards Army - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11th Armored Cava lry Reg im ent - - - - - - - - -

"
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130th Engineer Brigade - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

""1,-';'-, I

Combat Aviatio n Brig ade, 3d Armored Divi sion - -

IJi[] 'ox

41st Artillery Brigade, V Corps - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 8x~x
V Co rps - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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com puterized simulation exe rcises, 38-39
early changes, 39-45
Exercise Dragon Hammer, 45-47
exercises in 1994,52-53
funding fo r ma neuve r tra in ing, 48, 55n37,

551138
German concerns about noise and
disruptions of maneuver exercises, I S,
50-5 1
"How the Co rps Fights" brie fll1g. 39
increasing use of simulations in the ea rly
1990s,47
manning standards of units and, 50
post- Cold Wa r t raining area ava il ab il ity
and,50
REFORGER exercises, 34-39
simulation software development, 39
USAREUR sta ndards fo r forma l external
evaluations of all units by outside
agencies and, 49-50
Exerc ise Atlanti c Reso lve 94
cancell ation of, 83
descriptio n, 52
joint and combined ope ratio ns model, 145,

1621146
personnel reassignments and, 52- 53
REFORGER and, 144
staffing issues, 144- 45
USAREUR exercise philosop hy and, 53
Exerc ise Ca rava n Gua rd 91
description,44
Maneuver Co ntrol System testing, 18
move ment exerc ise and, 105
Ope ration SUI)PORT HOPE and, 257
Exerc ise Cooperat ive C hallenge 95
cultural issues, 114- 15
Partnership for Peace program exa mpl e,
112
preparation time issues, 115- 16
standard operating procedure and, 11 3,
115- 16
stud y confe rence, 113- 14
use of a 12-hour day and, 114
zone of operations, 112- 13
Exercise Dragon Hammer
"asy mmetrical mission;' 144
background to, 140
description, 45- 46
forward command post responsibilities,
141-42
joint and co mbin ed operat ions model, 152,
153
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Exercise Drago n Ham mer- Co ntin ued
prob lems encounte red, 144

real·wo rld ope rat ions and, 46-47
Exercise Moun tain Eagle
assistance fro m USA REUR staff and
Seventh Army Train in g Center, 59
b uildi ng on previous exercises, 66
command cadre, 60
descriptio n of the fi ve exercises, 59-60
design of, 58-59, 61
fo clls of, 60, 66, 82
fore ign language role players, 62- 63, 66- 67
higher headquarters re plication, 62- 63
interp reters' role, 62, 66- 67
leader semi nar, 63
media tra in ing exercises, 64-65
Mountain Shi eld exercises and, 59, 60
o bse rver·co ntrollers and, 58
public affai rs co ntent, 64- 65
riot· hand li ng techni ques, 65- 66
situat ional tra ini ng exercises, 63-64
su bject matter ex perts a nd, 6 1, 871133
synch ro ni zat ion mee tings, 63, 66
Task Force Lion a nd, 59, 60
themes, 61
training area simulat ion of villages and
base cam ps, 61 - 62
train ing philoso phy cha nges, 60
uniq ueness of each exercise. 65
Exe rcise Victory Stri ke
Air Fo rce partici pat ion, 69
a nnual train ing events and, 69- 70
deep operations and, 545
focus of, 67, 82
high intensity co nfl ict and, 83
success of. 69
Theater Ope ning Co mmand Post concept
a nd. 157
Exercises
48 Hours, 52
Cactus Juggler, 18
Cactus Juggler 90. 39- 41, 541117
Caravan I, 35-36
Caravan Gua rd, 18, 36, 37
Central Fo rtress, 18,36.37
Cooperative Bri dge, 111
In ternal Look, 545
Lariat Res ponse, 119
Mountain Shi eld, 59, 60, 393- 94, 45 1
Urge nt Victory '01, 79
Urge nt Victory 2000, 95
Victo ry Focus, 76, 545- 46
Victory Sta rt, 545
Wi nter Shield II of 1961,36
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Fede ral Re pub lic of Germa ny. See Genna ny.
Ferezan, Col. Da n, 147- 48
Ferguso n, CWO Michael, 328- 29
Field Artill ery (Ta rge t Acqui sition), 25th,
Batter), A, 28, 418- 19
Field Artill ery, 27th, 1st Battalion, 449- 50,
47 1
Field Artill ery Brigade, 4 1st, 28, 449- 50
Fil iberti , Col. Edward, 871133
Fi nance Grou p, 5th, 26, 176- 77
Fo ntenot, Col. Gregory, 64, 112, J 16
Fo rce Enha ncement Modules, 118
Fo rm er Republic of Yugoslav ia. See also
Bosn i a ~ H e r zegovina; Croatia; Forme r
Yugos lav Re publi c of Macedoni a;
Kosovo; Se rbia.
escalation of fig hti ng, 392- 93
Mili tary Technical Ag reeme nt and, 514,
516- 17,518
secession of states fro m, 193
terminology clarification, 49 111 1
Forme r Yugoslav Rep ublic of Macedon ia
(FYROM). See also Task Force Able
Sen try.
border issues with the Republic of
Yugoslav ia, 303- 04
req uests for ass istance, 275- 76, 313111,
313113

secession fro m the Re public of Yugoslavia,
193
Yugoslav force stre ngth, 276
Fo rts
Bli ss, 345, 346, 367- 68, 379112
Bragg, 489, 510- 11, 512- 13
Dix, 443- 44
Drum, 222
Hood,6
Ir win, 881153
Leave nwo rth, 73, 77, 78, 881145, 881153
Po lk, 881153
Ril e)" 97, 421, 443
"Four Ho rseme n" conce pt, 135- 40,549
France
extraction of the Kosovo Di plomat ic
Observer Mission a nd, 464, 4921116
interve ntion in Rwanda, 253- 54
Task Fo rce Falcon a nd, 464
Fra ndse n, Lt. Col. Herbe rt, 43
Fran kfurt am Ma in, 16, 301/1, 147, 202, 206,
24711 18,256,258,542
Fra nks, Ge neral Frederick M., Jr., 77, 871140
Friedberg, 16, 301/ 1
Fugett, Maj. Ken, 199
Fu lda, 16, 36,130,174,2471118
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Fu lda Gap, 4, 8- 9, II
Ga ltlir, 332, 333- 34
Gar mi sch, 68, 304- 05, 333
Garnett, R. S., 97
GAU - 30 guns, 68
Gal', Co l. Mark, 399
Giebelstadt, 224, 227- 29, 232, 2471118, 333,
358, 501 - 02
G clnh ausen , 3011 1

Ge ne ra l Defense Plan of \Xfeste rn Europe
(GDP)
"battle books" and exerci ses,S
Ca rava n I exercise and, 36
Ce ntral Fo rtress exercises and, 36
Cold War focus, 537- 38
e nd of the Co ld Wa r and, 15- 16, 90
interservice cooperation and, 538-39
lin ea r logistics battlefield, 8, 16, 537- 38
Operation DESERT S HIELD and, 39
out-or-sec tor missions and, 16,173
rep lacement by "out-of-secto r missions:' 16
ret irement of, 91
t raditio nal NATO mi ssion and, 90
upgrading of equipment and, 11- l2
Ger many
atti tude toward post- Co ld War America n
troop presence. 15,542
h i-national corps agreement with the
United States, 91- 96
changing dom estic circum stances in,
541- 42
concerns about noise and disruptions of
man euve r exercises, 15,50- 51
privat izatio n of the rail system effects on
deployment, 542
reunification of, 15
training rights for units, 18,3 1/'1 17
Gerow, Maj. Ge n. Leona rd T., 128- 29
Gibbs Range, 182
Giesse n, 130,24711 18,256,257
Gjader, 472
Glaeser, Lt. Col. Tim
minimum engagement package conce pt
and,353
Operation FLEXIBLE RESO LVE and, 360,
36 1
O peration NO BLE SAFEGUARD and, 357
O peration SHI NING PRESENC E and, 363,
367
Goldsbe rry, Cap t. Dale A., 23 1
Goma , 254, 256- 57, 258- 59, 266- 67
Goodbary, Brig. Gen. Robert A., 176
Gorazde, 393

Grafe nwohr Training Area, 5, 16,43- 44,48,
50-5 1, 59- 60, 74, 103- 04,168,230,
393- 94,396,400,403,404,409,43435, 447, 47 1,536- 37
Grange, Lt. Ge n. (Ret.) David E., Jr., 871140,
SIS

Gray, Sgt. Aric, 302- 03, 308
Graz iano, Co l. H. A.
O peration FLEX IBLE RESO LVE and, 358,
361
O peration NORT HEHN \VAl'CH and, 37 1
O peration SHINING PR ESENCE and, 362,
363,367- 68
Griffith, Genera l (Ret.) Rona ld H., 871140
Hahn, Col. Daniel, 506
Haifa, 368
Hall e, 9
Ham, Lt. Col. Carter, 282, 292, 301. 306
Hamilton, Capt. Donald, 5321132
Hanall, 226, 228, 230, 2471118, 346, 360, 36 1,
363,365,480- 81
Hansen, Maj. Ronald, 397
Headquarte rs restructuring and Ope ration
JOI NT ENDEAVOR planning
C- l status for personnel, 446, 4571t47
co mm and and contro l and, 452, 458117 1
drawdow n of troops and, 449-5 1, 452- 53
headquarters co mmandant and, 436- 38
ma in ta in ing normal operat ions in
Germany and, 439, 454,/ 13
personnel issues, 435- 36, 439, 440-44,
446- 51,454116,454117
prob lems encountered, 448- 53
rear detachment operations and, 451 - 52
relationships among the headqu arters,
445- 46, 448-49
reserve forces and, 440- 44, 4551121,
4551123
separate brigades and, 453, 4581172
speed of deployment and, 450-5 1
Task Force Victo ry creat ion, 439-40
Title 10 tasks, 435, 454115, 524
train ing issues, 443- 44USA RE UR (Forward) headquarters
creation, 434- 36
Heavy Immed iate Ready Company, 118
Heidelberg, 39, 91-92,117- 18, 147, 2471118,
256, 407,415, 445, 473,477,479,50506,511,522
Heli co pters. See a/so UH-60 Blackhawks.
AH-6'1 Apache, 12, 67,861115,334- 38,
33911 1,467,473,479, 498- 514,523,
524, 525- 26,53 11114
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Helicopters-Continued
C H- 47 Chi nook, 25, 224, 232, 233, 235,
238- 39,333,503-04,510
0 1-1- 58 Kiowa, 339111

UH- l lroquois,240
Heller, Sgt. Ken, 199
Hellfll'c m issi les, 68. 8611 15
He n drix, Lt. Gen. John

immed iate ready com pany model, 117
ISU- 90 con ta iners and, 101
Operation BALKAN S H I ELD and, 462
O peratio n FLEX I B LE RESO LVE and, 357
O pera tion S H I NING PR ESENCE and, 369
read iness co mments, 543, 544Task Fo rce Falcon and, 462, 464- 65, 514,
515,526
Task Fo rce Hawk and, 468, 469, 470, 472,
475 - 77, 479- 82,490, 498- 500,502,
506,525,526
T~\sk Force lllUn der and, 473, 475, 476
Heuser, Lt. Col. Gary, 109, 145
Hinton, Maj. Gen. Willi am, 477
HM MWV trucks, 305
Hoechst, 130
Hohenfels Traini ng Area, 5, 16,43- 44.5051,59- 60,70- 71,881153,103- 04,406,
409,438,447,470,536
Ho lder, Maj. Gen. Leonard D., 289
Ho lto n, Lt. Co l. Wa lter. 277
"How the Corps Fights" briefing. 39
Hughes, Col. Henr y }., Ill, 48 1
Hungary
Bosnia-Herzegovina mission stagin g, 40406,408,410,420
establishment of a headq uarters in,
434-35
O peration JOINT FORGE and, 132, 134
perm ission to fi re miss iles fo r Task Fo rce
Thunder, 476
Hunter, Col. Oliver, 500
Hunter Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, 505, 508,
524
IFOR. See North Atlan tic Treaty
O rganizat ion (NATO).
Illesheim, 2471118, 502
Immediate Ready Company (IRe)
co mmand rev iew, 117- 18
co ncep t of, 547
equ ipme nt needs, 117
heavy armo red fo rce and, 11 6
Med ium Ready Co mpa ny and, 118
model for, 117
Task Fo rce Fa lco n and, 522
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In cirli k Ai r Base, 169- 70, 205- 06, 370, 371,
372, 375, 463- 64
In fa ntry, 51st, Company E, 50 1- 02
In fa ntry battal ions
6th Infantry, 1st Battalion, 279, 282, 287,
294,298, 299,301, 304, 307, 479, 489,
490,509
12th Infantry, 3d Battalion, 300-301, 302
15th Infantry, 1st Battalion, 293, 302, 305
15th Infantry, 2d Battalion, 288-89, 299,
300, 301, 307
18th Infan tr y, 1st Battal io n, 310
502d Infantr y, 6th Battalion, 277, 279, 285,
292,293,299,301
505th Parachu te Infa ntry, 2d Battalion,
512- 13
Infa ntry Div ision, 1st
4th (Av iatio n) Brigade, 334, 335- 36
Immediate Ready Fo rce and , 119
Mo unta in Eagle exe rcises and, 59- 60
Task Force Eagle and, 421
Task Force Falco n and, 462- 63
Task Force Haw k and, 488
W'a rfighter Exercises and, 78, 79
Infantry Division, 3d
2d Brigade, 24
4th (Aviation) Brigade, 3d Aviat ion
Regim ent. 322
Bosnia-Herzegovi na miss io n and, 43 1,,73
Ca rava n Guard 91 exercise role, 44
Immed iate Ready Co mpany model, 117
Task Fo rce Able Sentry role, 294, 295, 296
Warfighter Exercises and, 79
In fantry Divis io n, 8th
3d Brigade, 36
Ann ual Historical Re port, 55- 561139
Ca rava n Guard 91 exercise role, 44
Cold \'(far and, 3011 1
simulation exe rcises and, 48- 49
Ingolstadt, J 30
Innsb ruck, 333
Iraq. See also Repllblicall Guard; Republicrtll
Guard un its.
attacks 0 11 the Kurd population, 169- 70
no -ny zone, 370
number and types of ai rcraft, 370
Scud missi le attacks, 346
Uni ted Nat ions sanctions aga inst, 354, 359
Uni ted Nat40 ns wea pons inspec tio n and,
354,357,361
Iron Cu rlain, 15- 16
Ischgl,333
Israel
Operation FLEXIB LE RESOLVE and, 357- 61
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Kieve naar, Maj. Gen. Henry, 147-48, 207

Israel- Contin ued
Ope rat io n NOB LE
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and,
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and,

Ope rat io n

Kigali, 263- 64, 266- 67
Ki ndred, Brig. Ge n. Sa mue l, 435- 36

354-56
361- 70
ISU- 90 co ntainers, 101, 482
Italy
O peration RES T ORE H O P E deploy ment
a nd, 232- 37
REFORGER 1993 exercise, 52
Task Force Hawk and, ll79, 494J145

King Kh alid Military City, 180, 182
Ki rby, Lt. Col. Dan, 351- 52
Kirch Gons, 3011 1
Kirchdoerfer, Col. Richard, 202

Kiseljak, 211
Kitzin gen, 232, 24711 18
Kosovo,459, 5 15

Kosovo Fo rce (KFOR), 334, 335, 336. See

n/so Task Fo rce Falcon; Task Fo rce

[yes, Maj. Susan, 199

Hawk.
]ena, 9

Kra ijna, 393

jilib, 2501155
johnso n, Col. j. D., 79, 881'151
Johnston, Lt. Gen. Robert 8., 222

Kransberg, 130

Joi nt and co mbined o peratio ns
b a tt l e~l'ostered joint task force staff and,

153
co mmand posts for, 152- 53
Exercise Atlantic Resolve 94 and, 145
Exerc ise Dragon Hamm er and, 152, 153

Operat ion SUPP ORT HOPE, 254-71
joint Chiefs of Staff, 290- 91, 294, 477
Joint Co ntact Tea m Prog ram, 111
Joint Strategic Capabili ty Pl an, 546
Joint Task Fo rce Bravo. 170, 17 1
Joint Task Fo rce Noble A nvil, 462- 63. 464,

513,5 16, 519
Jouiwan, Lt. Gen. Geo rge
Bos ni a ~ Herzegov in a mi ssion

and, 391.

406- 07,408
decisio n to send the 3d Armo red Division
to the Pers ian Gu lf, 165
Exe rc ise Dragon Hamme r and. 153
joint tas k fo rce exercises, 269
REFORGER exerc ises and. 38
training programs, 130

Kukes, 499- 500, 509, 510
Kuwait
O peration POSITI VE FOR CE and, 17 1- 84,
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Task Fo rce Victory and, 180- 82
Tas k Force Victo ry II and, 182- 84
Kuwait City, 172, 180
(Kuwa iti) Armored Batta lio n, 7th, AI Traheer

Brigade, 182
Lam , Col. David, 264, 267, 270
Lam pertheim Local Trainin g Area, 24
Landstuhl,2471118

Larnaca, 321- 22, 326, 327- 28, 329
Law Firm, 22, 32n25, 138- 39, 1621135
Layfi eld, Lt. Co l. Step hen, 283, 284, 301 - 02,
303,309
Leadership seminar of2001, 72- 75

Leba non, 321- 32
LeBoe uf, Col. Joseph, 87//33

Lei pz ig, 95
Leo n, Col. Robert
Task Force Falcon and, 465, 466, 467, 528
Task Force Hawk and, 469, 47 1. 477,

482- 87
Kaisersiautern, 1901138. 198, 258. 334- 35,

360- 6 1,364- 65,368,371,465,471
Kamena, Lt . Co l. Gene
Task Fo rce Able Se ntry role, 282- 83. 293,

300- 301, 306
UN logist ical system co mments, 285, 286
Kaposva r-Taszar, 410. 415- 16, 4 19 - 20.

436-37
Katterbach, 334- 35, 336
Kelkheim, 130
Keller, Lt. Gen . Rich ard E, 26
Kennedy, John E, 6
Keyes, Maj. Ge n. Ronald, 362

Kibi loski, C pl. Br ian, 308- 09

Lindsay, General (Re t.) James J., 871'140

Livo rn o, 45 - 46, 227, 232- 33, 235, 238,
243- 44
Locke, Lt. Co l. Mike, 351- 52
Log ist ical issues, 8,16,92,99- 101 , 11 9
Log ist ics Civi l Augme ntation Progra m

(LOGCA P), 46- 47, 551133, 4 11
Lossa,9
Lust, Brig. Gen. Larry J.
bi -nationa l corps and, 94, 95
Exerc ise Atl antic Resolve 94 comments, 53
logis tical pre parat ions and, 101
observat io ns abo ut traini ng exerc ises,

82- 83
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Lust, Brig. Gen. La rry J.- Conti nued
O peration SU PP o lrr H O PE comme nts, 263
post- Cold \'{Iar co rps obse rvations, 270
staff tu rnover co mm ents, 187
standard ized comma nd post concept
comments, 136- 37
M 16 ri fles, 94
NI230 3D-I111n. chain gun for McDonnell

Douglas heli copte r, 86111 6
Macedo ni a. See Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedon ia (FYROJ\lI); Task Force Able
Se ntry.
McG hee, Maj. Corn ell R., 26
NIcKea rn , Lt . Co l. Mark , 332
Mc Ki nley, Maj. Robe rt, 5321132
Nla ddox, Lt. Gen. David M.
"advanced support echelon" concept and,
43-44, 102- 06
ass um ptio n of co mm and of USAREU R and
Seventh Army, 24
Bosnia-Herzegovin a mi ss ion and, 389
Cactus Juggle r 90 exercise a nd, 39- 41
capabi lity exercise for fiel ding the Mobil e
Subscriber Equ ipment, 43
command post changes a nd, 130
corps command group veh icl e a nd, 137
" Dee p Division" conce pt, 40- 41, 54111 7,
137- 38
de ployment of 3d Armored Division to
Sou thwest Asia, 165- 66
d rawdown implementation, 15, 22, 24
Exercise Carava n Gua rd 91 a nd, 44
"Fo ur Horsemen" co ncept, 135-40, 549
O peration POSITI VE FORCE and, 176-77,
184
O peration PROVIDE PROM ISE a nd, 194,

215112, 215113
O peration SU PPORT H.OPE role, 254, 256,
257,264
pos t-Cold \'(fa r train ing of troo ps and ,
15- 16, 18
princi pal contributions of, 45, 552
quarterly exercising o f troops, 4 1
rea r comma nd post mobi lity and, 134, 552
"sticker dri ll s;' 41- 43, 551121, 102
style of cO lllmand, 136
synchrollization matri x and, 41, 139- 40,548
Tas k Fo rce Abl e Sent ry a nd, 290
Task Fo rce Provide Comfort and, 170
training standard for troops retu rni ng to V
Corps control, 4 1
Ma in comm and posts
c hanges in the compos itio n of, 154-58, 549

Main comma nd posts- Contin ued
Cold \Var locations a nd shelters, 130
crisis actio n tea ms, 157
emergency action ce nters, 157-58
O peration JOINT FORGE and, 132, 134
personnel problems, 13 1
physical security issues, 134
power usage, 130- 31
"reach back" conce pt and, 154- 58, 549
Ma in te nance co mpanies
19th ,363
549 th, 371, 372, 375
Ma in wa ring, Maj. John , 170
Main z, 3011 1
Maneuve r Cont rol System, 16, 18
Ma nnheim, 16 , 24,30111 , 169, 182-83,224,

232,233,238- 39, 2471118, 542
Maples, Col. M ichael, 439, 450, 455/114
Marine Ex pedi tionary Fo rce, I, 222. See also
U.S. Marine Corps.
Ma rin e Ex ped itional')' Unit, 26th, 517
J\!larseill es, 232
Marsto n, Robert, 22
MASH. un its. See J\!lobil e Arm y Surgica l
Hospita l, (M ASH,).
Med ia
co nfusion about O peration SHI NING
PR ESENC E name and, 363-64
criticism of the speed of de pl oyment fo r
Task Force Hawk, 526
Mo untain Eagle exe rcises and , 64- 65
O pe ration PROVI DE PROMISE and, 199,
2 171135

Task Force Hawk a nd, 67
Medical Battali on (Evacuation), 42 1st, 224,
226
Medical Brigade, 30th, 129
Medica l Com ma nd, 7th, 175-76, 199- 200,
210- 11, 224, 226, 294
Medical com pani es (Air Ambula nce)
45 th,240
159th, 224, 226, 231, 233, 235-36, 237- 39,
240,243, 50 1- 02
236th, 334-35
Medica l and de ntal records and pe rsonnel
read in ess, 107- 08, 1 to, 186
Medical Detachment, 67th, 418- 19
Medical Group, 68th, 199- 200
Medicines sa n Frontiers, 221
Medi um Ready Co mpany, 1 18
Mehr, Capt. Joey, 237
Meigs, Gene ral Mo ntgo mery C.
aviation conference, 68, 69
Bosnia-Herzegovina mission and, 392

INDEX
l'vleigs, Gene ral Mo ntgo mery c.-Co nti nued
chain of comma nd comme nts, 26 1
heavy fo rce compo nent of exe rcise plans,
53
Immediate Ready Com pany and, 117- 18
leadershi p confe re nce bl'i eflll g by Riley, 74,
75-76
Operation SUP PO RT H OPE role and
observations, 256, 258, 26 1-62, 265- 66,
267- 68
peacemak ing co mpared with low leve l
com bat operations, 70
study of sim ulation exercises, 47-52, 67
Task Force Hawk and, 467, 500, 529, 545
Task Force Thunder and, 473, 475
view of the corps organi zation , 153- 54
Melton, Col. Clayto n, 256, 257, 260
MiG-29. See Aircraft.
Mi lfo rd, Lt. Co l. Robert, 448-49
Military In telligence Battalion, 302d, 389
Military Intelligence Brigade, 20Sth, 129,
2471118
Military Intelligence Group, 66th , 362- 63
Milita ry pol ice, 104- 05
M ilitar y Police Brigade, 18th, 129, 176-77,
24711 18
Milita ry Poli ce Com pany, 127th, 365
Mill er, Col. Charles E, 212
Miller, Brig. Ge n. Leo nard D., 104- 05, 1231140
M ilosev ic, Siobodan, 460
M inimum e ngage men t package (J\lIEP)
concept
defini ng of, 352- 53
In iss ion, enemy, troops, te rrain, and time
evaluat ion tool and, 353
NATO tactical eva luation requirenlents
and,352, 354
Operat ion FLEXIBLE RE SOLV E and, 360- 61
Ope rat ion NORTHERN WATC H and, 377
Ope ration SHI NING PR ESENCE and, 36465, 367 -68
pract ical application of, 353
Miesau Ar my Depot, 541
M ission, enemy, troops, terrain, and tim e
evaluat ion too l UvIETT-T), 353
J\lli ssio n Essential Task Lists (METLs), 47,
83,438
Mob ile Ar my Surgical Hospita ls (MAS Hs)
212th, 195-2 12,389
502d,212
IvlobUe Subscriber Equipme nt (MSE), 43 - 44,
105
Mob ile Subscribe r Equipme nt Ca pabi lity
Eval uation, 18, 25
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Mogad ishu, 230, 23 1, 232, 233 - 34, 235, 237,
239,240
MoloR', Lt. Col. Alan, 483
Morley, Col. Thomas, 256
Mountain Div ision (Ligh t), 10th
Bosni a-Herzegovin a mission and, 4311173
O peration RESTORE HOPE ro le, 222, 232,
237- 38,25011 55
Mountain Eagle exercises. See Exercise
Mo unta in Eagle.
Mounta in Shield exerci se. See Exercises.
Movement Co ntrol Center (MCC), 502d,
177, 198,235,243
Movement exe rci ses (MOVE X), 43-44,
103- 04
Mult inational force concept, 19-20
Multiple Laun ch Rocket System, 86111 8
Army Tactica l Miss ile System and, 861120
aviation exercises and, 68
equipment upgrading and, 12,40
Task Fo rce Hawk and, 470, 524
troop drawdow n and, 24- 25, 26
Naples, 282, 400- 401
Nase, Maj. \'.(/illiam, 482, 483
Nash, Maj. Gen. \Xli lliam L., 392, 40 1
Nati ona l Strategy of Peacetime Engage ment,
III
National Support Element
Bosnia- Herzegov ina mi ssion and, 420, 434,
435,443
Task Fo rce Th un der and, 476
NATO Mutual Su pport Act, 92, 121119
Nevatim Air Base, 364- 65, 367, 368
Newcom b, Lt. Col. Everett, 205, 206, 211
Newell, Capt. Peter, 230- 31, 2481124
N ice, 232
Nicosia , 32 1- 22, 326
Nix , Maj. Gen. Jack P., Jr., 266, 401
Nohra,9
Nolen, Doug, 33, 78, 79-80
Nongovernmental orga ni zations (NGOs),
264,269-70
Nordic Battalion, 276- 77, 289, 294, 303
No rth Atlantic Coo peration Counci l, 111
North Atla ntic Cou ncil, 460, 461
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
See also Allied Comm and, Central
Europe, Rapid Reaction Co rps (ARRC);
All ied Forces, So uthern Europe
(AFSOUTH); Standard ized NATO
Agreements (STANAGS).
32d Army Air Defense COlllm and mission,
345
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North Atlantic Treaty O rganization-Continued
All ied Command Europe Mobile Force
(L. Ild).19.33 1-32
bom bing ca mpa ign agai nst Serbia, 462
Bosnia· Hcrzegov ina miss ion, 387-43 1.
542-43
bureaucracy of, 519- 20
Cactus Juggler 90 exercise and, 39-41
Central Army Grou p, 538, 539
Exercise Dragon Hammer and, 46
General Defe nse Plan and , 90, 538
Impleme ntation Force (IFO R), 57, 284,
387.396. 542-43
Kosovo miss ions, 459-90, 491u5, 504
language issues, 520, 5321143
multinational force conce pt, 19- 20,
311123
O peration ALL I ED H A RB OU R, 511
Operation S HI NING H OPE, 469
o perational philosophy changes, 60
Partn ership for Peace program, 11 0- 16
restructuring of membe r armed forces,
90- 91
niles of engagement. 509
se nsitivity to rank, 520
Sustai nment Force (SFOR), 57
tactical eva luat ion requirements, 352, 354,
377. 38511 102
Ta sk Fo rce Able Se ntry and , 310- 11
Wa rsaw Pact respons ibilities, 4- 5, 8- 9, II,
16. 18- 19
W INTEX/S IMEX exercises. 36
Northern Limit, Area of Observation
(N LAOO). 286-88. 303-04
Nii rn be rg. 169. 211 - 12. 2191158. 24711 18
O berusel, 1901138
Od iel'llo, Brig. Gen. Raymond, 465, 486- 87,
507
O hrdruf,9
O lumouc, 112- 13
Omaha Beach, 128- 29
Ope ration ALLIE D FORCE
American forces authorized, 46 1
beginn ing of, 460-61
lack of a ca mpaign plan for, 468
M ili ta ry Techn ica l Agree ment signing and,
514.5 16- 17.518
Task Force Hawk and, 513
Ope ration DESERT SH IELD
electronic tagging syste m and, 101
pe rsonnei read iness a nd, 107
responsibilities of V Co rps, 15
troop drawdow n and, 22, 33
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Operation JOI NT ENDEAVOR. See also
Headquarte rs restruc turing a nd
Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR pla nning;
Task Force Eagle.
Air Force sorties in sup port of, 414
a nalysis of, 424
awa rds policy, 448, 4581156
ca mpaign plan for, 415
cha in of co mmand, 4 15
dep loyment issues, 424, 484, 541
force st ructure buy backs and, 28
indi vidual training course fo r, 3
length of. 421
lessons learned frol11, 546
Operat ion JOINT GUARD IAN and, 523- 24
pe rsonnel readiness and, 110
phases of, 407
plann ing for, 407
quarterly deployment terrain walks a nd,
101
SACEU R authority to conduct, 4291147
staffing issues, 388
synchroni zat io n matri x a nd, 4 11
tempora ry change of stat io n orde rs, 446
O peration NORT HERN WATC H
alert order for, 37 1-72
clearing Turkish customs and, 376
compl icat ing factors, 372
daily routin e of. 373-74
extension of, 375
Iraq's n o ~ fly zo ne and, 370
min imum engagement package concept
and,377
Patriot batteries fo r, 37 1, 372-73. 463
reco nst itution and retraining after, 376
Operation POS ITIV E FORCE
actions of V Co rps, 168,176-77
aSSignme nt of V Co rps as "p usher units"
for VII Corps. 165. 169
equipment loading and, 185-86
funding iss ues, 175
fut ure problems and, 184
keeping track of soldiers and, 186
new technology a nd, 185
Operat ion PROVIDE COMFORT and,
169-71
pe rsistent problems and, 185-86
phases. 175-76
ready reservists and, 168
req uirement for Kuwa it, 171-73
si tuation at the e nd of 1991,184-87
support requi re ments, 174-75,546
Task Force Victo ry, 180- 82
Task Force Victo ry II , 182-84
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Ope ration POSIT I VE FO RCE-Contin ued
train ing issues, 166, 168
USAREUR framewo rk for, 175-76
Operation P ROVIDE COM FonT
aviation uni ts, 324, 331 - 32
future problems and, 184
humani ta rian aid to the Ku rds and, 169-

70,2 171138
issues to be reso lved in the future, 186- 87
perso nn el readi ness issues, 107- 08, 110
O peration PROV IDE P ROM ISE
base ca mp construction, 198- 99
bri efin gs on, 194,215112,215113
chai n of co mm and a nd. 195- 96,2 14
civilian populatio n pat ients and, 210
co mmu nications issues, 198, 199- 200
co mplications of, 2 12- 13
co ncl us ions about, 212- 14
dep loyme nt, 205- 12
earl y pl annin g, 194- 205
food service iss ues, 204- 05
fundi ng issues, 203
"Harvest Falco n" p re ~ fab r icate d housing
and, 196, 200, 202, 203, 205- 06, 209,
210, 211
huma nitari an su pplies fo r, 390
immi ne nt da nger pay and, 197,202
Jo in t Chiefs of Staff and, 213- 14
la nd mi ne awa reness training, 209
legal issues, 199,202,206- 07
med ical ca re for so ldiers and depe ndents
in Ge rm any and, 201, 202
"mi ss ion creep" and, 208
numbe r of pat ients treated, 211
Operation RESTORE HOPE and, 222- 23,
226,237
passport and visa wa ivers for soldi ers, 202
perso nnel issues, 197- 98,210- 11 ,213- 14
po li tical unrest conce rn s, 196- 97
"purple proced ures" and, 206, 2171139
rul es of engagement and, 206
situat ion reports, 205, 209
su rvey team, 202- 05
Task Force Ab le Sen try and, 286
Ope ration RESTORE HOPE
after action reviews, 242- 44
air assaul ts, 237, 2501155
analYSis of, 242- 45
attachm ent of addi tional eleme nts, 234,

2491144
chem ica l agen ts and, 234
conference on, 228, 2471118
deploy men t decisions, 244, 251- 521180
de ploy ment fro m Livo rno, 232- 37
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Operation RESTO RE HOPE- Continued
d uty in So mali a, 237- 39
ea rly plans a nd preparat ions, 222- 27
equi pment left behind, 241- 42
future operatio ns and, 244- 45
headqua rters strength and, 223, 246114,

2471120
home preparations, 231-32
lack of infras tructure and, 237
mi ssion statement for, 229- 30
O peration PROVIDE P'WMISE and, 222- 23,
226,237
personnel issues, 226, 231, 242- 43,

2481128,2481129
rat ionale behind the task fo rce
orga nization, 224, 226, 246,110
redeployment, 239-42
shipment of equipment, 235- 36
situation reports , 2501156
specified tasks for, 230
supplies for, 226- 27, 232
tim ing issues, 227- 37
verbal in fo rm ation flow and, 226
O peratio n SHI NING PnESENCE
begi nni ng of, 36 1- 62
confusion about operat ion name, 363- 64
deployment (Jow, 364
minimum engagement package co ncept
and, 364- 65, 367- 68
mi ss ion of, 362
redeployment, 368- 69
una nswered questions about, 369- 70
value of, 369
Operation SOU TH EnN WATC H
coa litio n force ro le, 347
demands of, 349- 50
offic ial begi nning of, 347
Pat riot missile units, 348- 49, 351
pl anni ng for, 348- 49
trai nin g issues, 350
O peration SUPPO RT HOPE
after ac tion rev iews, 266
chai n of comm and issues, 258, 259- 61,
265- 66
co ncl usion of, 263- 64
interp reting the taskings, 257- 61
issues arisi ng fro l11, 265-7 1
join t task force problems, 259- 61, 266- 69
ma naging the deploy men t, 261- 63
medica l preparat ion for, 264
nongovern men tal o rgan izations and, 264,
269- 70
pea k of dep loyments, 263
prelimi nary plann ing, 254- 57
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Operal ion SU PPORT HOPE- Co ntinued
rehyd ration centers, 259
scaling back, 263- 64
water purification eq uipm ent, 258. 259.
266- 67
Operational co nce pts, new
admi nistrative and tactical techniq ues for
wagi ng war elsewhere than Ge rm any,
119-20
Advanced Support Echelon, 101 -07, 11 9
a im of, 89- 90
bi ~ nationa l co rps, 91 - 96
co mmitm ent to the ARRC, 96- 99
Immediate Ready Force, 116- 19,547
logistics, 99- 101
"ocean closer" concept, J 19- 20
Partnership for Peace, 110-16
personnel readiness, 107- 10
Operations. See also Task Fo rce Falcon; Task
Force Hawk.
A LLIED HARB OUR, 511

AnABIAN Fuuv, 35 1- 52
BALKAN SHIELD, 462, 463
BIG L I FT, 6, 8

DAR ING LION, lOt. 393-94, 403
DESERT Fox, 361- 62, 463
DESERT STO RM , lOl, 346- 47
FLEX IBLE RESO LVE, 357, 359, 360- 61
JOINT FOR CE, 132, 134
JOINT GUAIW IAN, 334, 462, 523-24
MANN HElM SHIELD, 182
NOBLE SAFEGUARD, 355- 57
OVI::RLORD, 128, 160111
PROV IDE RE LI EF, 221-22
51·II NING HOPE, 469, 477, 5 lJ
TRANSPORT SHI ELD, 182
VICTORY H"WK, 470, 524, 526, 528- 29,
546
OPLANs
10405, 406- 07
33001,34- 35
40104, 400- 401
40105,406- 10
Osborne, Maj. David, 302, 308
Partnership for Peace
Exercise Coo pera tive Bridge, I I I
Exercise Coo perative C hallenge 95, 112- 16
trnining exercises, 543
Pa sse nge r movement control cell (PMCC),
169
Patriot mi ssile system
cred ibility of, 347
equipment upgrad ing and, 12

Patr iot mi ss ile system- Co ntinued
im provements to, 346- 47
Operation FLEXIBLE RESOLVE and, 358,
359
Operation NORTHERN \X'ATCH and, 371,
372- 73,463
Ope rat ion SHIN ING PR ESENCE and,
362- 63
reequipp in g of mi ssil e battal io ns with, 345
reorga ni zation plan of 1998, 350- 52
Task Force Thunder and, 475
Peace enforceme nt mi ssio ns, 58. See (llso

specific missiol1s (llId opemtiolls.
Pees, 475
Peebles, Lt. Co l. Bruce, 871133
Persia n Gu lf \Var. See Ope ration DESE lrr
SHIELD; Operations.
Perso nnel Group, 5th, 26, 176-77
Perso nnel read iness
ad ministrative and d isciplinary issues, 107
indiv idu al requi rements and, 109- 10
medica l and dental issues, 107, 108, 186
O peration DESERT SHI ELD a nd, 107
Operation PIWVIDE COMFO RT a nd, 10708, lIO
protect ive mask inse rts, 109
quarte rly sched ule for processing rev iew,
lIO, 186
reco rds checks and, 107- 08
sin gle parents and, 110
te rm s related to, 1231148
Petrosky, Maj. Gen. Daniell., 284, 435
Pet rovec Airfield, 277, 293, 334-35, 470
pnaster, Darryl, 22
Philippine Sea, U.S.S., 362
Pisa, 232, 480, 526
Pleso Ai r Base, 205- 06, 208
Podgorica, 497 - 99, 5 11
Poland
Exercise Cooperat ive Bridge and, III
Exercise Victo!"y Strike and, 69- 70, 150,
157
Pristina, 5 17
Progra m for Co nfidence and Sec urity
Building Measures, 111
Public affairs issues. See also Media.
Mounta in Eagle exercises, 64-65
Ope rat ion PIWVIDE PROMISE, 199,
2 171135
Pugh, Col. Pau l E, 283
Qoryoo ley, 2501155
Rambouillet Agreement, 460, 515
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Ra mstei n Air Fo rce Base, 169,23 1,232,
233- 34, 237,334- 35,364- 65,372,471,
477, 479, 541
Rap id Reaction Corps. See Allied Co mm and,
Ce ntral Euro pe, Rapid Reaction Corps
(A RRC).
Reachback co ncept, 154- 58. 549
Rear command posts
Cold \'(far location s and shelters, 130,
131- 32, 160119,538, 553113
nexib il ity issues, 132, 134, 135, 551- 52
integration of co rps su pport co mmand
with, l S0- 51
physical security issues, 134
REFO RGE R 89 exercise and, 130
reorga ni zatio n of, 147- 51
respo nsibilities, 132
\X/aterma n's model fo r, 149- 50
Rece ption, Staging. O nward Movement, and
Integration (RSO I), 150, 163n52
Re ill y, l"la;. Thomas, 49211 11
Re im er, Ge neral Dennis, 513
Reith, Lt. Ge n. Joh n, 469
Rem otely Mo ni to red Battlefi eld Sensor
Syste m, 490
Replacement Detachme nt, 64th, 447
Repo rters, 64- 65. See also Media; Publ ic
affa irs issues.
Repllblicall Guard, 17 1- 72, 179
Republican Guard units
llllmqi Corps, 179
1sllVlec/i allized Divisioll, J79
6lh Arll/ored Dillisioll, 179
17th Arlllored Dillisioll, 179
Reserve Comma nd, 7th Army, 134
Reserve forces, 440- 44, 455112 1, 4551123
Retur n of Forces to Ge rmany (REFORGER)
exercises
1988 ma neuve r damage bill, 35
1989 as a model for fu ture exe rc ises, 37,
130
1990 exe rc ise, 37- 38, 39
1992 exe rcise, 38
1993 exe rcise, 52
Carava n 1 exercise, 35- 36
co mpared with 2001 exercises, 83
desc riptio n and o rigin of, 8, 35- 36
evolution of. 536- 37
Exerci se Atlantic Resolve 94 and, 144
freque nC)' of, 36
lessons learned from, 39
iVlaneuver Control System test ing, 18
Ope ration Plan 33001 and, 34- 35
post- Cold \Var need for, J 6
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RE FO RGE R exercises - Co ntinued
pre pa rat io n fo r, 36
purpose of, 36, 37
tes t of new o perat io nal prin cipl e and, 18
R h e in ~ Da hl e n , 96, 42711 15
Rhei n ~ Ma in Air Force Base, 108, 169,
174-76,233-34, 237- 39,240- 4 1,258,
26 1- 63,298,447,541
Ril ey, Lt. Gen. James C.
Exercise Victory Strike a nd, 67- 70
leadershi p sem in ar, 7 1- 76
rea r comm and post reo rganization and,
150, 545
sce nario changes for train ing events,
80- 82
Task Force Falco n and, 522
11leate r O pening Command Post and, 155,
157, 158- 59
\Va rfighter Exercises a nd, 77- 79
Rina s, 480, 488, 489, 497 - 98
Rose, Ge neral Sir M ichael, 58
Rotterdam , 169
Rou ntree, Maj . Ge n. Grego ry A., 355- 56,
358
Royal Air Force
84th Sea rch and Rescue Sq uadro n, 330
relocation of Ame rica n av iators to Ak rotiri
Station, 322, 323
Ruh e, Volker, 9 1
Rutherford, Lt. Gen. Je rry R.
advanced suppo rt echelon a nd, 106- 07
ARRCand,97
Beirut Air Br idge a nd, 330
bi ~ national cor ps training and, 93
Bosni a-Herzegov in a mi ssio n and, 390, 392
comments on the need fo r more flex ibil ity
and more co mpete ncies of leaders, 7 1
Exe rcise 48 Hours and, 52
Exercise Atla ntic Resolve 94 a nd, 144-45
Exe rcise Dragon Hamme r a nd, 46
O pera tion RES T o l~E HOPE and, 228, 241
Operation SU PPORT HOPE and, 262
origination of the phrase "Ruck it up;' 4
rea r com mand post mobility and, 134
simulatio n exercise views, 47
Task Fo rce Abl e Se ntry ro le, 279, 288, 296,
297,300
troo p d rawdowns and, 26
Rwa nda, 253- 54
SA- 7 Gra il antiaircraft missi les, 326, 3401123
Sad dam Hussei n, 171-72, 346, 359
Saema rk~1l1 o m se n , Brig. Gen. Fi nn , 277,
3131110
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Sa in t. General C rosbie, 137
capable corps co ncept and, 129-30, 165
O pe ration POSITI VH FORCE and, 174
pe rsonnel readiness comme nts, 107
SA M-7 antiaircraft mi ss iles, 328
Sarajevo, 117- 18,284,393
Sard in ia, 45-46. 140-44
Sava River, 57, 408-09, 418- 19, 445
Save t he C hildre n, 221
Schiffe rl e, Lt. Col. Pete r, 881145
Bosni a- Herzegovi na missio n and, 399, 400,
402,406
headq uarters restructurin g a nd Operation
JOINT ENDEAVOR planning and, 434-35
intelligence inputs and, 78
Sc hloesser, Col. ,eff, 501
Schroeder, Lt. Gen. Daniel, 266, 267. 29 1
Schwabi sch,2471118
Schweinfurt, 2471118
Schwetz ingen, 134
Scud missiles, 346, 354
Scu lly, Maj. M ike, 475, 4921111
Sde Dov, 367, 368
Sedivy, Col. Juri, 112
Serbia, 491111
acts of retribution or retali ation betwee n
Se rbs a nd Kosovar Albania ns, 516
border forces, 53011 5
brea king of d iplo matic relat io ns with t he
United States, Britain , and France, 461
co nce rns abo ut helicopter attacks, 504
co nsideratio n as a staging base fo r Task
Force Eagle, 404-05, 4291143
peace talks with Kosova r Albania ns, 460
SETAE See U.S. Army Southern Europea n
Task Force (SETA F).
Seventh Army T ra in ing Center
AR RC and, 96
battle simu lation systems, 39
Bosnia-Herzegov ina miss io n a nd, 392
Mo untai n Eagle exe rcises and , 59
SFOR. See North Atlantic Treaty
O rgani zatio n (NATO).
Shalikashvili. Lt. Gen. John , 170
Shinseki , Gene ral Eric, 543
Shkoder, 499-500, 510
Sho rt. Lt. Gen. Michael C, 506
Shufelt, Lt. Col. ' ames, 310
Sig nal brigades
5th , 362-63, 435- 36
22d, 129,2471l 18
Signal Co mmand, 5th, 258
Signal units, advanced support echelon and,
104
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Simonelli, Maj. Jose ph A., Jr., 371, 372-74
Si mulatio n exercises
Co mbat Ma neuve r Train ing Center
rotations a nd. 47
early use of. 38
improvement in prob len1-s01v ing ab ilities
of staffs and, 47
increased lise of, 47
M ission Essential Task List tasks and, 47
software for. 39
study of, 47-52
trai ning m iles per system and, 48-49
Sirki n Air Base, 356
Skopje, 281, 282-83, 29 1- 92, 293, 294, 3 1011,334-35,462,463,464, 467,470,471,
508,514- 15,521
Siavonski Brod, 405, 475
Sloveni a, 193,426116
Small Unit Support Vehicles (SUSVs), 285
Sm ith, Admi ral Le ighto n, Jr., 283
Snow Cats, 285, 305
Sola na, Jav ier, 460
So malia, 221- 45
Sov iet units
Eighth Guards Army, 9, 11
Group o/Soviet Forces ill Germall),. 9
Spetznatz troops, 9
Speakes, Brig. Gen. Ste phe n, 542
changes in t he milita ry c ulture of the Ar my
nnd. 529
changes in traini ng philosophy and, 83-84,
547-48
daily update br iefings, 157-58
headquarte rs changes and, 525
Specia l Forces. 304-05, 511
Specia l Forces Grou p, 10th, 499. 530u3
Special Troops Battalio n, 42611 1
comma nder's mi ssio n ana lYS iS, 437-38
esse nti al tas k list, 438
miss ion of, 436-37
NATO suppo rt, 387-88
power usage and, 130-3 1
predeploym ent process ing, 186
REFORGER exercises a nd, 37
Usp lit-based" operatio ns, 438
st rength of, 16 111 12
t raining support for USA REUR (Fo rwa rd).
438
Srebren ica, 393
Standardized, Integrated Co mm and Post
System (SIC r S), 136-37, 148
Standardized NATO Agreements
(STANAGS), 92-93, 539
Steele, Lt. Ge n. W. M., 78
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Stein, CoL Fred,435- 36
Stell a Ail' Base, 367, 368
Stevens, Col. Greg, 200- 201, 204, 208,
209-10
Sticker drills, 41- 43, 551121, 102
Stoift, Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Wi lliam A., 72
Stuttgart, 169, 257
$u lka, Lt. Col. Dan
Bos ni a- Herzegov in a mi ssion and, 391
hu manitari an reli ef operati ons comments,

270- 71
jOint and combined operations comme nts,

152
logistical issues co mme nts, 99
Operation SUPPORT H O PE review, 268-69
Sull ivan, General Gordon, 306
Sullivan, C\XI'4 \,(/illiam, 53 11112
Suppo rt battalio ns
7 1st Corps, 69

703d Fo rwa rd, 260, 264
Support comm and s. See a/so Corps Support
Com mand (COSCOM), 3d.
3d Infantry D ivision, 136
280th Rear A rea, 134

309th Rear A rea, 4551123

316th Real' Area, 134, 4551123
317th Rea r A rea, 4551123
345th Rea r Area, 134, 4551123
Suppo rt grou ps

7th Corps, 4551123
16th Cor ps, 134,365,396- 97,4551123
280th Rea r Area , 441- 42
Sup reme Headqua rters. All ied Powers,

Europe (SHAPE), 406- 07, 461
Swa in, Brig. Gen. Thomas, 28, 553117

Sweden, 294
Sw indell, Lt. Col. Dav id, 450
Sync hro ni zatio n matri x, 4 1, 139- 40, 548
Tac Plus comm and post, 145 - 47, 153- 54
Ta lley, Co l. Benjami n B., 128- 29, 160112
Ta nks. See also Armo red perso nn el ca rrie r,
M 1l 3; Bradley fighti ng vehicles.
M 1 Ab rams, 12,39.48

M 1Al Abrams, 12,94, 182
M4 Shenna n, 1 1
M26 Pershing, 11

M41 light, II
1vl47 light, 11
M48 Patton. 11
M60 series. 11 , 39
Task Force Able Sentry
aircraft issues . 295- 98
assum ptio n o f missio n by V Corps, 277-79

Task Force Able Sentry- Conti nued

background to, 275- 77
border crossing iss ues, 286- 88, 303-04,
464
Bradley co nduct o f fi re tra iners, 307,

32011 118
chain of command issues. 281 - 84, 312,

3 141119
consequences of, 311 - 12
drawdow n of troops, impact o n, 539-40
end o f the missio n, 309- 11
engineering issues, 288- 92, 316116 1
eq uipment issues, 279, 285 - 86

force cap, 294, 295
fund ing issues, 29 1
headquarte rs involve ment, 286- 88
lack of gui da nce o n trai ning in A rmy
man uals for peacetime mi ssio ns, 298.

3181185
medica l care issues, 294, 305-06, 31911 11 2
missio n o f, 464
open · ended nature o f, 3 11
patro l issues, 302- 04
phys ical fi tness of troops and, 307- 09
predeploymcnt training tasks, 304- 05
reco nst itution, ret raini ng, and
recertificatio n o f uni ts, 278, 306- 09
reo rga ni zation fo r peace enforcement
o peratio ns, 292- 98
shelter issues, 294
Task Fo rce Apache and, 337- 38
Tele med syste m and , 305-06, 31911 11 3
training issues, 278, 298- 306, 311 - 12,

3191194,31911 111
unique mission of, 276
Uni ted Natio ns co ntro l and, 279-84
Uni ted Natio ns logistics issues, 284-86
weather issues, 279
Task Fo rce Eagle. See also Headquarters
restructuring and O peratio n JOINT
ENDEAVO R planning; Operatio n JOINT
ENDEAVO R.
base camp constructio n, 4 11
Bos ni a· Herzegov in a missio n, 396, 398,

410-19
deployment of, 403- 06, 410- 19, 544
equipment trans po rtatio n issues, 4 13- 15,

4301163
force cap, 4 11
lessons lea rned fro m, 42 1- 25
make- up of, 57
miss ion of, 410
Mounta in Eagle exercises, 59- 67
shelter issues, 412
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Task Fo rce Eagle- Continued
strategic objectives, 407-08
success of, 420
support problems, 540
units ass igned to, 398
withdrawal of units, 419- 20
Task Fo rce Falcon
acts of retribution or retal iation between
Serbs and Kosovar Albani ans, 516
administrative considerations, 5 15, 516
brigade rotations, 517-18
chain of co mmand issues, 464
change o f mission to Task Force Hawk,

467- 68
c hanges in the Inilitary culture of the Army
a nd, 529
deployment of, 514- 20
early planning, 461 - 67, 4921113
ex peri enced staff and, 465 - 66
force strength, 462
Immediate Ready Com pan)' and, 522
Kosovo Diplomatic Observer Miss ion and ,

464,49211 16,5 16
major planners, 4921111
Jvlediulll Ready Co mpany and, 119,522
j\llilitary Techn ica l Agree ment and, 516-

17,5 18
miss ion of, 497, 5 18
mi ss ion rehea rsal exercises, 470, 515
NATO relationship issues. 519- 20
negative impact of the preparation fo r
other exercises o n, 467
other missions in progress and, 463 - 64
p lanning challen ges, 516-17
political issues, 5 15, 529
premise of, 467
"spin dri lls:' 466- 67
s upervision of elect ions, 521
Task Force Apache and, 334, 335, 336
typ ica l deploy ment for, 520- 22
unique circumsta nces, 465
Task Fo rce Hawk
after action review, 545
artillery missions, 509- 11
av iation tra ining needs and, 68- 69
base ca mp development, 481 - 88
chain of command issues, 468- 69
changes in the mili ta ry cu lture of the Army
and,529
Co mbin ed Air Operations Cen ter and. 502,

506,524,527
command and co ntro l issues, 467- 69,

4931128
communi cation issues, 485. 523

Task Force Hawk- Continued
co mpetition for ai rfi eld space and, 483- 88
cross-border operations and, 468
Deep O peratio ns Coordination Cell and,

504- 09
deep raids and. 501
deployment of, 476- 81
diplomatic delays. 480- 81
diplomatic issues, 526
equipment needs. 481 - 82
Flechette rockets and, 50 1, 531118
force st rength, 522
future V Co rps operations and, 525, 529
grou nd force for. 488- 90
high in ten sity co nn ict and, 83
immediate ready force and, 117
Itali an government and, 479. 4941/45
language issues, 520, 5321143
limitatio ns, 523
live fires. 507- 08
materi al handling eq uipment and, 484- 85
media co mmentaq', 67
mission of, 497
mission analysis techn iques, 502- 03
mission cree p and. 511 - 12
mission exec ution checkl ist, 508
mission rehearsa l exe rci ses, 470, 507- 09,

524
mi ssion scenarios, 502, 53 1111 2
mission statement and task force
organ ization, 469- 73
nondoctrinal nature of, 500- 504
opera tiona l diffi culties , 499
personnel issues, 512, 523, 5331145
reasons for stand-down, 513- 14
recovery of down ed airc l'ews and, 501 - 02
Remotely Monitored Battlefield Senso r
System and, 490
road conditions and, 499- 500. 51 1
"rock drills;' 507
rules of engageme nt, 468
secu rity issues, 473. 498- 99
setting up the forward base, 510
speed of deployment and, 512- 14.

525- 26
Super Torch party and. 477, 479, 482, 485,

4941143,4941155
survey team, 471- 72
Task Fo rce Thunder and, 473- 76
terrain and shelter issues, 471, 472-73,

477, 479,480,4941155,503,5311114
'Theater O pening Co mmand Post co ncept
and, 157
TOP SCENE mission simulator, 507
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Task Force Hawk- Conti nued
t r ade ~ o ffs between base developm ent and
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